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Roumeli Travels in Northern Greece

Patrick Leigh Fermor
Patrick Leigh Fermor explores Northern Greece and its minority nomad communities.

A brilliant reflection of the conflict between modern Greece and the old Greek world—Classical

and Byzantine elements combined and shown to us as a vital and revealing part of the Greek
temperament.

‘Splendidly written ... a wandering scholar with a difference.’ The Sunday Times

Illustrations and map 30s net

Mttni Travels in the Southern Peloponnese

Patrick Leigh Fermor
‘Not only the best guide to the Mani that has appeared in any language but also a fruitful

and forceful contribution to our understanding of that “inexhaustible Pandora's box of

eccentricities and exceptions to all conceivable rules” which is the modern Greek world.’

The Times Literary Supplement

3rd Printing Illustrated 25s net

The Pursuit of Greece
Phillip Sherrard
‘An anthology that will fill the mind with sun and splendour.’ The Sunday Times

‘A book of delights, and a cluster of magic.’ The Evening News

Coloured Frontispiece and photographs by Dimitri 42s net

Byzantine Aesthetics
Gervase Mathew
The only book in any language that attempts to analyse Byzantine standards of beauty by

relating them to changes in Byzantine civilization.

‘Enthralling.’ Apollo Magazine

2nd Printing Illustrations and map 35s net

Classical Landscape with Figures
Osbert Lancaster
Essentially topographical, Mr. Lancaster’s Greek scene is typically enlivened by various

figures in the foreground and a few well designed ruins in the middle distance.

4th Printing Author’s coloured and other illustrations 30s net

John Murray



Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft - Darmstadt -

THE WORK OF THE SCHOLARLY BOOK SOCIETY
is the provision of important books (documentary works, sources, lexica, handbooks, concordances, complete editions,

student editions, scholarly works, and monographs) devoted to all fields of scholarship: Philosophy, the History of

Mathematics and Physics, of the Natural Sciences and Medicine, Psychology, Education, Theology, Classical Studies,

History, Politics, German, German Poetry, the Romance Languages, English Studies, East Europe, World Literature

(in German translation). Geography, Indo-European, Oriental Studies, Art History, Musicology, Law, Economics,

Sociology, Journalism and Library Science.

WHAT IS AVAILABLE?
About 4,500 books, in print or at present on subscription in the main program; in the side program: original prints,

foreign language editions, phonograph apparatus and recordings, and book-shelves.

ADVANTAGEOUS SPECIAL PRICES

for members. No expensive purchase requirements included. Any book can be ordered as well for gift purposes.

Current information available annually through five notices, one general catalogue (over six hundred pages, packaged)

and two supplementary catalogues. One may join at any time up to December 31st by writing in six weeks before.

SUBSCRIPTION FOR ONE BOOK PER YEAR
No quarterly books or similar rules! You will subscribe to or order one book, one phonograph record, or one drawing

of your choice. What book club can offer such easy terms?

The Scholarly Book Society is in fact a club that today has a membership of over 63,000. It ought in no way to be con-

sidered a private concern. Any profits must by statute be utilized exclusively for the provision of further books or the

planning of them. The Scholarly Book Society owes its productivity to the co-operation and help of its members:

(1) through their sharing in orders for titles on subscription in order to achieve the highest possible printing at the most

advantageous possible price; (2) through a membership fee serving for the support of difficult titles (SI.50 annually; for

students $1.); (3) through their scholarly aid in the suggestion of titles for inclusion in the program.

Please send to me at no cost and with no
commitment on my part the terms of
membership, the annual catalogue (over

500 pages, packaged) and all supplementary
catalogues.

Last Name, First Name(s)

Street and Number

An die

WISSENSCHAFTLICHE

BUCHGESELLSCHAFT

DEPT. BY,

City State Country

6100 DARMSTADT
Postfach 1129

Germany



GREEK COINS & THEIR VALUES
by H. A. SEABY

PRICE

30/-

This new catalogue and book of reference lists 3,163 coins of all the City

States and Kingdoms of the Hellenic world including those struck during the

Roman period. It contains notes on the origin of Greek coins and on the

principal deities and personifications portrayed on them, quotes weight

standards, methods of dating and includes a table of ancient alphabets and

numerous maps.

This new catalogue—a companion volume to “Roman Coins and their Values"

—has been added to the list of numismatic books published by:

—

B. A. SEABY LTD.
59-65, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.l

Seabys are always pleased to buy and sell rare and beautiful coins of all countries

and periods.

THE VOYAGES OF ULYSSES
A Photographic Interpretation of Homer's Classic by

ERICH LESSING
For every lover of Greece and of Greek literature this superb volume will bring fresh

revelations, and its magnificent illustrations will continue to yield something new.
1 15 pp. offull colour illustrations. 8 gns

HOMAGE TO GREECE
KATERINA WILCZYNSKI, with chosen passages edited by

H. M. Andrews
‘Miss Wilczynski’s water colours and drawings are really enchanting, and marvellously

true.’—Sir Kenneth Clark 70s

A COMPANION TO HOMER
ALAN J. B. WACE and F. H. STUBBINGS
‘Probably the finest and fullest aid (and stimulus) to Homeric study that has ever appeared

in print .’—Guardian 84s

MACMILLAN



BARCLAYS FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS ‘A fierce,

vindictive

scribble ofred*
Yellow, we are now told,

is more startling and
more easily visible. But the

news comes too late. Red Vw|jL
will for ever be the colour /

'*

of dangers and alarums. * v9nr
It is understandable ’

therefore that its
'

sudden appearance
..

among the sober blacks <

of a bank statement 1
;

k
> *

^
ST

should produce a . . .<

sinking feeling. S } *

Occasionally there may ‘
- ?

-

he some reason for this. But
‘ *-'*

usually there is not. Money
_
A ,

' \*

is our business and the '

i A-
granting of overdraft jk |£Sg

facilities is simply a part

of that business. We cannot, V >
alas, scatter these facilities \
with a fine, careless rapture.

But if your case is good and
your intentions honourable

you will, in due course find red

upon your statement. It will

not, however, be fierce. It will

never be vindictive. And (so

long as our accounting machines
continue to function) it will not

be a scribble. Apart from that, the

quotation seems remarkably apt.

BARCLAYS BANK
Money is our business

In case
you forgot,

the quotation
is from
Browning’s



CAMBRIDGE
Polarity and
Analogy
Two Types of Argumentation in

Early Greek Thought

G. E. R. LLOYD
A study of the two types of

argument used in Greek thought

from Thales to Aristotle:—Polarity,

the doctrine of opposites, and
Analogy, the doctrine of

similarities.

84s. net

Plato’s Thought in

the Making
J. E. RAVEN
A detailed study in English of all

the passages in the Platonic

dialogues which relate to Plato's

central Theory of Ideas.

"The book is superbly well written

and immensely readable and it can

be recommended as an ideal

introduction to Plato both for the

general reader and for the classical

student.”

Times Literary Supplement
Cloth, 21s. 6d. net

Paperback, 12s. 6d. net

The Greek House
BERTHA RIDER
First published in 1916, this book

summarizes all the archaeological

evidence available at that time about

the history and development of

Greek houses from the Neolithic

period to the Hellenistic age.

Now reissued 25s. net

A History of Greek
Philosophy, Vol 2:
The Presocratic Tradition from
Parmenides to Democritus

W. K. C. GUTHRIE
Professor Guthrie completes his

study of the Presocratic tradition.

He groups together philosophers
who were interested in the same
things, distinguishing particularly

between the natural philosophers
and the moral philosophers.
Professor Guthrie tells his story

with scholarship and clarity.

75s. net

University of Cambridge Oriental

Publications

Averroes’
Commentary on
Plato’s ‘Republic’
Edited by E. I. J. ROSENTHAL
The second edition of Mr.

Rosenthal’s translation with

introduction, critical apparatus,

notes and glossary of the fourteenth

century Hebrew translation of

Averroes’ writing on Plato’s

‘Republic.’

‘The learning and care which have
been put into it almost surpass
belief.’ Philosophy

84s. net

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS



OUR MODERN HERITAGE
is the history of the past—the story of the ^
life and customs of vanished peoples and

civilizations. The archaeologist’s pains-

taking search adds to the mosaic pattern \J

of our knowledge of these bygone times. V",

ARCHAEOLOGY
an illustrated quarterly, published by the Archaeological Institute of

America, presents the latest results of this work. During the coming year there

will be reports of discoveries in India, Peru, Turkev, Greece, Italy, and

Yugoslavia as well as other .

countries where exciting finds I
ARCHAEOLOGY, Dept. Y4

1
.

* 100 Washington Square East, New York, N.Y. 10001
are being unearthed. 1

6 u > ’ 3

|
Send ARCHAEOLOGY for .

.
year(s) to:

1 year £1 16s. 2 years £3 12s.
j

Name

Make cheque or money order 1 Address

payable to ARCHAEOLOGY I

Address

SWANS
HELLENIC CRUISES

GREECE, TURKEY, YUGOSLAVIA, NORTH AFRICA, MIDDLE EAST, BLACK
SEA ... to mention but a few fascinating places to be visited during our fourteenth

cruise season. Since 1954 there have been 62 cruises.

Each cruise is accompanied by a team of experts who will make the ancient world

come alive for you with on-board and on-site talks.

In 1967 there are eight 15-day cruises:

4th April; 18th April; 2nd May; 16th May; 30th May;
8th August; 22nd August; 5th September.

The new currency regulations still allow ample spending money on board and ashore.

Accommodation is available at a variety of prices fully inclusive of shore excursions

with air travel from London to Venice or Athens and return.

PRICES FROM 113 TO 340 GNS.

36-page illustrated brochure available from

:

W. F. & R. K. SWAN (Hellenic) Ltd.
260-261 (H.2) TOTTENHAM CT. RD„ LONDON, W.1

Telephone: MUSeum 8070 (20 lines)



Holidays in Greece
WINGS Limited offer many varied holidays to Greece and the Aegean

and also Hellenic Air Cruises, which visit at leisure three or more centres

such as Athens, Rhodes and Crete. During the past nine years, nearly 7,000

people have taken part in these cruises. On some holidays the itinerary also

includes Asia Minor, Istanbul and countries in the Middle East.

A coach tour of the Peloponnese (flying first to Corfu or Athens) visits

Olympia, Sparta and Mistra, Epidaurus, Tiryns, Mycenae and Old Corinth,

accompanied by a leading Greek archaeological guide. Visits are also made to

Delphi, the island of Aegina, and Cape Sounion, and the tour throughout is

escorted by our own representative.

Charges are very reasonable and full details will be found in the WINGS
programme, available on request.

WINGS LIMITED 124 FINCHLEY ROAD LONDON N.W.3

SWIss Cottage 5611

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH TRAVEL AGENTS

Blue Guide to Greece *3*

. . all the merits that have made the series so valuable for tourists that praise is

is almost superfluous.’ The Scotsman reviewing Blue Guides

This is designed as a practical guide to the country and its antiquities of all

periods. It contains ground plans of the principal archaeological sites and town

plans of all important centres.

Over 60 maps and plans. To be published in February 196"?

Aegean Turkey
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL GUIDE

GEORGE E. BEAN 50s.

“This fascinating book, readable though scholarly . . . is . . . invaluable to all

those who visit such classic sites of the Turkish coast as Sardis. Pergamum.

Miletus. Ephesus and Heracleia.”
Illustrated London News

Contains many plans, sketches and photographs. Professor Bean teaches classics

at the University of Istanbul.

Published by Benn, Bouverie House, Fleet Street, London EC4



An Introduction to

Roman Legal

and Constitutional

History

WOLFGANG KUNKEL

Translated by J. M. KELLY

355 net

Roman Litigation

J. M. KELLY

425 net

The Greek City

From Alexander to Justinian

A. H. M. JONES

635 net

Aristophanes:

A Study

GILBERT MURRAY
35s net

The Origin and

Early Form of

Greek Tragedy

GERALD F. ELSE

A Patristic

Greek Lexicon
Fascicle 4

Edited by G. W. H. LAMPE

Paper covers 845 net

Parmenides

A Text with Translation , Commentary,

and Critical Essays

Translated u ith Commentary and

Critical Essays by

LEONARDO TARAN

8O5 net

Princeton University Press

Koine Eirene

General Peace and Independence in

Ancient Greece

T. T. B. RYDER
42s net

University of Hull

The Attic Stamnos

BARBARA PHILIPPAKI

64 half-tone plates , 9 text-figures £8 8s net

Oxfoid Monographs on Classical Archaeology

265 net

Harvard University Press OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS



THE CIVILIZATION
OF GREECE

in the Archaic and Classical Ages

Francois Chamoux
In order to present a civilization whose legacy remains essential for our age, Francois

Chamoux, archaeologist, historian and Hellenist, has chosen several themes which seemed
to him of primary importance: war, the gods, the city-state, the birth of literary forms,

the role of the artist and his position in society.

‘scholarly and readable exposition of the Greek sources of our culture." Birmingham Post

‘handsome and filled with admirable illustrations ... a serious and successful attempt to

describe Greek civilization in a single book ... a sensible book, thoroughly to be recom-

mended.’ Economist

‘with an erudition based on extensive first-hand knowledge, he has drawn upon the

bewildering abundance of literary and archaeological material to bring clearly before our

eyes the Civilization of Greece from earliest times to the end of the Classical period . . .

this book is adorned by over two hundred superb photographs. Thanks are due to the

translator for his easy and readable style, and to the publishers for a \olume that is tech-

nically excellent in every way.’ Contemporary Review 75s

ALLEN SC UNWIN

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY BOOKSELLERS LIMITED

rajas
-

i&sizss.

uJb
issue regularly

CATALOGUES AND LISTS ON CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY

and other subjects within the field of the Humanities.

They also welcome offers of small or large collections of books for sale

39 STORE STREET LONDON \VC1

MUSEUM 8959 & LANGHAM 3425



The Loeb Classical Library

Edited by

L. A. POST, L.H.D., E. H. WARMINGTON, M.A.

Each volume 25s. net

NEW VOLUMES 1966-1967

440 PLOTINUS I. Life of Plotinus and Ennead J. Translated by H. Armstrong

432 LUCIAN VIII. Translated by M. D. Macleod

428 PLUTARCH’S MORALIA XIV. Translated by B. Einarson and P. H. De Lacy

414 AUGUSTINE City of God IV. Books XII-XV. Translated by P. Levine

WILLIAM HEINEMANN HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Emigration from Italy

in the Republican Age of Rome
ALAN WILSON

The first work to survey the widespread and increasing emigration movement during the last two centuries
of the Roman Republic, both to the Western Mediterranean provinces and to the Greek East. The author
considers such matters as the volume of emigration, the regions and places settled and the relations of the
emigrants with the people they lived among. 37s. 6d. net

Athenian Homicide Law
in the Age of the Orators

D. M. MacDOWELL
‘One of the most compulsively fascinating sidelights on the Athenian psyche to have been published in
years and is worth several tons of cultural generalizations on the Greek heritage ... a brilliant piece of
research presented both with scholarship and—less common—one eye on the intelligent layman.’

—

Times
Literary Supplement

. 25s. net

Colony and Mother City

in Ancient Greece
A. J. GRAHAM

‘An important book on a difficult subject ... has made a real contribution to our understanding of the
colonies.’

—

Classical Journal. ‘Students of Greek history will have reason to be grateful for this verv
thoroughgoing study of the relationships between various types of colonv and their mother city from the
8th century B.C. down to the 4th.’—Times Literary Supplement. jjs a,!

,w t

MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS



UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

INSTITUTE OF CLASSICAL STUDIES

31-34 Gordon Square, London WC1

PUBLICATIONS
BULLETIN NUMBER 13 (1966) Published annually, previous numbers

available Price £

1

BULLETIN SUPPLEMENTS

No. 4 CATALOGUE OF THE MSS OF OVID’S METAMORPHOSES
By Franco Munari (1957) Price 10s.

No. 5 THE TELEPHUS OF EURIPIDES By E.W. Handley and John Rea
(1957) Price 12s. 6d.

No. 6 THE TEXTUAL CRITICISM OF DOCUMENTARY PAPYRI—
PROLEGOMENA By Herbert C. Youtie (1958) Price 10s.

No. 8 PHLYAX VASES By A. D. Trendall (1959) Price 10s.

No. 9 MONUMENTS ILLUSTRATING OLD AND MIDDLE COMEDY
By T. B. L. Webster (1960) Price £7

No. 10 STUDIES IN THE SIGNARIES OF SOUTH-WESTERN CYPRUS
By T. B. Mitford (1961) Price 25s.

No. 11 MONUMENTS ILLUSTRATING NEW COMEDY By T. B. L.

Webster (1961) Price 30s.

No. 12 MYCENAEAN CIVILIZATION, PUBLICATIONS 1956-60 A
bibliography compiled by Brenda E. Moon (1961) Price £1

No. 13 A SURVEY OF CLASSICAL PERIODICALS Union Catalogue of

periodicals relevant to classical studies in certain British Libraries.

Compiled by Joyce E. Southan (1962) Price 30s.

No. 14 MONUMENTS ILLUSTRATING TRAGEDY AND SATYR
PLAY By T. B. L. Webster (1962) Price 25s.

No. 15 THE KNOSSOS TABLETS (Third Edition) A transliteration by

John Chadwick and J. T. Killen (1964) Price 30s.

No. 16 A GAZETTEER AND ATLAS OF MYCENAEAN SITES By
R. Hope Simpson (1965) Price 50s.

No. 17 NEW FRAGMENTS OF THE MISOUMENOS OF MENANDER
Edited by Eric G. Turner (1965) Price 25s.

STUDIES IN MYCENAEAN INSCRIPTIONS AND DIALECT XI— 1965

By John Chadwick. L. R. Palmer and L. J. D. Richardson Price 5s. (Volumes

V—X also available)

Publications distributed by International University Booksellers, 39 Store Street,

London, WC1



Joint Library of the Hellenic and Roman Societies

LANTERN SLIDES

The Slides Collection is arranged in two main sections:

(a) A general collection of over 10,000 slides (3J 3)in.) covering a very wide range of subjects; the major
Prehellenic sites, the Greek mainland and islands, Rome and Italy and the Roman Empire; sculpture, vasess
painting, mosaic; coins; papyri.

<b) About 40 sets of slides on specific subjects (3i x 3) in.) compiled by specialists who have also written note,

to accompany the slides. These include Prehellenic Greece, Greek Gods and Heroes, Homeric Pictures,

Greek Drama, Greek Sculpture, Greek Painting, Greek Vases, Athens, Greek Cities, Greek and Roman Archi-
tecture, Transport in the Ancient World, Ancient Furniture, Roman Portraits, The Roman Imperial Army,
Rome, Ostia, Roman Gaul, Roman Britain, The Roman Wall, The Greek Theatre and its Scenery.

Cher 2.500 colour slides (2 x 2in.) are now available. There are sets, with notes, on the Athenian Agora excavations,

Athens. Ostia, Pompeii and Lema, Greek Papyri, Art in Roman Britain, Classical Costume, Greek and Roman Archi-
tecture (black & white), and a general collection which includes many sites in Greece, Roman Britain, Roman France
and Italy; Etruscan tomb paintings, Roman frescoes and mosaics, Greek vases, and objects from the Greek and Roman
Life room of the British Museum.

A complete catalogue of coloured slides is available at 7s. 6d. a copy.

Slides may be hired by members of each Society at a charge of 10s. a set, or 4d. each for individual slides, plus postage.

Copies of coloured slides may be bought for 5s. each.

The annual subscription to each Society is £3. Schools are eligible for membership. For particulars apply to the

Secretarv of either Society at 31-34 Gordon Square, W.C.l.

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF

GREEK AND LATIN EPIGRAPHY

The Congress will take place in Cambridge
from 18th to 23rd September 1967.

Accommodation will be available in Gonville

and Caius College and meetings will be held

in The Lady Mitchell Hall.

Details of the programme and arrangements

will be circulated later to those known to be

interested.

Any enquiries should be addressed to the

Secretary, Miss J. M. Reynolds, Newnham
College, Cambridge.



GREEK AND ROMAN GOLD AND
SILVER PLATE
D. E. Strong

This beautifully illustrated handbook includes a full historical discussion

of Greek and Roman plate, and considers such important associated

matters as the sources of precious metals and the techniques of classical

craftsmen. 84s

THE DYSKOLOS OF MENANDER
Edited by Eric Handley

‘This is an edition traditional in form, with the virtues of traditional scholarship;

it is informative, meticulously accurate, well indexed and temperate in its

judgements.' The Times Educational Supplement

‘Mr. Handley’s text marks a considerable advance on all his predecessors.’

The Times Literary Supplement. 55s

THE GREEK AND ROMAN CRITICS
G. M. A. Grube

‘Likely to remain for a long time an indispensable guide for anyone who wishes

to study . . . Greek and Latin . . . literary criticism.’ Tablet. 50s

To be published in November:

Art of the World

HELLENISTIC ART
T. B. L. Webster

Linking classical Greece with imperial Rome, the Hellenistic Age was an era

of great masterpieces and of developments in many applied arts and crafts;

Professor Webster considers all those aspects and the political and intellectual

background that produced them.

With 60 four-colour plates, about 80 black and white illustrations, chronological

table and map. 55s

METHUEN



A HISTORY
OF
GREEK
LITERATURE
Albin Lesky
Translated by C. de Heer and J. A. Willis

‘A splendid and very readable literary history in the purer sense,

full of wit and wisdom, accessible to the non-specialist, brilliantly

written and as brilliantly translated from the German.’ Economist

‘Nothing on quite the same scale exists in English . . . Professor

Lesky supplies a vast amount of background information, but

his book is also full of judgements and assessments which are

always sensible and refreshing.’ The Observer

‘A leisurely, learned and readable survey in depth.’ The Times

*.
. . will supply a long-felt need as a reference book for serious

students and researchers. It includes an extensive and up-to-

date bibliography and describes in detail controversial points of

dating and textual variations.’ The Listener
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ANDREAS RUMPF
1890-1966

Andreas Rumpf was born at Potsdam in 1890. He was a pupil of Franz Studniczka at

the University of Leipsic, where he took the degree of Doctor in 1915, and was Assistant

to Studniczka from 1913 to 1928. From 1928 to 1959 he was Professor of Classical

Archaeology at Cologne. He served as an artillery officer in the first war; in the second

he stayed at home and kept aloof from Nazism. He was made an Honorary Member of

the Hellenic Society in 1949.

Rumpf was devoted to Studniczka, and wrote a very good account of his master’s life

and work
(
Jahresbericht fiir Altertumswissenschaft, 1934). One of his own early publications

was Die Wandmalereien von Veil: it showed the interest in Etruscan art which he always

retained and which was seen later in his Catalogue of the Etruscan Sculptures in Berlin.

His other large works were Chalkidische Vasen, a masterly study of that class of vase; Die

antiken Meerwesen, a contribution to the publication of ancient sarcophagi begun by Carl

Robert; and Malerei utid £eichnung
,
a volume in Otto’s Handbuch. But much of his best

writing is in his countless smaller works, of which enough to cite his Archaologie, gay and

packed with information, and his Stilphasen der spatantiken Kunst. His reviews are models.

Rumpf had an extraordinary knowledge of individual works of art and their history

since the renaissance and before it. He had a keen eye; and there is hardly any department

of ancient art in which he was not an expert. He disliked the ill-founded and the pre-

tentious, and he would oppose these with simple facts and with arguments well arranged

and clearly expressed, sometimes not without irony.

He was a kindly man and a great scholar, and he will be much missed.

J. D. B.





ATTIC GEOMETRIC VASE SCENES, OLD AND NEW
(PLATES I-IV)

The New York crater, 14.130. 15 (plates I-III), was first published by Miss Richter

fifty years ago. 1 Since then it has frequently been accorded illustration and comment both
for its figure scenes—notably the prothesis, 2 the chariot friezes 3 and the occurrence of

‘Siamese twin’ warriors

4

—and for its place in the development of Attic Geometric vase-

painting. 0 There are, however, a number of features in the figure scenes which have
escaped notice hitherto in publication, and which are of some interest to the student of

Geometric funeral practice and iconography.

The prothesis itself (plate II a) is conventional enough in most of its details. The child

crouching over the legs of the dead man extends his arms over them. The child standing

behind the head tears his hair with one hand while the other seems to be stretched towards

the dead man’s mouth. 6 Certainly no branch or fan is held—the motif found in some other

prothesis scenes. Before the child’s leg is a small fish. The gesture and the fish (an odd
filling device, if it is one) are not readily explained but may be borne in mind when other

features of the frieze are discussed.

At the left of the prothesis eleven mourners approach, all women, naked, with their hands

raised to their heads in the usual manner. It is the group of warrior mourners at the right

of the prothesis that deserve closer attention (plate II b). The first warrior touches the

leg of the bier with his right hand, while the other is held immediately above and just

touching a string of tangentially linked loops and dots. To this we shall return. The two

small animals set one above the other between the first and second warriors might at first

sight seem to be only filling ornament, but they are something more. They are suspended

from a line or pole held in the right hand of the second warrior. Their limp posture shows

clearly enough that they arc dead. The third warrior holds a similar pair of small animals

suspended from his left hand. When the ‘filling devices’ between the other warriors are

given the same attention we see that the fourth and fifth warriors are each holding a string of

fish, shown in the usual Geometric manner, diamond-shaped with sharp fins and tail. A live

water bird shows interest in the second string. The sixth and seventh warriors are each

holding a string of small birds, the uppermost held by its neck, and all with their heads bent

limply back over their bodies—dead. The front warrior holds five birds suspended from

his right hand; the second holds six (the last a fledgling afterthought) from his left hand. In

his free hand is held what might be a knife with a broad blade. These two (and perhaps the

1 AJA xix (1915) 394 ff., pis. 21, 22, 23.2-3; and

in MetMusBull x (1915) 70 ff., fig. 1, Handbook >1917'

fig. 22, (1927) fig. 28, (1953) pi. 14a. I am deeply

indebted to Dietrich von Bothnier who himself took

the detail photographs published here, and who
afforded facilities for this study and publication; and

to the Department of Art History and Archaeology

at Columbia University, New York, where, as

Visiting Professor in spring 1965, I had also the

opportunity to study several American collections.

- Richter, Ancient Furniture 66, fig. 171: Brueckner,

. 1.1 1921 243: Zschietzschmann, . 1 .1 / Ini 1 19281 18 f..

38 no. 12; Hinrichs, Ann.l'nii'.Saiaiicmis-Phil. 1933

124 ff., pis. 3, 11a; Marwitz, Antike und Ahendland x

i 1961 t to.

* von Mercklin, AJA xx 1 1916 1 401, 404 t.;

Hahland. Coinlla Curtins 124, 11.9: Young. Hc\p.

Suppl. ii 79, 182 and cf. 196 n.i, 173.

VOL. LXXXVI.

1 Hampe, Fruhe gnechtsche Sagenbilder 49, fig. 21;

j. M. Cook. USA xxxv H 934-5 1 206; Fraser. AJA
xliv (19401 461: Hofkes-Brukker, Bull, ion de Vereen.

xv (1940' 3: Webster, BS. 1 1 1 933 41: Kirk. BSA
xliv 119491 44 1 follows Cook 1

.

5 Matz. Gesduchte i 62; Rubier. Kerameikos v. 1 173;

Marwitz. Antike Kunst iv 119611 44 f. : Yillard, RA
1 1949. ii 1 1071; Kunze, Festschrift Schweitzer 50;

Davison, Attic Geometric Workshops 1 Yale Classical

Studies xvi' 111 f., 117, fig. 139.
h He might be closing it or offering food. The dead

person s head is touched on Louvre A352 C\ .1 xi

pi. 12.I' and the Dresden oenochoe 1 Muller,

Xncktheit pi. 3.7; Hofkes-Brukker. FruhgrAtiuppen-

hildung pi. 1. 1 . Se\ eral black-figure prothesis st enes

show the woman at the head of the bier occupied with

the pillow: cf. BSA 1 1977 37 with n. 43 and pis. 4

misnumbered; it is New \ < >rk 74.1 1.7 . 7. 8b.

11



2 J. BOARDMAN
man before them) do not carry a knife or dagger beside the swords at their belts like the

warriors in front of them. Finally comes one of the ‘Siamese twin’ warriors (on whom more
below). The two birds before the twins look very alive and are the courtyard creatures

that are regularly found in such prothesis scenes.

The animals being carried have no horns and fairly short tails. They are not readily

identifiable but resemble the dogs shown on other Geometric vases. Fish are rarely shown
on vases until the later Geometric period and these must be among the earliest" (the vase is

generally dated in the third quarter of the eighth century). The warriors with the birds

recall the scene on the oenochoe in Copenhagen where a man seizes a bird by its neck while

others run away. This has been taken for Herakles with the Stymphalian Birds .

8 Return-

ing to the first warrior the device before him might be reconsidered. It is certainly common
enough as a filling device on other Geometric vases, but it is not so used anywhere else on

this vase. The warrior could well be taken to be holding it, so it may be that the artist

intended here again to show an object or objects being carried: oysters perhaps (see below).

We have then offerings of flesh, fish and fowl being brought to the bier. So far as I know
the scene has no parallel in Geometric art .

9 Excavation in Athens, Phaleron, Eleusis and
Thera have made it clear that food was cooked or burnt or both at the pyre or graveside in

the Geometric period .

10 The burnt bones may be found with the remains of the dead man
in both cremations and inhumations. It is likely that in the cremations the food was burnt

with the body to accompany and fortify the dead man on his journey, and that in the

inhumations the cooked food was put in for the same purpose. Animal bones, burnt and

unburnt, may also be found beside the grave, in the ashes of the pyre or in the trenches

('Opferrinnen’) in which other offerings might be broken and burnt. It is arguable here

whether the food was cooked for the dead man although not burnt with him, or whether there

was a funeral meal eaten by the mourners at the graveside. If the latter it resembles the

Homeric feast at the grave rather than the Classical TrtpLhenrvov which took place after the

burial and at home .
11 But if the food is for the dead we may recall the later ceremonies of

rd rpira and rd eVara, with offerings and food brought to the grave on the third and ninth

days after burial. In the scene on the New York vase it would seem most reasonable to

assume that the food was intended for the man to whose bier it is being carried. This is the

point at which to recall the gesture of the child by the dead man’s head and the fish beside

him, which motifs carry at least the suggestion of feeding .
12 On a Dipylon fragment in

Florence a row of dead birds is shown beneath the bier apparently suspended upside down .
13

When weapons arc show n over the bier14 we may assume that these too were to be buried

7 Cf. Hesp. Suppl. ii 70, 152. They appear in

some ship scenes on Dipylon vases; e.g., Ct.t

Louvre xi pis. 1.7 1 A31 7 1, 7.9 i A536), and the Munich
shipwreck, Hampe, Gleichnisse pis. 7-1 1.

s Brommer, Herakles pi. 18.

9 On the neck of Agora P-pjpo (Brann, Athenian

Agora viii. pi. 19.336' three men approach the

prothesis from the other side of the vase. The first

carries a vereath. The second carries what has been

taken to be a sarrific tal knife or the sword to be buried

with the both, but it has two distinct members and

one thinks rather of shears and offerings ol hair

Reiner, Die ntuelle Totenklage 43 f. ). The third

carries not an incense burner or ointment pot (Young.

Hesp. Suppl. ii 20. 36; Brann, 6q, 112; Webster,

B.SA 1 t 1955 46' but a weeping child, as J. M. Cook

saw i Gnomon 1962 8231.
10 The basic references are; Athens: AM xviii

(1893 141 : Kerameikos i 1 8 1 . iv 4. \.i 24 1.. 39. 237.

vi. 1 83 -7; Hesp. Suppl. ii ig, 236; Athenian Agora

viii 1 1 2 ; cf. Hampe, Ein fruhattischer Grabfund 72

;

Phaleron: ADelt ii (1916) 17; Eleusis: AE 1898 89,

98. 1912 37 f.; Thera: AM xxviii (19031 273, 276,

278 f. In Crete the unburnt bones of a goat were

found over cremated remains: Brock. Eortetsa 3 n. 5,

88. Cf. Wiesner, Grab und Jenseits 159-61, and for

earlier practice in Greece, ibid.. 133 f., 152 f.

11 RE s.v. mjdbi tnvov, for Homeric and Classical

practices.

There are many references to fish as offerings to

the dead in the ancient Xear East; cj. Dolger,

Ichthys ii passim.
11

. 1.1 1963 661 f., figs. 19, 20. Live birds ibid.,

by) f.. figs. 17, 18. Johansen sees a slaughtered calf

on the Lambros oenochoe, Ajas and Hektor 21 3, pi. 7.
14 As on the Benaki amphora, BSA xlii ' 1(147- pi.

19 Davison, fig. 30 o an amphora in Essen, . 1.1 1963

21 5 f.. fig. 3 and p. 219. and Akr. 295, Graef. pi. 10.



ATTIC GEOMETRIC VASE SCENES, OLD AND NEW 3

with the body. The remains of foodstuffs excavated in or near Geometric burials include

the bones of lambs, calves, goats, pigs, rabbits and birds, and oyster shells.

At the end of the procession of mourners approaching the bier with food offerings appears

a ‘Siamese twin’ warrior—two heads, four arms, four legs but one torso. Two similar twins

are seen in adjacent chariots in the lowest frieze on the vase (plates I, III c), to the right as

the vase is viewed from the front. And there is a fourth, so far overlooked, it seems, on the

back of the vase (plate III d) whose situation will be discussed further below. Hampe had
identified the twins on this and other Geometric vases and other objects as the Molione who
fought Elerakles,15 later preferring to explain them as the Aktorione who fought Nestor. 10

Miss Richter took it that ‘the artist’s object was merely to represent two warriors standing

close together’ and J. M. Cook inclined to this view, doubting their identification as the

mythical twins because two were shoum in the same frieze on our vase.17 Since they appear

so often on this vase it does seem reasonable to suppose that they arc an artist’s experiment in

showing two warriors in rank, using exactly the conventions applied to the drawing of two or

more horses in a team. But in some other representations the Aktorione may have been

intended, especially on the Agora oenochoe18 where the two bodies are deliberately and

unnecessarily (if not a real Siamese twin) joined beneath a square shield despite the fact that

they are doing different things in different directions. The artist’s experiment in drawing is

thus turned to the service of narrative. That the painter of the New York vase was some-

thing of an innovator can be judged from what we have seen already in the prothesis

scene.

Other features of the chariot friezes may be noticed here. In the upper frieze are two-

horse teams held by warriors wearing swords, except for a solitary chariot with one horse

showm (beneath the left handle which seems to be the point at which the artist started

painting the frieze) whose warrior is compensated by having a shield and two spears. 19 The
warrior in the chariot immediately below' the prothesis has before him a child (plate III a).

This is a clear indication that the frieze was thought of as a procession of guests or mourners

and not as a line-up for the chariot race in any funeral games. In the second chariot frieze

there are two ‘twins’, each with two horses, and the other chariots carry warriors with a

shield, two spears and a sword, each of them holding two pairs of reins, but w ith only one

horse shown. This is a common convention on Late Geometric vases but the reins are not

usually doubled. Moreover, these horses have a distinct and sometimes broad reserved

band running along the back of their necks within the manes, unlike the other, single horses.

It is likely that this reduplication of the neck line, with the two pairs of reins, was intended

as a more explicit representation of a two-horse team. Reduplicated outlines are used to

suggest teams of horses on Protoattic and Cycladic seventh-century vases, but then the

whole bodies are outlined.

The chariot wheels in the friezes are never quite level and the chariots seem to bucket

and bounce over the ground. The wheels have eight spokes, not the usual four, and six- or

eight-spoked wheels are an eastern feature not otherwise commonly seen in Greek art until

the sixth century. 20 Eight spokes in c/<wi/f-outlined wheels on a vase by the Philadelphia

Painter suggested to von Mcrcklin an artistic convention for showing two wheels side by

13 FGS 43- 49.
16 Gleiihmac 45. 11. 17. Schefold. Fruhgi iechische

Sagenbilder. 21. finds representations of both Aktorione

and Molione. Cf. Johansen, eg. at., .29-31.

17 BSA xxxv 1 1934 .V 206: but not three in the

same frieze.

18 P4887, Athenian Age,hi viii pi- 17.304 ancl P- (,o f-

for bibliography.
19 Seen second from the right in AJA xix 1913

pi. 23.2.

20 Then especially in East Greek or Etruscan work.

A very early example is on the corslet, Schefold.

nj'. at., pi. 2b. Later come the Melian Apollo

amphora. Arias-Hirmer. pi. 22. the Rhodian relief

pithos. BCH lxxiv i()-,o pi. 29. the Cyzikos reliefs.

Lippold. Gnechivhe Plmtik pi. 18.4, and the Mvus
reliefs. Blumel. Atch.gr.sk Beilin tigs. 193 -208 ptuiim.

On this feature see Akerstrom. Anh.Tenakntta-

platlen in Stockholm 64 and Op.Rnm. i 11174 200 t.:

Ijima am Hnmos ii 148.
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side .

21 But other vases by this painter2 '
2 show ru-spoked wheels in double and single outline.

When the New York vase was published von Mercklin recognised23 that the eight-spoked

wheels were not artists’ devices because they were here in pairs. Of course, four-wheeled

carts might be intended
,

24 but we should probably take these representations as evidence for

knowledge of the eastern wheel type in late eighth-century Greece. This is not, in itself,

surprising. Returning to the vase, the last chariot funder the left handle again) in the lower

frieze (plate III b) has its wheels overlapping, high black bodywork with the front edge

sloping away, instead of the shallow platform of the other chariots, and the rails treated in

the more realistic manner of later Geometric vases, high at the front, low at the back.

Having already attempted two different ways of showing two creatures side by side it is

almost as though our artist was trying his hand at perspective .

25

In the main frieze on the back of the vase are four large circular devices. Miss Richter

saw warriors between them, but the central group is more complicated (plate III d). At
the left stands a warrior with a sword. At the right the fourth of the twin warriors on the

vase. Between them is a tripod. The outer parts of the U-shaped cauldron are preserved

and part of two of the legs. There is a row of dots between them, such as appear on other

tripod representations
,

26 and between the legs of the bier on the other side of our vase. The
single warrior has both his hands on the cauldron; the ‘twins’ have their right hands on it.

On a Late Geometric bronze tripod leg at Olympia two warriors hold a tripod in this

manner, but they are threatening each other, and Kunze has seen here an early repre-

sentation of the dispute between Herakles and Apollo for the tripod .

27 Our warriors are

quiet, but do seem to be busy with the tripod in some way.
The tripods which are shown on other prothesis vases are usually thought to be prizes

for the funeral games, or prizes won by the dead man and displayed in his honour. What-

ever the interpretation of the chariot friezes on some other vases may be
,

28 we have seen cause

to believe that on ours no race was intended but a procession of family and guests. And if a

man’s prize tripods were displayed at his funeral, why were they not buried with him in the

Dipylon cemetery or included with other offerings of armour or the like? The basic

function of a tripod cauldron is in cooking .
29 It is perhaps worth considering whether this is

not sometimes the reason for its appearance on funeral vases
,

30 especially on our vase with its

other reference to a ritual funeral feast. Too many hands need not be a positive disadvantage

in such an operation.

Another Geometric vase (plate IV), offering a different type of funerary scene, may
conveniently be added to this discussion. It is an oenochoe in a private collection in

England .

31 The scene on its shoulder can be added to a small group of similar repre-

sentations which have been most fully discussed by Hahland .

32 It show’s a man and a woman
seated on either side of a rectangular chequered object. In similar scenes the central

block may have one or two shields set above

21 Der Renmvagen ",3. writing of Berlin 3203
( Davison, fig. 48..

22 Philadelphia MS '>464, Davison, fig. 49; Bull.

Mm. Roy. 1931 gg, figs, 5-7.
23 AJA xx D916) 405.
24

Cf. Snodgrass, Early Greek Armour 159, 161.

25
Cf. the triangle chair-bat ks on a cup in London

1 [970.11 9.1 , Davison, fig. 83 with p. 62, n. 17.
2h In Miss Benton's list. USA xxxv (1934-31 102-8.

nos. 1, 3, 17.
27 Arch. Schildbander 1 15, Beil. 8.1.

2 " On this see Hampe. Em fruhattischer Grahfund

83 f. ; Webster, BSA 1 119351 47 : Hahland, Corolla

Curtius 124!'.; Hinrichs, 134-6. 140.

(Hahland nos. 1, 2) or it is replaced by two

29
Cf. Benton, 74 f., 1 14 F.

30 On many it is clearly a prize, for boxers or races.

Where horses are tethered to it it looks as though it is

serving rather as a manger. Cf. Benton, loc. cit .

;

Hinrichs, 138.
31 I am indebted to Col. J. R. Danson for per-

mission to study, photograph and publish the vase.

Its height is 44 on. It was shown in an Exhibition of

Greek Art at the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool,

Feb. 12 Mar. 10, 1934: Catalogue no. 4.
32 In Festschrift fucker 173 ff. His no. 8 (Athens

’ 7497 1 can be seen in CI'.l Athens ii pi. 12 and
Davison, fig. 129. He illustrates all others in his list.
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shields (Hahland no. 3). The seated figures are all male and on the last there are six men on
either side of the shields. On Hahland no. 4 the block has two birds on it, and tire figures to

either side are women. Our vase is unusual in mixing the sexes, unless the breasts were
accidentally omitted for one figure. Other scenes do not show the block but have a cauldron
(Hahland no. 5) or vessels on the floor or on a stool (Hahland nos. 8, 6) and introduce

seated lyre-players. All other seated figures invariably hold the same type of instruments

that we see on the new vase.

It is not easy to escape the conclusion that the block-like object is meant to represent a

tomb. The shields might indicate a heroon, in which case we deal with a commemorative
ritual, possibly involving food I the cauldron and cups) . Or this may be one of the post-burial

rites at the tomb of a mortal such as have been discussed already. At all events, it seems
reasonable to let these scenes explain each other rather than to take them as separate views

of different rites, especially as almost all seem to be the work of one artist on one shape. 33

The objects held by the seated figures have been variouslv explained. Cook suggested

‘instruments of rattle or clash’ :
34 Hahland, sprinklers. If they arc sprinklers or rattles it is

hard to see why they are invariably shown in pairs. It is more likelv that they are flat

objects of wood or metal which were to be struck together as clappers or cymbals. Cymbals
as we know them, and as they were known in antiquity, are discs held by a central grip. On
the vases it is unlikely that we are dealing with a Geometric convention for showing such

instruments, and these objects are clearly held by a side handle. There is just such a per-

cussion instrument known in Greece in these years—the famous bronze tympanon from the

Idaean Cave in Crete3 '’ which, whatever the origins and training of its artist, was surely

made in Crete as a cult object with special local significance. Moreover these tympana
were used in pairs, as we see from the scene on the bronze tympanon itself where two demons
swing them in their hands, 30 one up, one down. This, allowing for the obvious Geometric

conventions, is exactly what the figures on the Geometric vases may be doing with their

instruments. The latter are certainly not quite like the bronze tympanon, which is rather

bigger (55 cm. across), and they seem to have been leaf-shaped37 or circular with a projection

opposite the handle. They might be of wood or metal, but the bronze tympanon surely

gives a clue to the manner in which they might be used. Their purpose is another matter.

The massed band with pairs of clappers on Hahland nos. 3, 9, must have made an unholy

noise and one can only wonder what they sounded like to the accompaniment of a lyre. 3 '

Probably the harsh, discordant sounds were a proper setting for a wailing lament-—mourning

sirens may clash cymbals. 39 Or the noise might be intended to frighten away possibly malig-

nant spirits—including that of the dead man— from this transit point between the two worlds.

Merton College , Oxford. Johx Boardman.

33 Hahland nos. i, 3, 6. 7 and the vase here are 37 Especially Hahland no. 5.

bv one hand: the last a narrow-necked oenochoe, not 38 The trio of pipes, lyre and tambourine-tympanon

a broad-necked pitcher. Hahland nos. 4 and 8 are is seen on neo-Hittite and Phoenician monuments,

by another hand. His nos. 9 and 10 show neither 1 here too we find the seated l\re-pla\er at a ' 1bten-

the instruments nor other ritual objects and mav be mahl' resembling in particular the scene on Hahland

ignored here. no. 6 with two groups ol seated dapper-player, vase
34 BCH lxx 11946 ! 101. on stool and seated lvre-player . ( f. Bosscrt. Altan-

35 Kunze, Kietische Bron-eieliefs pi. 49: Dunbabin. atolien lig. 810: Op.Aich. iv 1946 pi. 2 C'vpriot :

The Greeks and their Eastern .Xeighhouts 41. pi. 10.1: Matthiae, Studi mi rthezi di Karatepe pis. 1. 17:

Brown, The Etruscan I.wn 9; Boardman. Cretan Frankfort, Art and Architecture pis. ib",a.b. 167b.

Collection in Oxford 131, Greeks Oreiseas 84. 39 On the Metrodoros stele from Chios in Berlin

36 In the Near East such tympana were used like fourth-century' they have a tympanon. cymbals,

tambourines, singly, struck with the hand. That it krotala. lvre. harp and pipes: Kekule. Beschr.der

might be used single in Crete is suggested by the ant.Skutpturen 1 1891 no. 766. \. figs, on pp. 289 -91.

clay plaques showing a woman with one suspended

from round her neck: Dohan. MetMusStud iii 1 1931

219, fig. 27.



THE CYCLE OF AGATHIAS

Following the example of Meleager and Philip of Thessalonica, Agathias of Myrina,

poet, lawyer and continuator of the Wars of Procopius, compiled in the sixth century a.d.

an anthology of epigrams, generally known as the Cycle (kvkXos
)

1 which, together with those

of Meleager and Philip, was incorporated into the later anthology of Constantine Cephalas

and partially survives in the Palatine and Planudean anthologies. But unlike Meleager and

Philip, Agathias included only the work of contemporaries, 2 representatives of that Indian

summer of Greek poetry which illuminates the age of Justinian. And it has always been

assumed3 that the Cycle was published during Justinian’s reign, and that the (unnamed)

Emperor to whom Agathias’ (surviving) preface is addressed is Justinian himself.

But the arguments on which this dating is based are as flimsy as could well be imagined,

and neglect moreover a number of material pieces of evidence which point decisively to a

later date. P. Waltz, editor of the (alas unfinished) Bude Anthology, observes that the

allusions to Italy and Rome in Agathias’ preface (AP iv 3)

4

‘permettent d’en dater la publi-

cation des annees qui suivent la reprise de Rome par Narses’ in 553.® Not a very helpful

terminus post quem. In 553 Agathias was hardly more than 20. No one, surely, would wish

to suggest that he published the Cycle before he was out of his teens. P. Sakolowski, 6 rightly

deducing from lines 47 f. that the preface must have been written at a time when the Empire

was at peace, proposed as a terminus 558, the year of the cessation of hostilities between Rome
and Persia. But the confident reference to 17epals dcaA/ci? in line 49 would be more in place

after 561 at least, when the Eternal Peace was finally concluded (and 556, not 558, saw the

end of hostilities, the years between 556 and 561 being occupied by a temporary truce). 7

And there is no evidence in support of Sakolowski’s further contention, which has been

accepted without question by subsequent editors of the Anthology, 8 that the Cycle was

published actually in 558, and that the preface was a hymn to Justinian congratulating him
on his success. Nor is there any real reason for supposing that the Emperor addressed in the

preface is in fact Justinian. He is nowhere addressed by name, nor is there any direct

attribution to Justinian of any of the conquests and achievements mentioned in general

terms in the preface. To this point we shall return below. We believe that the Cycle was

not published till a year or so after Justinian’s death (November 14, 565), probably in 567
or 568, and that the Emperor addressed in Agathias’ preface is therefore Justinian’s nephew
and successor, Justin II. In this article we propose to adduce the evidence necessary to

establish this contention and also to date so far as is possible all other poems both by Agathias

and the other contributors to the Cycle which contain any chronological indications. It is

hoped that this will provide a firm basis for further (and much needed) research.

First a few words on the criteria to be used for distinguishing which poems were included

1 Suidas, s.v. ’.I yaOta;, calls it kckM>; to>v rear

C.it
'
finituur'oi

,

the lemma to AP iv 3 avV.oy>) vemv

f’rir/fi.. a scholion on the same poem arvayoyt).

Agathias himself describes it only in general terms

Hist., pref., p. 6.9 f. Bonn:.
2 Of this there is no doubt: Agathias himself says

so quite explicitly in the preface to the Crete [AP iv

3.1 1 v and in the preface to the History (toe . cit. 1. Cf.

also Suidas s.v. AynOi'a ik tw Kara Kaipdv 7oniron’.
G. Highet’s claim - DCIP s.v. Anthology p. 56a' that

Agathias included 'large sections’ of the anthologies

of Meleager and Philip is certainly mistaken.
3 See all editions and translations, of the Antholo-

logy, and all the standard handbooks and histories

of Greek literature: even 11 . Stein, usually so cautious

in such matters, adopts the general view (Histure ctu

Bas-Empire ii 1 1949) 697). The only exception known
to us is G. Highet, [toe. cit.), who without any reasons

gives ‘about a.d. 570’ as the date of publication : this

is certainly too late (below, p. 241.
4 All references in this article, unless otherwise

stated, are to books of the Palatine Anthology, the

‘Planudean Appendix' being cited after the con-

ventional (though erroneous) fashion as xvi.
5 Anth. grecque i ( 1928' xxiii n. 3.

" De Anth. Pat. quaestiones, Diss. I.eips. 118(14) 61.
7 Stein, Bas-Empire ii 317-8.
8 E.g. H. Beckby. Anth. Graeca i 19371 67 (though

see below, p. if. K. Prcisendanz. Dl.^ lxxx

1939 183, says ‘um 380’.
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in Agathias’ original Cycle. For the Palatine and Planudean Anthologies, which are all we
now possess, are two removes away from the Cycle itself. Fortunately, however, Cephalas
took over large portions of the Cycle, and, moreover, without materially disturbing its general

layout, for he arranged his own Anthology under the same headings as Agathias. 9 And the

scribes of the Palatinus, though renumbering Cephalas’ books and adding some new books

from other sources (i, ii, iii and viii), did not so far as can be judged significantly modify
Cephalas’ arrangement inside his books.10 Planudes, on the other hand, made much more
extensive alterations in both selection and arrangement of Cephalas’ material,11 and the task

of isolating the Cycle would be much more difficult if we had to depend on him alone.

Cephalas (whose arrangement we will assume to be pretty faithfully represented in the

Palatinus) worked for the most part mechanically, taking over long sections of the anthologies

he was drawing upon. In the case of Meleager’s Garland, however, where we have inde-

pendent evidence of the names of the contributors, it can be seen that in some cases he mixed
up the extracts, sometimes merely for the sake of variety.12 And the limits of the sections

from the different anthologies are not always clear, leaving borderline cases where attri-

bution can only be uncertain.1® But in the case of the Cycle some sequences seem to be

undisturbed. For example, in Cephalas’ Book i (epairtKa = bk. v in the Palatinus), poems
from Meleager and Philip are followed by no less than 87 consecutive poems by Agathias,

Paul the Silentiary and other poets distinguished by Byzantine titles like referendary,

scholasticus and ex-consul.14 And when these same names appear in more than one such

Agathian sequence we can be confident that they belong to contributors to the Cycle, the

verjs yeverfjpei doiSfjs as Agathias calls them (iv 4.1 14). It is reasonable to assume, also, that

when the same names occur elsewhere in the Anthology outside such ‘Cyr/e-sequcnces’15

they herald poems taken from the Cycle but removed from their original context. There
remains the possibility that the odd name included in a Cjc/r-sequence does not belong there,

but it seems safer to include them unless they can be shown to be intruders. Palladas' name
occurs several times, and it is often assumed that he was included in the Cycle. This

cannot be so. In the first place, since he died c. 400, Agathias cannot possibly have counted

him as a contemporary. Secondly, Agathias specifically says that he has included poems
hitherto unpublished and difficult of access (ra apriyevr) ual vedirepa, 8taXav6di'ovra eri Kal

Xvdrjv ovTwal Trap ’ ivlois vTropidvpiCopieva, Hist., pref. 6.11). Palladas’ poems had been

circulating in a separate edition for a century and a half. We can only assume that on

occasions Cephalas added poems by Palladas to ‘Cyc/e-sequences’ fe.g. vi 54 b, xi 349 b,

365 f.), as elsewhere he added Cycle poems to a Palladas sequence (e.g. at x 44-99. twenty

consecutive poems by Palladas are followed by a brief sequence of Cycle poems interspersed

with Palladas, and then twenty-three more by Palladas alone).

It is possible therefore to compile a tolerably complete list of the more important Cycle

poets—at any rate all who were considered worthy of inclusion by Cephalas in his own
anthology. For Cephalas will almost certainly have omitted some of the poems which

Agathias had included, and some of the poems Cephalas included are omitted in the

Palatinus. Here Planudes offers a valuable check : Planudes includes no fewer than 54 poems

bv the poets of the Cycle on paintings and statues which are absent from the Palatinus though

8
Cf. Beckbs 69, Waltz i xxviii. 11

i.e. \\ here ‘\\ hat precedes or follows is anonymous
10 Beckbv 70. Waltz xxx. or ascribed to unknown poets' i Gov, op. cit. 22 .

11 Beckbv 71--2. Waltz xxxi 1 .. A. S. F. Gow. The 14 v 216 502. 2 7 7 , by Palladas. is probably an

Greek Anthology : Sources and Ascriptions [Hell.Soc. intruder—see below.

Supfil. Puht. ix. 19781 12 1'.. 45 f. We are assuming, 13 Other such sequences—.IP vi 54 84, ix 614-81.

against Gou
1 p. 14', that Planudes did use the On the other hand Cephalas broke up and rearranged

Palatinus directlv among other sourcesi: cf. Alan the Cycle poems in ix according to subject-matter:

Cameron. CQ_ n.s. xv 1 19671 222. n. 4. if. J. Basson. I)e Cephata et PIanude Diss. Berlin 1917
12 Cion and Page. The Greek Anthology: Hellenistic 21 t.

Epigrams I 1 19671 xx. xlviii.
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probably included by Cephalas.16 Among these are two by poets not represented at all in

the Palatinus,1
'
Gabriel and Synesius. All of them will have formed part of Agathias’

bk. ii.

Here is as complete a list as can be compiled with any degree of certainty

:

Ablabius Illustris

Arabius Scholasticus

Cyrus the Ex-consul

Eirenaeus Referendarius

Gabriel the Prefect

John Barbucallus

Julianus Antecessor

Macedonius the Consul

Paul the Silentiary

Synesius Scholasticus

Theodorus the Proconsul

Theosebeia18

Agathias Scholasticus

Cometas Chartularius

Damocharis of Cos

Eratosthenes Scholasticus

Isidore of Bolbythia

Julianus Aegvptius

Leontius Scholasticus

Marianus Scholasticus

Rufinus (Rufus, Plan.) Domesticus

Theodoretus Grammaticus

Theaetetus Scholasticus

It will be observed that a surprisingly large number ofthese poets were legal men(a;yoAacm/coi'),

doubtless because they were professional acquaintances of Agathias, himself a lawyer.

Concerning some of them, namely Ablabius, Cometas, Isidore, Theosebeia and
Eirenaeus, nothing is known at all, save that their names occur in ‘Cyc/e-sequences’ and they

probably therefore ‘flourished’ some time in the second and third quarters of the sixth

century. § I will collect what is known about the dates and persons of the others, with the

exception of poems which can be dated to the reign of Justin II, which will be discussed

in §11. § 1 1 1 will deal with Agathias’ preface.

I

Agathias: Agathias was born c. 53 1/2,
19 educated in Alexandria and (probably) Con-

stantinople, and practised as a barrister in the capital. His main interest, however, was in

16 See Gow, op. cit. 54 f.

17 It may be conjectured that the name Tribonian

appeared in the original Cycle, though not a single

poem by him appears in either Planudes or the

Palatinus. For Suidas s.v. 'AyaOta; says that Agathias

was a contemporary of Paul the Silentiary, Maced-
onius the consul and Tnbnnian. This cannot be the

famous jurist Tribonian, so bitterly attacked by
Procopius in the Secret History , for he was dead by 542
1 .Stein, BE ii 407}, when Agathias was no more than

10. But there was a younger Tribonian, perhaps a

son, who wrote, according to Suidas (s.v. T/upon'iiu’i'i;

a large number of poetical works. And one
of his poems was entitled MriKebovioz, ij Jtepi eMm/to-
via;—surely named after Macedonius the consul

I below, p. 17.. It is not unreasonable to suppose

that Tribonian, like Paul and Macedonius, contri-

buted a few of his shorter poems to the Cycle. Julianus

Scholasticus too should perhaps be added fix 481:

for his sobriquet /iiTt'eyoz. cf. Bowra, By;, f_eit. liii

(19601 41- 'x 647. firmly embedded in a Cvcle-

sequence, is ascribed by Plan, to an otherwise

unknown Pompeius ladesp. in Pal.i.

It will be seen that with respect to the lesser

names our list differs considerably from that suggested

by Berkbv 1 89 90 . As will be shown below, there

is an obvious case for including Gabriel, Julian the

Antecessor, Synesius Scholasticus and Theodorus the

proconsul, all of whom Beckby omits. On the other

hand he does include Diogenes and Phocas, though
the one poem of each that is preserved does not really

occur in a 'Cycle-sequence’ (vii 613, ix 772). It is

possible that xvi 313, by Michael Grammaticus on
Agathias himself comes from the Cycle, but it has the
appearance of being an inscriptional poem written

for a statue of Agathias, perhaps after his death.
Beckby also includes Damascius ' vii -,73), but again
the one poem by him is not in a proper C>r/f-sequence
and Damascius could not easily be called a con-
temporary of Agathias. As for F.utolmius, his poems
belong rather to Palladas’ Sylloge than to the Cycle

(cf. Alan Cameron in CQ_ n.s. xv 1 19651 p. 217): three
of his four poems occur next to poems by Palladas
1 vi 86, vii 608, 6 1 n and the fourth ' ix 587 ) is not in a
Crc/f-sequence.

19 This is some four years before the usual date of

:>36 ,e-g- -Niebuhr, pref. to Bonn ed„ xivi, but the
dating depends on that of the earthquake which
destroyed Berytus, which should be put in 331, not

974 1 below
,

p. m. The whole question will be
discussed in a forthcoming monograph on Agathias.
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literature. As a very young man he published poems under the title Daphniaca, then the

Cycle
,
and later turned to the writing of a continuation of Procopius’ Wars which was un-

finished at his death, c. 580.

ix 677 alludes to a house built by a certain Musonius. According to Planudes it is

Agathias’ own house, but this may be mere guesswork. Agathias’ claim that it is olkov

ayrjTov
\

ttjXlkov, apKTwois aadfiaoi (3aAA6fxevov suggests that it is a mansion or palace, such

as might perhaps have been built by the Musonius who was city prefect in 556.
20 City

prefects frequently beautified the city in this way.

ix 641 is about the bridge Justinian built over the river Sangarios. A passage in

Theophanes (AM 6052) dates its construction to 559-60, and since the first four lines of

Agathias’ poem, with their reference to the defeat of Persia (recalling the preface to the

Cycle, iv 3.47 f.l, might seem to date the poem after 561, we might suppose that it was
composed only after the completion of the bridge, perhaps well after Theophanes’ date.

Indeed, we learn from Constantine Porphyrogenitus (de Them, i, cd. Bonn iii, 27 and

cf. Zonaras xiv 7) that the poem was itself inscribed on one of the very stone pillars of the

bridge to which Agathias refers (though he does not give the name of the author of the

poem, nor any sign of knowing that it was written by Agathias':. But the evidence of

Theophanes here is not above suspicion, and if Procopius’ de Aedifciis, which mentions the

beginning of work on the bridge (v 3.10), dates from 554/5, as E. Stein has persuasively

argued, 21
it may be that it is wrong to press the allusions to Persia, and that the poem was

written a year or two before 560.

xvi 41.1—6 Ocufj-av, vanfiaoiXrjos dpeppea KrjSepoi’rja
,

avdeoav ol to veov rdypa perepyopevoi

deo-rreolri*; ayyiora auvcoplSos, o<f>pa Kal av-fj

eiKou ytdpon €yp yelrova KOipaidr]S.

avroi yap [adioio dpovovs vipwae pcXdOpov

ttXovtov detjijoas, dXXd per' evac^lijs.

This poem, according to Planudes (our only authority) refers to a statue erected eV row
TJXaKt8las. 2 ~ This is a palace erected by (or at any rate named after) Galla Placidia,

the daughter of Theodosius I.
23 KrjSepovWs

;
poetical for Krj8epd>v) is undoubtedly meant to

represent cutator—Agathias naturally avoids using what must have seemed to his purist's

ear the singularly uncouth word Kovpdrojp (he is reluctant to use it even in his history

—

cf. v 3.

p. 284.15 Bonn). 21 Many of these Imperial palaces received curators of high rank, and two
are attested for rd LlXamhlas: one Zemarchus, in 562 25 and in 610 a certain Photius or

Photinus (C'lnon . Pasch. i 700). Thomas then was another such Kovpdrwp t<Lv IJXaKtSla?. The
OcoTremr} ovvaipL in I.3 must plainly be the Emperor and Empress (cf. Koipaidrjs in I.4). It

is natural to assume that Agathias is referring to Justinian and Theodora, but we cannot rule

out the possibility that he meant Justin II and Sophia. Unfortunately the date of the poem,
like the identification of Thomas, is quite uncertain. Thomas is often identified with the

Thomas quaestor sacri palatii from 528-9 who was accused of paganism and tried in 529: he

died soon after but since he is referred to in 535 as being gloriosissimae recordationis20 lie was

presumably acquitted. But the name is not uncommon. Another Thomas was citv prefect

in 547 (Mai. 483b

ix 662 styles Agathias rrarrip TroXrjos and describes how he rebuilt and restored a public

211 Stein. BE ii 778.
21

CJ. R. Janin. Constantinople Byzantine1 1064) 137.
21 BE ii 837. But the bridge was certainly finished 24 For this feature of his style cf. CO n.s. xiv , 11)64,

by 563, for Paul the Silentiary mentions it in his 317!'.

ekphrasis < H. So/ih. 930 f.
25

Cf. Stein. BE ii 799.
22 Du Cange’s certain emendation for Planudes' 211 Stein. RA' ii 37 1 11. _*

ri/.tiKthoe.
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convenience—in Smyrna, according to the lemma (cf. ix 642 and 643). This would seem to

support the later dating for the Cycle, since Agathias would not, presumably, have held the

post of curator27 while still in his teens. P. Maas argued on metrical grounds that this poem
is not by Agathias. 28 But the dating would not be affected by this; if not by Agathias, it is

surely a Cycle poem, for it appears in a ‘Crc/e-sequence’ and is clearly connected with ix 642-3,
certainly by Agathias.

vii 602 bemoans a certain Eustathius, dead at the early age of fifteen years. According
to the lemmatist, he was the son of ’EvoTaOios oltto vvapytov 6 peyag. The only suitable

candidate seems to be the Eustathius who was praetorian prefect in 505/6, in the reign of

Anastasius. 29 The lemmatist may be right in referring to ‘the great Eustathius’, but he was
probably the grandfather rather than the father of the young boy who is the subject of the

poem; Agathias refers to the grandfather’s Opovog
,

30 whereas the boy’s father had perhaps
attained no position of rank, since he is only accredited in the poem with oA/?oy

( 1
. 7 ) . Even

if the prefect of 505/6 was the young Eustathius’ grandfather, not father, the poem cannot be
much later than 540, supposing it to have been written immediately after the boy’s death.

This is of course too early for Agathias. Since he refers to K-qpos
(
1 . 1), it is possible that he is

writing ofsome death mask, much later than the actual date ofdeath. Or else the lemmatist,

who seems to be wrong in one detail, is merely guessing about the relationship from the

coincidence of name.

xi 376 is about a rhetor called Diodorus—in fact a jurisconsult, as emerges from the poem,
in which a man consults him about the ownership of the children of a runaway slave. He
may be identifiable with the Diodorus Scholasticus who was a pupil of Procopius ofGaza and
figures often in his letters. 31 Since Procopius of Gaza died about 530, a pupil of his could

easily be in his fifties c. 550.

i 36 can be dated to 567 (below, p. 22).

Arabics: ix 667 is on a palace in a suburb by the sea, as also are ix 663-4 by Paul the

Silentiary and 665 by Agathias. This is probably the summer palace, variously known as

Heraion, Hieron and Hiereion, built by Justinian for Theodora. 32 It is unknown when
exactly the palace was built, and since these epigrams do not, unlike the anonymous in-

scriptional epigrams ix 820 and 821, celebrate the palace as newly built, there is no means
of dating them even in principle.

xvi 39 and 314 celebrate a certain Longinus. The Palatine lemma calls him mrapyov

ev Bv^avrlvy: if this is correct, then he must be the Longinus who is attested as prefect of
Constantinople from 537 to 539 and again in 542.

33 Beckby, however, following Jacobs,

suggests that he is the praetorian prefect of Italy during the reign of Justin II—without
apparently noticing that this would date the poems some fifteen years after the date he
accepts for the publication of the Cycle. But this cannot be right : xvi 39 places Longinus’
activity quite firmly in the Eastern empire:

NeiAog, FUpaC, "Ifir/p, EoAvpoi, Aval's, ’Appevlg, ’Ivbol

Kal KbAyoi OKoneXiov iyyvOi KavKacncuv

,

Kal 7reSia t,eiovTa TToAvairepeuiv ’AyapTjvtvv

Aoyylvov rayivaiv pap-mpeg elm ttovojv.

It is true that this impressive list of the various parts of the empire that witnessed Longinus’
ttovoi suggests a military rather than a civilian career, but not all city prefects were civilians.

27 On the equivalence of the curaloi cnitaln and the

miTii/i n6/.fo)S, ef. A. H. M. Jones. Later Roman

Empire '’19641. iii 242 n. 4. The pntei was particu-

larly occupied with the care of public buildings:

Hanton. By~antmn iv 1927-81 1 14 1 .

28 Brz.-neugr. Jahrb. iii K122 1636

29 For sources sec Stein, BE ii 783.
30 Regularly used in honorific epigrams of any

high office—Robert, Hellenica iv 1 9487 42 n. 4.
31 Epp. 28, 37, 64, 71, 72 etc.
32 Janin, op. cit. 148-9.
33 Stein. BE ii 803.
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1

And there can in fact be no doubt that the prefect of 537 and 542 was a military man. He
happens to be mentioned on an inscription found in Syria as arro eTTapyeov3* vnaros xai

arpaT7]\a.T7]s.35 arpa-rrjXdrqs is the official Greek equivalent of magister militum
(cf

.

Stein ii 755).

The inscription dates from 550, and accordingly Longinus is styled ex-prefect (cbro eVap^tuv).

His two city prefectures and consulate (obviously honorary; see below, p. 1 7) must have been

rewards for his distinguished military career, of which hints are preserved for us in Arabius’

poem.

Cyrus: Cyrus’ name occurs several times in ‘Cyc/c-sequences'. It is usually assumed that

this is Cyrus of Panopolis (author of i 99, ix 156 and xv 9),
36 but this is unlikely for chrono-

logical reasons. See below, pp. 18 for full discussion.

Damocharis: According to the lemma to vii 588, Damocharis, a grammaticus from Cos,

was a filXos xai pafbjrjp- of Agathias. That he was a friend of Agathias is confirmed by the

poem he wrote on Agathias’ cat, which disgraced itself by eating Agathias’ favourite pet

partridge (vii 206; there are two poems by Agathias himselfon the same subject—vii 204 and

205). Damocharis died young, and we possess a sad little poem by Paul the Siientiary

written on the occasion of his death (vii 588).

xvi 43 (acephalous) is addressed to a Damocharis, styled dixdanoXos, who had helped to

restore Smyrna after an earthquake. SixacnroXoi is one of the standard terms in honorific

epigrams of the late Empire for a provincial governor (Robert, Hellenica iv (1948) 58, 63).

That this is the poet Damocharis, and that he was a provincial governor is confirmed by an

inscription recently found at Ephesus and published by F. Miltner in Ang. Akad. Wien xcv

(1958) 84-5 (now SEG xviii (1963) no. 474, where it is confidently assigned to ‘s.iv’). It was

inscribed on a statue erected in honour of Damocharis, proconsul of Asia, by the ‘bankers of

Ionia’

:

Tor aocf)irj xpare^pjovra xai cvvopL-p xai doiSfj

e£ ayadwv Trarlpiuv avdvTrarov rrpvTaviv

Aapoxapw TTodeovres Tfjoves apyvpapoifioi

aT-qXrj Xaivep orrjcrav ayaaadpevoi

.

aoiSfj is an allusion to Damocharis’ fame as a poet, cvvopip to his just administration

while proconsul, and ooflr) to his erudition as a grammaticus. It must have been during his

proconsulate that he helped with the rebuilding of Smyrna, perhaps after the great earth-

quake of 55 1 . We now learn also that he came of a good family (I.21. There would be

nothing at all strange in a poet and grammarian serving as a provincial governor (for

numerous other examples, cf. Historia xiv (19651 497 fi).

Eratosthenes: Possibly the Eratosthenes who wrote the argument to Theocritus Id. xii.

For discussion, see Gow, Theocritus i (

1

95°) lxxxiv.

Gabriel : Gabriel was city prefect in 543 : see below, p. 1 4 under Leontius.

John Barbucallus: John wrote three poems on the destruction of Berytus by an

earthquake (ix 425-7). This must be the earthquake of 551. Bcckby (ad loc.) says it cannot

be this earthquake, which he dates, following the common mistake, 37 to 554, since the Cycle

was published in 554 (which is certainly false) 38 and suggests instead another in 529. But

:!4 errapyo: and rmi/c/o; seem to have been used

mdiscriminateh for the urban and praetorian

prefectures: ij. Duller. Brz xl 11940' 180 1 ..

Robert, op. at. 45 h
i5 Jalabert and Mouterde. Inset, gtecques el lnilties tie

ii Syrie ii ( 19291 no. 348 cf. 340’.

M On C
-

vrus of Panopolis. see Hi slot in xiv 1963

-173 - 49»-
17 F.g. Sihemmel. Xeue Jaluh. f. Padugngik xu

; KlOO 430, Downes, Slkculuni xxx ' 07 "1 70'°' etc.

It is dear however that the earthquake whiih

destroyed the citv must be that ot 371, mentioned bv

Malalas p. 487.8 and Theophanes . 1 . 1/ 6043 .
1f Stem,

BE ii 777 n. 7. Ihe confusion in modern writers

concerning Agathias" notice ot the earthquake at

Hut. ii 17, whiih is crucial for the whole oi his

chronology, must be reserved lor future discussion.

•" And does not square with his acceptance ot

Sakolow ski's 778 at i by.
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the destruction of Berytus was an event which made a deep impression on contemporaries, 39

and there can be no question ofJohn alluding in such definite terms (cf. 425, l.i dnoXis n6Ai?,

1.6 BrjpvTco—fdipdva) to an earlier earthquake which can only have been mild in comparison

with the great one of 551 ;
when he says Berytus is TVjxfSos arapxvriuv peponajv (426, 1.2), he can

onlv be referring to a catastrophe of a magnitude such that the city was utterly destroyed, as

was the case in 551, when the law school had to move bodily to Sidon (Agathias, Hist, ii 15,

init.).

xvi 38 is on a statue of one Svnesius Scholasticus, which, according to the lemmatist, was

set up in Berytus. If so, then the poem must have been written before 551. A poem by

Svnesius is preserved at xvi 267, and it is a reasonable assumption that it comes from the

Cycle, though Beckby does not mention the possibility.

ix 628 describes, according to a circumstantial looking lemma, a public bath in Alexan-

dria called
"
1777709, not otherwise attested. Though usually taken to be byJohn Barbucallus,

the poem is headed ’Icodwov ypappaTiKov. All the poems of John Barbucallus are either

attributed to him by that name or as ‘John the poet’ or else ‘John Barbucallus the poet’. It

would be strange to find a man with so common a name as John distinguished by two

different titles, and the juxtaposition of 628 and 629 (headed ‘John Barbucallus’) suggests a

conscious attempt to differentiate them. The discrepancy between the two headings

troubled Planudes, for he added ypapiptariKov to the lemma to 629. Furthermore, John

Barbucallus’ interest in Berytus perhaps indicates that he was a lawyer, in which case he

could not be the John the grammarian of ix 628.

Julianus Aegyptius: This Julian, represented in the Anthology by a considerable

number of poems, is sometimes styled ’Aiyvnnos, sometimes and vnar<x>v (ex-consul) and

sometimes drro vnapxoov (ex-prefect). It is interesting to note that Julian is styled and vndpxwv

consistently up to vii 56 r f.
;
from there up to ix 661 dno vndrasv, and from ix 738 to the end and

vndpxiov again. This cannot be mere coincidence, and we must rule out the possibility that

there were two Julians, one a77o undrew and the other and vnapxa>v (in any case
’

Aiyvnnos

is added to both indiscriminately). Planudes, who had access to other sources besides the

Palatinus and preserves thirteen poems bv Julian omitted by it, never calls him and undrew at

all, and at ix 661 corrects vnarew in the Palatinus to vnapxcar. It is significant that the section

in which he is styled a7rd vndrew was written by a different scribe
( J : cf. Gow, Sources 10)

:

perhaps he misread an abbreviation. 40 In any event, wc may safely assume that dnd

vndpxajv is correct. 41

One common misconception on the subject of Julian’s prefecture must be dispelled at

once. It is usually stated that Julian was prefect of Egypt. This is simply a mistranslation

of 'IovXiavov and vndpxew’Aiyvnnov

,

which can only mean ‘Julian the Egptian, the ex-prefect’.
’Aiyvnnos denotes Julian’s native land, it being extremely common in the Byzantine period

to distinguish among homonyms in this way
(cf

.

John the Lydian, John the Cappadocian,

John the Scythian etc.) . Moreover by the sixth century there was no longer any such title as

prefect of Egypt. After c. 380 the old praefectus (enapxos) became known as Augustalis

( 'AvyovoraXios

)

,

42 and afterJ ustinian’s reform of the administration of Egypt in 539, the powers

and competence of the Augustalis were divided up between five independent duces (two of

whom bore the title Augustalis as well).43 Even if our Julian had been a governor in Egypt,

whether before or after 539, though he might on occasions have used the old title enapxos

unofficial!v 'it is still found for example in writers at the end of the century striving to

19 Collinet, Hislmre de geode du droit de Beyrouth

t 192=5) r
>s f- (who dates it correctly to 551 1.

40 Cf. Stadtmueller, Anth. Graeca ii ''1899' xxii.

41 It is unfortunate that Beckby acrepts Julian's

consulate iv 738'.

42

(

'. Yandersleven, ( hrnnolngie des prefete d'Egxpte

de 284 a 395 (1962), 146. The ’Iovhavdc and
r-Tdpymv of Pap. Cairo 67060 is probably only an
ex-praese t. as Maspero suggests in his note ad luc.

4:i Stein. BE ii 477.
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avoid the technical term; e.g. Theophylact. Sim. viii 13.12), he could not afterwards have

adopted the official title d-77o vrrapxcur.

cnro vTrapxajv can therefore only mean that Julian once held either the praetorian or the

urban prefecture. The most likely candidate is the Julian who was praetorian prefect in

530/1 :

44 he was involved somehow with the unlucky usurper Hypatius43 in 532, which tallies

nicely with the fact that our Julian wrote two epigrams on Hypatius and another on
Hypatius’ grandson (vii 590-2). Apart from his brother Pompeius, not one of Hvpatius’

supporters or associates was executed with him, and though some had their propertv

confiscated, all were pardoned and reimbursed by the following year.46 It is perfectly

possible therefore that a supporter of Hypatius should have survived his abortive coup and
composed the inscription for his cenotaph (see below). The other, and less attractive,

possibility is the Julian who was city prefect in 565-6, 4

7

and whose activity in that office

is attested by a number of anonymous inscriptional epigrams ixvi 63, ix 779, 803, 804) : but

565-6 is probably too late, since Julian’s datcable poems fall well before this.

The poems discussed below all probably come from the Cycle, though it has been plausiblv

suggested that Ccphalas, and perhaps also Planudes, drew on a separate collection of

Julian’s poems (presumably published by Julian himself ) as well. 46

Two of his poems (
vii 591-2) are imTupflta on Hypatius, who was executed by Justinian

after the Nika revolt in 532. Hypatius’ body was thrown into the sea immediately after his

execution, but a few days later Justinian repented and allowed his relatives to build him a

cenotaph. 49 It is clear that Julian’s poems refer to this cenotaph:

clvtos aval; vepeorjoe rroXvfiXoLofioio BaXdacnjc

Kvpamv 'YuaTlov oedpa KaXvifjapevots'

rjOeXe yap piv eyetr yepac vototov ola Oavovra,

Kal peyaXcffipoovirp Kpvtfje OdXaooa yapiv. 592, 1 41.

The natural (though not necessary) assumption is that both poems were written not long

after Hypatius’ posthumous rehabilitation, perhaps actually in 532.

vii 590 is another entTvpftiov, this time for a noble called John, who was, we arc told,

yapfipos ardour

p

and descended from Anastasius. He can be identified with certainty as a

grandson of Hypatius, 50 who in 548/9 married Praiecta, a niece ofJustinian. Julian does not

say that John died young, 51 or very soon after his marriage, so the poem is probably to be

dated some little while after 549.

Several others of Julian's epigrams refer to contemporaries: e.g. the singer Calliope

(vii 597-8), celebrated as well by John Barbucallus (xvi 218), and the grammaticus Thco-

dorus (vii 594-5), whose death is also bemoaned by Paul the Silendary a few poems later in

the same book (6o6). This Theodorus must not be confused with the Theodorus of whom
Agathias writes in i 36, or with the author of vii 556. He can be securely identified, and

lived till long past the publication of the Cycle (below
, p. 22).

ix 445 HOeXc per jilaoiXcvs oe fiorjdoov eioen 7repTreiv

aoreoi T€ipop€voi<; Scvopevcuv pcpoTTutv,

T^riave ypvocic ov §’ cY fiioroio yaXpvij

7rarpi&a Kal KXppov oov ttpofiffiovXas fyeir,

avljajv <7cur rrpoydvojv Krcpac cvSikov apyopi’rear yap

ttXovtov oti OTuyeeis, ovvOporoc oioe JiKip

44 For sources, see Stein. BE ti 784.
4,1 Stein. BE ti 454 n. 2.

45 Chron. Pavh. p. 624 Bonn. 50 The lemmatist wrongly identities the avaomi
4S Stein, BE ii 474 n. 2. with Euphemia. wife ofJustin E
47 Stein. BE ii 779 n. 4.

51 So that the lemmatist to vii 603 is wrong to

48 Stadtmueller, ii xxii iii. Waltz, Anth. gr. vii assume that the i«t/»i;, unmmnal man of that poem is

<irr,7) xlv. John again.
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Tatianus (Julian allows himself the licence ofan ‘Ionic’ 4 to help out his metre) has apparently

refused some office offered him by the Emperor because he preferred to stay at home in

comfort and gloat over his ancestral wealth. It is not altogether clear whether the poem is

ironic, a lampoon on Tatianus, or praises him for preferring to enjoy his own wealth, justlv

inherited, instead of raising another fortune by extortion from the province he was asked to

govern. But in any case Tatianus was obviously a very rich man. Procopius mentions in

his Secret History (xii 5) a prominent senator called Tatianus, whose fortune Justinian and
Theodora contrived to inherit. The Tatianus magister officiorum in 520 and 527

52 may
perhaps be the same man.

vii 587 bemoans a certain Pamphilus, apparently a philosopher, who was drowned in a

shipwreck. P-W Pamphilus no. 20 wrote a theological work dating from c. 540, and was
perhaps the same Pamphilus who encouraged Cosmas Indicopleustes to write his Christian

Topography, and to whom books i to v are dedicated.

Julianus Antecessor: The three poems by Julian included in the Cycle are trivial in the

extreme and offer no chronological indications. But a Julian is referred to by another poet

of the Cycle, Theaetetus

:

Tovrov TouXiavov , vopuKrjs (frdos, cirrov ISovaai

'Pwfxrj Kal Beporj . "IIdvra pvrris SvvaTai.” (xvi 32b)

ThisJulian is a prominent jurist, saluted by both Bervtus and Constantinople (the two leading

centres for legal studies in Justinian’s day). Antecessor is the title borne by professors of law.

Plainly therefore it is possible that Julianus Antecessor and Theaetetus’ Julian are one and
the same. Julianus Antecessor is known to us as the author of a Latin epitome of the Novels

ofJustinian. This epitome was probably published in 555 (it includes no Novel later than that

year). Since this work will obviously have established Julian’s reputation as a jurist, it is

likely that Theaetetus’ epigram commemorates it, and was written soon after it was com-
pleted. Though the reference to Berytus might suggest that the epigram should be dated

before its destruction in 551, Collinet makes the plausible suggestion that Julian was professor

at Berytus until 551, when he moved to a chair at Constantinople; 53 both cities therefore

salute him as vopuKfjs <pdos, and the epigram will date from the time when he was as firmly

established in the capital as he had been at Berytus. If Collinet is right, Julian will have
taught law in Constantinople to Agathias.

Leontius Scholastigus: Several of the epigrams by Leontius can be dated. He is

called in some ascriptions Atovrlov HyoXaaTiKov too MivioTavpov, the latter is usuallv taken
as a nickname but could equally be his father’s name (,Suidas s.v. Mivurravpos gives ovopa
Kvpiov). Similarly with ’Iwawov tov BapfiovKaXXov.

xvi 32 celebrates the city prefecture of one Gabriel. Gabriel was city prefect in 543.
54

Gabrie 1 was also a friend ofJohn the Lydian, and John dedicated to him his vepl p-qvwv. A
poem by Gabriel is preserved at xvi 208, and it is a reasonable guess that it was included in

the Cycle.

xvi 33 is on a picture55 of the eunuch chamberlain, Callinicus. 56 He is described as

standing by the Emperor’s bedside, as though lulling him to sleep:

52 Cf A. E. R. Boak, The .Master of the Offices in the

Later Roman and Byzantine Empires (1919 1 )°-

53 Collinet, up. cit. 190 1.

51 Stein. BE ii 441 11. 4.

55 In spite of his ob\ ions and well attested

importance. Callinicus is nowhere discussed in J. E.

Dunlap's monograph. The Office of the Grand

Chamberlain in the Later Roman and Byzantine Empires

! 1924 , nor even included in his list of known
chamberlains.

40 ttz eIkovu, the standard lemma to such poems on
works of art. cintur can mean either statue or
painting, and in many cases it is impossible to sa\

which is meant. Professor Cyril Mango informs us
that in the rase of imperial officials represented with
the insignia of their office it is more likely to be a
statue, but some even of these must be paintings (e.g.

1 3b: cf. 1.6 yjHu/tiifji 1. According to Professor Mango
the f 'tKihi- erf Callinicus cannot actually have repre-
sented him lulling the Emperor to sleep, since the
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diet S’A daXapoicn Karewd^cuv fiaaiXfja

rracrav vnomrelpeis ovaoi peiXiyiTjV

.

3
-
4 )

This seems to indicate that Callinicus was actually grand chamberlain, praepositus sacri

cubiculi, when the poem was written. Now the great Narses is attested as grand chamberlain
at least until 554.

57 Bv 565 Callinicus was definitely grand chamberlain, and alone of all

Justinian's ministers was present when the Emperor died. 58 If our inference is valid, the

poem was written after 554, and perhaps several years later, since diet in 1.3 suggests that

Callinicus had held the post some little while. In 566/7 Corippus calls Callinicus an old man
(Just, iv 332), yet Leontius remarks on his good looks:

KaXXe'C [lev vueas Kpablrjs tooov, oaaov OTTOJTTYjJ

d.i)

But this may be no more than a polite compliment to a powerful man; or Callinicus may in

fact have weathered well, despite his being a eunuch. In any event, the poem clearly

belongs to the end ofJustinian’s reign.

xvi 37 is on a statue of a high official called Peter:

/lerpov opas ypvcrioicnv iv elpaow al be Trap ’ avrov

apyai afioifiaiwv [
lapTvpiy elcn novcov

avToXerjs TrpdjTrj Kal Slidably] perd TtjvSe

KoyXov Trop<f>vper[i Kal -rraXiv di’ToAbjy.

He is obviously an important man. Waltz, followed by Beckby, identified him with Peter the

Patrician, diplomat, writer and magister officiorum for the unprecedented period of twenty-six

years. But the offices Peter held do not square with those enumerated in this poem.
dvToXlrj can only be the praetorian prefecture of the East, and the Koydos Troppvpirj must be
the trabea, that is the consulate. Only one Peter in the sixth century held the praetorian

prefecture of the East twice in addition to the consulate : Peter Barsymes. His first tenure of

the prefecture lasted from 543 to 546; his second from 555 at least till 562, and probably till

565, the end of the reign. 59 Peter was never consul ordinarius, but was created honorarv
consul in 542,

60 and could therefore justifiably be represented in a mosaic with the insignia

of the consulate as well as those of the praetorian prefecture. The Peter of whom Leontius

writes here must therefore be Peter Barsymes, and the poem cannot have been written

before 555, when he entered upon his second prefecture,

vii 579 is on another statue of another Peter:

LleTpov opas prjTrjpos ael yeXotoaav oTUVTnjv.

i£6yov elv ayopals, epbyov iv (fnXirj . . .

i ll. 1-2 !

.

The poem goes on to describe how Peter was unfortunate enough to fall off a roof and kill

himself. Editors usually—and not unnaturally—assume that this is the same Peter as in

the last poem. But Peter Barsymes, who started life as a lowly civil servant, would never

have been styled rhetor. The obvious alternative is Peter the Patrician. Stein dismisses the

notion as unworthy of serious discussion. 61 But even the most distinguished personages

have been known to meet undignified ends. And Stein misleads when he says that the Peter

of this poem was only a Theteur’. For in the sixth century prjroip was used in several senses

other than its original meaning, ‘teacher of rhetoric'. Agathias, for example, calls

tonventions of Imperial iconography would not ha\e 5S Stein. 745.

permitted such an undignified scene: this detail must M Stein. 784, 786.

therefore be Leontius' own comment on the picture. 60 Justinian. Edict viii 6.

57 Stein, 799 n. 4.
M 7-4 n - 1 Jm -
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Procopius npoKomos 6 prjraip, 62 just as Evagrius in turn calls Agathias ’AyaQias 6 pqrcop .

63

The word frequently means barrister or advocate. Now Snidas ’ entry for Peter the Patrician

is headed, not lleTpos 6 TrarpiKios nor Flerpos 6 piayiaTpos nor 6 ioTopiKos but Tlerpos 6 pTjTOjp
;

and Peter was indeed by profession an advocate [cf. Procopius, BG i 4.30 eva . . . tow eV

BvlavTia) pnjTopow ) ,
and John the Lydian writes emphatically that he was rovs . . . vopovj

ei.'Stus' e'i—ep n s dXXoj, 0I5 airaXdjv ovvyow eveTpafq (de Alagg. iii 26). Thus there is no

reason for refusing to believe that the IJerpos 6 ppr^p of this poem could be Peter the Patrician.

Line 2 need mean no more than ‘a man of outstanding qualities in both public and private

life’. As for Leontius’ reference to Peter’s del yeAootoav oTToi-mp
,
it is explicitly attested that

Peter the Patrician had a gentle winning manner, 64 which contributed not a little to his

success as a diplomat. If Leontius’ Peter is indeed the Patrician then the poem can be

dated with some precision. For Peter died in 565, probably a month or so before Justinian65

(he was still alive in March 565, but dead by 566). The earliest date at which the poem
could have been written is therefore the latter half of 565, and it could indeed have been

written under Justin II.

Thus four of Leontius’ poems can be dated to the last half ofJustinian’s reign. There is

one, however, which would seem to have been written before his accession, xvi 357:

’Ayyloqu Kvdepeio. kcu ’EvhvpUova EeXfj iTj

filXaro' p.v8evvTai Tola TraXaiyevees

.

vvv Se I’eos ns pvdos aeiaerat, u>s ra^a Nlkt]

op-paTa. Kal &L(f)povs <f>lXaTO Flopcjivplov.

Porphyrius (also known as Calliopas) is perhaps the most famous of all the charioteers who
ever packed the Hippodrome at Constantinople. 66 His heyday was the reign of Anastasius

(491-518), but he came out of retirement under Justin I and defeated a new generation of

charioteers at the age of sixty. His popularity is attested by more than twenty anonymous

inscriptional poems collected by Cephalas or Planudes from the Hippodrome itself. Leontius’

poem must date from the period of Porphyrius’ comeback, especially since it is placed in a

group of inscriptional poems addressed to Porphyrius and stressing the greatness of his

achievements in view of his age {cf 356, 358, 359, 360). This is only confirmed by the fact

that another inscriptional poem on Porphyrius (xvi 337) is an imitation of Leontius’ poem,

taking from it the motif of Anchises and Endymion but trivializing it by tearing it from its

context and destroying its point. One can only conclude that Leontius wrote 357 while very

young; we have no grounds for denying him the possibility of a writing career extending

over more than forty years.

xvi 283. in Planudes’ version, is addressed to a certain Caramallus. If this were the

Caramallus w ho was an actor in the reign of Zeno, 67 this would be much too early for

Leontius. But the poem is clearly about a girl (cf. hi : Movcrawv SeKiirij . . . XapiTwi' TeTapT-q)

and we must accept the reading of X~, ‘Po86i<Xeta for KapdpaXXe, especially as Planudes’ own
lemma reads eiV eiKova dpxqoTpibos. So xvi 283 tells us nothing about the date of com-
position.

ix 614 and 650, the first on some new baths erected next to the baths of Zeuxippus, the

second on a house overlooking the baths, might seem to date from before 532, the year in

which the baths of Zeuxippus were completely destroyed by fire.68 We know, however,

from Procopius (Aed. i 10.3J that the baths w ere rebuilt by Justinian, and there is no way of

telling whether the poems refer to the restored baths or to the original building. There are

61 Hist., pref. 1 1.9 Bonn and passim. 66
Cf. A. A. Yasiliev, Dumbarton Oak\ Papers i\

*s HE iv 24, v 24: cf. Xa< harias rhetor etc. ( 1948) 29 f.

61 TTfiao; Kui . . . ini?.i/ir>: according to John the fi; Aristaenetus, Ep. i 26, Sidonius Apollinaris

Lvdian loc. cit.i. and cf. Procopius. Anecd. 24.23. Carm. xxii 268; cf. Yasiliev, at, 47 8.

65 Stem. 727 n. 2 fin.
68 Janin, op. cit. 223.
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several similar epigrams on various baths by Cycle poets (e.g. ix 618, 619, 621, 622, 625], none
of which can be made to give any firm chronological indication.

According to Mackail, 69 Leontius is ‘generally identified’ with a referendarv called

Leontius mentioned several times by Procopius. But even apart from the fact that the MSS
of Procopius seem clearly to indicate that this man's name was actually Leo," 0 if Leontius the

poet had been a referendary, why is he not styled Leontius Referendarius (like Eirenaeus

Referendarius) instead of Leontius Scholasticus the—or son of—Minotaur? Leontius is a

common name in the later Empire—Libanius corresponded with sixteen different Leontii 71—
and no identification can be regarded as more than a possibility. A more likelv candidate

seems to be Leontius son of Athanasius, whom Procopius specifically calls a lawyer in his

narrative of the year 548-9 (BG iii 32.34). This squares well with the poet Leontius’ title

Scholasticus.

Macedomus : Maccdonius, surnamed ‘the consul’, must,- like mans other dignitaries of

the day, have been an honorary consul, for his name is absent from the consular fasti proper. 72

The only suitable candidate is a Maccdonius attested together with a certain Florus as

curatores dominicae domus in 531,
73 with the rank of vxr il/ustris. A man of such high standing

might well have been granted the honorary consulate (Florus certainlv was!. And if

Florus is the grandfather of Paul the Silcntiary ( below, p. 18), we would have a connexion

between Paul and Macedonius. A further possible connexion is provided by vii 604, a poem
by Paul on the death of a twelve-year-old girl called Macedonia. According to the lemma,
she was Paul’s daughter; if so, then she might have been named after Macedonius. And if

she was not Paul’s daughter, she might have been Macedonius’. It is probable that the

younger Tribonian dedicated his nepl EvhaLjxovlas to Macedonius (see n. 17 above] . We
learn also from ix 648 and 649 that he had a house in Caria.

The only poem by Macedonius which offers any handle for dating is xi 380, which, as

even the Palatine lemmatist realised, is an answer to Arabius’ poem on Longinus. Assuming
that this was the city prefect Longinus (as above, p. 1 o')

,
then Macedonius' poem 1 which was

presumably, though not necessarily, written not long after Arabius’), will fall in the period

r. 540.

Marianos Scholasticus: Marianus is universally identified with the Marianus of

Eleuthcropolis who, according to Suidas, was consul ’honorary), prefect and patrician in the

reign of Anastasius. This Marianus wrote paraphrases in iambics of the hexameter works of

all the major Hellenistic poets. But since our Marianus wrote a poem which can be dated

with certainty to 566 at the earliest (below, p. 21], it is out of the question that he was old

enough to be honoured w ith a prefecture and consulate (even if both w ere honorary) under

Anastasius (491-518).

Paul the Sii.entiary: Agathias tells us that Paul came of a very distinguished and
wealthy family, and was the son of Cyrus and the grandson of Florus 1 Hist, v 9, p. 296.22 f.

Bonn). Lmfortunatcly he says nothing more about Cyrus or Florus. Paul’s ekphrasis on

Hagia Sophia can be securely dated to 563, and for some reason— principally, no doubt,

because ix 658 has been taken to refer to Justin I
(
518-27)— it has always been assumed that

Paul was at this date an old man. Yeniero, for example, places his birth c. 500. 74 This

would mean that he was some thirty years older than Agathias. F. A. Wright, indeed, 75

6<l Select Epigrams from the 0 reek Anthology 1 19061

:«/•
70

Cf. the index to vol iv of Haurv's Procopius, s.v.

.ltW’ 3 tp. 273 of the 1964 reprint .

71
Cf. O. Seeck. Die Briefc des Libanius 11906' s.vv.

72 For the honorary consulate, see C'. Courtois.

Byzantion xix 1 19491 37 f- anil R. Guilland. ib. xxiv

(1974) 547 f. Mum more honorai\ consuls trom

the sixth century might be added to (iiulland s list.

7< C f. Histr.rui xiv 1967 462.
74 Pttoln Silenziann . 1916 12. (/. also C. Corbato,

Annul 1 Tnestuu xx - 1970 224. The latest editor of

Paul's epigrams iG. Yiansino. Panto Silenziario:

Epigiammi. Torino 1963 offers no biographical

data whatever. See below p. 210 following.
7 -’ History of later (jieek Literature 1113-2 1 390 f. The

suggestion was first made bv Stadtmuller. and is

repeated b\ (). Yell, d^ur (ieschichts-schreibung u
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builds up an idyllic picture on the basis of ix 770 and v 292-3 ofhow Agathias married Paul’s

daughter. This is pure fantasy. There is no evidence that the girl of ix 770 is Paul’s

daughter, nor that she is the same girl as the one mentioned in v 292-3, nor that the latter girl

is Agathias’ wife or fiancee.

Two poems would at first sight appear to confirm that Paul was a generation older than

Agathias. In AP v 264, Paul represents himself as an old man (cf. l.i
: poorpvxov <hp.oy£povra

. . . ,
1.8 : aifiea yrjpdoKei . . .) and in AP v 234 he calls himselfpeoanroXios . But this is slippery

ground. In the first the argument is a variation on the theme of the physical effects of love;

Paul is prematurely aged by it, and only his mistress’ kindness can rescue him and restore him
to youth

(
11

.
9-10). 76 In the second Paul is using the theme of the man who spurns love in

his youth only to submit in later life. This theme occurs in several earlier poets, among
whom Tibullus offers an exact parallel to Paul’s line avydva 001 tcAtVoi, Kvnpi

,
peaanroXios

when he writes

‘Vidi ego, qui iuvenum miseros lusisset amores

post Veneris vinclis subdere colla senem' . (i 2. 89-90). 77

Even though Paul couches his poem in the first person, can wc be sure that every word in it

can be pressed ? There are in fact more positive reasons for supposing that Paul was younger

at the time of composing his ekphrasis (and when the Cycle was published) than usually

thought. Most of the other poets of the Cycle seem to have flourished in the latter half of

the reign of Justinian, and since Paul and Agathias were obviously close friends (cf. their

charming exchange ofpoems at v 292—3), the presumption is that they were contemporaries. 78

Though Agathias seems to speak of Paul as a patron (Hist., loc. cit.), Paul’s high rank and
position alone would be enough to enable him to help Agathias, who seems to have been

without any such advantages, and it was no doubt through Paul that Agathias came into

contact with the higher-ranking contributors to the Cycle. Paul was certainly still alive in

566-7, when he wrote a poem in honour ofJustin II (below, p. 21), and Agathias does not

say that he was dead in 580, the date of book v of the History.

It would help if Cyrus and Florus could be identified. Cyrus is undoubtedly not the

Egyptian adventurer, Cyrus of Panopolis, as is usually supposed. 79 The latter was consul in

441 and died in the reign of Leo (457-74), after being stripped of his honours and banished

by Theodosius II on the charge of paganism.80 This could hardly be the rich Byzantine

noble whose son was still writing in 567. A poem on Sophia, the wife ofJustin II (ix 813),

left anonymous in the Palatinus, is ascribed by Planudes to Cyrus the ex-consul (ano vnaraiv).

Planudes’ ascription cannot be ignored, though he gives no authority for it. He was a

learned man, and cannot have imagined that Cyrus of Panopolis, whose floruit was given in

reference works (e.g. Hesychius, preserved in Suidas s.v.) as the reign of Theodosius II

(408-50), could have written a poem on Sophia in 566 or 567. We suggest that Cyrus the

ex-consul is to be distinguished from Cyrus of Panopolis, and that the former flourished under
Justinian and Justin II. In support of this suggestion it should be noted that ix 813,
together with ix 808 and 809 (both ascribed to Kvpov ano virdrcuv by both Planudes and the

Palatinus), all occur in a sequence of (otherwise anonymous) poems all dateable after the

death of Justinian: 803-4 on Justin II and Sophia, 806-7 on a clock erected by Sergius,

patriarch of Constantinople from 610 to 638, and 810-13 again on Justin and Sophia. 808,

W'eltaujjassung des Prokop ion Caesarea iii i(). U'm.

Beilage -. Jahresb. i<)js -j des Grmn. ( hri slum-Erne simum
Bayreuth.

76 Veniero, op. cit. 147 compares AP xii 71

Callimachus i, xii 72 1 Meleager 1 and Propertius i 5.9.

77
Cf. Meleager. AP xii 29 and see K. F. Smith on

Tib., l.c.

79 Suidas , for what it is worth, says that Agathias
an’i'iK/KiOF . . . IIar/.i„ tiJi mb rrM/iim.

79 E.g. Sakolouski, op. nt. in. 61 63. Waltz, i xxiii.
* u CF. Histona xiv 1963 470. n. _>.
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by Cyrus, is on the oua'a of a certain Maximinus: but although the building is frequently

mentioned by later writers, 81
it is unfortunately impossible to identify Maximinus himself.

If Paul and Agathias were contemporaries, then Paul, like Agathias, would have been in

his early thirties at the accession ofJustin II. Paul’s father, Cyrus, need only have been in

his late fifties or early sixties then, still perfectly capable of writing an epigram in honour of
the new Emperor. We know that Paul’s father was wealthy and distinguished. An
ex-consul would fill the bill on both counts, as the consulate, even when honorary, was an
expensive office. 82

Now for Florus. The only candidate is the Florus who was curator dominicae domus with
Macedonius in 531 (above, p. 17), and had been comes rerum privatarum from 531-6. 83 He is

attested as honorary consul in 536.
84 Again a distinguished and doubtless wealthy man.

Now' supposing Paul to have been thirty-four in 566 and his father Cyrus about sixty, then

Cyrus w'ould have been about thirty in 536, the last occasion on which Florus is attested in

office. Florus might then have been in his late fifties. Though the chronology is rather

tight, it is by no means impossible, and this Florus and this Cyrus seem to be the onlv

candidates attested in the whole of the sixth century. It follow's that Paul and Agathias

were contemporaries, and is just possible that Paul was actually the younger, in which case

the chronology of his forbears would become a little easier.

Rufinus Domesticus: Perhaps a student friend of Agathias, who in i 35 refers to a dedi-

cation to the Archangel made by four legal students, Aemilianus the Carian, a certain John
(John Barbucallus?), Rufinus the Egyptian and Agathias himself, adding a prayer for success

in the fourth year of their legal studies and afterwards. The one epigram by him (v 284)

cannot be dated (we do not accept Geffcken’s view that he is to be identified with the

Rufinus—not called Domesticus—who wrote a number of amatory poems in bk. v, none of

which occurs in a ‘CW^-sequence’
; cf. also Beckbv, i 65). B. Stumpo 85 identifies Rufinus

with the Rufinus mentioned in an anonymous funerary epigram found in Prusa (vii 558) as

the son of a certain Aetherius. He then identifies this Aetherius with the Aetherius men-
tioned s.v. by Suidas as having a brother called Simplicius, whom he identifies with the

famous pagan ncoplatonist Simplicius. 86 This, if true, would be very interesting. But there

is no evidence that Rufinus Domesticus is the Rufinus of this epigram, nor that the Aetherius

of the epigram is Suidas’’ Aetherius (on whom see Historia xiv (1965) 505-6), nor that this

Aetherius’ brother is the famous Simplicius. Furthermore, Agathias’ friend Rufinus was an
Egyptian (i 35.2). The Rufinus of the epigram w as presumably a native of Prusa, and since

the famous Simplicius was a Cilician (Agathias Hist, ii 30, p. 13 1) it is reasonable to assume

that any nephews he had were Cilicians as well. Thus the whole of Stumpo’s ingenious

hypothesis falls to the ground.

That Rufinus should have entered a Guards regiment like the Domestici after a legal

education (see above) is not in the least surprising. The Domestici were a ‘purely orna-

mental corps’ (Jones, Later Roman Empire ii 657), and Menander Protector, a poet and

continuator of Agathias’ Histories
,
also joined them after first studying for the bar.

Synesii's: See above, p. 12, under John Barbucallus.

Theaetetus Scholasticls : xvi 32b can probably be dated to c. 555 (above, p. 14) and

ix 659 to c. 567 (below, p. 22). Possibly the Theaetetus who wrote a work 77epi ’Attik&v

oi'ojudran’ preserved in I.aur. 24.9, f. 43' to 45
r
(so far unpublished!, 8

' a rrepl napoipiiwi

•

attested

81 Janin. op. at. 388.
a - A. H. M. Jones. I.ate) Roman Empue 1 1964 , ii

:vi3. 7C>5 f

Stein, BE ii 43;; n. 4.

84 Justinian, .Nor. 22 ad tin.

85 Stumpo. L'Epigramma a Comtantmopvli net 'ecvln

1

7

dope, ('into Palermo, 1926 16.

Sli Agathias himself seems to have had some
acquaintance with the last philosophers of the School
ol Athens— rf. Hitt, ii 30, p. 130 f.

87
CJ. Bandim. Cat. Cod. Giaec. Lain, ii 1768 368.
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by Suidas s.v. ovSlv npos Aiowaov and the Theaetetus who is quoted several times on points of

language and accentuation in the Theocritus Scholia. 88

Theodoretus Grammaticus: Only one poem by Theodoret is preserved (xvi 34), at the

end of a brief 'CYc/c-sequence’, and he is therefore only a dubious candidate for inclusion in

the Cycle.

’Ek tPiAaSeAfielrjS i;eivijta ravra (PiAlmraj

.

<f>pal.€0, Trd>s pvT/punv rj 770A1? €vvop.lris.

This presumably refers to a statue or picture of Philip presented to him by the people of

Philadelphia for his just administration. The lemma, et? eiKova apxovros £v Zpivpvri does

not mean, as Beckby claims, that Philip was prefect of Smyrna (no such post ever existed),

but merely that the ebaLv was erected there. No suitable candidate for this Philip so

far presents himself.

Theodores: Theodorus was magister officiorum from 566/7 to c. 576: see below, p. 22.

There are besides these poems a considerable number of epigrams bv poets of the Cycle

which contain references to people. Many ofthem are about actresses or singers with names
like Doris (v 230), Chrysilla (v 253), Philinna (v 258) and Galateia (v 256) etc. It is often

impossible to say whether these are the names of real girls or whether the poems are

merely literary creations, and in the cases where the same name reappears in different

poems (e.g. Rhodanthe (v 237, 285), Rhodope (v 219, 228, 249), Lais (v 250, 302), Chariclo

(v 259, 288)) we cannot identify the girls nor rule out the possibility that the later poems,

whichever they are, are developments of the earlier ones rather than possessed of independent

value. Apart from these references to actresses, many poems, mainly ivad-ppaTiKa and
€77iTtl/LijSia, refer to otherwise unknown and seemingly quite obscure people. Such arc

e.g. vi 56 (Lenagoras, a vintner), vii 574 (Agathonikos, a law student who died young),

vii 589 (another law student and budding poet called Eustorgius who also died young),

vi 82 (Meliskos, a musician), vii 605 (Rhodo, a bride who died young) and many similar.

Again it is impossible to know whether the existence ofpoems by different people on the same
character (e.g. vi 27, by Theaetetus Scholasticus and vi 28 and 29, by Julianus Aegyptius, all

three on a certain fisherman called Baiton) shows that he was a real person, or simply that the

poems are dependent upon each other, as might be suggested by the appearance of the name
Baiton in Aehan, ep. rust. 5. The existence of Macedonius’ old fisherman Amyntichus is

rendered less likely when his poem (vi 30) is compared with a Hellenistic epigram on an old

gardener of the same name (vii 321). And Julian’s disagreeable Timon (vii 577) is probably
no more than a literary- resurrection of Timon of Athens, a popular subject with Hellenistic

poets (vii 313-20). 89 Most of these personages, being obscure when not fictitious, are

unlikely to be identifiable. Others might at least in principle be identified: for instance

vii 573, Cheiredius, an Athenian barrister praised for his oratory, vii 575, an cpitumbion on
Rhode, wife of a professor oflaw called Gemellus, vii 559, addressed, according to the lemma,
to a famous doctor called Ablabius, or xi 354, Nicostratus, a philosopher (perhaps a con-
temporary of Agathias, and if so not the Nicostratus mentioned by Simplicius as the author of
a work on the Categories, as Beckby suggests). Here at any rate is scope for more re-

search.

sw
Cf. Gov\, Theocritus i <19501 lxxxiii contra C.

Wendel, L berheferung u. Enstehung tier Theoknt-

Schohen , Abh. Gott. • 19*20 77 H.

89 For the predominant e of classical motifs in the

Cycle, cf. A. Mattson, Vntersuchungen ;. E(>ig rarumsarn

m

-

lung lies Agathias. Lund i K142
1 46 f. This is especially

true of the erode epigrams. Yiansino, ofk cit., points
out in his commentaries on Paul's erotic epigrams the
poetic antecedents cl' many of the feminine names.
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II

(a) * OttttoOi Tepvopivqs ydovos aVSiya 7tovtov dvolyei

TrXayKTOS aXiKXvoTwv iropdpos eit rpoviov,

Xpvcrea avXXeKTpqi rdS’ dvaKTOpa drjxep avdaarj

Trj 7roXvKvS[(jTTj OeZos avalJ Yocfyir)

.

a^iov, l0 'Pcufirj peyaXokpares , avTia aeto

/cdAAoj an’ ’Evpwmjs Sepxeai els ’Aolrjv.

fix 6571.

This poem, by Marianus Scholasticus, clearly refers to Justin II and his wife Sophia, and to

the palace of the Sophianae which Justin built in the suburb of Constantinople where he had
lived before his accession. 90 According to Theophanes (AM 6061 i, Justin began building

the Sophianae in the fourth year of his reign, and Janin accordingly dates it to 568. But

Corippus refers to it in his de laudibus Justini (iv 287 f.) as being new in 566, when Justin

entered upon his consulship, and it seems likely that Justin began it while still a private

citizen and that it was perhaps finished at about the time of his accession. Hence its

situation in Justin’s old home. 566/7, then, about the same time as Corippus' panegyric, is

the earliest possible date for Marianus' epigram, which certainly belongs to the reign of

Justin II, and may indeed be later than 567.

(*) Koapov ’IovarZvos (jaoiXevs pinrotoiTa xadijpas

Kal rd peyiara AIktjs rp/Xdiaev repeirry

aoZs Se ndvois, AopvZi’e, Karrjdiea patera Sidixei

Ik ©epiSos peyapiuv, ex fdioTrjs peponun 1

.

lix 658, Paul the Silcntiaryi.

ojs ayadoi' xal rraZs em yr/par (fraibporepovs yap

A opi’Zvos daXdpovs prjTpos erev(e J Ix-qs.

Xapnoj iydj Sid naiSos, 6 nals Si’ epeZo <f>a elrer

KvSea S’ dXXijXois dvTiyapiL.6peda.

iix 659, Theaetctus Schol. 1.

QeZov Iovorlvov ,
xaOapdv (fypovpyjropa decrpcuv,

Aopvlvos KaOaprjs ev npodvpoiai AIktjs.

fix 812. anon.i.

Trjs Yocjylrjs toS’ ayaXpa Aiktjs npondpoiOe dvpaiov,

ov yap avevOe SIkt/s enpene rrjv ao<pirjv.

fix 813, anon. 1.

These four poems, all celebrating the Great Praetorium which Domninus renovated and

adorned with statues, must clearly be taken together. In which case ix 813 shows beyond

anv doubt that the Justin of Paul the Silentiary’s poem is Justin II, not Justin I, as often

supposed. 91 The statues which Domninus set up were statues ofJustin II and his Empress

Sophia. If this Domninus was city prefect, 92 as it seems natural to suppose, the poems must

date from 567 at the earliest. For Julianus was city prefect in 565 and 566, 93 so that there

911 Janin, op. cit. 153. See also R. Guilland. By zantion

xxiii (1953) 192. For Zonaras erroneous ascription

of this poem to Agathias. see a forthcoming disc u'hon

by Averil Cameron in Byz^tion.
91 E.g. Janin, 167, \ iansino, 57-

92 Viansino, loc. cit erroneously takes him to be a

jurist, and appears to identify him with the Domninus

who was professor ol law' at Berytus c. 450 cf\

Collinet. op. cit. »n. 33 138 — a (enturv too soon!

In an\ ease, the poems must refer to some official

building activity, not normal!) the work of professors

of law

.

Stein, BE ii 779 n. 4.
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is no room for Domninus till late 566 or 567, and we must allow some interval to elapse in

which he performed the task which the poems commemorate. 84 Both Paul the Silentiarv

and Theaetetus Scholasticus then wuote epigrams which can be securely dated to the reign

ofJustin II, and probably date from 567 at the earliest.

(c) "IAadi pop(f>atdels, apy^ayyeAe‘ orj yap 0770177?)

aoxoiTOs, aXAa. fjpoTujv Sdtpa rriAovai raSe.

€k aio yap &e6&a>pos eyet Loj

<

nijpa paylarpov

Kai Si? aeBAevei irpoq Opovov avOwndrcuv

,

rrjs S’ evyvwpoavvrjs pdprvs ypajls' vp^Tepry yap

Xpidpacn fJup.TjA.rjv avTCTihrajoe ydpw.

(i 36, Agathias)

.

The poems by Paul, Marianus and Theaetetus discussed so far in this section all occur in

a ‘Crr/r-sequence’ and plainly derive from the Cycle. With this poem on Theodorus the

position is not so clear. It does not come in a sequence; indeed, in all probability it did not
reach the Palatinus by a literary tradition at all. For Book i of the Palatinus consists of
inscriptional poems (mostly anonymous) added to Cephalas for the most part from the
buildings themselves by the redactor of the Palatinus ,

95 This poem was probably copied
from the original painting in Ephesus. Nevertheless, it is very likely that it did come from
the Cycle. Its subject, being a picture, fits perfectly the programme Agathias had laid down
for his second book:

oaaavep rj ypaejslheocn yapd^apev rj tlvi xuspip,

€iT€ /cat einroLTjTov eVi jSptVa?, eiVe /cat dAAps

reyr?]? epyoTTOvoio TroAvonepeeocnv oJdAcng . . .

(iv 4. 1 1 8 f.)

.

Agathias’ second book is largely composed of such pieces as this, and since, as is now plain

from the inclusion of the poems by Paul, Marianus and Theaetetus discussed above, he was
collecting the material for the Cycle not in 558 but in the first years of Justin II, he will

naturally have included a poem which he W'rote on the promotion of one of Justin’s most
trusted ministers (see below).

The poem can be securely dated. It refers to a painting depicting the Archangel
presenting a certain Theodorus w'ith the insignia of the magister officiorum (the invariable

meaning of pdytarpo<; in the usage of the period). 96 There is only one candidate—the
Theodorus who was created magister in 566. There is no possibility of another Theodorus
holding the post earlier in the 560’s or in the 550’s, for during the last twenty-six years of
Justinian’s reign, from 539, when Agathias was only a child, to 565, one man held the
office continuously—Peter the Patrician, Theodorus’ father. Peter is last attested in office

on March 26, 565. He was succeeded for a brief period of no more than a year bv one
Anastasius 97 and then the office fell to his son, as is plainly show n by Corippus, in his pane-
gyric on the accession of Justin II, composed and recited in 566/7:

“Succcssorquc boni redivivaque gloria Petri

Hinc Theodorus adest, patria gravitate magister’ (Just, i 26-7).

He continued as magister officiorum until the reign of Tiberius II (Thcophylact. iii 15.6), but bv
576 was comes sacranim largitionum. Doubtless this is the Theodorus mentioned in a sixth

94 The palare known as 7 /i 1o/tvimv in Con- (/. Sophocles, Hi ;. Le\. s.v., Haury’s index verb, to
stantinoplc is perhaps named after him >cj. Janin. oft. Procopius, s.v., etc

cit. 346 1 •

7
Stein, Sludien ~. Gesch. des by-. Reiches 1 i oi o i n

85 Cf Waltz. 3 f.. Beckby. 70.
* ‘ * 1

* "
tl. :

2
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century inscription 98 as payiarpo? /cat dvdvTraros, and almost certainly the Theodorus

dvOvTTaTOs who is the author of vii 556 (a poem which occurs in a ‘broken’ Crr/e-sequence). 99

Probably therefore Theodorus was a contributor to the Cycle.

It must be emphatically stated that the Theodorus magister officiorum is not the same as the

Theodorus decurio to whom Agathias dedicated his Cycle (so Waltz, Beckbv, Keydell and

others). Apart from the difference of office, the lemmatist tells us that the Theodorus

decurio of iv 3 was the son of Cosmas, whereas we know that Theodorus the magister officiorum

was the son of Peter the Patrician. The decurion to whom the Cycle was dedicated may well

be the Theodorus silentiarius of Proc., Aed. iv 8.24 and the decurio palatii of that name who
was employed by Justinian as a messenger to Pope Yigilius in the Three Chapters con-

troversy.100 In BICS xiii (1966) we have shown that xvi 72 was written in 566, and have

given reasons for ascribing it to Agathias.

It is now surely clear that the Cycle was published under Justin II. This accords well

with the relatively high number of epigrams in the Anthology celebrating Justin II and
Sophia. If the Cycle had appeared underJustinian, it would surely have contained a number
of epigrams in honour of that Emperor. Yet only seven such poems occur in the whole

Anthology. Every one of them is inscriptional, and some may well have been collected

later by Cephalas from the buildings themselves. For Justin II, on the other hand, there

are more epigrams than would have been expected for a relatively unimportant Emperor,

and while some at least of the anonymous inscriptional epigrams in the Palat'mus were

indeed collected for Cephalas at a much later date by Gregorius Magister, it is reasonable

to conjecture that Agathias himself included those mentioning Justin II and Sophia (ix 77c).

803, 804, 810, 812, 813) as a compliment to the new Emperor.

Ill

We come now to Agathias’ ow n preface to the Cycle. Though the preface is addressed to

Theodorus the decurion, the second part (iv 3.43- 98) is virtually a panegyric on the Emperor.

But which. Emperor? It has always been assumed that the Emperor in question is Justinian,

partly because Agathias devotes this part of the preface entirely to a record of the expansion

of Roman power which can only refer to Justinian’s Reconquista, and partly simply on a priori

grounds. We now know, however, from the poems discussed in section II above, that the

Emperor must be Justin II. A closer inspection w ill do nothing to disabuse us of this belief.

There is nothing particularly surprising in that Agathias now here mentions the Emperor

by name. But it might well seem strange that he concentrates so exclusively on the power of

Roman arms. When Procopius surveys Justinian's achievements at the beginning of the

de Aedificiis, in similarly complimentary terms, he includes Justinian’s wars only as a parallel

to his religious policy, his codification of the laws and his building activity (Aed. i 1.6 f.i.

There is nothing of this in Agathias’ preface. Moreover, his references to the wars are not

so much a list of specific achievements as a vague and rhetorical exercise on the theme of the

extent of the pax Romana. He writes of territories won rather than of their w inning, of a

state of affairs rather than of its achievement. This would admirably solve the difficulty of

writing a panegyric on an Emperor newly come to the throne after an undistinguished

career to date, ofwhom therefore there was little to say.101 ’You will never come to a foreign

land,’102 says Agathias; ‘wherever you go you w ill find yourself in the possessions of our wise

Emperor’ (iv 3.94 f.—a graceful allusion to the Empress Sophia, in the style so common to

98 Gregoire. Recueil des inscr. grecques chret. d'Asie- " lu CSEL xxxv 235.16.

mineure i (1922I 100 bis.
101 Justin's career to date Stein BE ii 744 f.

99 Geffcken, /Ml no. 21. places hint in the first
1112 For the tripos, cf. e.g. Aristides. Laud. Romae 365,

century A.D., on the thinnest of grounds. ( laudian. Cons. Stil. iii 154 t.
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the poets of the new reign?).103 The allusion to Tlepals arak? (I.3) would in any case date

the preface to the very end of Justinian’s reign, and the references to Bactria and India

( I.73 f.) must surely postdate at least the peace of 561. But we have striking confirmation

that Agathias’ compliments are in fact addressed to Justin in Corippus’ de laudibus Justini II,

commemorating Justin II’s entry into his consulship on January 1, 566, and written probably

in 566-7. Like Agathias, Corippus begins his preface with an account of the vastness of

Justin’s Empire. Like him too, he gives the impression, without actually stating it, that this

is the direct work ofJustin himself: ‘deus omnia regna
j

sub pedibus dedit esse tuis, regesque

superbos
j

subdidit, hostilesque manus decrescerc fecit’ ( 11 . 1-3). Both Agathias and Corip-

pus solved the problem of finding subject matter for a panegyric on Justin II by concentrating

on the glory of Byzantine power at the time of his accession. That this was the achievement

ofJustinian did not worry them any more than it did the author of ix 779, writing in 566,

who called Justin II rvpavvcxfsovos
j
3acn\evi. The pax Romana was a convenient topos, as was

the conception of the Emperor as a subduer of tyrants (cf. rvpawopovos
/3aoiAeus of Anas-

tasius, ix 656.1 ;
Agathias iv 3.53 f. : ’Ea-nepiq deparratva . . . dpofauov he rvpavvcov

[

xpdara

pe-pi]<jaoa refj Kpvpdevra Kovt-p . . . ;
Corippus, Just., pref. iof. : 'quis numeret . . . captos

stratosque tyrannos?’),104 especially at the beginning of the reign of Justin II, when the

Empire could look back on such glorious and recent achievements.

But if the preface provides a terminus post quern
,

it also provides a terminus ante quem for

the publication of the Cycle. Agathias’ reference to 'Eaveplrj depanatva
(
iv 3.53), referring to

the Western Empire including Italy, must antedate the fall of Italy to the Lombards which

began in 568. The Lombard gains of 568 were not so extensive as to rule out a reference to

Italv brought under Roman rule, nor might they even have seemed to presage further

Roman losses. But we can at any rate say that the preface (no doubt written last) cannot be

much later than 568, and was perhaps written in that very year.

Conclusion

Assuming the datings suggested above (in some cases only tentative), we can assign poems

to each decade of the period 530-70 as follows

:

530’s: vii 591, 592, ?ix 445.

340’s: xvi 32, ?xvi 39, ?xvi 314, ?xvi 38, ?ix 628, ?vii 587, ?xi 380.

550's: vii 590, ix 677, ix 425, 426, 427, xvi 37, ?xvi 33, ?xvi 32b, ?xvi 43.

560’s: i 36, iv 3 (preface), vii 579, ix 641, 657, 658, 659, xvi 72.

This new dating of the Cycle will involve a modification in one aspect at least of the

accepted picture ofJustinian. When Stein speaks of the poets of the Cycle as being men 'qui

tous gravitaient plus ou moins autour du trone imperial’, 105 he gives the impression that

Justinian himself in some measure encouraged this lively poetic activity. But the datable

poems so far considered seem to increase in numbers towards the end of Justinian’s reign,

when he was more interested in theology than the affairs of Empire, when, as Corippus put
it Just, ii 267) 'in caelum mens omnis erat: iam corporis huius

|

immemor hanc mundi
faciem transisse putabat’.106 And once it has been observed that several poems actually

date from the reign ofJustin II, the picture emerges of a spontaneous development in poetrv

among the members of the new school of poetry w hich followed Nonnus (ol veoi according to

Agathias, Hist, iv 23, p. 257 Bonn), and which eventually found its inspiration in the person

not ofJustinian but ofJustin II. It is very striking that the only poems by contributors to

E.g. AP ix 813, 803. Corippus, Just, i 55 f.,
105 BE ii 697.

264 f., iv 280.
10 ‘ The same view of Justinian’s last years is

104
Cf. also ibid. 39 f. : Vui vincere fas est indomitas expressed more scathingly by Procopius, Anecd. 18.2c)

gentes et barbara subdere regna’. and cf. BG iii.32.9, 35.1 1.
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the Cycle which refer to Justinian or Theodora are Agathias’ epigram on the bridge over the

Sangarios, which dates from the latter part of the reign, and a brief poem by Paul which
perhaps refers to a picture of Theodora (xvi 77). In spite of the many epigrams by Cycle poets

dealing with buildings, not one specifically celebrates the building activity ofJustinian, which
surpassed that of any other Roman Emperor. It is hard to believe that no such poems were

written at all, and it may be that Agathias, perhaps collecting his epigrams with a specific

hope of Imperial favour, deliberately omitted them so as not to detract from those in honour
of the new Emperor. Thus Justinian concedes to his less brilliant successor one, though only

one, of the many achievements which made his reign so remarkable a period in the history

of the Roman Empire.

Averil and Alan Cameron.
London.

We would like to thank Professors Rudolf Keydell for reading a draft of this article, and saving us from

and Hugh Lloyd-Jones and Mr. Leonard Ingrams many errors.



SOLSTICES, EQUINOXES, & THE PRESOCRATICS
Diog. Laert. ii I (DK 12A1), ['AvaGpcmbpOy] evpev 8e xal yvwpova -npd/Toy xal ectTYjaev

€7t'l Tujv axiodppoov ev AaxeSalpovi, xada cf>Y]cn &af3aip2vos ev IJavToSaTTfj laropla, Tponas

re xai lar]pepLas arjpawovra, xal otpoOKorreia Kareaxevaae

.

Eusebius, PE x 14. 11 (DK 12A4), ovtos [’Ava^lpavhpos] TrpwTos yvwpovas xaTeaxevaae

rrpos StayvajOLv rpOTreuv re r/Xlov kat ypovurv xal dipdrv xal larjpepla S'.

Suda, S.V. (DK 12A2), ttpcoTos Sc [’Ava£lp.av8po <;
|

lappeplav eiipe xal Tponag xal (LpoXoyeca,

xal ty/v yfjv ev peaairdrw xeladaL. yvdipova re elapyaye xal oXcos yeaip.€Tplas vttotvttcooiv eSetfev.

The literature is now full of references to the scientific achievements (so-called) of the

Presocratics, and the earlier the figure land consequently the less information of reliable

authenticity we have of him) the more enthusiastically do scholars enlarge his scientific

knowledge—a proceeding which, of course, has plenty of precedent among the doxographers

and commentators of antiquity. The classic example is Thales, whom I have discussed in an

earlier article; 1
it is chastening (but hardly surprising) to find that the views there expressed

have had very little influence on the traditional, vastly exaggerated estimate of Thales as the

founder of Greek mathematics and astronomy and the transmitter of ancient Egyptian and

Babylonian wisdom. Professor Guthrie, in a work obviously destined to be the standard

English textbook on early Greek philosophy for decades to come, 2 can still say (p. 58)

'.
. . according to an unchallenged tradition, [Thales] had himself visited Egypt’ (my italics),

despite my demonstration that nowhere in the primary group of sources is Thales’ name
linked with Egypt, and that the whole story of his introducing Egyptian mathematical

knowledge to the Greeks is a mere invention (probably by Eudemus) based on separate,

unrelated statements by Herodotus. 3 One must, however, be thankful that the uncritical

acceptance of Thales’ alleged prediction of a solar eclipse is now discountenanced.

4

Thales is not the only Presocratic philosopher for whom extravagant claims are made

concerning scientific knowledge which can belong only to the post-Platonic period. One
of the chief difficulties (which should by now be well known, but which still needs empha-

sising) in attempting to reconstruct and evaluate the ideas of the earlier Presocratics lies, of

course, in the unsatisfactory nature of the ancient evidence; I have already expatiated on

this point in the article mentioned above, and most of the standard textbooks include intro-

ductory discussions of the doxographical sources, 0 based ultimately on Diels’ monumental

Doxographi Graeci. Unfortunately, because of the numerous, arbitrary ascriptions of various

elementary scientific doctrines (such as the spherical universe, the central position of the

earth, its sphericity, the obliquity of the ecliptic, the division of the zodiac, etc.) to many
different thinkers ranging indiscriminately from Thales to Anaxagoras, that are to be found

in the sources, and the garbled and often contradictory accounts given, it remains true that

by a judicious selection and the omission of inconvenient evidence practically any doctrine

can be attributed to any of the Presocratics on some ancient ‘authority’, to suit a particular

scholar’s own favoured theory. 6 Thus we have Cleostratus from time to time resurrected as

the first allegedly to introduce the zodiac and the zodiacal signs into Greece, and the first

1 CQ_ ix 1 1959. 294-309.
2 \V. K. C. Guthrie, A History of (, reek Philosophy—

Vol. i, C.U.P. 1962.
3 CQ_ ix i 1939: 304.
4 Guthrie, up. at 47 9.

5 E.g. Heath I Aristarchus of Samos,, Burnet. Kirk &
Raven, Guthrie-—//. 299 f. of my article.

6 In this connexion. Kirk and Raven's sensible

remark deserves to be quoted < The Presocratic

Philosophers, p. ji, "Thus it is legitimate to feel com-
plete confidence in our understanding of a Presocratic

thinker only when the Aristotelean or Theophrastean

interpretation, even if it can be accurately recon-

structed, is confirmed by relevant and well-authenti-

< ated extracts from the philosopher himself"—

a

counsel ol perfection which one can hardly expect to

be exemplified in their own book.
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to discover the obliquity of the ecliptic; 7 the ‘authority’ here is Pliny, that well-known

scientific correspondent whose accuracy is convincingly demonstrated by his ability to

pinpoint an astronomical discovery to a period of four years some six centuries back, and by

his attribution of a knowledge of the celestial (presumably—or terrestrial? cf. Diod. Sic.

iii 60.2) sphere to Atlas long before that, even.

8

And it goes without saying that the omnis-

cient Thales can be credited not only with a knowledge of the division of the circle into 360 ,

but even with a measurement of the angular diameters of the sun and moon. 8 Such

absurdly anachronistic attributions illustrate two pitfalls into which it is all too easy to fall

when the subject of discussion is the scientific knowledge evinced by the Presocratics. The
first is a failure to understand what knowledge was possible at a particular epoch of Greek

history with regard to the historical development of scientific ideas. As I have already

pointed out,10 in default of reliable, direct evidence (and the doxographical tradition is

useless in the case of Thales and not much better in the case of Anaximander ) the only

satisfactorv way to assess the mathematical and astronomical knowledge which Thales may
have possessed is by a comparative examination of the Egyptian and Babylonian mathe-

matics and astronomy of his time, these being the only two highly-developed civilisations

with which the Greeks were in contact at that period. The attempt to backdate knowledge

of the division of the circle into 360’ to the sixth century b.c. is a good example of the danger

of ignoring historical considerations. The first circle to be so divided was the zodiac with

its twelve sections each of 30
:

,
which was needed as an astronomical system of reference for

calculation of the courses of the sun, moon, and planets, and this division undoubtedly

originated in Babylonia (where a sexagesimal number system was in common use in mathe-

matical texts from the Old Babylonian period—c. 1800 b.c.—onwards), but not until some time

after 450 b.c. and possibly not until the fourth century b.c:.
11 The first Greek text in which

the zodiac is divided into 360° is the ’AvafopiKo

$

of Hypsiclcs,1
'

2 usually dated in the first half

of the second century b.c., though it may well be later. 13 The first Greek astronomer to

make constant use of the general division of any circle into 360 is Hipparchus [c. 194-120

b.c.)
;

u before him there is no trace of the use of degrees in any extant Greek mathematical

7
J. K. Fotheringharn in JHS xxxix ,19191 164-84:

W. Burkert, H'eisheit und Wissenschaft. 1962. 312.

8 .Vat. Hat. ii 31 (DK 12A31, ’obliquitatem eius

[sc. zodiaci] intellexisse, hoc cst rerum foris aperuisse,

Anaximander Milesius traditur primus olyinpiade

quinquagesima octava. signa deinde in eo C leo-

stratus, et prima arietis ac sagittarii, sphaeram ipsam

ante mult : Atlas.’ In view ot the ready acceptance

by most modern scholars ot the truth ot Pliny s

statements here, it seems strange that the last live

words of this quotation have been so sadly neg-

lected ... do they not provide 'incontrovertible

evidence" for the existence of a fullv-de\ eloped, pre-

historic, astronomical system—in Atlantis, of course ,

J

For juster estimates of Pliny's competence in scientific

matters, see Bunbury, History of Ancient Geography ,

ii 373 ff. and Kirk and Raven, op. at. 103 n. 1.

The curious ambivalence exhibited by modern

scholars in their treatment ol the doxographical

evidence, to which I hate already drawn attention

i CQ (1931)) 307 n. 3:, is well illustrated in Burkert s

book (which is nonetheless useful tor its comprehen-

sive documentation’]. For example, he accepts Plinc s

evidence without question, despite the mention ot

Atlas, but rejects irightlv— see below Aetius attri-

bution of knowledge of the planets to Anaximander

(Act. ii 19.6 DK 12A18 which 'beweist nichts. da

Metrodor und Krates von Mallos in das Lemma nut

cingeschlossen sind" ip. 289 n. 68'.

,J A. Wasserstein in JHS lxxv 1 19751 n 4 '6.

10 CQ, ix 1 1959) 306.
11 O. Neugebauer. The Exact Sciences in Antiquity.

2nd ed. 1937, 102: cf. 25 and 140. Kahn Anaxi-

mander and the Origins of Greek Cosmology, i960. 91-21,

as part of his attempt to justify his thesis ol the

advanced, mathematical nature of Anaximander's

cosmological thought- cm the erroneousness of

Kahn's views, see further below—cites the first passage

from the first edition 1952 1 of Ncugcbauer's invalu-

able book, without apparently being aware of the

significant lowering of the date for the introduction

of the zodiac divided into 360 in the second edition,

which makes nonsense of Kahn's claim that ‘most, if

not all. of this science had reached Miletus by the

middle of the sixth century'.
12 Ed. by Manitius. Dresden, 1888 a copv of this

doctoral dissertation is \ ere difficult to ( ome b\

.

11 See mv Geographical Fragments of Hipparchus, i960.

148-9.
14 See his Cnmmentarui m Aiati et Eudoxi Phamumena

ed. Manitius. Teubner. 18941 passim, and the

quotations from his other astronomical works which

I am in the prex ess of editing in Ptolemy's Almagest.
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or astronomical text, and the method commonly used to denote the size of an angle was to

express it as the fraction of a right-angle or of a whole circle or of a zodiacal sign10—thus

Aristarchus in his On the Sizes and Distances of the Sun and Moon16 gives as one of his hypotheses

that 'the moon subtends i / 1
5th part of a zodiacal sign’, and Archimedes in the Sand-Reckoner

states that he found that the angle subtended by the diameter of the sun was less than

1 / 1 64th part and greater than i/200th part of a right-angle.17 Xot only is the 360' division

not found before the second century b.c., but we are explicitly told cf other divisions of the

circle which were in use—e.g. Strabo ( 1 13-14) tells us that Eratosthenes (who died about the

time that Hipparchus was born) divided the equator into sixty parts, and Cleomedes

level . them, i 10 §50—p. 92, ed. Ziegler) says that Posidonius divided the ecliptic into forty-

eight parts.18 For his measurement of the obliquity of the ecliptic, Eratosthenes seems even

i on one interpretation of the evidence) to have used an instrument graduated into 83rds.1 ?

Thus the attempt to backdate the 360 division of the circle to the sixth century b.c. not only

ignores the historical origin of the concept, but also disregards the scanty evidence we have

from Greek sources.

The second of the two pitfalls mentioned

11 This holds good for all the extant works ot e.g.

Autolvrus, Euclid. Aristarchus, and Archimedes.

There is, however, one piete of evidence which might

seem at first sight to suggest that the use of degrees

was known in the third renturv b.c. in Alexandria: in

Almag. vii 3 Ptolemy lists the declinations of a number
of stars as observed by himself, by Hipparchus, and by

Timocharis and Aristyllus, two Alexandrian astrono-

mers who were at tive between 293 and 280 B.c., and
in each case Ptolemy gives the data in degrees north

or south of the celestial equator. This appears to

contradict our other evidence lef A. Pannekoek, .-!

History of Astronomy, 1961. 124 ad /in. 1 which all

points to the late introduction of the 360 division of

the circle, not before the second century b.c. Vet, if

degrees ueie in use at the time of Timocharis and
Aristvllus. why did not Aristarchus and Archimedes

use them instead of clumsy circumlocutions involving

fractions of a c ertain segment ? The latter at least had

close connexions w ith Alexandrian scientists including

Eratosthenes cf. Heath, The Works of Archimedes xvi),

who likewise did not use degrees tsee below . It is

hardly < onceivable that Aristarchus, for example,

would have chosen to say that at quadrature the

moon's distance from the sun is ‘less than a quadrant

by one-thirtieth of a quadrant’ T/.nnoov TFTnprt]/toptor

to, roe TfTuiiTii/iofiiov TfiitiKOGTrii if he could have

expressed exactly the same meaning by *87"'
< /tot/xu

rC . Either we must assume that Timocharis and
Aristyllus knew and used the circle graduated into

360 but that this was not taken up by scientists again

until 100 years later- -which in view of the obvious

convenience of the usage seems incredible; or and
this is the most likely explanation it was I’tolemv who
tacitly converted the observ ations of Timocharis and
Aristyllus originally given in the customary fractions

of a segment into degree figures in order to make
t learer the comparison with his own and Hipparchus’

results. It is noteworthv that Ptolemy emphasises

the inaccuracy of these earlier observations, which he

t haracterises as orn wiimnKTtn hot' tnc ft t/iyuiruerui

above is a much less obvious one and much

1 Almag

.

vii t—ed. Heiberg, ii 3, 4) and rrdrr okocr/epdig

ti/.il/tfitvtu ! id

.

vii 3— 18, 3).
16 Ed. Heath. Aristarchus of Samos 332.
17

§16, ed. Heiberg, ii 226.
ll<

Cf. Bouche-Leclercq. L’astrologie grecque, 1899,

60 n. 2; of the other divisions he mentions, that into

144 parts (Sext. Emp., adv. astrol. §9 = adv. math, v §9)

is simply a variant used by some of the Chaldaean

astrologers, most ofwhom Sextus makes clear used the

360' division (i.e. 12 zodiacal signs of 30° each), for a

particular astrological doctrine. A division into

eight parts, cited by Bouche-Leclercq (279 n. 2) from

Hyginus, astron. iv 2. is merely a method of avoiding

fractions to express the ratio of the longest day to the

shortest night at the summer solstice, i.e. 5:3

1 equivalent to a latitude of 36 ’32', where at the

summer solstice five parts of the sun’s diurnal circuit

would be above the horizon and three parts below),

instead of 7) 14! on a division of the circle into twelve

parts: it cannot be taken as evidence for a commonly-
used division of the circle into eight. Bouche-
Let lercq also cites (473 n. 2 ' a division of the zodiac

into 365 parts from Censorinus, frg. 2 I not 3, as in

the citation), 5 (p. 57, ed. Hultschi; but Censorinus’

account (which, anyway, mentions the 360 division)

is very garbled—he evidently confuses zodiacal signs,

which are equal segments ol 30^ each, with zodiacal

constellations, which are of unequal size, since he talks

of 'signa . . .
quorum quaedam minora, quaedam

amphora', and then goes on to say ‘sed conpensatio in

quinque partes rreditur adplicari, ut sint omnes
signiferi partes CCC'LXV’, apparently a muddled
reference to the fact that the sun takes 363 days and a
little more to traverse the full circle. It should be
noted that Bouche-Leclercq was writing before our
understanding of the methods of Babylonian mathe-
matics and astronomy and their historical interaction

with Greek knowledge had reached its present (still

imperfect, stage.
14 for a full discussion, see my (Geographical Frag-

ments of Hipparchus 187-8.
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easier to fall into. It consists of a failure to recognise the tacit assumptions, based on the
scientific theory oi late antiquity or even (sometimesj of our own times, that underlie so much
of the writing about early Greek science—assumptions for which there is no evidence, but
which are almost unconsciously made from our inability to dissociate our views on the
thought of this early period from more modern concepts. It requires a considerable effort of
imagination to try to envisage a world without clocks and watches, with no universal
standards of measurement, where the only sources of power in use were bodilv muscles and
the wind, and where no systematic attempt was ever made to exploit and control the forces

of nature. Conditioned as we are by over 300 years of scientific discovery, by which the
circumstances and habits of human life and thought have been ever more radically in-

fluenced, we find it very difficult to understand a world where science played in effect a very
insignificant part. This is, of course, one of the perennial fascinations of the study of ancient
civilisations—but it has its dangers. Not the least of these is the temptation to try to reason
backwards from a later standpoint in our efforts to trace the early development of scientific

ideas, for this process almost inevitably involves the making of tacit assumptions that are in

reality completely foreign to the early stage in question, according to the available evidence,

but are not recognised as such. The classic example is, of course, Aristotle’s account of the

opinions of the Presocratic thinkers; 20 another example, I believe to have shown
,

21
is

Eudemus’ account of the beginnings of geometry. Modern examples are too numerous to

cite in detail
;
no dispassionate reader can fail to admire the ingenuity of the gallant attempts

to make some sort of scientific sense out of the confused, and often primitive, astronomical

notions of the Presocratics, but he should also notice the ominous frequency in these recon-

structions of such expressions as 'must have been’, ‘it must be assumed that’, ‘this implies

that . .
.’ and the like, which indicate that the writer is making tacit assumptions that can

nearly always be shown to be unfounded for the particular period. Two examples, both

pertinent to my main theme, must suffice. Commenting on the words iLpooxoTTeia and
wpoXoyeia in the quotations from Diogenes Laertius and the Suda that I have placed at the

head of this article, Kirk and Raven (op. cit. 102-3) sa> that these words ‘imply that the

ground near the gnomon was calibrated so as to give the time of day, as well as the position

of the sun on the ecliptic and so the season of the year’. Such assumptions arc totally

inadmissible. Observations of the shadow of a gnomon can give only the roughest indica-

tions of the time of day, unless the gnomon is so placed that its axis is parallel to the axis of the earth,

i.e. unless the latitude of the place is known; and the concept of latitude necessarily pre-

supposes knowledge of the spherical earth set in the middle of the celestial sphere (see below).

In fact, such observations can be expected to give only the times of noon (shortest daily

shadow) and of the solstices (longest and shortest noon shadows in the course of a year),

the latter probably to an accuracy of at best some five or six days. There can be no

question of the calibration of 'the ground near the gnomon ... to give the time of day',

because, owing to the fact that the altitude and azimuth of the sun are continually altering,

no one set of markings applicable all the year round can be formulated to indicate the

division of the day into parts; only the midday shadow will be constant in direction at all

seasons of the vear, though not, of course, in length. Not until the concept of latitude was

understood, and mathematicians began to tackle the problem of projection on to a plane

surface, could the sun’s course be traced in this way so as to give meaningful results, and this

did not begin to happen until the fourth century b.o. (cf. Vitruvius ix 8.1). Furthermore,

despite Herodotus’ mention that the Greeks learnt of the division of the day into twelve parts

from the Babvlonians (ii 109—only partially correct, as it was the twenty-four-hour period

20 See H. Clierniss, Aristotle' \ Criticism of Presocratic Aristotle's merits as an historian of thought, sec

Philosophy
, 1935, some of the results of which he W. K. C. Guthrie in JHS lxxvii pt. 1 1 0 "> 7 1 ancl

summarised in Journal oj the History of Ideas xii ( 1 <1 "S
1

»

*.
History of (ireeh Philosophy , vol. i 41 -3.

for the inevitable reaction against the criticism ol - 1 C

Q

ix ' * 97)9 ' 3 ()I
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that the Babylonians divided into 12), such a division did not come into use in Greece, even

in scientific writings, until the end of the fourth century; instead, the time of day was roughly

indicated by such phrases as irpcaias (Ptol. Synt. iii 1, p. 205, 21 ed. Heib.—citing an observa-

tion made by Meton and Euctemon) and irepi TrXrjdovaav dyoprjv or irplv dyopry XvOrjvai

(Hippocr. Epid. vii 25 and 31—Littre v 396 and 400), or by noting the length of a man’s

own shadow (Aristoph. Eccl. 652; Menanderfr. 364 K.). In fact, the gnomon was not used

to tell the time (except perhaps midday) until the Hellenistic period, when astronomical

theorv had advanced sufficiently to enable the latitude of the place of observation to be taken

into account; all surviving examples of sundials are from the Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman
periods or later. Still less, in the primitive stage of astronomical thought in the sixth

century b.c., could the gnomon give ‘the position of the sun on the ecliptic’—a concept that

was anyway not introduced until nearly 200 years later—other than by marking approxi-

mately the days of the solstices as isolated phenomena whose true meaning was not yet

understood. 22

Similar assumptions of Anaximander’s knowledge of phenomena which could only have

become significant at a much later stage of Greek astronomy are evident in Kirk and Raven’s

statement (op. cit. 137), ‘The movement of the sun on the ecliptic, the declination ofthe moon,

and the wanderings of the planets were probably explained as due to wind’. Knowledge of

the moon’s declination necessarily assumes knowledge of the mathematical ecliptic; in

Babylonian astronomy this does not appear until the end of the fifth century b.c., and it is

undoubtedly from this source that the concept reached Greece, hardly before the fourth

century b.c.
;
in Greek astronomy the first attempt to take into account the moon’s movement

in latitude is made in Eudoxus’ system of concentric spheres (c. 370 b.c.). As for the planets,

it is doubtful whether they were recognised as such before the fifth century b.c.; careful

observation over an extended period would be necessary to differentiate them from the

stars (compare Venus, the brightest planet, as the Morning and Evening Star separately in

Homer), and it would seem that this knowledge also came from the Babylonians (cf. Cumont
in EAntiquite Classique, iv (1935) 7). Certainly, the word nAdor/res (in this sense) is not

attested until the fourth century b.c. (Gundel in RE s.v. ‘Planeten’), although, for what it is

worth, we are told by Diogenes ix 46 =DK 68A33 that Democritus wrote a book nepl rd>v

-Xavr'jTcor

.

A passage in Simplicius ( de caelo 471. 1 =DK 12A19) repeating Eudemus’ attri-

bution of the investigation of planetary sizes and distances to Anaximander is regarded as

‘confusing’ by Guthrie (p. 95)
—

‘nonsensical’ would be a truer epithet—and apart from this,

the only evidence for any knowledge of the planets in the sixth century b.c. is provided by
one dubious statement of Aetius (ii r 5.6 =DK 12A18, mentioning .Anaximander in company
with Metrodorus of Chios and Crates

—

cf. Kahn 61) and some very unconvincing inferences

drawn by Heath ( Arist

.

42 f.
)
regarding Anaximenes.

The purpose of the present article is to discuss one aspect of the astronomical knowledge
commonly ascribed to the Presocratics, and to Anaximander in particular (see the quotations

at the beginning), namely, that of the solstices and equinoxes, and to show that, whereas
knowledge of the solstices does not presuppose anything other than (relatively) simple
observations, the concept of equinoxes is a much more sophisticated one, involving neces-
sarily the complete picture of the spherical earth and the celestial sphere with equator and
tropics and the ecliptic as a great circle traversed by the sun—a picture for the existence of
which before the time of Philolaus there is not a shred ofgood evidence, which first appears as

22 On the whole subject of sundials and ancient

time-measurement, see G. Bilfinger. Die yeitmesser der

antiken Yolker. 1886; Darembcrg and Saglio. s.v.

'Horologium', iii 256-264—which contains a re-

grettable number of wrong references: Rh. s.v.

'Horologium', vni 2416 f. ; H. Diels. Antif.e Teihmk.

3rd ed. 1924, ch. 7; ].. v. Basserman-Jordan, Die
Deschichte der 77eitmeiumi; and dei L’hren , Bd. i, Lief. E
byj. Drecker. Die Theone der Sonnenuhren, 1925; \V. K
Kubitschek, (irundri sv der antiken eitrechnung

, 1928:
references to Anaximander's advanced astronomical
knowledge should be discounted in all the above.
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a mathematically developed system in Eudoxus, and which is entirely anachronistic for the

sixth century b.c. In the course of the discussion, critical references will be made to C. H.
Kahn’s book, Anaximander and the Origins ofGreek Cosmology (Columbia University Press, i960)

which it seems to me gives a highly imaginative and very misleading account of Anaxi-
mander’s thought and, by exaggerating his alleged mathematical insight, seriously impairs

our understanding of the development of Greek science; it is all the more necessary to enter a

caveat against Kahn’s opinions, since his book is constantly cited with approval in Guthrie’s

chapter on Anaximander [op. cit. 72—115).

Now the solstices represent the northernmost and southernmost points of the sun's

annual path round the earth, 23 occurring in June and December respectively; that is to sav,

if observations are made of the point on the horizon where the sun rises (or setsj it will be
found that these points gradually shift northwards during early summer, until a time is

reached when the sun seems to rise (or set) at the same point of the horizon for several days
in succession, and after this the rising and setting points shift slowly southwards until they

reach a southern limit on the horizon, when again there is no perceptible change for several

days—and the sun seems to oscillate between these two limits, six months apart. It is

important to realise that knowledge of these phenomena requires only simple observation

and a clear horizon with recognisable landmarks by which to gauge the position of the sun's

rising or setting

—

it implies no astronomical theory whatsoever .
2 -1 The earth and the universe can

be any shape and size, the sun, moon, and stars can be arranged in any order one cares to

imagine, and the sun can even be supposed to be extinguished every night25—it makes no
difference to the observed phenomena. Hence it is not surprising that knowledge of these

‘turnings of the sun’
(
Tponal rjAlov) long antedates any theoretical astronomical speculation.

It is doubtful whether the single occurrence of the words in Homer means anything more than

a vague reference to the far west, 26 but Hesiod uses them in the sense of solstices, 27 and from
this time on, in conjunction with the rising and setting of certain prominent stars and star-

groups, such as Sirius and the Pleiades, the solstices play an important part in helping to

determine the season of the year for agricultural operations28 and act as fixed reference

points for dating historical events. 29 Thus there is no reason to doubt that the phenomena
of the solstices (as distinct from the true understanding of them) were known to Anaxi-

mander; but it must be emphasised that such knowledge belongs still to a pre-scientific stage

of astronomical thought.

The case is far otherwise with the equinoxes. These are the two points when the sun's

annual course coincides with the celestial equator (in other words where the ecliptic intersects

the equator), so that at the equinoxes days and nights arc of equal lengths all over the globe

as they are at all times of the year for observers on the equator itself; after the vernal equinox

25 In what follows, a geocentric universe is assumed

and the observer is supposed to be situated north ot

the equator between the tropic ot Cancer (23TN.

latitude! and the arctic circle (661 N. latitude) —for a

general description of Greek astronomical theory in its

developed form, see my paper in BICS xi 1
1
964

1 43 53.
24 Another method of recognising the two limits of

the sun's movement would be to note that the shadow

of a fixed object on the ground is shortest at the

northern limit and longest at the southern at the same

hour of the dav in each case; but this already involves

the assumption that the time of day is determinable

on a theoretical division ol it into equal parts, which

is highly improbable lor the early stages ot Greek

astronomy

—

cf. O. Xeugebauer, ’ 1 he hgvpttan

"Decans" ' in 1 isltn in Astronomy, i 1 1955. dedicated

to F..J. M. Stratton' 31. 'It is onl\ within theoretical

astronomy of the Hellenistic period that the Babylon-

ian time-reckoning with its strictlv sexagesimal

division, combined with the Egyptian norm of 2 12

hours, led to the 24 "equinoctial hours" of 60 minutes

each and of constant length.’
2D As we are told was the opinion of Xenophanes

and Heraclitus.
2,; Od. xv 404 —see Stanford ad toe.

Works and Days 364 and 663— even here there is

a slight element of uncertainty, since both these linos

occur immediately after passages bracketed in

Rzach's text as having been proscribed by Plutarch.
2>l E.g. Hesiod tells us 1 117 ) 3b

|
i f. that when

Arcturus rises in the evening, bo days after the winter

solstice, and is visible all night, the vines must be
pruned.

E.g. Thue. vii ib: \hi 39.
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(March), for observers in the north temperate zone, the days continue to lengthen until the

longest day at the summer solstice, and after the autumnal equinox (September) they

continue to shorten until the shortest day at the winter solstice. How are the equinoxes to

be determined? They are not conveniently marked by an apparent halt in the shifting

to-and-fro of the points on the horizon where the sun rises and sets; in fact, the sun’s declina-

tion is altering comparatively rapidly at the time of the equinoxes, compared with the

change at the solstices
,

30 and there is nothing to show that one day rather than another

should be marked as the day of the equinox. Similarly, there is no obvious way of

differentiating the equinoctial shadow from those cast by the sun on other days—it is neither

the longest (as at the winter solstice) nor the shortest (as at the summer solstice), but inter-

mediate between the two .

31 Direct measurement of the length of day and night can be

entirely discounted; a glance at tables of sunrise and sunset for Greece will show that over the

ten days spanning the equinox there is a total change of some eighteen minutes in the length

of the day, i.e. less than two minutes a day, and this standard of accuracy is out of the

question for the water-clocks and other devices of ancient time-measurement even in late

antiquity .
32 In fact, the equinoxes cannot be determined by simple observation alone

,
as can the sol-

stices
;

33
it is a facile error to assume that knowledge of the solstices necessarily implies also

knowledge of the equinoxes. The times of the latter have to be obtained by calculation, and
such a calculation presupposes considerable knowledge of basic astronomical theory. In

particular, it presupposes a spherical earth as the central point of a celestial sphere with

equator, tropics, and the ecliptic as the circular path of the sun round the earth inclined at an

angle to the equator; it presupposes also sufficient mathematical understanding to envisage

the plane of the meridian (the great circle passing through the observer’s zenith and the

celestial poles) intersecting the plane of the horizon at right angles, and the plane of the

equator inclined at an angle to the horizon34—and, of course, it presupposes a knowledge of

111 For example, in Ptolemy's obliquity table in sun at midday at each of the solstices, and the poin4

Almag. i 15, at the beginning, i.e. near the equinox, 1 exactly half-way between these two readings repre-

on the ecliptic is equivalent to about o '24' on the sented the zenithal distance of the equator, which

meridian, while at the end. i.e. near the solstice, i° on could therefore be marked on the instrument. The
the ecliptic is equivalent to less than o

J T on the actual time of the equinox could then be determined

meridian. roughly by noting when the midday shadow of the
11 See the list of shadow lengths at different lati- pointer coincided as nearly as possible with the

tudes f undoubtedly taken from Hipparchust given in marked equator; for greater accuracy (since the

Almag. ii 6. moment of intersection of ecliptic and equator need
32 Ptolemy mentions (Almag. v 10, ed. Heiberg, i not be at midday) several readings were taken on

400, 13) that in lunar observations errors of Jth of an days near the equinox and interpolation carried out
hour could be expected, and this was at the highest by means of the obliquity table—but this was a
point of Greek astronomical development. For refinement which was not possible before Hipparchus,
the inaccuracies of water-clocks, see J. K. bothering- A third instrument, the equinoctial or equatorial

ham in CR xxix (1915’ and cf. A. Rome, Annates de la armillary, consisting simply of a large bronze ring of

Scciete Scientifique de Bruxelles lviii (193b) 1 1-12. uniform cross-section, had to be placed exactly in the
33 As Nilsson remarks (Die Entstehung und religiose plane of the equator (previously determined by one

Bedeutung des gnechischen Kalenders , ('2nd rev. ed. 1962) of the other turo methods), and would then mark the

27-8 n. 31, ‘Die Sonnenwenden sind nach den time of the equinox directly by the moment w'hen
\V endepunkten der Sonne an einem gewissen Ort the shadow of the upper part of the ring exactly

leicht zu bcobarhten. die Tag- und Xacht-gleichen covered the lower part: Ptolemy specifically draws
konnen, da die Sonnenbahn kontinuierlic h ist. erst attention to the difficulty of ensuring that the ring was
durch Berechnung festgestcllt uerden’. accurately set in the plane of the equator, a slight

14 This is clear from the methods used by Hippar- shift in position necessarily causing a large error in the
chus and Ptolemy to determine the equinoxes ! Almag. time of the equinox ‘ Almag. iii 1, ed. Heiberg 197,
1 12, with Theon’s commentary ad Inc. . Two ol the it ff. ( . For a detailed description of these and other
instruments employed, the meridional armillary and ancient astronomical instruments, see my paper in

the plinth, have to be accurately aligned in the plane Journal nf the British Astronomical Association lxiv 1 1934)
of the meridian perpendicular to the plane of the 77-83. Fhe important thing to realise is the rela-
horizon; readings were then taken of the height of the tively advanced nature of the theoretical knowledge
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the length of the solar year and a fixed calendaric scheme. In fact, an understanding of the
phenomena of the equinoxes belongs without any doubt to a mathematically advanced
stage of astronomical thought, compared with the simple observational stage characterised
by recognition of the solstices. There is not the slightest possibility that any of the above
concepts were known in the sixth century b.c. (even Kahn does not postulate a spherical earth
for Anaximander) or indeed before the latter half of the fifth century b.c. (see below)

;
thus

the doxographical attributions of knowledge of the equinoxes to Anaximander are worth-
less. 35

Confirmation of the truth of this is provided both by the late appearance of the word
lorinepLa itself and also by considerations relating to the Greek calendar. Apart from Aris-

totle36 and the pseudo-Platonic Axiochus
,

37 the earliest attested occurrence of la-qpcepla is in

the treatise On Airs
, Waters, Places in the Hippocratic collection; 36

it is notoriously difficult

to date these treatises, but certainly none of them can be earlier than the last part of the
fifth century. To the same period belongs the first scientifically formulated intercalation

system for astronomical reckoning, namely the nineteen-year cycle connected with the

names of Meton and Euctemon and containing 6,940 days and 233 lunar months including

seven intercalary months; 39 this gives a figure

that must underlie a problem such as the determina-

tion of the equinoxes; without the fundamental

concepts of equator, tropics, and ecliptic on the

celestial sphere, the equinoxes are meaningless.

35 A minor, but instructive, example of the manner
in which the alleged scientific achievements of the

Presocratics are gratuitously augmented by the doxo-

graphers is provided by the three citations at the

beginning of this article. Diogenes Laertius contents

himself with saying that Anaximander was the first

to discover and set up a gnomon (the word in this

context means simply a vertical marker casting a

shadow! ‘which marks solstices and equinoxes’,

cr/j/immvTa (note the present participle) giving a

generic description of this instrument, thus avoiding

stating in so many words that Anaximander himself

actually observed solstices and equinoxes. By
Eusebius, Anaximander is credited with the ‘con-

struction’ of more than one gnomon (yvebpova;

KineaKevaae—probably a rationalisation of the otiose

addition tent ibpnoKoneUi Kiaeaxei'acie in Diogenes,

which reads like a gloss) for the express purpose of

distinguishing (er/ioi Dtdyvomv) the dates and hours

of solstices and (presumably—but why iatjpepin: in

the singular:* Another gloss?) equinoxes. In the

Suda, finally, not only is knowledge of all the above

attributed to Anaximander, but we are assured that

he treated the whole subject on geometrical lines! It

remains merely for Kahn to put the finishing touches

to this imaginary edifice bv assuring us [op. cit. 93)

that . in the cosmos of Anaximander the orbits of

the sun and moon are represented by definite geo-

metric (and probably mechanical' structures’-

whatever this may mean- and by citing with

approval (95) Diels’ unfortunate remark \ Archie fut

Cieschichte der Philosophic (1897'. 2371 ‘Anaximander

steht dem Kosmos Kepplers nalier al> Hipparchus

und Ptolcmaios’- but see below for some more

sensible remarks by Diels.

VOL. LXXXYI.

for the mean lunar month accurate to within

36 E.g. Meteoi. ii 6.364 b 1 ; ii 2. 371 b 30; iii 5.377 a

12 and 14.
37 370c—variously attributed to the fourth or first

century b.c. according to H. Leisegang in RE s.v.

‘Platon’ col. 2366.
38 llepi depiov I'ddrior to.tcii’ (jii i Corpus Medtcorum

Graecorum i, ed. Heiberg, 67, 1927!— the author tells

us that the following days are the most dangerous:
rj/.tov Tpo.nai ap'fdrtptu xui pd/./.ov ni Otpivui xui

a! iarjfiepiiu ro/uikd/ierai ehou dptfi'nepm. p<V.).nr he a!

/uTo.niopn’ut. The words underlined are ignored

in Littre's translation (tom. ii (18401 32) and in

Adams’ The Genuine Works of Hippocrates , 11939' 31,

and rendered ‘sogennanten’ by R. Kapferer, Die

Werke des Hippocrates (Teil 6 ! 1934' 40) and ‘so

reckoned’ by Jones (Locb Hippocrates i 1031. There
seems to be no parallel for vopueaOai used in this last

sense, and ‘sogennanten’ hardly helps the meaning;
one is tempted to read /.nyudpcvfu, ‘calculated’, which
gives the right sense and might easily have been
misread by a scribe. At any rate, it is clear that there

is a contrast between the solstices, which can be
mentioned without any qualification as well-known

phenomena, and the equinoxes, which as a less

familiar concept require an explanatory description.
39 The locus classicus for Greek astronomical

calendars is Geminus. Isagoge. ch. 8; this is discussed

at length by Ginzcl, Handbuch der mathematischen und

technischen Chronologic . ii ( 191 11 366 IF. and Heath,
Aristarchus of Samos '19131 ch. 19, 284-96. Both
these scholars appear to accept a very earlv date for

Homer, and consequently tend to assign knowledge of

the basic parameters to an earlier period than is

warranted by the evidence as we can now interpret it.

I have stated that the Metonk ivcle was ‘the first

scientifically formulated intercalation svstem’. Geni-

inus describes what purports to be an earlier cycle,

the octaeteris. consisting of eight sears lontaming
2.922 davs and ninety-nine lunar months including

c
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two minutes, but for the solar year (6,9404-19=365 5/19 days) a figure about half an hour

too long. Meton and Euctemon’s date is firmly fixed to 432 b.c .
40 The over-estimate for

the solar year was eventually discovered and, almost exactly 100 years later, Callippus put

forward a new seventy-six-vear cycle consisting of 27,759 days (i.e. four Metonic cycles less

one day) and 940 lunar months including twenty-eight intercalary ones; this gives a year of

exactly 365J days (in fact, the Julian year, which is some eleven minutes too long) and a

mean lunar month only twenty-two seconds too long. Two hundred years later still,

Hipparchus decided that the correct figure for the solar year was i/300th of a day less than

365J days, 41
i.e. 365 days five hours fifty-five minutes twelve seconds, which is only about

six and a half minutes in excess of the true figure; Censorinus tells us 4 '
2 that Hipparchus’

cycle was 304 years with 112 intercalary months (i.e. four Callippic cycles with 111,035

davs instead of 111,036=4x27,759), but this cycle was never used even by astronomers

(Geminus does not mention it), and Ptolemy still uses the Callippic cycle in conjunction with

the Egyptian system for dating purposes. I mention these cycles and their dates to show
something of the complexity of the problem of establishing a luni-solar yeai', and the long

period of time that elapsed before an accurate figure for the length of the year was arrived at.

It was the figure for the solar year that caused the chief difficulty (it was easier to arrive at a

reasonable estimate for the lunar month, simply because it recurred more frequently, and a

lunar year of 12 x 29I =354 days may well have been known in the earliest stages of Greek

astronomy), 43 and this is precisely what one would expect from inexact observations of

solstices at a time before the concept of equinoxes and all that it entails was understood. In

the parapegma texts, Euctemon is the earliest astronomer to whom equinoctial observations

are attributed; 44 because of the disorder of the Athenian civil calendar in the fifth century,

Thucydides preferred to date events in his history not by the archon’s calendar (where no
systematic scheme of intercalation was ever in use, but intercalation depended on the

vagaries of officialdom) 43 but by astronomical reference points such as the rising of Arcturus

and the solstices

—

not
,
be it noted, the equinoxes, although he would no doubt have used

them had he been familiar with the concept. Another indication of the uncertainties

attending investigations of the length of the year is provided by the values adopted for the

four astronomical seasons, i.e. the four segments of the sun’s course marked by the solstices

and equinoxes. According to a papyrus fragment called the Ars Eudoxi
,

46 Euctemon made
the lengths of the seasons (beginning from the vernal equinox) 93, 90, 90 and 92 days re-

spectively; Eudoxus, some sixty years later, still operated on the assumption that the sun’s

motion was uniform, since he gave the lengths of the seasons as 91, 91, 92 (presumably in

three intercalary ones; but there are several diffi-

culties in accepting his account at its lace value fin

particular, it assumes a figure. 365! days, for the

length of the year, which was not discovered until

Callippus

—

cf. Heath, op. at. 288-92', and according

to Censorinus de die naUili. 18, 5 j the octaeteris was

usually ascribed to Eudoxus, although other names
(including Cieostratus. were also connected with it.

J " Cf. B. L. van dcr Waerden, ‘Greek Astronomical

Calendars'. JHS Ixxx 1 i960; 170, ‘This date is given

by three independent witnesses and accepted bv ail

c hronologers'.
41 Ptolemv . Alnutg iii ed. Heiberg i 207. 12 11 . •

44 De die mitnh , 18. p.

41 This was in fat t the "festival year" of the

Athenian calendar cf. B. D. Meritt. The Athenian

} ear :
1 96 1 'j f.

44 E.g. in the calendar that appears as ch. 17 of

Geminus' Isagoge 'which Manitius includes in his

Teubncr edition of 1898. but proves—pp. 280 2

—

that it belongs to a period too years earlier) p. 216 §3,

iv /ih' ovv Tij d n/iefia [rr. roe 1'eyoe] Eckti^iuvi

ioii/u/na /ororrcj/io'i/, and p. 228 §10, for the vernal

equinox. On the parapegmata, see especiallv A.
Rehm, ‘Parapegrnastudien’, Abh. d. Bayenschen Akad.

d. Hue.. Phil. -hist. Abt.. Xeue Folge, Heft xix 1 1941 1,

and his articles ‘Episemasiai’ and ‘Parapegma’ in

RE. Bd. vii (1940) cols. 173-98 and Bel. xviii. 4
(1949; cols. 1293-366; cf. also my Geographical Fuig-

ments of Hippaichus 1 1 1 - 1 2

.

45 See especially \V. K. Pritchett, ‘Thucydides v
20'. Historui. Bd. xiii. Heft 1 'Jan. 19641 21-38. with
references to the more recent work done on the
Athenian calendar.

1,1 Ed. F. Blass, 1887. P- 23 —the papyrus 1 the text

of which shows many errors' was written between
193 and 163 b.c. and is. of course, not by Eudoxus
himself; it may be a student's exercise with later

information added.
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order to bring the total up to the required 365) and 91 days; and it was not until a generation
later that Callippus gave values correct to the nearest day, viz. 94, 92, 89 and 90 days (the

true lengths being 94.1, 92.2, 88.6, 90.4 days to one decimal point). 47 It is noteworthy also

that Hipparchus, in the second century b.c., found himself obliged to make use of solstitial

observations to define the length of the solar year even though he expressly states that there

was a margin of error of a quarter of a day in such measurements, and that equinoctial

observations would be preferable;48 he gives a series of equinoctial observations which he
himself had made as accurately as possible (and of which Ptolemy makes full use), but was
unable to find any earlier ones of a comparable standard of accuracy. 49

In the light of all the evidence presented above, it should by now be perfectly clear that

even the beginnings of Greek mathematical astronomy cannot possibly be put back to earlier

than the fifth century b.c. and certainly not to the sixth century; not only were the basic

concepts lacking, but the whole history of the later development shows that several centuries

were required before sufficient observations were accumulated to provide such fundamental
data as the length of the solar year and an accurate calendaric scheme. It is only by ridding

ourselves of misleading preconceptions and by an impartial examination of what knowledge
was possible at a particular epoch, that a true picture of the development of early Greek
astronomy can be obtained; this will not be achieved by picking and choosing among the

tidbits of miscellaneous information (usually inaccurate and frequently false) provided bv
the biographical tradition. Yet this is just what Kahn does in the work already mentioned.

In his misguided determination to paint a picture ofAnaximander ‘as the earliest know n type

of a mathematical physicist’ (p. 97), Kahn does not scruple to select ‘evidence’ to bolster his

thesis from the least trustworthy sources while feeling free to reject much, from no other

reason than personal preference apparently. 50 Thus he accepts knowledge of the obliquity

of the ecliptic for Anaximander on the authority of Pliny
( nat . hist, ii 31) and the words

Kelfievov Ao£ov (referring to the sun’s circle) in Aetius (ii 25.1 =DK 12A22); 51 but in the

same passage of Aetius, the explanation of eclipses attributed to Anaximander is rejected as

'corrupt’ because, in Kahn’s opinion, it does not agree with another explanation that

Aetius gives a little earlier. Both explanations are equally fantastic and neither deserves

serious consideration—why should one be more ‘corrupt’ than the other? More fantasy is

shown in the explanation that the 'turnings of the sun’ (rponal IjAlov) are caused by the

vapours produced when the sun evaporates the moist regions of the earth; this theory is

attributed to Anaximander and Diogenes by Alexander commenting on a passage in

Aristotle’s Meteorology (353 b 5 =DK 12A27) and, as Kahn points out (p. 67), the remarkable

notion that the sun is nourished by exhalations from the earth’s surface was common to

several of the later Presocratics. 52 Even Kahn is constrained to remark (p. 103 n. 2), "The

details are very obscure, and it is difficult to see how such an interpretation of solstices is

compatible with the description of the sun’s circle as “lying aslant” the equator'. Precisely

—the two ideas are entirely incompatible, and it should be obvious that the words Kclpuvov

47
Cf. Heath, Amt. 200 and 215-16; Pannekock,

op. cit. ill.
48 Almag. iii 1 led. Heiberg, 194-51.
49 Ptolemv several times emphasises the approxi-

mate nature of Meton’s and Kuctemon's observations

e.g. Almag. iii I (Heib. p. 203. 131. t«; i'.V iKih-vn-

[i.e. Meton, Kuctemon and Aristarchus]

fiii'di I ic. Ot/nvuz Tjinrrn.;) u/jtcr/t 7t iiri pnr t l/.ijUiii vn: .

and again Heib. p. 205. 151. ti)v otti'i nhv ntfit

MtTfD'ti 71- Kill /ivKTlj/im'll T(-T»//>»//IH7/r Of flirt/V

to; Ii/.ori/f /IHJTI f>ni nnr 7
;
'jrdiiut riji’.

50
Cf. his discussion of ‘The Doxographv . 2!! 71.

passim, and particularly 59 il.

51
Cf. p. 88. ‘Since the circles of the sun and moon

are said to "lie aslant” /.oSov iaOm . Anaximander
must have been familiar with the inclination of the

ecliptic relative to the diurnal path of the stars. Pliny

also attributes this knowledge to him. and other

sources speak ot his interest in solstices, equinoxes, and
the measurement of the "diurnal hours".' Needless

to say, there is not the slightest indication that Kahn
has considered anv ol the implications of Anaxi-

mander's possession ot such knowledge.
5- T> pically. Kahn informs us p. 103 that 'here

the link between meteorology and astronomy is

dramatically established'

!
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Aogov are a late addition in the doxographical tradition, inserted by someone who was so

familiar with the slanting ecliptic of late Greek astronomy that he could not conceive of its

not being a well-known concept in this early period; just as Kahn cannot envisage the

ecliptic without mentioning the equator, although there is not a word about this in the

original quotation. Time and again Kahn emphasises what he alleges is the mathematical

content of Anaximander’s thought; e.g. p. 77, ‘What is most striking in this doctrine is its

specifically mathematical character. . . . Anaximander’s own use of this geometric idea [the

free position of the earth], as a general expression for the principle of symmetry or in-

difference’
; p. 78, ‘That this cosmological application of a geometric idea was Anaximander’s

personal achievement, is fortunately beyond doubt’; p. 80 (the crowning absurdity in this

monstrous edifice of exaggeration), ‘Anaximander’s view prepared the way for a purely

geometric approach to astronomy, and hence, indirectly, for the heliocentric hypothesis.

This mathematical insight was . . . refused by his more empirically minded successors.’

Examination of the evidence on which Kahn bases these sweeping statements show's that,

apart from the doctrine of the unsupported earth in the centre of the universe, 53 he relies (a)

on the attribution to Anaximander of a cylindrical earth, three times as wide as it is deep,

and (b) on some conjectural figures for the supposed sizes of Anaximander’s tubes of fire

representing sun and moon. The authority for (a) is a single passage in pseudo-Plutarch

[Strom. 2 =DK 12A10)
;
elsewhere (p. 59) in another context Kahn is very properly hesitant

about accepting ‘the isolated testimony of Aetius’. As regards
(
b ), the only figures to be

found in the doxographical tradition are contained in the statements that the sun’s circle is

twenty-eight times (Aetius ii 20.1 =DK 12A21) or twenty-seven times (Aetius ii 21. 1) the

earth, while the moon’s circle is nineteen times the earth (Aetius ii 25.1 =DK 12A22); but

Tannery54 put forward some ingenious speculation purporting to show that Anaximander
conceived his universe on mathematical lines according to the series 3 (earth)

: 9 (stars)

:

18 (moon) : 27 (sun). Kahn admits (p. 62) that ‘there is little documentary basis for this

attractive result’ (my italics), but nevertheless states (p. 88) ‘The inherent plausibility of this

conjecture is very great’. In fact, of course, the whole thing is astronomical nonsense; 55

no reliance whatsoever can be placed on the numbers (only 27 in the series has any textual

authority, as Kahn agrees) which were in all probability invented by the doxographers. 56

There is not the remotest possibility that the numbers are based on observational data (even

Kahn admits this, p. 96), and Tannery’s hypothetical series can hardly be taken seriously as

evidence for a mathematically-based universe in Anaximander’s thought; even the assump-

tion that the unit of measurement is the earth’s diameter57
is very dubious—the phrase

€TTTaKai€iKooanXaalaj rfj ? yijs is itself ambiguous—and it is unlikely that the idea of taking as a

standard the whole earth could have presented itself before a time when the earth’s sphericitv

had become a familiar concept, and thought was being directed towards measuring it (say,

the latter part of the fourth and the third centuries b.c.) .

Thus the evidence for Anaximander’s mathematical approach, on which Kahn lavs so

much stress, disappears completely. And this is not the only reason for characterising

Kahn's account as highly misleading—his whole treatment of the scientific side of Anaxi-

53 Probably to be accepted for Anaximander and
undoubtedly a bold conception for his time, but

hardly to be regarded as incontrovertible evidence for

his mathematical insight.

54 Pour Vhistrnre de la science Hellene, 90 H.
55 As Diels remarks 'op. cit. 2321, ‘In Wirklichkeit

ist diese ganze Zahlenspeculation nur einc dichterische

Veranschaulichung'. and ‘Die Abmessung besagt also

nicht vicl mehr. als wenn die Inder drei Yisch-

nuschritte von der Erde zum Himmel rcchnen’.

Curiously. Kahn cites p. 93 the last statement as if

it were an original judgment by Heath (Amt. 38),
whereas it is clear from the context that Heath is

summarising Diels’ views.
56

Cf. my remarks in CQ_ ix 1 [<159) 304 IF.

57 This was the unit which later astronomers (e.g.

Aristarchus, Hipparchus, and Ptolemy 1 used in their
attempts to estimate the sizes and distances of the sun
and moon—see Heath’s discussion [Anst. 337-30 1

—
and it is undoubtedly recollection of this fact that
has led both modern scholars and ancient commen-
tators alike to assume the same for Anaximander.
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mander’s thought is vitiated by two serious faults: firstly a failure to appreciate the logical

assumptions that must necessarily underlie the attribution of various pieces of knowledge to

Anaximander (this is the second of the two ‘pitfalls’ I mentioned earlier on), and secondly a

lack of historical sense in dealing with the development of Greek astronomical ideas.

Examples of the former are the ready acceptance of Anaximander's knowledge of the obli-

quity of the ecliptic and of the concept of the equinoxes which, as I have tried to demonstrate

above, is entirely anachronistic for the sixth century b.c. One further example may be

given: speaking of Thales’ alleged prediction of a solar eclipse (about which Kahn is very

perverse—see below), he says (p. 77; n. 2 of p. 76), ‘Since there is nothing marvellous about a

prediction of solstices . . But there certainly is something marvellous about it, although

Kahn fails to realise this; not only does such a prediction (if it is to come true) presuppose

accurate observations as a basis, entailing accurate time measurement (and it should be

remembered that even Hipparchus in the second century b.c. could not guarantee a greater

accuracy than one-quarter of a day in solstitial measurements—see above) , but it also assumes

the use of a fixed calendaric scheme and a knowledge of the length of the solar year; and

there is no likelihood that any of these desiderata existed in Greece before the time of

Meton and Euctemon. Examples of Kahn’s lack of historical sense are not hard to find.

On p. 91 he states, ‘Whether or not it is true that Thales was capable of predicting a solar

eclipse, it is at any rate clear that the Milesian competence in astronomical matters involved

a great deal more than the familiarity with months, solstices, and star risings which we find in

the Works and Days of Hesiod’. It is depressing to find the hoary fable of Thales’ prediction

of a solar eclipse still being given currency despite the weight of probability (not to mention

the verdict of the most competent modern authorities) against 'The Milesian com-

petence in astronomical matters’ is, of course, well demonstrated by solstices caused by

evaporation, by eclipses (and the phases of the moon) resulting from the stopping up of

fiery vents, by the fixed stars being placed nearest the earth, by a sun and stars revolving

round the earth like a cap on a man’s head, by—but there is no need to continue. As for

Hesiod, only one name of a month occurs in the Works and Days (504, Lenaion) and that is

probably interpolated, 39 but the practical astronomical knowledge shown in the poem is

far more convincing, and was destined to continue to prove useful much longer than most of

the speculative fantasies of Milesian ‘astronomy’. On p. 80 Kahn envisages Anaximander as

the possessor of an ‘exalted vision of the harmonious sphere’, whose ‘mathematical insight . . .

was refused by his more empirically-minded successors’; this rejection ‘probably constitutes

the earliest recorded conflict between mathematical science and common sense’. One can

hardly imagine a less convincing approach; as already shown, the ‘mathematical insight’ is a

figment of Kahn’s imagination, and it is remarkably difficult to find much "common sense'

in the astronomical notions of Anaximenes, Xenophanes, and Heraclitus. Kahn's view of

Anaximander as a mathematical genius whose ideas failed to be appreciated by his successors

is entirely unsubstantiated by the available evidence. Heraclitus’ bowls of fire at)

and Parmenides’ 'wreaths’ {oTepava 1) are obviously variations on a theme of Anaximander, a

flat earth is a conception common to all the Ionian thinkers up to and including Anaxagoras,

the fierv nature of the heavenly bodies became accepted doctrine, and there are many

other points of detail in the views of the later Ionians as transmitted to usB ° which recall those

»» To the references I give in CQ_ tx 1197,9 295 6.
40 In this connexion. Kahn's statement ip. 7').. ‘In

now add Neugebauer, Proc.Amer.Philos.Sot.

.

cvii ( 1963! general, the TheophrJMean demography where it

533-4> where he is even more emphatic than pre- can be reconstructed! is fully reliable for the detailed

viously: ‘even the methods of the Seleucid period theories of heaven and earth' (my italics., is open to

would not explain the alleged approximate prediction considerable doubt. It seems to me that it is pre-

by Thales of a solar eclipse for Ionia' ;
‘That Thales cisely in the details that one might expect the maxi-

had even the faintest idea of the problems involved is mum distortion, since it is here that consciousness of

out of the question’. later knowledge would cause the doxographers to

59
Cf. Nilsson , of>. at.

j
1 and 43. interpret the evidence as nearly as possible in
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attributed to Anaximander. There is no foundation at all for the supposition of a ‘refusal’

of his ideas by his successors—in fact, quite the contrary.

Accounts like that of Kahn’s which grossly exaggerate the mathematical and scientific

content of early Greek thought, as well as rendering more difficult the already difficult task

of tracing the development of Greek scientific ideas, also do no service to the study of the

Presocratics. These have their own especial glory in the history ofwestern philosophy and I

should be the last to underestimate their importance; by abandoning mythological traditions

and subjecting external phenomena to a process of abstract reasoning, untrammelled by
religious dogma, and even by investigating the actual processes of thought, they opened up a

whole new field of knowledge which is virtually inexhaustible. But they were not scientists—
and actual observation seems to have played a very minor part in their astronomical

theories. 61 Attempts to make them out as scientists and astronomers, by manipulating the

unsatisfactory evidence which is all we possess, serve only to belittle them for any dis-

passionate critic with even a smattering of mathematical knowledge and common sense. It

may well be that the whole gamut of Ionian cosmological speculation, with its often fantastic

notions, was a necessary prelude to the later development of mathematical astronomy.

Perhaps it was inevitable that the new methods of thought, based on abstract reasoning and
the free expression of imaginative ideas, should be first tried out in the widest possible field

to test their capabilities, before having to submit to the discipline of trying to account

accurately for the facts of observation. This may well be the case—one of the most striking

characteristics of the Greek mind was its fondness for theoretical speculation, in great

contrast with w'hat we know of Babylonian or Egyptian modes of thought—and if so, we can

readily understand the intellectual intoxication that produced the various extraordinary

theories developed by the Presocratics; but this is not to say that we should treat them as

though they were scientifically-based hypotheses and read into them a mathematical content

that they never possessed. Kahn’s view' (p. 6) that ‘It is, in all probability, his [Anaxi-

mander’s] work which laid down the lines along which ancient science was to develop’ is a

travesty of the historical truth as far as ancient astronomy is concerned, which w'ould have
remained at a very elementary level if there w ere any truth in this statement. 62 In fact, of

the two main streams of Greek thought in the sixth and fifth centuries b.c., the Ionian and
the Western Greek or Pythagorean, it is without any doubt the latter which proved the most
fertile for the development of mathematical astronomy. 63 Whether one believes that it was
Pythagoras himself (and the evidence is just as strong—or as weak—for this view as for any

accordance with the notions of their own time—rf.

( (J ix 1 959
!

302 tl’.

81 Kirk notes the ‘superficial glance which was all

that many Pre-socratics seem to have considered

necessary' Mind lxix <19601 3291; cf. K. R. Popper,

'Back to the Pre-Socratics", Papers nf the Aristotelian

Socieh, Oct. 1958. p. 3. . but most of them [the

ideas of the Presocratics], and the best of them, have

nothing to do with observation". However, when he

goes on to say 1 p. 6-, 'thus it was a speculative and

c ritical argument . . . w hich almost led him [Anaxi-

mander] to the true theorv of the shape of the earth;

and it was observational experience which led him
astrac'. Popper is greatly overstating Ins case; it was

incomplete observation, not sufficiently thought about,

that w as the hindranc r—obserc ation could and eventu-

ally did show that the simplest explanation of all the

phenomena was to assume a spherical earth.

82 As. indeed, it did m the atomist theory of the

universe, where the astronomic al ideas of Leucippus

and Democritus closely follow the naivetees of
Anaximander, Anaximenes, and Anaxagoras—see

Heath, Amt. 121--9.

85 Here I am in full agreement with B. L. van der
Waerden, Die Astronomie der Pythagoreei

\ 1931 ) as also

on the strong Pythagorean influence on Plato's

astronomical ideas; but on a number of important
points—e.g. attribution of knowledge of the obliquity
of the ecliptic to Anaximander and C 'leostratus (p. 141,

and belief in the Pythagorean origin of the concept of
epicycles and eccentrics to represent the movements
of the planets fpp. 37 49; the argumentation here is

particularly unconvincing i, and in the axial rotation
of the earth in Platonic astronomy—van der Waerden
goes far beyond the evidence and his views cease to be
tenable. Burkert. on the other hand, goes too far in
the opposite direction in denying Pythagorean
influence on Plato s astronomv except for the
doctrine of the harmony of the spheres and the spatial
ordering of the planets op. at. p 3 I 7 .
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of the theories attributed to individual Presocratics) or his successors in the Pythagorean

school who first put forward the idea of the spherical earth and the celestial sphere, there can

be no doubt that this was the really vital step which the Greeks had to take before their

astronomy could be developed to its subsequent high level. 64 Had their ideas been

restricted to the level of Ionian speculation, with its disregard for observational experience

(at least on the evidence of the doxographical tradition), further development might have

been considerably retarded.

The following brief sketch gives, I believe, a truer picture of the development of Greek

astronomy than can be obtained by the currently fashionable tendency to overestimate the

scientific content of Presocratic thought. Up to the last few decades of the fifth century b.c.,

Greek astronomy was still in the pre-scientific stage. Observations of astronomical pheno-

mena such as the rising and setting ofprominent stars and star clusters, the different aspects of

the night sky at different seasons of the year, the changes in the rising and setting points of the

sun, and the marking of the solstices, had obviously been accumulating since the time ol

Hesiod at least; but these were the rough-and-ready observations, unsystematically recorded

and imperfectly understood, of practical men, farmers, sailors, and travellers by land, whose

main concern was to have some sort of guide for the regular business of everyday life, to

mark the seasons for different agricultural operations, to ensure that religious festivals

connected with the harvest or seed sowing or the gathering of the grapes were carried out

at the appropriate times, to give warning of the months when it was unsafe to put to sea—in

short, to be able to tell the time. 65 Ionian speculation seems to have taken very little note

of such observations (some of its wilder flights of fancy might have been avoided, if it had

taken more). By the time of Meton and Euctemon u\ 430 b.c.) the accumulation of this

material had reached the stage when it was possible to correlate them in the form of

astronomical calendars (parapegmata), and a much clearer picture, immeasurably helped

bv the Pythagorean concept of a spherical earth, was being obtained of at least the sun's

course with the solstices and equinoxes marking the four seasons of the solar year to which a

reasonably accurate length could now be assigned. Also about this time (connected with

the name of Oinopides, but undoubtedly originating in Babylonia) appeared the concept of

the zodiac as the oblique course of the sun among the stars. In fact, mathematical

astronomy had begun. In the fourth century b.c., probably largely thanks to Plato,66 who

61 I am assuming that a view of the universe which

attempts to comprehend all astronomical phenomena

within a single, unified mathematical system repre-

sents a more advanced stage of astronomy than one

where computational accuracy alone makes possible

the prediction of the characteristic phenomena of.

e.g.. the moon and the planets without any underlying

cinema tical model at all. The latter stage is repre-

sented by Babylonian astronomy of the Seleucid

period, which (as far as we can judge from the avail-

able cuneiform texts'! operated without any knowledge

of the fundamental concepts of the spherical earth set

in the middle of the celestial sphere, of the obliquity

of the ecliptic, and of geographical latitude and

longitude; these are all Cheek discoveries and in

comparison with their fertility, the arithmetical

methods of Babvlonian astronomy proved sterile,

useful as thev were in providing some of the essential

parameters in the initial stages ot Greek mathematical

astronomy. On the whole question, see the works

(cited abo\ej ol Xeugebauer, who remains the

soundest guide despite a tendency to underestimate

the importance of Hipparchus, which I hope to

demonstrate elsewhere.
65 This was the real impetus towards the study of

the heavens, and the difficulties encountered in the

attempt to measure time accurately by the motions of

sun and moon (difficulties which it is all too easy to

underestimate i provided the chief problem for

Greek astronomv throughout most of its history. It

was not until a solution to this problem had been

found that other considerations, such as those

implicit in the well-knowm phrase atbZetr tu ifiitvhfitrti

and the working out of mathematical theories to

account for the movements of the planets, became ol

greater moment. The point is clearly brought out in

the Timaeu t, where Plato explains that the Demiurge

created the sun, moon, and planets expresslv to

enable men to grasp the general concept ol time
1 the ' ;

but, as is speciticallv stated later, very little was

known about the periods of the planets cmttf 0;

erroc r/rre/r oeK icmat yjmmr him m; coeror

:59c

w
> W hose intluence on the development of Greek
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made Pythagorean astronomical ideas respectable, mathematical astronomy developed

rapidly, mainly through the genius of Eudoxus, who was the first to work out mathematically

(as distinct from adumbrating, as did the later Pythagoreans) a geometrically-based model
of the universe, the first to give a systematic description of the heavens, and the first to display

a full understanding of the interrelationships of the various circles on the celestial sphere

(ecliptic, equator, tropics, solstitial and equinoctial colures, etc .).
67 To the same century

belong the astronomical treatises of Autolycus68 and Euclid
,

69 in which the geometry of the

sphere as applied to astronomical problems is taken as far as it can be without the help of

trigonometrical methods (first developed by Hipparchus). The third century b.c. marks
the beginning of the final stages of Greek mathematical astronomy, with observations made
by Aristarchus, Archimedes, and the Alexandrian astronomers, Timocharis and Aristyllus,

as well as Eratosthenes (whose value for the obliquity of the ecliptic was accepted by both

Hipparchus and Ptolemy), and with Apollonius’ investigations into the geometry of epicycles

and eccentrics (a new development, possibly suggested by the discovery, attributed to

Heracleides in the previous century, that the planets Mercury and Venus revolve round the

sunk Finally, Hipparchus, in the second century b.c., laid down the main lines of the

Ptolemaic system so-called, to which Ptolemy in the second century a.d. added the finishing

touches in the way of a more accurate treatment of the moon’s motion and a complete

theory for each of the five planets—and the Hipparchian-Ptolemaic system was destined to

endure until the sixteenth century and beyond.

This is, of course, only a skeleton outline; many details remain to be filled in, some of

which we may never know, and new evidence and further research may necessitate minor
changes of emphasis, but the main course of development of Greek astronomv is, I believe,

substantially as outlined above. Not until Ionian speculation had played itself out and it

was becoming increasingly obvious that such presumptive theorising bore little or no relation

to the gradually accumulating stock of observational data, did mathematical astronomy
even begin to develop. It seems to me singularly unhelpful to attempt to backdate this to the

sixth century b.c. by elevating the fanciful, cosmological ideas of the earlier Presocratics to

the status of mathematicallv-based, scientific theories (which can, anyway, only be done by
making ill-founded assumptions and ignoring inconvenient evidence, as I hope to have
demonstrated) . What is required is a more detailed examination of the work of the key
figures in the history of Greek astronomy, e.g. Eudoxus

,

70 and investigation into its really

puzzling phases, e.g. its relationship with Babylonian astronomy 71—not yet more speculative

reconstructions of the supposed ideas of the Presocratics
,

72 and certainly not further attempts
to make them out to be ‘super-scientists’.

D. R. Dicks.

Bedford College, London.

astronomy has perhaps been underrated, and whose 68 De sfihaera quae movetur and De ortibus et occasibus
astronomical ideas deserve further investigation— ed. J. Mogenet (Louvain, 1950).
Cornford ' Plato's Cosmology, U)"i7 1 has by no meanssaid 69 Phaenomena , ed. Heiberg (Teubner) viii 1916
the last word on it, as witness recent attempts < to me 70 Whose astronomical work as a whole has not
unconvincing) to deny the sphericity of the earth for yet received individual treatment F. Gisinger’s Die
Plato; cf. T. G. Rosenmeyer, ‘Phaedo 111 c 4 ff.' Erdbeschreibung des Eudoxus con Kmdus, 1921 (Etoiytiu,
CQ_vi 1 19561 193-7 ; A. M. (alder III. ’The spherical Heft vi) is concerned only with Eudoxus’ geographical
earth in Plato’s Phaedo'. Phrmiesis iii (1938: 121-5; work: cf. G. L. Huxley in Greek. Roman and Byzantine
Rosenmeyer, ‘The shape of the earth in the Phaedo: a Studies iv 1 1963 . 83-96.
rejoinder', Phrmiesis iv 1959) 71-2; J. S. Morrison. 71

Cf. Xeugebauer, Proc.Amer. Philos. Sue. evii (19631
‘The shape of the earth in Plato's Phaedo'. Phrnnesis 334.

iv ' 1959 IOI-I9- 72 For a beguiling example, see M. L. West,
67 See the quotations from Eudoxus in Hipparchus’ ‘Three Prcsocratic Cosmologies’, CQ xiii (1963)*

commentary ed. Manitius. Teubner. 18941 on the 154-76, who says confidently about Thales (p. 173)
astronomical poem the Phaenomena. of Aratus, itself ‘his lost cosmologv can be reentered by sinmle
a \ersification of Eudoxus' work. inference'!!
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I. MOTIF AND GENRE
Aristophanes’ encomium on Eros (Smp. 189c 2- 193d 5) is a story with a moral. Once

upon a time, all human beings were double creatures, each with two heads, two bodies and
eight limbs. Then, by the command of Zeus, each double creature was cut in half, and so

humans as we know them came into being. Every one of us ‘seeks his other half’, and this

search is Eros. If we are pious, we may hope to be rewarded by success in the search
;
if we

are impious, Zeus may cut us in two again, and each of us will be like a flat-fish or a figure in

relief.

The story is amusingly told, and the comedies of the real Aristophanes are also amusing;

but when Sykutris1 says that the story ‘reminds us of the plot of a comedy’ and when Robin 2

constructs a hypothetical comedy out of it, they are confounding essence and accident. The
affinities of Aristophanes’ story do not lie with his own comedies or with those of his con-

temporaries, but elsewhere.

The extant plays of Aristophanes are firmly rooted in the present, and each of them
explores the possibilities of a fantasy constructed out of the present. Mythology was ex-

ploited by the comic poets—rarely by Aristophanes himself, more extensively by some
others—in order to present humorously distorted versions of the myths which were the

traditional material of serious poetry. Some comic titles point to thcogonic myths (e.g.

Polyzelos, Birth of the Muses and Birth ofDionysos

)

or to myths about the era before the rule of

Zeus (e.g. Phrynichos, Kronos
,
and the younger Kratinos, Giants and Titans)

.

But among all

the plays of Old and Middle Comedy which arc known to us at least by title there are only

two the plots of which seem likely to have had something in common with the grotesque

story of the origin of Eros

:

(i) Pherekrates, Ant-men. This play included (Jr. 120) words addressed to Dcukalion,

spoken by someone who is tired of eating fish; another fragment (1 13) is about fish, a third

(114) tells a woman to make a mast, and a fourth (117) says that a storm is approaching.

The fragments thus suggest a comic version of the myth of Dcukalion and Pyrrha, who
survived the flood sent by Zeus and created mankind afresh by throwing stones which turned

into humans. This myth was known to Hesiod (fr. 1 15 [Rzach]), Pindar
(
0 . ix 42 fif.) and

Akusileos (B33 and B39 [D.-K.]), and was used by Epicharmos. 3 The title of the play,

however, suggests that Pherekrates gave the myth a new twist by substituting for the stone-

throwing the transformation of ants into men, a phenomenon which already belonged to a

myth about the origin of the Myrmidons (Hesiod fr. 76 [Rzach], cf. Kock, CAF i 1 78) .
4

(ii) PO.xr 427 offers us the ends of three trochaic tetrameters followed by ]J>avovs\ ]7royona

(Antiphanes fr. 1 [Demiahczuk] =32A [Edmonds]). Both
’

Avri]<f>dvov

s

and 'Av6pu>]7royoi>ia

are virtual certainties; of the other comic poets with names ending in -phanes, the plays of

Apollophanes are listed in the Suda, and Eupbanes and Alexiphanes (Lexi- ?) arc each

known to us only by a single mention. Irenacus
(
Haer

.

ii 14) attributes a Theogony to

Antiphanes, 5 to which Anthropogony would be a neat sequel (or precedent), and the theoretical

This article is a revised version of the third of

three Special Lectures on ‘Some Aspects of Plato’s

Symposium' delivered in University College, London,

on Februarv 19-21. 1964.

1 P. 1 19* of his edition (Athens. 19341; cf Rettig’s

edition (Halle. 1873 6' ii 21 f.

2 Pp. lix f. of his sixth edition 1 Paris. 1938L
3

Cf. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb. Tragedy and

Comedy, ed. 2 (Oxford. 1962' 263 ft.

4 Meineke 1 FCG ii 310'. considered but abandoned
this explanation. It should be noted in passing that

a plav railed Ants was attributed to Kantharos and to

Plato Comic us. but there are no fragments and no
reason to suppose that it any more than Wasps < con-

tained an anthropogonic myth. On Aesop 166

(Perry cf. p. 43. n. 13.

5 Pr. 1 03A ‘ Edmonds: . Ircnaeus's summary of

the "doctrine’ of the plav so closely resembles Ar. d;

.

693 th that Meineke iFC'G i 318 11 . thought "Anti-
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alternatives hnroyovia, Kapnoyovta and (friAnnroyovla also recede in face of line i of the frag-

ment, ]ar8pes ol yeyevrjjxlvoi. Antiphanes began his long theatrical career (Anon. De
Com. ii 13 Kaibel) ‘after the 98th Olympiad’, i.e. in 387/6 or 386/5.® If, as I have argued

elsewhere,’ Plato wrote the Symposium between 385/4 and 379/8, we are free to speculate that

Anthropogony was among the earliest plays of Antiphanes and provided Plato with the basic

idea for Aristophanes’ speech
;
but speculation of this kind, always a tempting way of filling a

vacuum, must not be allowed to displace positive evidence, and I offer now the evidence

which leads us away from Comedy.

(1) The theme of Aristophanes’ story, the origin of sexual love, is of a type prominent in

many different cultures, including preliterate cultures, in the Old and the New World alike.

Motifs belonging to this type include: changes in the size and shape of human beings,

changes in the position of the genitals and breasts or in the texture of the skin, changes from

double people to single people, and the origins of sex differentiation. 8 In Greek (I exclude

for the moment the speculations of fifth-century philosophers) the classic example is

Hesiod's story
(
Th

.

570 ff.) of the first woman (re-used, with important changes, in Op.

54 ff.). Comparable stories are characteristically Aesopic. 9 In PI. Phaedo 60c 1-7 Sokrates,

rubbing his leg to restore the circulation, is struck by the interdependence of pleasure and
pain, and remarks, 'I think, if Aesop had taken note of them, he would have composed a story

about how the god wished to reconcile them, for they were always at loggerheads, and, when
he found he could not, fastened their heads together’ (i.e. united their bodies under one

head, as 60b 8-9 shows). Kallimachos (jr. 192.15 f.) concludes with the words ‘this is what
Aesop said’ an iambus which speaks of a time when beasts and birds and fishes could talk;

Zeus took their voices from them and distributed these voices among men.

(2) Aetiological stories are to be found at all levels of sophistication. In addition to

Hesiod and Aesop10 we may distinguish:

(a) Tragedy, which, so far as we can sec, eschewed the purely biological in favour of

Kultw geschichte (A. Pr. 436 ff. and Moschion Jr. 6—the latter relegates Prometheus to the

status of a hypothesis) or Ideengeschichte (Kritias/r. 25 [D.-K.], on the origins of religion).

( b

)

The philosophers. Anaximandros made man evolve from an aquatic creature

(A10, Ai 1, A30; Kirk and Raven, pp. 141 ff.), and Empedokles postulated a stage at which

creatures came into being with two faces or with combinations of male and female or of

human and animal characteristics (B57-62; Kirk and Raven, pp. 3366!.). However
grotesque the products of Empedokles’ unusual imagination may seem to us, we must
remember that he was attempting to explain the origin of species in their present form.

Protagoras in PI. Pit. 320c ff. offers a story which is philosophically serious, in that it is used

as an introduction to an exposition of ethical views which deserve attention, it is svstematic,

and it is an elegant work of art, but it resembles preliterate myth in representing species of

phanes’ a slip for 'Aristophanes', and Thengtmy was
exi luded Irom CAP.

’’ Meineke's tentati\e emendation FC'G i 304' of

/ifTii to kiiti'i was mistaken: if. Anon. De Com. ii 16

i ill .7 // Tip fit'' d/.r/imddo and E. Rohde.

RhM xlii 1887 47", — Kleme Schr/ten [Tubingen

and Leipzig, mot] 1 187..

7 Phrmiests x mb", g fl.

5 Stith Thomson, .\Intif-Inde\ uj Folk-Litemtun. ed.

a Copenhagen. 1 033 , motifs A 1223. 1. 1281.1 2.

I JIM. 1310.1. 1313.0.2. Ijl J. j. 1313. 4. 1. 1316.0.1,

1372, 1332.';, and M. Xojgaard. I.a Fable antique

Copenhagen. 1(165-' 1 IO - L* 402 IT Vast though

the .Motif-Index is. it tan be augmented annually

from anthropologic al publications. ( )n the other

hand, some of the examples < ited in it should possibly

be discounted (for our present purpose as the product
of diffusion from the Platonic story; cf. D. Daube,
The A'etc Testament and Rahbimc Judaism (London,
i()3<ji 72 f., 79, on the bisexual Adam ii owe this

reference to the Rev. R. A. S. Barbour).
9 X’ot all the Aesopic stories known in Classic al

times, perhaps not more than a minority, should be
called ‘fables’; cf. R. Meuli. Heikunft und U'esen dcr

Fabel Basel. 1974 and especially Xojgaard fiassmn.
whose definitions are strict.

10
It is hard to refuse a ( lassical pedigree to some

aetiological stories which are attributed to Aesop in

much later times, e.g. Photius Ffi. 16, Themis tills

p. 434 Dindorf ; cf. B. L. lVriy. T. 1P.1 x< lii . 19621
294 II.
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living creatures as being fitted out with their attributes by a supernatural though fallible

quartermaster.

(c) What Plato calls ‘old wives’ tales’; that is, folklore at the subliterate level. Thrasv-
machos in PI. R. 350c 2-4 says contemptuously that he will say ‘yes’ and ‘no’ and ‘well!’ to

Sokrates ‘as to the old women who tell stories’. The nature and scope of these stories is not
so easily established as the fact of their existence, but they may have embraced both the

remote past and the life after death. In Hp. Ma. 285c io-286a 2 Sokrates compares the

pleasure which the Spartans take in the apxaioXoyla (283d 8) of Hippias with the pleasure of

children in the stories of old women; and in Grg. 527a 5 Sokrates fears that the story of

judgment after death may be dismissed by Kallikles as p.vdos . . . dtanep ypaos. It is note-

worthy that at the beginning of the story Sokrates uses a story-teller’s formula and calls our
attention to its formulaic character: anoue Sr), <f>aoi, pdAa KaXov Aoyou (523a i).u Plato’s

Eleatic in Pit. 268e 4-5 introduces his remarkable myth with the words ‘now attend closely

to my story, as children do’,12 and approaches his main subject by way of the standstill of the

sun in the myth of Atreus and Thyestes.13

(d) The story told by Sokrates in Phdr. 259b 6-d 7, of how cicadas came into being from
humans in remote times, suggests that the aetiological story, like the dxwv (e.g. Snip. 215a

4 ff.) was a recognised genre of urbane invention.14

(3) The range from philosophy, through epic and tragedy, to fable and folklore is a very

wide range indeed, but the categories which I have distinguished are linked together some-

times by community of formula, sometimes by details of content over and above their general

community of theme. Protagoras’s story, Kritias Jr. 25, Moschion fr. 6 and Kallimachos

Jr. 192 all begin with variations of the formula ‘once upon a time’.15 Prometheus, the bringer

of fire, the ‘culture hero’ whom we recognise in the folklore of peoples far removed from the

Greeks, figures in the antecedents to the story of the Woman in Hesiod;16 he is already a

friend of mankind, for reasons which Hesiod does not give
(
77;. 535 fl'., Op. 50 ff. ). His

brother Epimetheus is the intermediary who takes the Woman to mankind
(
77/. 51 1 ff..

Op. 85 ff). In Protagoras’s story Prometheus and Epimetheus arc the divine stewards who
are charged with the distribution of attributes to all species of creature. In the Aesopic

story of Kallimachos, again, it is presupposed that Prometheus was the actual maker of

mankind (3, rf.fr. 493 and Aesop 240 [Perry]). Hephaistos and Athena are the craftsmen

who make the Woman in Hesiod
(
Th. 571 ff., Op. 60 ff.), and it is from them that Prometheus

steals the means oflifc for the human species in Prt. 32 id 5-e 4. The agent of Zeus who
takes the Woman to Epimetheus in Op. 83 ff. is Hermes, it is Hermes who is sent by Zeus

to implant shame and justice in men (Prt. 322c 1 fl.fi and Hermes is commonly Zeus’s agent

in the later Aesopic corpus (e.g. 108 [Perry]). In Aristophanes’ story the agent is not

Hermes, but Apollo, as in a minority oflater fables (e.g. Aviunus 22 )

,

and Hephaistos appears,

as it were, on the sidelines (Snip. i92d 2 ff.).

11
Cf. Tim. 2od 7 -8 iLKot't 1)//, Jj XrtKpttTez, /.<iyo><

pnf.a per (minor, nnvrdnnni ye /u)v Miflop;, beginning

a story received (d I) ck na/.aiu: diaup. Because of

the formula, I do not take /trfloz . . . r'tanep ypeuiz in

Crg. 527a 5 as a mere synonym for ‘nonsense", but

equally I do not suggest that Tht. 1 76b 7. where d

s.eyd/ievoz yparty PP/.oz is contrasted with ‘the truth",

gives us any information about Greek old w ives tales.

12 This is a more appropriate translation than ‘boys'

t 'like a boy", Taylor', ii Hp. Ma. 286a 1 2 is any

guide. Xojgaard i 548 tf. rightly emphasizes that

fables (as he defines them) are designed for an adult

audience, but this does not alter the fact that they

1 with other stories of a fable-like character aie

digestible bv children and much adult fare is not.

13
Cf. Wilamowitz, Platon ii (ed. 3, Berlin, 19621

1 73 : K. Ziegler. .TJ. 1 xxxi 1 1 9 1 3 1 530 If. ; A. E. Taylor,

Plato: the Sophist and the Statesman 1 Edinburgh,

1 96 1 1 ait ff.

14 On the tinr'tf in general cf. Fraenkel on A. :lg.

1629 tf. and G. Monaco, Paragom burlevhi degli antichi

(Palumbo. 1964 . On the story of the cicadas, tJ. P.

Frutiger. Let Mvther de Platon Paris. 1930' 237 n. 3.

Motifs of the tvpe ‘cicadas were once men’ may have

existed in folklore in Plato's time; cf. Aesop 166

1 Perr\ 5 urp/nf a rry To nti/.ai drtlprtnoz >)r ter/..

'•* Cf E. Xorden. Agnottos Theoc, ed. 2 , Leipzig,

1023) 368 tf. and Xojgaard 479 f.

(J. Frutiger 238.
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(4) Community of motifs between Aristophanes’ story and one or more of the works which

I have cited, combined with the resemblance of its central motif to non-Greek preliterate

stories, suffices to establish the large field within which it falls. But where exactly within

this field ? To what level of sophistication does Plato mean us to assign it ? There are three

important indications that he has a low level in mind.

(a) Whereas it was the concern of the philosophers to offer, so far as possible, complete

and systematic explanations of evolutionary processes and the ot'igins of things as they are,

the biological mechanism of Aristophanes’ story is so naive that it does not bear questioning.

The bisection of double individuals in the remote past not only made each of the resulting

single individuals at that time seek the other half of himself but also makes each of us, the

descendants of those single individuals, seek his or her own complement (i9id 3-193C 8), as if

we ourselves w'ere the immediate product of bisection. This standstill of time, this gay in-

difference to the distinction between individual and species, is a universal characteristic of

folktales of the type ‘how the leopard got his spots’, and is also to be observed in Hesiod’s

first story of Woman. From this unique first woman is descended yevos . . . ywaiKtov

dyjXvrepdwv ( Th

.

590). How then did mankind reproduce itself before her? And are not

all men and women equally descended from men and women ? Questions of this kind are

not only unanswerable; the very asking of them is an anachronistic reaction to Hesiod’s

story. In Op. the deadly gift of Zeus is no longer primeval woman, but a named person,

Pandora; this modification removes a biological naivete wffiich may have come to seem to

Hesiod himself out of place in serious poetry, but in the element added to the story, the jar of

ills which Pandora brings with her, there is still a degree of indifference to mechanism
w hich has troubled readers and students of Hesiod from Classical to modern times.17

(b) Aristophanes is made to say (193a 3-b 6) ‘there is, then, a danger that if we do not

behave as we should towards the gods we shall be cut in two again, and go round like figures

in relief’. The warning has affinities with the moral which is normally the point of a fable,1 ®

the contrition often expressed at the end by a character in a folktale,19 and, rather strikingly,

with the ending of one of Hans Andersen’s stories, The Shirt Collar (‘and this we must remem
ber, so that we may on no account do what he did’). Some kind of warning or threat about

the future is attested for at least one Aesopic story of genuine antiquity, alluded to in Arist.

Meteor. 356b 9-17, where Aesop ‘in a rage with a ferryman’ 20 says that one day Charybdis,

which in its first burst of activity had exposed the mountains and in its second the islands and
the plains, will in a third and last effort suck down all the water in the world (therebv, one
presumes, depriving greedy and dilatory ferrymen of their livelihood). 21

(c) After the warning, a happier note is struck (193a 7-d 5) : ‘Each man should exhort his

fellows to piety . . . Eros allows us to hope that if we show piety towards the gods he will

return us to our original nature’ (by enabling each of us to find and abide by his other half)

‘and by healing us make us blessed and happy’. To close a story with a wish for our own

17 Cf A. S. F. Cow in Essays and Studies Presented

to Sir William Ridgeway {Cambridge, 1913) 99 IT., and

G. Fink, Pandora und Epimetheus (Diss. Erlangen, 1958)

65 ff. My own view is that Flesiod meant to say

what Hermokrates says more sophistically in Th. vi

78.2: ov yap olrtv tf fifiti Tp; Tt imOv/iia; kat Tp;

Try rp Tor atTor 6polio: T<i/utir yeveadiu. Man is

Tapia; of his own hopes and fears, because he can

choose to hope and fear, but he cannot choose when
to be sick or well.

18 There is an amusing French example in A. de

Montaiglon and G. Raynaud, Recueil de Fabliaux

{Paris, 1877-1 i‘ no. 32 • if- R- (’• Johnston and

D. D. R. Owen, Fabliaux 1 Oxford, 1957. xiii f., xvii f.

19 E.g. (edO F. H. Lee, Folk Tales of All Nations
(London, 193 1

) 679? 'Had I not been so wilful and
malicious, I had now been empress!’ (Italy) and 909,
O why was I not ;a better bird when I was young
(Spain) ; cf Nejgaard i 395 ff.

^v,ote xfioc t or TiofiOfiea; Aristotle assumes that
we know the story ( cf. Entretiens de la Fondation Hardt ix

1*963] io7b
21 In Aesop 8 (Perry) a similar prediction is made

not as a threat in anger but as a response to some
shipwrights who ha_d challenged Aesop to make a joke
against them.
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happiness, or the happiness of the audience, is common in European folklore; 22
cf. the modern

Greek ‘they lived happily ever after, and may we live even more happily’,23 and the last two
words of the Republic give a deft hint of the story-teller’s formula.

For these reasons I suggest that Plato means us to regard the theme and the framework
of Aristophanes’ story as characteristic not of comedy but of unsophisticated, subliterate

folklore. I shall offer below (Section III) a reason for his choice of genre; but let us look

first at some of the elements which he has fitted into this framework.

II. ELEMENTS OF PARODY

(1) Certainly at two points, and possibly at a third, Plato has reminded us of the real

Aristophanes.

(a) When we read (192a 2—7) ‘some say that they’ (sc. boys who yield readily to their

lovers) ‘are shameless, but that is not true . . . for it is their courage and manliness and mascu-

linity that make them act so. . . . And this is strongly supported by the fact that boys of this

kind, when they have grown to maturity, are the only men24 in political life’, we cannot help

recalling the end of the dispute in Clouds (the play ofAristophanes more likely than any other

to have imprinted itself on Plato’s memory), where the Honest Argument is forced to admit

(1088 ff.) that it is from the ranks of the evpv7rpwKT<u that public speakers are drawn. This is,

moreover, a stock joke of Old Comedy; cf. Plato Comicus fr. 186.5 KtKoXXcmevKas- myapovv
pTjTcop ecrei, At. Eq. 878 ff., Ec. 1 12 ff. Plato has adopted an Aristophanic joke but has

invested it with an irony which is characteristic of his own methods, not of Comedy.

(
b

)

After saying ‘if we are on good terms with the god’ (sc. Eros) ‘we shall meet our own
•muSi/cd, which at present few succeed in doing’ (192b 3-6), Aristophanes continues (b 6-c 2)

‘and Eryximachos must not treat my speech as a joke25 and take me to be referring to

Pausanias and Agathon—they are perhaps among the successful ones and are both male in

nature. . .
.’ We recall the brutal portrayal of Agathon’s femininity in Th. 130 ff., cf. Ar.

fr. 326, E Luc. p. 178 (Rabe). Here again Plato has taken a typical Aristophanic motif but

has transformed it by substituting bland cattiness for vilification.

(c) It is not, I think, wholly insignificant that the striking anachronistic reference in

Smp. 193a 2-3 to the dissolution of Mantineia26
is located in the speech of Aristophanes.

Comedies which presented burlesque versions of myths were full of topical allusions, which

must have had an exceptionally amusing effect when uttered by divine or heroic characters

(e.g. Kratinos fr. 240, Theopompos fr. 18, PSI 1
1 75 —Philiskos fr. iA [Edmonds]). It is

not impossible that Plato is having a joke with us, as it were, on two levels, outdoing at his

own game the man whom he is portraying and inserting his own most audacious anachronism

into an aetiological story ostensibly recounted by a comic poet many years earlier.

(2) Certain resemblances between the double humans of Aristophanes’ story and the

monsters of Empedokles B61 are undeniable; the ovXoifrvels creatures of B62 may also perhaps

24
Cf. J. Bolte and G. Polivka, Anmerkungen zu den

Kinder- und Hausrnarchen der Bruder Grimm (Leipzig,

1913-) iv 24k, 34 ff.; R. M. Dawkins, Modern

Greek in Asia Minor (Cambridge, 1916) 561, 571. A
wish for the happiness of the hearer sometimes implies

that the teller deserves material reward for his efforts,

just as a beggar seasons his importunities with

blessings.

23 professor N. M. Kontoleon drew my attention to

this.

24 The expression is not coined for the occasion, but

occurs in serious contexts, e.g. X. HG vii 1.24

tdupHj i/.ovy tov - 1 1'Knit kui povor til'dpii i/yori'rn.

25 Kiofiipdibv tvv /jjyor, which, out of context, we
should take to mean ‘ridiculing my speech’, i.e.

‘criticising my speech by making jokes against it’.

But passages immediately before and after Aristo-

phanes’ speech suggest that Aristophanes here means

by Koipojdeir something like ‘answer mockery with

mockery’ (cf. ciKaf iv ni'TiiKiiP n\ Meno Bob 8—c 6):

ytMoronoiciz pi/Mor i.lytiv
,
kui tfvMucd pc too Xuyov

dvir/Ki'fns yiyvrrsOm tov cshivtov, edv rt ye/.oiov efarj;

. . . b 4-5 d/J.d p>j /it ipv/.fiTTi . . . 193d 7-8 ojemtp efrv

edeifiijv oov, pi) Kvipiodi'jcrrjz avrdv.

26
Cf. n. 7.
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have something in common with the double humans, but the meaning of the fragment is not

so clear that anyone can be sure what Empedokles was visualising. 2
' The judgment that

Aristophanes’ speech is mainly or primarily designed as a parody of philosophical specula-

tions28 carries little conviction once we take our eyes away from philosophy and poetry and

observe the positive affinities between the speech and folklore. Empedokles, like all the

earlv philosophers, 29 but to a greater degree than most, was himself influenced by the motifs

of mvth and folklore, and I am prepared to believe that his evolutionary speculations did not

enter Plato’s head during the composition of Aristophanes’ speech.

(3 j
Double humans were not wholly unknown in heroic myth, and the story of the

Aktorione-Molione30 existed in more than one form before Plato’s time; cf. Hesiod fr. 13

(Rzach), Ibykos PMGfr. 285, Pherekydes F. Gr. Hist. 3F 79(b). This story may have helped

to determine the direction taken by Plato’s imagination in composing Aristophanes’ speech,

but one could not say more than that; between monstrous individuals and the nature of a

whole species there is a world of difference.

(4) The same consideration reduces the relevance of the Orphic belief that Phanes was a

double being with his genitals at the rear ( Orphica frr. 76, 77, 80, 81 [Kern]). There is a

more important point of contact in H. Orph. 9.4, where the moon is called ‘both male and

female’, as in Aristophanes’ speech (190b 3). It should, however, be noted that in H. Orph.

Athena (32.10) and Mise (42.4) are also bisexual, and Aristophanes’ schema, Sun=male,

Earth =female, Moon =male -{-female, is not recognisably Orphic. In default of satisfactory

evidence for the antiquity of the Orphic myths which are known to us only from late sources, 31

I would rather regard Orphic doctrine as influenced by Smp. than as influencing it.

(5) Although I believe that Plato’s intention to parody Empedokles, heroic saga or the

Orphics is highly doubtful, there is another passage in Aristophanes’ speech (190b 6-9) which

has not attracted the attention which it deserves. The race of double humans was proud

and violent and attacked the gods: ‘and what Homer says about Ephialtes and Otos, nepl

€K€iVtov Xeyerai, the attempt to make a way up to heaven’. Editors and translators some-

times import an imaginary xal and translate, ‘is said also about them’. 32 But the text as it

stands represents Aristophanes as saying that the story which Homer tells of Ephialtes and

Otos is in fact a story about the double humans. For the form of the sentence we may
compare the document quoted in Thuc. viii 58.7: Kounj tov rroAepiov noAep.ovvTan’ . . . rjv Be

KaraAveii’ BovAcovrai 1rpos ’AOrp’alovs , ev optoLio Ka.TaAve06a.1P3 Now, we know that allegorical

interpretations of Homer were well established by Plato’s time (Cra. 407a 8-b 2, cf. I' II.

xx 67). So far as our direct testimony goes, its whole tendency was to treat what is concrete

and personal in Homer as standing for the abstract and general, and the words which Plato

gives to Aristophanes differ in that they treat a myth which is already naive in Homer as an

27
Cf. Kirk and Raven, p. 338. of Robin. Sykutris, Calogero (Bari, 1928) and Ritter

28 Ziegler 533 Hi; Robin lxf.; Sykutris 119*; 1 Tubingen, 1931 1 take pains to avoid the importation

Frutigcr 239: A. E. Taylor, Plato (ed. 6' 220. of ‘also’.

29
Cf. the implications of Arist. Meteor. 365b 9 f.

:,i
I take KmahoaOm as passive [cf. Th. hi 1 15.41.

10 On the possible utilisation of this myth in not as middle. Since one of the two parties to anv
archaic vase-painting, cf. R. Hampe, Fruhe griechische such agreement is likely to want to make peace before

Sa.genbilder •. Athens, 1936 45-49. 87 f. 1 While I must the other (even if only by a small margin), the

defer to Professor J. M. Cook on a question of Greek provision which needs to be made is ‘if either partv

iconographu technique. I cannot feel completely wishes to make peace, let him not make it except on
convinced that his interpretation

f.
1 /i.S.l xxxv terms to which the other party agrees

-

, and this is

' 1934 5, 20b] disposes ol Hampc's. See above p. 3. said in the form ‘and if they wish to make peace, let it

11 Ziegler 561 ff., Frutigcr 240. I do not suggest be made on the same terms'. Thucydides is quoting

that we should treat the evidence lor Orphic doctrines a document, so that the question of stylistic variation

more grudgingly and pedantically than the evidence hardly arises—as it does in [Lys.] 20.32 Kiii /iijdrt/Ko:

for the history of any other my ths and religious beliefs: to 7: hfoviu />c/kiO’'kt//7> /.oynv tov toutiov .roriy/ioruroi 1 •

onlv that we should not treat them less so. /.iyeTni -/u/i kt/..

So. explii itlv. Rettig ad Inc.-, but the translations
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allusion to, or an erroneous version of, a myth even more grotesque. Possibly the reconcilia-
tion of conflicting myths and the assumption that Homer is the repository of truth, however
he disguises it, were a recognisable feature of popular story-telling in Plato’s time and he
may have felt Aristophanes’ interpretation of Od. xi 307 ff. to be an appropriate insertion.
Sokrates plays at something similar in Phdr. 229c 6-e 7, imagining how the mvth that Boreas
carried off Oreithyia could be explained by the suggestion that she was blown off the rocks
by the wind. This explanation, converting a supernatural person into a natural pheno-
menon, has some affinity with the conversion of the individuals Ephialtes and Otos into a
species; but it must be admitted that the affinity is limited, and Sokrates in Phdr. indicates
that useless speculation of this kind, although aypoiKos ocnpLa

,
is still the province of ol oo<f>ol.

The speech of Aristophanes may possibly show us how Plato rated this ao<f>laM

III. ETHOS
If we now ask why Plato decided that an Aesopic story, with or without a seasoning of

other elements, was the appropriate contribution for his Aristophanes to make to the
laudation of Eros, we can at least be confident that it was not simply because Aesopic and
other unsophisticated stories are sometimes related, mentioned or utilised in comedv 35

nor even because a cosmogonic passage occurs in Av. 685 ff. (a passage given prominence in
modern times because we know so little about early ‘philosophical’ doctrines and are anxious
to remedy our ignorance). Comedy uses, adapts and parodies every genre of composition,
from folklore to philosophy, but this does not mean that in its design and conception a
comedy resembles either a folktale or a philosophical treatise. Plato himself, as we have seen
uses the formulae and framework of the folktale for Sokrates in Gorgias and the Eleatic in
Politicus

;
the difference between their stories and Aristophanes’ lies in their point and their

level of sophistication.

Plato’s decision in the case of Aristophanes’ speech rests, I suggest, on the values shared
by comedy and folklore, 36 and these become apparent when we examine the most important
contrasts between Aristophanes and the other speakers in Smp. Every other speaker argues
to some degree in abstract terms, even if the argument disguises itself, in traditional form,
as an exposition of the attributes of a supernatural being. Only Aristophanes commits
himself whole-heartedly to the particular and the perishable; he takes it for granted that for
an individual reunion with his unique, individual ‘other half’ is an end in itself. This is the
issue between him and Diotima.

The extent to which Plato wishes us to regard every speaker in Smp. as making at least
one positive contribution, one step forward towards the Platonic doctrine of Eros, is not a
matter of general agreement,37 and this is hardly surprising. Sexual love is, after all, a real
phenomenon with which we are all acquainted. Plato’s doctrine, however other-worldlv
the form it assumes when he has developed it, takes some aspects of our actual experience as
its starting-point. From these two facts it follows that it would have been very difficult for
Plato to compose for the characters in his Symposium

, intelligent and amiable Athenians, five

34
Cf. Frutiger 181 n. 2. and J. Tate. C()xxiii 19291

142 if., xxiv 19301 1 tf.

,)5 Aelian ,V.I vi ", 1 tills an aetiological store

anchored to a quarrel between Zeus and Prometheus 1

about the ass, the snake and old age, and ends:

‘Aristeas’ not otherwise known as the name ol a

comie poet* 'and Apollophanes, poets of comedv, sing

this story’ \cf. Meuli 24 f.'. But that a (omit poet

made the storv the plot of a comedv is hardly con-

ceivable; we should think rather of something like

Ar. Lu. 781 If. Cf. Aojgaard i 223. 470.

If Q.- C’ataudella. Dmnisn ix itqe 6 tf.

Cf Frutiger 19b f. I do not know why Frutiger
sa\s ‘le veritable but de eette fable . . . ce n'est pas
d ec lain r le lecteur stir la cause ou l’origtne de
l’atnour. niais sur sa nature et ses modahtes’

»

:

Svkutris 121*: Robin lx; W. Gilbert. Ph lxviii 1909
b()f.

; J. Stenzel. Platon da Hr -teller (Leipzig. 1928
203 1.; R. A. Markus, The Downside Renew lxxiti

II)-,6' 220.
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different encomia on Eros without attributing to each of them some sentiments reconcilable

with his own doctrine and some expressions (e.g. the apyat'a <f>vais
ss of 19 id 1-2, ig2e 9 and

193c 5) which could actually stand, with a somewhat changed reference, in an exposition of

his own. If Plato really meant us to regard Aristophanes’ speech as an advance towards a

true conception of Eros, he veiled his design impenetrably, for it is the central point of that

speech which Diotima rejects explicitly. She says (205d 10-e 7, cf. 212c 4-6) : ‘There is an

argument which says that lovers are those who are seeking the other half of themselves.’

But ‘individuals do not show affection for what belongs to themselves, except in so far as a

man speaks of Good as his own and belonging to himself and of Bad as alien’.

Diotima is directly attacking the assumption without which Aristophanes’ explanation of

Eros could not have been offered: that each person seeks, loves and cherishes himself and

what is or was part of himself. This assumption is attacked again, at greater length, 39

in Lg. 73 id 6 -732b 4, where it is regarded (b 6, e 1) as a popular view: ‘that every man is

naturally dear to himself'. This view is disastrous, rufiXovrai yap rrepl to piXovpievov 6 <fnXd)v

(e 3-6,': ovre eavrov ovre rd eavrov ypi] rov ye pe'yav avSpa ioopevov arepyeiv (732a 2—3);

evervonc must "avoid excessive self-love, and pursue always whosoever is better than he is

himself' (b 2-3).

The values and assumptions implicit in Aristophanes’ speech are essentially popular.

The comic hero is, at least in this respect, the common man; he reacts, but reflects little, and
his shrewdness and ingenuity are directed to the creation or restoration of circumstances in

which he can enjoy to the full all the pleasures except those of intellectual exertion.

Vet to many of us at the present time, who are not ancient Greek peasants, the attitude

of Aristophanes is more congenial than anything else in Snip .* 0 One reason is religious, the

tendency of Christians ('from I John 4.8 onwards) to treat the divine not only (as Plato does)

as an object of love, not even as characteristically active in love, but as identifiable with the

relationship, love, itself.
41 A second reason is the romantic tradition in the arts; popular

literature and drama often assume that for each individual there exists somewhere in the

world one other individual of the opposite sex such that these two individuals are the ‘right

answer’ for each other, and this assumption is to be found, with many reservations and
modifications, at all levels of sophistication,42 from Romeo’s ‘Did my heart love till now?’

to weekly magazines for adolescent girls. Yet a third reason is that we would rather accept

observed facts, however mysterious, than close our eyes to them in order to construct a

coherent metaphysical doctrine; and the facts afford us a secure base from which we can

assess the issue between Aristophanes and Diotima.

The subject of Snip, is Eros; translators (who deserve our sympathy, for they cannot be

consistent without misleading us) convey the impression that its subject is love. We must,

however, distinguish 43 between:

( 1 i
Sexual desire. As a rule, when A desires B he does so by virtue of qualities in B

which are generally recognised, in the society to which both A and B belong, as desirable.

Cf. Rip. hi id 1-2. has done, to the relational aspect of love; but. of
19 This is not the only occasion on which Diotima's course, to Aristophanes the purpose of a given inch-

views arc re-stated by the Athenian; cf. Lg. 721b 6— vidual is not to acquire and express a certain dis-

c 8 ~~ Smp. 2071 0 - 2090 4 Phrnneuc x [1965116 If.'. position towards potential objects in general, nor to
40

Cf. Sykutris 123*; Stenzel '203!.; H. Koller, promote the well-being of a particular object without

Die h'nmpnution dei glatnmrchen Simpnsum Diss. t reating an erotic relationship to it, but to create that

Zurich. 1948 47. relationship to a particular object.
41

Cf. Sykutris 108*, 121*. I am concerned here 42 Cf. T. F. Gould, Platonic Love 'London. 1963' 33,
nett with what the words » <r 'u.7y {rrrir meant to 170 H.

the writer, but with their mtluenc e whether acknow - 41 The distinction drawn here between three

ledged or not on attitudes to Plato in the twentieth different experiences is not intended to carr\ am
century Markus 222 emphasises that Aristophanes implication for their causation or biological inter-

draw s our attention, as none ot the [tree eding speeches relation.
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Hence C can understand why A desires B; and when confronted with D, who possesses the

objectively desirable qualities in greater measure than B, A is likely to prefer D to B.

(2) Affection, which we may feel for anyone of either sex and any age.

(3) What I will call, cautiously, ‘preference’. When A’s desire for B amounts to ‘pre-

ference’, it often happens that B is not conspicuous for objectively desirable qualities, that C
does not understand why A prefers B, and that A’s preference is unshaken by the accessibilitv

of the infinitely desirable D.

We use the term ‘love’ for (2) and (3), sometimes for the activity which is the expression

of (1)—rarely for (1) itself—and the expressions ‘fall in love’ and ‘be in love’ exclusively in

connexion with (3). In Smp., Phaidros, Pausanias and Agathon use the words epo.? and
ipav of (1) and (3) indiscriminately—and in conformity with Prodikos’s definition of epees'

(B 7) as ‘desire doubled’. Eryximachos, who quickly ascends to a level of generalisation

which deprives his speech of any but an historical interest, 4 * uses epa>? and epar not only of

(1), (2), (3), but also of compatibility and co-existence. Aristophanes uses the words

exclusively of
( 3 ;

.

Here Phaidros, Pausanias, Agathon and Diotima arc ranged together against him. To
the first three, epo.? is our reaction to beauty; and when they take the trouble to speak of

‘beauty of soul’ (c.g. 183c 1), they are still speaking in terms of a reaction towards something

which is objective in so far as its value is recognised by society in general. To Diotima,

epuis is our reaction to the imperishable, which is the object of knowledge, because it is real,

and pari passu the object of desire, because it is good. Desire for a beautiful individual is

either a step in the right direction, so long as it is recognised as a step, or an error, if it is

treated as something more than a step. When A epa B, he does so (unless he is guilty of

erroneous desire) because B is a medium, a vehicle, for a joint advance towards the imperish-

able. Thus he can fall in love with B; but can he stay in love, if he finds that D is a better

medium? What becomes, on Diotima’s theory, of the observed facts of what I have called

‘preference’, and what is it right for A to do if he finds that he has preferred someone who, as

his intelligence tells him, is an inferior medium? Is ‘preference’ no more than an error?

In Phaedrus there is one modification of doctrine which makes a gesture towards to to.

paivopeva croj£eir, and one observation which also implies a recommendation. Each soul

acquires an affinity with that one of the eleven gods who leads through the heavens the

company of souls to which it belongs (246c 4 ff. ~ 248a 1 ff, 250b 5-c 61, and this affinity

determines the nature of the choice which is made when one individual epa another (252c 3-

253c 6). Moreover, two lovers who have lapsed from true co-operation in the search for

the imperishable and have made, in an unguarded moment, ‘the choice which the majority

regard as felicity', feel themselves thereafter committed to each other by ‘the greatest of all

pledges’, which it would be ov Oepirof for them ever to break by becoming enemies

(256b 7-d 3).

These gestures are not made by Diotima, from whose doctrine of Eros that subjectivity

which seems to us the most singular characteristic of love45 is rigorously excluded. Aristo-

phanes’ speech, with comparable rigour, excludes objectivity, for he nowhere suggests that

A desires B by virtue of qualities in B which might cause C also to desire B. Sexual inter-

course is recognised as desirable 1 191c 6-8), but it is also recognised that the object of desire

in epa.? is something beyond sexual intercourse 192c 4-d 2). Modern sympathy for Aristo-

,J L. Edelstein. TAPA Ixxvi 1 1(14-, <r> f„ seenw to J ’“ Singular because the e\ idence required for the

me to overrate both the significance of l',r\ ximachos's explanation ot an individual case is vast and largeb

speech and Plato's respect for doctors; I find it hard inaccessible, not because the principles involved m
not to see an element of unkind parodv in itilld 0 such an explanation conflict in any way with our

e 2. Markus's appraisal 0221 is. in mv view. ordinary experienc

closer to Plato's, and cj. G. ,J.
Ife \ ries. S/iel hit

Plain Amsterdam. 1949 26b.
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phanes’ attitude may be a product ofromanticism, but the speech which expresses the attitude

is not a modern interpolation in ancient text. It was not even composed by Aristophanes as

an attack on Plato, but by Plato, as a target for Diotima’s fire. Plato believed that popular

values, as assumed and exemplified in comedy and folklore, were committed to the individual,

the particular and the familiar, and that such a morality was irreconcilable with the practice

of philosophy; and, as we watch Dikaiopolis celebrating the Rural Dionyrsia e’j tov Sfjyov

fXdwv aafievos, it is difficult to deny the accuracy of Plato’s observation. At the same time,

popular morality was neither the only nor the most formidable enemy; Plato and the comic
hero were at one in despising and disliking cowardice, dishonesty and the selfish abuse of

power. If a satisfactory reconstruction of the history of Plato’s feelings towards the real

Aristophanes continues to elude us
,

46
it is because Plato’s view of popular values could not,

in the nature of the case, be free of complications.

K. J. Dover.
University of St. Andrews

46 Cf especially G. Daux, REG lv (1942) 246 fl'.



THE HOPLITE ACHIEVEMENT AT PSYTTALEIA

Among the manifest improbabilities in the tale of Aristeides’ message to Thcmistocles on
the night before Salamis, most notable, certainly, is that the information Aristeides imparted
supplied indeed a lack but effected no response until its duplication by the crew of a Tenian
trireme.1 The rejection with which the episode has been met is thoroughly deserved. But a

problem, that of motive, remains, and other questions arise. For unlike the setting of the

story, which has some claim to dramatic, though not to historical, validity, the supposititious

message cannot, as it neither illustrates character nor exaggerates truth, simply be explained

as a fanciful and harmless accretion to the Aristeides legend. How, then, came the story to

be told? One possibility is worth considering. As it is likely prima facie that Herodotus
derived his account ofAristeides at Psyttaleia (viii 95) from the same source that brought him
to Salamis with his message, 2 the message may have been intended to smooth his way to

Psyttaleia. The story of his deed on that island, therefore, deserves attention.

The account arouses suspicion. Its context, the epilogue to the battle, where Herodotus
metes out blame and praise, is not reassuring. 3 Whatever information was related to Hero-

dotus about the exploit, it was not embedded, apparently, in the sequence of events of which
the battle of Salamis consisted. He seems to have only the vaguest notion of the relation of

the exploit to the battle as a whole—ovtos iv rco dopvjSot tovtw tu> rrepl HaXapiva yevopevtu

raSe irrolee, viii 95 ;
and lightly does he accord to Aristeides, apparently a private person, the

leadership of the landing party. 4 Herodotus appears in fact to be certain only of the leader-

ship of Aristeides and of the identification of his force as Athenian hoplites who until the

engagement idly lined the shore: TrapaXafitbv noXXoiis ran' OTrXiTewr ol TrapcTerdyaTO napa rr/v

aKTrjV rfjs HaXa/xivlps yco/s^S1

,
yAo? €ovres ’Adrjvatoi, is rrjv ^urraXeiav vfjerov ani/ipoe ayan 1

,
ol

tovs IJipoas tous iv rfj vpalbi ravrp Karepovevoav rravTas, viii 95. I suggest that these

particulars are untrue: the episode as formulated by Herodotus is, I argue, an historical

fiction.

Aeschylus would tell us of what transpired at Psyttaleia. He may exaggerate the

importance of the affair and, one suspects, even improve the quality of the Persians who lost

their lives there. But no one would deny the reliability of Aeschylus in matters where the

fact imparted is of a kind unsusceptible to distortion. More concretely, the poet may be

expected to heighten the ferocity of the struggle; he will not alter its nature. The valour (or

birth) of the combatants may be magnified; their military identity will not be disguised. It

is unnecessary poetically. Nor would a certain portion of Aeschylus' audience have appre-

ciated the jest. Aeschylus' word, therefore, counts high. As N. G. L. Hammond has said,

‘If there was a discrepancy between Aeschylus and Herodotus we should give the priority to

Aeschylus’. 5

Aeschylus’ description of the engagement ( Penae 454-64) is as follows:

1 Hdt. viii 7<)-8->. The episode has received a

thorough discussion irom Hignett. \et\es Invasion of

Greece (Oxford 19631 408-11. who concludes it may

safely be dropped out ol the historical record .

2 viii 95 refers bac k to viii 79. 1 unmistakably and

emphatically, a lac t v\ hich Macau s theory uid viii 95

that one passage was written subsequently to the

other fails entirely to explain.

3 viii 93 records the dpuJTthi. 94 the cowardice

imputed to Adeimantus. 93 Psyttaleia. Hignett.

Xerxes' Imasiun , -37* considers the story about

Adeimantus to come ’abruptly'. It is. however,

quite in place, a kind of negative plaudit balanced

nicely by the garland woven for Aristeides in 97 and
the honours given the Greeks in 93.

4 Bury, ( R x 1 1896 414 If., suggests that Aristeides

was strategos. and this has been generally accepted.

But this extemporaneous inference provides credi-

bility to Herodotus' narrative bv depriving it of the

claim to be circumstantially reliable.

5 JHS Ixxvi 1 076 40.

(j C 1
1 -Jr
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d>s yap deos

vaojv eSwKe kvSos ”EXXr/oiv payrjs,

avdrjpepov (fspa^avres ev)(d.XKOis 8epas

ottXoujl vaojv l^edptooKov ap.(j)l §e

kvkXovvto irdaav vrjaov, <xxjt' dp.rjya.veiv

oiroi TpdvoiVTO . noXXa pev yap sk yepwv

irerpoioiv fjpacrcrovTO, to^iktjs t ano

Owpiyyos lol TTpocnrlrvovres aiXXvaaV

TeXos S’ etfsoppr/devres el; evos podov

iraiovai, KpeoKonovcn Svottjvwv peXrj,

ecu? anavTcov e£aire<l>6eipav filov.

These words suggest that the landing party consisted not of a fresh force of hoplites stationed

at Salamis, as Herodotus would have it, but of the very men who already had been fighting

on the water. 6 This identification he confirms by his account of the tactics employed, for

they tally in every particular with the kind such a force would necessarily adopt {cf.

Sphacteria, Thuc. iv 32 ffi). The battle was fought by the combined efforts of light and
heavy armed men. The group required is not to be found on Salamis Beach but on the

decks of the boats in Salamis Strait: the men were marines. 7

A real discrepancy therefore exists between Aeschylus and Herodotus. Aeschylus

speaks of marines, archers and hoplites, who turned from the sea fight to the assault and
capture of Psyttaleia. Herodotus tells of a special contingent ofhoplites, theretofore inactive,

led over to the island by Aristeides. The accounts resist combination: Aristeides cannot be
made a marine or be granted a company of archers. The first way is barred by the one
detail Herodotus relates with precision; the second, by the reflection that even if Aristeides’

prestige is assumed to have cast into darkest shadow the memorable contribution of the

archers, Aeschylus, who surely knew, supposed the group to have been marines.

It follows, therefore, that Aristeides’ action at Psyttaleia is of a piece with his appearance

at Salamis, the main purpose of the latter, indeed, being to provide a bridge for his passage to

the former. The story is tendentious. Its purpose: to register the claims of the hoplites to

an important victory achieved at Salamis independently of the all-triumphant Athenian

navy.

That a debate by no means academic was held by men of conservative and liberal

opinions throughout the fifth century (and beyond) over the relative merits of land and sea

power is well known. The social and political implications of a hoplite army and a sailor’s

navy entailed for liberals and conservatives the keenest opposition in their evaluation of

either arm. By and large, therefore, conservatives viewed the growth of the Athenian navy

454

455

460

6 nvOrpiffitjv (456) best refers to the renewed
activities of the same body of men whose exploits

have already been described. The phrase qypdijavre;

f Koiz deprt; drr/.oim probably is nothing more than

a poetical equivalent of the prosaic ‘intending a fight

on land’; cf. our ‘gird for battle’. Taken more
literally, the phrase remains equally applicable (or

inapplicable) to the hoplites of the shore as to the

marines on the vessels, for which see Plutarch, Them.

14. 2. Finally, vadrv eieOppitSKov (457) should be

conclusive. Though the words may be taken to

emphasise a rapid disembarkation (Rose ad /or.), they

seem to suggest that the Greeks disembarked not

from ‘any boats available’, but from the boats

already victorious that are mentioned but two lines

above. Cf. Prickard, cited by Broadhead ad loc.: so

also (apparently) the scholiast to 457 fT., ed. Daehn-
hardt.

7 There is no apparent basis to the general

assumption that Aeschylus wished ‘the hoplites to

have their share in the glory of the Greek triumph’
(Hignett, Xerxes' Invasion

, 238), if that is to imply any
detectable exaggeration of their contribution. Rather
is it Herodotus who enlarges their claims. For
Aeschylus divides the honours among the light and
heavy armed, if, indeed, he has not been guilty of a
greater kindness to the toxotai, a circumstance that
enforces confidence in his accuracy. Such warriors
as these would hardly ennoble his theme, particularly
as the roioi' fr/m of the barbarian had failed so
completely against the opposing dopuepdvov /.<r y/y
irr/f- (Persae 147-9 1

.
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with a distrust that was matched by the hostility of the liberal to the hoplite army. Each
group will have asserted, indeed, overstated, achievements present and past. 8 'Hp.4as

<JTaoiaL,eiv ypeov eon ev re to) aXXcp Katpcu Kal 8rj Kal iv TtpSe nepl rov oKorepos- rjp.ewv ttAcoj

ayada tyjv narplSa epyaoerai : so said Aristeides to Themistocles (Hdt. viii 79.3), and so will

their successors have argued. It is in this context that the exploit attributed to Aristeides is

to be considered. Conservatives helped themselves to Themistocles’ banquet. Even
Cimon they dragooned into the battle of Salamis (Plut., Cimon 5.4) ;

and a myth of the purest

transparency and symbolic point has him smooth the evacuation ofAthens (Cimon 5.2-3) . It

does not surprise, therefore, to meet Aristeides at Salamis as the leader of a hoplite force.

The fiction can be assumed to have grown by small degrees. The action at Psyttaleia

provided a sole opportunity to exploit the hoplite contribution to the victory. The silent

disregard of the archers thereby necessitated may well have been the cause of the removal of

the episode from its military context. The inference, therefore, that the hoplites acted on

their own initiative will have been as compelling as it was attractive. But they will need a

base from which to make their advance and a commander to order it. The island of

Salamis will have been an inevitable choice for the one; Aristeides, the opponent of Themis-

tocles, an obvious candidate for the other. As a conservative (see the Appendix) of the

highest type, a byword for probity, of tried patriotism, distinguished for his leadership of

the Athenian hoplite-armv at Plataea, Aristeides was the natural choice for the leading role

in the conservative version of the battle of Salamis.

APPENDIX

ARISTEIDES AND THE 'AOtt

.

Little enough is known of Aristeides, but it suffices to show that he not only appeared to

the yvdopipoi to be a proper counterpoise to Themistocles but actually was one. This, the

common opinion of antiquity, would hardly have been contested before 1891 ;
the few details

the ancients transmitted did not suggest that their judgment of Aristeides’ conservatism was

misconceived. Aristotle, however, evoked, or appeared to evoke in the new-found Consti-

tution of the Athenians (cf. 23.3, 28.2, 41.2), another Aristeides, the TTpoard-rps tov Srjpov.

Revaluation of Aristeides’ political position followed, and it has since resulted in apparent

reluctance to allow Aristeides his rights of succession to Miltiades as leading representative of

conservative Athenians. 9

Such caution is unnecessary. Aristotle does not dispute that Aristeides was the leader

of the yvwpipoi in the usual sense of the word. What he docs dispute is that Aristeides was a

True Conservative. Aristotle’s language misleads. The case is as with Cimon in 26. 1 : Kara

yap tovs Kaipovs tovtov; (jvvtnecre /xr/5’ iryepdra cycle roes' £TTieiK€OT£povs, aAA’ avTosv npoeordvai

Klpuova TOO MiXridSov, ktX. Similarly, in c. 23, quite without warning, new content has

been injected into the term TrpooTdTrj<; too 8r/p.ov. It does not now describe a recognised

popular leader (as opposed to a conservative leader), but a politician whose effect it is to

extend Athenian democracy. Aristotle (23.4-5, 24 -3 ) held Aristeides responsible for the

establishment of the empire because it began with his assessment. It naturally followed from

the consequences of that empire that Aristeides had pursued a common democratic policy

8 Compare, for example, the statements of pseudo-

Xenophon, i 2, ii 1. with Pericles' words. Thuc. 1 141

2-143; see the self-justification of the knights in hq.

595-610. Thucydides’ ‘Archaeology’ presents an

exaggerated case for sea power and a corresponding

denigration of land warfare. On the last see es-

pecially i 15.

8 See. for example. Judeich. RE ii s.v. 880.45-52.

Busolt. Gnech. Gesch. iii 63. The most comprehensive

discussion of Aristeides' political position is offered by

Jacoby. FGrHist iii b Suppl. vol. ii Notes p. 95
i note 104'. The ancient tradition is evaluated by

Reloch, Gnech. Gesch.- ii 2 137 f.
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with Themistocles, the founder of the fleet. 10 Aristotle (I submit) could no more term

Aristeides a (true) leader than Cimon an (effective) leader of the yvwpcpoi, a faction which by

(Aristotelian) definition stands in essential opposition to the Demos. He was obligated,

therefore, to show that Aristeides and Themistocles, unquestionably a leader of the Demos,

were separated by merely accidental differences. Hence his remark in 23.4: rrjv per ovv raiv

T€iycov dvoiKoSopTjcnv Koivfj hitoK-qaav, Kalrrep 8ia<f>ep6p.€voi npos aXXrfXovs, ktX. These words

are the core of his argument. Aristotle, by showing the consentaneity of Aristeides and
Themistocles in the matter of the wall, was enabled to modify the tradition of their political

antagonism. He could discount their 'party differences’ (though he attests them: xalnep

8ia4>epopevoL Trpos aXXpXovs is hardly a biographical detail) because he was persuaded

they were as perfunctory as their common action was essential. Collaboration between the

two statesmen, of course, implies political agreement only if it be supposed that difference to

be real must be absolute : no evidence indicates that the fortification of Athens had become
a partisan issue (cf Thuc. i 89.3 ff.). Yet from Aristotle’s point of view, the building of the

wall fas Aristeides’ assessment of the tribute) would ineluctably bring the Athenians to

radical democracy.

Aristotle, therefore, has informed the language of historical description with philosophical

content; it contains a judgment of Aristeides’ politics, not a statement of his political align-

ment. Indeed, the latter would have been irrelevant and (for his purposes) even misleading

;

to call Aristeides a leader of the yvwptpoi is to imply precisely what Aristotle meant to

deny—a policy inimical to the expanding democracy. Whether or not, therefore, Aristeides

was ‘really’ the champion of the Demos that ostracised him,11
it appears that Aristotle con-

tested not the position but the policies of Aristeides as leader of the conservatives and political

opponent of that statesman who joined Athens to the Peiraeus.

Charles W. Fornara.
Brown L

’
niversitj

.

111 The inference is hardly inevitable. It is worth

noting that Thucydides omitted the name of Aris-

teides in 1 96.2; and we may infer no more from

Aristeides’ acceptance of the commission than a

willingness on his part (hardly irreconcilable with

conservative politics: compare C'imon's careen to

represent Athens in a league designed for self-defence

and counter-attack against Persia. Indeed, that he

initiated or predicted the consequences of that first

assessment is a notion the fifth century would have

scouted. Why was he called 6 dixtno; ? The adjec-

tive rebukes his successors [cf. Plut.. Arist. 24.31 as

completely as it absolves him from complicity in a

that until sophistic times incarnated its

negative 'cf. Thuc.. v 87 ff. .

11 The fact of the ostracism is usually hedged with

inferences. According to Jacoby (cited here above,

n. 91, 'The ostracism of Aristeides in 483/2 B.c.

(’AOrr. 27. 7 (a misprint of 22.7)) merely shows that

Themistokles saw in him an obstacle to his own naval

policy’. (My italics.) The inference (cf. Busolt.

Griech. Gesch. ii
2 652 n. 1 ) that Themistocles had

Aristeides ostracized because of conflict over the naval

policy is attractive because it provides a likely issue

for crucial disagreement. But the issue, having

been inferred, may not then be cited to extenuate or

to delimit the irreconcilable political difference

guaranteed by the ostracism.



HOMERIC EANA AND PENELOPE’S Kl'PIOE

One of the features of the Homeric poems which has often excited comment is the

marriage system, both in its apparent difference from that prevailing in classical Athens
and for its own inconsistencies as they appear on the surface. Dr M. I. Finley in a paper1

to which my debt will be evident throughout this discussion, despite my disagreement with

some of his arguments, has shown that the old theories of ‘Bride-Purchase’ will not really hold

water, and that at a Homeric marriage the bride was part of an exchange of gifts or services

between the prospective bride-groom and the bride’s father, and that these gifts were called

What this paper attempts to do is to suggest that (i) there were in fact two different

patterns of marriage in Homeric, as in classical times; (2) that ehva belonged essentially to

only one of these patterns; (3) that e8va were not 8d>pa, although they had manv of the

facets of gifts, most particularly in that they expressed the giver’s quality, and this in turn

carried the assumption that to be outdone in e8va, as in gifts, would incur a slur on a man's
rank and quality as an ayados, and this would lead to criticism and eXey^eitj; 2 and (4) (in a

second part) that, if the analysis of e8va attempted in the first part of this paper is acceptable,

the apparent confusions and contradictions in the arrangements proposed for Penelope’s

second marriage disappear. The fact that it is obvious that the Odyssey is a conflation of

several tales should not—and in my view does not—make it any the more likely that the

marriage-customs of Homeric society as a whole would be, and would be seen by Greeks

to be, chaotic. 3

e8va were gifts, and were frequently—perhaps normally4—exchanged between the father

or other Kvpios of a girl and her successful suitor. eSva were also associated only with one

type of exogamous marriage—a marriage in which the bride came into the husband's

house. The other pattern— i.e. when an outsider is brought into the bride’s house as a

husband—is discussed later, along with the one marriage in which a blood-relative is

brought into the bride’s family as husband (pp. 59-60).

Of the twelve recorded instances ofbridegrooms who arc said to have given 5ra, Echecles

(II. xvi 190), Hector (II. xxii 471-2), Xausicaa's successful wooer
(
Od

.

vi 159), Penelope’s

suitor who strings the bow (Od. xix 528-9) arc all said to "take the bride to their houses';

Hephaestus (Od. viii 287 etc.) and Xeleus clearly did so by implication (Od. xi 281-61. and

there is no good reason to doubt that Bonis also dVote Polydora in his own house II. xvi

1 ‘Marriage, Sale and Gift in the Homeric World'

in Revue Internationale des Dioits de I'Antiquite ni. \ol. 2

(1 9551. I accept Finley's definition of the value of

the Iliad and Odyssey as historical documents; p. it><i.

n. 7. I disagree with him about the validity ol the

two Hesiodic fragments (94 and 96 Rzacln as

evidence for Homer’s institutions for reasons given

below In. 12'. On the fragments, sec Finley p. 179.

n. 38.
2 A. tV. II. Adkins. Meat and Responsibility, uses

nyuOnc for a man who is accepted as ot heroic c lass.

F or the code of values of the class in Homer, and the

need to avoid i/.ty/iiij. see his Chap. iii. For

meanness leading to ill-repute see Od. xix 'HI 54.

spoken by Penelope; if. the ‘Beggars insult to

Antinous, Od. xvii 434 7.

This does not mean I attempt to denv that some

of the not-human marriages ot the Odyssiy must have

seemed strange to Greek customs: the mnrii.iges ol

Aeolus' sons and daughters Od. x 3-71 however
would not have seemed so strange to them as tliev do
to us, nor would that of Alcinous and Arete even if

thev were brother and sister and not. as the poet tells

us. uncle and niece Od. vii 74 68 . A marriage

between uncle and niece would not have seemed in the

least strange, since it was the normal way of arranging

the marriage of an only daughter. We mav note that

there is no lamilv life at all in manv places in fairv-

land—Lotus-eaters. Sirens. C’alypso. C’iree etc., and
the Cvclops whom Odysseus encountered had none

either.

1 In marriage ol the 'kinglv' class which embraces

virtuallv all marriages in Homer except those ol

Odvsseus" servants; <7. Finley, p. 170. I here is no

mention ol fflm in these servants’ marriages Od. xxi

ji
[ 17. and I would think it unwise if not absurd

to seek to stiess rin/.rn ryl r >.r in Linnaeus' statement of

Ins hopes in Od. xiv 61 7.
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1 78) . In the other five instances of the use of the word e'Sra—all more or less connected

with the wooing of Penelope—there is prevailing a state of competition in e'Sva. Of these

passages, in Od. xvi 391 and xxi 161 (eVSeoto-t SiLj/aevo?), it is clear that the bride will go to

the bridegroom’s house; in Od. xvi 391 Telemachus is recognised as the master of his house, 5

Penelope is seen as a marriageable widow, and Antinous says that if the suitors are not

willing to murder Telemachus they must allow him to have his entire ancestral estate and
themselves woo Penelope from their own houses. It is clear that she will go to the house of

the successful. 6 In xxi 161 the phrase is used by Leodes when he had failed to string the

bow, and he is speaking of his coming search for a bride elsewhere. In Od. xv 18 (e’£m^eAAev

eeSva) Athene, speaking to Telemachus in Sparta, clearly plants in his mind the idea that

Penelope might leave with Eurymachus. The remaining two, identical, passages, Od. xi 1
1

7

and xiii 378 (eSva SiSovres), are spoken to Odysseus respectively by Teiresias in Hades and
Athene immediately after his landing in Ithaca; Teiresias is speaking of the situation which
Odysseus will find on his eventual return to Ithaca, and Athene of the situation actually

existing at that time. Neither is speaking of the situation in which it could be expected

that Penelope’s new husband would become tcvpios of Odysseus’ house by moving into it as

her husband. 7 We cannot in fact cite a single passage in which gifts by the groom are

called iiSva, when it is envisaged that he will move into the bride’s house.

There remain the two identical passages in which the bride’s family are said to prepare

e8va to accompany a well-loved daughter (Od. i 277-8 and Od. ii 196-7); Penelope is the

bride on both occasions, and it is envisaged that she will return to her father’s house and be

married from there. 8 These lines are in a sense the crux of the problem, as is clear from the

ancient commentators’ annotations, since here, and only here, are eSva used in Homer of

things given by the bride’s parents. Advocates of the ’Bride-Price’ theory have no option

but to expel them as spurious, 9 and the attempt, it must be agreed, is aided by their uncom-
fortable grammatical composition (note 8 above), but Finley’s hypothesis10 (which I believe

to be correct) results in the belief that these lines show that eSra means ‘things given at a

marriage’ by both sides, and modern commentators merely deceive themselves by the use of

irrelevant technical terms such as ‘Bride-Price’ and ‘Dowry’, since there is neither in

Homeric society; there are only gifts (eSva) to provoke counter-gifts (eSva) and personal

honour demands that the ehva given are worthy of the eSva received. 11

5 On this question and its importance, see below,

p. 65.

" Od. xvi 387-92.
7 This is not to deny that there must have been

such a time, nor that the main object of the suitors

must have been to obtain Odysseus' oikoz for them-

selves: what the Odyssey does not say. however, is

that rDrit were to be given in this situation. Note

that the phraseology of Od. xiii 380-81 is identical

with that of Od. ii 91-2. which forms part of Antinous’

spee< h to Telemachus whose climax urges him to send

Penelope aw ay and bid her to marry 1 Od. ii 113-14'.
“

fit hi •'ii/tnv Tt.v~ovm Kill njtTrvnirruv hi)/

a

.to/.hi /in/.', daria Iihki <fi/.>i: ini mailoz imaOai

It should be noted that in both passages 01 has

nobods to whom it tan refer; the previous lines are

idy i’rei i: uiyitfiov yin/in: jtiyn ilrva/nvoio ’Od. i 27b'.

and /UfTifi A , r 1 : rrm/niz avviytToi iiniivitalhu ' Oil. ii

Mf) •

’ Another alternative is to sav that they are a

rt -use of a formula in an inappropriate context by a

bard who was either ignorant or else influenced by

the later custom of dowry. To me this seems a less

satisfactory explanation.
10 P. 1 78, with bibliography in n. 35 on the custom

of giving a gift to provoke a counter-gift. It may be
added that the fact that these lines are formulaic
itself tends to suggest that they reflect a genuine piece
of social custom, and that brides did in fact not come
to their husbands empty-handed.

" So, when Laertes and Anticleia /ivpt ??.ovto for

C'timene 1 Od. xv 3671, it was an indication of their

status or rank.

It we study the related words, w'e see that they
support this interpretation: leiivdo/ttu is used once in

Homer for what a bride's father will do for his
daughter 1 Od. ii 52-41, in Hesiod for what the
husband will do for his bride-to-be (fr. 94.471.
Except on the view that the word indicated an
exchange of ii)vn these two senses are opposed. \or.
in either context, will the bride remain in her father's
house.

MrniTiii. which appears only in II. xiii 382, is used
ill a context in which a marriage-settlement is clearly
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This last is as true of gifts of guest-friendship as it is of eSm; Finley cites (p. 180) Athene’s
remark in the guise of Mentes the Taphian (Od. i 316-18), in which Telemachus is bidden
to choose a fine gift to present, and 'he will not lose by the exchange’, and points out that in
gifts of guest-friendship too there was always the danger of their having been given in vain.
This is most clearly expressed by Laertes in Od. xxiv 283-6; it is equally clearly underlying
the care with which Penelope is represented as examining the credentials of the ‘Beggar’, and
his claim to have entertained Odysseus on the way to Trov; when she is satisfied she can say
(Od. xix 253-4):

vvv pev Si) jjLoi, Aux , -ndpos 7rep e’d>e eAecieo?

ev fieyapoLOiv ifioZoi t* eor] aiSolos re.

Could e'Sva be given in vain? In Homer this can be regarded as by no means certain

;

4 -

in none of the e8va passages in which there is competition is it clear that the e8va have
actually been, or will actually be, handed over until the bride’s Kvpios has agreed to the
match. The implication of other phrases like 7rAefara 7roppcnv (Od. xvi xx 335) and
nXeloTCL TTopoi (Od. xvi 392, cf. xxi 162) in the context of Odysseus’ house in Ithaca is clearly
that gifts associated with weddings remained offers—or could do so—until the match had
been agreed upon.

Gifts (SOpa) also appear at weddings, but these, I would argue (against Finley)
, are rarely,

if ever, the same as 18va, in Homer. e8va is a technical term, 8d>pa a very generalised one,
and there does appear to be a distinction between the two in at least one passage (Od. xv
1 7-18), where it is said of Eurymachus that 7rept)3aAAet <iito.vtos

\

pvrjGTijpas Scupoiai /cat

i^w^eXXev Ke&va. Finley (p. 182, n. 46) understands this as a heroic way of saying the same
thing twice; on the contrary it seems to me that if the phrase is put into the whole context,

these 8d>pa and 18m must be different. What we are being told is that Penelope’s father and
brothers are telling her to marry Eurymachus because he outdoes all the suitors inSdipa—Suipa

to Icarius himself (outside the eSro)—and has increased the e8va beyond (the others).

He should be seen as adding Sdjpa to persuade Penelope’s father to his offers for the bride

(e8m), and the eSva remained at this stage only an offer.13 Gifts given to the father

of a girl to persuade him to arrange for her marriage will of course often have been given in

vain, and whenever there was more than one suitor that must have been the fate of the

unsuccessful.

Sdjpa at a wedding, showing good-will, also appear; H. J. Wolff14 has shown that at

Athens Solon’s attempt to curb extravagance was in cutting down not a girl’s dowry, but

elaborate trousseaux given to the bride at her wedding and counted as part of the iyyvrj;

subsequent to this time the custom grew up of giving things arlp^Tov, eVe/ca tov vopov (Is. iii

being made, in which the bride will be given to the Odyssey is the fact that many of Helen's suitors

groom to go with him to his house, even if in mockers-. wooed by proxy: Odysseus 1 fr. 04.21-6. two
fih’orttj, found only in Hesychius, and defined as unnamed heroes (fr. 94.35 and 37 9 , and it is

t'/yufiioTii vvfupltp suggests that the bride has rome stressed that Idomeneus came in person dr. 96.16-9 .

into the house of her husband. u It has been suggested to me that in some of the
12 In the Hesiodic fragments they certainly could; A)fa passages, especially where there is said to be

dwpa and edva are quite indistinguishable in frs. 94 competition, the poet may have used ft'ivu where he

and 96; but in these fragments the poet seems merely really meant /V>p«. Since the purpose of the was

to be striving for variety in expression in a quite to persuade the kv/uo; of the bride to arrange for her

unhomeric way. It is this artificial, literary, stele marriage, the misuse of the more technical term is

which makes me doubt their validity as reliable understandable, but the restriction of Aim to its strict

documents for the language of Homei and the social technical meaning seems preferable to me. especiallv

customs to which he refers in the poems. The when there is never any need to assume its use in a

fragments do, however, make it clear that all the non-technical sense.

suitors but one will in fact fail, and give their gilts in 14 H. J. Woltf. 'Marriage Law and 1 'atnilv

vain. Another conspicuous difference between the Organization in Ancient Athens' in Truditw ii 57 ~U.

wooing of Helen and the wooing ol Penelope in the ( ited also b\ linlcy.
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35), which were irrecoverable if the marriage broke up, and were given to the bride by her

Kvpios to show his goodwill; for example, in Is. ii 9 Menecles, divorcing his young wife, by

consent cnrohlhiooi (or imSlSaxn) the -rrpotg, 8181001 clothing and jewellery. Comparable

instances are found in Is. viii 8, which should be punctuated in this sense,15 and Demosthenes’

account of the four talents supposed to be hidden in the ground (Dem. xxvii 53-5), of which

he can say his mother was alleged to be Kvpla, but would pass into her new husband’s power
when they marry, and would be irrecoverable at law.

In heroic society, such personal gifts to a bride appear in Penelope’s case twice (both

gifts of servants, Dolius and Aktoris, Od. iv 736 and xxiii 227-8),16 and perhaps//, xxii 51,

in which Priam says that he would ransom the two sons of Laothoe, daughter of Altes, since

he has the means, ttoAAo. yap dnracre rrai8i yepcov ovofiaKXvTos
"
AArr/g. We should note that

these are not called e8va; they should probably be seen as additional gifts given by a rela-

tively insignificant chief to the great king Priam with a girl who is not even to be the chief

bride (cf. II. xxi 88) .

17 Stupa, says Penelope to the suitors, should be given by suitors who
wish to woo a woman of quality ( dyadrjv ywa~u<a), and the daughter of a rich man (Od. xviii

276-9), but these are not called I8va\ their purpose is to persuade, or induce her to marry,

and perhaps to influence her choice,18 precisely as Ares persuaded Aphrodite into adultery

by means of gifts (-n-oAAd S’ eSwxe, Od. viii 269). The character of the gifts given to Penelope

must surely be significant too, since all are women’s things, jewellery and clothing and not

what Finley calls ‘treasure’ (p. 173 and n. 22), or filoTos.

From the bride’s side Stupa are promised with Penelope by Telemachus (Od. xx 342),

and such gifts from the Kvpios of the bride may be indicated by the word noAvSajpos, which is

used ofAndromache (II. vi 394 and xxii 88), and of Penelope (Od. xxiv 294) ;
they should be

seen as evidence that the bride’s father thinks highly both of himself and of his prospective

son-in-law, and shows his goodwill and quality by the abundance of these additional

gifts.19 In two passages there is some evidence that there was a liability to repay the gifts

given for the bride if the marriage ended otherwise than by the death of one of the parties.

These are the protest by Telemachus at the suggestion that he should divorce Penelope from

Odysseus by sending her back to Icarius deKovoav (Od. ii 130-3),
20 and the claim of Hephaes-

tus on Zeus by reason of Aphrodite's adultery (Od. viii 317-20), in which he uses the word
IyyvaAi£

a

of the H8va he says he gave, a word which when used of material things implies in

Homer giving a thing on trust. 21

15 fKi'itdfjaiv wni'p' . . . avr i/mTiou kui /jivaioi;. dilc was pretending to be a mortal, so she had to talk

rtf'erf Kw h’koci /ime toidor:. like one.

See also Finley, pp. 183-4 and n. 57; Finley lists Is
I do not believe that they were intended to

p. 1 7 1 . n. 18 the "dowry’ passages in Homer. mock Penelope as has been suggested; they were to
17 Pedasus does not occur at all in the Trojan influence her choice. For the view that she could

catalogue; D. L. Page has argued ( History and The make a real, though to her adulterous, marriage, see

Homeric Iliad, 143 1
’.

1 that it is quite an important below, p. 65.

place, but one very peripheral to the world of the 19 As I would regard these ddtpn as outside the edm I

Iliad. To Strabo it no longer existed, see Page. 170. would not accept fully Hesyehius’ definition of

It may be some element of appropriate arrange- no/.vehmz as rro/.vdiopn;. except insofar that a girl who
ments being made for each marriage 1 in the light of was no/.cdiopo: would probably have handsome eAi'it

the standing of the parties, and their esteem in their too. I can see no evidence that >)-u6<)oijio; (occurring

own and the other's eyes which lies behind the once, in II. vi 251) has any reference to dowries or

e.xtraordinarv use of the word drroivn in Hymn to marriage. There is no reason to think that the poet

Aphrodite 140. on which see Finley, p. 182, n. 47. was trving to say more than that Hecuba was
"Otreus' daughter’ was in a situation in which it bountiful. I.aodike had been married long ago.

might now be hard for her to get a husband, since she 2,1 On this, see below, p. 64.

was likelv, whether Anchises was prepared to marry - 1 iyyru/.uoi is most commonly used of abstract

her or not. to have to lie with him, and though things given by the gods: ri/o/r II. i 373, KfidTo;

seduction by a "god' was venial, there is no evidence II. xi 192, 207, 733, II. xvii 206, koi'io: II. xv 491, 644,
that a girl who was not a virgin because she had lain Kqido: Od. xxiii 140: but also of more concrete
with a mortal retained hei value as a bride. Aphro- tilings given by ti e gods: fjr/ot

, II. ii 43b, cxjjnqioi r’
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The other marriage-pattern which Homer knows is that in which a king takes, or offers

to take, a son-in-law into his family by the gift of a daughter to wife, or the promise of

a daughter in return for services, whether past or future or both. In none of these cases are

<Sva mentioned, and in two of them eSva are specifically rejected. Bellerophon and Tydeus

(II. vi 191-5 and xiv 1 19-25), may belong to an earlier generation, but Othryoneus (II. xiii

363—82) is a ‘contemporary’ on the Trojan side with Alcinous’ offer to Odysseus (Od. vii

3 1
1— 15) and Agamemnon’s offer to Achilles (II. ix 144-8, = ibid. 286-90). The one feature

that all these heroes have in common is that they are ayaOol, whose services the fiaoiXevs

wishes to obtain or retain in all cases save that of Odysseus for the might of their military

prowess. 22 The main differences between them lie in the fact that Othryoneus and Achilles,

the two who are specifically stated to be able to get their bride avdeSvov, are in the king’s

following only for the duration of the war; both will not get their bride till the end of the

war, 23 and when they do get her they will take her off to their own homes, so that when in the

end they do marry they will marry in conditions in which e'Sm would normally have been

expected; the mockery of Idomeneus when he had slain Othryoneus makes this even

clearer. 21 Odysseus’ case differs from that of Tydeus and Bellerophon in that it is speci-

fically stated that he will not live in the king’s palace after his marriage, since he will be

given an olkos and /crypara, though there is also evidence that the other two will have their

own sources of income. But in none of these marriages are eSva mentioned nor should we

expect any, for this is a different marriage-pattern. 25

In one marriage, that of Iphidamas (II. xi 221-8 and 241-5), the two marriage-patterns

are confused. Iphidamas’ maternal grandfather Kisses, we are told, had brought him up,

and sought to keep him at home in Thrace; he gave him his other daughter (Iphidamas’

aunt) in marriage. Iphidamas had a ydpos- (eyrjpe, consummated the marriage as see should

say) and then set off straight away in pursuit of glory (kXIos). But when he fell, he is said

to have fallen

oiKTpos, (17to pvTjarrji dXoyov, auroloiv dpi'/ycuv,

Kovpihlr]';, rjs ov rt ydptr tSe, 77oAAa S’ eSaitcc.

TTpwd’ (Karov fiovs 8ojk(v, eVetra Sc ytAt’ vtt(oti)

aiyas opoG Kal oik, rd 01 darrera rroipaivovro

.

(ibid. 242-5 .

Almost all the facts arc wrong in these four lines; Iphidamas had had an endogamous

i]de Ot/aara; 11 . ix 98-9: the sense of entrusting is

strong in both passages. One man (Idomeneus) by

his death would have given 1 kt . . . lyyru/.i-en

Kfiaro; (II. xvii 613!; the other uses are of Peleus’

handing his horses over to Achilles ill. xxiii 278',

and Eumaeus" handing over his zctvoz to Telemachus

(Od. xvi 66); in both passages the sense ot trust is

clear. Cf. Hymn lo Mercury 497 and 309 for the

bargain between Hermes and Apollo.

22 Compare Priam's yu/iftpn! ill. vi 249-70'. not

specifically mentioned here as warriors, though

Imbrius was one ,//. xiii 172-6). For the recruitment

of warriors without marriage, tompare also what

Menelaus says to Telemachus about his wishes tor

Odysseus 1 Od. iv 171 11 .).

23 For the promise of a bride altei the wat cj.

Menelaus’ promise to Aeoptolemus Od. i\
>

/'•

21
teat KC TO t r'l/uU T<irTfi rnaayp.utroi Tt/Iaui/Itr.

1)0 hit r 1V ’. 1Tptifuto OvyaTpmv ft')"-' Ujuuny.

M/r’fO.' t$<r/<r/oiTf-, ourn/n r. ft' tec crit atutir

' //.ion ih:npoly tr vnm/ierov -TTn}.n

a/./. f'.Tt , i>m> f.Tt vi/rot aeroifttOa nofTonrofioimv

ii/u/i yduvy. Int i or rot et(Vorui kiikoI f i/in'.

II. xiii 377- 82.

Note the implication of agreement with those who
arrange edvtt 1 tdvmnu '

.

In Achilles’ case it is even stressed that the gifts

which are to accompany the daughter of Agamemnon
are ‘/ttt/ttt such as nobody ever gave with his

daughter’, and not f<)ru ill. ix 147 8 and 289 90 ;

modern editors read t’.-rt /tu'/tu tVttrc> following the

later Homeric commentators of antiquin . Arist-

archus. however, read Fori/nl/.m with the com-

ment f.Tttfu'/iu trtt<i t/ntn: Apollonius Lex. Hum.

\ltb urD.lt i comments evtnt de I'ril/ui/.ni trei'htp'tu

ijKoranv. Some Alexandrian scholars evidently saw

the clement of an agreement in this bargain,

f'rtt/f/ii'ttt occur onlv in the lexica.

25 In other \ear-l,astern societies there are plentv

of parallels. In the Assyrian law-codes there are

procisions for the normal tvpe of marriage, and

special provisions for marriages of this tvpe. know n to
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marriage in the house of his grandfather, in which the d'Aoyo? and gifts by him
(whether Stupa or e8va) are equally inappropriate, and these particular gifts most of all,

since it was his father-in-law’s land and not his own which was fi-qrepi prjXcjv. Moreover,
for this son of a Dardanian who had never lived in Troy26 aotoioiv apr/ycov is most inappro-

priate, and as Kisses’ prospective heir27 his perfunctory performance of his duty, leaving the

day after consummating his marriage, not knowing whether or not his wife was pregnant, is

very strange. The most interesting feature, and the most valuable for the understanding of
Homeric marriage is the use here of a formula which shows that there were marriages in

which the gifts at the marriage consisted partly in promises for the future, an arrangement
which contains very plainly the seeds from which formal contracts can very easily spring.

To summarise; the two patterns of marriage may be presented schematically as follows:

1. A father or other Kvpios could be approached with Sa>pa and offers of e'Sva for his

daughter; the So*pa would be accepted from all the contestants, and on the basis of the

offers made and of his own judgment he would select a son-in-law, whose offer of
eSva would be accepted, and, Homeric society being what it was, this would normally
be the largest offer. In due course the bride would be sent off with what eSra. her

father thought fit (or had perhaps agreed to give) in the light of his own self-esteem

and that in which he held his son-in-law to be. If the girl ceased to be a wife for

cause other than her death or that of her husband there was liable to be a claim for

the return of e'Sva. Homeric society, however, with its code of gift-giving, also

provided for Stupa as well as e&va by which the goodwill of the parties was manifested.

2 . A fiaoiXtvs could also bring into his own house or realm a son-in-law by a form of
marriage in which the acceptance of a girl, an oikos or a repevos or any combination

of these attested the acceptance by the bridegroom of a position as man-at-arms whose
duty was to fight for the king, whether or not he was going, like Bellerophon or Tydeus,

to succeed to the king’s estate.

Somewhat intermediate between the two was the arrangement in which, in return for

services rendered, a girl would be promised when the terms were carried out. 28

The feature common to both patterns of marriage is the mutual valuation of the parties,

and, if Homeric marriage may be viewed in this light, there is little change, 29 save in the

Assyriologists as erebu marriages; see also Additional

Note, p. 67.
2,J He is not even counted among Antenor’s sons in

II. ti 822. though Homer is aware elsewhere of his

patrilinear family connexions ill. vi 298-1)..
27 Kisses is not recorded as having any sons; it is

more than likely that Iphidamas was his chosen heir,

who would in a .tn/i;-community have been adopted
as well as married to the heiress. Iphidamas is also

the only certain example of a husband brought in as

husband to a kinsman's house; this might help to

explain the confusion.

Demosthenes’ mother provides in Athens an
interesting illustration of a somewhat similar, inter-

mediate pattern. His father on his deathbed
promised tyyrry

r

his widow to Aphobus Hrm. xxciii

16 1, with a dowry of 80 minae. in return for which
( in Demosthenes' submission 1 he and his fellow trus-

tees were to guard the children and the whole estate.

Obvioush the elder Demosthenes could not marry his

widow to Aphobus since she was not yet a widow— -it

was only an engagement should he die, as he was sure

he would. Note the difference between this arrange-

ment and that with Demophon (xxviii 15) for whom
the dowry was paid (Mr;. Aphobus took the dowry-
money out of the estate and moved into the widow’s
house, but he did not marry her. Was she unwilling ?

Dem. xxvii 15 shows that there were disputes.

Demosthenes’ phraseology is interesting too. Dem.
xxvii 56: 6; t i/v /lev xpoiKit w'n7 ; I'jfltj r/oiv . . . 10;

arvoiKijrjov urrij ( the widow
1 , r//i> &i/.cjvh)ov Ovynrtpa

eyi/pev. He does not use ya/itiv for Aphobus’
removal into her house, nor, clearly, did the eyyvai
with the elder Demosthenes, nor the acquisition of the
dowry create a marriage. Had it done so, Aphobus
would have been an authorised bigamist under the
law. Equally, however, the widow was not an
t.-rtV/.t/po subject to frrthiKaalti, because she had a
son. and she is stated by Demosthenes (xxLx 26' to

have chosen to remain a widow for the sake of her
children. Her position was very much like that of
Penelope before the Odyssey begins. (See p. 61 below.)

Except, of course, lor --rules about eligibility

for citizenship, which limited by law' the field of
choice for both classes, and at Athens at least required
the formal registration of the marriage.
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customary valuation put on brides, and hence on bridegrooms, between the gifts given by the

givers of Homeric e§va and the dowries with which Kvpioi pledged their womenfolk in

classical Athenian society; nor is there a major change in the pattern of what in classical

times became an exclusively endogamous pattern of marriage—the act of acquiring an

oIkos by marrying an em'/cA^po? of the same family; this pattern is found without e'Sna in

Homer, and without eyyvrj in Athens.

The object of the second part of this paper is to suggest that, in the light of the above

analysis, there is no necessary confusion or inconsistency in the statements made about

Penelope’s remarriage30 if we remember

1. That Penelope’s marital status [i.e. whether or no Odysseus is dead] is always a

matter of dispute.

2. That, at least in the early part of the poem, there is in consequence doubt as to w ho

is her Kvpios, and who is xvpios of Odysseus’ house.

3. That her own intentions in regard to marriage change during the course of the poem.

All these questions arc linked together, the last two especially closely, being dependent on

whether or no Telemachus is an ayados and master of the house. 31

Telemachus’ assertion of his mastership forms a typical illustration of the state of the

law in Homeric society. The ‘law’ is based on recognised usage, it is true, but this is made
effective onlv by deeds which assert its validity—that is to say that nobody denies Tele-

machus’ right to succeed to his oIkos when adult,32 and to his father’s possessions; that right,

however, is onlv made effective by his assertion of his status as ayados in calling an assembly,

denouncing the suitors and raising himself a following writh which he mans a ship and sails

to Pylos and Sparta in search of information. The ability to raise a following of apioToi is

to my mind undoubtedly the most crucial of these factors. 33 The calling of the assembly

(Books i and ii) is obviously important, since it is clearly implied that in general this was the

prerogative of a fiacnXevs, if not of the pamXevs in the first place (Od. ii 26-9 with Antinous’

reaction (Od. i 384-7) to Telemachus’ announcement of his intention to call the assembly

(ibid. 372-5)) ;
Homer also represents this decision as Telemachus’ first overt assertion of his

right to his ancestral estate, but Telemachus’ agreement with Antinous and Eurvmachus

(ibid. 389-404) that his estate and the kingship were not indissolubly linked shows that the

ability to command a force was of prior significance.

Penelope's marital status shows a similar pattern. Nobody denies that if Odysseus is

still alive he is Penelope’s husband so long as she is in his house, but the suitors throughout the

poem argue as though he is dead, or at the very least will not return. 34 Penelope on the

other hand maintains that she cannot marry, in the first place because of her obligations to

Laertes, 35 and thereafter because she is still seeking information, though the real reasons, as

appears in the course of the poem, are her wishes, and the parting instructions of Odysseus

himself (Od. xviii 266-70: see below, p. 63).

30 Finley, p. 172, n. 19 for an opposite view.

31 The poet makes this quite clear in what is in

many respects the key passage of the poem -Oil. xviii

266-70 (Odysseus' parting instructions to Pcnelopei;

it is highly probable that a son became Kiyto; ol his

mother if she were, or said she was. a widow, but not

if her husband was merely missing, as happened at

Athens when a son i ante of age. For uyaOo;, see n. 2

above : for vi)aioz as ‘one who does not know any

better’ 1 Adkins, p. 29, n. iy: it is re< ognized that

Telemachus cannot fully qualify as an nyufhi: in

Adkins's sense since he has to sutler detKe/.nt: on this,

see Adkins, ch. iii /iiusim.

32 Claimed Od. i 397-8. accepted ibid. 402- 4, etc.

33
Cf. the angry incident ( Od. ii 303-20!, the

suggestions of the sort of crew he has raised, and the

suitors' reactions < Od. iv 642—4 and 663 -72 1 . See

also Adkins. 32-4, though with less stress on the

followers.

31 Most clearlv expressed by Agelaus, Od. xx

3-E 37-
:r> Od. ii 94 102: cf. Od. xix 13U-47.
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The arguments about her future thus remain inconclusive—in fact the disputants hardly

ever reach a common meeting-point, because they cannot agree upon the question of who
is her Kvpios. There are three possible candidates—Odysseus, Icarius and Telemachus. 36

Odysseus as her husband is her Kvpios as long as Penelope remains in his house, and he is

not proved to be dead and she a widow; Icarius will be her Kvpios if she leaves Odysseus’

house and returns to her father’s, because by doing so voluntarily she asserts that she no

longer wants to wait for the return of Odysseus; she can also be sent back compulsorily by

Telemachus if he so decides when master of his house; since Odysseus lacked brothers,

Icarius would probably also become Penelope’s Kvpios if she were proved to be a widow while

Telemachus was not yet old enough to be master of the house. Telemachus however became
her Kvpios as soon as he asserted his right to the mastership of Odysseus’ house by proving

himself an ayados with a following; his success in so doing and its effect on Penelope and on
the suitors is closely interwoven with Odysseus’ return to Ithaca, especially in Books xv and
xvi, and changes the whole basis of their discussions and attitudes; see also below, p. 65.

It might be argued by a modern reader that Penelope cannot remarry unless Odysseus is

proved to be dead, but this is a quite untenable position, not merely for Penelope, but for

Homeric society in general, based as it is on modern, basically Christian, notions of the nature

of marriage as a life-long union. Homer, at least in the Odyssey, may disapprove, 37 but

there is no doubt that the marriages of Paris and Helen38 and ofAegisthus and Clytaemnestra

were proper marriages; iyrjpe says the poet of both, and in the latter case he adds dvr/yaye

ov8e So/xovSe. 39 In Homer, the state of marriage was the state of living openly with a woman
and calling her your wife, installing her as the mistress of your ot/co? and acknowledging her

children as your heirs. The location of the place in which the couple cohabited was

probably as important as it was for assessing the punishment for illegal cohabitation in

Gortyn,40 and this is the explanation of the promise of Patroclus to Briseis (II. xix 297-9)

'you (Patroclus) said you would make me Achilles’ lawful wedded wife, and take me in the

ships to Phthia and celebrate my marriage with a feast among the Myrmidons'

:

’H^tAA^oy deloio

KovpiSlrjv dXoyo e drjoeiv, a^eiv t ivl vrjvolv

is epdhqv haiotiv Si yapov perd MvppiSoveooiv

.

Briseis was Achilles' dXoyos (‘bed-mate’) already, but not ‘married’ because they were not

36 But never, apparently, Laertes. In the Odyssey

there never seems to be any possibility of his assuming

the headship of the family: Eumaeus in Od. xiv

180-2 even states that with the death of Telemachus
the family of Arcesias will be extinct (it being assumed

here that Odysseus is dead). No complete explana-

tion is possible; it might be argued that Laertes

belongs to a different strand in the story Uf. D. L.

Page. The Homeric Odyssey 102 f. on the lateness of the

Laertes part of Od. xxiv, and 121 and notes on
Penelope's Web 1. but Laertes is mentioned outside the

Web and Book xxiv, eight times in contexts where he

is assumed to be alive, most significantly in Od. iv 738.

spoken by Penelope, and in Od. xiv 173. in Lumacus’

speech, mentioned above.

A more probable explanation is that by his retire-

ment into an ignominious station Laertes has ex-

cluded himself from the < lass of iryidloi. and can there-

lore be ignored, since claims to status can only be

established by appropriate deeds, and only an

could claim the Kopnla ot Ochsseus’ oikoz.

37 E.g. Clytaemnestra, Od. i 33-7: iii 263-73;
xi 432-4, etc.

38 See Finley, p. 170-1; for Clytaemnestra. Od. i

36
;39 Od. iii 272. This did not make them any more

creditable, and the fact of them being misdeeds arises

not merely from the standpoint of a more sophisti-

cated age, which blamed Flelen for a breach of the

laws of hospitality—though in II. xiii 620-7 the

Trojans are blamed on this ground—land thus made
her a suitable subject for epic poetry—Cyrus Gordon,
Before the Bible 113-6 and 2541, but also from the

Homeric standpoint that their actions produced
disastrous consequences, in Helen's case the Trojan
War. in Clytaemnestra’s her own doom and that of

Aegisthus at the hands of Orestes. For the 'bad' as

the unsuccessful see Adkins, Chap. iii.

40 Gortyn rode, ii 20 >4; compare also at Rome
lhe,. 48.7.24.
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publicly living together in his homeland and in his oucoy. 41 This being the state of the

‘law’, Penelope’s place of habitation formed an important element in her status. While
she remained in the house of Odysseus, and neither her father nor an effective head of

Odysseus’ family was prepared to insist that her marriage had been terminated by Odysseus’

death, and nobody could prove it, she remained his wife. But it was also open to her to

leave the house and place herself in Icarius’ Kvpieia, and thereby indicate that her marriage

was at an end. I can see no good reason to deny this; dnroXenpis was a step open to Athenian

wives in the Classical Period, Assyrian laws provide for this in precisely such cases as that of

Penelope, and moreover even in Homer, Clvtaemnestra did it when she married Aegisthus. 4 -

\\ ere Penelope to leave Odysseus’ house she would be married by Icarius to a man chosen

either by him or by her;43 she could also remarry by the even simpler act ofleaving Odysseus’

house with a suitor of her own choosing. The former would be fairly clearly an indication

that she believed herself a widow who was making way for her son who was succeeding to

his inheritance, which would thus be conserved for him, the latter that she would not wait

any longer for her missing husband.44 Doubts about the possibility of her remarrying can

surely be finallv banished by Odysseus’ parting instructions
(
Od

.

xviii 266-70), ‘when you see

our son with a beard on his chin, marry whomsoever you wish, leaving your home behind.’ 4 ’’

If Odysseus could be represented as envisaging this happening, remarriage without the

certainty of Odysseus’ death must have been possible for Penelope, and the initiative equally

certainlv lay with her. We should note that it is associated with the manhood of Tcle-

machus, and with her leaving the house.46

If Odysseus were to die, and be known to be dead, the principal result for Penelope’s

status would be her loss of the right to choose whether or not to remarry; that is, as an

established widow, she could have no option. This is very clear from the suggestion of

Athene in Od. i 289-92, echoed by Telemachus in the debate in Od. ii 220-3.47 It must be

assumed that had this happened before Telemachus was old enough to claim the Kvpieia of

his own house bv proving himself an ayaOos, Penelope’s new husband would have become its

/oipio?. It is impossible not to believe that the obtaining of Odysseus' oIkos was in fact the

suitors’ main motive in coming to Odysseus’ palace in the first place. Their violent reaction

to Telemachus’ successful assertion of his status reveals this (see p. 65')
;
had they really only

wanted to marry Penelope they would surely have welcomed Telemachus' initiative in

seeking to ascertain the facts about her eligibility.

Yet another situation would arise if Telemachus were to be killed. In this event the

<i Xor had she borne him a child; it is not easy to 45 CT. Od. xi 177-9; Odysseus asks, without anger,

exaggerate the importance of getting an heir in whether Penelope has left home.

establishing Greek marriages.
46 It also reiterates her ability to choose her new

42 Though in her case it was an fpyor tinki; husband if she so desired; the fact that, when she

which her dyuOui i/ph't; resisted for some time (aided decides to act on these instructions 1 Od. xviii 272-3 .

bv the minstrel left bv Agamemnon to look after she decides on selection by means of the contest of

heri
( Od. iii 265-81, presumably because she knew her the bow. is attributed by the poet to her dislike of all

husband was not dead, and she left more or less the candidates, by some modern scholars to the

clandestinelv. variant version of the story, in which it was a plot

44 Od. ii 1 14 and 128, perhaps also ibid. .50-74, concerted by her and Odysseus; see e.g. 1 ). 1 .. Page,

though it is by no means certain that Penelope is the The Hornet ic Odyssey 122 4.

subject of nor that oi is feminine. 17 These two passages form a virtual doublet.

11 g Llt if i t ucre not proved beyond doubt that lVlemacluis' object—to put an end to the period of

Odvsseiis %vas c[ead it would be an adulterous, or doubt about Penelope's marital status -shows that

bigamous, marriage like Clvtacmnestra’s. and one her status was a matter of dispute: note that IVle-

similarlv open to criticism. Cf. what Odysseus says maclius will give her to a man inptpa art fO Anrrtu

to the suitors who appeal for mercy 1 Od. xxii 33 4 >- iu >> and diere is no question about AVu

and 321-51, and Penelope, by not remarrying is raised.

H'l’t’l

v

T* tj niininz ilij/iotit Tf 7 1,/ur. 1 Od. XU , >

(,= xix 5270; cf. Od. xxiii 149 31 for criticism should

she not remain in Odysseus palace.
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suitors, assuming as they do that Odysseus is dead, say that they themselves will divide up

Odysseus’ movable property and give Odysseus’ house to the man who goes to live with

Penelope; how this would be decided is nowhere stated.48 Penelope is the only woman in

Homer to re-marry, or to threaten to do so; no direct parallels for procedure can therefore

be drawn (in the Iliad remarriage is something that Andromache never envisages as possible

—II. xxii 477-514, cf. vi 407-65). I exclude here the two adulteresses, in spite of the fact

that their marriages were perfectly ‘proper’.49

Homeric women’s marriages are arranged by their fathers, and the fathers continued to

take an interest in their daughters after their marriage; Andromache’s mother was ransomed

by her grandfather (A’s mother’s father, II. vi 425-8), Anticleia’s father came to call on his

son-in-law just after the birth of a son to his daughter
(
Od

.

xix 399-409), and ties of kinship

with a wife’s own family were not broken by her marriage, as is clear from the story of

Meleager (II. ix 565-72). It is therefore in no way surprising that, as long as Telemachus is

V47710S, all applicants for Penelope’s hand have to apply to her father. Icarius’ attitude is

clear enough throughout the poem; he thinks that Penelope should remarry, but is unwilling

to compel her to do so in the absence of any conclusive proof that Odysseus is dead. He
therefore left it to her to choose; hence in all three passages where gifts at Penelope’s re-

marriage are discussed outside the immediate context of Odysseus’ house in Ithaca (Teiresias

to Odysseus in Hades (Od. xi 1 16-17), Athene to Odysseus on the shore of Ithaca (Od. xiii

377-8, where xi 117 = xiii 378), Athene to Telemachus in Sparta urging him not to delay

his return (Od. xv 16-18)), it is stated that the wooers are giving eSva; in the second passage

it is also stated that they have pressed their suit three years, and in the last passage it is

clearly implied both that the decision will soon be taken and that Icarius and his sons have

nominated Eurymachus as most eligible by virtue of his 8d>pa and eSva; this must suggest

that Icarius is the recipient (see above, p. 57).

In the scenes on Ithaca itself, since, as has been argued above (p. 62), it is never agreed

who is Penelope’s Kvptos, there is no agreement as to what e8va, if any, are payable at her

remarriage, and to whom. Before Telemachus’ claim to his oikos Penelope’s suitors ought

to have gone to her father, 50 and, despite Telemachus’ misrepresentations, they appear to

have done so, and to have given gifts (see above, p. 57). They must have assumed that he

had the power to decide that her marriage was at an end, though he declined in fact to do so,

and left the decision to Penelope. After Telemachus’ claim to his olkos is made at the

beginning of the Odyssey, Penelope can still return to her father’s Kvpieia voluntarily if she

48 Od. ii 332-6 and cf. xvi 364-6.

Krt'ifuan yap Ktv ndina daaalptOa. oiKta <Y arrc

rnvror pipepi doi/itv eyciv >)d’ o; rt; onrioi

.

Dr. John Chadwick has kindly discussed the word
dxt’ittv with me; in an article by a pupil as yet unpub-
lished it is to be shown that ottvifiv is not synonymous
with '/apt tv, since '/apt tv conveys the idea of the action

of taking a wife, dcivinv means living with a wife,

legally and openly, equivalent in sense to the Classical

arvoiKtiv, as Chadwick puts it ‘dxi'lnvTt' and
tjrvoiKovvTt; i mean the same as ytyaptjKi'tTtf

.

It

may be added that in the endogamous marriage of an

crtiKhpioz the c lassical Greeks did not use the word

ytiptlv normally, but employed either the legal term

tTudiKaZcaOm or the simple f/ttv. It is only in the

event of the death of Telemachus and the extinction

thereby of Arcesias" line that the suitors can and do

speak of d.aritiv Penelope and not yapttv her. The

limitation of the patrilinear ancestry of Telemachus

to his great-grandfather coincides exactly with the

limits of a yevo~ as given by Isaeus iviii 32).
49 The most useful parallel case to that of Penelope

is that of the mother of Demosthenes isee above, n.

26), until, that is to say, the heir was ready to take

over the mastership of the house. In Attic law this

was prescribed with reference to the son's age, in

Homeric society it depended on his power to assert

himself (see above, p. 61). It would be wrong to

see cither Penelope or Demosthenes’ mother as an

crriK/.p/io:. though both had a K/.i'ifioz. an estate,

settled on them, whose usufruct they or their new
husband would enjoy at least till the heir's majority

was achieved. Obviously, there is a ddlerence in

that Demosthenes’ mother had a living son, whereas
Penelope, in the situation envisaged in Od. ii 332 6
and xvi 384- 6. would not ha\ e one.

50 antppiynm Od. ii 32.
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despairs ofOdysseus’ return, and ifshe were to do so he would arrange her «W; 51
if, however,

she does not wish to remarry (as is the case), believing that in the end Odysseus will return,

she can only be sent back to her father’s Kvptela by the repudiation of her marriage-contract

by the new Kvpios of Odysseus’ house, who would therefore have to give compensation. 52

But if Odysseus were to be proved dead by Telemachus’ inquiries in the course of his pro-

jected voyage, since Telemachus would then become the Kvpios of Penelope, a widow, he
would be responsible for her remarriage, and no compensation would have to be paid to

Icarius, because her marriage to Odysseus would have been terminated by his death, and
the widow’s possessions would have passed, like those of an Athenian widow, into the Kvpieia

of her son, since he was now adult. 53

Telemachus’ proof of his manhood, and of his status as an dyados, by raising his crew and
going to Pylos and Sparta, made clear not merely his right to status and to his oikoj, 34 but

also his right to dispose of Penelope if, as the suitors persisted in claiming, she was a widow.
The importance of this assertion of status by Telemachus is shown by the suitors’ attempt to

murder him, and their fear of the consequences when they failed
(
Od

.

xvi 372-86) ;
their only

courses, says Antinous (ibid. 383 ff.), are to ambush Telemachus in Ithaca, divide up his

movables ([Kotov and /cr^/aara), give his house to Penelope’s new husband, or each to press his

suit from his own house, competing with eSva—eeBvoicn bi^pevos, and Penelope would marry
him who gave most (ibid. 390-2 = xxi 161-2). The recipient of these eSva is nowhere
stated.

This proof of his manhood and of his status as dyaOos, and his safe return also stirred

Penelope into believing that it was her duty now to marry again; she had, in her view,

remained as custodian of Odysseus’ oIkos for as long as she had been instructed by him to

remain; Telemachus had now asserted his status, and his wish to become Kvpios of the oIkos,

and, as the suitors would not allow her to remain and grow old as a widow in Telemachus’

house, she had to recollect Odysseus’ parting instructions (Od. xviii 267-70). A little earlier

in this book she is represented as inspired by Athene with a desire to enhance her value to her

husband and son by appearing before the suitors (ibid. 160-2), 55 to inform them ofher decision,

and tell them that they should woo her in accordance with St/07, by gifts to her and banquets

to her filAoi (ibid. 275-80) ;
though rejecting the latter the suitors agree to give the 8u>pa which

Homer then describes (ibid. 291-303). 30

After Penelope had declared her intentions, unencouraging though these were 1 Od. xviii

51 As Athene in the guise of Mentes savs; Od. i

2758.
52 The fact of expulsion would ol itself form a claim

to the Kvpidti of the oiko;. That Telemachus could

send Penelope away is assumed by all the speakers in

the debate in Book ii, implicitly by Telemachus

(
i3off.) and Eurymachus (195 ff.', explicitly by

Antinous f 1
1 3 ff. /iijTtpa oi)v u.Tci.tf/t ipor) ; it is also

assumed in the later argument with Agelaus 1 Od. xx

322-44, esp. 334-5 and 343-41. For compensation

see Od. ii 132-3. It is usually assumed that this is a

return of n)vn, and I would tend to agree, but think

that there may also be an element of iiroiva in the

gifts, because to send her away ntKOrnnv must be

taken as a measure ot disesteem for the family of

Icarius, whereas her willing departure would not. and

there is no question ol return ot eftva in that eventu-

ality.

55 Proved most clearly by Od. i 2B9-92 and ii

220—3: see above, p. 62. Note that the funeral-rites

for Odysseus are the preliminary to Penelope's

remarriage. These two passages are a virtual doublet.

VOL. I .XXXVI.

54 Both Eurymachus 1 Od. ii i 30 91 and Leocritus

1 ibid. 243 ff. ) had questioned his abilitv to make his

claim effective. Contrast the speech of Agelaus

{Od. xx esp. 322-31, and the suitors' acceptance of

Telemachus’ authority, as in Od. xviii 405-11,

xx 262-72, xxi 368-79 etc.

55 We should note the implications of this thought,

which arc that Odysseus is still alive, and hence the

oiko; is his if he returns to claim it: see Page. The

Homeric Orfmrv 124-6. It is impossible to think that

the ‘husband and son' are anyone other than

Odysseus and Telemachus. If common sense were

not proof enough, the idea was the goddess’s in the

first place, and she knew who the beggar was. but it

must ha\e seemed rational to Penelope also. These
lines prove firmly 1 if further proof were required 1

that even personal jewels of this sort were the

property of the oiko;. and hence of its Krpio;. The
only suggestion to the contrary is Od. xix 726 whose

genuineness has been doubted. Nee CR 1966 1 If.

5I
’ See abo\e. p. 78 lor the view that these were

not tftva.

D
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272-3), her marriage was discussed once more by Telemachus and the suitors
(
Od

.

xx

326-44) : it is in this discussion that for the first and only time Telemachus declares that he

will give aoirera 8u>pa with her; he is now master of the house and its possessions. Whether
eSva would also be exchanged is not absolutely clear; in rehearsing her courses of action to

the ‘Beggar’
(
Od . xix 528-9), Penelope envisages going away with the successful suitor who is

described as apioros
,
and rropojv anepelcna e8va, but to Telemachus Agelaus simply says os-

Tts aplotos avrjp Kal rrXeiora 7ropipoiv
(
Od

.

xx 335), and Ktesippus, we hear, relied solely on his

wealth {Od. xx 289). It would be possible, but it is quite unnecessary, to assume that the

e'Si'a are to be exchanged with Telemachus; if, by consenting to her father’s insistence,

Penelope remarried without admitting that she was a widow57 she could well still be in her

father’s xvpiela, and Telemachus’ offer, by using the word Sd>pa, does not assert his icvpieta

over her. 5s

If it be objected that gift-exchanges between sensible men wrere always of roughly equal

value (see Finley, p. 174), a possible answer may be that, even on this basis, either Tele-

machus or Icarius could be meant, since obviously Telemachus’ doTrera bwpa plus Penelope

could be balanced against direpeloia e8va given by the successful suitor who gives most. But

equally, if the latter are given to Icarius, mutual gain is still possible, Icarius gaining the

ebva, the successful suitor the bride, Icarius’ e&va and Telemachus’ donora St7>pa, and Tele-

machus himself his oIkos now unencumbered by suitors, which is always represented as a

great gain for him. Penelope of course eventually decided to choose her husband not by

selecting the highest bidder, but by finding out by means of an aedXov with the bow who was

aptoroj;59 even ifshe was able to restrict the field so as to exclude the ‘Beggar’ (Od.xx i 314-19),

e'Sra do not seem to be envisaged in a marriage by contest, 60 though they are not specifically

excluded.

Penelope’s eSva do not therefore differ significantly from those of any other heroic

personality in the Homeric poems; it is the varying intei'pretations of her status, and that of

Telemachus, w hich lead to the varying proposals. Until Telemachus is proved of heroic

status, if she is willing, and Odysseus not proved dead, her father will arrange her eSm
and suitors must apply to him; if she is unwilling and Odysseus not proved dead her father

will arrange e8va if she is sent back to him with compensation from Telemachus. If

Odysseus is proved dead Telemachus will give her away, and nothing is said of e'Sva.

When Telemachus is proved of heroic status Penelope became willing without admitting

that Odysseus was dead, the suitors gave her gifts to persuade her whom to choose, and

competed with edm—the recipient is nowhere stated but the implication is always that it is

her father, not Telemachus; Telemachus, when he sees her at last ready to go, pretends to

be ready to give gifts with her, as it will mean the conservation of the rest of his estate;

w hen, however, it is turned bv her into a contest not of e'Sva but of strength and skill, e'Sva do
not arise. Such confusion as there is is more apparent than real, and arises from modern
critics' failure to appreciate the mutual exchange inherent in eSva, and the two different

patterns of Greek marriage w ith their consistent, but different terminologies. 61

ADDITIONAL NOTE
1 he archaeological evidence for links between Mycenaean Greece and the cultures of the

ancient ncar-East is clear, and well-known (see most recently J. Boardman, The Greeks

57 Od. xix v-

7

claims she is not a widow. perhaps because of her low view of the suitors 1 e.g.

He also insisted that OcUsseus might still be Od.xx i 531-3'.

alive i Od. xx 340 , and his refusal to coerce Penelope 60 Compare the marriage of Peru: Od. xi 287-91,
confirms that his attitude on this point is uni hanged. xv 230-8.

fie was in any case aware by now that Odysseus was S1
I must record my gratitude to many friends for

the beggar. their help, especially Professors Page, Kirk and
5,> The word ipanrus is not explit ith used b\ her. Wilhock, Dr Finley and Mr Camps.
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Overseas (1964) 39 f.); research on the Linear B tablets has also revealed remarkable corres-

pondences in weights and measures including the division of the main unit of measure I the

talent) into sixty parts (information from Dr Chadwick), and the measurement of land by
the amount of seed-corn needed to sow it (Ventris and Chadwick Documents 236) ; mythologv
and story-telling provide further parallels (Cyrus Gordon, Before the Bible (19621 ); the possi-

bility of shared social practices should therefore not be ruled out, especially in the epic

tradition, parts of which passed to the West Semites and the Hittites either directly or

through intermediaries such as the Hurrians (E. A. Speiser, Journal of World History i ( 1953)

31 1), although the latter’s social and legal system differed from that of Babylonia and
Assyria.

In the Babylonian law-codes (G. R. Driver and J. C. Miles, The Babylonian Laics 1952))

there is clear evidence of a mutual exchange of gifts between the parties to marriages; in

that civilisation which knew writing the terms of the exchange formed a written contract—see

249-65, esp. 262 ff. The bridegroom (or his father) when seeking a bride offers bridal gifts

(tirhatum) to the bride’s father. Tirhatum was usually silver: Driver and Miles claim that

this word is philologicallv connected with sexual intercourse, though this is denied bv
Goetze ( The Laws of Ishunna), who associates it with verbs of hastening, but neither view

connects it with purchase. If the bride’s father agrees, the tirhatum is handed over, also

biblum, which is taken to mean a contribution in kind to the wedding-feast
;
the girl is then

regarded as a bride and tirhatum may be seen as the bridegroom’s provision for his bride

until she comes to his house. When she does go, she brings with her a dowry 1 seriktum),

and her going to his house is associated with the start of sexual intercourse.

If the bride dies without giving birth to sons, the husband has no claim to seriktum if he

receives his tirhatum back; if he does not receive it back, he may deduct its value from

seriktum, a provision which clearly implies that this latter (given by the bride's family) is

usually the greater. If she leaves sons, the seriktum passes to the sons, and tirhatum cannot

be reclaimed. Seriktum consisted of land or movable property, the former most usually.

These authors also remark (p. 264, n. 3) 'In fact the bride's father seldom got anything,

as he gave away in the seriktum much more than he received in the tirhatum'; we also hear

in several contracts of the tirhatum being handed back with the bride 'bound in the wife's)

girdle’.

Mr David Oates, to whom I am much indebted for help in these topics, has kindly pointed

out to me that the Code seems to be concerned more with the disposition of the property of

the land-owning class of awilum, whose land was owned jointly in the family, than with

marriage per se; hence, when the daughter of an awilum was entitled to one third of a son's

share it was for her maintenance and that of her children, not as her private property since

ifshe died without sons seriktum returned to her family—the parallel with the Attic emYA^po?

-system is very close) but as property held in trust for her sons when they grew up.

In Assvria (Driver and Miles, The Assyrian Laics , Oxford, 19351 the rules for dowry 'can

hardlv be understood except in connexion with the Babylonian code’ p. 206 . and in

Assvria dowry (sirku) is again seen as the girl’s share in the father's property. These laws

also use the phrase 'entering a man’s house' as equivalent to getting married, and 'if she

does not come forth from (i.c. leave) her (i.e. her husband's) house', is used of a widow
, pp.

168, 212-3). If a husband had disappeared
( pp. 215-16 , 'The principle is that a wife may

remarrv if her husband has left her without support, or can be presumed to be dead, but that

she mav not do this so long as there is a presumption that he w ill or may return to her'.

These ideas of mutual exchange, and the coming of the bride to the husband's house are

also found at L’garit, especially in the text of the marriage of the Gods Yarikh the husband,

and Nikkal (the wife'. Yarikh says (G. R. Driver. Canaanite Myths and Legends , 1956, 1251

‘and I mvsclf w ill give as her bride-price to her father a thousand pieces of silver and ten

thousand pieces of gold . . .', and the poet :p. 1271 says, 'let her dowry and her wedding gift
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be weighed out (?) to her’. Discussing this same text A. van Seims
(
Marriage and Family Life

in Ugaritic Literature (1954) 33
-
4 ), sees a bride receiving a dowry of some sort when she

marries; 'the terms mentioned refer to one and the same thing, a certain sum in movable or

immovable property which the family of the bride bestows on her when she marries, and the

usufruct of which is allowed her husband as long as he does not divorce her’. For the

Hebrews, cf. 1 Kings ix 16, where the word translated as ‘present’ really means ‘dowry’

(information from Prof. D. Winton Thomas). J. Gray (
The Canaanites, Thames and Hudson,

1964), concludes (p. 1 14) 'It is apparent that (at Ugarit) the bride-price paid to the father of

the bride was given to her as a dowry’.

All this evidence of the custom of an apparent ‘bride-price’ which was not a bride-price at

all because it was returned at the marriage must indicate that at least it is not impossible

that the Homeric tradition should have recorded it. The point where the Semitic parallels

invariably break down is that in all these languages it seems that there are two words for the

gifts given by either side, whereas Homer knows only of eSva.

For other mythological parallels with Homer, Gordon, o.c. 249-50, quotes the tale of

Sinuhe (Middle-Egyptian), whose marriage was like that projected between Odysseus and
Nausicaa, and which was ended by the departure of Sinuhe for home. Jacob, like Othryon-

eus, engaged himself to serve for his wife; though Jacob served a specified time in civilian

occupation, Othryoneus was to achieve a feat of arms; Genesis xxxi shows Jacob’s departure

as clandestine, and a breach of contract; Jacob’s marriages were also endogamous, as his

wives were his cousins ( Genesis xxviii 2, xxix 15). Samson, the mighty man,
(
Judges xiv and

xv 1) lived with his father-in-law when he lived with his wife, and when he left the house his

marriage came to an end. Cf. also Moses’ marriage with Zipporah
(
Exodus ii 15-22), where

Moses was acquired as a son-in-law by Jethro to defend his daughters from being unfairly

treated by the other shepherds. None of these husbands obtained their wives by giving

gifts, the marriage in each case was a matter of an individual arrangement between the

parties.

W. K. Lacey.

St. Catharine's College, Cambridge.



SHIP-SHAPE AND SAMEECA-FASHION

In Book viii ch. 6 Polybius describes the structure and use of a siege-engine, the aap^vKq,

so called from its resemblance to a musical instrument of that name. The purpose of this

article is to review the evidence for the shape of the musical instrument, and for the structure

of the siege-engine, and for possible points of similarity between them.

References to the musical instrument are not uncommon in literature from the fifth

century b.c. onwards; there are a number of points on which they agree. The aap^vKq
was a stringed instrument, 1 and was generally thought to be of non-Greek, near-Eastern

origin. 2 The alternative view, that it was invented by Ibycus the lyric poet of Rhegium,
was probably based on a fanciful etymology, and can reasonably be disregarded. 3 The
derivation of lap^vKq (probably just a variant spelling) from ia/x/3os' is also fanciful. 4

As regards chronology, the aap^vKq seems to have been introduced into Greece in the late

fifth century b.c., and was at that time regarded as something ofa novelty by the comic poets. 5

Some later scholars, however, saw fit to correct this impression, and point out that it was in

fact a very ancient instrument.

6

Its main use was apparently to provide a musical accom-
paniment for debauchery: in fact, so disreputable was the instrument that the word for a

female player of it, oapfivKio-rpla, was virtually synonymous with Tropvq .
1

So far there is general agreement: 8 but the five passages which go into more detail do not

give a consistent account. The range of pitch of the instrument seems to have been high;

if so, it probably had fairly short strings: 9 according to Porphyrius and Suidas (see notes i and

3) it was triangular in shape—Porphyrius identifies it with the rpiycovov, and Vitruvius

(vi 1.5) implies the same. Plutarch adds it to the list of ‘multiple-scale instruments’

(no\vxop&a opyava) to be proscribed from the ideal Platonic republic; Plato does not name it

in his original list.
10 Aristotle thought it undesirable for use in schools, either because it

was not used for ‘serious’ music, or because it could only be played by a skilled professional

player.11 Finally Euphorion (see notes 6 and 9) says that the aap^vKq is a modified form of

the payaSts (an ancient harp-type instrument which has not been identified with certainty),

and that it had four strings, being used by the Parthians and Troglodytes. It must be

stressed that there is a serious inconsistency here; instruments of the harp type, unless fitted

with a special mechanism (for which there is practically no evidence in antiquity), can play

only one note per string.12 They are described as ‘multi-string’ instruments by contrast

1 Pollux Otiom. iv 59; Aristides Quintilianus ii 16

(p. 62 Jahn, p. 8", W-Ingrami; Porphyrius, Comm,

in Ptolemaei Harm. 1 (During, p. 351.
2 Strabo x 3.17; Aristoxenus, in Athenaeus iv

i82f; Juba, ibid. 173d (assuming that the lacuna

contained the names of other instruments of Syrian

origin); Sctnos of Delos, in Athenaeus xiv 637b

(presumably the Erythraean Sibyl is meant, but the

passage is of little value as evidence).
3 Neanthes of C'yzicus, in Athenaeus iv 173d;

Suidas s.v. aappi'Kiu, ’IfU'KO;.

4 Phillis of Delos, in Athenaeus xiv 636b, and

Suidas l.c.

5 Eupolis fr. 139 (Kock, CAF i p. 294.) cf. also

Philemon/r, 44 ( Kock, CAF ii p. 489).
6 Euphorion in Athenaeus iv, i8ae {cf. ibid, xiv

635a)
;
Lesbothemis’ date is not known.

7 Athenaeus iv, 1 29a ; Plutarch. Antony 9, Cleomenes

35 (Polybius v 37. 1 o ) ; Macrobius Sat. iii 14.7; Livy

xxxix 6; Plautus, Stichas 381.

” I have not discussed Isidorus, Etym. iii 21. where

sambuca has apparently been confused with sambucus

(elder-wood 1

.

9 Athenaeus xiv 633ft cf. Aristides Quintilianus,

l.c. note 1

.

10 Plutarch, Aloialia 827a [cf. Plato. Republic 39pd 1

.

Plutarch also adds to Plato's list yn/.Tijpin .to/.r'i'Ooyyn

kcu jUippiToi'i but the generally accepted view is that

the barbitos was an enlarged form of the lyre, with

seven strings, not a no/.ryopbov opyuvov.
11 Politics ix 1341a. The context does not make it

quite clear which of the two objections applies.
12 See. however, During, ‘Studies in Musical

Terminology in 5th century Literature" ( Eranos xliii

(1945) 186-94). He interprets arpojjihir in Phere-

crates [fr. 145 Kock) as a device for altering the

pitch of the strings.
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with the lyre and cithara: these latter are normally shown with seven strings, whereas the

harp-type instruments sometimes have as many as twenty. Four strings would be an
impossibly small number for a harp-tvpe instrument. Therefore, either Plutarch is wrong
in asserting that the aap^vKrj was a ‘multi-string’ instrument, or Euphorion in thinking that it

had only four strings, or Porphyrius and Suidas in thinking that it belonged to the harp
family. These possibilities will be discussed in turn.

Next, the siege-engine must be considered. The evidence on its structure comes from
several accounts :

13 of these, Polybius’ is by far the best, and must be discussed in detail. Ele

begins by saying that half the oars were removed from two quinquiremes (from the port

side of one and the starboard side of the other) and the two ships fixed together. The result

was a sort of catamaran structure, with much more lateral stability than a single ship. 14

The account continues (viii 6.4)

tcAipa/ca to) 7iAarei T^rpanedov eToifidoai’Tts, (Lot' ££ aTTofidcreios laoiiiprj yeveodau toj relyei,

ravTrjS exarepav ttjv ttXevpav SpvifxiKTiocravTes xal axendoavres virepneTeai dwpaxlois, edr/xav

nXaylav e-ru tovs avpipavovras rolyovs rd>p avvel,evypL€vtuv ved>v, ttoAv TTpoiriTiTovciap twp e/XjSdAaiv.

The first part of the sentence is straightforward : even when the sea came right up to the

walls, as at Achradina, the point being attacked (viii 5.2), the ships could not move up
very close, for fear of running aground before the ladder was in position.13 Where d is the

aTTofiacn? (the distance between the base of the ladder and the base of the wall) and h the

height of the wall, /, the length of the ladder, must be slightly greater than \ fi _j_

Hence it would project 'well beyond the bows’. irXayiav in this context appears to mean
'horizontal’

;
but I have not been able to find any other passage in Polybius where it is used

with this meaning. 18

One question remains; whereabouts on the ships did the base of the ladder pivot?

There are three considerations involved, and the position was probably chosen by com-
promising between them.

(a) The base should be as near the bows as possible; the further astern it is, the longer

fand heavier) the ladder must be.

(
b

)

While the ladder is raised, and before it is placed on the wall, it exerts a strong torsion

thrust on the ship, tending to make the bows dip and the stern lift; the nearer to the

bows the pivot is placed, the more drastic this effect would be. It could be partly

counteracted by making the crew congregate at the stern (as many of them did

anyway, to haul up the ladder) but even so, it is doubtful whether the pivot

could have been placed very near the bows.

(cj When the ladder w as in position on the w all, its weight and that of the men scaling

it would exert a simple downward thrust from its base; at this time, therefore, it

should be as nearly amidships as possible.

So far as a land-lubber is able to judge, a reasonable compromise between these conflicting

claims would seem to be a point a little forward of the masts of the two ships.

13 Polybius wii b: Yegettus, Mil. iv 21: Plutarch,

Marcelltis 14. Biton's account appears in West her,

Pulmnetique del (-reci Paris 1B67 v 47 61: also in

Bail von Belaqei un^mavhmen und Oeschutrjen , ed.

Rehm-Schramm Abh. Bay. Akad.. Munich igagt.
14 It is clear from later on in the account that while

the ladder was fully raised before being brought up
to the wall, there were at least four men on the

platform plus, almost certainly, some ‘replacements’;

as they were then higher than the wall, the whole-

structure must have been extremely top-heavy.
15

CJ. Vitruvius x i6.g—an account of how the

Chians successfully prevented ships with sambucoe from
approaching.

lb The ladder was not at right-angles the normal
meaning of the word n?Ayin;\ to the sides of the ship,

or to anything else mentioned in the context. It

might be expected to mean "sideways' if. rrhiyin in cp.
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(j ) npos Se rots IotoZs ex rtdv aval pepdrv rpoyiXlai npoorjprrjvro odv xaXois. Xoindv orav eyylouxn

rfjs ypelas, evSeSepevcav raw xdXaw els rrjv xopv<f>rjv rfjs xXlpaxos eXxovoi Old raw rpoyiXiaw

rovrovs eorwres ev raZs npv/ivais. (6) erepoi Se rrapanXrjoltos ev raZs npcbppais efepeldovres

rats dvrrjpioiv do<f>aXill,ovrai rrjv apoiv rod prjyavrjparos

There are two minor points here requiring comment

:

(
a

)
How high were the masts ? This is obviously an important clue to the appearance
of the siege-engine. If the masts were amidships, and the hoisting cables were
attached to the far end of the ladder

(
xopv<f>rjv

)
there must have been a considerable

forward thrust on the tops of the masts:17 since the whole contraption seems to have
been a makeshift arrangement rather than a siege-engine specially designed as such,

it is likely that the existing masts were used; but they would probably have to be
shortened, and perhaps strengthened, to stand the strain.

(b) What is the meaning of dvrrjpioiv? Most editors take it to mean props or poles,

held under the ladder or wedged between it and the deck, ‘to make safe the raising of

the mechanism’. The use of the article raZs, when they have not been mentioned
before, is also puzzling: it may suggest that avrrjplSes were standard equipment on a

warship. If they were used as props, they may have been equated with the strings

of the musical instrument (see below).

( / ) xaneira did rrjs elpeoias rfjs d<jr exarepov raw herds rapadjv eyyioavres rfj yfj ras vavs,

neipat,ovoi npoaepeldeiv rat reiyei to npoeiprjpevov opyavov. (8) enl he rrjs xXlpaxos axpas

vndpyei nirevpov rjoifraXiopevov yeppois ras rpeis enhavtlas , e<f>’

T
v rerrapes avdpes emjle-

firjKores aywvi^ovrai, Siap.a)(6p.€voi rrpds rods elpyovras and rdiv indX^eajv rrjv npoodeoiv rfjs

oap^vKTjS. (9) enav Se npooepeloavres vnepSetjioi yeviovrai rod relyovs, ovroi pev rd nXayia

rwv yeppujv napaXvoavres exarepov rod pepovs hefialvovcnv enl ras inaX^eis rj rods rrvpyovs

.

(io) ol Se Xourol Sia rrjs oapfivKTjs enovrai rovrois, do<f>aXdos rols xaXois flefirjKvlas rrjs

xXlpaKOs els aptfrorepas ras vavs.

Apart from the final sentence this passage requires no comment.18 The word fiefirjKvias

seems to have the force of a passive participle, . . the ladder being firmly braced on to both

the ships by means of the ropes’. The question now arises—which ropes are these? They
might be the main hoisting cables mentioned in (5) : but there seems to be no point at all in

taking the weight of the ladder, and of the men scaling it, on the hoisting cables after the

platform is in position on the wall. Indeed, there is much more to be gained by pulling it

down on to the wall, to make it more difficult for the defenders {rods elpyovras . . . rrjv

npoodeoiv
(
5)) to prise it off if and when they regained control of the wall. In any case,

Polybius’ choice of the word f
3ef3rjKvlas is very strange: it could hardly mean ‘supported’ or

‘held up’. On the other hand, if these are different ropes, hanging down from the ladder

towards the forward decks of the ships, by which the ladder was steadied or held down on the

wall, it is strange that no mention has been made of them before, especially as they may be

analogous to the strings of the musical instrument. It is also strange that the definite article

17 This thrust would be the vector sum of two diminish, but the deviation from the vertical would

forces, ;a) that exerted by the weight of the ladder. increase: so there must have been at all times a

and ibi that exerted bv the men heaving on the rope; tendency for the masts to bend forwards. Shortening

while the bridge is held stationary these two forces are the masts would make the initial thrust greater, but

equal. The resultant would then be exerted along a more nearly vertical.

line bisecting the angle formed by the two parts of 19 rmpiMsioi in 9 is usually translated "above" : that

the rope, with its apex at the pulley i.su With the is its normal meaning in Polybius' day, but here the

ladder just raised from the deck this line would be a context seems to demand that older ( etvmological

few degrees out from the vertical, since the ladder sense, ‘when they are in a controlling position on the

projected beyond the bows: as the ladder was raised. wall'. Cf. Book v io> 3.

the tension in the rope due to its weight would
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is used
(
toIs xaAot?), which ought to imply ‘the aforementioned ropes’. 19 Finally, why does

Polybius say 'braced on to the ships’, and not 'braced on to the wall’ ?

( 1 1 ) cIkotuj; §€ to xaraaxevaopa rfjs irpocnqyoplas rereuye ravTiq ?• eireiSav yap i^apdfj, ylverai

to ayfjpa rrjs rears ravTiqs xal rrjs xXlpaxos evonoirjdev TrapaTrXfjaiov crapfivKij

.

There are three points here which are crucial in dealing with the comparison: (a) the

siege engine looked like the musical instrument ‘when it was raised ’

:
(b) rfjs veto? raunj? could

mean ‘two ships lashed together in this way’ or, more probably, the engine seen from the

side, when it would look like a single ship: (c) the musical instrument looked like the ship

and the ladder ‘taken together’.

Plutarch’s account of the engine (.Marcellus, 14) adds little or nothing of importance : his

statement
( 3) that eight ships were fixed together is almost certainly a misunderstanding. 20

Yegetius Hoc. cit.) is describing an engine for use on land, which is different in important

respects (see note 26 below). His use of the word cithara does not help to identify the instru-

ment, as in his day it was used indiscriminately for any stringed instrument.

The only other account of any importance is given by Biton (see note 13). This, being

roughly contemporary, should help to elucidate Polybius, but unfortunately it does not.

For one thing, it describes a machine for use on land: for another, the description is very

sketchy, and alludes to a diagram (now' lost) without which it is scarcely intelligible. But

despite severe difficulties, some features of Biton’s machine can be established with certainty.

Firstly, the ladder wras not pivoted at its base: a squat tower (kiAAIfias) 16 ft. high carried an

axle on which the ladder was swung, balanced by a counterweight at its lower end. 21 The
exact position of the pivot is not stated, but the ladder was 60 ft. long, and one imagines the

pivot about one-fifth (say 10-12 ft.) from the lower end. Secondly, the ladder was not

hoisted by means of cables, but raised by some sort ofscrew'-jack—-a remarkably sophisticated

piece of technology. The screw itself ( xoyXlas) was 15 ft. long and about 5 ins. in diameter.

Unfortunately, Biton’s text does not define clearly the position of the screw, nor the means by
which the threaded block (xaraxXels)

,

which moved back and forth along it, was coupled

to the ladder.

There are two other minor points to be noted. Biton applies the name aap^vx-q to the

ladder itself in two contexts, though elsewhere he uses it of the machine as a whole. But it

can hardly be argued that the machine got its name because the ladder, with its protective

screens and counterweight, resembled a lute-type instrument (see p. 75 below). Polybius

makes no mention w hatsoever of a xiXXlftas, pivot or counterweight in the naval version, to

which the nickname was originally applied: and by a curious coincidence he also uses the

word oapfivx
i]

to mean the ladder alone, in viii 6. 10. 22

I '*
1 °we this suggestion to Prof. Walbank. The armchair invention, for the container for the counter-

article is used with in 6, where the poles are poise will take 44 tons of lead where 4 tons were
not ‘aforementioned . but this case is not really plenty'. 1 assume that the figure of 44 tons is the
parallel. It is omitted as one would expect) where estimated weight of 216 cu. ft. of lead: but Biton
the hoisting rabies arc first mentioned in j. nowhere suggests that the n/.ivOtor is to be filled with

20 Livy s account Wlv 34.6- agrees with Polybius lead. He says !/lTc) i)£ /loXtpdoe To ."T/.ivOiov tooovtov
on this point. TO rr/.f/lo;, oj/TTf rirripportov trot eh' Tor /toMpdov to o/or

21 A- LI. Drachmann, in The Mechanical Technology aijiefo/iti rfo cumjirKij:

.

It is more reasonable to

oj Greek amt Roman Antiquity i Copenhagen & Wis- suppose that ingots or lumps of lead were put into the
consin, 19631 makes a curious mistake on this point. ec?.irf)tar (perhaps in compartments of some sort, to

Although he repeatedly asserts that Biton's work is prevent them from sliding about w-hen the ladder was
unintelligible and useless pp. 1 1, 186, 191, 200 etr.i tilted upi until the ladder was exactly balanced. As
he evidently understands the words cihvfHov rrotubv f we have no real knowledge of how much of the ladder
.TiirTr/hr [to] rt/Arn- kni td /u'iko: Biton's description or its armour-plating weighed, or of the position of
of the counterweight to mean a 6-ft. cube, which it the pivot, it can fairly be said that Draehmann's
need not necessarily mean. He says

( p. 1 1 'The figure of 4 tons is also an ‘armchair invention",
scaling-ladder with its large screw is certainly an 22 Note also the dimensions of the trolley on w hich
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Before discussing the resemblance between the siege-engine and the musical instrument

it is as well to recall that we are dealing, not with a sober historian’s terminology, but with

something which began as a Services’ joke. 23 The R.A.F. used to call a type of life-jacket a

'Mae West’; but it would be unwise (not to say ungallant) to assert that the nickname would

not have been chosen unless the resemblance was exact. In this instance, as with the

‘snowdrops’ quoted by Walbank
(
loc . cit.) it is the ineptitude, not the exactitude of the com-

parison which really matters.

An attempt must now be made to identify the aap^vKy among the various stringed instru-

ments shown in ancient illustrations, looking at the same time for some resemblance < which

may be quite superficial) to the siege-engine. Let us begin by supposing that it was a tri-

angular, harp-type instrument. Two such instruments can be seen illustrated on nuptial

lebetes in the Metropolitan Museum, New York: 24 they are similar but not identical.

(i) New York 16.73. This harp is held on the player’s lap; it is in the form of a right-

angled triangle ( approximately) with the vertical member near the player’s shoulder, and the

‘hvpotenuse member’ sloping downwards away from the player at about 45 degrees. This

member is a ‘slender cigar’ shape. 25 The strings, 14 in number, are roughly parallel and

vertical.

If this is the trapjSeV?/, to what extent can it be said to resemble the siege engine ? The
‘hypotenuse member’ presumably corresponds to the ladder with its protective screens

(virepTrereai Ocopaxlois {4)), and the strings to the ‘steadying cables’ or props (fig. 1 ),
2,i The

hoi somg c p

in,. 1

discrepancies are obvious: there is nothing in the siege engine to correspond with the vertical

member of the harp; the forward half of the ship should correspond with the horizontal

Biton's engine was mounted--;} ft. wide. 2 ft. high and

27 ft. long. Presumably the Ki/./.lfln- was at or near

the rear end. and the length was necessary to counter-

act the torsion ellect of the 60-ft. ladder see p. 70

above 1

.

-•>
C'f. F. \V. Walbank. Wand Tuoru ( R Ixiv

f 19501 10-- 11.
24 New York 16.75: Richter and Hall pi. 146 7 and

pi. 174, 144; Wegner. Das Musikleben der (inechen

pi. 23; .!/?(- 1126. 6; New York 07.286.34: Richter

and Hall pi. 146 and pi. 174. 144: -IRI 2 1

1

26, 1.

More accurately, the shape ot an ancient

spindle: hence Wegner calls this instrument "Spindel-

harfe'. The term was apparentlv first used by R.

Herbig in his article Guechnche Hmfen (. 1 .1 / lie 1 1929'

1 64-93 * -

- fi For the problem of the ‘steadying cables', see

p. 71 above. If the had four strings, thev

might correspond to four props: but that is virtuallv

impossible il the rru//pYwi/ was a harp-type instrument

see p. 6q abuse . li is diflic ult to imagine a large

number of props being effectively used, especiallv as

the exact height of the wall might not be known
beforehand. Yegetius Inc. at. mentions /her . . .

qm
fmnlem de sufterinre path- twrhleis hiumt. pointing out

that these ropes correspond to the strings of the

athtira. But these were clearlv hoisting cables,

above, not below, the drawbridge
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member, but is neither long enough, nor the right shape, to do so. To see the likeness it is

necessary to ignore altogether the stern half of the ship, the hoisting cables and the masts.

(2) New York 07.286.35. This harp differs only in three details
:
(a) the vertical member

(partly hidden by the player’s body) appears to be slightly curved, (b) it has twenty strings,

and (c) they are not vertical or parallel, but spread out fanwise towards the- ‘hypotenuse

member’. The second possibility is that the siege engine resembled this type of harp
rotated clockwise through 90 degrees (fig. 2). The masts now represent the horizontal

.subsidiary
CA

FIG. 2

member, and the main hoisting cables the vertical member. It is necessary to suppose that

there were a number of shorter hoisting cables in addition to the main ones, passing over

pullers lower down the mast (of which Polybius says nothing). Equivalents are thus sup-

plied for the three sides of the instrument and for its strings: but one serious discrepancy

remains, which seems fatal to this identification of the cra/x/Ju/oj. The hull of the ship must be

ignored completely, having no counterpart in the instrument: but Polybius explicitly says (//)

to oy^/aa rfjs redis ravTTjS kul Trjs kAIuclkos evonoirjdev . . .

(3) There is another type of harp quite frequently illustrated in vase-paintings which is

not triangular in shape, and which has been identified by some authorities as the pxyaSt?. 27

It is usually shown with 14-15 strings. If this is the oapfivKiq, it could be compared thus with

the seige-engine 1 fig. 3). This harp has no vertical member, and so the absence of a corres-

ponding part from the siege engine presents no problem: but apart from this, all the objec-

tions to the first identification above apply with equal force to this one. It might be argued

that a curved ladder would offer certain advantages over a straight one. The platform

at the top was protected at the front and on each side (ray rpels imfiavelas, 8) : if the enemy
could get control of the platform, or if they could wrench the front screens away, arrows could

be shot down the entire length of a straight ladder, and heavy casualties inflicted on the

scaling-party; whereas curvature of the ladder, if convex as shown in the sketch, would give

some protection to those on the lower part.

141 There is a possibility that Euphorion Hoc. cit., note 9) is right in saying that the aap^vKij

had four strings. This is not necessarily inconsistent with Plutarch’s assertion that it was a

TToXvxop&ov opyavov, as it might have been an instrument of the lute type, with a fingerboard

27 E.g. London B.M E271: CT.l iii iv pi. 12 It may or may not be significant that it appears more
1 177, 2: Wegner. nf>. cit.. pi. icj: AR \' 2 1039 40. 13 The frequently on Italian vases than on others.

Peleus Painter. Wegner c alls this type 'Bugelharfe'.
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(and possibly frets) enabling the player to produce many different notes from each string. 28

If so, it belonged to the same family as the iravhovpa ,
29 Illustrations of this type ofinstrument

from the Classical period are rare, but the few which do survive show an instrument about

the size of a mandoline, and roughly the same shape. 30 The likeness to the siege engine is

quite close (fig. 4). The main hoisting cables (possibly four in number) correspond to the

strings of the instrument, the masts (perhaps shortened, see above, p. 71) to the bridge, and

Fie. 3

the hull(s) to the body or sounding-box. It is clear from both accounts that the platform

was wider than the rest of the ladder, and on an instrument of this type the neck is usually

wider at the end, where the tuning pegs (if any) are fixed. There is only one difficulty,

though admittedly it is a serious one: Polybius says (//) iveiSav yap i^ap9 ij and the resem-

blance shown in the diagram is rather more obvious when the ladder is lowered. 31

FIO. 4

(5) The fifth possibility is that the aapi^vKij was a kind ofharp variously termed ‘horizontal

angular’ or ‘lower chested’.32 Some forms of this instrument are difficult to distinguish

from lutes, particularly when the vertical member forms an obtuse angle with the base, and

when the base (originally a flat board) is built up into a ‘body’ or ‘chest’. 33 There are,

however, two vital points of difference: (a) the strings of a lute run side by side, and are all at

28 T. Rcinach used the convenient term ‘instru- REG viii f 18931. The possible identity of mivdnrjui

ments a mandie’ foi this type. and (Mii/jVoj is discussed in note 34.

29 The remarks on the latter in Athenaeus ' iv illjf 31
Cf. also Andreas of Pannrmus in Athenaeus xiv

are closely similar to those on the It is 634a. who appears to be drawing; on Polybius himself,

difficult to decide w hether this implies identity of the or on the same source.

two instruments or merely confusion in Athenaeus’ 12 C. Sachs. Histon of Musual Instalments 711: II. G.

mind (or his text : see the next note. Farmer in AWe Oxford Dnh,man of Music i 242 3.

30 See Higgins and Winnington-Ingram. 'I.ute- 11 Cf. M. Wegner. Die Alusihuisluimente ties Allen

Placers in Greek Art’, in JHS lxxxv ,1363' (3 -> 71. Oncnls: in the comparative chart following the

Though this list does not claim to be complete, it plates. Mesopotamia item 0 from F r . Assyria items

supersedes I . Reinac h. La outline dam l art Dree in 77 and «)3 -
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the same distance from the sounding-board, whereas those of a horizontal angular or arched

harp are in a plane perpendicular to the sounding-board, the longer strings being further

away from the sounding-board than the shorter ones; (b) the strings of a lute pass over a

bridge to an anchoring-point at one end of the sounding-board : the bridge transmits their

vibrations to the sounding-board. A harp has no bridge, the ends of the strings being

anchored directly on to the sounding-board. 34

The resemblance between an instrument of this type and the siege engine might be fairly

close (fig. 5). The ‘post’ or vertical member of the harp is often shown jointed to the base a

short distance in from the end, and the ladder of the siege engine was probably pivoted some
distance from the bows of the ships (see p. 70 above). The masts and pulleys must be
ignored in this comparison, and it must be assumed that there were additional hoisting cables,

attached to various points along the ladder, which Polybius does not mention.

But there is one important fact which makes it difficult to believe that this was the

aafxfivKiq. That instrument must have been a familiar sight to the troops who nicknamed the

siege engine: it must have been in general use at the time, among ‘all classes of the com-
munity’. But there is, so far as I know, not one single illustration of a horizontal angular

harp in Greek or Roman art. 35 Its absence from pictures and sculpture of the Classical

period might be explained by the fact that it did not achieve widespread notoriety until

Hellenistic times : indeed, it is in a Campanian wall-painting, which may possibly owe some-

thing to a Hellenistic Greek original, that the one solitary picture of a horizontal harp is to

be found: and that is not the angular version shown in the diagram above, but the ‘arched’

version, which does not show such an obvious resemblance to the siege engine. 36 The neck
looks like a curved continuation of the body (fig. 6). This fits reasonably well with the

evidence on the musical aa/ipvKT]: it is a small instrument (perhaps 18-20 ins. long) and the

31 Sachs’ remarks top. cit. 81 1 are very misleading: mi/tfjvioi with the sabka of Nebuchadnezzar’s orchestra:

‘The stick holding the strings, instead of being erected he discusses the latter on p. 83-4, and describes it as

vertically at the end of the body of the harp, has been a horizontal angular harp. Perhaps he assumed that

shifted inwards and stands a span away from the end. the modification of the /iw/uihc .sec above, p, 6g)
Thus it has become a bridge that communicates its involved a change from the vertical to the horizontal,

vibrations to the soundboard'. It seems to me that It need hardly be added that philological arguments of

the ‘stick’ (as Sachs calls the vertical member,, is not this sort, based on the supposed identity of Hebrew
a bridge in the accepted sense of that word, since the and Greek words, are hopelessly unreliable, lu-

strings are not stretched over it to an anchor point. ‘Euphorios’ Sachs means Euphorion. in Athenaeus
The "Assyrian stone reliefs' to which he refers are the xiv 634a.

Ashur-bani-pal Royal Hunt scenes in the British 36 Helbig, IYandgemalde no. 1442: Mau, Pompeii

Museum (Wegner, Die Mmihnstrumente des alien its life and art fig. 268, p. 47b: Marcel Brion, Pompeii

Orients pi. 4b). and Herculaneum pi. 122, p. 204. I take this to be the
35 Sachs 1 op. cit. 135 referring to the instruments of ‘painting from Herculaneum’ alluded to bv Sachs

Greece, Rome and Etruria, says ‘the harp was top. cit. 135 fin. 1; according to Brion it is from
angular and vertical’. Yet on p. 136 he identifies the Stabiae.
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strings look very thin (cf. note 9 above) : in fact, they are so lightly drawn in that it is difficult

to tell how many there are supposed to be. This is in sharp contrast to the lyre shown in the

same picture, with its strings heavily and clumsily painted in. The body appears to be of

wood, with a shiny varnished surface: it is not possible to tell from photographs whether

the sounding-board is horizontal or tilted towards the observer. The ‘collar’ near the end

of the neck seems to be merely decorative.

This instrument can be compared quite closely with the siege engine, with the following

important reservations;

(a) It is most unlikely that the ladder curved upwards (see p. 74).

(
b

)

The masts, and the cables which ran over pulleys (viii 6.5), have no counterpart.

(c) A number of hoisting cables (without pulleys) must have been attached to points

along the ladder: Polybius makes no mention of them.

(d) It is unlikely that the ladder pivoted at or very near the bows (see p. 70 above).

Thus one must end on a note of regrettable uncertainty. I am inclined to think that the

first three suggestions above should be considered but not accepted: the horizontal angular

harp seems to be the simplest and most obvious identification of the aa

^

vkt] \ but the total

lack of pictorial evidence for it, and the survival of only one picture of a different version of

that instrument, which resembles the siege engine less closely, presents a serious difficulty.

Since no. 4 is my own original suggestion, I am (not unnaturally) inclined to favour it: but

it does conflict with some crucial words in Polybius’ text, and a possible but tentative identi-

fication of an ancient musical instrument is a rather unsure basis upon which to rest a drastic

emendation. 37

J. G. I.andels.

University of Reading.

;i7 My thanks are due to Professor F. \V. Walbank fieritus hu , Pnhbm ille both of whom have read this

and Professor R. P. Winnington- Ingram chordis article in draft and made helpful suggestions.



DECISION AND RESPONSIBILITY IN THE TRAGEDY OF
AESCHYLUS

In the paper that I read to the Third International Congress of Classical Studies in

London in 1959 I tried to delimit the sphere of human reflexion and freedom of decision, as

opposed to the sphere of divine intervention, in Homeric poetry. The conclusion I reached

was that there was a mutual and often indissoluble fusion of these two spheres .
1 In trying

here to say something about the significance of personal decision in the dramas of Aeschylus,

I am in fact continuing my inquiry in a different literary genre. But the problems are

basically the same: in both cases the question is what significance the poet ascribes to the

personal decisions of the human agent within the frame-work of a basically God-governed

‘Welt-bild’, how the limitations upon his freedom are defined, and what degree of responsi-

bility is thus entailed.

I began the previous paper with my thanks to Bruno Snell, who was the first to clarify

these problems of free human action with which we are faced in epic poetry, and I must

now begin by thanking him again. Professor Snell, in his book Aischylos und das Handeln im

Drama
,
which appeared in 1928, emphatically placed the personal decision of the human

agent in the centre of his interpretation of Aeschylus; he even went so far as to regard a

decision based on free choice as the most important element in the development of a

genuinely tragic conflict. I cannot enter upon the history of these problems; however, I

should like to emphasise the importance of the question and the interest it has recently

aroused in scholarly discussion. First, we have the two commentaries on Agamemnon
,
the

monumental edition of Prof. Fraenkel
,

2 and that ofj. D. Denniston
,

3 which, in the course of

its revision, became largely Prof. Page’s. Both these works of scholarship include among
their fascinating contents, discussions that bear upon the questions we are concerned with

here. Secondly, I should like to mention the essay by Andre Rivier, Eschyle et le tragique,

published in 1963,
4 which, in a very thoughtful and stimulating way, defends a position which

differs from that of Snell in some degree.

The only way to clarify these difficult questions, so far as that is possible at all, is by

interpretation. And thus, what I want to present here, is an interpretation of four passages

from the extant dramas of Aeschylus. Our point of departure will be the text and not any

general consideration. I also want to avoid committing myself right at the outset on the

question whether we shall have to exclude the idea of personal will from the tragedies merely

because we do not find in them a corresponding term for it. I do want, however, to confess

to one belief. It seems to me just as wrong to interpret the great poetry of the Greeks out of

the ideas of our times, out of that 'Impertinente Nahe’ that Nietzsche spoke of, as it is wrong

to regard the Greeks as completely different people, severed from our world by an unbridge-

able gulf. The Aristotelian yrioov will here too be the best guide.

Let us begin with a passage from the Hiketides, a passage to which Prof. Snell, in the book

I have just mentioned, has also attributed particular significance. I would like to empha-
sise, however, that, if I begin with a scene from the ‘Hiketides’, this does not mean that I

have returned to the old view that dated the play in an early period. On the ground of the

well-known papyrus-fragment of a Didascalia, it seems to me on the contrary quite inevitable

to date the performance of the play in the middle or in the second half of the sixties. One
subterfuge that was considered by some I can only comment on in Prof. Page's words :

5

1 Cf. ‘fjottlirhe und mt-ttst hlirhe Motivation iin 3 Oxford 1937.

homerisrhen Epos' in Sit zb. Heidelheigei Abaci. Phil. 4 Eludes de Lettres vi 19631 73-112 lBull.de la Vac.

hist. A7 .
' 1961 4. des Litres Lausanne'.

2
i Prolegomena and Text: ii iii Commentary. 5 Aeschylus, Agamemnon xix.

Oxford 1950.
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‘It is unlikely that anyone will for long take seriously the suggestion that the play was written

in the poet’s youth but withheld from the theatre until the later years of his life.’

The situation in the first part of the drama needs no special introduction. The chorus is

formed by the daughters of Danaos, who have fled to Argos from the impetuous and repulsive

wooing of the sons of Aigyptos. (Incidentally, I shall take it for granted that the twelve

members of the chorus represented all fifty daughters of Danaos.) Near the town of Argos

they have taken refuge at a large altar, where the images or symbols of a number of gods

are combined. The king of the country comes to inquire about the business of the strange

crowd. He learns of their desire to be received in the city and given protection against their

Egyptian pursuers. The daughters of Danaos point out their relationship with Io, the

woman of Argos. The king finds himself facing a momentous decision. The suppliants

have sought the protection of Zeus IkIolos, and regard for suppliants is a religious command-

ment, which ranks high in the canon of ethical norms. On the other hand, to receive the

Danaides means that he will have to fight against the sons of Aigyptos, who will come in arms

to force their uncle’s daughters to marry them. The king now has to choose one way out of

this dilemma. The manner in which he does this and the part that free choice and force

respectively play in his decision are important not only for the course of the action in the

Hiketides; a study of this passage will help our understanding of other, more difficult passages.

In a lengthy epirrhematic scene, the chorus in its stanzas entreats the king to grant the

requested protection. The king tries to escape by pointing out that the decision rests not

with him but with the people of Argos. He inquires about the reason for the flight of the

Danaides without, however, receiving a satisfactory answer to his question. It already

becomes obvious in this passage that the king has recognised the difficulty of his decision.

He expresses this clearly in his first speech which follows the quick movement of the pre-

ceding scene. Here we find the magnificent image of the diver, who has to fathom great

depths with a clear eye. The city should not suffer damage from a fight, nor should a curse

be brought down on Argos by abandoning the fugitives who are seeking protection at the

altar of the gods: pdjv ov Soksl Seiv </>povridos au>T7)plov\ (417). It is a repetition of its

passionate entreaty and its impetuous claim to the right of asylum. To the request of the

chorus raSe <f>paocu (437), the king at the beginning of his second pijens, w hich surpasses the

first in length and intensity, answers with the assurance /cat 84 Tre'^paapai 1438). In its

content, however, this speech brings no advance. The situation seems to be deadlocked,

and this is effectively expressed in the image of the ship that is fastened by means of pegs and

winches. The hopelessness of the situation becomes evident: dvev §e Av-n-rji ovSapov

Kara(jTpo<f>ri (442). And when the king finally says he had rather be ignorant of the peril

than aware of it, this is an attempt—how ever futile it may be—to evade the decision. And

so it is interpreted by the chorus. For now the leader of the chorus announces that their

words of awe and reserve have come to an end. New and different things arc foreshadowed.

The king is horrified to hear in answer to his questions that the girls would hang themselves

on the images of the gods if their request were refused. This, however, would bring an

inexpiable defilement and great disaster upon the city. The king knows this: plaap

eAe£as oi>x vTrtpTo&voipov (473). Once more he weighs disaster against disaster, bloodshed

against abandoning the fugitives. The girls’ threat, however, has turned the scale, the

WOrds opcos dva'yKT] Ztjvos oll&ekjOcu kotov
|

iKTijpos contain the decision, and what follows arc

simply the measures the king takes to protect the girls. It may be said right away that the

theme of a final decision by the people of Argos has lost much of its w eight. Later it w ill

cause suspense, above all it will lead up to the song of blessing for Argos, in which the poet

was interested mainly for political reasons. The fact, however, is that the decision was

reached w ith the words of the king and that he made it in full consciousness of his responsi-

bility.

But was the choice between two possibilities made in full freedom of will? This is the
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central question. First it has to be remarked that the poet presents in a very elaborate scene

what is going on in the minds of the persons involved. It cannot be shown in detail here, but

at least it should be mentioned briefly that Aeschylus elaborates the psychological develop-

ment of the characters more fully than his successors. One may compare how in Sophocles’

Philoktetes the change in Xeoptolemos is shown as something completed whereas its develop-

ment is hardly indicated at all. We may compare Euripides who contrasts Iphigeneia

begging for her life and her later readiness to sacrifice herself without developing this change

of attitude step by step. And let us compare with that the fully developed scene at the end

of Agamemnon, when Klytaimnestra in spiritual combat with the chorus step by step changes

from her ecstatic admission of her deed to a recognition of the fatal chain of events.

But let us return to the Hiketides. We may clearly distinguish two stages, which I should

like to call recognition or, as it were, diagnosis and decision. It seems important that the

decision does not immediately spring from the recognition. In the interchange between

the chorus and the king, as well as in his speeches, the situation is thoroughly analysed. The
conclusion is that disaster stands against disaster, that each decision must entail a catastrophe.

There is no way out of the deadlock between equally strong forces. But a new element is

introduced : the threat of the girls to hang themselves on the images of the gods, the threat of

unspeakable desecration. Now the decision is made, but the king adds two expressions we
must not neglect: nvdyKTj and Ziqvos kotos. Of course, the decision remains a personal one,

and he bears the responsibility for it. It has often been surmised, and in fact it seems very

likely, that the full tragic consequence of this decision is the king’s death, in the second part

of the trilogy, in the fight that arose over the fate of the Danaides. But on the other hand we
cannot fail to see that the king’s decision was made under heavy pressure. We can anticipate

a phrase that will concern us presently: "He has taken upon him the yoke of Anarike.' Free-

dom and compulsion are united in a genuinely tragic way.

Yet another thing that is extremely characteristic of Aeschylus can be seen from this

interpretation. It was Aeschylus who discovered the problem of the uncertainty inherent in

every human action. Man through his actions exposes himself to uncertainty. Many
human actions have a double aspect—this holds true if not for all human actions, at least for

all those which presuppose a decision. To protect the suppliants means disregarding

the interests of the city; by giving preference to these the king would prove his sense of

responsibility towards the Polis, and yet he would gravely sin against Zeus, who protects

the fugitives.

After these considerations let us now turn to a passage in Agamemnon
,
which has in recent

years been the subject of lively discussion. It is the report given by the old men of Argos in

the initial choral passage about the events before the departure of the fleet from Aulis. The
external course of events can be outlined in just a few words. A strange omen appears to the

Greeks. Two eagles differing in their plumage rend a pregnant hare. Without difficulty

Calchas interprets the omen to signify the capture of Troy by the two Atrcidai and the

destruction of its possessions. But he adds that Artemis is angry because the two eagles did

not even spare the young in the hare’s womb. It must be feared that by an unfavourable-

wind she will prevent the fleet from sailing and demand another sacrifice that could bring

about never-ending hatred. And so it happens. The fleet is held fast and the prophet

announces that only the sacrifice of Iphigeneia can calm the winds and make departure

possible. Agamemnon, after a heavy inner conflict, determines to sacrifice Iphigeneia, and
she dies on the altar of the goddess. There is no w ord of her being saved. We mav assume
that the poet in the words of the chorus ra h'kvdtv oer’etSoe ovr'ivvemo (247) passes over a

tale current at that time which told how Iphigeneia was saved by Artemis. This would
have been unsuitable, if Agamemnon’s deed was to have its full weight.

The question now is this: Does Agamemnon’s decision to sacrifice his own daughter
spring from his own will? Is it the result of a free choice? Such eminent interpreters of
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Greek tragedy as Dodds6 and Kitto 7 answer the question in the affirmative, whereas such
outstanding scholars as Page 8 and Rivier 9 deny that there was a choice between two possi-

bilities. Agamemnon could not act differently, he had no choice, for it would be unthink-
able that he should stop his campaign and refrain from his punishment of Troy. It is

important to point out that Agamemnon himself describes such an action as that of a
Xnrovavs, with which Prof. Fraenkel rightly compares Xirr6ra£is as a current term for

'deserter’.

But would it have been absolutely impossible for Agamemnon to dismiss the fleet and to

discontinue the campaign so that there was no question of a free choice? Must we not
remember that Agamemnon’s situation is developed in an entirelv different wav in another
drama? I am thinking of Ifihigeneia in Aulis by Euripides, where in the rapid shift of scenes

at the beginning Agamemnon and Menelaos one after the other seriously consider dis-

continuing the campaign and are willing to dismiss the fleet. Of course, we at once have to

raise the objection that the dramas by Euripides and by Aeschylus are not the same, just as

Euripides’ Herakles cannot be compared to Sophocles’ Aias in spite of an externally similar

situation. What wc have to do, therefore, is to turn back to the text, and we shall there find

support for the two contrary opinions. For the text of our choral passage shows a psvcho-
logical development similar to the one we saw in the king of Argos in the Hiketides. As a

matter of fact, the two passages have a good deal in common, which manifests itself in

verbal parallels, and this can help us in our understanding of the far more difficult lines in

Agamemnon.

The first reaction of the Atreidai to the prophet’s revelation is utter horror. They beat
their sceptres on the ground, tears spring from their eyes. After line 205 we hear about
Agamemnon only. We see him, like the king of Argos, facing two alternatives which both
lead to disaster: fiapela pev xr/p TO pi] mdeaOai, fiapela b’ei reKvov 8at£co (206). Agamemnon's
conclusion rt tu>v8 ’avev kukwv corresponds exactly to the words with which the king of Argos
summarises the situation: KovSapov Xiprjv Kaxan’ (Hik. 471 ). The scale at this point is not yet

turned, although the necessity of a choice between two equallv disastrous possibilities has
become evident. In both plays, however, there is at this point a change which quickly

brings about the decision. In the Hiketides it comes from outside: the girls' threat to commit
suicide at the altar forces the king to give in. In Agamemnon however, the change takes

place in the soul of the hesitant hero: TJws Xnrovavs yevaipai (uppaylas apap-fv. 1212

Agamemnon asks, and as soon as he utters this phrase, by which he envisages the disgrace

and shame he would incur by deserting his post, the scales are no longer even. His decision

no longer springs from a free choice between equal possibilities: one has to be avoided at am-
cost. Iphigeneia has to be sacrificed. It is still the king's personal decision springing from
his will, but the freedom of w ill is overshadowed by the overwhelming force of the situation

which clearly influences the decision. Thus, it is correct to speak of a free choice up to a

point; as for the final decision, how e\ er, I agree with Rivier that acte volontaire
,
necessity and

perturbation are united in it. Two more parallels in the text indicate that wc have correctly

compared the ways in which a decision is reached in the Hiketides and in Agamemnon.

Agamemnon’s decision to sacrifice Iphigeneia because it was Oipis to do so is followed bv
the sceptical and resigned words ev yap Hr] 1217' which echo the words in the Hiketides in

which the king expresses his sombre premonition of the things to come: yevoiro 8’ev.

-rrapa yvihprjv ipi)v 1 454I • However, it is far more important still that in both cases the decision

is connected with the word dvdyKi]. It is dvdyKi
]
to the king of Argos to avoid the anger of

h Proc. of the Cambi. Philnl. Si.c. ilxxxvi 1 <)(><) 27.
7 Form and Meaning m Drama London I 976 4 -

8 Aeschylus, Agamemnon xxvii.

9 Op. cit. 85. On all these questions, cf. also

H. Llnvd-Jones. ‘The Guilt of Agamemnon', (’() lvi

iqbi 187: his interpretation corresponds in mam
cases with that developed here and in Hermes Ixvi

It);] I 190.
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the Zeus of the suppliants. And Agamemnon, it is said, after making his decision took the

yoke of dvdy/oj upon him (218).

Thus far we may confidently draw the parallel, but here it ends and our task now is to

examine what is different in Agamemnon and what new motives significant for Aeschylus are

introduced.

The king of Argos was drawn from outside into a fatal situation. Agamemnon, however,

right from the beginning is involved in the fatal series of events that concern the house of

the Atreidai, he is a key-figure in a drama ‘whose central problem consists in the connexion

between guilt and atonement’, as Prof. Fraenkel put it. The sacrifice of Iphigeneia is not

only a horrible necessity imposed upon him, it is at the same time his personal and his

passionately desired deed, for which he is responsible and for which he has to atone. If one

makes a clear logical distinction, of course, one will say: ‘A man who acts under necessity is

not acting voluntarily.’ But to insist upon logical consistency would mean that we should

have to reject considerable parts of Aeschylus’ tragedies, for many of the tragic situations he

presents do, in fact, spring from this rationally indissoluble fusion of necessity and personal

will. The words of the passage we are concerned with express this in a way that leaves no
doubt about this fusion. First of all the way Agamemnon expresses his decision in the

monologue reported by the chorus: there is no longer any question of shrinking back in

despair from the necessity; Qepus must cover not only the deed as such, but also the impetuous

desire for it: rravoavepov yap Quotas TrapOeviov O’atpaTos opya srepiopycos inidvpieli’ depus (214).

In the following strophe the chorus sings of the aloypoprjTLS raXaiva vapcLKOTTa. TrpojTom'jjiujv

(222), which has befallen Agamemnon. This distraction, bordering on insanity, encourages

people to horrible deeds: fiporovs Qpaovvei. I must object to the attempt to disparage these

words of the chorus as a personal opinion or even a misunderstanding on its part. It is also

impossible to interpret the words of the chorus as relating to the irrational sphere only, which

has nothing to do with the will that springs from rational considerations. The words in

our passage do not permit of this interpretation. First we hear
<f>
pevos . . . Svooefirjs Tpo-rraia

avayvos aviepos (2
1 9). The metaphor taken from wind and seafaring expresses the change

that has taken place in Agamemnon, the change by which horror at the dreadful alternatives

is replaced by readiness to sacrifice Iphigeneia. The image of ‘the turn’, incidentally, is also

used by the king in the Hiketides, though during his state of indecision : avev 8e Avm]s ovSapiov

KaTaorpoefirj (442). It is highly characteristic of Aeschylus that in one and the same sentence

he speaks of the avayxas AA-ahvov that Agamemnon had to take upon himself and simultan-

eously calls his change of will, the 4>pevos rponala, vile and abominable. Thus, what
Agamemnon is forced to do under the yoke of Ananke is at the same time what he wants to

do, the crime that entails guilt and atonement, that he will have to atone for with his own
fall. The words of the chorus also clearly indicate that the king is not just carried away by
irrational forces but rationally accepts his fatal deed: to TravToroXpov <j>povelv pereyva (221).

Thus we are shown from a new angle the double aspect of human action. The sacrifice of

Iphigeneia is necessary because of a fatal situation, and at the same time is not only accepted,

but passionately desired by Agamemnon, and therefore he is responsible for it. It might

seem a rationally acceptable solution to assume that once Agamemnon has surrendered to the

necessity, forces are released in him that make him passionately seek to fulfil his aim. But I

seriously wonder whether we should not be reading too much of modern psychology into

Aeschylus. It seems to me more correct simply to state this union of external coercion and
personal readiness: the meaning of this genuinely Aeschylean union is that in this wav man,
acting out of necessity, has to take upon himself guilt and the need for atonement under the

divine order. Logically, this union cannot be analysed, in fact, the stumbling-block in the

way of any attempt at logical analysis goes much farther. This was shown by Prof. Page in

the introduction to his edition. Is not the campaign against Troy a just punishment inflicted

on behalf of the highest god, Zeus, who protects the rights of hospitality ? Thus, Agamem-
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non acts on behalf of the god who wills this punishment. And yet the price for this punish-

ment is a terrible guilt, for which the king has to atone with his death. Here there is no

rational consistency. But the campaign against Troy is obviously another example of the

twofold judgement to which human action is so often subject in Aeschylus. The anapaests

before the first Stasimon and its first strophe stress that it was Zeus’ punishment that came
upon Troy: Aios irXayav exovaiv elnelv (367). But in the course of the Stasimon we are

brought to see the other aspect of this victory. Instead of the many warriors an urn returns

and the victims of the war are mourned—dAAorpta? Seal ywaiKos (447)- And when it is

said later on in the Stasimon that the gods do not overlook mass-murderers

—

tu>v ttoXvktovidv

yap ovk aoKojToi 8eol (460)-—and that the Erinyes destroy unjust felicity, we no longer think

of Troy, but of the returning conquerors and their king. He will be struck by the lightning

from the eyes of Zeus, the same Zeus who as the protector of the rights of hospitality wanted

Troy to be destroyed. Agamemnon himself, on his return, speaks with a shudder of the

catastrophe which came on a flourishing city ywaiKos ovv€Ka (823). The two contrary

conceptions of Zeus we have developed are juxtaposed with epigrammatic brevity in the

passage with which we are immediately concerned. In the introductory lines it is said about

the Atreidai: eV’ ’AXe^avSpco nep.nei
|

Zevs TroXvavopos ap<f>l ywaiKog (61). However,

when the chorus tells ofAgamemnon’s fatal decision and at once marks it as a horrible crime,

the deed is described as ywaiKonoLviov rroXipcuv apwya (225). Let us go back to the Hiketides

again for a moment, where the king regards it as particularly grave that men should die for

the sake of women: avhpas ywaiKwv ovvey alp.a(ai ne'Soi’ (477)- Thus, Agamemnon’s

double fate of victory and atonement corresponds to the double meaning the poet clearly and

explicitly gives to the campaign against Troy.

There is one more point we have to take into consideration. Right in the centre of the

first choral song of Agamemnon we find the hymnos about Zeus. In the Hiketides, however, a

different hymnos about Zeus precedes the scene in which the girls fly to the altar and try to

win the king's favour. In the Parodos of Agamemnon it is said of Zeus that the recognition of

his greatness alone can relieve man’s troubled mind of its burden. I would like to under-

stand (fipovTig here in the same sense as in the Hiketides 407, where the king says: Sea roi

fiadelas fipov-rlSos aamqpLov. In the hymnos about Zeus in the Hiketides, however, we hear that

the will of Zeus is not easily grasped: ovk evdrfparos HuyOr] (87) ; his ways are dark and un-

fathomable: KanSelv a<f>paoroi (95). The poet clearly shows the ultimate end that Zeus leads

man to and which gives to all happenings their ultimate meaning : v-aOei pados. But it lies be-

vond the powers ofour analysing reason to determine how Zeus leads man up to this final end.

We have seen the king of Argos and Agamemnon in situations in which necessity and

man’s personal decision to act are indissolubly united. The situation is basically the same

in two other dramas by Aeschylus. The figure of Etcokles in the last part of the Theban

trilogy has in recent years become the subject ofa lively discussion. For our present purposes

we must focus our attention on a certain scene in the final part. Almost all interpreters

regard the speech of Eteokles that begins at line 653 as a turning-point in the course of the

action. Eteokles has learned from a messenger that the attacker at the city’s seventh gate

will be his own brother Polyneikes, and he bursts out in a desperate lament, whose tragic

content was impressively expounded by Prof. Fraenkcl in his analysis of the seven pairs of

speeches. I cannot enter here in detail upon the way in which the poet has left in the dark

the time when the defenders were allocated to the seven gates. In any case it was his inten-

tion to make us realise that it is Eteokles’ fate to face his own brother at the seventh gate and

that this is brought about by the curse that the house of the I.abdakidai is under, and which

took new effect in Oedipus' curse upon his sons. Thus. Eteokles in the words just mentioned

recognises the fatal fulfilment of his father's curse. After his first outburst of despair he

tries to compose himself and we find him ready to take up the fratricidal fight and thus to

fulfil his fate.
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But that is not yet all. In the subsequent dialogue with the chorus which presently takes

lyrical form, there emerges surprisingly a new theme, which, however, will not be unfamiliar

to us after what has been said already. The chorus reminds Eteokles of the inexpiable

crime of fratricide, and when the king points out that this is a question of honour the chorus

retorts that he is not only accepting the fatal conflict but that he is desiring it out of his own
will. In the very first lines of the chorus the word opy-q (678) is used, which at once reminds

us of the opya rrepiopycos imdvpelv spoken in a closely similar situation in Agamemnon
;
in its

first stanza, however, the chorus speaks of dvpoTrXrjdrjs 8opipapyos dra, of the kclkos epajs of

Eteokles. And in the following stanza it accuses the king of being driven too much by the

desire (“pepos) to commit a murder which will bear bitter fruit, to shed blood he must not

touch. Do we not find here again what our analysis of the passage in Agamemnon so clearly

showed : man being led by fate to a terrible deed, which, however, he not only accepts but

desires and passionately undertakes?

My view, however, is in contrast with an interpretation which by now has become some-

thing of afable convenue. According to this interpretation the words of the chorus I have cited

simply spring from a misunderstanding. It is women who are speaking here, and the

heroism of Eteokles, who saves his city, is incomprehensible to them, and thus they mis-

interpret his attitude. In my view this way of understanding the scene is mistaken because

it totally fails to recognise the characteristically Aeschylean union of fatal necessity and

personal will. It not only has no support in the text, but contradicts it in a number of

essential points. If it had been the poet’s intention to confront Eteokles with a female chorus

that misunderstood him, he would have indicated this misunderstanding. At least he

would have made Eteokles contradict the women, which, however, Eteokles never does.

On the contrary, in reply to the sharpest words of accusation: cbpohaK-ps aayav ipepos

itjorpvvei he explicitly gives his reasons : <plXov yap ix^po- POL rrarpos peXaiv 'Apd . . . npoofavei

(695). More than thirty years ago, before this scene was obscured by a number of mis-

interpretations, Prof. Regenbogen, in an article in Hermes 1933, fully evaluated this yap:

‘Yes so it is, for the curse of my father sits next to me with dry, tearless eyes.’ Regenbogen

also correctly summarised the content of the scene in the words ‘Eteokles goes because he

wants to and because he must’. It fits in with this interpretation and with this interpretation

only that the chorus, exhorting and advising the king, addresses him as reKvov
,
and we must

not therefore wonder about his age. Furthermore, the words the chorus speaks about the

two brothers after the catastrophe: ujXovt daeficl biavoia (831), aptly express the degree of

free will the poet recognises in Eteokles. Thus, the deed of Eteokles, too, reveals the twofold

aspect of human action: the king’s defence of Thebes, which proves his heroism, becomes at

the same time the terrible crime of fratricide. This aspect reveals Aeschylus’ conception of

the old idea of a curse lying on a family, to which he gave a new and profound meaning: the

effect of the curse consists in a crime renewed from generation to generation.

The most significant traits that our analysis has shown are to be seen very clearly in

another Aeschylean figure, in Orestes. I shall try to be brief here because I have dwelt

upon the problems concerning this figure elsewhere.10 Suffice it to say here as much as is

necessary to place the figure of Orestes in Choephoroi in the context of our analysis. The
necessity imposed upon man from without is particularly emphasised in this case by Apollo’s

command that he should exact vengeance on his own mother. In his speech before the great

Kommos he goes to great lengths in describing the horrors with which the god threatened him

in case he should refuse to obey. Opinions differ on this great Kommos between Orestes,

Elektra, and the chorus. By some it is interpreted as a mere description of the situation with

no intention on the part of the poet to reveal what is going on in Orestes’ soul. In contrast

to that, I have given a dynamic interpretation of the Kommos, not, however, in the sense

10 Sitzb. Akad. Wien. Phil. lust. h'l. crxxi 3 (1943 1.
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that Orestes only here makes the decision to murder his mother; that decision is made before

he enters the stage. I believe I have shown, however, that what goes on in Orestes is the

same thing that we have been able to observe with Agamemnon and Eteokles : once they are

determined to commit the dreadful deeds under the coercion of necessity, one to kill his own
daughter and the other to take up the fatal fight against his own brother, they at once begin
to desire the disastrous deed. In this respect I basically agree with Prof. Rivier who savs in

his study of Aeschylus :
u ‘A aucun moment Facte qu’il doit accomplir ne perd son caractere ne'cessaire.

Alais encorefaut-il que le heros Vaccepte, qu’il consente a la necessite .’ May I remind you, without
repeating my own line of argumentation, that during the whole Kommos neither Apollo’s

command nor even the god’s name is ever mentioned? May I also remind you how the

chorus and Elektra urge on Orestes with their reports of Klytaimnestra’s vile deed. When
he bursts out in the words Trarpos S'drlpajaiv apa Telcrei, £kclti piv daipovcov, eVart 8’apdv

X^poov (435), he is no longer acting only on behalf of Apollo, but he wants to do the deed
that he must do just as in Agamemnon and in Eteokles compulsion and volition are one.

Once again we can see here the twofold judgement of the deed. Orestes is the obedient
servant of the god of Delphi, he is the faithful son of his father, filAraros dvdpcumov varpl as the

chorus calls him (1051), he is the deliverer of Argos, and yet his deed is a terrible crime.

Already in Agamemnon Cassandra says prophetically that Orestes will be the one to complete
the desecration of the family (1283) and she calls him p-^rpoKTovov pl-vpa, rroivarajp 7rarpos

(1281), giving in a nutshell the two aspects of his deed. It is also characteristic how the

chorus immediately after trying along with Elektra to strengthen Orestes’ will, speaks of
novos iyyevrjs, drag alparoecraa rrAayd and SuaKardnavaroo dAyos. It is the same chorus that

at the end of the drama places Orestes’ deed among the crimes in the house of the Atreidai
and once more emphasises the duality of its judgement : w 8’av rplros rjAOe nodeo au>Ty)p—
rj pdpov €iTTU}\ (1073).

To conclude our observations we may take it as proved that two elements of high
significance in Aeschylus can be clearly shown: the close union of necessity imposed bv the

gods and the personal decision to act. This union leaves a certain space for the will of the

individual but at the same time limits it. Secondly, we have seen what an important part

in Aeschylus’ dramas the ambiguity of human action plays. It can be the fulfilment of a

duty, obedience to a divine order and yet at the same time be a dreadful crime. If we had
time we could still ask ourselves what deol peralTioi means in Aeschylus and what it means
when Dareios in the Persians says about the man who is full of passionate desire: ya> Beds

ovvarTTiTai (742) . We could also ask ourselves how far Aeschylus’ ideas are anticipated in

earlier poetry, as when in the Iliad Pandaros’ fatal discharge of an arrow is inspired bv
Athene and yet is a breach of the treaty which weighs heavily upon I lion.

What I have tried to show here, of course, touches upon a problem which has recentlv

been much discussed and which is contained in the title to a well-known book bv Karl

Reinhardt: Aischylos the Theologian. Now, Aeschylus certainly was not a theologian in the

sense that he wanted to work out a logically well-founded system. But with all the powers of

his mind, he wrestled with the problems arising from the conflict between human existence

and divine rule. He does not present a solution in the manner of a well-solved mathematical
problem, and for this he may be criticised by those who have such a solution to offer. The
tragic power of his dramas, however, springs from those antitheses I have tried to show here.

We may apply to our subject what Virginia Woolf said about the language of Aeschylus

:

‘There is an ambiguity which is the mark of the highest poetry.' 12

T . . Albin Eesky.
( renna.

11 P. 101. August i()6j. The author wishes to thank Prof. R. P.

12 This article was delivered to the Joint Meeting Wmnington-lngram and Mr. F. H Sandbach most

of Greek and Roman Societies at Cambridge in uannK for their help with the English of the text.



THE DATING OF FIFTH-CENTURY ATTIC INSCRIPTIONS

The study of Athenian history in the fifth century, and particularly in the period between
the Persian and Peloponnesian Wars, derives much of its flesh and blood from inscriptions,

but most inscriptions lose their full value if they cannot be dated. From the Peace of
Xicias in 42 1 onwards it was customary' to include the name of the archon in the prescript

of decrees, but before the Peloponnesian War the practice was rare and random. The
alliances with Egesta, Leontini and Rhegium (IG i

2
19, 51, 52) were dated in this way, but

not the treaty' with Hermione (SEG x 15). The settlement imposed on C’halcis by Athens
after the crushing of her revolt is not dated (IG i

2
39), whereas earlier regulations for Miletus

(IG i
2
22) include the name of the archon of the year. Sometimes a single archon’s name

will date a whole series of records : the first tribute list, for example, is explicitly dated by
archon, but the name is lost and the lists that follow are numbered only in relation to the

first; the archon, however, is recorded in the thirty-fourth list, and the name is preserved,

Aristion archon for 421/0, and from this we can safely infer that the first list records the

payments of 454/3. Similarly the early accounts of the Parthenon, while recording the

first secretary of the Boule, do not mention the archon and merely add the number in the

series; but from 437/6 at least the archon’s name was added, and the survival of the name of

Crates, archon for 434/3, at the head of the thirteenth list enables us to date the remaining

records in the series.

Even when no form of year-date is recorded some inscriptions can be dated, either

precisely or approximately, by their contents. IG i
2 928 lists casualties who died in Thasos

and at various points in or near the Hellespont. We know that war casualties were recorded

by the state for each year’s fighting, and the collocation in Plutarch’s Cimon (xiv 1-2) of

mopping-up operations in the Hellespont and the Thasian revolt dates the list to 465, the

first year of the Thasian revolt. The terms of the settlement imposed by Athens on Chalcis

must be closely related to the crushing of the Euboean revolt in 446/5, and the important

financial decrees moved by Callias (IG i- 91, 92) are seen by their content to come later than

the beginning of the Propylaea, before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War, and in a

year of the Great Panathenaea; they may be firmly dated in 434/3. Sometimes a name will

give an approximate date. For most of this period the movers of decrees seem to have been
men of standing in the state and their names may be familiar; but it is wise to bear in mind
that a name without patronymic or deme can be deceptive. At least four Calliases are

recorded in fifth-century inscriptions and many other names of prominent men are uncom-
fortably common. Sculptors are more easily identifiable and their names on dedications

often give a measure of control
;
we should not be tempted to date any of the bases from the

Acropolis which record the sculptors Critias and Nesiotes in the second half of the century'.

There remain, however, a considerable number of inscriptions, some of them extremelv

important to the historian, for which the only dating evidence is the style of the inscription,

and in particular its letter forms. In both I.atin and Greek epigraphy dating by letter

forms has run a varied course between faith and scepticism, and faith has probably done
more harm to history than scepticism. But in Latin epigraphy particularly there has been

an increasing diffidence among cpigraphists; the work of the Gordons has emphasised the

dangers of relying on letter forms and their conclusions have won a wide measure of general

acceptance. 1 Most Greek historians, however, have continued to accept the authoritv of

the leading cpigraphists with surprising docility.

In 1961 Mattingly , under the modest title of ‘The Athenian Coinage Decree’, launched

a vigorous attack on a widespread front. 2 Not content with questioning the early date

1
J. S. and A. E. Gordon. Contribution to the Palneo- 1 Hist, x i ujdi i i fF.

y/ ( ph\ of Latin Inscriptions.
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accepted by many epigraphists for the coinage decree, where he was in good company, he
challenged also the accepted dates for several other important inscriptions. The Athenian
regulations for Miletus (IG i

2
22) were moved down from 450/49 to 426/5, the Hermione

Treaty (SEG x 15) from c. 450 to 425. Similarly the first appointment of Eleusinian

epistatae [SEG x 24), generally dated in the early forties, was claimed for the late thirties.

In a later article the surviving terms imposed by Athens on Chalcis, for which 446/5 was
regarded as one of the firmest epigraphic dates of the century were transferred to 423.

‘I could urge indeed that it has become vital to date as many fifth-ccntury inscriptions as

possible by internal evidence and historical probability. It is . . . arguable that epigraph\

has for too long been dominant in the study of fifth-century Athens. The forms of sigma

and rho have put many decrees in contexts where they do not really make full sense.' 4

This bold revolt has not yet attracted others to the rebel standard in print but one may detect

widespread ripples of sympathy. Mattingly has performed a very useful service in compel-

ling us to examine more rigorously judgments which we have accepted at second-hand.

There has been no recent systematic examination of the palaeography of Attic

inscriptions of the fifth century, and the tables of letter forms given by Larfeld and bv
Roberts and Gardner have long since been found inadequate. The main purpose of this

study is to formulate criteria which have more often been taken for granted than expressed,

and to provide the framework within which argument can properly be focused. Such
phrases as ‘the letter forms suggest a date near the middle of the century’ are too often used

without definition and not infrequently without justification. When Kavvadias published

in 1897 the inscription providing for the appointment of a priestess of Athena Nike and the

building of a temple, he noted that while all the other letter forms were of the developed

Attic usage the mason’s sigma had the earlier form with three bars. 5 In several modern
references to the decree his correct formulation has been seriously distorted : ‘The letter

forms, and especially the three-barred sigma, suggest a date soon after 450’, or ‘the letters

are typical of mid-century inscriptions’.

In the debate on the usefulness of letter forms as a dating criterion the sceptic is not

without impressive ammunition. A decree concerning the collection of tribute (IG i- 66)

was included by Hiller von Gacrtringen among the decrees of the twenties, and its close

similarity to a decree moved by Cleonymus (IG i
2
65), providing for the appointment of

tribute collectors in the allied cities, which seemed to be firmly dated in 426, made such a

date acceptable to the historian. Epigraphists also were satisfied until a new fragment of

the decree was discovered. 6 When this new evidence showed that a Cleinias had moved
the decree it was a reasonable inference to date it before the death of Alcibiades’ lather, for

he was the best known Cleinias of the century; epigraphists at first raised no protest against

a date-change of twenty years. Similarly the imperial decree imposing Attic coins, weights

and measures on the cities of the empire, which, for what seemed good reasons, used to

be dated to the period of the Peloponnesian War, was re-dated to the early forties bv

distinguished epigraphists when a new fragment was found in Cos. 7 It is true that the new
fragment was cut in Attic script and was reported to be on Pentclic marble whereas earlier

fragments had come from copies of the decree in Ionic at widely scattered points in the

Aegean; but even so a difference of nearly thirty \ cars is disturbing and Mattingly is not the

only historian who finds it virtually impossible to reconcile the epigraphists’ date with the

historical context.

Similar conflicts had caused trouble early. The lettering on the altar of the Pythian

Apollo, dedicated by the younger Pisistratus, is a conspicuous example. 14 Thucydides had

told us that the altar was dedicated by the son of Hippias to commemorate his archonship,

3 JHS lxxxi 1 1961 1 124 tl'. : see below, p. 96.

1 Ibid. 132.
5

E(f. ’A/i/ . 1 097. 179: v - 4 -

Mcritt and Hill. He\p. xni 1 1944 1 IF.

7 M. S ( ‘gre. Clam Rhod<>\ in 1948' 151 IF.

•* rod. chi «.
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and a fragment of an archon list, first published in 1935, made it virtually certain that this

Pisistratus was archon in 522/1. 9 The letters, however, on the altar were so finely cut and
so mature in comparison with other dateable inscriptions of the late sixth and early fifth

century that hypotheses were developed which would make a later date possible. One
solution was to believe that the inscription had been re-cut later; an alternative was to

move the archonship of Pisistratus down to 497/6 when there was a gap in the list and an

historical context which would not be unsuitable. But the natural interpretation of

Thucydides’ language is that Pisistratus was archon during the tyranny, and it would indeed

be surprising if the Spartans in 510, when thev expelled Hippias, had allowed his eldest son

to remain in Athens. Fortunately all doubt is or should be removed by the discovery of

another inscription. On a dedication in the Ptoan sanctuary in Boeotia by a Hipparchus,

son of a Pisistratus, the inscription was almost certainly by the same artist (to call him
simply a mason, hand, or cutter would not do him justice)

;
the finely cut, sensitively spaced

letters are unmistakable.10 To date this inscription also downwards, by identifying this

Hipparchus with a great-grandson rather than the son of the tyrant Pisistratus, was a

counsel of despair. The inscription on the altar of Pythian Apollo should be dated to

522 1 or very soon after, and the mature elegance of its lettering should be explained by the

good taste of the Pisistratids. The man they chose was ahead of his contemporaries.

The fine lettering and mature design of the so-called Hecatompedon inscription

IG i
2 3—4 ) also raised serious doubts about the date 485/4 which the text seemed to

demand.11 It was indeed difficult to believe that there were no more than six years between

this gracefulness and the crude letters and style of the memorial of Callimachus, polemarch

at Marathon in 490.
12 Lowy found an ingenious explanation. 13 The surviving inscription,

he suggested, was a copy of an original destroyed in the Persian sack; a new copy was set

up when Cimon rebuilt the south wall of the Acropolis. Now that more comparative

material is available, the Hecatompedon inscription no longer stands out in splendid

isolation; but the archaeological evidence should have been decisive. The depth at which

the fragments were discovered showed that they belonged to the debris from the Persian

sack which was used to extend the area of the Acropolis to the south
;
and this again explains

why the inscription is so very well preserved. Had it been exposed to the weather through

the fifth century it would have lost much of its attractiveness.

The fact that false inferences have often been made does not, however, mean that letter

forms can be safely ignored. If one compares all the dated inscriptions of the period

500-480 with the dated inscriptions of the period 420-400, it is clear at once that the two

series are significantly different and that the difference consists not only in a general

impression, which can be dangerously subjective, but in changes in letter forms which can

be objectively described. Near the end of the sixth century the Athenians commemorated
dramatic victories over the Boeotians and Chalcidians by dedicating a bronze chariot on the

Acropolis: on its base a four-line epigram was inscribed. This monument was destroyed

when the Persians sacked the Acropolis, but a replica was set up some fifty years later to

commemorate a new victory : on the new base the old epigram was copied with the order of

the two hexameters transposed. By a lucky chance fragments of both inscriptions have
been found; there could never have been any doubt which was the earlier. 14 There are

clearly traceable changes in many of the Attic letters between the archaic and developed

classic ai periods; the usefulness of the letter-form criterion will largely depend on the

volume and consistency of the evidence.

'' Thuc. \i 74.6; Meritt. Hesj>. vin ! 19391 1)0 fF. :
n K. Lowy, ‘Zur Datierung attischcr Inschriften’,

[!lnni^aTjinruz Ak. M'm. Wien Sitzb. '19371 216.4.

L. Bizarrl, BCH xliv . 19201 237 ft.
14 Hdt. v 77; Raubitschek. Dedications from the

11 IG 1- 4.26. Athenian Akiopoln tD.l.ii 173.
14 Phot. Kirthncr. Imagines. 17. 19.
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Certain general points may first be emphasised. When letter-forms are in a transitional

stage we should not expect the older form to be abandoned for the new by all masons at the

same time; there would probably be a period of several years before new forms became
general. Such pronouncements, therefore, as ‘the letter-forms point to a date between

455 and 450’ should be strongly suspected unless special reasons are added for the precision

of the estimate. One of the more significant letters in the period of transition during the

fifth century is rho. In one of the Louvre cases there are three splendid red-figure vases

associated with Euphronios as potter or painter, and all have inscriptions on them. The
inscriptions are painted by three different hands and three different forms of rho are used.

The seventh tribute-quota list is the first of the series to use throughout what was to become
the generally adopted sigma with four bars, but the mason who cut the next \ ear’s list

reverted to the older form. The same apparent anomaly may be seen in one of the earliest

series of building accounts to survive
(
76'

i
2
335) ;

in six of the eight years the later sigma is

used, but the earlier form is used once, in the third year (there is no evidence for the first

year). Sometimes even the same mason will use two forms for the same letter in the same
text. This is not uncommon with upsilon, but is found also with rho, as in the C'haleis

decree of 446/5. In this case there seems no special reason for the ambivalence : occasionalh

one can see a deliberate purpose. In the third tribute list and in the decree honouring

Sigeum (SEG x 13) the four-barred sigma is used in the larger lettering of the heading, the

three-barred throughout the main text. Presumably the four-barred form of the letter w as

regarded as more decorative and imposing. More often, however, except in the case of

upsilon and rho, a difference of forms in the same inscription is a sign of different hands, and
such clues are most vividly seen in casualty lists. In the long list of Erechtheid casualties

from the first year of the first Peloponnesian War, when the Athenians were also fighting in

Egypt, the older form of sigma is consistently used, with one exception (IG i
2 9291. Near

the bottom of the stone (line 67) there is an isolated use of the later form in the name
&PVVOS, an archer. This is surprising, for the first dated four-barred sigma otherwise known
is in the heading of the tribute list of 453/2. It is significant that the name also has the

later form of phi, in which the vertical extends beyond the circle or oval, whereas the

earlier form, in which it is enclosed, is used throughout the rest of the inscription. A close

examination of the letters and the relation of the name to the general structure of the text

shows that Phrynos was added later. Similarly at least two hands can be seen in a casualty

list which has been wrongly associated with the Samian revolt (IG i
2
943).

15 When he

spaced out his original text the mason had not a full list of names and was expecting to

record casualties in two areas only, the Chersonese and Byzantium. His original lay-out

was compromised when he had to squeeze in a number of casualties in minor actions

elsewhere. Further names had also to be added later by a second hand. Two hands can

also be clearly distinguished on the stele recording the casualties of 465 in Thasos and

elsewhere (IG i
2 928). The reason for this peculiarity in casualty lists is not difficult to

understand. As in a modern war, it wras not always easy to know when the missing were

dead. It is not too fanciful to believe that the death of Phrynos was first reported or

confirmed when the survivors of the Egyptian disaster had returned through Chrene to

Athens some six years after the original list had been set up.

The survey that follows is based on an examination of almost all the fifth century public

inscriptions in the Epigraphic Museum at Athens, the British Museum and the Lou\ re.

No distinction is drawn between different categories, for it is highly probable that the same

masons who cut decrees might also be employed to cut public building accounts or private

dedications. This cannot be proved, for we know very little of the organisation of the

workshops in which inscriptions were cut. We can be reasonably certain that at the

beginning of the fifth century there would be no specialists who worked exclusively or

15 Meiggs, Hariaid Stud. Claw. Phil. Ixvii 19(13' > 7 -
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primarily for the state, because vers- few public records were cut on stone. When the

Salamis decree (IG i
2

1), the earliest to survive, was cut the state had to go to a sculptor’s

workshop and that is why the letter forms of the decree recur on the base of a statue by

Hegias, master of Phidias (DAA 94). When, after the radical reforms of Ephialtes, the

publication on stone of decrees, accounts and inventories became common form there

could have been scope for specialisation; but if it was customary to select specialists one

would expect the same mason to be employed in successive years on such records as the

tribute lists and building accounts
;
instead the hand normally changes from year to year.

In attempting to date inscriptions a distinction must be drawn between inscribed and

painted texts. A skilful painter working in an easier medium is likely to throw off archaic

forms earlier than the mason working on stone, and particularly to move from angular to

rounded forms more readily. Special caution is needed in the use of ostraka as evidence.

More than a thousand ostracism votes can be seen in Athens and the majority of them can

be approximated dated from the names on the sherds or from the archaeological context

in which thev were found. The letters on these sherds, however, whether painted or

incised, are the work of individual citizens ranging from the noblest of the noble to the

nearlv illiterate. But even ostraka can have their value for dating. If the number of

contemporarv sherds is adequate a statistical classification will show which letter forms are

becoming obsolete.

By the end of the sixth centurv the following Attic letters had reached their dev eloped

form and, apart from occasional individual idiosyncracies, were not to change further

before the end of the fifth century: gamma, delta, zeta, eta, iota, kappa, pi, tau; in the

remainder significant changes were still to be made. The first thirty years of the century

are the most difficult to map epigraphically for extremely few ol the surviving inscriptions

are securelv dated, and it is dangerous to draw conclusions from letter forms when there

are onlv isolated points of reference. The wide difference in letter forms and general style

between the Callimachus dedication on the Acropolis which cannot be earlier than the

battle of Marathon in 490 and the Hecatompedon inscription of 485/4 is a useful warning

that among contemporary masons there will be skilled and unskilled, progressive and

conservative.

In the present state of our evidence for 500—47° the most useful letters for dating are theta

and chi. By the end of the period the early theta, a circle enclosing a cross (cart-wheel

theta), has been superseded by the classical form of circle enclosing a dot, and the upright

cross of the chi has been turned on its side. The early theta is still found in the Callimachus

dedication of 490, but in all our other public inscriptions which can with some confidence

be dated between 4qo and 475 the later theta is used. Firm dates can be given to two of

these inscriptions. The Hecatompedon decree is from 485/4 anc^ the base of the tyranni-

cides found in the Agora is almost certainly the base of the statue group by Critias and

Xesiotes set up in 477 6 to replace the original group by Antenor which was taken to

Persia bv Xerxes.16 The inscription on this base has a peculiar form of theta in which the

central dot is replaced by a small circle. 1 his form is known in only one other surviving

inscription, a dedication to the twelve gods by Leagros, which from what we know of

Leagros* life should be dated roughly to this period. 1
' Linked with these inscriptions is the

first of two epigrams on a monument commemorating a battle or battles against the Persians.

When the first fragment was found it was clear that one of the epigrams commemorated

Marathon; the other was by most scholars associated with the invasion of Xerxes.18 When,

however, a second fragment was found the editor made a strong case for associating both

epigrams with Marathon;19 but the Marathon hypothesis became difficult to maintain

when a fragment of a fourth-century copy was discovered. It was now known that the

"* Hes/>. V - K)T> IV). IG i2 7<W
17

\ iqjf) J- /My ii myj 4”‘> ffi
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first epigram commemorated fighting not only on land but also wKwopuiv i-rrl v-rjuiv, an almost

certain reference to Salamis. 20 The form of punctuation and the lettering of this epigram,

which resemble so closely the Hecatompedon decree that it is thought to be by the same
mason, probably date from 479 or very soon after. The anomaly of an epigram com-
memorating Marathon being added later to a monument commemorating Salamis invites

speculation. The interesting suggestion has been persuasively argued that the original

epigram reflected the triumph of Themistocles, and that the second epigram was added
some ten or more years later in the period of Cimon’s ascendancy to remind the Athenians

of the glory of the victory won at Marathon by Cimon’s father, Miltiades.- 1 All that the

epigraphist should say is that there is so little difference in the lettering and style of the two
epigrams that the interval between them might be very short indeed. Another inscription

is probably close in date to those we have considered. It is cut on the base of a dedication

by Callias, son of Hipponicus, probably a victor statue commemorating an athletic victory;

it has the later theta.'-2 The last dated cart-wheeled theta known to me is the Callimachus

dedication of 490, but the Athenian Portico at Delphi which also uses the early form may
be as late as 479.

23 The evidence here reviewed suggests that the form was being superseded

in the eighties; by 475 it should have become obsolete. It is used, however, on one of two

marble blocks which have been associated with the Athena Promachos: 24 on epigraphic

grounds the association should be regarded with strong suspicion. 25

The evidence for the change in the form of the chi is less satisfactory, because the letter

is considerably rarer. The older form is used in the Salamis decree and the Callimachus

dedication; the later form is used in the Hecatompedon decree and in the ‘Salamis’ epigram.

It would be surprising to find the early chi after 480.

Of considerably more importance are the changes that come later in beta, rho, phi,

sigma; for if no secure criteria can be found here our reconstruction of the history of the

Athenian empire from the disaster in Egypt to the late thirties when Thucydides takes up
his detailed narrative will rest on very frail foundations. Fortunately we have for this

period a much firmer control in dated inscriptions and these will first be tabulated. Our
table is schematic and makes no attempt to reproduce minor variations in letter forms.

Beta Rho Phi Sigma

& ®®e i * ^

b ppr d>4> (x
3 p

4 p

20 Meritt. Studies pi evented to Hetty (Goldman: The

Aegean and the \em East iq^fo 1 -b8.

21 P. Amandry, Gtopia : Festschiiit fur \\ . II.

Schuchhardt ; 19801 1 ff.

22 IG 1
2 807 : DAA. hi .

21 Tod. GHI 18; Amandrv. Emilies' de Delphes ii.

87 tr.

21 Raubitschck and Ste\ens. xv ' iqjb 1 Il>7 :

DAA 172.
2r> RaubitM hek suggests that the statue was be^un

shortly after the \ i< torv of the Kurvmedon and

completed in the middle of the fifth's. It would be

difficult to date the accounts of the Promat hos.

nisi ribed when the work was completed, earlier than

}. V) SEG x 2 p$ . It these two blocks come from the

pedestal the\ would presumabh not be put in phut

until near the end of the work. A date m the fifties

is too late for the 1 ait-whecl theta and for the

epsilon with \erv short horizontals. The muiih-

pu ked .surface seems also to ha' e «*nne out ot fashion

before p>o.
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TABLE i

Dated Inscriptions, 460-430 b.c.

Text Description Date Beta Rho Phi Sigma

1C, i
2
929 Erechtheid Casualty List ?46o 1 1 1 1

. 17“/.
1 Tribute Quota List i 453 1 0 1. 2 1

.477. 2 List 2 45- 1 2 1 1. 2

ATL 3 List 3 45 i 2 4 2 1

ATI. 4 List 4 45<> 1 2,

3

1 1

ATI. List j 449 1 2 i 1

ATL 7 List 7 ?447 1 2.

4

2 2

ATL 7 List 7, col. iv 31-9 ?447 2 1 2 2

.177. 8 List 8 ?446 2 4 2 1

Id i
2
339 Parthenon Account i 44b - 4

- 2

Id l
2 )6l Parthenos Account i 446 0 - - 2

ATL 4 List y 445 2 4 2 0

Id i
2
340 Parthenon Account 2 445

- 4
- 2

Id l
2
361 s Parthenos Account ?2 445

- 4
- 2

ATL List 10 444 2 4 2 2

Id i
2
34 1 Parthenon Account 3 444

- - - 2

Id i- 359 Parthenos Account ?3 444 2 4 2 2

ATL 1

1

List 1

1

443 2 4 2 2

Id i- 34 -' Parthenon Account 4 443 2 4
- 2

Id r 376 Parthenos Account ?4 443 - 4
- 2

ATL .2 List 12 44- 2 4 2 2

Id 1
2

34 ?
Parthenon Account 5 44- 2 4 2 2

ATL 13 List 13 44 1 2 4 2 2

Id r 344 Parthenon Account 6 44 i
- 4

- 2

Id A 378 Parthenos Account 6 44 > 2 4 2 2

ATL 14 List 14 440 2 4
0 2

Id i
2

347 Parthenon Account 7 44" - - 2 -

ATL i-, List 15 439 2 4 2 2

Id i
2
70 Treaty with Samos 439 2 4

- 2

Id 1- 293 Samian Revolt Expenses 439 2 4
- 2

Id I
s
346 Parthenon Account 8 439 2 4

- 2

Id i
2

3.9 3 Parthenos Account 8 439
- 4 2 2

ATL 16 List 16 438 - 4 2 2

Id i
2
347 Parthenon Account 9 438 -

4 2 2

Id 1
2
334 Parthenos Final Account 438 2 3

- 2

ATL 17 List 17 437 2 - - -

Id 1
2 348 Parthenon Account 10 437 - 4 2 2

Id i
2 36 ?

Propylaea Account 1 436 - 4 2 2

Id l
1

349 Parthenon Account 1

1

43b 2 4
- 2

Id i
2
36

1

Propylaea Account 2 435 2 4
- 2

ATL 19 List 19 435
-

4
- 2

Id i
2 350 Parthenon Account 12 435

-
4

- 2

Id i
2 363 Propylaea Account 3 434 2 4 2 2

ATL 20 List 20 434 2 4 2 2

Id i
2
33

1

Parthenon Account 13 434 - 4
- 2

I(r 1 “ 366 Propylaea Account 4 433 2 4 2 2

ATL 21 List 2

1

433 2 4 2 2

Id i
2
3?2 Parthenon Account 14 433 2 4 2 2

Id l
2

2 32 Inventory Pronaos 433 -
4

- 2

Id i
2 236 Inventory Hecatompedon 433 -

4 2 2

Id l
2 276 Inventory Parthenon 433 - 4 2 2

Id i
2 29 ”) Corryra Expedition Expenses 433 "-’ 2 4 2 2

Id i
2

-,I Alliance with Rhegium 433 - 2 4 2 2

Id l- 32 Alliance with Leontini 433 - 2 4 2 2

ATL 22 List 2 2 43 - 2 4 2 2

Id i
2 366 Propylaea Account 3 432 - 4

- 2

Id I'
2
331 Parthenon Account 15 432 2 4 2 2

Id i
2 23 ;

Inventory Pi imaos 432 4
- 2

Id \- 297 Inventory Hecatompedon 432 -
4 2 2

Id 1- 277 Inventory Parthenon 432 4 2 2

Id i
2 366 Propylaea Account 6 431 2 4 2 2

Id l
2 296 Military Expenditure 43 '

-
4 2 2

Id i
2 234 Inventory Pronaos 43 '

-
4 2 2

Id i
2 237 Inventory Hecatompedon 43 '

-
4 2 0

Id l
2 278 Inventory Parthenon 43 ' -

4 2 2

ATL 23 List 2 $ 43 ' 2 4 2 2

Photograph

ATL i figs. 5-7
.17 /. i figs. 5, 8, 11, 12

ATL i figs. 8, 10, 14

ATL i figs. 15, 19, 20
ATL i fig. 23
ATL i figs. 31, 32, 42, 45-7
ATL i fig. 48
ATL i figs. 27, 30, 50

ATL i figs. 58, 60
Cavaignac, fig. ij 26

.177. i figs. 51, 62, 64

ATL i figs. 62. 69, 71. 72
Cavaignac, fig. 2

1

ATL i figs. 55, 72, 73, 75, 76, 78
Cavaignac, fig. 22
ATL i figs. 55, 66, 79, 81, 82

AFD 3C 27

ATL i figs. 65, 67

ATL i figs. 22, 35, 37, 41
ATL ii pi. 1

1

IFD, 43

Austin, Stoichedon
,
pi. 8

ATL i figs. 91, 93, 94

Cavaignac, fig. 26

ATL i fig. 108

ATL i figs. 109. no, 1
1 5, 1 17

ATI, i figs. 1 13, 1
1 7, 120

AFD , 70
Austin, pi. 6

.1TL i figs. 92, 101, 103, 104

AH) 75. 77. 78

.4 77. i figs. 96, 98, 106

26 E. Cavaignac, Etudes sur Vhislnire financiete d'Athenes au V siecle ( I
< jofS )

.

27 B. I). Mcritt. Athenian Financial Documents of the Fifth Century <1932 .
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Thus the same number is assigned to all three-barred sigmas, though at least three forms

might be distinguished; and no distinction is drawn between circular and oval phi.

In the dated evidence that survives there is clearly a period of transition in these four

letters of some ten years in the middle of the century. Apart from a later addition in the

Erechtheid casualty list the first four-barred sigma comes in the heading of the tribute list

for 453/2, cut in 452. The later sigma is confined to the heading, which suggests that the

usage is still rare; but from 449 it becomes the dominant form and the latest three-barred

sigma for which we have a firm date was cut in the tribute list of 446. In the case of beta

and rho the first dated appearance of the developed rounded forms is in the tribute list for

452/1, but angular forms reappear in the following three years. The last dated use ot the

angular forms is in 447, but there is an interval before the final form of rho is uniformly

adopted. For some years an alternative rounded form with tail is used alone or in the same

inscription as the tailless form; the last dated use known to me is in the final account of

Phidias’ chryselephantine statue in 438.
28

The beginning of this transitional period can be only approximately determined since

we have so few dated inscriptions between 465 and 452; c. 455 would be a reasonable

compromise. At the lower end the evidence is very much better. From 445 to 440

(inclusive) we have 16 dated inscriptions; in none do the earlier forms of beta, phi, sigma

appear. Between 439 and 431 there are 39 more; in all these the developed forms are

consistently used. The angular forms of rho also are obsolete by 445, though rounded rho

with tail is still occasionally used, at least down to 438/7. The inscriptions of this table

may not all be by different masons but it would, I think, be safe to claim that we have

evidence for not less than 50 hands between 446 and 430. It should cause no very great

shock if a three-barred sigma, an angular beta or rho, or a phi with enclosed vertical were

to be discovered in an inscription dated by archon to 443/2 or even perhaps to 441/0. We
should not, however, accept the redating of any public inscription using the earlier forms

later than the beginning of the Peloponnesian War, unless the historical evidence is decisive.

These inferences from dated inscriptions should be controlled by inscriptions that are

not precisely dated. The following table includes all undated public fifth-century

inscriptions seen by me in which the earlier forms of beta, rho, sigma or phi are used.

Some private inscriptions which may be of historical importance are also included. The

numbers are for reference in the notes on individual inscriptions, below.

For some of these inscriptions there may be other evidence bearing on their date.

7. This decree used to be interpreted as the renewal of an alliance with Phocis first made

in 454/3 (e.g. Tod, GHI no. 39). Meritt showed that this interpretation was based on a

misreading and that an alliance with the cities of the Delphian Amphictiony suited

much better what survives (AJP lxix (1948) 312-4); he dated the alliance to 458.

Such diplomacy is perhaps more likely before the Egyptian disaster than after.

9. These surviving fragments which concern Erythrae arc associated by ATL with the

much larger fragment
(
IG i- 10) that Fauvel copied and is now lost. This decree, by

the attractive restoration of an archon’s name, has been dated 453/2 : eVecr-rare,

A\voi\k\p6.t€s fpxe - This date fits evidence from the tribute lists, but the restoration is

not certain. I gave reasons {JHS lxiii (1943) 33) for believing that the two surviving

fragments might come from a separate decree and I hope to strengthen the argument

in a forthcoming study of the Athenian Empire. The date of IG i
2 10 (depending on

restoration) should not be used to determine the date of IG i
2

1 1 and 12A. 29

13. The original bronze chariot was set up to commemorate the Athenian victory over

Boeotia and Chalcis in 506. Its restoration should be associated with a new victory

2S Dinsmoor '
/.</ .’. I/)/.. 0137. 707. was used: in the two surviving fragments the form is

29 The mistaking in IG i
2 10 of kappa for rho consistent, angular without tail form 2 above 1. See

suggests that the angular rho with tail form 1 abo\e l also NIeritt. Mesfi. x\ 1 194(1 248.
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TABLE 2

L'xdated Inscriptions with early Letter Forms

Text Description Beta Rho Phi Sigma Photograph

i- i- 933 ...
Casualty List 1 1 1 1

2. Hesp. xxxiii 17 C asualty List - 2 -
1 He •ip. xxxiii 1964; pi.

no. 1

3. Hesp. xxxiii 17 f. Casualty List 2 4 -
1 Hesp. xxxiii pis. 1 inu. 2 ,

4. Hesp. xxxiii 20 f. Casualty List 2 4 2 1 Hesp. xxxiii 19641 pi.

| no. 3

,

3. IG i*
1 6 Lleusinian Regulations 1 2 1 1 Hesp. xiv 1945' 64 f.

6. IG i- 8 ?Building Decree -
3

-
t

7 IG i“ 26 ?Amphictionic Alliance 2 4 1 1 .47.4 lvi 1951 pi. 37
8. IG i

2 188 Decree of the Scambonid Demc 1. 2 1
- 1

9. IG i’ 11 and 12 ’ 13a Regulations for Erythrae 1 2 1 1 ATL ii pi. 3
iu. IG i

2 12 13b Regulations for an Allv - 2 1 i

11. IG i
2 80 Praxiergidae Decree -

4 1 2 BSA xlix 1934' pi. 3
12. IG i- 53 s ‘Opus incertum' Account 1 - - - —

‘Opus incertum* Account 2 - - - 2

‘Opus incertum* Account 3
-

1 1 1

‘Opus incertum* Account 4 - 2 2 1

’Opus incertum* Account 5
- - - 2

‘Opus incertum* Account 6 2 2 - 2

‘Opus incertum* Account 7
-

4 - 2

‘Opus medium* Account 8 - - 2

13. IG i'- 3«»4 Restored Chariot Memoiial - 2 -
1 74.4.4 173

14. IG r 4uu Hipparchs’ Dedication -
•5 2 1 74 -4.4 13,7

1 IG 1- 10 Alliance with Egesta 2 3- 4 1 Hesp. xvii i 1948) pi. 24
1 1). SEG x 243 Accounts of the Promachos 2 4

-
1 Hesp. v 19361 363 f.

1 7. SEC x 1 3 Praise of Sigcum -
3 1

2

1, 2 Hesp. v 1 19361 361
if!. ATI: h D 11 Regulations for Miletus 2 4 2 1 ATL ii pi. 4
19 SEC x 17 Treaty with Hermione 2 4

-
1 Hesp. ii ' 1933- 464

20. SE(. x .mo Accounts of Xemesis at

Rhamnus 1
-

4 2 r F.rp. '.
1 py_.. 1934 3. 129

Accounts of Xemesis at

Rhamnus 2 - 4 2 2

Accounts of Nemesis at

Rhamnus 3
-

4 2 2

Accounts of Xemesis at

Rhamnus 4 -
4 2 2

21. IG i- 77j Settlement of C hersonese -
4

-
I

22. I(, r 380 Dedication by Epiteles -
4 -

I DAA 384 facs

23. IG V 18 Regulations for Argina 2 4 2 1 Hondius, A IA. pi. 3
24. IG i- 24 Priestess and 'Temple of Nike 2 4 2 1 'E(f. 'Afr/.. 1897. pi. 1

1

27. . 177. li D 14 Coinage Decree Cos frag.) -
4 -

I .-I TL 11 pi. 7-7
2b. SE(

>

x 24 Appointment of Eleusmian
Epistatae 2 4 2 I K. Keuroumot* s.

'Iitei.'(Jti't<iKU 1 1932 1 1-

27. IG i
2 27 Proxeny Dec n < 2 3? I Wilhclm. Attische L'tkwnlen

28. Kr \- 28 Proxeny Decree Acheloioni _
4 _

I

pi. 1

29. SE(/ x 20 Proxeny Decree men of

Parmm 1 2 4 -
1

30. IC, 1
2 29 Praise ol an allied citv 2 4 2 - Hesp. xiv <

1 94“, 1 83
31. IG i

2 ji Praise of a Theran 2 4 --
r

32. ML ii D 17 Regulations for Colophon 1 ) 2 4 2 1 ATL ii pi 8
73. IG 1- 34 Regulations for ( olophon 21 4 2 1

34. SEG x 27 Festival of Eros - 4 -
1 Hesp. 1 . 1932 1 43 faiv)

37. IG i- 7» Inscription in Attic and Ionic -
4 2 1

3b. IG i- 37 .’Dccr< e concerning Messenians -
4 2 1 , 2 Hesp. xiii 1 1944 228

37. SEG x 410 ’oroneia' epigram 0
3 2 2 .Lt/hii 1932 pl>. 34. 33

38. IG r 47 Colonisation of Brea 2 3 0

3<*. IG i
2

jo Regulation** for Chains 2 ?• 4 2 2 ATL ii pi. 10
jo. K

1

1
2
40 42 Df cree concerning He^iaea 2 3 2 2

o\er one or both enemies. On historical grounds the decisive defeat of the Boeotians
at Oenophyta in 458 or 457 provides a much more convincing context than the crushing
of the Euboean revolt in 446, shortly preceded by the disastrous reversal of Oenophyta
when Athens was humiliated at Coroneia.30

14. The hipparchs who made this dedication are named on the base. Lacedaemonius
Xenophon, Pronapes, and the sculptor they employed was Lykios son of Mvron

J0 IIau\» tie. lit) otlute. 47 fF.: more fully. Raubitsc htk. /Xl.l 174.
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Lacedaemonius was Cimon’s son, who was general in 433/2 (Tod, GHI 55) ;
a Xeno-

phon was general in 441/0. These men, from aristocratic families, would normally be

hipparchs early in their careers. Since the dedication is made a-n-o top [77-0] Action the

context requires fighting in which the Athenian cavalry distinguished themselves.

On historical grounds a date in the early fifties, before the Egyptian disaster, or in 446
could provide a suitable context.

15. The archon’s name is included in the prescript of the alliance with Egesta. The final

two letters can be securely read, ON
;
whether or not there are also traces of the pre-

ceding one or two letters is disputed. 31 Between 470 and 430 only three archons’

names end in ON, Conon in 462/1, Habron in 458/7, Ariston in 454, 3. If the

inscription is not to be dated in the fifties it must come later than 430. Mattingly

(Hist, xii (1963) 267 ff.) proposes the archon of 418/7, shortly before the

great Syracusan expedition which was partly instigated by Egesta. But if Egesta had
exchanged oaths with Athens so recently it would have been the strongest argument
that her envoys could have used in appealing for Athenian help. Instead Thucydides

makes them refer only to the Athenian expedition of 427 in support of Leontini. 32

17. Meritt
(
Hesp . v (1936) 360) restored in line 5: ’Ap\tlSotos epxe . e[t]77er.

Mattingly (Hist, xii (1963) 269) prefers 'Av[Tuf>ov epxe ’AvTi\o\x&es e[f]-n-er, pointing

out that an Antiochides was a member of the Boule in 418/7 (IG i
2
94), when Antiphon

was archon. But Mop]
|

[eJ^iSes, perhaps the archon of 440/39, is a satisfying restoration.

The date suggested by the letter forms provides a very suitable context. 33

18. The generally accepted date, 450/49, derives from the archon’s name Euthvnos on
the stone. This assumes a mistake by Diodorus who calls the archon of the year

Euthydemos; but he makes this mistake in 426/5 when a Euthynos.is known from

another inscription to have been archon. 34 However, even if the three-barred sigma

is discounted, the earlier date provides a much more appropriate context than 426/5
which Mattingly prefers (Hist, x (1961) 176 ff.). By 440 Miletus was a democracy: at

the time of this decree oligarchs were still in control. 35

19. The treaty with Hermione was dated by the first editor of the surviving fragment in the

middle of the century, primarily because of the three-barred sigma. 36 Mattingly

advocates 425 (Hist, x (1961) 173), but while showing that this later date could provide

a suitable context and might explain why Hermione was not ravaged in 425 he provides

no argument against the date suggested by the sigma. The coast between Epidaurus

and Halieis will have been important to Athens in any war against the Peloponnesians.

Troezen had been brought under Athenian control in the first Peloponnesian War; a

settlement with Hermione in the late fifties should cause no surprise.

24. It is now virtually certain that the temple of Athena Nike was not built until the

twenties. The decree authorising the temple might be expected, as Mattingly empha-

sises (Hist, x (i960) i6gfi), to be passed very shortly before the building was begun;

the traditional date in the early forties leaves a twenty-year gap between the decree and

its execution. The earlier date, however, makes good sense if the sculpture of the

north and south sides of the frieze was designed to commemorate the fighting against

31 Raubitschek . TAP. f lxxv 1 1944') 10 ff.). recall- offers the most likely context, when Athens was

i no- Kohler's tentative report of a curving stroke eliminating Aegina and the news from ligvpt was

before omit ron and noting on his squeeze a vertical still good,

stroke in the preceding space proposed llu]f!prjr.
32 4 hut. vi ti.a.

Pritchett i-47-I lix 19551 581 found no trace of a 15 Metggs. HSt P lx\ ti 1963.0.

curving stroke and thought that the vertical stroke “ Dwd. xii 3.1. 58.1.

was not part of a letter. Meritt supported Ran- n
|. P. Barron. JHS lxxxn mb.! 1 ff. : Meritt

bitschek’s interpretation of the vertical BCH lxxxtni and Wade-Gerv. JUS Ixxxiii tqliy 100 f.: Meiggs.

i 1964) 4 1 3 1
. I am doubtful about the vertical, but. o/>. cit. 24 1.

of tin- three tears. 438 7. when Habron was archon. >fi Oliver. / /' '/'. 11 m ,5 4'H-
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Persia which was ended by the Peace of Callias. The long interval might be explained

by the concentration of the skilled labour first on the Parthenon and then on the

Propylaea, or it might represent a conflict between the interests of the Propylaea and
the precinct of Athena Nike. 37

25. The coinage decree has been dated to the early forties on the strength of the three-

barred sigma in the fragment from Cos which has Attic letters and was reported to be
on Pentelic marble. All the other fragments are in Ionic and the dating evidence for

Ionic inscriptions of the fifth century is inadequate. Pritchett suggested a compromise.
Marbles are difficult to distinguish : if the stele w'as of island and not Pentelic marble,
and if the mason had come from Athens in the forties and stayed at Cos, he might
have used the letters familiar to him before he left Athens. Historically the early date
raises no difficulty for those w ho believe that the early forties was a period of strong

imperialism.

26. The commissioners now to be appointed are to carry out their duties on the model of

certain other commissioners: xadarrep hoi eni TOW ep 7ro[A]ei epy[o|iS e7recrr[d]To[y]

TOi veoi xai TOL d[y]dApart. Mattingly [Hist, x (1961) 1 7 1 f.) identifies these com-
missioners with the two boards responsible for the Parthenon and the chryselephantine

statue of Athena. 1 he imperfect tense, he thinks, means that they have completed
their work; the decree cannot therefore be earlier than 432. Meritt and Wade-Gery
suRSest that the tense may be the ‘Imperfect of Points Assumed’: ‘these men shall take

charge of the goddesses’ property, as those at Athens were to have charge (as we have seen

)

of temple and statue’. 33 This, however, is a very rare usage. An easier alternative is

to associate the model commissioners with work on the Acropolis in the fifties. The
statue may have been the Athena Promachos. 39

32. Mattingly (Hist, x 175, xii 266) relates this decree concerning Colophon to the occasion

in 427 w'hen Athens saved Notium from Persian control; Colophon had already broken
away and Notium was threatened (Thuc. iii 34). The date, however, suggested by
the letter forms is supported by a reasonable inference from the tribute lists of the second
period. No record survives of any payment by Colophon in these three lists, though
they are well preserved. The decree reflects the regaining of control by Athens,
probably in 446.

40

36. On the moulding above a relief part of a name survives, possibly the secretary of the
Boule, with three-barred sigma. Below in relief is a standing female figure, probably
representing Messenia or the Fortune of the Messenians. Me<7<7e[-—is inscribed in the
field, presumably to identify the figure and the two sigmas haye four bars (from the

photograph one wonders whether this word was added later). The nature of the

monument is uncertain, the date of the relief controversial . The case for a date
before 445 is set out by Meritt. 41 My judgment on the date of the sculpture would be
valueless.

37. I he ‘Coroneia’ epigram perhaps remains controversial and Mattingly has given reasons
for referring it to the battle of Delium (Hist, xii (1963 ) 261 f.)

;
but the case for Coroneia

' in 447 or 446; strong already is made stronger by the very probable identification of
fragments of the casualty list which stood on the base, though not cut bv the same
mason. 4 -

39. Mattingly J//S lxxxi A961I 124 ff.) dates this decree in 423 and relates it to an
Athenian expedition to Euboea in that year, recorded by Philochorus, but ignored bv

17 For the latter explanation. Meritt and Wade- 10 Meritt and Wade-Gerv. op. cit. 102 f. ; Meiggs.
Gw. JHS Ixxxiii K|t>4 100. r/>. cit. af> f.

Mr"tt and Wade-Gery. oh. at. 1 1 1 ff. " Hes/,. xiii '

1(144, ff.: Meritt and Wade-Gery.
R. \ allots. Rh.\ xxxv K)33 ! Mci^g^s, JfHS Ixxxiii ! i f i«">3 1 1 if.

op. at. 26. *- He\p. xxxiu 21. no.
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Thucydides. The explanation of Thucydides’ silence by Mattingly is unconvincing:
‘It was a purely routine operation and Thucydides may have taken no special note of

it, particularly as he was at the time very much involved with his own troubles after

the failure to save Amphipolis’ (p. 128). The very stringent terms imposed on Chalcis,

and presumably on Eretria (for the Eretrians are required to take the same oath as the

Chalcidians) implies a major upheaval
;
and the first clause of the Athenian oath surely

refers implicitly to the expulsion of the Hestiaeans after the crushing of the 446 revolt:

ovk tyaeAo Xa\ A/aSeay ey XaA/aSo? ouSe rev ttoXiv ardjaTaToi' rroUcro. The terms of the

decree no less than its letter forms point to the earlier date.

If letter forms were ignored it might be argued that a more probable date after 445
could be found for some of the inscriptions in our table, especially among those which
have no early form except the three-barred sigma; but an acceptable context can be

found for them all without doing violence to epigraphic criteria. The evidence of

dated inscriptions between 445 and 430 is too consistent to be ignored. Effidl examples

of the early forms of sigma, beta, rho or phi are found in inscriptions securely dated

after 445 we should continue to date all inscriptions using any of the early forms

except rounded rho with tail before 445.

There is one particularly important decree which cannot be dated by the criteria so far

considered. The decree moved by Cleinias to tighten up tribute collection (D7) assumes
that Athenian officials are widespread in allied cities and it refers without emphasis to a

decree requiring all the allies to bring standard offerings of cow and panoply to the Great
Panathenaea at Athens. It was only when a large new fragment was found in 1936 that

the decree’s date was moved from the twenties to the early forties, and the new dating was
strongly influenced by the mover’s name revealed on the new fragment. Cleinias,

Alcibiades’ father, who died at Coroneia in 446 or 447, is the best known Cleinias of the

century, but the identification is by no means certain. Raubitschek, advocating the early

date on the strength of letter forms, drew attention to the form of the loop in the rhos, which
tends to meet the vertical low down and sometimes with a down-sloping stroke, and the

curved upsilons. The first criterion cannot claim very great weight; similar rhos can be

found in SEG x 81 (
= IG i

2
68/9), very probably to be dated in 424/3. The curved upsilons

provide a much stronger argument. Until a upsilon with curving strokes is found in an
inscription securely dated in the twenties it is reasonable to insist on a date before 430 for

the Cleinias decree. 43 To claim a date in the early forties on the strength of letter forms

alone is more than the evidence allows. The thirties could not cpigraphically be excluded,

but a date in the forties is epigraphically rather more probable.41

Russell Meiggs.

Balliol College, Oxford.

13 Upsilon with curving strokes continues through

the thirties but is extremely rare after 430. The only

examples I have found are in Parthenon inventories

of 414 3 and 41 1/0 ( IG i
2 27 2 and 253b

44 Three relevant articles have come to my
notice since my text was sent to the printer. Brief

comments must suffice. The most important of the

three is a review of the Cos fragment ol the Coinage

Decree (Table 2.25' by Georgiades and Pritchett

BCH lxxxix •; iqbj. 400-401. Professor Georgiades.

a distinguished mineralogist, after rigorous examina-

tion of the Cos stone and samples from various

different quarries, concludes that the marble was not

vol. i.xxxvr.

Pentelic. but "almost certainly Parian". Professor

Pritchett argues that it is very unlikely that an
Athenian mason working in Athens would use-

marble from Paros rather than the local Pentelic for

an inscription, and that the Cos fragment should not

therefore be dated by reference to inscriptions cut in

Athens. This new evidence mav shake the confi-

dence ot those who relied solelv on the three-barred

sigma of the Cos fragment for an earlv date, but

before this argument is rejected further enquiry is

needed. Is ii otherwise know n w hether ( 'os imported

Parian marble either before or during the fifth

centurv ’ Is it likely that if the Coans were paying

F,
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for the stone they would have used Parian marble

rather than local limestone? Is it not possible that

a mason working in a sculptor’s workshop at Athens

should use a spare block of Parian not needed for

sculpture ? More important, the inscription in Attic

letters is in the Attic tradition. Why should an
Athenian in Cos in the twenties (the later date for the

Coinage Decree) use a form of sigma that had been

obsolete in Athens for twenty years, while no other

letter in his text suggests that he was old-fashioned?

Mattingly's re-dating of the financial decrees of

Callias to 422 1 ( Proceedings African Class. Am. iii

( 1964) 35-55 ) affects my main argument considerably

less. I would still maintain my view (p. 86) that

434 3 is a firm date for these decrees but I would

naturally wish to meet Mattingly’s detailed objections.

However, since I have not included these decrees in

the table of securely dated inscriptions, the argument

from letter-forms is not affected. A word should,

however, be said about his late dating of the Praxiergi-

dae Decree (Table 2. in. This is a notoriously

puzzling script, but I agree with the mid-century

dating advocated by Wilhelm and Lewis. Rau-
bitschek is surely right in assigning DAA 299 to the

same hand. The style of the fragment of relief on

this dedication is a compelling argument against a

date significantly later than 450.

The third article raises a more fundamental issue.

In the course of a stimulating review of the state of

Ancient History studies in this country, M. I. Finley

has pronounced judgement ( Times Lit. Suppl.,

7.iv.66, p. 289). “Instead (of exploring seriously

worth-while problems) at the moment there is an

astonishingly bitter controversy in the scholarly

journals in which, to put it a bit unkindly, the

problems and issues of the (Athenian) empire have

been reduced to a question of the date when the

Athenian stone-cutters began to carve the letter

sigma with four bars instead of three.” No one

would like to be convinced that two long summers’

detailed work, for which nature did not design him,

has been wasted on what a sociologist might legiti-

mately call trivialities. A brief statement is needed,

though some justification has been given elsewhere

for this study of letter-forms (IISCP lxvii (1963) 29 f.).

The main evidence for the history of the Athenian

Empire (as distinct from an analysis of its character

in the period covered by Thucydides and Aristo-

phanes) comes from a long series of inscriptions, the

most important of which are not explicitly dated.

From the literary evidence (if Plutarch is dismissed

as unreliable) two views of the development of the

empire, each coherent, are tenable
: ( 1 ) that strong

imperialism developed only after the death of

Pericles and is to be primarily associated with the

rise of Cleon and his successors; (2) that the vital

steps from Alliance to Empire were taken in the

early forties. It is no exaggeration to say that the

answer to these questions depends primarily on
whether criteria based on letter-forms (especially

but not solely sigma), first formulated in the late

nineteenth century, are still valid. A History of the

Athenian Empire which ignored this question

should have no authority. Finley has made a mole-

hill out of a mountain.
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Arkesilas III succeeded to the throne of Cyrene after the royal power had been con-

siderably curtailed. In the reign of the previous king, Battos III, Demonax of Mantineia

had carried out a tribal reorganisation and constitutional reform which was, according to

Herodotus, democratic.1 But since the leading opponents of Arkesilas III were the nobility,

it is likely that the reforms of Demonax were supported, or at least acquiesced in, by the

aristocrats. 2 As Chamoux argues, the system of tribes created by Demonax will not have

diminished the local influence of the aristocratic landowners, although the more recent

colonists who arrived from all parts of Greece in the reign of Battos II were given a place in

the new constitution. The arrangements of Kleisthenes a generation later at Athens

provide both a comparison and a contrast. He added the Athenian Srj/xos to his aristocratic

faction for political reasons, just as the Cyrenaean nobility accepted Demonax, and similarly

the democracy of 508/7 was principally a tribal reform. But, at Athens, after the fall of the

tyranny, there was a pressure towards democracy which could not have existed at Cyrene a

generation earlier, and it was precisely because he had to break down the local influence of

the nobility that Kleisthenes devised the system of trittues, which is not paralleled at Cyrene.

The Demonax reform resulted in constitutional power for the landowning class at the expense

of the monarchy.

I shall attempt to show in the second part of this paper that the Battiad dynasty medised

to protect itself against the nobility of Cyrene, and that the unexpectedly long survival of the

monarchy was due to the fact that it was protected by the threat of Persian force. But

Herodotus’ narrative raises chronological difficulties which must be discussed first.

I. THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE REIGN OF ARKESILAS III

Beaten in his first attempt to recover the royal power and privileges, Arkesilas 111 fled to

Samos and returned to Cyrene with Samian help. At the same time, his mother Phcretima

appealed unsuccessfully to Euelthon of Salamis, the leading king in Cyprus. \\ hen

Cambyses attacked Egypt in 525, Arkesilas medised, and Cambyses, although displeased

with the inadequate amount of tribute he offered, 3 nevertheless sent home Ladike, the

Cyrenaean princess who had cemented the alliance between Amasis of Egypt and Cyrene by

becoming one of the Egyptian king’s harem. 4 Cambyses' conciliatory action perhaps con-

verted Arkesilas’ half-hearted medism to greater confidence in Persian support. At any

rate, Pheretima was later able to claim that her son had been murdered 81a ror /u^dicr/cdr,

when she asked Arvandes, the Persian satrap of Egypt, to avenge his death. 5 Her claim was

accepted, so the Battiads must have begun to look to Persia for support through Arkesilas’

action.

The general picture given by Herodotus is fairly clear. The Battiads, faced by consti-

tutional reform and worsted in ot&ois with their opponents, tried to re-establish themselves

as absolute rulers with help from abroad, from Persia and Samos. But although Herodotus’

References to Hdt. iv are usually given by chapter

and section only.

1 161.5. TurTo i)t T ijt i‘inr7i/.i'i Z?nrr<;> Ttiu'vca

tzr/.rhv kiu itfirirrertiz, tu n/./.n .-riiiTn Tn .T/nirf/ior tt/or

of [Umi/.ii z iz tiinor rei <)#//«> tOi/Kf.

- For this view of Demonax sec Chamoux,

Cyrene sou s' hi Monaichie dcs Battiada 138 -42 and

cf. D. M. Lewis, Hiitnua xii iytrp 30.

3 163.2. ovtoz yhfi V’ o WpKint/.H’iz hz A '7’

FflciA-f Km >j iifitiv fTii-urn. Cf. Hdt. iii 13.4.

which must refer to the same occasion.
1 Hdt. ii 18 1. The alliance was made soon after

Amasis' rebellion against Apries in 370 and reversed

Apries’ hostile attitude to Cyrene. Ladike was

perhaps a younger sister of Arkesilas II. She cannot

in any case have been much under 70 in 723. See

note 19.

5 165.3.
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narrative in iv 162-7 and 200-204 contains considerable circumstantial detail, and must, I

think, in general be accepted, it raises certain chronological and political questions. It is

convenient here to summarise his narrative as follows:

1. Arkesilas and Pheretima appeal to Samos and Cyprus respectively.

2. Pheretima is unsuccessful with the anti-feminist king of Cyprus, but Arkesilas attracts

individual Samians to his cause by promising a yfjs amSaoyidj.

3. He goes to Delphi and is given an oracle, 8 returns to Cyrene with Samian help, and

treats his opponents harshly, against the advice of the oracle.

4. In fear of his opponents he retires to Barka, leaving Pheretima to rule in Cyrene, and is

murdered there together with his father-in-law Alazeir the ruler of Barka, by Barkaians and
anti-royalist exiles from Cyrene.

5. Pheretima goes for help to Aryandes, now satrap of Egypt, and is given it on the ground

that Arkesilas had submitted to C'ambyses and been killed for his medism.

6. Aryandes sends a land force under Amasis 7 and a sea expedition under Badres to

attack Barka and avenge Arkesilas’ death, with the further motive, in Herodotus’ opinion, of

conquering Libya. Barka is captured after a nine months’ siege and handed over to Phere-

tima and the Battiad faction. The Persian forces attack Cyrene as well but are recalled by
Aryandes. The expedition is synchronised with some care by Herodotus with the operations

of Megabazos in the Hellespont after Darius’ Scythian expedition, i.e. in 5 14.
8

It has been generally held by editors and commentators that Arkesilas III appealed to

Samos during the reign of Polykrates, and that this appeal preceded Cambyses’ attack on

Egypt in 525, during which Arkesilas medised. 9 But on this view of the chronology,

Herodotus' narrative, summarised above, would have to cover the years c. 530 to c. 513,

whereas the events recorded, beginning with the Samos appeal, do not appear to occupy

more than three or four years at the most. After Arkesilas’ return with Samian help, events

succeed each other swiftly, the only possible gap being at 165.1, where Pheretima governs

Cyrene while Arkesilas retires to Barka for safety. But since Pheretima was necessarily as

suspect to the opposition as her son, and there is no indication in Herodotus that Arkesilas

remained long under the protection of Alazeir before they were both murdered, it is unlikely

that Pheretima’s regency lasted long.10

* 163.2. The Battiads are to rule for not more 9 E.g. Macan, Hdt. iv-vi i 118 n., Chamoux, op. cit.,

than eight generations. This is obviously post 147 ff.

eventum. The rest of the oracle is obscure enough to 10 Attempts to fill the gap or stretch Herodotus’

be genuine, but if thmOnriat ku'i air6; uni raipo; 6 narrative have not been successful. Macan, loc. cit.,

Kfi/.hmtio>v refers to the double murder of Arkesilas notices the difficulty and suggests that Pheretima’s

and Alazeir, which seems likely, this is probably rule in Cyrene may have lasted some time. Cham-
post eientum also. oux, 149, supposes that Arkesilas spent some time in

7 167. 1 . The name 'Amasis' may be wrong, as the making punitive expeditions from Barka against the

Maraphioi were a Persian tribe, Hdt. i 125.3. But aristocrats who opposed him. But his revenge on his

this is not sufficient grounds for conflating Arsames’ opponents and the cruel burning alive of his enemies

expedition against Barka in c. 482 with the Libyan in Aglomachos’ tower preceded his exile in Barka

expedition of 713 See p. 108 and n. 48. (164.2-3). Chamoux also accepts Hiller von Gart-
8 145. 1. It did not take place while Darius was ringen’s identification of the votive graffito

beyond the Danube, cf. A. R. Burn, Persia and the TIMAS, found near the older building south of the

Greeks 112. arm; tuv rer ravra i'crpiiaat refers to temple of Apollo Karneios in Thera, as a dedication

Megabazos in the Hellespont, and the synchronism is by Arkesilas Ill’s mother, perhaps made on her

much more likely to be true than if Herodotus had Cyprus voyage. (IG xii 3, 369, Hiller Ephem. Arch.

made a schematic connexion between Darius’ 1937, i P- 36; RE 1 . 1 , 2293, RE xix 2038 c s.v.

Scythian expedition and the Libyan expedition. For ‘Pheretime’i. E has already replaced san, which is

the date of the Scythian expedition, see Wade-Gery, consistent with a late sixth-century date in Theraean
Essays. ‘Miltiadesk 159 and notes, and Cameron. script, but could also be later. See L. H. Jeffery,

J.S'ES li
1 1943 313 n. 32. Local Scripts in Archaic Greece. 33. The single name is
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There is, however, no need to assume that Arkesilas’ appeal to Samos preceded Cambyses’

invasion of Egypt and Arkesilas’ medism, or that it was Polykrates to whom he appealed.

We know that he medised in 525, but his medism is nowhere chronologically related to the

Samos appeal by Herodotus. It is merely mentioned at 165.2 as the ground on which

Pheretima could ask Aryandes for help,11 so the Samos appeal could either precede Arkesilas’

medism, as has been generally held, or have followed it, as I think must be the case. As we
have seen, there is no lapse of time in Herodotus’ narrative from the Samos appeal to the

Libyan expedition of Aryandes, which was his response to Pheretima’s appeal to him after

the murder. But the Libyan expedition, because of Herodotus’ synchronism between

it and Megabazos’ operations in the Hellespont following the Scythian expedition, is fairly

securely dated to either 514 or 513. This means that Pheretima’s appeal to Aryandes12

must be placed in or shortly before 514, the murder of Arkesilas immediately before Phere-

tima’s appeal, and the appeal of Arkesilas to Samos not more than two years before his mur-

der, that is, in 518 or 517. It is impossible to detach the chronology of Herodotus’ account

from the Libyan expedition of Aryandes which anchors it at the lower end.

Herodotus’ narrative, then, only makes sense chronologically if we suppose that Arkesilas

appealed to Samos after, and not before, his medism in 525. The political picture which

emerges from this revised dating is different from the orthodox view, but seems nonetheless

coherent and convincing. Arkesilas’ medism may not have provided him with adequate

Persian backing against his political opponents. This is particularly likely in the early

years of Darius I’s reign when, as we know from the Behistun inscription, he was fully

occupied in putting down revolts in many quarters of the empire after the difficulties of his

accession.13 Egypt herself was in revolt in the fourth year of Darius’ reign, perhaps at the

very time when .Arkesilas needed help. Or it may have seemed tactless to appeal for Persian

help directly, although Pheretima did so later when Samian support had failed to protect

Arkesilas. So Arkesilas looked for help to Greek states, but prudently asked two powers

which after 525 had come under Persian control, namely Samos and Cyprus. 14 Samian
support had the further advantage of providing a permanent body of settlers in C’yrenaean

territory, whereas a Persian force would return to Egypt.

Herodotus’ account in itself suggests that Arkesilas’ appeal was made after the fall of

Polykrates, either during the regime of Maiandrios, or during the early years of the pro-

Persian tyranny of Syloson, in 518 or 517.
15 Arkesilas does not appeal to any tyrant, but to

unlikely to be the record of a royal dedication, and
the name ‘Pheretima’ may have been fairly common
in Doric communities, cf. ‘Pheretimos’ at Teuchiris

in Cyrenaica, SEG ix 435. Pheretima would be

unlikely to approach the Theraeans for aid since they

were anti-Battiad: the prisoners sent by Arkesilas to

Cyprus were rescued by the Knidians and sent to

Thera, where they were presumably welcomed

(164.2 ) . So the graffito cannot be held to suggest that

the voyages of Arkesilas and Pheretima were more

extensive, and took more time, than Herodotus

reports.

11 fjOtiv yiip n't sk Tor ’AfiKtau.ro evepyeaicu i;

Kx/iflvaea tov Krpor .-te.-tonjfurni. ovto- yap >)v o
’

ApKC(ri/.eo>- o' Krpijvrjv Knpjivor) tticjKF kiu rpdpov

tTliiUTO.
12 Aryandes was appointed satrap by Cambyses,

and served also under Darius until he rebelled some-

time after 513. The rebellion is placed rmepo>

yj>6vv> rovTcjf in 166.1, where tovtcjv refers to the

Libyan expedition. Herodotus marks his return to

the direct narrative with tote dt at 167.1.

13 See A. R. Burn, op. ctt., 96 f. On the Egyptian

revolt, which was put down by Aryandes. see

Cameron, J.,\ES ii (19431 31 1 f.

11 Euelthon will have been an old man, but could

still have been ruling in 51B or 517. 569, his acces-

sion date according to the Oxford Classical Diction-

ary, can hardly be right, and seems only to rest on the

accession of Amasis of Egypt, who made Cvprus
tributary to Egypt, Hdt. ii 182.2. Siromos t .

J —
Hiram, king of Tyre c. 550-30; must be removed from
Herodotus’ geneaology of Onesilas tv 1 04.1 , since

even if the earlier dating for Pheretima's appeal to

Euelthon were right 1 c. 530 V Euelthon could hardly

be the great-grandfather of Onesilas. who was king in

498. If we assume C’hersis to be the son ol Euelthon

and that Siromos, whose name is surely not Greek,

has been wrongly inserted into the line of the Greek
kings of Salamis, the stemma becomes intelligible.

See How and Wells on Hdt. v 104. and RE suppl. IA
col. 1834 s.v. ’Salamis' 2.

15 The expedition of Otanes is generallv dated

c. 517. The travels of Demokedes, first to Sousa
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Samians individually: avvrjyeipe ttavra avdpa enl yrjs ava8aop.u). This phraseology would

suit either Maiandrios’ quasi-democratic regime,16 or, better, I think, the confusion which

can be conjectured after the Persian conquest of Samos. Herodotus’ account of the depopu-

lation and early repopulation of Samos by the Persians is highly suspect and has often been

doubted, since Aiakes was present with Samian ships helping Darius on the Scythian expedi-

tion a few years later. The Persian netting of Samos may be a story invented to cover up

the brutality of Syloson, which, Strabo says, became proverbial and was responsible for

lowering the population;17 no doubt some of his political opponents emigrated to avoid harsh

treatment. The regime of Syloson, in fact, much more than that of Polvkrates, was a time

when manv Samians would be attracted by a career abroad. Arkesilas’ position as an

ally of Persia would make it easier for them to accept this offer, and more difficult for Syloson

to object to their departure. On the other hand, an appeal to individual Samians, offering

land abroad in return for their services, is surely inconceivable in the time of Polvkrates. He
needed a large population to man his fleet and provide labour for his building activities, and

is in any case unlikely to have allowed Samian citizens to go and settle elsewhere unless under

his own aegis. Even if he had sent an expedition to help Arkesilas, he would not have

allow ed its members to become citizens of Cyrene.

These considerations tell against C'hamoux’s view that friendship between the tyrant

Polvkrates and the would-be tyrant Arkesilas III was the context of the appeal. The two

states were traditionally friendly, and had been so since the seventh century.

peyaXat between Samos, Thera and Cyrene went back to the time of Cyrene’s foundation,18

and both Samos and Cyrene abandoned Amasis in face of Cambvses’ invasion of Egypt.

But this does not indicate that Polvkrates was the object ofArkesilas’ appeal, and the absence

of Polvkrates’ name in Hdt. iv 162^3, where he does mention the much less famous Euelthon

of Salamis, suggests strongly that Polvkrates was no longer ruling at the time.

It may be objected that Herodotus mentions the appeal to Samos early in his account of

Arkesilas’ reign in iv 162. But he does not give a full account of the reigns of the kings of

Cyrene; he reports briefly the most memorable events in them, and he is mainly concerned

with the disasters of the end of the reign ofArkesilas III and the colourful story of Pheretima’s

revenge. Ele does not even mention in its place early in the reign the vital change in foreign

politics of 525, w hen Arkesilas abandoned the alliance with Amasis of Egypt,19 formed c. 570,

soon after Amasis’ rebellion against Apries, and cemented by the Ladike marriage, for a

safer alliance with C’ambyses. This suggests that Herodotus did not treat the reign of

Arkesilas III chronologically. The link between his accounts of Battos III and Arkesilas III

is the constitutional settlement of Demonax, in the reign of Battos III, which Arkesilas III

wished to undo. This link is topical, and not necessarily chronological. The earliest event

in his reign which can be dated is the medism of 525, but, as we have seen, Herodotus does

after the fall of Oroites and then to the Greek coast-

lands on his reconnaissance expedition for Darius, all

precede the capture of Samos in Herodotus' account

liii 1 29 “391 • The Samian thalassocraty is super-

seded by the Spartan in 517 in the list of Eusebius as

revised bv Mvres JHS’xxvi 19061 99 f. . The revolt

of Bab\ lort s> nchronized with Otanes' expedition by

Herodotus 111 1 70.1 ,
cannot be identified with either

of the revolts of Bab) Ion which took place in Darius'

first year and are recorded on the Behistun inscription,

because of the 20-month siege of Babylon in Hero-

dotus' account, hither Herodotus’ Babylonian re-

volt was a later one. or he is giving; a highly-coloured

and inaccurate account of the first, major revolt and

did not know its date.

19 Hdt. iii 142.3. But yij; dradaG/id; does not

necessarily have the revolutionary connotation of

redistribution of land which we find in Hellenistic

times. Cf. iv 159.2, where Libyan land is being

divided. There was plenty of land available, and
Arkesilas was not necessarily thinking of dividing up
the estates of the nobles to settle his mercenaries.

17 Strabo p. 63S. c/ci/ri Er/.oatuvroz cv/ic/otpiii.

18
Cf. 152.5 and the Korobios story.

19 Apries had led an Egyptian army against Cyrene,

and was defeated at the battle of Irasa, c. 570.

Amasis became the leader of the resulting rebellion

against Apries. succeeded him, and reversed the

policy of Egypt towards Cyrene by marrying Ladike,

Hdt. ii 1 6
1 ,

ii 181 and iv 159.
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not indicate how this is related to his account of the Samos appeal, Arkesilas’ murder or

Pheretima’s revenge, all of which I would place in the period 518-513.

Revised Chronology' of the reign of Arkesilas III

Shortly before 525 Accession. If he acceded shortly before 525 and not c. 530 the earlier

Battiad chronology is slightly less compressed.

525 Submission to Cambyses. He pays insufficient tribute but Ladike is

nevertheless returned to Cyrene by Cambyses.

525+ Stasis for several years, resulting in Arkesilas’ exile. The stasis, I

assume, was made more bitter by the medising attitude of Arkesilas,

who hoped to make his rule more secure with Persian backing.

c. 518-517 Driven out by the opposition, Pheretima appeals unsuccessfully to

Euelthon of Salamis and Arkesilas successfully to the Samians.

517 Arkesilas returns, but cannot hold his position in Cyrene. He retires

to Barka while Pheretima rules in Cyrene. Murder of Arkesilas.

516-515 Pheretima goes to Egypt and wins Aryandes’ support.

514 Aryandes’ preparations for invading Libya, and Libyan expedition.

Persians capture Barka but withdraw from Cyrene.

514 Death of Pheretima. PAccession of Battos IV as Persian nominee. 20

The redating of the appeals to Samos and Cyprus to 518 or 517 gives them a different

political context. On the accepted dating, before 525, Arkesilas would be appealing to other

members of an anti-Persian group of powers to which Cyrene belonged, and which looked to

Amasis, the old ally of Kroisos, 21 for leadership. Before 525 Polykrates was a friend of

Amasis, Euelthon of Cyprus paid him tribute, 22 and Cyrene was bound to him by the Ladike

marriage. But as soon as Cambyses won the Phoenician fleet for Persia, none of these

powers was protected any longer by the sea. Polykrates played his double game successfully

but only for a short time, Cyprus capitulated,23 Egypt was conquered. Cyrene, Cyprus, and

Samos remained on good terms, but within the framework of the Persian empire. To
this later context I think the Samos and Cyprus appeals belong. This context is politically

intelligible and much more acceptable chronologically than the alternative view.

II. THE ATTITUDE OF THE BATTIADS TO PERSIA

The narrative of Hdt. iv 162-7 and 200-204 raises political as well as chronological

difficulties. The position of Pheretima in Cyrene after the murder of Arkesilas III is far

from clear. Herodotus never explains how far, if at all, she had control of Cyrene after the

murder. Her flight to Egypt, 24 in need of Aryandes’ help, suggests she was not in power.

On the other hand, the Persian attack on Cyrene was stopped by order of Aryandes. This

overruled the wishes of the Persian admiral, Badres, who wanted to capture Cyrene, though

his fellow-commander, Amasis, said that the expedition was directed only against Barka.

Herodotus’ account ofwhat happened before Aryandes’ message arrived is oddly inconsistent.

The Cyrenaeans let the Persians in, 'in deference to some oracle’, 25 the Persians Amasis and

Badres disagree, and the Persians, encamped on the hill of Zeus Lykaios, change their

minds and decide to capture the city. But now, surprisingly, the Cyrenaeans are less

compliant, and the Persians retire in a panic to a position fifty stades from the city. Then the

20 See pp. 104 II. Egypt. Cyprus capitulated and joined the Egyptian
21 Hdt. i 77.1-2. expedition, iti 19.3.

23 Hdt. it 182.2. 24 165.2.

2! Hdt. iii 19 and 344 imply that Cambyses 24 203.1.

conquered Phoenicia and her fleet before he invaded
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message from Aryandes arrives and the Cvrenaeans give them a safe-conduct back to Egypt.

This suggests that the Persians were content to leave Cvrene in the hands of a loyal ruler,

and hoped to secure the position of Pheretima in Cvrene itself by making a terrible example

of her enemies in Barka. Herodotus has a Cyrenaean bias and is trying to clear the

Cvrenaeans (who were presumably his informants) from any suspicion of medism. The
oracle, the recall of the Persian forces and the safe-conduct granted to them, are all in fact

suspect. It looks as though the opposition to Pheretima in Cyrene collapsed after the brutal

treatment of Barka and the Cvrenaeans covered up their capitulation with a convenient

oracle .

26 By the time Herodotus visited Cyrene, the city had broken away from Persia,

and his informants seem to have lent respectability to their story by adding the inconsistent

and unlikely details of the Persians’ intended return, Cyrenaean thoughts of resistance, and,

although there was no fighting, a sudden inexplicable panic on the Persian side. All this is

difficult to believe, but Pheretima evidently did not feel secure in Cyrene, since she returned

to Egypt, where she died. How Battos IV came to the throne is not recorded by
Herodotus.

There was another version of these happenings current in late Hellenistic times which
carried the hint of resistance in Herodotus’ account much further and substituted Cyrene for

Barka as the object of Pheretima’s revenge. Menekles of Barka, writing in the late second

century, recorded in his Libyan Histories: ‘And having set up her grandson as king, she

sent those who had plotted against her son Arkesilas to Egypt by sea. Then she went
there herself and destroyed them all, after winning over Aryandes, who was satrap of Egypt

at the time. She was given a military force by the Great King, and treated the Cyrenaeans

harshly .’ 27 Polyaenus, like Menekles, makes the Cyrenaeans the object of Pheretima’s

attack, but he agrees with Herodotus on her flight to Egypt .
28 He may use ‘Cyrenaeans’ as

a general term, more easily understood by his readers, or it may have come through an
intermediate source which garbled Herodotus but was not independent of him. It is

unlikely that Polyaenus knew Menekles’ account, since essentially he agrees with Herodotus.

Menekles’ version, however, is worth considering more seriously as an alternative, and
perhaps preferable, tradition to Herodotus. The fragment survives in a truncated form,

quoted by an anonymous paradoxographer in a work on the warlike exploits of women,
under the heading ‘Pheretima, wife of Battos’. Menekles states that Pheretima had already

put her grandson on the throne before going to Egypt. How could she have done this, and
succeeded in sending the murderers of Arkesilas there beforehand, if she was in flight, as

Herodotus says? And if she was really in control in Cyrene, she would hardly have needed
Aryandes’ help, as Menekles’ own version suggests she did. Either Menekles is wrong about
the time of Battos IY’s accession, or else his excerptor has omitted an important link in his

narrative. The missing connective would be renewed opposition to Pheretima and Battos

IV in Cyrene, after the accession of Battos IV and the sending of the murderers to Egypt, on
some pretext or other

{
Jacoby suggests as ambassadors ),

29 while Pheretima was still in power,
and before her own visit to Egypt. Herodotus’ silence about the accession shows that in his

version, it must have happened after the end of the narrative of Book iv, as it would certainly

have been relevant to Pheretima’s position in Cyrene and the reasons for her flight, which
are only related by Herodotus to the murder of Arkesilas. As Pheretima cannot have

26 We do not, however, have to follow Bcloch IOr.

Gesch. i 213 -14., in supposing that the opposition to

Pheretima in Cvrene was a fabrication, or that .she

did not have to flee to Egypt, but simply asked

Aryandes for help in conquering Barka and Euhes-

perides.
27 FGH 270F3 iiiA p. ilq . Kui toy ridorr firtm/Jii

KaT<l<7T>]arif>n to i'Z avTiTu-nutvorz tuh vitoi uvrij:

1/;A7 nti.m Kara ftdhiTTnv eiz . 1 r/rmor nrrtam/.i r.

imrraim- 'H'o/u'rij di urn) ziuvruz untie, avftneiannn
TOY r/m-Ta ttjv Ir-r.-tToe u/r/nv Tort M/icdribyr.

. lafiovaa i)i dri-uiui' nn/iu toy [Sam/.imz rorz Kv(>t
tv<uurz

zuKfititz e/etfu-taruo
2h Polyaenus, Stmt, viii 47.
29 FGH iii pp. 224-7.
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appealed to Aryandes twice, we must agree that Herodotus and Menekles are giving different

versions of the same Libyan expedition, and not recounting different episodes .
30

Although we cannot be certain about the time of Battos IV’s accession, other considera-

tions make Herodotus’ account more acceptable as a whole. Firstly, it is much earlier.

Would he already have found variants in the tradition as to which city the Persians attacked ?

He certainly went to Cyrene, and possibly to Barka as well .

31 If it had been true that the

Persians and Pheretima had attacked Cyrene, by now detached from the Persian empire,

his informants would surely have told him so. We have already seen that Herodotus’ story

hints at resistance in Cyrene, and the ‘Cyrene’ version of the Persians’ objective would have
suited a patriotic informant much better, if it had been true. Secondly, it is less likely that

the less well-known city of Barka has been substituted for Cyrene, as early as Herodotus'

visit, than that the more familiar ‘Cyrene’ came into the tradition later, at some time after

Cyrene had become the megalopolis of Cyrenaica under the Ptolemies. Other earlv

sources (Aeneas Tacticus and the Aristotelian tradition ),
32 know only of an attack on Barka

and follow Herodotus, whereas Menekles, although a Barkan, lived in the late second
century

,

33 by which time Barka had been eclipsed in importance bv the coastal town
Ptolemals founded on the site of Barka’s former harbour. In view of the decline in Barka’s

prosperity, it is unlikely that a reliable tradition was preserved. In Jacoby’s view, Menekles
was probably a collector of local ‘logoi’ in the tradition of Alexandrine scholarship, rather

than a writer of local history himself. His date is late for the ‘genre’ of local logographv, and
we have no means of assessing the reliability of his source, whereas Herodotus could have
reached back to a reliable oral tradition. For example, he reports that Darius deported the

surviving Barkans to Baktria, where they renamed the village they were given ‘Barka’, a

name he says it kept till his own time .

34 The depopulation cannot have been as radical as he
says, since Barka was still independent in the fifth century, but there may have been a partial

removal of the population and some repopulation later. On balance, we should. I think,

accept the general implication of Herodotus that the terrible example of Barka made the

C’yrenaeans capitulate, and, later, accept Battos IV as king with the goodwill of Aryandes.
After the accession of Battos IV as a Persian nominee, we should expect Cyrene to follow

a Persian line in foreign policy. In a local context, this would mean that she could not

oppose Phoenician or Carthaginian interests in North Africa. She was in fact noticeable

absent when the Spartan prince Dorieus tried to found a Greek colony near the fertile mouth
of the Kinvps river early in the reign of Battos IV. Dorieus had men of Thera, not Cyrene,
to guide him, and received aid only from the Krotoniat Philip, son of Boutakidas, the

Olympic victor and adventurer who was living in exile at Cyrene at the time. But Hero-
dotus emphasises that the trireme in which he accompanied Dorieus was furnished at his own
expense, so he was presumably not officially backed by Battos IV .

35 Herodotus docs not

:!0 Menekles knew Herodotus’ account, since in F6
he criticises his story about the foundation of Cyrene
as too mythical, and prefers another which is ‘more

convincing’ ( TuOtivtinepov )

.

31
Cf. Hdt. ii 181.3 (the position of the statue sent

to Cyrene by Ladike and still there in Herodotus' own
time 1 . He knows that the Barkan women eat neither

beef nor pork, but he might have got this from else-

where tiv 1861.

32 Arist. ft. 61 1. 16: Aen. Tact. 37.6. For his

date, based on internal evidence from the treatise,

see RE s.v. Aineios Taktikos, and Oldfather's

introduetion to the Loeb edition.
33 For Menekles' date, see Athcnaios iv 83. p. 184

b-c. Menekles and Andron of Alexandria are

quoted for the fact that the Alexandrian scholars

became the educators of ‘all Hellenes and barbarians'

after being expelled bv Ptolemy Phiskon 1 146-1 18,.

Ptolcmais was founded earlier, by Ptolemv III 1246-

22 1>. Skylax. Petitions >ed. Gronov.', p. ioq, men-
tions the /.t/u)v B'ipKt Strabo, p. 837, speaks of
Barka as one oi the rxo'/A/rin in the peripolv of

Cyrene, the /if/tt/.t/. Full literary referent es to

the history of Barka are given in Thrige, Res Cueneti-

stum 1 18281 138 ff. See also RE s.v. ‘Barke".
3J Hdt. iv 204. The story has been doubted, but

some Barkans were probably removed to Baktria.
30 Hdt. v 47.1. Philip set out from Cvrene to

accompany Dorieus and eventually died with him in

Sicily. oiKtfltj tf Tfiit'jfitrY Kfii itiKt/ttf avttpnj

r

is

deliberately emphatic. Cf. Chamoux 162-3. Contra

Dunbabin, The Western Creeks 348 ff.
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even say that Dorieus himself put in at Cvrene, though it seems likely that he did. Cyrene’s

reluctance to help Dorieus might be explained by his quarrel with Kleomenes, but this did

not deter the Theraeans, and he had permission from the Spartan state for his enterprise.

The more likely explanation is that Dorieus was not persona grata to the Phoenicians or their

old colony, Carthage. He was turned out of the Kinyps in the colony’s third year, c. 512,
36

by Carthaginians and Libyans, and later fell in Sicily fighting against the Egestans and the

Phoenicians who were aiding them. Gelo, in 480, refusing to help the Greeks against

Xerxes, complained that they had not helped him to avenge the death of Dorieus on the

Carthaginians, or to set free the ‘emporia’37—presumably Greek trading-posts on the North

African coast—and it is likely that Dorieus’ first expedition had a commercial objective

which Battos IV as a dutiful Persian ally could not support. It would have been impossible

for Cvrene, as long as she was in the Persian Empire, to help an independent Greek settlement

on a fertile part of the Libyan coast which would threaten the commercial interests of

Phoenicians and Carthaginians, though on other grounds we should expect Cyrene to

welcome a settlement from Sparta, w'ho had founded her own mother-citv, Thera. But

Cyrene is absent from Herodotus’ account, except for the accidental presence there of Philip

of Kroton. The Kinyps settlement w as in any case about 500 miles from Cyrene, so,

although officially Battos IV must have disapproved, Cyrene need not have been obliged to

intervene.

Dorieus’ Kinyps expedition was perhaps supported at first by Delphi, who later explained

his failure by saying that he had not asked w'here to go.38 This, however, need not imply

that he had not consulted the oracle at all. There was an oracle current in Herodotus’ time

prophesying that the Spartans should colonise the island of Phla in Lake Tritonis, and a

legend told by Herodotus in the same connexion explains why Spartan settlement in Libya

was delayed: 39 Jason, on his return voyage with the Argonauts, was carried from Cape Malea

to Libya by a storm, and was unable to dedicate a tripod at Delphi because he had to offer

it to Triton to obtain a safe passage out of Lake Tritonis. The tripod was to have given one

of the descendants of the Argonauts the title to found a hundred Greek cities near Lake

Tritonis, and was hidden by the Libyans so that this should not happen. This story shows

no C’yrenaean elements, although it is evidently a different version of the legend in Pindar,

Pythian iv, 40 where the Greek colonisation of Libya is delayed because Euphamos, the

Argonaut ancestor of the founder of Cyrene, lost at Tritonis the sacred clod of earth w'hich

would have enabled many Greek cities to be founded in Africa. It was washed up on
Thera, whence Euphamos’ descendant, Battos, founded Cyrene.

Pindar’s story is probably the older, and accounts for the delay in the founding of

Cyrene, which was necessary if she was to have a heroic ancestry. Although, of course,

Cyrene is not in the earlier body of Argo legends, which go back to a time previous to her

foundation, the connexion of the Argonauts with Thera and Cyrene is in the Theraean

account of the colony in Herodotus, 41 and is therefore likely to go back to a time close to the

foundation-date. I suspect that the Jason story was invented much later, and explained

Dorieus’ failure on the model of the Cyrene legend. It, too, connects Greek settlement in

Libya with the Argonauts and with Tritonis, but significantly omits Euphamos, Thera and
Cyrene. It may reflect a time when Sparta had tried and failed to found a colony inde-

38 For the chronology, sec Dunbabin, o/<. at. 349.
38 Hdt. v 42-3.

Dorieus kept his expedition together, and took his 39 Hdt. iv 178-9. Tritonis was in Libya, not far

followers to Sicily at the same time as Sybaris fell, from Carthaginian territory. The oracle may well be

i.e. in 51 1 or 510. So the Kinyps venture can hardly Pythian, since the Jason story, told in the same
have been earlier than 314. Dorieus was driven out context, has Delphic connexions,

in the third year by Libyans and Carthaginians 111 Pyth. iv 2 1-99 ( Medea’s propheev .

Hdt.v42.3-. Presumably the Cyrenaeans remained 41 Hdt. iv 150.3. Battos the Founder is described

conveniently neutral. as ••tvo~ Ko<j rj/iidr^ Ton- Va t-ion'.

37 Fldt. \ii 158.
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pendently of Cyrene, and when Cyrene was not interested in more Greek settlement in

North Africa, but Sparta was, which would suit the time of Dorieus and Battos IV. 4-

After the accession of Battos IV, Persian control of the Greek cities and the surrounding

Libyan territory became more direct. The lists of provinces in Old Persian inscriptions

first mention Libya in about 513, although Libya, as well as Cyrene and Barka, had given

tribute to Cambyses in 525. It is not clear whether they paid regularly from then until

513. Perhaps they stopped after the death of Cambyses, during the confusion of the early

years of Darius, or perhaps occasional gifts to the satrap were enough. At any rate, Libya

does not appear in the first official list of the subject-peoples, inscribed by Darius I at

Behistun before 518. Putaya (sc. Libya) appears first in the hieroglyphic list on Darius’

Egyptian canal stele of c. 513, but is not recorded in the Persepolis foundation-stone list of

about the same date. This list, however, does include the Thracian ‘lands beyond the sea’,

which became subject to Persia after the Scythian expedition, but are not included in the

canal list. From this, Cameron convincingly argued that the two lists were roughly con-

temporary, inscribed just after the Scythian and Libyan expeditions, but before the results

of both were known throughout the Empire.43 But did ‘Putaya’ include Cyrene, Barka and
Euhesperides ? Cyrene and Barka pay tribute as separate cities in 525 and are distinguished

from the Libyans by Herodotus. He mentions them separately again in Book iii as parts of

the Egyptian satrapy. 44 This arrangement was probably made by Darius and lasted down
to Herodotus’ time. There never was a separate satrap or military organisation for Libya,

and the separation of Putaya from Egypt in the lists is best explained by assuming that the

Old Persian lists are not satrapy-lists but lists of the subject-peoples under Persian rule. 45

The alternative view that Herodotus gives the satrapies as they were in his own time, but not

as Darius organised them, presupposes too much reorganisation on a large scale within

Herodotus’ own lifetime, whereas the latest of the inscribed lists, set up at Persepolis in the

early years of Xerxes’ reign, is very similar to Darius’ lists, and there is no reason to think

that either Xerxes or Artaxerxes altered the satrapial organisation of Darius on any sub-

stantial scale.

The parallel with the Greek cities of Asia Minor, whose position under Persian rule was

similar in some ways to that of Cyrene, would suggest that the Persians, like Roman im-

perialists later, left the internal structure of the Greek cities alone, on conditions of loyalty to

Persia and payment of tribute. From Herodotus’ careful listing of the two Greek cities as

a separate contributory group in iii 91, it is certain that the Persian administration dealt with

them separately, although the tribute from them and from Libya is included in the Egyptian

total of 700 talents. Politically, the Persians probably relied on the Battiad dynasty, whom
they supported, to keep control over Barka and watch over the Libyan tribes. Battos IV.

as a Persian nominee, was in much the same position as, say, Aiakcs of Samos or Strattis of

Chios during the years preceding the Ionian revolt. A Greek city under a single ruler was

more reliable than looser tribal organisations, especially in the parts of the Empire which

were remote from direct central control or a long distance from the nearest satrap and his

army. 46 The Libyans were less reliable: they hindered the homeward march of Amasis,

although the C’yrenaeans gave him a safe-conduct, but they sent a contingent to Xerxes’

armv in 480. In 460 it was a Libyan king, Inaros, who started the Egyptian revolt. 47

42 Bowra. Pmdin 140-1, holds that Pindar, too. was

apologizing for Delphi, and that the Cvrene legend,

like the Jason story, was intidcntalk part of the

excuse for Dorieus' failure.

43 Cameron. J.VES li 1 1 <1 pi 307. </• V ade-Gerv.

Fa saxs 1 39 note 2. For the identification of Libya

with Putava sec Posener, I.a Premia e Domination ties

Prises en l'e

\

f‘te 48 and 18b. if. Kent. J. \ b S

(1944 302 and Cameron, ihul. 309. note i->.

44 Hdt. in 13.3 and iii 91.2.
40

Cf. A. R. Burn. Prism and the Uieehs 108 tl.

4" Compare the conditions described in Xen.
Anah. iii 13 : the Kardouchoi or Kurds .

4
‘ Hdt. i\' -’03: lldt. yii 71 and 8b Lib) an

infantry and chariots with Xerxes . rime, i 104.

1

Inaios .

1!
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Barka, after Pheretima’s savagery, can have liked neither Cyrene nor the Persians. In

482 she refused to provide chariots for the war against Greece and was reduced by the

Persians for the second time. 48 Cyrene was not called upon to provide a force. 49 Perhaps

the Persians were tactful towards a city which was known to be friendly to them, or possibly

Battos IV was reluctant to force his aristocratic subjects into a war against mainland Greece.

Had they revolted, he would not have been able to call in military help from Egypt, as

Pheretima had done, since Egypt had been in revolt at the end of Darius’ reign and it would
have been dangerous to remove troops from there. Even in 514, at a time when Egypt was
secure, Aryandes, after putting the whole of his forces at Pheretima’s disposal, had ordered

them home. 50

There is no literary evidence for the internal history of Cyrene during the long reign of

Battos IV. Evidently his quietism was successful, since he was neither forced to accompany
Xerxes nor punished for his absence. Ample coinage and new buildings51 suggest that his

rule was peaceful and prosperous, and although it is likely that increasing prosperity made the

aristocrats more eager for freedom, there is no record of further opposition from them until

after the accession of Arkesilas IV, at some time before 462.

In 462, Arkesilas IV, still a young man, sent a team to Delphi which won the chariot-race

in the Pythian games. He afterwards dedicated a chariot at Delphi, and the victory was
commemorated by Pindar in Pythians iv and v. His aim was to win renown and prestige,

and at the same time to recruit mercenaries for a garrison at Euhesperides which would be a

permanent protective force. The two leaders of the enterprise were close to the throne:

Euphamos, the ‘manager’ of the team, may have been a Battiad, since he was the namesake
of the Argonaut ancestor of Battos I, and Karrhotos, the charioteer, who took over the leader-

ship on Euphamos’ death, was the king’s brother-in-law. 52 This was not the first Cyrenaean
victory at the games, for Telesikrates, also celebrated by Pindar (in Pythian ix), had won in

the hoplite race in 474-
53 In itself, taking part in the games does not suggest that Arkesilas

IV had abandoned his links with Persia. Competitors had to show that they were of Greek
birth, but political disqualification was unusual, and the Persian factor was probably

irrelevant. 54 It is also unlikely that he would have given up a not uncomfortable position

18 Polvaenus, Strat. vii 28.1. Beloch (G'r. Gesch. i
52 Pyth. iv 64-5 (Arkesilas is in the flower of his

213-14) disbelieved in the double capture of Barka by youth), and Pyth. v 34 (his wisdom is greater than his

the Persians and associated this Polvaenus passage years). The date of the victory, the 31st Pythiad,

with Phcretima's attack, identifying Amasis w ith is given in the inscriptions of the scholia on Pyth. iv and
Arsames. But Polvaenus mentions Phcretima's v. fDrachmann, Scholia cetera in Pindari carmina ii

attack in viii 47, whereas vii 28 refers to an expedition 92 and 171). For Euphamos, see schol. Pyth. iv

occasioned by the Barkan refusal to provide chariots 256 (4350. On his death and Karrhotos' leadership,

for Xerxes’ invasion of Greece and must therefore be see srhol. Pyth. v 26 (34).

dated to c. 482. C'hamoux 164 ff. gives good reasons 5:1 For the dates of his victories, see schol. Pyth.

against the identification of Arsames with Amasis. ix inwr. a and b. His father's name was Karneades
Aesch. Pers. 36-7 calls him 6 Tt r/J; ti/ni; Mt/iffi/)/>; 1 Pyth. ix 71-2), but he need not be related to the

aff/otr /iP/'i: 'Afiaiititi;. and Herodotus says he com- Battiads. who were Aigeidai and brought the Karneia
manded Arabians and Ethiopians I vii 691, but he was to Sparta and thence to Thera and C'yrene [Pyth. v
probably a subsidiary governor, not the satrap. 74 If. <. There is no evidence that ‘Karneades’ was
Herodotus says Achaemenes was appointed satrap by a Battiad name. It could have been given to a child

Xerxes early in his reign after the end of the Egyptian born during the festival.

revolt and he remained in office until he was killed 54 It is not possible to give an exart parallel for a

by Inaros (\ii 7: cj. iii 12 .. Arsames was the son of Persian subject competing at the games, but Alexander
Darius and Artystone, a daughter of Cyrus (Hdt. vii of Macedon (though probably before 41)01, had to

69), and Achaemenes a full brother of Xerxes (Hdt. prove his genealogy, not his politics, before competing
vii 7). at Olympia, Hdt. viii 137 and v 22. An Argive

4I> She is absent from Herodotus’ catalogue of t)t]fioaio^ Keh/c won at Olvmpia in 480, when Argos
Xerxes’ forces in Hdt. vii. was neutral [Ox. Pap. ii 222, Hill'2 p. 131). It

50 Hdt. iv 167.1. would be odd if no member of Diagoras’ family,
51 Coins in BMC iii Cyrenaica ; E. S. G. Robinson . which won so many Rhodian victories in and after

For the temple of Zeus, see C'hamoux 320 ff. 466. had even competed in the generation before, and
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as a distant subject of Persia without first securing firm support from the Greek mainland,

which was exactly what he hoped would be the result of his victory. It is clear from

Pindar’s odes and the scholia on them that his throne was insecure, and that he needed extra,

or alternative, protection. It is reasonable to suppose that he already foresaw trouble in

Egypt after Artaxerxes’ accession, remembering the accession troubles of Darius I and
Xerxes as well as the serious rebellion of Egypt at the end of Darius’ reign which Xerxes had

to suppress. 55

The victory was celebrated by Pindar in two odes, which is unusual, and onlv paralleled

by the two odes on Theron’s victory at Olympia in 476 ( Olympians ii and iii). Pythian v,

the official epinikion, must have been performed first. It contains praise of Arkesilas and of

the victory of Karrhotos, and a description of the race (in which forty chariots crashed),

which is fuller and more exciting than Pindar usually gives. There is a hint at the beginning

and end of the poem that Arkesilas has had trouble in Cyrene. In an ode which was publicly

performed in Cyrene, Pindar could hardly say more. 56 In Pythian iv, however, at the end

of the long poem on the foundation-myth of Cyrene and the story of Jason, Pelias and the

Golden Fleece, all of which caught Pindar’s imagination and sense of Gyrene's long past,

the poet returns to the present and pleads with the king, advising him to heal the state by

pardoning his enemy Damophilos. This exiled Cyrenaean noble had been a guest of

Pindar in Thebes, and had found in him a ‘fountain of poetry’ for Arkesilas. 37 It is often

assumed that Karrhotos commissioned both odes,58 having met Pindar at Delphi, and

hoped through his advocacy to bring peace to his city. But the end of Pythian iv suggests

that Pindar wrote this poem, at any rate, at the request or commission of Damophilos.

The urgency of the appeal, revealing as it does the poet's own sympathies, surely indicates

that when Pindar wrote it, Damophilos had not yet been pardoned. 59 The poem was

probably sung privately before Arkesilas, and we do not know whether Damophilos was

restored or not. 60

The circumstances of Arkesilas’ victory in 462 and his subsequent victory at Olympia in

other Cyrenaeans may have competed before

Telesikrates. Competitors, as distinct from victors,

have not survived in the records.
55 Hdt. vii 7.

56 The literal interpretation of Pyth. v ro-i 1. which

led C'hamoux, 182, to date its performance to spring.

461, after the winter storms, seems to be excluded by

the end of the poem, where Pindar prays to the Kroni-

dai to keep Arkesilas safe in his deeds and counsels

fit) (jOi yoTjofii: dve/aov

yt tjifpin kuto. ervod <)n/ua/.uoi //.daw (v 120— it

The end of the poem is clearly metaphorical, and

must explain the sense of yei/iojv in line 10. Pindar

thanks Kastor for protecting Arkesilas in the past

(
10- 1 1 ), and prays to both the Dioscuri to protect him

in the future ( 1 16-21 ). The metaphor of the ship of

state in the storms of civil war is familiar and older

than Pindar, cf. Horace, Odes i 14 and its model,

Alcaeus, fr. 46A, discussed bv Fraenkel in Horace

t 54 IT.

57 Pyth. iv 299-300.
5K Wilamouitz, Pindmos 376-7 and Bowra, Pindar

137-41. Bowra argues that Karrhotos, who is

praised for his wisdom in Pyth. v 109-14, as well as his

driving, is hinted at in Pyth. iv 277-9 as the source ol

the good advice given by the poet to Arkesilas to

pardon Damophilos:

T<~>v
<)'

’O/u'i/mi’ uni Tin'll awHt tit vo:

h>if<u cru/iai'i'. nyyi/.ov iah'jr i’lfa ti/kiv inyinruv

crpiiy/iaTt rrcivt'i ifrpnv

aoitTui Kill Molan i)i dyyi/.ia; dfiOii;.

But the Homeric proverb ran be taken as a parallel,

to show how the poet's Muse is enhanced by the

rightness of his message. It seems simpler to connect

cryyekov closely with (V dyye/.hi: and to take the mes-

senger to be Pindar himself.
59 Lattimore, Classical Weekly xlii '19481 19 23,

argued that Pindar's main reason for writing Pyth. iv

was to plead for Damophilos. since here are two odes

on Arkesilas" victory, and that Jason's delayed home-
coming is a subtle illustration of the Arkesilas-Damo-

philos situation.
60 Damophilos. though an enemv. may have been

related to Arkesilas, but the scholiast's remark on

Pyth. iv 467. i/i’ hr ai'TiJi kiu rr/o: • 'Ivor:, is obsc ure. It

could refer, more reasonable, to Pindar's own remote

connexion with the Aigeidai it/mi rrnT.yo : . P\th. v

760 which made him specially fitted to reconcile

Arkesilas to Damophilos. If the subject of ty is

Pindar himself and not Damophilos. there is a logical

connexion between this and the preceding sentence on

Damophilos
-

commission of the poet.
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460 show that his participation was a move in the direction of closer relations with mainland

Greece, and we may guess that he was finding Persian support inadequate after the troubles

of Artaxerxes’ succession. The policy of settling mercenaries was perhaps modelled on

Arkesilas Ill’s introduction of the Samians, hrl yrjs draSatj/aw. In the earlier situation, if,

as I have argued, 518 or 517 is the right date for the appeal to Samos, Arkesilas III, having

medised in 525, was not getting all the help he needed after Darius’ accession, especially as

Egypt was in revolt sometime during 518 and Aryandes’ troops were required to put down
the rebellion. The accession troubles of Artaxerxes and the lack of any necessary continuity

of policy between one Great King and the next may have suggested a similar move to his

grandson. But by his time, Persian prestige did not stand so high in the eyes of any Greek

city as it had done before Salamis, Plataea, Mykale and the Eurymedon, and most of the

Greek cities which had been within the Persian Empire had by now been freed and had
joined the Delian League. Persian control of North Africa must gradually have become
weaker as trouble came closer in Egypt, where the revolt broke out before Arkesilas’ Olympic
victory in 460. 61

The rapprochement with mainland Greece did not save the monarchy for long, and it is

doubtful whether the mercenaries at Euhesperides were of much avail, since Arkesilas was
murdered there, probably during the Egyptian revolt, when Persian help would certainly

not have been available. The murder is recorded by the Pindar scholiast and by the Aris-

totelian epitomator Herakleides, who gives more details but calls the murdered king ‘Battos’. 62

The 'Battos’ who, according to Herakleides, died at Euhesperides, and whose head was
thrown into the sea after a democratic revolution, is probably a mistake for ‘Arkesilas’, since

Herakleides is recording the end of the dynasty, and there were only eight Battiad kings.

To judge by Damophilos, the opposition to Arkesilas IV earlier in his reign had been

aristocratic, 63 and the sudden appearance of the democratic faction is surprising. We
w onder what sort of democrats they were, and whether Cyrene was still within the Persian

Empire when the monarchy fell. Was the constitution which replaced the monarchy
oligarchic or democratic? Only tentative answers can be given to these questions, but some
speculation may be worth while.

Herodotus quotes the post eventum oracle on the eight kings of Cyrene. There are also

clear signs of personal observation in his account of Libya. So we may conclude that he
visited Cyrene at some time after the fall of the monarchy. Unfortunately, we cannot date

his visit. He need not have gone there on the same journey as his Egyptian tour, even if we
could date this with certainty. Indeed, he is less well informed about the region between
Cyrene and Egypt than about western C'yrenaica. 64 This would be consistent with a

separate visit to Cyrene, perhaps after 443, w hen he joined the colony at Thurii. But he
could equally well have gone to Cyrene earlier, from Asia Minor or Samos. The account

of Libya w ould appear to belong to an early period in his w ork, w'hen he was more interested

in ethnography than in the Persian w'ar, but clearly we cannot use Herodotus’ visit to date

the fall of the Battiads. 65

Chamoux argues for a late date, c. 439, for the fall of the monarchy, and dissociates it by

151 For the dating of the Egyptian revolt, see

Gommc. HI T i 410 H.

Srhol. Pith, iv inio. b: o <)t T 1 )j rrnio: 'sc.

King ot Cvrene orro; - 1/eo ot'/.no: . dn/.nq oi'i/hi i

:

erro n:ri . tn/j rihv BiitTiriibihr r ijV ufr/ijr tr
tj

iHnKijnin t'ntwrmiGnr. Arist. fr. 611.17, Hill'2 p. 42:

i)i ‘•front r>/_~ Button ! i;
' Ettrcepiktiz ifJit'nr

nrjrtlui'f . Kill I l/l Kf •[ IL/.I/V ui'Tl.r „* KIlTt XOVTlfUlV-

Just conceivably, this Battos was a son of Arkesilas

IV who died before becoming king. See Chamoux
206.

62 See Chamoux’s convincing arguments against

Wilamovvitz, op. at. 1 9=4—b. ('/. Wilamowitz, Pindarm

376. Wilamowitz. however, took the ‘demos’ at

Cyrene to be different from the demos at, sav,

Athens or Syracuse, since it was composed of land-
ovv ners.

fi4 See Jacoby, RF. ii Suppl. col. -•34.

It is not possible to discuss here the 1 composition
of Herodotus’ historv. I am assuming that he began
bv collet ting material for ‘logoi’ of an ethnographical
kind.
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many years from the liberation of Cyrene from Persia, which he would place soon after the

Greek victories of480-79, in the reign ofBattos IV. 66 He calculates the 200 years, attributed

to the Battiad dynasty by the Pindar scholiast, 67 from 639, when the colonising expedition

left Thera, instead of 63 1, the Cyrene foundation-date in Eusebius, and is thus able to accept

the figure. But 200 years sounds like a round number, and the Eusebius foundation-date,

on which the date 639 depends, may be wrong by a few years and cannot be pressed too

closely. Further support for a late date has been found in the small Cyrenaean bronze head
of a young bearded man wearing a diadem, which has been taken to be a portrait of Arkesilas

IV. 68 It is close to the Parthenon sculptures in style and may belong to the mid-440's.

But although it cannot be earlier work, its small size (it is only 10 cms high) makes it difficult

to date exactly, and it could be much later. The identification of it as a portrait of Arkesilas
IV, which would show that the dynasty lasted until the development of this stvle of sculpture,

is in any case doubtful. We cannot be sure that it is the portrait of a living man, and not the

vivid representation of a god. Nor is it likely that the diadem, on which the identification

largely rests, was at this time restricted to gods or rulers, as it was in Hellenistic times. It

may in this case be a victor’s crown.69

The numismatic evidence is likewise unhelpful. The disappearance of the Ammon-
silphion coins of the last two Battiad kings can only be dated within wide limits and cannot
help to date the fall of the dynasty. 70 Conversely, the assumed date of the fall of the dvnasty
has been used to date the end of the coin-series. Nor can the fine second scries of these

coins be taken as evidence of freedom from Persian oppression at the time they were minted,

since a transitional coin, bridging the gap between BMC series I and II has now been

66 Chamoux 202-10.
67 Quoted in note 62.
68 The head was discovered in 1926 during the

Italian excavations of the temple of Apollo at

Cyrene. Pernier (Afr. It. ii (1929) 70) took it to be a

portrait of Arkesilas IV and tentatively explained the

diadem as the result of Persian influence at Cyrene.

Chamoux 386 compares it to the Parthenon sculptures

in style and also identities it as a portrait of Arkesilas

IV, which fits with his late dating of the end of the

monarchy. He is followed by Gisela Richter, ‘The

Greek Portraits of the Fifth century BC’ in Rendiconti

della Pontificia Accadetma Romana di Archaeologia xxxiv

(
1961-2) 37. The head was among precious objects

from the Cyrene museum removed to Rome by the

Italians during the war, but has now been returned

to Cyrene.
69 Diadems or crowns of various kinds were worn

by the victors at Greek festivals and at banquets,

weddings and funerals. They were not specifically

roval until Alexander the Great adopted the practice

of wearing one from Persia, after he had conquered

Darius III. How long the Persian kings had worn
crowns is uncertain. They seem to have adopted the

diadem from Egypt, but presumably not from the

time of Cambyses’ conquest of Egypt in 525, since

Darius wears a tall cap in the Behistun relief, c. 720.

If Arkesilas IV was still a vassal of Persia he would be

unlikely to have worn the same insignia as the Great

King. On the other hand, if, as Chamoux thinks,

Cyrene had broken away from Persia earlier, in the

reign of Battos IV. he would be unlikely to have worn

a Persian headdress at all.

70 Chamoux 166 if. suggests that the Ammon-
silphion coin-type, classified by Robinson as BMC
series II. is indicative of the liberation of Cyrene in the

reign of Battos IV, c. 480, because of the superiority

of these coins to the earlier types minted there.

G. K. Jenkins, .Xwn. Chrnn. xv 1 1933' 130, has more
recently published a coin to which Dr Colin Kraav has

kindly drawn my attention. It is a fine example,

probably, according to Jenkins, not earlier in date

than the Persian wars, but slightly earlier stylistically

than the coins of BMC II, and transitional between
BMC I and II in the Cyrene coin-series. The
obverse shows the head of Zeus-Ammon, the reverse

KI R with the head and neck of a bridled horse and
the silphion plant. Jenkins suggests that this issue,

rather than the coins of BMC II, is the symbol of

freedom from Persia. Surely the discovery of the

transitional style suggests that neither issue is politi-

cal? Both show the sources of Cvrene's wealth (this

explains the horse as w ell as the silphion on the earlier

coin 1, and Cyrene had been coining independently
since about 325 with no sign of Persian influence in

her issues, even after 714. when she was most firmly

under Persian control. The development of the fine

BMC II coins 1 which Jenkins wishes to attribute to

Arkesilas IN "s reign, since the transitional coin, on his

dating, now occupies the 480— period] seems to be

due simply to improved technique and increased

prosperity, and does not recpiire a political ex-

planation.
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discovered. The fine quality of the later coins is easily explicable as the result of increased

prosperity and improved technique during the peaceful reign of Battos IV.

No literary, archaeological or numismatic evidence is conclusive for a date as late as 440
for the death of Arkesilas IV. On the other hand, we cannot be sure that he was no longer

ruling in 454, when the Cvrenaeans helped the Athenian refugees on their way home after

the disastrous Egyptian expedition. 71 The Cvrenaeans would probably have helped them

out of common humanity, under the monarchy or any other regime. On balance, it seems

likely that Cyrene remained within the Persian Empire till the monarchy fell. If she had

really broken with Persia soon after 480, we might expect to find some attempt by Athens to

bring her into the Delian League, but there is no sign of any change in Cvrene’s foreign

policy before 462. The Persians probably kept a loose control over her, and collected tribute,

for many years after 480. They had shown by reducing Barka again in 482 that they were

ready to use force against a rebellious Greek city, and they would probably have treated

Cyrene in the same way if she had tried to revolt at any time before the satrap of Egypt

had trouble of his own to settle, between 460 and 454. It is tempting to think, too, that the

role of the Libyan Inaros in the Egyptian revolt encouraged revolt against the Persian-backed

monarchy in Cyrene.

The constitution which replaced the Battiads is generally thought to have been a

democracv, on the testimony of the Aristotelian tradition that a ‘democracy’ was responsible

for Arkesilas’ murder. But the Aristotelian tradition is not consistent, and democracy may
have come about in two stages, the first not as radical as the second. From Aristotle’s

evidence in the Politics, the demos does not seem to have been very large, which is not sur-

prising in a prosperous country with plenty of land. In Politics 1319b, speaking of the

excesses of demagogues, Aristotle accuses them of including as many as they can in the

franchise, even those who are illegitimate or only one of whose parents is a citizen. The
right thing, he says, is to include only as many of humble birth as there are nobles and

middle class. In Cyrene, however, there was a ‘stasis’ when this number was exceeded.

Aristotle must mean that the additional enfranchisements took place shortly before the

‘stasis’ which they caused, and this is almost certainly the ‘stasis’ recorded by Diodorus in

402/ 1.
72 It is therefore difficult to believe that the democracy which was in being before

402/1 was at all radical. The Aristotelian tradition could have classified it as a moderate

democracy, which may explain why the ‘democrats’ appear in this tradition as the mur-
derers of Arkesilas IV. If Aristotle is thinking of Cyrene throughout the whole passage

1319b 1-
1 9, the natural inference is that, shortly before 402/1, the democrats enfranchised

many who in most Greek states would not have been eligible as citizens.

This is consistent with what we know of the society and economy of Cyrene. The
availability of land and the system of using it mainly for ranching and pasture would
naturally uphold a large and wealthy upper class. Cyrene was more famous for its cavalry

than its hoplites, 73 which suggests that the land did not support a large number of small

farmers. Xor were the Cvrenaeans particularly interested in sea-faring, so as to produce a

vavriKog oyAo? with democratic ambitions. 74 So the movement towards democracy probably

came from those engaged in trade and industry in Cyrene itself. Under the monarchy,

they surely looked to the Battiads for protection and patronage. The silphion trade was a

71 Thuc. i 1 10. 2.

72 Ar. Pol. 1319b 17; Diod. xiv 34.
73 Though she had her hoplites as well. The

7,000 hoplite casualties in the battle against the

Libyans in the reign of Arkesilas II iHdt. iv 1601

seem too large to be credible, but show that Cyrene

fought hoplite battles. Telesikrates won as a hoplite

at Olympia in 474.

74 Cf. Pylh. iv 17-18, where Medea prophesies that

the Theraeans who are to found Cyrene will exchange
sea-faring for horses and chariots:

cirri df/jflviov <Y e/.uy r.TTFfn'"'on’ izrrrovz

ftluiljUl I'TIZ Ootiz

ui’ta t’ urr’ tpFTiuov bbfpovz Tf miu'inmaiv
<u/.?/izmi)az.
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royal monopoly, and possibly wool was exported in the same way. 75 The great temple of

Zeus Ammon was probably begun under Battos IV. With the fall of the monarchy, its

monopolies are more likely to have fallen into the hands of the nobles than to have been

appropriated by the demos. It is likely that the demos did not become fully politically

conscious for some time, but was ready to set up a real democracy by 402/1 . This must then

be the context of the increase in numbers of the tribes and phratries, which Aristotle attri-

butes to ol tov Srjjj,ov KaOioTavTes at Cyrene. Meanwhile, in foreign policy, Cyrene had

cemented her traditional friendship with Sparta, for in 413 she sent two triremes as guides to

a Peloponnesian force on its way to Sicily which had been blown off course to Libya in a

storm. On the way, they helped to put down a Libyan attack at Euhesperides. 76 Friend-

ship with Sparta, which had not been emphasised since 525, was the natural foreign policy

for Cyrene, especially if the aristocracy was still influential up to 402/1.

After the 'stasis’, in which 500 SwartuTaroi were killed, many of the ^apte'erraroi fled, to

return with 3,000 Messenian refugees as mercenaries. After a fierce battle, in which the

Messenians were the main casualties, the two sides agreed to live in the city together.

We know little of the working of this constitution, but one document known to have been

passed by the Cyrenaean assembly in the early fourth century is the famous ‘Founders’ Stele',

where the first part of the decree has the formula SeS rail 5d/xco[i], introducing provisions

to secure the citizen-rights of certain Theraeans in Cyrene. 77 This, again, sounds like an

aristocratic move. The democracy probably lasted continuously till Aristotle’s time, since

he refers to only one ‘stasis’ in Cyrene and notices no further changes after the democratic

revolution. But at some stage after the date of the Politics
,
and before the arrangements made

by Ptolemy I in 322/1 or a little later, it seems to have given way to a narrow oligarchy of

1,000. Ptolemy’s constitutional arrangements for Cyrene set up a citizen-body of 10,000,

based on a low property qualification, who were to perform the same functions as 'the

thousand’ had done before. 7S Ptolemy’s diagramma is a fairly liberal document, but the

constitution was based on property and so presumably preserved the influence of the land-

owners. As Chamoux has shown, the opposition to the Battiads was essentially aristocratic,

and forced the monarchy into reliance on Persia. Even after the fall of the monarchy and

the severing of links with the Persian Empire, the system of land-tenure in Cyrene did not

change, and the influence of the aristocracy survived under the forms of democratic govern-

ment. The aristocrats were strong enough to enforce a narrow oligarchy shortly before 322

and the influence of property was duly recognised in the Ptolmaic constitutional settlement.

St. Anne’s College, Oxford.

75 Aristophanes, Pint. 925 mentions to Bt'crrov

ai/jfior. The scholiast ad toe., quoting Aristotle, says

that the Libyans gave the silphion plant to the first

Battos (Arist. fr. 5281. The famous Arkesilas rup.

Laconian ware found at Yulci. may illustrate Arkesilas

II exporting silphion, but this has been doubted. See

B. Shefton, US. I xlix ( 19541 309 n. 14, and P. E.

Arias, A Hi dory of Greek Vaie-Pamtmg pi. xxiv and pp.

309-10. The material being weighed under Arkesi-

las’ supervision may be wool and not silphion. but it

seems reasonable to suppose that the ‘Arkesilas in the

vase-painting is Arkesilas II ol Cyrene and not

another Arkesilas. otherwise unknown.
76 Thuc. vii 50.
77 SEC, ix 3. line 11. A. J. Graham, JHV Ixxx

1 1960; 95, and L. H. Jeffery. Histona x 1 1961 13U.

discuss the problem ol the ‘founders Oath quoted

in the document. rhe lettering is earls' fourth

c er.tury.

B. M. Mitchell.

7S SEG ix 1, line 6: 7ii><xesadvTioaar . . . oi <)i in'/.to;

a oi yt/.ioi. See M. C'arv, JHS xlviii 1 19281 222 IF.,

esp. 234 if. For other references see SEG ix. The
constitution described in the document was referred

by De Sanctis iRiv. Fit. liv 11926' 1450.1 to the

foundation of the koivov of Cyrene by Ptolemy II .

c

.

250. but most now think it is the work of Ptolemy I

and place it in 322 1 or a few years later, (j. Cary.

op. cit. 222 -3.

.Note: The chronological problem discussed in the

first part of this paper was first raised for me by some
unpublished work of Mr Oswyn Murray. I should

like to thank Professor H. T. Wade-Gery. Professor

A. Andrewes, Mr A. J. Holladay and Mr \V. G.

Forrest for reading earlier drafts of this paper. 1 hey

have given me much helpful advice and criticism.



HORNED-HEAD VASE HANDLES
(PLATES V-IX)

The purpose of this article is to present some of the available evidence for the persistence

from late Mycenaean times into the early sixth century of ‘bull’s-head’ vase handles, as first

exemplified on the Warrior Vase from Mycenae (Athens 1426; plate V). The very similar

handles on certain Cypriote vases now dated to around 700 b.c. suggest that a continuous

tradition culminated, in this area, in a revival. For convenience I shall speak throughout

of bull’s-head handles, though in many cases it is open to question whether a bull or calf’s

head, or the head of a mountain sheep or goat was intended
;

4 and the same handles have been

differently interpreted at different times. 2 Generally when they appear on Cypriote vases

it has been thought that a wild goat is intended, this being the principal wild animal on the

island. 3 In fact of course the modelling is often so perfunctory that nothing very convincing

zoologically is achieved. 4

All the handles that I shall be discussing are set horizontally on the body or the shoulder

of the vase. But of much earlier date, from Palaikastro, there are two Minoan rhyta with

vertical handles in the form of a goat’s head and horns. 5 These goat’s heads are quite

For photographs, permission to publish, and infor-

mation, I am indebted to the following:

The National Museum of Athens (Mrs Karouzou,

Miss Philippakii, Professor Homer Thompson,
Professor J. L. Benson, Mrs Evelyn Lord Smithson,

The German Archaeological Institute at Athens (Dr

Ohly, Dr Gerhard Neumann), Miss Perlzvveig, The
Trustees of the British Museum (Mr Denys Haynesi,

The Direktion of Antiken Sammlungen at Munich
1 Professor Dr L. H. Hevdenreichi. The Syndics of the

1 For further convenience I have been tempted to

call all these handle-formations boucrania, but have

reluctantly resisted. In general the term is taken to

describe not a bull’s head but a horned bull’s skull,

whether used as a decorative motif, or as a feature in a

temple or shrine, e.g. Beazley, JHS lix (1939) 36 ff.

The complete head, and the horned skull, were treated

as distinct hieroglyphic signs by Sir Arthur Evans,

Scnpta Minoa , 1 96. Napp, however. Bukranion und

Guirlande 4, includes a 'complete’ bull’s head in his

three categories of boucrania (for an example see

Altertumer ion Pergamon Bd ii pi. 301 and V. E. G.

Kenna uses the term of a fairly complete-looking ox

head on a late Minoan gem in the Ashmolean, K 356
( Cretan Seals 1391. defending this on the grounds of the

talismanic character of this seal, the ox head being a

symbol rather than a representation of a head. The
ancient meaning is not very clear. Et. Magn. 207.53.

2 Ohnefalsth-Richter in K\pros. Die Bihel und

Homer 36, describes the handles of the '1 amassos vase

(BM C7361 as consisting of a bull or calf’s head. In

the BM Catalogue ol 1912 they are assigned to a

moufflon. Myres t Handbook to Cesnola 51. no. 403)

with reference to such handles on a Cypriote vase of

the early post- Mycenaean period suggests an ibex.

3 The creature on the Ashmolean pot fragment

from Geoi Tepe must be a goat or ram: Burton-

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge ( Mr Richard

Nicholls, Mr Rayner), The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York (Mr Brian C’ookj.

I am particularly indebted to Mr John Boardman
for his invaluable help and guidance throughout and
for many references, and to Mr J. X. Coldstream for

kindly checking and correcting some of my lists. I

also wish to thank Miss Sylvia Benton and the Rev.

V. E. G. Kenna for references and suggestions.

Brown Excaiations in Azerbaijan pi. xiv no. 25, 156 from

Period A, representing his top level, where the pottery

is said to be relatable to the wares of the beginning

of the Iron Age in other lands. PI. xiii no. 23, 156

shows a very summary rendering on a small ‘ala-

bastron’ placed near the rim, and scarcely a handle,

since the horns are not detached. Both these are

compared to the bull’s-head handles on the Warrior

Vase, op. at. 165. PI. x no. 1045, 98 from Period D,
a fragmentary pithos, has a similar very stylized

version high up near the rim.
4 Mackenzie in BSA xiii ( 1

906-7
) 433 draws atten-

tion to this. I note that in some very recent publi-

cations the terms ‘ram’s-head’ and ‘goat’s-head’ are

used of our handles.
5 Marinatos, Crete and Mycenae

,
pi. 89 dated LM I

about 1530 b.c. The other JHS Archaeological

Reports 1962-63 32 fig. 35, from an LM I B context.

Since completing my text I have become aware of

a sherd from a large deep vase, of EH III date, on
which is crudely modelled a ram’s head, having the

widely arched horns marked with deep slanting in-

cisions, as if to suggest twisted horns: a non-functional

handle. The excavator has described this sherd as

unique; see G. Mylonas, Agfuns Kosmat. fig. 143,
no. 510 and pp. 79 and 126.
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naturalistic. While I have no chain of evidence to link them with the horizontal handles

on the Warrior Vase, it would appear that the idea of making a handle in the form of a

horned animal’s head is a very ancient one.

The bull’s-head handles on the Warrior Vase (plate Xa- b) are my point of departure,

and they have long since been associated both with comparable handles on Cypriote vases

of a much later date, and with those on the big Attic Geometric grave vases. Pottier was, I

think, the first to attempt to bring all these three phenomena into a relationship. What
precisely this relationship should be, is the question.

One has to consider first whether the Warrior Vase handles are a freak, or whether it is

fortuitous that nothing else like them from the same period has ever turned up. 6 The

answer is rather negative. Miss Helen Thomas (Mrs Waterhouse) mentioned a little clay

bull’s head from Crete in the collection of the British School at Athens as having clearly once

been part of such a handle. 7 This little object has been lately traced by Mr Mervyn
Popham who has very kindly sent me drawings and particulars but says that there is nothing

in the break of the neck to indicate that this little head was attached to the wall of a vase.

Moreover, what remains of the horn stub springs too horizontally from the side of the head to

have formed a handle arch. Although I have not seen it, I must agree with him that it is

more likely to be the head of a figurine, comparable to the little bull from Haghia Triada

(Zervos, LArt de la Crete, pi. 795). He suggests an LM III B or III C dating.

For anything else of late Mycenaean date there is only, as far as I know, a sherd with a

very stylised bull’s head from a fountain on the Acropolis. 6 Pottier indeed gave as one of

his reasons for refusing to accept the Warrior Vase as Mycenaean at all, the fact that its

handles were without parallel in Mycenaean ceramic. He believed, and others with him,

that the prototypes are the double-arched Dipylon handles, and that the idea of modelling

the junction of the twin handle-arches into an animal’s head was a subsequent seventh

century orientalising development, exemplified by the Warrior Vase and by certain Cypriote

vases. 9 While I presume that a seventh century date would nowhere now be suggested for

the Warrior Vase, the idea that ‘double-handles’ preceded ‘horned-head’ handles still

persists.10 Perhaps this must remain a matter of opinion. Personally I can only see the

phenomenon as initially a plastic horned-head affixed to the vase as a sort of handle, the

organic forms later becoming so stylised and blended as to produce in the end what might

well be accepted as merely a double-arch formation if considered without reference to what

has gone before and what comes after. I have, moreover, searched in vain for examples of

straightforward double handles on late Mycenaean vases from which the zoomorphic

variety could have developed. The problem is how to relate the various manifestations. If

incorrect in placing the Warrior Vase in the orientalising period, Pottier was, I think, the

first to draw attention to its connexion both with the stylised Dipylon handles and with the

naturalistic version found on numerous Cypriote vases. 11
I use the term ‘naturalistic’

meaning that the animal’s head is immediately recognisable as such, not that it is zoo-

logically accurate.12 On the best known of these Cypriote vases, the Tamassos Vase in the

6 The shape of the Warrior Vase is not common till
10 Gotsmich. Sludun rjtr ultesten g> iechischtn Kunst 39,

near the end of the Mycenaean period. Fragments describes the Warrior Vase as an example of two

of similar kraters have been found and a few nearly handles being bound together by an animal's head,

complete specimens, but no double handles. See Much earlier Durnmler held this view, which is

Oscar Broneer Hesp. vni : 1939 391 If. and n. Gi: refuted by Mackenzie up. at. 43 5.

Hesp. ii (19331 3G9 f. 42. " Gotsmich. up. lit.. 40 also points this out. and in

" BSA xxxix 11938-91 69. n. 8. addition gives examples from C rete and Rhodes
8 Oscar Broneer, up. at.. 343 fig. Mrs 1

J

In contradistinction to the bull's head handles on

Smithson has sent me a drawing of this object and Geometric vases, which are described as ‘stylised’,

reports that there is a real feeling of bonv structure 'schematised'. 01 aptly with Doro I.evi ’geometri-

beneath the surface modelling. < 'sed’.

9 BCH xxx i
1 1907 247 and Durnmler in SS.l xiu

(1906-71 433.
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BM C736 (plate VIa-b), the rendering of the animals’ heads while naturalistic, is per-

functory, and less ambitious than on the Warrior Vase—no ears, no indication of hair at the

forehead and no striations on the horns. The whole vase indeed, both in construction

and decoration, is rather crude and clumsy. When Ohnefalsch-Richter in 1893 published

the Tamassos vase, which he had himself excavated in 1885, he illustrated the Warrior Vase
handles for comparison. 13 At that time, and in the BM Catalogue of 1912, the Tamassos

Vase was assigned to the ninth century.14 But the Swedes have now placed it in Bichrome

IV,15 the Cypro-Archaic period, around 700 b.c. and have grouped it with several other vases

showing comparable handles (one of which is the example given by Pottier in BCH xxxi

(1907)). So the gap between the Cypriote products and the Warrior Vase, to which they

are typologically closest, has widened. What are the conclusions? In the vast context of

the question of the survival of Mycenaean art traditions into historic times, these handles are

but one small pointer. If one thinks of a Mycenaean revival in Cyprus, one can reflect that

horned-head handles of the stylised variety existed there long before the Tamassos Vase

group,16 and also at the same period.17

1 must now explain more precisely what I mean by the stylised variety of the bull’s-head

handle. Though it might seem logical to suppose that stylised versions were derived from

the naturalistic renderings and are therefore always later in date, it appears in fact that both

varieties existed, more or less contemporaneously. In the non-Greek world there are the

two versions from Geoi Tepe18 and, more relevant to our problem, the sherd from the

Mycenaean fountain on the Athenian acropolis already mentioned. But the fully ‘geo-

metricised’ version of the eighth century carries the process of stylisation a step further. No
one could see the Mycenaean fountain sherd as anything but a very schematised animal’s

head. The handles on Geometric vases have not been, and are not now, always recognised

as such. As far as I know the earliest illustration from a geometric vase in which the handles

are described as taking the form of an animal’s head and horns is in Perrot-Chipiez vii

( 1898) 167 fig. 20.19 Having caught on to this idea, the French seem to have stuck to it.
20

Many fine Attic geometric examples may be seen in the National Museum at Athens, a

selection of which I am able to illustrate through the kind assistance of Madame Karouzou
(plates \TIa-f and VIIIc). 21 Though such handles are now usually described merely as

‘double-arched’, I think it impossible to doubt that they are a schematised version of the bull’s-

head handles exemplified on the Warrior Vase. Many of the past generation of archaeolo-

gists certainly thought so. In more recent times, as far as I know, it is Doro Levi who most

consistently refers them back to Mycenaean bull’s-head origins, 22 including some that are so

debased they could scarcely be accepted as zoomorphic, without reference to better examples,

f I say ‘really debased’ when the muzzle and the horns are the same length and arc more or

less parallel, with no feeling for the spread of the horns, and often no forehead formation.)

On good quality Attic vases the connexion is to me immediately apparent, and sometimes

13 Ohnefalsch-Richter, op. cit., 63, figs. 74, 75.

Other similarities, besides that of the handles, are

mentioned. A detail not easily seen from a photo-

graph is the similarity between the stylised rendering

of curly hair down the muzzle of the Warrior Vase

bull, and the fringe of loops bordering the outer edge

of the horns on the Tamassos Vase where they

adjoin the vase.

14 BM Catalogue vol. ii 140, where it is stated that

the vase shows hardly any signs of Mycenaean
influence. But see Ohnefalsch-Richter, op. cit.. 37.

13 Swedish Cyprus Expedition vol. iv pi. xxxii. These

illustrations are not from photographs and the

handles are mostly in profile. But two in the

I.ouvre are usefully figured in the Corpus with the

handles in frontal view: CVA v (viii
)

pi. 18 (341) 2 and

5 -

16 BM C751: Cr.l ii (ii) pi. 1 (451 22.
17 Salaminia-Cesnola pi. xix, no. 28.

18 These two pots are not from the same pit and
there is some difference in level, but both are from his

A period: i.e. top level: see n. 3.

19 This picture is taken from an earlier publication,

Ravet-Collignon, fig. 20. But here attention is only

drawn to the boat beneath the handle arches.
20 E.g. Sevres Cl'A ixiiii pi. 12 1541 1 1 and 3 and

several in the Louvre Corpus.
21 Athens 990, 804, 805, 216.
22 Ann. della R. Scuula, x-xii (19311 148, 371 (fig.

487
.
464 1 fig. 620

'
390 fig. 639 1

.
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a slight swelling in the area of the bull’s forehead can be felt with the hand. The forehead is,

moreover, in some cases carefully demarcated (805: plate Vile). But all trace of eyes or

ears has quite disappeared. Pother describes the two principal forms ofstvlisation adopted. 23

Either the central member (in our view the ‘head’) takes the form of an inverted triangle

which at a later date may melt away into the body of the vase, or the extremity may be up-

turned and cut oft' short. 24 The resulting small, flat, circular surface may be decorated with

a rosette or other linear device. 25 So it is only really in the general form and modelling that

these handles retain the traces of their animal-head origin. Their decoration conforms to

the style adopted for the rest of the vase. On high grade pieces, the horns may be covered in

fine hatching, corresponding in quality to similar brushwork on other parts of the v ase. The
forehead is demarcated and the muzzle may be decorated with diminishing chevrons, or

with horizontal lines. The hatching, or barring, or billeting of the horns is usually con-

tinued on the body of the vase after they have joined it, and reaches down to the base line

(below the handle figures) forming a frame for the picture or linear decoration that may lie

beneath the handle arches; on some later ‘Mclian’ vases a large eye is painted in the space

below the horns. Mostly, as already mentioned, the muzzle is decorated with horizontal

lines or chevrons, or both, but it is sometimes reserved, as on two vases from Thera, 26 and the

space filled with a X (plate Vile and f). Occasionally there is a multi-pointed star on the

bull’s forehead which might be thought reminiscent of the rosettes on the forehead of

Minoan bronze bulls, but that similar stars appear elsewhere on the vase as part of the

general decoration. 27 Whatever scheme of decoration is chosen for the horns 1 and some-

times they are simply painted black) they are always as it were outlined with one, or two,

thickish black lines, which may end off neatly when they meet the next horizontal boundary

line at right angles, or may be tapered off into a point. On the Warrior Vase this seems the

obvious way of finishing off a pair of horns. But the temptation to see this in the later

examples has to be resisted, since such ‘streamers’ 28 are equally common on single handles

from very early times, and can therefore only be thought of as a handle pattern. 29

‘Streamers’ on handles both single and double are very common on sub-Myccnacan and
Protogeometric pots. 30

It may now be convenient to glance backwards at these earlier periods. There are

sporadic examples of derivative horned-head handles throughout the Protogeometric period,

but I do not know that hitherto any special mention has been made of them. They are

sometimes described as ‘double-loop’. Heurtley and Skeat, however, speak in one instance

of the plastic terminal of the central area. 31 Our point of departure in the field of Attic

Protogcometric is the Munich krater (plate VII^-A).32 In certain respects this is a back-

ward-looking vase and it would perhaps not be too derogatory to speak of it as of a transitional

nature, 33 transitional that is between Mycenaean and Geometric. Of whole Protogeometric

vases bearing horned-head handles, it is the nearest in shape we have to the Warrior Vase,

from which it has been said to be directly descended. 34 Two kraters from Kephallenia35 to

23 RA (1896) (ii 20. 2S Heurtley, BSA xxxi 11930) 31.
24 This is an ancient form of stvlisation ; see a bull's 29 Furtwangler and Loschckc. Mykenische la.tr/! pi.

head rhyton in Rhodes: Clara Rhodos i 63, fig. 44; xxii. 160. pi. xxix, 248. This was pointed out to me
CVA ii (x) pi. 7 (463) 1. by Mrs Waterhouse.

25 E.g. Athens 804, 805, 824 plate vii b. c, f'; 311 E.g. numerous examples in Kerameiku* 1 and iv.

Louvre A517. 31 0/>. at. 32. no. 140.

26 Athens 899. small neck-amphora: Thera ii 144,
32 Muniih 6137: CL.l iii :ix> pi. 104 386 1 2:

fig. 344 a and b (.Dragendorff refers the handles to an Desborough. Pratogeometric Pottery (hereafter PP 94
animal’s head); and Athens 824''. pyxis-amphora. pi. 12: Schweitzer, Rom. Milt, lxii 1 1933 82 and 87.

27 E.g. Athens 219: CVA i (i) pi. 7 17
)
3: Louvre pi. 36.

A327: CI A xi (xviiit pi. 2 1778). Mr Boardtnan has 13 R. M. Cook. Greek Painted Pottery 7.

pointed out to me that the rosette, or star, on a bull's 34 Schweitzer. Rom. Mitt, lxii 1 1977 82 and 87.

forehead may derive from the natural way the i urling 33 Delt ion v 11919' ioi ff.. figs. 17, 19. go

hair grows at the forehead centre.
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which it has also been compared, are assigned to the sub-Mycenaean period (but these have

single handles). The handles on Munich 6157 (plate YII" -h) are very debased indeed,

and it would be hard to say how far the potter was conscious of the underlying animal

forms. By the courtesy of the authorities of the Munich Antiken-Sammlungen I am able

to publish them in a frontal view, but Schweitzer’s illustration RM lxii (1955) pi. 36 where
they are seen in a three-quarter view, perhaps shows the bull’s-head formation more con-

vincingly. One special feature will be noticed. A ‘loop’ in dark glaze has been painted

behind the handle attachment reaching down fn two parallel lines on either side of the snout

to below the horizontal boundary lines between the upper and lower zones of the pot. This

same ‘loop’ appears on a handle fragment (Agora inv. P 26934) from a very large krater

from the Agora. The context, Well N 12: 3, is earliest Protogeometric. Mrs Smithson to

whom I am indebted for know ledge of this fragment tells me that too little is preserved to

estimate the diameter accurately, but a guess would put it around 0.40 m, that is one-fifth

Fig. 1 . Athens, Ker. inv. 532.

smaller than Munich 6157. Other details from a drawing she has sent me, suggest a fairly

close relationship between these two kraters. The snout of the handle-fragment is con-

siderably upturned, and in this respect may be compared to the snout of a krateriskos

fragment, Agora P 17251 (plate YII</), from Well L 1 1 : 1 (also a very early Protogeometric

context ). A new fragment from a similarly early context, P 26925, Well J 14:2, also has the

‘loop’ already mentioned, but this time it is closed, i.e. it runs all round the snout. The
snout in profile is rather flat (even allowing for the tip having worn away). In this respect

it is perhaps more like the krateriskos from a very early Kcrameikos grave, Inv. 532 {Ker. i

pi. 63;, whose horned-head according to Mrs Smithson who has recently handled it, is not

very convincing viewed head-on. But it is interesting to note that these handles have been
referred back to Mycenaean times.36 This little vase is from Grave I and is therefore verv

early indeed. As can be seen from my illustration (fig. i) it has the ‘closed loop’. This
feature also occurs on Broneer’s fountain fragment, so would appear to be a late Mycenaean
tradition. 37

her. i 1 4 ;. n. 2: pi. tij. The reference to

Furtu angler and Loschcke o/>. at. pi. 44. 74. is

to a very small drawing. Is this meant to illustrate

a general type ot Mycenaean vase and it so where an-

other examples or is it meant to illustrate the Warrioi

\ ase !

Mrs Smithson has kindlv sent me a drawing of

this fragment. sin< e the 'loop' is not easily discernible

in Broneer's illustration. She has pointed out to me
that this 'loop' is very mu< h like the loop connecting
the false and true spout on late Mycenaean and
Subnm enaean stirrup jugs, and therefore more
probably a survival of a general Mvcenaean conven-
tion than something specifitallv assoi iated w ith

boucrania. The 'open' variety persists into Geo-
inetrii tine s, e.g. Athens 2 16 hi. v 1 1 viii e 1

.
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From these very early examples we can now pass on to two amphorae from the Keramei-

kos, from graves south of Eridanos. I am able to publish frontal views of their handles

through the kindness of Dr Ohly. They are Ker. i pi. 55, Inv. 569 and Ker. iv pi. 10, Inv.

2027 (plate VIIItz-6). Of Inv. 569 Desborough says that it is the first Protogeometric

amphora to show the double-handles, and this with some reason, since it is larger than most. 38

Whether a double-handle could really facilitate the lifting or carrying of a largish pot, I feel

to be debatable. It would appear to be distinctly more difficult to catch hold of since the

handles lie so close to the body of the vase. But I must admit that of all such handles known
to me, this one has the least claim to be considered a derivative bull’s-head. There is really

no attempt to suggest that the central member is a muzzle. Yet I find it difficult to reject it

altogether. In the case of Inv. 2027 the modelling is equally perfunctory, but an attempt has

been made to indicate the outline of the snout in glaze paint. If a gap of some 4,000 years

is no obstacle, these handles can be compared to a schematised bull’s head formed by

a combination of relief and incision on a pottery fragment from Hacilar IV (Late Neolithic

559°’ ± l8o
>
b .c .).

39

This vase (Inv. 2027) is one of the last in Dcsborough’s series of Attic Protogeometric

belly-handled amphorae, very close to the transition to Geometric. 40 Also late in the series,

but pure Protogeometric in style is Agora P 6685, a very large fragmentary belly-handled

amphora,41 the handle unfortunately broken away at the bridge of the nose so that it is not

possible to say how realistic the snout was, but the decoration is exactly like P 17251. The
very sparse formation and decoration of the handles on these Protogeometric vases accords

with the sober character of the general style. As we glide into early Geometric, we shall find

the horns and muzzle enhanced with barrings and hatchings and other forms of geometric

decoration.

Before proceeding to the Protogeomctric evidence from Crete, we can add from Thessaly

a set of standed kraters from Marmariani; eight out of the eighteen appear to have very

debased horned-head handles, 42 and these with one exception have a lower foot than those

fitted with strap handles. Knowing these kraters only from photographs (all but one having

the handles in profile), there is little I can do beyond drawing attention to them, and to the

statement made by Heurtley and Skeat that the Protogeometric style of Marmariani is

Mycenaean in essentials. 43 There are also two in the Volos museum from Kapakli. 44

There is also a very large belly-handled amphora from the Agora, P 14819, which is of

uncertain fabric, and while Protogeometric in style, the date cannot be guaranteed. The

handle and snout are solidly glazed, somew'hat as on Athens 824 (plate VII/), but here the

head is reserved, though heavily backed with glaze. Athens 824’ is from Thera which Mrs

Smithson tells me is a good possibility as a fabric for P 14819. I owe my knowledge of this

vase entirely to her.

The vases assignable to the Protogeometric period that are known to me from Crete

come in the main from Knossos and its immediate neighbourhood, in particular from

the excavations at Fortetsa. 45 Otherwise, I only know a very interesting early piece from

Karphi. 46 This is a large standed krater w ith a very debased bull’s-head handle (illustrated

38 Desborough, PP 22.

39 IL.K8 4,61. 591. tig. 24.

40 Desborough. PP 26.

41 Desborough, PP 30 and information from Mrs

Smithson.
4J BSA xxxi ( 1930-31') 30 ff. pis. x and xi and fig.

13, nos. 140, 142, 143. 144. 145, 147 - ‘-fik 149 - 1 3°-

Desborough, PP 142, pi. 23.

43 BSA xxxi (1930- 3 1 ) 49. For the possibility that

a Protogeometric style arose in Thessaly independent-

ly of Athens, see Desborough, The Slycenneans and tkeir

Successors, 138 and Yerdhelis, 6 1

1

funney aucrulku:
'Pvft/to; i tj : (-Jertax/dx; 49 ff.

44 Vcrdheiis, of>. at.. pi. 7. 43 and 44.
43 Brock, Fortetsa (19771.
4,1 M. Sciradaki. BSA iv 1 19601 22 pi. 9 e and f.

1 here are also moulded goats' or bulls’ heads on two

sherds, n/i. at., pi. 12a. too small to be assigned to any
shape, and not, in mv \iew, necessarily to be intended

as handles. These may be rompared to the forma-

tions already cited from Geoi Tepe: Burton-Brown.

up cit.. pi. xiii. no. 23 and pi. x. no. 1045.
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in three-quarter view). Mrs Seiradaki compares this pot, as regards shape, size, and
character of handles f albeit not suggesting they represent bull’s-heads) to the Marmariani
kraters already mentioned. She also compares it to the Warrior Vase, though I am not

certain whether a comparison of the handles is actually intended. 47

This vase is important for our purpose because it is so early, Karphi having been deserted

before 900 b.c. Mrs Seiradaki says, moreover, that it may be contemporary also with the

‘Horseman’ krater from Mouliana. 48 If this is accepted, and if the Karphi krater handles are

accepted as derivative ox-heads, this vase gives us a sort of ‘missing link’ for the dark ages.

The objects found at Karphi can be dated with certainty, according to the excavators,

between 1100 and 900 b.c .
49 Pendlebury points out the absurdity of describing any of these

finds as Protogeometric30 since only one or two sherds that are Protogeometric in style have

been found. There being objections to the applicability there of the term sub-Minoan, he

uses the phrase ‘Intermediate Period’ for the dark centuries that followed the break-up of the

Bronze Age. If the Karphi krater is really contemporary with the Mouliana krater, it may
belong nearer to the beginning of its occupation period than to the end. But as I am not

competent to judge of this, and to avoid too many categories, I have for convenience included

it among my Cretan Protogeometric examples. The rest of these range from Middle
Protogeometric to Protogeometric B, that is, according to Brock’s dating from 920-820 b.c.

Pithoi, amphorae and standed kraters are represented. The earliest is a round-bellied

pithos. 51 The bull’s head on this vase is painted solidly in black and the formation, judged

from the profile illustration, is primitive. Three others, all from Fortetsa, and described

with the foregoing as ‘necked pithoi’ (Brock retaining the name given by Payne) are described

as Protogeometric B, that is, according to the excavator’s dating, 850-820 b.c .
52 Of the

two from the same tomb, 1016 is distinctly uncouth, the large, clumsy horned-head handles

painted black on a reserved panel; 1029 is slightly more careful, and the horns are barred,the

barring reaching at least as far down as the broad belly stripe. 691 has a rather small

formation, set high on the shoulder, as on a number of round-bellied grave amphorae from

Thera, to be mentioned later.

With two standed kraters, a krateriskos and three amphorae we are in a sort of no-man’s

land between Protogeometric B and earliest Geometric. 53 Boardman describes the krater

from Hagios Ioannis as Protogeometric B and while mentioning the handles does not referto

bulls’-heads, but they seem to me to qualify. The one from Knossos he mentions as a later

Knossian example of the shape. It is partly restored and may perhaps not be accepted.

The Oxford krateriskos is very much restored, only half of one handle being original.

The three amphorae are all from Fortetsa, two coming from the same tomb. 34 269 is

described by the excavator as very early Geometric and an import, probably Cycladic rather

than Attic. Though the illustration shows the handles only in profile I think that the

horned-head formation is fairly clear. The illustration of 301, described as a Cretan imi-

tation of the type of Attic vase from w hich 269 ultimately derives, 35 scarcely shows the format

of the handles, but reveals that they were barred. The strange 339, described as Proto-

geometric B is also a Cretan imitation of Attic. The handles are low set, with the horns

barred and a very pronounced snout. The excavator thinks its Attic prototype is probably

not datcable before 800 b.c.

The evidence from this rather limited material if, as I think, conclusive, is nevertheless

17 Seiradaki, np. cit.. 22. n. 54.
4,1 AE 1964 pi. iii.

49 Pendlebury, BSA xxxviii (1937-8) 136.

50 Pendlebury, op. cit.. 134.
51 Fcrtelsa 222 pi. 16 — Desborough, PP pi. 31.
52 Fortetsa 1016 pi. 60 p. 93; 1029 pi. 60 p, 94;

b')i pi. 40 p. 147.

54 BSA lv 1 19601 130, pi. 31, Tomb 1 no. 1 1, from
Hagios Ioannis; BSA xxix ( 1927-81 247 pi. vii. 4.
from Knossos; Oxford 1927. 461 1 : Cl'.l ii lix) 1 (381 /

1 1

.

54 Fortetsa 269 pi. 19 p. 32 (Cycladic?;; 301 pi. 19
P-33: 339 pl- 24 p. 36.

“5 Fortetsa 31.
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best expressed negatively. We can say that potters from several different localities whose

work has been assigned to Protogeometric periods, have not entirely lost the habit of occa-

sionally adopting a very debased ox-head as a handle formation. We can also surmise that

if we had more Protogeometric kraters, there might be more such handles. We are dealing

here with a ‘holding operation’, almost a tactical retreat. The following lists of Protogeo-

metric examples make no pretence of being complete.

ATTIC PROTOGEOMETRIC
Kraters

Munich 6157, CVA iii (ix) pi. 103 (385) and 104 (386) 1-2; pi.ate VII?-//

Agora P 26934 Well N 12: 3 (fragmentary)

Agora P 26925 Well J 14: 2 (fragmentary)

Krateriskoi

Ker. Inv. 532 Ker. i pi. 63
Agora P 1 725 1 Well L 1 1 : 1 ;

plate VII//

Amphorae

Ker. Inv. 569, Ker. i pi. 55 (early); plate Villa

Ker. Inv. 2027 Ker. iv pi. 10 (late); plate VIII/

Agora P 6685 (very large, damaged)

ISLAND PROTOGEOMETRIC

Belly-handled amphora, very large, possibly Theran

Agora P 14189

Neck amphora, presumed Theran

AM xxviii (1903) 174 pi. xxii, 2; Desborough, PP. 31

CRETAN PROTOGEOMETRIC

Standed krater, very early, before 900 b.c., not really to be called P.G., see my text.

BSA lv (i960) 22 pi. ix e, f (from Karphi)

Pithos with lid, described by excavator as Middle Protogeometric and dated 920-870 b.c.

Fortets

a

222 pi. 16

Amphorae

Fortetsa 301 pi. 19 (described as late Protogeometric and dated 870-850 B.c.)

Fortetsa 339 pi. 24 (described as Protogeometric B and dated 850-820 B.c:. !

Fortetsa 1400 pi. 106 (miniature; described as Late Protogeomctric A or Proto-

geometric B)

Necked Pithoi

Fortetsa 1016 pi. 60 p. 93 (described as Protogeomctric B)

Fortetsa 1029 pi. 60 p. 94 .described as Protogeomctric B)

Fortetsa 691 pi. 40 pp. 147 and 61 (described as Protogeomctric B)
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PROTOGEOMETRIC B OR EARLIEST GEOMETRIC

Standed kraters

BSA Iv (i960) 130, pi. 31 (from Hagios Joannisj

RSd xxix (1927-8) 247, pi. 7.4 (from Knossos)

Krateriskos

Oxford 1927.4611 CYA ii (ix) pi. 1 (381) 11

Amphorae

Fortetsa 269 pi. 19 p. 32 (Cycladic?)

Fortetsa 301 pi. 19 p. 33
Fortetsa 339 pi. 24 p. 36

In the geometric period, the material of course is far more abundant, and the character

of the handles usually more interesting. In general, there is a dearth ofillustrations showing

them frontally. The lists that I submit make no pretence at being complete, and contain

many examples that I only know from photographs. We can begin with Attic Geometric.

Most of the examples are from funeral vases, large standed-kraters or neck-amphorae.

Our handles are less common on the smaller vases. Many belong to what is called the

Dipylon Group, 56 within which there has been a further subdivision into workshops, and

attributions to individual hands. All the kraters in Davison’s Dipylon Group list have our

handles, except some that are so fragmentary that no parts ofthe handles have been preserved,

making it unjustifiable to include them. The most notable handles are to be seen in the

National Museum at Athens, and in the Louvre. The Louvre Corpus illustrates several of

the handles frontally. The handles on three important standed kraters in New \ork are

much restored. On 34.1 1.2 one pair of handles is entirely restored in plaster, and of the

other, while part of both horns is genuine, the junction is modern, as may be clearly seen in

Antike Kunst iv (1961) pi. 17, 3 and 4; see also MMA Bull, xxix (1934) 169, n. i. 67 On
14. 130. 14 (Davison fig. 26) one horn is ancient and enough remains of the muzzle to show

that it conforms to a normal formula and is very like Athens 804 (plate VIIIc). On
14.130. 15 (Davison fig. 139), here plate VII Id, only a part of the muzzle has been preserved.

It is rather elaborately decorated with various patterns.

Of the kraters assigned to the Dipylon Group, 5S Louvre A 527 has the most distinctive

handles, chevrons on the lower part of the muzzle, horizontal lines to demarcate the forehead

and a rosette on its summit. The handle on Louvre A 552 may have been similar, but is

very defective.

Apart from this important group there is the upper part of a krater from Eleusis, 59

and a small one from an Agora well, Agora P 2
1
706, described as having ‘goat-head’ handles. 60

The horns are decorated right across with dots, the muzzle outlined and barred.

Turning to Attic neck-amphorae, my earliest example, from the Kerameikos (Ker. v

pi. 46, Inv. 2146), is dated to the first halfof the ninth century and is a fine careful piece, but

56 Davison, Yale Classical Studies xvi 119611 pi. xvi

1 referred to hereafter as Davison .

57 I am indebted to Mr Brian F. Cook for these

references.
5S Kraters. Athens 806 Davison, fig. 18, handles

modern; Athens 990 f pi. vi, a 1; Met. Mus. 34.11.2:

Davison fig. 138 (handles modern ; Met. Mus.

14.130.13: Davison fig. 130: Met. Mus. 14. 130.14:

Davison tig. 26: Sydney 46.41 'handles much re-

stored
;
Louvre A517 frag.: C’l’A xi (xviii) pi. 1 (777,

1 and 7: Louvre A522 frag.: C'VA xi (xviii) pi. 4
(7801 ; Louvre A527 frag.: CT.l xi (xviiij pi. 2 (778)

;

Louvre A552 frag.: CVA xi (xviii) pis. 1 1 1 a (787-8)

;

Dipylon Museum, Ker. 290 Davison fig. 142 (handles

much restored .

59 AE 1898 pi. 3.
Ml

Hesfi. xx i ( 1972 1 10, pi. 29 a, b: Hes/j. xxx (1961 j

1 16. Ky.
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the handles are not illustrated frontally. Another, Inv. 256 (Ker. v pi. 47), is later and

considerably restored. A fine fragment, Inv. 1214 {Ker. v pi. 49), also from the Kerameikos,

shows particularly well the careful demarcation of the forehead, and the spring of the horn.

From such a piece it can clearly be seen that the restorer of the handles on New York

34.1 1.2 had not appreciated the character of the forms. Were these handles genuine, they

would go a long way towards invalidating my contention that all these handles derive from

an animal’s head and are not merely twin handles conjoined.

Of the two monumental grave amphorae, Athens 804 and 805 (plate VIH-r), the

latter has the finer handles, really splendid examples, showing the same careful brushwork as

Kerameikos fragment 1214, and with a palpable swelling at the forehead, altogether a far

nobler accessory than the naturalistic prototype on the Warrior Vase. A neat but less

ambitious handle appears on Brussels A 1506: CVA ii (ii) pi. 1 (54) 1.

We may next consider some neck amphorae listed by Kondoleon. 61 They include

Kerameikos Inv. 2146 (already mentioned as my earliest example). They are smallish,

rather sober pieces, with the decoration confined to the handle-zone and neck. Athens 216

(plate VIHr) has the old Mycenaean open loop painted on the wall of the vase behind the

snout. Others may also have it, but it is not possible to judge of this from the illustrations

available. Two rather similar amphorae from Thera, have been classed as Attic imports, 62

but while such pieces are obviously inspired by Attic, when found on the Cyclades it is now

believed that they are of island fabric. They will appear later in my island lists. The

dating of these amphorae is also in question, and I will revert to this later.

ATTIC GEOMETRIC
Standed Kraters

Ker. Inv. 290 Ker. v pi. 20; Davison fig. 142

Ker. Inv. 1255 Ker. v pi. 23

Louvre A 517: CVA xi (xviiif pi. 1 (7 7 ?)

Louvre A 527: CVA xi (xviii) pi. 2 (778)

Louvre A 522: CVA xi (xviii) pi. 4 ( 7^o!

Louvre A 552: CVA xi (xviii) pis. 11 (787) and 12 (788)

Athens 990 Davison fig. 25; plate \ Iltf

Agora P 2
1
706 Hesp. xxx pi. 1

7

Eleusis (frag, only) Ah 1898 pi. 3

New York 34. 11. 2 Davison fig. 138

New York 14. 130. 14 Davison fig. 26; plate YIIIc

New York 14. 130. 15 Davison fig. 39; plates I-III and \ Hit/

Sydney 46. 41 (handles mostly restored)

Cyprus Museum .4.1 lxxviii (1963) 200, fig. 40

Neck amphorae63 (* = on Kondoleon’s list)

* Ker. Inv. 2146 her. v pi. 46

Ker. Inv. 1256 her. v pi. 47

Ker. Inv. 1214 Ker. v pi. 49 (handle frag, only
1

)

Athens Inv. 219: C I .1 i (i) pi- 7 1
/

1 8

Athens Inv. 216: AJA xliv (1940' pi. xxiii. 3; plate YIIIc

Athens Inv. 217: jdl xiv ( 1899 ! 200 f., 68

Eleusis Museum :
Jdl xiv (18991 200 f.. 67

Aigina 1327 Kraiker pi. 3 j 45

Thera HI. 1 -l.I/xxviii (1903J T 79 > P 1 - xxiv 3 ;ind

preserved.

AE 194-,, 7.

others similar but onlv 2 well

: Johansen, .1chi Auh. xx\iii 1 19 u H6 8.

1,1 Mr Coldstream tells me that some of these are

Attic and some C'yt laclie. HI. 1 is probable Attit
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Large neck-amphorae

Athens 804: C'VA i (i) pi. 8 (8); Davison fig. 1; plate VII6

Athens 805: AJA xliv (1940) pi. 24; Davison fig. 135; plate Vile

Brussels A 1506: CVA ii (iij pi. 1 (54) 1

Large Pyxis with covet

Munich 6234: CVA iii (iii) pi. 105 (387)

Dresden ZY 1995: AM xliii (1918) 102, fig. 22

Turning next to the islands, our handles appear on pots that have been ascribed to the

fabrics of Thera, Melos, Delos, Naxos and Paros. The greatest number happen to be

Theran, and we can begin with this fabric. Earliest is a neck-amphora, 64 Protogeometric in

style but certainly to be dated after the expiry of the Protogeometric style in Attica, though

its inspiration derives from it.
85 The illustration does not permit any discussion of the

handles. Next I take three small neck-amphorae, in Athens, the British Museum, and

Leiden, clearly all from the same workshop. 66 The small illustration of the one in Leiden

does not show the handles frontally. The handles on Athens 899 (plate Vile) are very

like those on the BM vase. The horns on both are hatched right across, but the muzzle is

reserved and marked with a large X. The snout is very upturned and on the BM vase is

decorated with a star. If there was something similar originally on Athens 899, it has worn

off. On both these vases the sides of the head are painted black and heavily and clumsily

outlined in black on the body of the vase. A larger neck amphora is illustrated in AM xxviii

(iqog) 1 0
1 ,

pi. iv. Also from Thera come a number ol round-bellied grave amphorae,

with our handles set high on the shoulders. None of the illustrations shows these handles

frontally.

We now revert to Kondoleon’s lists. Following the six Attic neck-amphorae already

mentioned, and which I have implied are of an early date, he lists a further six of very similar

stvle, but of island provenance, all of which have our handles. To these I have added two

more, one of unknown provenance and one from Crete. The decoration on the handle

zone of these vases is characterised by metopes containing a circular motif with small stars in

the four corners. There was found at Exochi in Crete a fragment from a large belly-handled

amphora showing the same scheme of decoration. 67 This could either be a Cycladic import

or a local imitation—most likely the former. But no material from Exochi is earlier than

750 b.c. If we wish with Kondoleon to equate the island series of amphorae with those of

Attic manufacture that are usually dated to the ninth century, then we must assume with

Johansen that this style lasted on the islands till deep into the eighth century.68

I have seen too few of these island vases to be able to offer any useful discussion of the

handles. Mv lists will perhaps be of use to someone who can visit them, dhat the bull s

head formation could remain basic is clear, for instance, from the Naxian neck-amphorae

AE 1945, 1 ff., figs. 1-3. One might compare this to a handle fragment from a large vase in

Ithaca, 68 where the zoomorphic origin is scarcely discernible. Munich 6166 has the open

loop'.

-'> .14/ xxvi i ' 19031 pi. xxii, 2.
07 Acta Arch, xxviii (1937; 86-8, fig. 144.

45 Desborough, PP 31.
68 tip. cit. p. 88.

I' r
’ Athens 899: Thera ii fig. 444 and Jdl xiv (1899)

69 ttS.l xliii ( 19481 74, p. 140, 402 (possibly a

fig. 10: BM 62.2-9.24 A4°9 ,: Thera ii 144. no. 41; Cretan import 1.

Leiden S. Y. L. 8: Brants, pi. v. 10: Thera ii 144,

no 2 .
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THERAN GEOMETRIC
Three small neck-amphorae

Athens 899 Thera ii fig. 344; plate Vile
BM A 409 (now 62.2-5.24) Thera ii 144, no. 41

Leiden S. V. L. 8 Brants, pi. v 10; Thera ii 144, no. 2

Larger neck amphorae

AM xxviii (1903) 101 pi. iv, 1 (another similar from same grave but quite broken)

Round, grave amphorae with handles set high

Thera ii 147 (there are six)

Thera ii 48, fig. 1 55 and sherds of another

AM xxviii (1903) pi. vii (Pfuhl lists eight and illustrates three)

Leiden S. V. L. 4 Brants, pi. v 8

Athens 8244 plate VII/

ISLAND GEOMETRIC

Neck amphorae (* — from Kondoleon’s list)

* Thera ii figs. 107 and 379a = K 11 (from Thera)
* Louvre A 266 Pother, pi. 10 = K 10 (from Thera)

Leiden R. O III 68 Brants, pi. viii 55 (prow unknown)
* Delos xv pi. xlii 1. 14 = K 13

* Munich 6166: CVA iii (iii) pi. 141 (423) 1-2 (from Melos)
* Sevres 1419: CVA (xiii) pi. 12 (341) 4-5 = K 8 (from Melos)

Fortetsa 269 pi. 19 and p. 32

Thera ii 35, fig. 107

Kraler on perforated stand

Munich A 852 Sieveking, Die Konigliche Vasensammlung zu Mtinchen 37, fig. 49
Jdl x\ (1925) 140 f., 34 (upper half of a krater with bull’s-head and support handles)

PRESUMED NANIAN
Standed Kraters

Amsterdam, Mus. Scheurleer Inv. 3284: Cl A i (i) pi. 1 (8) 4 (provenance unknown)

Exochi 106, n. 78 (very frag.)

Delos xv pi. xliv; BCH xxxv (191 1) 369 figs. 27 and 28, AE 1945, 13, fig. 5

Neck amphora

AE 1945, figs. 1-3 (from Naxos)

PRESUMED MELIAN
Standed Kraters

Athens 841
:
Jdl xiv (1899 ' 34, fig. 1 1 ; plate VI I If (from Melos)

Sevres 1419. 2: CL.-l (xiii) pi. 12 (341) 1-3 (from Melos)

Leiden R. O. Ill 84 Brants, pi. viii, 56 (probably from Melos)
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Small hater without stand

ARGIVE

Athens 877: Jrf/xiv (1899) 34, fig. 12 (from Melos)

PARIAN’ ?

Amphora

Delos B.4.213 Delos xv pis. xviii, xix; BCH xxxv ( 1
9 1

1 ) 377, figs. 38 and 39

I do not propose to say much about Cretan geometric. I have not seen any of the vases
in question. My list is simply picked out from Fortetsa, with a few additions. Of those
illustrated in Fortetsa

,
only one early example, 764 on pi. 47, shows the handles frontally.

Doro Levi’s krater-handle fragments are shown frontally, as also the handles on his two late-

geometric fragmentary amphorae. From the very fragmentary handle on a pithos from
Knossos (RSA xxix (1927-8) 235, fig. 6) it is just possible to see that the muzzle was
demarcated from the horns. The pithos illustrated on pi. 8 of the same volume gives a
very good frontal view. Our handles are most prevalent in the mature geometric period.

1 have only found one example on the many elaborately decorated orientalising pithoi from
Fortetsa, and it belongs to an early phase, 735-680 b.c., according to Brock’s dating.

CRETAN GEOMETRIC

EARLY
Pithoi

From Anopolis. AM xxii (1897) 241, fig. 10 and Desborough, op. cit., 324 (round

bodied)

From Fortetsa.

Fortetsa 764 pi. 47 (frontal view)

„ 770 pi. 47

MATURE

„ 693 pi. 41

„ 426 pi. 30

,, 837 pl
.
50 all have pair of vertical support

,, 596 pl. 39 handles as well as bull’s-head

,, 530 pl. 30 f handle

» 542 pl. 30

,, 608 pl. 39 j
much of handles restored

» 444 pl- 3 1

j

,, 423 pl. 31 I all have vertical strap handles

„ 1391 pl. 79 ! and a round support handle

,, 841 pl. 50 [
linking the bull’s-head handle

„ 665 pl. 41 I to the rim.

642 pl. 41

„ 440 pl. 30 support handle but no strap handle

,, 867 pl. 53 bull’s-head handle only

Kraters

From Arkades

Doro Levi, Annuario della R. Scuola x-xii (1931) 432, fig. 580 ( two fine handle fragments)
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LATE

From Fortetsa. Lidded pithos on high foot 1424 pi. 80

From Vrokastro. Neck amphora, E. Hall, Vrokastro 100, fig. 54
From Kavousi. Two fragmentary neck amphorae, D. Levi, op. cit., 563, fig. 620
From Knossos.

Neckless lidded pithoi

Inv. 6401 : BSA xxix (1927-8) 236, fig. 6 (handle very fragmentary)

Inv. 6395: BSA xxix (1927-8) 238, pi. viii 8

From Arkades

Neck amphorae

1. Jdl xiv (1899) 39, fig. 21; D. Levi, op. cit., 590, fig. 639; D. Levi, Early Hellenic

Pottery of Crete 19, pi. iii, 3

2. D. Levi, Annuario, 371, fig. 487

EARLY ORIENTALISING
Lidded Pithos

Fortetsa 1402 pi. 87; Doro Levi, Early Hellenic Pottery of Crete pi. vii, 1

Oenochoe with plastic deeds head

From Arkades

Annuario x-xii (1931) 148, fig. 147; Doro Levi, op. cit., pi. xxii, 3

Our survey takes us now eastwards to Rhodes. I have two possible examples of our
handles on vases of Protogeometric style, both neck-amphorae. 70 The illustration that

shows the handle in frontal view is not very convincing, and the other, seen from above, does

not allow of much discussion. They both appear to be painted black. Of the Geometric
period I know of two standed kraters and three amphorae.

Standed kraters

BM 61.4-25.51 (A 430) Acta Arch, xxviii (1957) fig. 203 (from Camiros)

Rhodes Inv. 14734, Clara Rhodos vi 193, fig. 233

Neck amphorae

Clara Rhodos viii 162, fig. 149 (from Ialysos)

Inv. 12.513 Clara Rhodos iv, 350, fig. 394; Cl A i (ix) pi. 1 (406) 1 (from Camiros)

Inv. 12.512 Clara Rhodos iv, 350, fig. 393; CVA i (ix) pi. 1 (406) 2

The amphora from Ialysos may be early. 71 It has the old handle streamers. The other

two are smaller, rougher and very provincial-looking. In addition to the bull’s-head

handle, they have vertical handles from the shoulder to about the middle of the neck. They
are described in the Corpus as of Cypriote style. The two standed kraters arc of good

quality. 14734 has a notable decoration, but I cannot say whether the handles are of

special interest.

BM 6 1.4-25. 5 1
(A 430) has the horns and muzzle painted black, and while the muzzle is

long, reaching down lower than the horns, it is fairly carefully modelled, and the end of the

70 Clara Rhndos vi. 204. fig. 244 and C Lira Rhodos ix

f'g- > 33 -

71 Desborough, PP 33.
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snout cut off short. The general formation is sparse, but careful and well-planned. This

vase is mentioned by J. N. Coldstream in his review of Exochi
(JHS Ixxx (i960) 240) as

being a fairly close imitation of Attic Middle Geometric.

A standed krater from Myrina, once in the collection of the French School at Athens,

was classed as Rhodian when published in 1912, 72 but is better described as JEolic. Its

whereabouts is now not known to me. 73

Before considering Boeotia, I mention a few oddments. From Ithaca two large vases,

probably pithoi, seem to have our handles. 74 The possibility is suggested that they might be

Cretan imports. Only one is illustrated. The formation is very debased.

From sites in Etruria there are twelve examples ofvases with our handles, oflate geometric

style. All are published in Akerstrom Die geometrische Stil in Italiens, hereafter referred to as

Akerstrom. Some had previously appeared in Montelius Die vorklassische Chronologie Italiens,

hereafter referred to as Montelius. I have numbered them for convenience.

Wide-mouthed, standed haters

1. Akerstrom 61 pi. 11,4

2. ,, 61 pi. 1 1, 6

3. „ 59 pi. 14, 1, ia

4 - „ 59 P1 - H. 4
5. „ 57 pi. 12, 3; JV. Sc. 1928,, 445 pi. ix

6. ,, 97 pi. 27, 5 = Montelius 66, pi. xxxvi, 1

7 - „ 97 pb 27, 7

8. „ 97 pi. 27, 6; JRS xxv (1935) 131, pb xx, C2

Bell-shaped standed krater

9. Akerstrom 59 pi. 14, 2, 2a

Amphorae on high feet (some with lids)

10. Akerstrom 72 pi. 17, 4, 6 = Montelius 66 pi. xxxvi 10, also

Blakeway JRS xxv (1935) 130, n. 3; pi. xx, A2
11. Akerstrom 72 pi. 18, 1, 2 = Montelius pi. xxxvi 7, also

Blakewav, op. cit., pi. xx Ai
12. Akerstrom 72 pi. 18, 3, 4

Most of the above cited illustrations only show the handles in profile, and some are not very

good. That the double handles are in every case actually conjoined, cannot from study of

the illustrations only, be an absolute certainty, but I take it as probable. From frontal

views of the handles of nos. 5 and 9 (for 5 see the illustration in JV. Sc.) it will be seen that the

formation is very debased. But Paribeni (JV. Sc., 1928, 454) referred the handles of no. 5 to

a goat’s-head.

The horned-head origin is quite clear on nos. 10 and 1 1, and presumably also on no. 12,

of w'hich I have no frontal view. A frontal view of no. 10 is only available in Montelius.

There is a lozenge-shaped lattice pattern in the centre of the snout. The origin is clear, but
presumably unrealised by the potter. These pieces have all been considered as deriving

from Greek prototypes, and as closest in style to Boeotian-Cycladic ware. Pavne and
Blakewav thought that nos. 10 and n were actual Greek imports. No. 12 they did not
know. Akerstrom in his more recent appraisal, reckons that nos. 10 and 1 1, on the evidence

72 BCH xxxvi '19121 307, pis. ix and x.
74 Robertson. BSA xliii 1 11)481 72, nos. 402, 403,

73 I am much beholden to the authorities ot the pi. 40.

French School at Athens for very kindly searching for

this vase.

Vulci

53

33

Provenance

Bisenzio

33

33

33

33

3 ?

13

Chiusi
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of the clay used, are the work of a Greek potter established in Eturia, but concedes that no. 12

might perhaps have come from Greece.

The evidence from Boeotia is not impressive. I know of no example of our handles on
any vase of Protogeometric style. In any case Boeotia has yielded few of these. A few

geometric can be cited, but of all provincial fabrics known to me, the Boeotian have the least

convincing handles. It would often be difficult to maintain that the potter, in forming the

handle complex had any notion that this had once represented an animal’s head. 73 There

is a tendency for the junction of the arches to take the form of a roughly shaped rectangle.

The whole formation may be peppered with dots. Munich 2234 shows another form of

debasement; the two arches appear to have been affixed separately and the junction has no

significance.

BCEOTIAN GEOMETRIC
Standed krater with support handle

Munich 2333 Sieveking, op. cit., pi. 14, 406 (from Boeotia)

Krater with fenestratedfoot

Munich A 852 Sieveking, op. cit., 37, fig. 49

Keck amphorae

Copenhagen Inv. 7314 CVA ii (ii) pi. 68 (69) 2a-b
The bull’s-head handles, which were hatched, are almost entirely missing. The
vase is round bellied.

Munich 2234 Sieveking, op. cit., pi. 14, 400

Lack of frontal illustrations and mutilation of handles on Copenhagen 7314 preclude further

comment.
There is, however, a group of neck-amphorae and a round-bodied krater, of later date

and somewhat orientalising style, on some of which the bull’s head origin is more convincing.

Neck amphorae

Athens 5893 (220) Collignon-Couve, pi. xix, 462 (from near Thebes)
;
Hampe,

Friihgriechische Sagenbilden, pi. 18, 1, p. 21, v 1 ;
plate YHIg

Copenhagen CVA ii (ii) pi. 68 (69) ia-b (from Thebes); Hampe, op. cit., pi. 18, 2,

p. 21, v 2

Athens 15300 Hampe, op. cit., pi. 18, 3, p. 21, v 3
Nauplia Museum Johansen Vases Sicyoniens 33, fig. 13 (from Tiryns)

Nauplia Museum? Tiryns i pi. xx, 4 (from Tiryns)

Heidelberg, Hampe, pi. 19, p. 23, v 15

Univ. of Michigan CVA i (iii) pi. 12 (97) ia-b

Round-bodied Krater on low fenestratedfoot

Athens 237 Collignon-Couve, pi. xix, 463 (from Thebes)

Jdl iii (1888) 352, fig. 30

Standed ovoid Krater

Athens 228, Collignon-Couve, p. 1 1 1, 465; BCHxxii (1898) 274, fig. 3 ; Jdl xiv (1899)

82, fig. 37; plate VHIA (from Thebes)

The most useful of these illustrations are of Athens 237 {Jdl iii (1888) 352, fig. 30), which

show the handles in three-quarter view, and of the neck-amphora in Michigan in the CVA.

75 E.g. Athens 15300 and Univ. of Michigan CVA i (iii) pi. 12 (97) 1.

VOL. LXXXVI. F
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Here the handle is shown frontally, and features the rectangular ‘head’, if head it be. The

way in which it is demarcated from the horns inclines me to believe that it is. On the well-

known Athens 5893 (220), plate VHIg, the head is roughly triangular in shape and a slight

moulding of the forehead can be felt. This vase has been dated by comparison with

engraved Boeotian fibulae and with Proto-Attic ceramic, to around 700 b.c. Hampe
suggests the first quarter of the sixth century for the vase in Copenhagen, and the first third

for Athens 15300. Such dating is later than anything we have so far considered, except on

the Cypriote vases, and leads us on to consider how far it may be claimed that the tradition

of the bull’s-head handle survives into the seventh and sixth centuries. 76

I think that the well-known series of ‘Melian’ amphorae leaves the question in no doubt. 77

My illustration of the handle of the Herakles vase, Athens 354 (plate IXa) shows the old

bull’s-head formation quite clearly. All these ‘Melian’ vases have eyes beneath the handle-

arches, leading Conze (1862) to think of the arches as eyebrows. Penoyre, however, called

them goat-handles. 78 With one exception all are neatly decorated with chevrons, the lower

part of the muzzle differentiated by horizontal bars. Alone Athens 91 1 has heavy billets

(plate IXA). The basis for the dating of these ‘Melian’ vases is complex and a discussion

would be beyond the scope of this paper. It will suffice to remember that Boardman suggests

that the series probably flourished from about 630-580 b.c. or even later. 79

‘MELIAN’ ORIENTALISING
Kraters

Thasos, Ghali-Kahil, Etudes Thasiennes vii, pi. vi, 21 and 22 (two fine fragments)

Amphorae

Athens 912, Conze, Melische Thongefasse, pi. 1 and 2; Pfuhl, MuZ hi, fig- 105; Arias,

Hirmer, Shefton, A History of Greek Vase-Painting, pi. 23

Athens 91 1, Conze, op. cit., pis. 3-4; Pfuhl, op. cit., fig. 108; Arias, op. cit., pis. 22 and

23a; plate IXA
Athens 914, Jdl n (1887 )

pi. 12

Athens 354, AE 1894, pis. 12-14; Pfuhl, op. cit., figs. 109 and no; plate IXa
British School at Athens, JHS xxii (1902) 69, pi. 5

Athens 913, Conze, op. cit., pi. v and title page

It will be convenient here to consider the evidence from Eretria. I use Boardman’s

article, Potteryfrom Eretria (BSA xlvii (1952)), as a framework.

Fragments of footed kraters of geometric style appear sometimes to show double handles,

but I know of no illustrations. 80 The later series of grave amphorae, excavated by Kourou-
niotes in 1897, are divided for convenience by Boardman into five groups. Groups A and B
are described as sub-geometric. No firm dating is insisted on, but the earliest pieces are

thought not to be much, if at all, earlier than 700 B.c. From this sub-geometric series two

examples concern us.

76
I am not here including Cyprus, where, as

already shown, a quite naturalistic rendering of the

ammal-head handles appears in the period Bichrome

IV, i.e. about 700 B.c. according to the Swedish

dating.
77 This could not perhaps have been maintained

until quite recently from illustrations of these vases,

since the older reproductions are not from photo-

graphs and a further simplifit ation ol the handle

formation seems to take place when it is reproduced in

a drawing, with a rather deceptive result. But see

Arias, Hirmer, Shefton, History nj Greek Wise Painting,

pis. 22 and 23.
78 JHS xxii (19021 68.
79 Boardman, BSA xlvii 11932 23-26 and Island

Gems 90 where an earlier upper date is suggested.
80 Boardman, op. cit., 6.
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ERETRIAN

Groups A and B, Sub-geometric

Grave amphorae

Athens Apotheke. BSA xlvii (1952) 19, AI
Athens 12078. AE 1903, 29, fig. n; BSA, op. cit., 19, BI

From the orientalising series. Group C, are several examples of double handles. But

none of these is conjoined and so they do not concern us. 81 A word of warning. From a

profile illustration it is possible to misinterpret the handle formation. I fancied that C2
Athens 12128 (BSA xlvii (1952) pi. 5), had our type of double handle, but Mr Popham has

kindly checked for me that the arches are separated. From the sixth-century group there

are also three examples.

Group D, sixth century

Athens 12436' Di BSA xlvii (1952) pi. 8; plate IXe
Athens 12436* D4 BSA xlvii (1952) pi. 8

Athens 12436 s D5 BSA xlvii (1952) p. 29; plate IX/f

It may seem fanciful to see in these rudimentary formations any persistence of the old

bull’s-head formula. But I illustrate them for consideration.

Referring back to the aforementioned cases where the two handle arches are completely

separated (e.g. Athens 12077, plate IXe) the tempting conclusion that the divided version

developed from the conjoined, has to be resisted, since these ‘Group C’ amphorae are all

earlier than those contained in Group D, which Boardman suggests belong probably to the

opening decades of the sixth century.

If my contention that the old Mycenaean bull’s-head handle formation can be traced

through the centuries to the point that we have reached, there will not, I think, be any

rejection of the ‘Melian’ examples. With Proto-Attic the case is not perhaps so obvious.

The important collection in Berlin from the so-called ‘Aegina Find’, dating from the end of

the eighth century to the beginning of the second half of the seventh, first published in 1938,

consists largely of vases made up from fragments. In many cases only the stumps of the

handles remain. Some have been restored as double-arched, e.g. Berlin A 30 C'l A i (ii)

pi. 16 (62) 3, but such examples, with the central member lacking, can hardly be pressed as

evidence.

The use of drawings for illustration of the Aigisthus vase, Berlin A 32 C'VA i (ii) pis. 20

(66) and 21 (67), showing the handles in frontal view, has resulted in a certain formalisation

and symmetrical enhancement of the handles. From this version a bull’s-head origin

could not be easily accepted. I have not seen this vase. But the photographic reproduction

CI A i (ii) pis. 18 (64) and 19 (65) gives a very different impression, the impression, in my
view, ofan uncouth boucranium. 82 The same holds good for the handles of a slightly smaller

krater of comparable shape (egg-shaped, on a fenestrated foot) Cambridge Fitzwilliam

G. R. 7.1925 (plate IX/) and for those on a round-bodied krater, Munich 6090. The
earlier kotvle-krater, Munich 6077, if accepted, is a good example of the potter's in-

souciance for origins. Wriggling snakes ornament the horns, and continue down the muzzle

in two parallel lines. The reductio ad absurdum.

81 Boardman. nf>. cit.. 26 IT. C'2 Athens 12128; C’4 pressing the point. If these handles do convey any

Athens 12077 flatf. ixe ;
('6 Athens 12129. feeling of an underlying animal-head form, they

82 Here I say ‘boucranium’ advisedly but without suggest a horned skull. Xapp's ‘Nacktschadel’.
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PROTO-ATTIC

Standed Krateriskoi

Berlin A 12 CVA i (ii) pi. 6 (52) 3-4

Berlin A 13 CVA i (ii) pi. 7 (53) 1 (fragmentary)

Berlin A 37 CVA i (ii) pi. 27 (73) 2-3

Krateriskos fragment

Berlin A 38 CVA i (ii) pi. 27 (73) 4

Round-bodied standed krater

Berlin A 18 CVA i (ii) pi. 8 (74) 2

Kotyle-Krater

Munich 6077 CVA iii (ix) pi. 130 (412) i-2

Krater

Munich 6090 CVA iii (ix) pi. 131 (413) 2, pi. 132 (414) 1, pi. 133 (415) 3

Standed ovoid Kraters

Cambridge Fitzwilliam G. R. 7.1925. CVA i (vi) pi. 2 (240) 7; plate IX/
Berlin A 29 CVA i (ii) pi. 14 (60) 2

Berlin A 32 CVA i (ii) pi. 18 (64) 2, pi. 19 (65) 1-2, cf. pis. 20-21 (66-67)

It is obvious that I have only skimmed the surface ofmy subject. There must be count-

less more examples of these handles in many localities. 83
I have, moreover, done no more

than allude to the question of their survival, or possibly revival, in Cyprus in the original

Mycenaean form. This is a feature of great interest that others must elucidate.

Oxford. Noel R. Oakeshott.

83 There is a very interesting example in the affixed to a plaque that is riveted onto the bowl

Museum at Eleusis, unnumbered and unlabelled (Akurgal, Die Kunst Anatohens, pi. 30).

when I heard of' it in 1961, and I do not know the Mrs Ure has just sent me some particulars and a

shape. The style was described as Geometric. The sketch of a geometric standed krater seen in the

muzzle is splayed out and decorated with a hatched Musee de Cherbourg in 1934, having our handles

swastika. Behind it, where it meets and joins the (joined to the rim by support handles’). This vase is

wall of the vase, is a raised square rectangle. Per- perhaps Melian, cf. Sevres 1419. 2, CVA (xiii) pi. 12

haps compare a late eighth century Urartian bronze (541) 1-3.

cauldron, decorated with bulls’ heads which are



GREEK EXPRESSIONS OF THANKS

The purpose of this article is to examine the meaning and function of certain expressions

used for conveying thanks in Greek. It does not pretend to be an exhaustive survey of all

the expressions which are used in this connexion, but is restricted in scope to the Greek of the

classical period and to those expressions which were in common use in conversation to convey

thanks when an offer, gift, etc., was being accepted or declined. These expressions it will be

convenient to call ‘responsive formulae’.

The ordinary expressions for feeling or conveying thanks combine x^PLV with a verb such

as elSevau or eyetv, but as readers of Greek literature will have become aware, if only

subconsciously, these combinations are not to be found used responsively in the prose or

verse of the classical period. Before this sweeping generalisation provokes outright contra-

diction, let it be freely admitted that cases of the responsive use do exist. There is a case of

responsive x°-Plv eyeir in Plat. Prot. 328d, o’j 7rat ’AnoAAoStdpov, <I>s yapiv 001 eya> oti TrpovTpepas

p.e <3Se afiiKeodai, and a diligent search would probably produce a few more examples of the

same sort. But one or two swallows will not make a spring; and our bird in the Protagoras

will appear on closer inspection to be a bird of dubious plumage. Socrates’ words of grati-

tude, nominally addressed to Hippocrates, are directed unerringly towards the ears of

Protagoras, to compliment the great man for the eVt'Setfi? on the teachability of virtue

which he has just delivered. The tone is effusive and, of course, heavily charged with irony

in the Socratic manner. Here we may be sure that Plato, far from reproducing the standard

usage of ordinary conversation, has deliberately abandoned it in favour of something more
formal, which will contribute to the special effect. Other factors which point in the same
direction are the formal address <3 nat 'AvoAAo&wpov, the exclamatory 0? and the replacement

of the natural Sevpo with tSSe, which had dignified precedents in the epic and the choral

odes of tragedy. Whether there exist any straightforward, non-ironic instances of responsive

\dpiv exeiy etc. in the Platonic, dialogues I do not know; 1 have not succeeded in finding any

in the more obvious places, but, for lack of a concordance, must allow for the possibility.

Nevertheless, ifsuch was the established idiom at Athens, it would surely have left its mark on

tragedy or on Old or New Comedy; and no examples of the responsive use are cited by

LSJ 9 or the other available ‘aids’ for any of the authors concerned.

So much, probably, would be generally conceded. And if we asked what were the re-

sponsive formulae of thanks, we should find a fair measure of agreement again, that the

relevant expressions are xaAd>s, /cdAAiara eyet and ah'w, e-naivu), iiryveoa, etc. Xanthias’ refusal

of an invitation to dinner with koXAiot’, eVau'dj in Ar. Frogs 508 is familiar to everybody. It is

when we ask what precisely these formulae meant and how they operated that the consensus

of opinion amongst the commentators, at least, begins to evaporate. Here there is much
confusion and some outright error, as we may see by taking a preliminary sample oftwo ofour

more substantial authorities, LSJ* and Wilamowitz.

If we ask the lexicon the question, what was the Greek for ‘Thank you’, it will supply us

with several formulae for grateful refusal, viz. alvu>, inaivw, KaAdts, KaAAicrra [ey« pot], and

one verb for grateful acceptance, alvelv. For the refusal formulae it has a fairly wide reper-

toire of examples, but for the acceptance formula offers only Eur. Suppl. 388 -9. xav pev

9eA(ooiv, alveoas iraAioovTos |cn-£tye. In this latter case let it be conceded that Cobet’s

correction deAwaiv, alveoas for the manuscripts’ 6eAwa’ alveoai may well be right; and let it

be conceded that alveoas, though not itself a case of the responsive use, testifies to the feasibi-

lity of a responsive alvco. Yet, we may ask, where are all the other cases of responsive alva> ?

And, since we may reasonably expect to find a close correspondence in sense between alvelv

and e-rraivelv for acceptance as for refusal, where are the examples of responsive inaivelv for

acceptance ? Or, if eimivco was reserved for refusals, what formulae were used for accept-
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ance ? For no one will believe that the Greeks had a natural propensity for refusing gifts or

for maintaining a stony silence when they accepted them.

If we turn away to Wilamowitz for guidance we shall not fare much better. In his

commentary on Eur. Her. 275 he gives the formulae of refusal as alvco, eVaivoi, imjveoa,

/caAaiy Aeyeis, KaXAiara and the formulae of acceptance as ev acn yevono and evSaifiovolri?

(‘Danke ja’). Here for refusal we have a list which differs in one item from LSJ 9
, kclXws

Ae'yeis instead of xaAdis e'xet p-oi, and for acceptance two completely new items. On the

score of frequency of occurrence Wilamowitz’s two acceptance formulae perform rather

better than LSJ9
’s alvelv. For the formula ev 001 yevono he cites only Eur. Telephus fr.

707 N. (in the form in which it is quoted by Athenaeus Deipn. 186c), but this could be supple-

mented with the example in Plato Com .fr. 30 K., ev ye 001 yevoi8\ rjpds on
|

eocuoas e«r nAv
olypa row EvpnrL&ovA For ev&atpovolrjs he cites Ar. Ach. 457, Frogs 1417 and Eur. Ale. 1137,

to which should be added the examples in Eur. El. 231 and Phoen. 1086. 2 Thus, if ev 001

yevono, with only two attested examples, remains something of a disappointment, evSai-

povolrjs emerges with a total of five examples; and the distribution is satisfactorily shared, it

would seem, between tragedy and comedy. In all of these examples it can be reasonably

maintained that the Greek has been properly interpreted and that these expressions, while

retaining their basic sense, approximating to ‘God bless you !’, are functioning as formulae of

thanks. What I think must be disputed is the notion that either of them was current in

ordinary usage. The three examples from comedy would indicate, at first sight, that this was
so, but we shall find on closer inspection that they derive from tragedy and not from everyday

life. In the fragment of Plato Comicus we must suppose that the speaker, who is ridiculing

the sigmatism of Euripides, has borrowed his thanking formula ev ye 001 yevono from
Euripides himself, in order to heighten the humorous effect (cf. Kock). The two Aristo-

phanic instances of evSatpovolr/s stand in contexts where the influence of tragic usage is

strong. In Frogs 1417, where Dionysus thanks Pluto for granting him permission to take a

tragic poet back to Athens, the formula seems to have been selected to suit the dignity of the

personage addressed and also the solemnity of the occasion, while in Ach. 457, where Dicaeo-

polis addresses Euripides, evhaipovol-qs is ironic and stands in a context which is heavily

paratragoedic, and must itself have been imported from tragedy (though not, I believe,

from any specific passage of the Telephus or the Medea). Since no further instances of this

formula are cited from the prose-writers or the other dramatists, it seems that responsive

ev8aifxovolr)$ was not an established idiom of ordinary speech but a Euripidean mannerism;
which is why Aristophanes fastened on to it, certainly in the Acharnians and probably also in

the Frogs. And Euripides would appear to have been inordinately fond of couching his

good wishes in the optative of evScupovelv, for further instances occur in non-thanking

contexts at Med. 1073 and Hipp. 105. In short, from the evidence which we have been able

to muster, neither of the acceptance formulae given by Wilamowitz can claim to be standard

usage. The average Athenian was no more likely to use ev 001 yevono or ev8aipovolrjs for

expressing casual thanks than the present-day Englishman is to use ‘God bless vou!’ for the

same purpose. The currency of ordinary life must have slipped through the fingers of
Wilamowitz as surely as it has through the capacious net of LSJ'*.

In the survey which follows I shall be primarily concerned with two categories of respon-

sive formula, both of which are given by Wilamowitz and LSJ'*, koA<5j e%ei and alvelv
/

erraivelv. At some points, however, it will be necessary to glance at some comparable ex-

pressions found in comedy and in prose, and some variations and developments of common

1 In Eur. Ale. 626-7, /.n 'l
lF K,ir "AiAov d6/ini;\er syntax without any corresponding gain in comic

001 yevono, Pherrs is evidently blessing, not thanking, effect. It has been irregularly imported from 477;
the dead Alcestis. see A. Muller > Hanoi, er, 18631 and Van Leeuwen

2
I discount trt'lw/ini-oii,; in Ar. Ach. 446. since Leiden, njoil.

this, the traditional reading, plays havoc with the
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usage which are found in tragedy. The material which is presented in the various sections

cannot pretend to be exhaustive. Expressions of this kind were in constant use on the literary

as well as on the spoken level, and it is scarcely possible to marshall all the available specimens

from classical literature or, if that were possible, to subject them all to analysis here. I am
confident, however, that the specimens which have been produced are representative of

standard usage, and that the picture which they give of the distribution of these formulae is

not appreciably distorted.

A. KaXu>s eyet as a refusal formula.

Expressions of this type are familiar enough as formulae of polite refusal, and seven

examples are cited by LSJ9
s.v. xaXos C II 6, all ofthem from Attic comedy with the exception

of one case from Theocritus. From the list given by the lexicon I should delete Ar. Frogs

532 ;
here apeXei, teaXws- ey’ avra, said by Xanthias to Dionysus as he hands over the Heraclean

club and lion-skin, must be classified as a formula of surrender rather than refusal, although

in origin and in sense it is identical (see below). To the lexicon’s list I should add two other

instances of the refusal formula, Clearchusfr. 4 Kock and Men. Dysc. 828-9. The resultant

eight examples are set out here:

(
1
)

KaXcus eyet /xot.

In Antiphanes fr. 165 Kock,

—flavXei Kal av, rf)iXrarr], melv;
—KaXtus eyet pot.

—

roiyapovv <j>epe —u—
p-expi yap rpiaw Self <i>aai rip.av tovs deovs.

two women are conversing and one of them refuses the offer of a drink of wine with KaXa>s

eyet pun. Athenaeus, who is responsible for the preservation of the fragment, does not give

the second line in complete form, but G. Hermann’s supplement fiep’ eyd> m'o> probably gives

the general sense of the missing words.

In Men. Dysc. 828-9 (unknown, of course, to LSJ 9
)

Do. Try Se crrjv XaBelv

KaXws eyet fioi. Eu>. ttojs KaXws ;

we find the same formula with the dative of the pronoun expressed and an apparently

dependent infinitive, which is not paralleled in any of the other examples. Here Gorgias is

dissenting from the proposal, which he has overheard Sostratus making to Callippides, that

he should marry Sostratus’ sister : ‘As for taking your sister as my wife, I must decline with

thanks.’ ‘How do you mean “decline”?’

(
2

)
ko,Xcos or KaXXiara with eyet.

In Men. Perik. 266-7 Korte,

Flo. tov Koapov avriji el deojprjoais— 77a . KaXios

eXei.

we find Pataecus using the formula without a dependent dative to decline Polemon’s request

that he should look at Glycera’s trinkets. The same form is found in Clearchus fr. 4:

—Ad/3’ v8iop Kara yetpos.—firfajicos- kclXws eyet.

—Ad/3’, J)ydd’- otiSer yetpor.

and in Theocritus xv 3 the superlative KdXXiara without p.01:
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Ftpa£. epfiaXe Kal TToriKpavov

.

To. e^ei KaXXiaTa.

Flpa£. KaOiCfv.

In this last passage the offer of a cushion and its refusal finds a remarkably close parallel in

Plaut. Stick. 93 (see Gow), which suggests that we are being given a glimpse of ‘Etiquette for

Hostesses and Their Visitors’ in operation. We may cautiously infer that, despite the refusal,

the cushion would be supplied, as, indeed, the hostess’s Kadlt,ev would confirm.

(3) KaAdi? or KdXXiara without

In this section are listed three examples, all of them from Aristophanes’ Frogs :

(a) Sa. kclXXiot\ inaivu).
(508)

(b) 0e. aAA’ eiaid ’ ap epoi. Fa. vavv KaXws. @e. XrjpeZs eycov. (5 1 2)

(c) At. inides Xafldjv Si) Kal av XifiavioTOV. Ev. KaXtos ’

erepoi yap elatv olaiv evyopat deoZs. (888—9)

On the evidence presented here it may conceivably be argued that the refusal formula is

basically personal. In the Dyscolus passage we find a subject for eyet actually expressed,

apparently, in the infinitive clause r-qv a-qv [aSeA^r] Aa/SeZV, and in the other examples a

substantival subject could easily be supplied from the immediate context; in the Antiphanes

fragment, for instance, it could well be to melv, and in the Perikeiromene 6 Kocrpos or to tov

Koapov dewprjaai. On this view the dative of the pronoun which is expressed in the first

two examples would fall into the ‘person judging’ category, and the whole formula would
yield the sense ‘I think it is nice’ (sc. ‘but I do not want it!’). This would be an unusually

oblique form of refusal; well suited, no doubt, to those awkward occasions when the offer of a

sister as prospective bride had to be gently turned down, but rather stilted and remote for

commonplace dealings. But it is not beyond the bounds ofpossibility for a people as sensitive

to the demands of politeness as the Greeks were. Feasible as it is, this view has never, to my
knowledge, found a champion. Those scholars who have touched upon the question have
generally agreed that the formula is basically impersonal. They have all shown, however,

greater readiness to subscribe to the assumption than to demonstrate it by appeal to actual

usage, and it was left to A. S. F. Gow (on Theoc. xv 3) to relate it to the impersonal expression

KaXws eyei tiw found in two passages of Lysias (i 23 and 39). This expression is more widely
distributed than Gow’s note would suggest, and since it is particularly liable to misinterpreta-

tion, owing to the co-existence of personal expressions from KaXws e^eir, it may be of value to

append a list of all the available examples:

(1) t/St] KaXws eyei 001; Ar. Ach. 946.

Most editors read this as a statement, probably supposing that it is personal, with
‘your goods’ supplied as the subject. If we interpret it as impersonal, however, we
may read it as a question (‘Are you satisfied now?’) and thus retain the affirmative
ye, with RA, against Blaydes’ ‘correction’ yd, in the response which follows in the
next line.

(2) aptXei, KaXws, €%’ aura, Ar. Frogs 532.
Supply eyet poi with KaAd)?: ‘All right, take them!’

f 3? j
d) £eV, e’s to irpoadev—

7}
KaXtos evet

—

TrXevoajpei’
;

Eur. Hel. 1579-80.
Supply ctoi : ‘Or will this do for you ?’

(4) owe§ei77rei Kal eVeiS
7)

koX<2>s ei^er aura, aantov ai^eTO, Lys. i 39 \ cf. 23.

(5) to yap TrjaS’ ov irpoTiprjouj kukov

to p-q ov Trapaax^lv tovs epovs €x@povs epol

diKTjV ToaavTrjv woth poi KaXcos e^eir. Eur. Flipp. 48-50.
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(6) Kayos opoAoycb prj koAujs av poi eyeiv -Trap' vp.iv tovtov anoKTelvai. Xen. Hell, vii 3.10.

Here we find a development: a prolate infinitive is expressed. In this and the follow-

ing example the speaker’s choice of the cautious Ka\u>s eyet pot represents a nice piece

of diplomacy.

(7) vpiov ovv, ecfir), fiovAopa t tov erepov Troirjoaodai, orrorepcp vposv KaAohs eyei Isaeus ii II.

Here a prolate infinitive is implied : ‘whichever of you is content [to become my son

and heir]’.

This impersonal expression ‘I am satisfied’ provides us with a prototype for the refusal

formula which is plausible both in distribution and in sense. We may notice first, on the

score of distribution, that the contexts in which it occurs stamp it as a mild colloquialism

rather than an acceptable feature ofthe elevated literary style. We have listed two specimens

from Aristophanes, four from the prose-writers and two from Euripidean tragedy. In the

Aristophanic passages it occurs naturally as an everyday idiom; there is no hint of para-

tragedy. In the prose instances the stylistic standard is that of the ioyvoj yapaK-pp of the

Aoyoypd<f>oi, w'ith the conversational tone predominating. Of the tragic instances, that from

the Helen seems attuned to the status of the speaker and the urgency of the context 1 a sailor

shouting a request for orders), and that from the Hippolytus—although this is a harder case

—

seems adapted to the easy familiarity of a deity addressing the audience in a Euripidean

prologue. The distribution of the refusal formula indicates that its stylistic value is roughly

the same. Examples from tragedy or from elevated prose are not, apparently, forthcoming,

and of the eight available examples seven are drawn from comedy and one from Theocritus.

The latter case looks likely to destroy the uniformity, but will, in fact, confirm it; this idyll is

cast in dramatic form and reproduces the conversational tone ofordinary life, thus exhibiting

a close affinity with the mime. There is, therefore, no reason to believe that there is any

significant stylistic disparity between these two expressions.

Secondly, an argument on the score of sense. We may observe that Attic Greek had

another refusal formula available in rravra eyopev. It is true that its formulaic character

must be assumed, for the only two instances known arc eyopev anavra in Hibeh Pap. i T906)

29 no. 6 3 and rravr e\opev in Men. Dysc. 612; but the assumption is probably justified, and

the rarity of this expression in surviving texts may be ascribed to the fact that it was con-

sidered boorish. Certainly the use of it in the first of these two comic passages provokes the

comment

'

AttoAAov
,
d>? aypoiKos el, and in the second, w here Webster is surely right to assign

the words to Gorgias, 4
it is credible enough that Menander has put such an expression in

Gorgias’ mouth in order to exhibit his aypoiKia in contrast with the savoir faire of Sostratus.

This refusal formula, then, if such we may safely call it, evinces the speaker's satisfaction

with his actual condition, though in terms which are more direct and therefore more crude,

and thus constitutes a welcome parallel to the sense suggested for KaAtds e\ei poi.

One slight difficulty remains to be met, though a few years ago it would not have existed.

If the above identification is sound, it w ill follow that the refusal formula /caA<ik eyet poi did

not require a substantive or infinitive to complete its sense but was genuinely impersonal.

We have seen, on the other hand, that the text of Dyscolus contains a specimen of the refusal

formula with a dependent infinitive Aafleiv. How is this conflict to be settled? One
resource is denied to us: we are not at liberty to parallel Aafieiv with the infinitive anoKreivai

in Xen. Hell, vii 3.10 (example no. 6 above!. In the Xenophon passage the negative pp is

expressed with eyyiv and arroKrelvai thus enabled to iunction as a simple prolate, but in the

Dyscolus passage the verb is positive and the prolate relationship therefore excluded. The
solution of the problem must be that the Dyscolus example represents a deviation from the

norm. Gorgias has commenced his sentence with a prolate infinitive preparatory to con-

3 Demianczuk, Supp. Com. 102; Page, Greek Literary 4 See PACA iv (1961) 4-5.

Papyri i 288.
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tinuing with ov fiovAopai or the like, and then, since that would be altogether too rude, has

substituted a formula of polite refusal. The proper course, then, is to mark an anacoluthon

with a dash after Aafielv, as Lloyd-Jones has done in the Oxford text.

So far we have been dealing with material which has not provoked serious dispute

(although we may notice that Wilamowitz did not list KaAios ex€l M° l as a refusal formula and

did list KaXd>s Aeyet?, which we shall see shortly is used for acceptance). We pass now to a

group of expressions whose function has frequently been misunderstood by the commen-
tators, the use of koAws e'xet and KaXais as formulae of gratitude in acceptance contexts.

B. kolAws ex€i as an acceptance formula.

(i) ko.Au>? eyet.

In Men. Perik. 435-7 Pataecus gives his daughter in marriage to Polemon:

Ila. Tavr'qv yvqcrUtiv

rraldujv in’ dporip 001 blbcopu . . .

no. ' Aap.fid.va> . . .

77a. /cat Trpo’iKa rpla raAai'ra.

77o. /cat /caAdij ex€l -

A[ap.j3di'w and /cat /caAd/[? eyn are supplements made by Grenfell and Hunt, but it is hard to

conjure up any alternatives which would improve upon them. The editors place a full stop

after Aapfidvio and interpret /cat /caAto? eyn as approval of the offer of three talents as dowry;

Allinson in the Loeb edition renders ‘And to that agreed’ and Goldschmidt5 ‘Auch dies ist

gut’. Responsive ko.Au>? e^et, however, is not introduced with /cat elsewhere, and to take

/cat in tlie sense ‘also’ with tovto to be supplied seems impossible. I take it, therefore, that

Polemoh, like Pataecus, is continuing his own syntax, and that /cat is the copula connecting

Aap.fidJ’u> with koAu>? €x«t. /caAcD? ex€l thus serves to acknowledge the gift of both the girl and

the dowry; which frees us from the painful necessity of supposing that Polemon signifies

non-committal acceptance of the bride and positive approval of her dowry. The function

of the formula koAu>? e^et here is to convey thanks. /caAtS? c'xei ( ?) in Menander Kol. fr. 1

may be functioning in the same way; here the cook seems to be using the formula to thank

Sosias, but we cannot dismiss the possibility that he is expressing his satisfaction at completing

the three ritual libations.

A more problematic case occurs in Eur. Med. 776-9:

uoAovti 8’ aura) paAOaKovs Aefco Aoyov?,

tus Kai 8ok€l poi tovto Kal KaAu>s *Xei

yapovs Tvpawu>v ov? 7TpoSovs rjpLas eye/

Kal £vp<f>op’ rival Kal koAu>? ryvioopiva

.

Here Medea confides to the Chorus her intention to delude Jason into believing that she is

ready to give her approval to his marriage with Creon’s daughter. The syntactical diffi-

culties presented by these lines are formidable. As Page says, it is certain that KaAws

(sc. ’Idoiov) yapovs is impossible Greek. The first step towards a solution of the difficulty,

though Page is unwilling to take it, is to bracket 778, with Reiske. This line has three sus-

picious features: first, it ends with e'xet, after e'xct in 777

;

6 second, the masculine yapov

?

has
neuter complements in ^vppopa . . . iyvu>aprva\ third, the whole line constitutes a blatant and
enfeebling lapse from oratio obliqua into oratio recta, for clearly Medea cannot be proposing to

say ovs npoSovs ppa? <=xei s or anything like it, to Jason (sec 884-5). The line must therefore

5 Menander: Die Komodie unit Fragrnente, Zurich of the I.A. provides no parallel; there is rhetorical
1 point there.

* The repetition of T/,/'</f/t' at the end of 11. 749 ~,o
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be condemned as an interpolation. It may have been inserted by an actor who either mis-

understood the idiom xaXwg eyei = ‘I thank him for it’, or felt that in tragedy and in oratio

obliqua the sense of the idiom would not be self-evident within the limitations set by a

theatrical performance, and therefore supplemented the sense. It must be conceded, in

view ofwhat we have seen of the refusal formula KaXwg eyei p.01 ,
that xaXwg eyeL f°r acceptance

is formally ambiguous; but a good actor could have brought out the sense here by proper

attention to tone and gesture.

If this line is deleted, we are left with something which may pass for tolerable Greek, a

xaXaig l^et, in the sense ‘I thank him’, intervening between Soxet and its attendant infinitive. 7

However, the string of /cat’s remains stylistically awkward, and so, too, the repetition of

KaXwg—ironic, of course, but rhetorically ineffective, since the first KaXwg qualifies a verb

and the second one a participle. Although Page sees no reason why 779 should have been

interpolated, as Porson thought it was, it may well have been inserted to supplement the

sense of So/cet /tot ravra (or ravra), just as 778 probably was to supplement xaXwg and

the supplement was equally unnecessary if the actor knew' his business.

It would be idle to pretend that there is any certainty to be attained here. But I believe

it would be a step in the right direction to recognise that xaXwg probably W'ith ravra as

the subject, means ‘I thank him for it’. This interpretation is substantially confirmed in

884-5, where Medea duly executes the intention which she has previously declared to the

Chorus, saying

vvv ovv erraivw, aujtbpovelv r ifxol So/cets

xfjSog to8 '
rjfi.LV TrpoaXafjwv

.

Here Boxetg looks back to Soxel fioi ravra and irraivw, a standard formula for ‘Thank you’,

to xaXwg eyci in 777.

Finally in this section we may notice a slight variant of xaXwg exei which also is found in

Medea. In 533 Jason grudgingly admits that Medea has conferred benefits on him in the

past with 07777 yap ovv wvrjuag, ov xaxwg eyei, ‘I am not ungrateful’.

(2) KaXwg without €X«.

Instances of responsive xaXwg where an offer is being accepted or a service acknowledged

are to be found in Ar. Wasps 785, Eur. Ion 417, Or. 1216, 8 Men. Epitrep. 1 17 and 178 Korte.

At Epitrep. 1
1 7,

Ev. eipr/Kev; Ep. . ovk rjKovoag; eiptjKev. Ev. xaXwg.

xaXwg is rendered ‘All right!’ by Allinson and ‘Good!’ by Murray. Either rendering,

however, would attribute to the speaker rather more self-assurance than his status or his

circumstances would allow. Syriscus is a slave from the country, while Smicrines whom he

is addressing is a free-born old man, who is, furthermore, filling the office of arbitrator.

What is indicated here and again in 178, where the other slave acknowledges the arbitrator’s

verdict with KaXwg, is surely a polite ‘Thank you!’ It should be noted that, like KaXwg,

eiprjKev is formulaic (cf. Epitrep. 135, Eur. Or. 678).

(3) Variations with KaXwg.

I list in this section three instances of KaXwg used for thanks w hich are anomalous for one

reason or another. All three are from Euripidcan tragedy.

7 A rather more violent case of misplaced k<i/jo~ 8 LSJ 9 assigns this example to the category of ‘Well

iyeif but more easily accounted for, has already been said!’, and this may be right; cf. IJ12-13.

noticed in Eur. Hel. 1579-80, ft’, o> £fV, fc to

npooQtv—
/;

Ktihoi t/ti—n/.erciv)[iEv ; see also Eur. Cycl.

12 1.
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In Hel. 1272-3,

©e. <J>olvLoaa Kcoirr) raxvnopos yevrjoerai.

Me. KaXws dv eh) MeveXew re npos XaPlv -

we find KaXws combined with elvai when Menelaus, passing himself off as an ordinary sailor,

thanks Theoclymenus for the promised loan of a ship. Such combinations are not un-

paralleled

—

KaXwS elvai occurs in Ar. Pint. 1188, Men. Dysc. 570-1, and ev elvai in Aesch.

Ag. 2
1 7, Eur. Med. 89—but for an expression of this sort to do duty for thanks seems to be

unique/ The form of phrase has evidently been conditioned by the dramatic situation and by

striving for ironic effect: Menelaus, in concealing his true identity from Theoclymenus,

cannot thank him outright with a plain KaXws or KaXws eXei but must use a prospective optative

with av on behalf of the ‘dead’ Menelaus. The choice of KaXws elvai is due not merely, I

think, to the metrical inconvenience of KaXws civ e'xoi but to these same exigencies. Since the

speaker must present his thanks as hypothetical only, he feels obliged to amplify his thanking

formula with npos x“Plv
>
anc* this impels him to use elvai instead of eXeiv as the common verb.

Although the other two instances of KaXd>s elvai cited above are from comedy, it would be a

mistake to regard Euripides’ expression as more colloquial than KaXws eyeiv. Both comic

contexts have a noticeable solemnity, and ev yap eh
7
in Ag. 2

1 7 is a formula of prayer.

The other cases both belong to the scene between Medea and Aegeus in the Medea.

In 731-2,

earai ra8
'’ aAAa nlans el yevoiro p.01

tovtiov, eyoip av ndvra npos aedev KaXws.

Medea asks Aegeus to confirm with an oath the promise of asylum w'hich he has given to her,

and when Aegeus has duly taken the oath w'hich she prescribes, she bids him farewell in

736 with xa^Pcov nopevov’
ndvra ydp KaXws eXei. These two expressions are evidently related in

function, the second being the fulfilment of what is hypothetically envisaged in the first, and

while neither of them is strictly responsive, they both carry the implication of thanks, con-

centrated chiefly in the word KaXws. Page points out that eyeiv navra npos nvos KaXws is

unexampled elsewhere, and sees in it a combination ofnavra eXw and navna eXei KaXws. This

may be right, since, as we have seen, ndvra eyopev is established in thanking contexts to express

satisfaction, though in the two known cases for refusal only, and navra KaXws eXei turns up in

~-6. Alternatively, the basic ingredients may be navra eXw npos nvos and the regular

acceptance formula KaXws eXei
;
these two expressions in abbreviated form are found side-by-

side in an acceptance context in Ion 417, KaXws eXw S77 navO’ oawv eXpril°p.ev,
and it would have

been but a short step to allow them to coalesce.

However this may be. Page’s further suggestion that the combination eXetv ndvra npos

twos KaXws is a colloquialism should be treated with reserve. The expression seems to be

unique in surviving literature, and the presence of the archaic npos aedev would argue that

Euripides is here cultivating an artificial formality which would be deemed well suited to a

conversation between a foreign lady and Athenian royalty.

It is a striking feature of the acceptance formula which has been exemplified here that it

has broad areas of overlap with the refusal formula. For both formulae KaXws eXei and

KaXws are standard versions. Can w e go further and assert that the two formulae are identi-

cal in origin and sense? The basic meaning of the refusal formula, ‘I am satisfied’, renders

it tolerably serviceable for the function of acceptance, and we have already seen two cases,

one from Xenophon and the other from Isaeus (examples 6 and 7 on p. 137) where the satis-

faction formula is being pressed into service, w ith a prolate infinitive, to convey approval or

rejection of an available course of action rather than to evince the speaker’s intrinsic feeling.

With the modern analogy of the ambivalent ‘Merci!’ before us, we may well find it credible
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that the Greeks applied one and the same formula, suitably amplified by tone and gesture,

to diametrically opposite functions. And if we hesitate to believe that the Athenians, with

their high sensitivity to good manners, conveyed their gratitude at acceptance by brutishlv

signifying their satisfaction, we must remember that expressions of this sort, based on dptceZv

and aXts, were apparently in use at Athens as responsive formulae for this purpose. Since

these expressions have been given less attention than they deserve, I list here briefly the

four examples known to me. They are all from tragedy, but well-worn terminology of this

kind must have been found in spoken usage.

(1) dAA’ dpKeoet Kal ravTa, Soph. Trach. 1216.

(2) aptceZ • 7T<=7TOi6a yap ae fid) ipevSrj Xeyeiv, Eur.Jr. 773 -9 -

(3) apKeX' ri S’ opxip TaiSe p.T) ’fJ.fJ.evcuv nadois', Eur. Aled. 754.

(4) aXts p.oL, Eur. Hel. 1581.

The evidence collected here, however, will not carry us very far along the road to proof.

In every case, where we can assess the context, the function of these formulae seems to be to

convey qualified gratitude. In the Medea passage, for instance, while the speaker professes to

feel satisfaction at the oath taken by Aegeus, she is urgently pressing for a further concession

which will complete the protection she seeks, a penalty clause which will involve Aegeus in

dire ruin if he transgresses the substance of the oath. dpxel simply marks an intermediate

stage on the way to the ultimate objective; it carries a patent request for more. It seems

clear that responsive formulae of this type were not universally serviceable, but conveyed

grudging acknowledgement when the beneficiary had received rather less than he was looking

for. On the other side, none of our examples of the acceptance formula seems to belong to a

context of this kind; the circumstances of Polemon in the Perikeiromene and of Medea in her

interview with Jason call for more positive demonstrations than ‘I am content’.

There are further indications that the acceptance formula does not bear this fundamental

meaning. In the majority of the examples listed we find no subject for K-aAcu? e'xet expressed

and there is nothing decisive to show whether it is personal or impersonal, but in two of the

cases there occur mild variations which seem to presuppose that the basic formula was per-

sonal. In Med. 756 iravra Ka\d>s e'xet is most easily explained as a more formal amplification

of a personal KaXd>s e'xet, and in Med. 533 Jason’s grudging gesture to Medea 6V77 ydp ovv

(Lvnfoas ov KaKws e'xet becomes syntactically easier ifwe can supply a substantive to act both as

subject to e'xet and as antecedent to 0777?. But more cogent than either of these considerations

is the absence of the full form of expression KaXd>s exet fioi from our list of examples. If the

acceptance formula were identical with KaXius exet p.01, = ‘I am satisfied’, we should be hard

pressed to explain why, out of a dozen instances, not one has the dative of the person ex-

pressed, 9 when in the case of the refusal formula two instances out of eight (Antiphanes and

Menander) give us the pun expressed. If, on the other hand, the formula is basically per-

sonal, the absence of p.01 is fully accounted for. The expression means Tt is all right’ and

calls for no further qualification; the effect of adding ‘to me’ or 'from my point of view’ is to

detract from the impression of gratification which one is trying to convey. Such expressions,

to be effective, must be unrestricted.10

It is one consequence of adopting this view that the difference of distribution between the

acceptance and refusal formulae can now be adequately accounted for. This difference

will be apparent from the following table, where the examples of the formulae are listed

according to the authors who use them:

9 The dative Mtve/.nli in Eur. Hel. 1273 has been in Eur. Te/ephus fr. 707 'as given by schol. Ar. Ach.

entailed by the addition of .t/ioc ya/nv. 446). tai/.m: eyoini TipJifin ft Ayv> gr/imvii -that is. it

10 Hence we must reject Dobree’s conjecture t/oi 1101 r/m /tot purports to be a formula at acceptance.
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ACCEPTANCE

kclAws exeL Eur. 2, Men. 2

ov KaKws eyet Eur. 1

xaXojs Eur. 2 Aristophanes 1

Men. 2

KaXu>s eiva 1 Eur. I

REFUSAL

KaXajs eyei fxo 1 Antiphanes 1, Men. 1

xa\u>s e'xei Clearchus 1, Men. 1

KaXXiara eyei Theoc. I

iraw khAok Aristophanes 1

KaXXiara Aristophanes 1

KaX<Xs Aristophanes 1

Here we see that while the acceptance formula occurs six times in the tragedies of Euripides

out of a total of eleven known instances, the refusal formula is not attested once for any

tragedian. This factor cannot be discarded as insignificant. When due allowance has been

made for the possibility that tragedy had less occasion to use refusal formulae, one might

reasonably have expected one or two instances to occur, in view of the total of eight instances

produced by comedy. If, however, the two formulae are basically distinct the difficulty

disappears. Since both classes of expression occur in Old and New Comedy they both evi-

dently belonged to the language of everyday Athens, but while the acceptance formula was
deemed by Euripides worthy of an established place in tragic dialogue, the refusal formula

was excluded as too colloquial.

To summarise, these two formulae have an interesting history. In origin they are funda-

mentally distinct; the refusal formula has as its full form KaXd>s eyci
fj.01, impersonal, in the

sense T am content’, and the acceptance formula has as its full form KaXd>s eyet, personal, in

the sense ‘[Your gift etc.] is good, all right’. Both formulae are found variously abbreviated,

and there is a broad overlap between the two classes and some formal ambiguity. The
relative frequency of such ambiguity indicates that in ordinary conversation the speaker was
content to rely on tone and gesture to convey his meaning. Both classes of expression

belonged to everyday Attic, but only the acceptance formula was considered dignified enough

to be admitted to tragedy, and then only by Euripides, apparently, amongst the three sur-

viving tragedians.

appendix : xaXios
(
ev

)
in other expressions of thanks.

The acceptance formula with which I have been chiefly concerned above is KaXais eyei,

but it is necessary to draw attention here to the existence of other thanking formulae

involving KaXu>s and also eu whose function is often misunderstood. These formulae occur

at all stylistic levels and with much greater frequency than KaXd>s exei, and the only reason

for relegating them to an appendix is that once the modus operandi of KaXws exet has been
established, these related methods of conveying thanks call for little further argument.
They function in exactly the same way: they express gratitude by conferring praise.

We have seen that the thanking force of «raAa>? cyet subsisted chiefly in KaXu>s and that

the adverb was capable of operating alone. It was thus theoretically possible for the Greeks
to turn a wide variety of verbs into expressions of thanks by the simple addition of KaXd>?

KaXXiara. And this has happened much more frequently than the commentators suspect.

In drama and in the dialogues of Plato, I believe, the reader must be perpetually on his

guard against the use of KaXtXs or ev with any verb to express not simply praise but praise

due for a service rendered, i.e. thanks. When, for instance, in Politicus 311c, at the end of
the dialogue, Socrates the Younger says to the Stranger, KaXXiara av rov fiaoiXiKov arrereXeaas

dvbpa rjfj.lv, oj £eVe, xai rov rroXiriKov, the adverb KaXXiara standing in emphatic position must
be interpreted as a gesture of thanks, which would be due to him here for his contribution to
the dialogue as a whole.11 It would be an arduous task, and a profitless one, to explore all the

11 See J. B. Skemp, Plato's Statesman
, p. 234 n. 1. singularly inept title-, Glolta xli (1963) 54-62, but the

The instances of responsive Ka/.tnz, opOib; and a/rjlf/ in thanking function of Ka/.o; here and at 279c Kii))irn’
the Sophist and the Statesman have been examined by efrf;, has eluded him.

S. Benardete, The Ri^ht, the True and the Beautiful a
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possibilities here; I confine my attention to two of the commonest expressions whose thanking

function has frequently been overlooked, KaXws Aeyeiv and KaXws rroieiv.

(1) KaXws Aeyeiv.

Here the common formulae are KaXws Xeyeis, KaXws eXegas, though ev is also found, for

example in Plato Apol. 24c. These formulae may, of course, serve in any context where

praise is merited, and in such cases stock English renderings such as ‘Well said!’ are adequate.

There are, however, numerous instances in poetry and prose where they are used by an actual

beneficiary' to discharge an obligation, and in such cases it would be best to render the Greek

‘praise’ with English ‘thanks’, idiom for idiom. A representative example is Soph. Aj.

92-4:

.4i. Kal ae Trayypvaois eyw

areipw Xapvpois rrjaSe -rrjs aypas yapiv.

Ad. KaXws eXegas.

Jebb renders KaXws eXegas ”Tis fairly spoken’, but Athena is evidently not simply praising

Ajax but thanking him for the promise of a portion of the spoil. Other clear-cut examples

are to be found in Eur. Ale. 1104 and Hipp. 715; in the latter passage Barrett’s rendering,

‘Thank you for your words’, goes to the point.

Expressions of gratitude are not a stock feature of the dialogue of Old Comedy, but there

are two examples of KaXws Xeyeis for thanks in Ar. Frogs 169 and 643. In both cases the for-

mula makes a positive contribution to the humour of characterisation; in the first Dionysus

thanks his own servant Xanthias for consenting to carry the baggage, thus betraying his own
weakness, and in the second Xanthias thanks Aeacus for the proposal to strike him and
Dionysus with alternate blows, thus advertising his own courage in contrast with his master’s

cowardice.

Among tragic variants of the idiom should be listed KdXXiorov el-nag pvdov, Eur. Med.

1127 and KaXws reXevrds, Soph. Trach. 1252. It is likely that Soph. Oed. Tyr. 931-2, agios

yap el
|

rfjs everrelas ovvexa, should be added to the list; rfjs everrelas oweKa seems to be a more
dignified version of on KaXws el-nes. Rhys Roberts in CR viii (1904) 19-20 proposed to

interpret eve-nei

a

here as the technical term of rhetoric and see in it a reference to the

avaSlrrXwais in 11.929—30, aAA’ oXfila re Kal gvv oXfilois a.el\yevoiTO', but as a critical term

eveneia means either euphony or elegance of diction,12 and dvaSlnXwcns is a oyfjpa Xegews

which is not exclusive to or characteristic of either. It seems much more likely, therefore,

that Jocasta is simply thanking the messenger for his sentiments ('welcome words’, LSJ9
).

(2) KaXws TTOieiv.

The function of this formula is well illustrated by Ar. Ach. 1049-50:

Ida. eneppe tis 001 vvp.pios ravn Kpea

eK rwv ydpwv.

Ji . KaXcos ye ttoiwv oerns rjv.

Dicaeopolis’ reply to the gift of some meat from the marriage-feast means "Thanks to him,

whoever he was’. And so in Plut. 863, vrj Ala KaXws rolvw ttouov dnoXXvTai, wc should

reject LSJ 9
’s suggestion ‘rightly, deservedly’ for KaXws -noiwv, which would spoil the little joke,

and render instead ‘Thanks to him for getting himself ruined!’ Other examples occur in

Xen. Cyr. i 4.13, vii 4.13 and vii 5.48, where the verb denoting the service goes into the parti-

ciple and rroielv into the indicative.

In Men. Dvsc. 629, KaXd y e-no-qae vrj rov Ovpavov, we find a neuter plural KaXd which

12 Plat. Phaedr. 267c, Hermeias" schol. p. 192 Ast, Dion Hal. De Comp. 23.
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appears to be unparalleled in this type of expression. Since the confusion of to? and ay is

fairly easy in some kinds of script, the correction of KaAd y to KaXds, which was proposed bv
the present writer in Sotes on the Dyskolos of Menander, p. 8, should be entertained.

For examples of ev iroielv in this sense see Eur. Med. 472, Ar. Peace 271, Plato Phaedo 60c,

Theaet. 185c, Hipp. Mai. 303c, and for ev combined with other verbs to express the speaker’s

gratitude see Soph. A). g2, to? ev vapeorr)?, ‘Thank you for having stood by me’.

C'. Expressions of thanks with alvelvjerrawelv.

In this section I shall be concerned to explore the responsive use of alvelvjerraivelv. We
have seen already that these verbs are listed by Wilamowitz and LSJ9 amongst the formulae

of polite refusal, and the belief that the sense ‘refuse’ existed in classical Greek will be found
to be fairly widespread amongst the commentators. The evidence upon which this belief

lias been based will here be examined, and additional evidence presented for the responsive

use of these formulae in poetry and prose.

It will be convenient first of all to present a conspectus of the evidence which has been
adduced in various quarters for the sense ‘refuse’, in the order in which it will be discussed

here

:

( 1 )
The ancient lexicographers.

Hesychius: aIvor rrapfpi, rrapaiTovpai. Ka l erraivd. EoioKXrjs ’AX.Kp.alajvi.

Photius: alvdj’ jrapairodpai. Kai erraivd. Eo<j>OKXfjs.

The stop after rrapanovpai is omitted by Reitzenstein, Der Anfang des

Lexicons des Photios, 55.5.

Suda'. alvd’ rrapairodpai. .Io^iokAjJ?. Kal erraivd. Kal alvd ae.

C'f. Bekker anecd. Graec. 358.28 (without Kal alvdj ae).

(2) Hcs. U .D. 643, vrj’ oXtyrjv aivelv, peydXp S’ evl (fjoprla Oecrdai, as interpreted bv the

scholiast and Plut. Mor. 22f-23a. See also schol. Arat. Phaen. 152, EM s.v. aivelv.

(31 Xen. Symp. i 7, Anab. vii 7.52, Ar. Frogs 508, Aesch. P.V. 340-2 (given by LSJ9
s.v.

eTraivelv) and Eur. Her. 1235 (given inter alia by Wilamowitz on Her. 275; the other
passages to which he refers will be examined in the appropriate section later).

(ij The lexicographers.

We may turn first to the evidence provided by the ancient lexicographers. Here it will

be evident that when due allowance has been made for the intrusion of an additional lemma
Kal alvu> ae in the Suda from an independent source, the testimony of Photius and the Suda is

identical with that of Hesychius and is derivative from it. The verbal correspondence is

close, and such differences as they exhibit can be satisfactorily explained: in both Photius
and the Suda the synonym rrapiqpi and the reference to the Alcmaeon have been suppressed for

reasons of brevity, and in the Suda misunderstanding or carelessness has resulted in the
misplacing of -Lo^okAt)?. 13 AN r therefore owe the substance of the main gloss and the reference
to Sophocles' Alcmaeon to a single lexicographical tradition for which Hesychius should be
regarded as the sole authority. This tradition would have derived from the lexicons which
were compiled at Alexandria by Didymus and Diogenianus with copious material from
tragedy.

Pearson, entering the lemma alvdj amongst the fragments of Sophocles’ Alcmaeon
(
fr

109), concluded from the evidence of the lexicographers that in the Alcmaeon alvdj was
used in the sense ‘I refuse'. In arriving at this conclusion he would seem to have discounted
the testimony of Hesychius, which he presents with the stop after rrapairovpai duly inserted

13 The careless habits of the Suda are well illustrated in a recent note by A. D. E Cameron in CR
n.s. xiii (1963 264.
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and to have set undue store by the Suda’s inversion of the traditional word order and bv
Photius, as punctuated by Reitzenstein. This is a patent mistake. Hesvchius’ testimony
should not take second place to the vagaries of these efiigoni ;

and Hesvchius intended the
words Kal i-n-aiva) not as an appendage to the preceding gloss Trapl^pu, irapaiTodpai but as an
additional gloss.14 He is thus giving us two citations of alva>, one from an unknown work or
works in the sense ‘refuse’ and the other from Sophocles’ Alcmaeon in the sense ‘praise’ (for the
lexicographers ofAlexandria, ofcourse, would not have used e-naivelv in the sense ‘refuse’ in a
gloss) . If we ignore the second item, as being of no significance for our present purpose, we
are left with two instances of aaw for refusal from the ancient lexicographers, i.e. an unattri-

buted alvai which is attested by Alexandrian scholarship and an unattributed alva> ae which
is attested by Byzantine scholarship.

Of the two synonyms for alveZv supplied by Hesvchius, the one, napaiTeZoOai, is found in

the senses ‘decline’ and ‘ask to be excused’, with an accusative object of the thing declined
or the person asked

(LSJ
9

s.v., II 2 and 3). The former sense, however, is the one well
established in the classical period; the earliest instance of TrapaiTeZodai nva in the sense ‘ask

to be excused’ which is cited by LSJ9
is that in Polyb. v 27.3. The active of vapUvai in

contrast, seems to be unknown in either of these two senses (which mav help to account for

its omission by the lexicographers after Hesvchius), but the middle voice has fifth- and fourth-
century authority in the sense ‘beg to be excused’, with an accusative object of the request

{LSJ 9
s.v., VI 2) ;

we may either regard the active as a variant for the middle in this sense or,

with much more reason, correct Traplrpn to napLpai. In either case, it is safe to conclude that
alvw is interpreted by Hesvchius in the sense ‘decline’, although we cannot determine w hether
it stood in its original context with its object expressed or implied. On the other side, the
Suda’s citation has a personal object expressed. The lexicographers’ testimonv is therefore
both for cuvea’ tl and for alveZv nva as formulae of refusal.

This testimony cannot, of course, be rated as conclusive proof. In the case of both of
these alleged uses we arc denied access to the original context and cannot determine the issue

for ourselves; and no one, 1 believe, would place blind trust in the competence of Alex-
andrians or Byzantines to pronounce authoritatively on a question of semantics or even to

interpret a difficult passage aright. But both of these expressions are theoretically possible

Greek. We may, perhaps, say with greater accuracy that both of them functioned as ex-

pressions of refusal, and not that they meant 'I refuse’, but once this proviso has been entered,

there would be little cause for complaint. Both expressions would be perfectlv explicable in

terms of social convention; the refusal function would have stemmed from alveZv/enaiveZv =
‘praise’, and constitute one more convenient euphemism dedicated to the cause of politeness.

It is, however, precisely these considerations which keep the lexicographical tradition

within the reach ofour criticism. Ifwe were confronted here with the idiosyncrasy of a poet,

which generated one or two passing abnormalities of expression, destined to excite the

curiosity of a grammarian in due course, further speculation would be idle. But alvd> for

refusal cannot be idiosyncrasy; it must be idiom. It is explicable onlv bv reference to

conversational usage; it presupposes an alveZv
, in poetry, and an e'rraiveiv, on a broader

level, established in the language of polite formulae. It is therefore reasonable for us to

expect, even though we have but a fraction of the literature which was available to the

scholars ol Alexandria, that this usage will have left its mark on the literature which has

survived to us. The lexicographers' assertions may still be put to the empirical test.

In the brief survey w hich follow s I present all the instances of responsive alvetv which
are to be found in tragic dialogue, which is the obvious hunting-ground for poetical usage of

this sort. Observing the strict terms of reference I shall confine my attention to alvelv.

14 Occasionally extra lemmata are added in this usually rare words or unusual forms cognate with the

way in Hesvchius, as is Kal airvi at in the Suda: hut original lemma, and there is no reason why an extra

as Prof. G. P. Shipp has pointed out to me, these are lemma rmim7) should hate been protoked by aivw.
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reserving the analysis of responsive inaivelv for a later point in the argument. I classify

the examples roughly according to the kind ofobject or dependent clause with which they are

found.

(a) alvelv with accusative of the person.

In Eur. Ale. 1 107-9,

Hp. eiSdrs ti Kayd) eyoj TrpoOvplav.

AS. vlxa vvv ov pr)v arSdvovra poi note iy.

Hp. aAA’ eo8 ’ 06 ’ rjpas alveaei y. mdov povov.

we find an instructive example of the way in which Greek conventions operated. Admetus
is portrayed throughout the play as characteristically hospitable and, therefore, polite to

guests, while he has also sworn eternal loyalty to his dead wife (328-35). The two principles

for which he stands are now brought into open conflict, for Heracles, his guest, presses him
to take 'another’ woman into his house, hinting that he may find consolation with her.

Before Heracles’ importunity, or, as the hero euphemistically calls it, -npodvpla (a routine

word in thanking contexts), Admetus yields with a grudging vlxa vvv, ‘Have it your own way,
then!’ To which Heracles, noting the absence of a normal expression of thanks, replies,

‘You will thank me, sooner or later’. The expression has a close parallel in 1036, XP°VV Se

xal av p alveaeis ’laws (Aou will live to thank me’). Two other examples of alvelv with a

pronominal object will be found in Eur. Phoen. 614 and I.A. 506-7; in both cases Wilamowitz
(commentary on Eur. Her. 275) gives the sense 'refuse with thanks’, but ‘thank’ is the sense.

In Eur. Phoen. 1683-5,

0t. <1> dvyarep, alvdj pev ere rijy Trpodvplay . . .

Av. aAA’ el yapolpriv, av Se povos <f>evyots, rrarep;

Oi. pev’ evrvyovaa, rap ’ eyb) orep^ai xaxa.

we find alvdj used in a context of refusal. Antigone has just declared that she intends to go
into exile with her father, and now Oedipus replies that he will bear his afflictions alone.

His refusal of the offer, however, does not subsist in alvdi . . . npodvplas; we must infer from pev

and also from r-fjy rrpodvplas
(
Trpodvpla was never refused) that these words are intended as a

concessive acknowledgement of Antigone’s goodwill and that the actual refusal is to follow in

antithesis. Since the dialogue is stichomythic, the refusal is necessarily delayed until 1685,
by which time the expected form of expression has been modified in the light of Antigone’s
reply, and the antithetical Se suppressed. On this interpretation we should delete the stop
placed by the editors after npodvplas and take Antigone’s reply in 1684 as being prompted by
a refusal which she has not actually received but which she has anticipated by inference from
Oedipus’ pev clause.

(b) alvelv with accusative of the gift, offer, etc.

In Aesch. Eum. 1021, alvdj re pvdovs ruivSe rwv Kareaypclrcov, we find Athena thanking the
Chorus for their good wishes for the future prosperity of Athens with alvd>; Thomson renders
'I thank you for these words of benison’. Other examples occur in Soph. Aj. 526, atVotrjy

yap av ra rrjab’ evr] \cf. evalvov revUrai in the following line), Phil. 889, alvoj rdSe, Eur.
Med. 908, alvd) . . . rdde and Hel. r 232, alva> . . . rdSe. In all of the five examples noticed here
it is the words of the preceding speaker which are being acknowledged, and the formula
alvd) rdSe etc. is thus akin to KaXd>y e\e£as. But this phenomenon, in all probability, only
reflects the special conditions of tragedy, w here gifts more concrete in substance than words
would be the exception, and it would be wrong to imagine that the formula was restricted to
contexts of this sort; certainly enaivelv could be used to convey thanks for what was given or
done, as well as what was said 1 erraivelv. sections 2 and 3 below).
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(c) alveiv with a on clause.

In Eur. I.A. 821-4,

AX - d> norvi al8ws, TrjvSe rlva Xevaaco 77ore

yvvaZiea, popifyrjv eimpeTrij KeKTTjpevrjv ;

KX. ov 6avpd a 7)pas ayvoelv, 01s prj rrapos

TrpoofjKes' alvd) 8’ on aefieis to aaxfrpoveiv.

Clytemnestra thanks Achilles for the modesty of his words and also, presumably, his

demeanour on meeting a strange woman in the Greek camp; one may also suspect that her

word of gratitude is intended as an acknowledgement of the compliment which he has paid

to her beauty, although, from modesty, she does not say so. For other tragic examples of

this construction see I.A. 506-7 and Bacch. 944.

(d) alveiv used absolutely.

Instances of alveiv used absolutely will be found in Eur. Suppl. 388 (the only case of alveiv =
‘thank’ given by LSJ9

), I.T. i486 and Her. 275-8. In this last passage,

yepovres, alvdy tojv <f>lXa>v yap ovvexa

opyas SiKalas tovs (frlXovs eyeiv ypeojv

rjpwv S’ eKan deairdrais 6vp.ovp.evoi

•nddrjTe pr]8ev.

Megara thanks the Chorus with alvui for their offer to help her and then, after the explanatory

parenthesis ra>v piXiov . . . x/aetuc, declines the offer with the words rjpdiv . . .
p-qSev. After alvui

we should supply pev, answered by St in 277. A close parallel to the antithetical form of

refusal, involving a similar parenthesis which states the reason why thanks have been con-

ferred, occurs in Aesch. P. V. 340-2

:

T(i pev a’ erraivdi KovSapfj Xr/^ai rrore-

irpoOuplas yap ovSev eXXeiTreis -drap

pj]8ev novel .

I have listed here a total of fifteen instances of responsive or virtually responsive alveiv

from tragic dialogue. In thirteen of the instances it stands in an acceptance context and

approximates in sense to the English ‘thank’
;
in the other two instances it stands in a refusal

context, but likewise approximates to ‘thank’, being used to acknowledge the goodwill etc.

which lies behind the offer. While, therefore, it must be allowed that the sense ‘refuse’ for

alveiv could theoretically have co-existed with the sense ‘accept’, in view of the ambivalence

of the responsive formulae KaXws and KaXd>s, there is no practical basis for believing that

it did.

What, then, are we to make of the glosses in Hesychius and the Suda? How did the

belief that alveiv meant ‘refuse’ ever arise ? The origin of the error is, I believe, to be found

in the use of alveiv (and, as we shall see, enaiveiv) to acknowledge the generosity of an

offer concessively before actually refusing it. Usage of this kind, particularly when it was

elliptical, was liable to misinterpretation. The passage from the Phoenissae noticed in section

(a) above is a case in point. I have given what I believe to be the correct interpretation of

these three lines; but if one places a full-stop after rijs Trpodvplas, as the editors do, one is

half-way to convincing oneself and others that alvw ae is Greek for ‘I refuse your offer'.

And there must be a strong probability that it is precisely this passage of the Phoenissae that

the Suda was interpreting in this way. In extant tragedy—and there is no reason to suppose

that the author of the Suda had access to any more than we have—there seem to be only two

other instances of responsive alvu> ae, viz. those in Eur. Phoen. 614 and I. A. 506. Neither

of these two cases would have offered the Suda much inducement to suppose that alveiv was
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being used in the sense ‘refuse’. In the first there is no question of acceptance or refusal but

only of thanks, and in the second, although Agamemnon is leading up to a refusal of Mene-
laus’ offer, the refusal begins to emerge only at 51 1-12 and not at alvd> ae in 506. Although
this latter passage cannot be altogether dismissed, the instance in the Phoenissae is the more
likely, intrinsically, to have provoked the theory; and this play is one of the triad of Euri-

pidean tragedies, Phoenissae, Hecuba and Orestes
,
which were most popular in Byzantine times. 15

The passage of the Heracles which has been cited in section (d) above would have provided
an even easier pitfall for the unwary. The structure of the refusal formula is so elaborate,

with an explanatory parenthesis separating the two parts of an implicit antithesis, that an
ancient scholar might well be forgiven if he misunderstood it, as Wilamowitz among modern
scholars has, and mentally supplied the pev after twv <f>lXwv instead of after alva>, and con-
strued: ‘Old men, I gratefully decline; for it is meet for friends to feel righteous indignation
on behalf of friends, but I would not have you come to harm by displaying anger against our
masters.’ This interpretation does not do any violence to the Greek or to the context; on
the contrary, it closely reflects the way in which Megara is reacting to the Chorus’s offer.

Only it is wrong. For us to take the further step and assert that this was the identical

passage from which the Hesychius lemma was taken is scarcely permissible. In the larger

number of tragedies which survived to Alexandrian times responsive alvu> used absolutely in a
refusal context cannot have been a rarity. All we can safely say is that a passage of this sort

probably gave rise to the mistake and it is conceivable that the Heracles passage did.

(2) Hes. W.D. 643, vr}’ oXlyijv alvelv, peydXr] S’ evl <f>oprla deodai.

I turn now to the alleged instance of alvelv = ‘refuse’ in Hes. W.D. 643. The inter-

pretation of Hesiod’s alvelv in this sense derives from Plutarch’s treatise entitled nws Set

tqv veov TroeqixaTorv aKoveiv. I quote here the relevant passage in Mor. 22023a as it is given
by Babbitt in the Loeb edition; the traitidonal text is unfortunately unsound at one or two
points, but the argument will not be materially affected: ydpiev Se Kal to r-qv ypelav twv
ovopdrarv avvoixeiovv rols v-rroxeipevoLs npaypacnv, (hs ol ypapparixol SiSaoKovoiv

, aXXore npos
aXXrjv Svvapiv Xapfiavovres , oiov eart

vr] oXlyrjv alvelv, peyaXr] S’ eVi cfroprla Oeodai.

tw pev yap alvelv arjpalverai to erraivelv, aiiruj Se rw erraivelv avrl tov rrapaneladai vvv Keypqrai,
Kaddrrep ev Tjj crvvrjdela xaXdt? (frapev eyeiv Kal yaipetr xeXevopev, orav pr) Sedrpeda p-q8e Xappri-
vaipev. ovtoj Se /cat ttjv eTraivrjV Hepae^oveiav eviol <f>acnv d>s TrapaiT-qrqv elpfjadai.

The title of this treatise looks harmless enough, but its subject-matter is not such as to
inspire the reader with any great confidence in Plutarch’s merit as a literarv critic. His
object is not to make an honest or valid contribution to the appreciation of poetrv, but to
demonstrate how poetry which appears to be morally neutral or even deleterious to character
may be ‘interpreted’ for young students in order to serve as a propaedeutic to philosophy.
The methods which he advocates are twofold: the ‘pruning and nipping’ of those passages
which exhibit licentious growth (eniXap^avopevoi KoXovatpev koA me^ajpev, I5f), and the
‘introduction and infusion’ of philosophy into those passages where the substance is more
tractable (eladyajpev xal Karapiyvvojpev, ibid.). Some of the more deplorable results of
these procedures are to be seen in 22b, where oiivpolm (iporolat, Od. iv 197, and beiXoloi
Bporolai, II. xx iv 525, are forced into a sense which one suspects (and hopes) Plutarch knew
to be impossible, and 23d-24C, where the Homeric and Hcsiodic concepts of Zeus are mani-
pulated with considerable sophistry.

The interpretation of the passage with which we are concerned, however, is not a product
of these sinister methods. The line from the Works and Days is not one of the specimens which
Plutarch is subjecting to moral re-interpretation, but a stock example, drawn from the
schoolroom, of the way in which the precise sense of a word is determined by its context. It

15
I am indebted to Dr W. Ritchie for this point.
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is intended to illustrate, in a modest and uncontroversial way, the method which will

subsequently be applied in the re-interpretation of passages where the content is of crucial

importance from Plutarch’s educational point of view; so much is stressed by Plutarch him-

self, when he continues, Tavrrjv Si] Ti]v Sialpeaiv Kal SlaxpiCFiv TCOV ovopaTaiv (i.e. such as

alvelv = napaiTeladai and enaiv-qv = TrapaiTTjTrjv) ev toIs pel^oai Kal crnov&aioTepois

Trapa(f>v\drTovr£s ano ratv Oedjv apyaspeda 8iSaoKeiv rovg veovs k.t.X. The interpretation of

Hesiod’s alvelv in this way derives from the ypappanKol, schoolmasters, but ultimately, we

may suspect, from the scholarship of Alexandria. It is accepted by Plutarch without any

hesitation (one may discern, in contrast, an element of caution in the way he handles the

alleged derivation of enaivqv from enaivelv), and was in due course taken over from him by

Proclus and incorporated in the Hesiodic scholia.16

Does this interpretation rest on a basis which is wholly literary and traditional, or did

Plutarch find it supported by the conversational usage of his own time? This is a straight-

forward issue which can easily be settled, but it has been somewhat confused by Babbitt, who

renders avTip . . . KeypqTai

:

‘And the very expression of “recommend” to another is used

nowadays instead of deprecating for one’s self.’ This, of course, does outright violence to

Kexpqrai. In his literary citations Plutarch frequently uses the perfect of xpijcrOai for ‘the

poet has used’ (see Mor. 22e, 23^ 2qf and 25a) and sometimes leaves the subject of the verb

to be supplied from the context. The subject of Kexpqrai is
'

HaloSos, and vvv means ‘in this

passage’, the temporal adverbs being naturally pressed into service to designate a literary

context.17 Thus Plutarch means: ‘For alvelv is (sc. generally) equivalent to enaivelv, and

the poet has used enaivelv, in its turn
(
ain<p

)
as an equivalent of napaiTeladai, just as we, in

ordinary conversation, say /caAtD? eyet and yaipeiv KeXevio or yaiperat when we are offered

something which, we do not need and will not accept.’ It is clear, then, that the conclusion

which has been drawn about Hesiod’s alvelv rests on two propositions: first, that

alvelv = enaivelv, and second, that enaivelv = 7rapaireladai. The first proposition has

not been demonstrated by Plutarch, because he regarded it as self-evident, and the second

has been demonstrated by reference to the formulae of contemporary society <aXu>s eyet (sc.

p.01, impersonal) and yaipeiv KeXevai, etc. This latter point is vital. The contemporary

formulae which Plutarch has cited do not carry the basic sense ‘praise’ and are not, therefore,

sufficient to demonstrate his point; they are merely parallel instances of euphemisms which

illustrate his point in a general way. Contemporary evidence for enaivelv = ‘refuse’

would, in contrast, have settled the issue beyond all dispute. Since he has not cited enaivelv

from contemporary usage, we may surely take it that it was not current in this sense. And

the same conclusion may be drawn from the scholium on Ar. Frogs 508, napamoopevoi

ol naXaiol eXeyov ‘'ko.XXkjt
,
enaivdo Kal eni]VOVV\ in ascribing the USC of enaivelv ill the sense

‘refuse’ to ol naXaiol, the scholiast necessarily implies that it was not in evidence in the

language of his own day. What was established in the Koivrj, I think, was something rather

different. In Hellenistic and Roman times the verb enaivelv is found doing duty in respon-

sive formulae, but always in the sense ‘thank’. I give here three representative examples,

one taken from an official decree and the other two from letters

:

(a) SeSoydai Tip Sqpup, enaiveaai pev Eiipeio], Sion ev navrl Kaipw npovotav noielrai rivv Tip

Sr/pcp ypijCTipcoi' Kal tovs els ravra avvavriXap^avopevovs tu>v noXtran’ Tipa Te Kal crreifiavoZ,

O.G.I.S. 267 (Pergamum, third century). LSJ 9 gives the sense ‘compliment pub-

liclv’ for enaiveaai, but the natural English equivalent is ‘pass a vote of thanks'. It

would appear from Thuc. ii 25.2 that this sense of enaivos goes back at least to the

fifth century. For other examples see LSJ9
s.v. enaiveco 2 and some of the references

in Dittenbcrger S.I.G. iv s.v.

16 A. Pertusi, Schol. Vet. in Hes. Op.. 205. For 17
Cf. rW.ore in the passage cited. We find vvv

Plutarch’s commentary on Hesiod, sec O. \\ esterwick, ki'/jujtxi in .\for. 47k of a lecturer and not a writt r. but

De Plutarchi studiis Hesiodeis (Munster. 1893b the principle is the same.
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(b) iyd> ovv eTrwdavojirjV tov Havojtos, e“ tl fiovXoLTO ev rots' xad’ rjfxas tottols, 6 Se inrjVfL

flavor, eirera^ev S’ ovdiv. Pap. Eleph. 13 4
(223/2 b.c.). Witkowski, Epp ,

2 (Teubner)

p. 43, renders cVrJi'et ‘approbabat, assentiebatur’, which seems a peculiar way

to respond to a favour; substitute ‘gratias agebat’.

(c) e7raiva> Se vpas oti navra fxov fiefivrfode, St Paul, I Cor. 1 1.2.

The evidence examined here would point to the conclusion that the interpretation of

Hesiod’s alvelv which is put forward by Plutarch was not supported by the conversational

usage of his day but rather controverted by it, and, further, that this is the reason why his

defence of this sense of alveiv is at once so laboured and inconclusive. What Plutarch is

presenting is simply the view accepted amongst the ypafj.fj.aTi.Kol. ;
and that, even if its pedigree

ascended to Alexandria, cannot claim immunity from criticism.

The reasons for rejecting the traditional view were advanced long ago by Graevius18 and

more recently summarised by Gow in an article in Classical Quarterly
,

19 but since they have

made no impression on editors of Hesiod or on LSJ9
,

it will not be superfluous to restate

them here. The line is a yviPfirf ;
whether it is Hesiod’s own creation or a traditional piece of

wisdom does not matter for our purpose. Like many Greek yvwfxai it is cast in antithetical

form; the exigencies of the metre have led to the suppression of fxev, as, for example, in the

yvwfxr] at 356, Soj? ayaOrf, ap-nat; Se KaKrj, but the antithesis is sustained by the natural opposition

of oXlyrjv and fxeyaXrf, just as it is in 356 by ayadrf and KaK-rf. If the antithesis be granted (and

I am not aware that anyone has seen fit to deny it), it follows that alveiv cannot carry the

sense ‘refuse’ or any implication of refusal. It must carry the full value of its ordinary sense

‘praise’ : ‘Praise a small ship but put your cargo in a big one.’ Substitute ‘refuse’ for ‘praise’

and the point of ‘but’ has vanished.

One question remains, and it is the fundamental one: why does Hesiod advise the

merchant to praise a small ship before choosing a large one for his cargo ? What is the point

of praising the very article for which one has no use? In the sphere of moral action

hypocrisy may be represented as profitable; this, without doubt, is the import of the advice

given by one character to another in Sophocles’ AWlorres fr. 28 (a passage which has some-

times, and quite unaccountably, been cited to support alveiv — ‘refuse’) : av S’ avTos
,

axenrep ol aopol, rd fxev
|

SUai’ erralvei, rod Se KepSalveiv egov. The advice which is given

here exemplifies the doctrine, common enough in fifth-century literature20 but most familiar

to us in its elaboration by Glaucon in Plat. Rep. 3653-0, that the complete wisdom consists

not only in pursuing one’s own profit but also in paying lip-service to virtue, in order to

derive added benefit from a fair reputation. In the context which is envisaged by Hesiod,

however, no such consideration seems to be relevant. The merchant who loads his cargo on
to a big ship has nothing to gain by recommending small ships to others or professing to use

small ships himself. In the ancient world the export trade was exposed to such hazards,

natural and human (sec 663-94), an<3 rewarded with such profits that these refinements of
the competitive factor would have been unnecessary.

An alternative approach which looks rather more promising would be to entertain the

possibility that the merchant who places his cargo in a big ship is constraining himself to

forgo certain advantages offered by the small ship, i.e. that smallness in a ship either com-
mands praise per se or entails praiseworthy features. One virtue of such a solution would be
to lend greater significance to the parallelism between Hesiod’s line and the formal imitation

of it by Vergil in Georg, ii 412-13, laudato ingentia rura,\exiguum colito. In the context en-

visaged by Vergil the husbandman w ill naturally express admiration for a large estate owned

18 Cited by Gaisford. Poet. Mm. Grate. 1 40 11. 7 and the tragic passages cited by Pearson on
19 Miscellaneous .Votes on the Works and Date 0(7 xi Soph. Jr. 28. Pearson’s idea that Irriuviie means

'191/1 tty- damn \\ ith faint praise’ is untenable.
20 E.g. Antiphon the Sophistf> \ \ Diels-Kran/9

ii
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by someone else, 21 even if in choosing one for himself he must allow productivity and the

available labour to impose a limit. May it not be, in the Hesiodic context, that a small ship

is considered to be primafacie praiseworthy in the same way ? Modern commentators seem
to have discounted this solution because the smallness of a ship is not a self-evident virtue

like the largeness of an estate; but there still remains the possibility that behind Hesiod’s

oXiyrjv there lie certain virtues which a reader familiar with ships would readilv discern for

himself out of his own experience.

This possibility was not without a champion in antiquity. Amongst the ancient scholia

to Works and Days 643 we find, alongside the interpretation favoured by Plutarch and taking

preference over it, the view that the small ship would be more suitable for taking passage

and the large ship for merchant trade: tt)v p.ev puKpav vaw els to ttXelv . . . ryv 8e p.eydXrp>

els to ep.TTopeveoda. 1 . The precise factors which underlie this distinction have not been speci-

fied by the scholiast, but they can easily be supplied from common sense. The small ship,

being light and using either oars or sails according to the vagaries of the weather, would be
fast, 22 while the merchant ship being heavy' and therefore wholly dependent on sails and the

weather, would be slow. Thus Hesiod’s merchant, being required to pursue profit on a large

scale (644-5), would have to forgo the small and swift in favour of the large and slow.

This explanation of Hesiod’s meaning would seem to have enjoyed a considerable

popularity in Alexandrian circles, for we find it ascribed also to no less a person than Aratus

by the scholiast on Phaen. 152-4. In this passage, describing the onset of the etesian winds,

Aratus writes

Trjpos Kal KeXdbovTes eTr/olai evpe'C 7tovtco

aOpooi epLTTLTTTOvaLi’
, 6 8e ttXoos ovKen kcottcus

ajpios. evpelal p.01 dpecneoiev Tore vrjes.

and the scholiast comments Trapr]KoXovdr]oe 8e 'HcnoSuj, Nfj’ oXlyr/v alvelv, peydXr/ S’ ei’i <f>oprla

OecrOai.23 Such allegations of ‘imitation’ or ‘influence’ are notoriously difficult to prove,

even when there are striking correspondences ofsubject-matter present; here, where there are

no such correspondences, formal or verbal, 24 there is nothing to compel assent. A comparison
of the two contexts tells rather against the theory. While Aratus is concerned with a change
from oars to sail which is necessitated by the seasonal break in the weather, Hesiod speaks, in

his context, of the weather as a perennial danger to the merchant-trade (e'l k dvep.ol ye

Kateas direxcocnv drjTas, 645) and recommends large ships categorically for use throughout the

sailing season, for the sake of large-scale profits. On the whole, the verdict must go against

the scholiast
;
the onus ofproof rests with him, and there is no argument which he has adduced

or could have adduced which would have demonstrated his case.

Nevertheless the Phaenomena passage is not without relevance for the interpretation of

Hesiod’s yvu>p.r). Aratus has drawn a distinction between the oared vessel and the broad vessel,

leaving the reader to supply from his own experience the factors of speed and safety which
are relevant to the argument; and this would provide a parallel to the sort of ellipse which
would have to be postulated for Hesiod. Unfortunately in the Hesiod passage the ellipse

would be much greater; neither in 643 nor in the lines which follow do we find any mention
of speed or oars or sails, and it would not have been so easy to make instant inferences from
the opposition of dXlyrjv to peyaXrj as it was from kluttcus and evpelai, or to conjure up mental

21 Paley’s view that laudato means 'refuse’ is rightly 23 for assistance over this scholium I am indebted

rejected by Gow as unparalleled. We should like- to Dr K. J. McKay of Melbourne University,

wise reject the view put forward by A. La Penna, Apart from traditional epic vocabulary, common
Esiodo Nella Cultura e J\~e!la Poesia di Virgilw, Fondatwn to the two poets, the only \erbal correspondence is

Hardt Entretiens vii 241 ,
that Vergil was here attacking rt/.doc lupto; with tupuiov . . nh'xtv, W.D. 630. and

Hesiod; see the discussion ibid, 269-70. mpaio; . . . rt/jioz. It . 1). 665, and neither of these
22 For speed as a characteristic of the oar-driven passages lies close enough to 643.

vessel see e.g. Eur. Hel. 1272, Ki'irrrj Ttc/rrropos.
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images of ciKaroi and yavXoi on the strength of them. Our decision must be that Hesiod

may have meant this, just as Aratus may have taken him to mean this, but granted that

643 is elliptically expressed, an interpretation which rested less heavily on the ellipse would

have to be preferred.

There remains one possibility which would fulfil the requirements: it may be that

Hesiod is telling the merchant to praise the small ship simply because it has been offered to

him for his use, i.e. that alvelv is equivalent to ‘thank for’. In this case we should suppose

him to be envisaging a context in which the merchant is enquiring amongst his friends for

the use of a ship to carry his goods. This supposition has the drawback of raising a minor

conflict with an earlier passage, 622 ff., where Hesiod addresses the farmer who has a surplus

for export in such terms as to suggest that he actually owns his own ship; but that may be no
more than a provisional assumption made for the sake of convenience and economy' of

argument, and in any case 643, being a yvwp-rj, either traditional or Hesiodic, could be par-

doned for manifesting a slight discrepancy in a loosely knit didactic poem. If this theory' is

accepted, it will still be possible to regard the small ship as being primafacie praiseworthy for

its speed, but unnecessary; the merchant might appreciate the ship for such qualities, but,

being the recipient of a favour, would have sufficient reason for conferring ‘praise’ in common
politeness. T his would be the earliest hint of the responsive use of alvelv for thanks, for

there are no examples to be found in the Homeric poems. There are no Hesiodic parallels,

either; but it may not be fanciful to see in l\’.D. 682-3, °e
f
uv (sc • T°v rrXoov) eyioye I atvrjf-

o v yap epclj 6vnw Keyapiapevo? eorlv, a further sign that alvelv was not so remote in sense from

the verbal associates of yapty and might itself operate in thanking contexts.

The explanation advanced here has the further virtue of accounting plausibly for the

error of Plutarch and his ypappa-ueol. While alvelv in itself carries no implications of

acceptance or refusal and in Hesiod's line the refusal subsists in peydXr] . . . deadat, ‘Be

grateful for the offer of a small ship, but put your cargo not in it but in a large one’, it

was an understandable error to read the refusal into alvelv itself, just as Wilamowitz did into

alvdi at Eur. Her. 275.

3 1 The alleged use of enaivelv in the sense ‘refuse’.

W c may' now deal w ith the five instances of enaivelv = ‘refuse’ which are cited by LSJ9

or Wilamowitz . section 3 on p. 144). First, Xen. Symp. i 7, which describes the reaction of

Socrates and his party to Callias" invitation to dinner at the Piraeus: ol ovv dp.pl rov Hwxpd-rqv

npoiTov pev. u>onep elxo? rjv, enaivovvre? rrjv kXt)oiv ovy vnioyyovvTO avvbeinvqaeiv toy be ndvv
ciydopevoi (bavepo? rjv. el pi] epowTo

,
awrjKoXovOqrjav . Here the sense ‘refusing’ for

enaivovvre y would surely be in open conflict with the writer’s intention as declared in ouy
vmayvovv-o. Since Socrates and company ultimately accept the invitation (owrjKoXovdrjaav)

,

Xenophon has not represented them at the earlier stage as refusing but as not promising to dine.

It follows that enaivowre? cannot mean ‘refusing’, for that would foreclose an issue which the
main clause has been designed to keep open, the acceptance or refusal of the invitation.

enaivovvre? rqv kXt)oiv means, therefore, ‘thanking him for the invitation’, implying in itself

neither acceptance nor refusal. The parallel passage cited by the lexicon is Xen. Anab. vii

7.52, o Ae naXiv einev' TAAa rrjv pev urjv npovotav enaivaj' epoi be peveiv ovy oiov re
,
where

Xenophon is reply ing to an invitation to dinner which he has received from Seuthcs. Here
it will be clear that if we read the sense ‘refuse’ or any implication of refusal into eVatvco, we
destroy the antithesis and at the same time convict Xenophon of blatant rudeness. What
he said, surely, was that he thanked Seuthcs for his forethought (or, as we should sav, his
kindness’ but was unable to stay. This antithetical form of refusal was characteristic of
polite usage at Athens, and. as we have seen already, the example in Aesch. P.V. 340-2
the third example given by LSJ 9

is of the same type. In Ar. Frogs 508, k/iXXiot
,
enaivL

the lexicon's fourth example, the two elements of the antithesis have been abbreviated and
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transposed, but the basic form is the same again; we have here not just one formula of refusal

or two distinct formulae of refusal, as has sometimes been supposed, but a formula of refusal

followed by a formula of thanks, i.e. /cdA/Wra ieyei pot, impersonal), eiraivio (ae
,

‘I am
content as I am, thank you’.

The last passage which must be considered here is one at which not only Wilamowitz but

the consensus of editorial opinion has run off’ the rails. It is Eur. Her. 1233-7 :

Hp. (f>evy’ , <L TaXaLTTojp’
, avoOLOV piaop epov.

@r], ovSels dXdarojp rots (f>t\ois ex tojv rf>l\cov.

Hp. eTnjvea ev 8pdaas Se a ovk avaivopai.

©rj . eyed Se Trdayojv ev tot ’ olxTipio ae vvv.

Hp. olxrpos yap elpi Tap.

’ arroxTeivas Texva.

To summarise the context, Heracles, after killing his wife and children, covered his head for

shame (1159-60), but Theseus now removes the covering and raises him to his feet (1226),

refusing, in view of benefits received from Heracles in the past, to be deterred by thoughts of

pollution, eirr^veoa, 1 235, is interpreted by the commentators as a polite rejection of

Theseus’ readiness to converse, and ovk avaivopai, in consequence, is taken in some sense

other than ‘I do not refuse’. The view prevalent amongst early editors, that ev . . . avaivopai

means ‘I do not deny that I have benefited you’ is properly rejected nowadays; while the

participial construction would be unexceptionable, avaiveadai never means 'deny'. The
only possible sense left for ovk avaivopai is ‘I am not sorry’, the construction with the participle

being paralleled by Aesch. Ag. 583, Eur. Bacch. 251-2 and I.A. 1503,
25 and this is how the

line was interpreted by Wilamowitz (‘Hab’ Dank. Was ich an dir tat, reut mich nicht’i.

This is a perfectly possible way of understanding the Greek, but there are two considerations

arising out of the context which compel us to reject it. In the first place, the notion of regret

which is apposite enough in the three parallel passages cited above, is irrelevant to the

issue between Heracles and Theseus. If Heracles is politely rejecting the offer out of con-

sideration for Theseus, the latter would have no reason whatever to suspect that Heracles is

regretting his past services and Heracles would have no reason whatever to reassure him on

the point. A man who is declining a favour has no need to deny any regret or, indeed, to

feel any regret. In the second place, we may notice that Heracles carries on the stichomythic

dialogue with Theseus for 17 lines more, in the course of which he ignores the question of

polluting Theseus by talking with him but dwells on the theme that life has become unbear-

able, and finally (1255-13 10) launches into a set pfjens not on the theme of pollution but

again on the theme of the unbearable plight in which he is placed. The refusal to be

uncovered and to converse with Theseus is thus clearly revealed for what it is, the dramatist’s

way of raising and settling a minor difficulty which impeded the further development of the

dialogue. Euripides cared nothing for the question of pollution in this context; but he could

not afford to ignore it. It follows that, somewhere in the five lines which have been cited

above, Heracles has accepted Theseus’ gesture of friendship. Where else but in 1235?

And once we are rid of the hallucination that eiryveoa means ‘I refuse’, we may construe tv

Spaaas causally and restore the ordinary sense to ovk avaivopai: ‘Thank you; and since I

conferred a benefit on you, I do not refuse’. For further proof that this is what Euripides

meant we may look to the two lines which follow. The successive echoes ev 8pdo-at—Tran-ycur

ev tot oiKTipiD—oiKTpoe yap elpi arc surely symptomatic of the agreement which the two old

friends have just reached, not of a continuing dispute.

This ends the examination of the passages in which alveiv and enaiveiv have been

alleged by various authorities to bear the sense ‘refuse’. In order to complete the picture, I

25 See LSJ* s.v. and Fraenkel on .-In. 583. Oarovau account for the aor. part, by the speaker's aspect: she

<V ovk avaivopai in IA 1503 is a hard case. I should contemplates her life as a thins* terminated.
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present in the following section a brief survey of all the other examples of responsive inaivelv

which are known to me in fifth- and fourth-century literature. Some of the examples are

listed by LSJ 9 under the heading ‘commend’, ‘compliment’.

(i) ivaivelv with accusative of the person.

Examples are numerous in poetry and prose. In Soph. Aj. 1401, etp’ iiraiveoas to oov,

Odysseus thanks Teucer before he leaves the scene, having been thanked himself by Teucer in

1381-2, ttcli’t' eyoj a irraivioai
j

Xoyoiai. See also Soph. El. 1044, Yen. Cyr. iii 2.14, Anab. vi

6.25, [Dem.] liii 13.

The favour for which thanks are being tendered may be expressed in a variety of ways

:

fa) W ith a participle in the nominative case.

Kv. ail S’ , do £eV’, fine Touvop’ o tl ae XPV xaXelv.

OS. Ovtiv X'lpiv Se TLva Xafiobv a eiraiveouo

;

erraivdo S’ ev rraOouaa npos rreOev.

Eur. Cycl. 548-9

[Eur.] Rhes. 648

(b) With a participle in the accusative case.

OV a’ enaivCb, Mvpplvq,

rjKovcrav apTL Trepi tolovtov TTp6.yp.a~os.

Ar. Lys. 70-1

( c
)
With a clause introduced by otl,Si6ti. See the third-century decree from
Pergamum, O.G.I.S. 267, quoted above on p. 149, and [Dem.] xlix 27 and liii 7.

(d) With a causal genitive.

peraneptfrapevos roe varepa rov ipov els to IlapaXiov tu>v re TTpovmjpypevcov els avrov

inrjvei ....

[Dem.] xlix 25.

(e) With a causal dative.

navT eyoj a’ erraive<jai\X6yoioi, Soph. Aj. 1381-2. This is a more dignified tragic

version of the common formula KaXws eXe£as, discussed above.

(2) enaivelv with an accusative of the feeling, etc. and, sometimes, an additional

accusative of the service rendered.

We frequently find e-rraivelv with an accusative object not of the person but of the feeling,

attitude or motive which underlies the service. In tragedy, for instance, we have such
responsive formulae as evfjvea opyas rjTrlovs, Eur. Tro. 53 and eirr'yeo’ alSw, Tro. 718. The
qualities most commonly found, however, are npovoia and -npodvpla

, combined with a further
accusative of the service rendered:

fa) eTTTjveo’ epyov Kal npovoiav yv edov, Soph. Aj. 536. Ajax thanks Tecmessa for having
removed his son out of harm’s way while the fit of madness was upon him.

( bj e-rraivd) gov tt]v Trpodvplav Kal rry SiejoSov twv Xoywv, Plat. Prot. 361c. Protagoras
thanks Socrates for his contribution to the dialogue now that it is finished, echoing
Socrates’ expression in 361c, Traoav Trpodvplav eya>.

In both of these two examples there is no question of a refusal; the goodwill is acknow-
ledged and the service accepted. In other cases, however, the acknowledgement of the
goodwill paves the way for a refusal in antithesis; we have seen one example of this sort in
Xen. Anab. vii 7.52, riXXa Try pev ajv Trpovoiav e-aivdr epol Se peveiv ovy olov re, and there
arc others in Aesch. PA’. 341-2 and Eur. Phnen. 1683. A further development of this, the
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standard usage of polite society at Athens, is to be found in Plat. Prot. 335d-e, <Z val ’Ittttovlkov,

ael pev eycoye aov tjjv piXoaoplav dyapai, arap Kal vvv eiraivd) teal piXco, ebare fiovAolprjv ar

yapL^eadac ooi, el pov Sward Seoio • vvv Se . . . Here we are in a slightly different type of

context, a refusal of a request and not an offer, but the same procedure has been observed,

with piXoooplav substituted for the conventional Trpodvpiav or npovoiav.

It is important to notice that even when e-naivelv is used in a refusal context, there is

no question of it meaning ‘refuse
5

. Such qualities as rrpo9vpla were always acceptable, even

when the favours which they prompted were being declined.

(3) eiraivelv with an accusative of the offer, service, etc.

In one passage already examined on p. 152, Xen. Symp. i 7, enatvovvres rfv KXrjcnv oyy

vmayvowTo awSeiwijcreiv, eTraivelv with an accusative of the offer is used concessivelv to

pave the way for non-acceptance of the offer. It would appear, however, that this con-

struction is more frequently used in acceptance contexts:

(a) Kal AeVrp’ e-TTpyea', rjviK av StSu> irarpp, Eur. Or. 1672. Here Orestes replies to

Apollo’s pronouncement that he must marry Hermione. A close parallel is provided

by Pylades’ expression in 1092—3, epr)V yap avrrjv, ip ye Aeyos empveoa.^Kpivio Sdpapra.

(b) Kal 6 aSeXpos o epos aKovaas ravra, eTTeiSr/ vpovTLprjcrev avrovs ndvrcov, eirpveoe re tovs

Aoyovs avrov, Kal elnev on Seoiro q re rjXiKla Kal rj napovoa epqpla eKelvov rod

depairevcrovTos avrov Kal imSrjpqoovTos, Isaeus ii 12. Wilamowitz (on Eur.

Her. 275) cites this passage as an instance of e-naiveiv = ‘refuse’. This sense is,

however, wholly inappropriate to the context. While the dSeA^o? does in fact

refuse the offer of adoption which has been made to him, the cited passage down to

eTnbriprjoovTos expresses his substantial agreement with the arguments upon which the

offer has been based, e-mjveoe tovs Xoyovs ainov means ‘Thanked him for what he

had said’. Cf. Soph. El. 1051, 1057.

(c) erraivd), MaXaKe, to rdyos, from an anonymous mime, Pap. Oxy. iii (1903) 41 n. 413.

Page, Greek Literary Papyri 358, translates "Thank you, Malacus, for being so quick’.

In some of these cases, particularly in the two Euripidean instances given in section

(a), eTraivelv evidently approximates in sense to ‘gratefully accept’.

(4)
eTraivelv used absolutely.

(a) em’jvea, aXXa orelye Scopdrcov eoco
,
Eur. LA. 440. Agamemnon thanks the mes-

senger for the good wishes which he has expressed for the coming marriage of

Iphigenia and then dismisses him. Cf. Eur. Her. 1235, discussed above on p. 153,

and, probably, Soph. Inachus fr. 282 P.

(b) vvv ovv erraivu), oojcfpoi’eh' r’ epol ooKels

KrjSos toS’ rjplv TrpocrXnfiidv.

Eur. Med. 884-3.

Medea convevs her feigned gratitude to Jason for his decision to marry C’reon s

daughter. She supposes that gratitude is expected of her. because Jason has

maintained (547 ff, 876-8) that he is contracting the second marriage out of con-

sideration for Medea and her children.

(c) -n-poBatve vvv, 10 dvpe • ypappy) b' avrqi.

eoTTjKas ; ovk el Kara—u'ov Evpimbyjv

;

emjveaa. Ar. .If//. 483-5.
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Y

Dicaeopolis says 'Thank you!’ to his Ovpos for consenting to move, and follows this

with a similar absurdity in 488, dyapai xapSlas, ‘There’s a good heart!’ dyapai is

not uncommon in formulae of thanks. Aristophanes is here parodying Euripides,

perhaps the Telephus26 or Medea 1056-8, 1242-3. For another example of absolute

erraiveiv in Aristophanes see Frogs 508.

Although no prose instances of the absolute use are available, it seems certain that

responsive l-rraivu), eTrfjveaa was established in ordinary conversation. If Aristophanes

yields very few examples, that would be due to the fact that one of the main ingredients of

Old Comedy was a kind of boisterous aypoucla which elbowed aside the ordinary courtesies

of polite society. It is significant that in all cases where such formulae as eVauko and kolAlos

eyei are admitted by Aristophanes they make a substantial contribution to the humour of

situation, characterisation, etc. Aristophanes is usually credited with little capacity or inclina-

tion for humour, but if we could appreciate fully the finer nuances of his style and language,

we should probably have to qualify such categorical judgements.

(5) €TTcuven]s.

€TraivtTTjS ovv elpi aov /cat rfjs reyviq9

'Ivory' act 7tot —ovyi ncarena) S opwe.

Men. Dysc. 425-6.

€Traiv€Trjs is found elsewhere only in the sense laudator, but since these words are Getas’

immediate response to Sicon’s promise of a square meal, eyed ae xoprdow Kara rponov rijpepov,

their function must be to convey thanks for the offer. The expression is thus roughly

equivalent to enaivd) ae xal rrjv arjv rexvrjv or erraivw ae rrjs rexvrjs. The elevation of a specific

expression of thanks to the level of habitual attitude (here effected by del rrore and the

nomen agentis
)
has Attic parallels in Aesch. P. V. 340, ra per a’ irraivdj KovSapfj Arjga) nore, and

Plat. Prot. 335d-e, del per eyouye aov rpv (fnAoaofilav dyapat k.t.A. In both of these cases,

however, there are special factors at work to produce a heightened formality; in the former

case we may notice the operation of irony as well as striving for tragic dignity, and in the

latter case the strong tension which has developed between Socrates and Protagoras. It

would be safe to conclude that everyday usage at Athens was scarcely as elaborate as this,

and that Getas’ phraseology does not reflect the ordinary speech of either slave or master.

It is, rather, a piece of exaggerated politeness which is designed to accentuate the resounding

thud in ouyt marevuj S’ opws, where the speaker comes down to his practical prospects for a
meal.

The words ovyl . . . opors were probably intended by Menander as an ‘aside’, for Getas
would not jeopardise his chance of seeing the promise realised by saucing the cook to his

face. 27 Sicon is probably intended to make his exit into the shrine at del nore, leaving

Getas to pick up his baggage and communicate his misgivings sotto voce to the audience. If

this is so, the correction of the manuscript’s ovv to pev, proposed by several scholars, should
be rejected. The effect of pev would be to betray to Sicon the fact that his offer was being
received with incredulity and thus ruin the comic effect. That such an inference could be
made from pev is manifested by Eur. Phoen. 1683-5, discussed above under alvelv (a).

Whether the manuscript’s ovv can be defended under these circumstances is another
matter, ovv is paralleled in thanking formulae isec Eur. Med. 884), but this scarcely disposes

of the difficulty that while Getas’ ovv accords w ith his specific intention, to convey thanks for

a particular offer, it conflicts with the temporal extension of eiraiverqs and del 77ore (see

van Groningen ad loc.). On the whole I do not think that ovv will stand, and should accept

lh See, however, Handley and Rea, The Telephus of 27 Van Groningen 6 2.

Euripides London, i ru,7 - , -2 \.
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the correction yovv28 rather than the more drastic change to liraiverq^ oov t elpi ko.1 tt}s

orjs reyyT)s (Jacques, after Griffith), yovv is not infrequently found with ‘a pro tanto reason

for following a suggested course’ (Denniston 452-3), particularly in Euripides, and f could
easily have dropped out of the tradition after c. But at any rate the proper basis for argu-
ment here is that eVairer^? elfil reflects the responsive eVatvetr = ‘thank’.

In conclusion I survey the ground which has been covered in this article and add a few
further comments.

At the outset we found that the accounts of thanking expressions given by Wilamowitz
and the lexicon offered a fair variety of formulae used for refusal and only one or two for

acceptance, and those, too, sparsely attested. One result of the survey which has been
carried out here is to redress the balance and leave us with an account which is much more
credible. Attic Greek, it seems, was well equipped with formulae for both refusal and
acceptance. For refusal it commanded hAvt exopev, xaXws e'xei /rot and a wide variety of

more stilted formulae, of which we may regard Aesch. P. V. 340-2 as a kind ofAttic prototype.

For acceptance it commanded apxel, xaXws KaXws Aeyety, xaXw? or eu with other verbs,

alvelv, eiraivelv and formulae of the evSaipovolrjs type.

The Greeks’ habit in accepting an offer, service etc. was to confer praise and not thanks.

The difference between their usage and ours is not just a verbal one but reflects a funda-

mental difference of outlook. The Englishman with his ‘Thank you!’ is content to express

his feelings, the Greeks, although no less sensible of the force of x°-P l$ >
saw an obligation

created by a favour received and sought, in their practical, direct way, to discharge it. .And

since praise was a commodity of which all men had an infinite supply and which all men
valued, the obligation could always be discharged immediately. A service rendered in the

ordinary world of business might need to be recorded with a 'pepiTjoo’ and a ‘xelcreTal cwi

7
]

debt created by a service between friends could be settled on the spot with

errauvos.

One of the simplest illustrations of the Greek point of view is provided by the passage

which describes the disagreement between Socrates and Thrasymachus in Plat. Rep. 338b

:

AvT-rj Sr/, epr], 17 SwKpaTOVs oofila' avTov pev pr/ eOeXeiv SiSaoxeiv, vapa Se twv ctAAcov nepiiovTa

pavddveiv feat tovtwv pr/Se X°-PLV arroSiSovai. " Oti pev, fjv S’ eyw, pavdavw rrapa. twv dAAtur,

dXrjdrj ehres, w ©paovpaxe, oti Se ou pe X^Plv eKTLveiv, >pevSr)‘ eVrtVaf yap o<jt)v Svvapai.

Svvapai Se erraivelv povov xP’,]PaTa yo-p °vk exa> - In Thrasymachus’ phrase tovtujv pt]Se ydptv

arroSiSovai there is a patent suggestion that when a man takes lessons from a sophist, he

should be prepared to pay his fees, piudov aTroSiSovai. To Socrates the suggestion is

repugnant
;
his statement that he has no money must be taken seriously enough, but it also

involves a gentle hint that payment between friends for services of this sort is unseemly.

Nevertheless Socrates does not counter Thrasymachus’ suggestion with the thesis that

elSevai, ‘feeling gratitude’, is an adequate return. He accepts the propriety of some kind of

repayment, x^Ptv eKTiveiv; only, he asserts, it should be a repayment of ‘praise’. And
Thrasymachus takes the hint: it is for ‘praise’ that he looks, but looks in vain, when he has

unburdened himself of his definition of SiKaioovvr] in 33^c (“AAd tI ovk enaivels', aAA’ ovk

edeXrjcreis)

.

The Greek here is simple, but not altogether guileless; it operates on two

assumptions, the first, that a favour calls for immediate recompense, and the second, that the

normal recompense between friends is ‘praise’.

If we discount the Euripidean evSaipovolrjs and the doubtful eu 001 yevotTo, all the

acceptance formulae w hich we have noticed arc of the praising type. The commonest seem

to be those of the alvelv, enaivelv group (alvelv for poetry, e-aivelv universal), in which the

speaker states that he confers praise; after them in relative frequency come expressions com-

bining KaXws with Xeyeiv, rroielv etc., in which the thanks are actually conferred.

28 Proposed by several scholars, including the present writer in . 1 HRC li.
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Of the refusal formulae which we have listed, the two which are most brief, and therefore

the most likely to have been in frequent use on the level of ordinary conversation, are Tran-’

exofxe

v

and KaXws eyet y-oi. Both of these evince the speaker’s satisfaction with his actual

case and are, therefore, strictly speaking, formulae of refusal without being formulae of

thanks. Both of them, theoretically, would have needed the addition of inaLvw, as in

Xanthias’ koXXujt, inaivw at Frogs 508, in order to bring them up to the standard ofcourtesy

which was maintained by the Greeks
;
but in practice KaXws eyet /not must have developed a

higher ‘courtesy rating’ through borrowing from KaXws eyet, which was a formula of thanks

as well as of acceptance, and thus contrived to operate independently without incurring the

charge of boorishness which was laid against its fellow navr eyo/xev. A remarkable circum-

stance, which enabled a man to praise himself and still appear polite! On the more formal

level ivaiv€Lv was in regular use to convey thanks concessively for the goodwill etc. which

lay behind an offer, but the notion that it served per se as a formula of refusal is simply not

borne out by the evidence. When they are used by themselves eVatva>, infiveera, etc. always

convey grateful acceptance.

Owing to the basic difference in outlook the responsive formulae which we have been

examining are not completely co-extensive in meaning with the corresponding formulae in

English. KaXws eyet functioned as a formula of grateful acceptance but also as a general

expression of approval. KaXios eyet /uot functioned as a refusal formula but kept its general

use for conveying satisfaction. Formulae based on alvelv, inaivelv were used not only for

grateful acceptance but also for congratulations (Eur. Ale. 1093, 1095, 7° 7 )- In such

circumstances it would be impossible to frame hard-and-fast rules for rendering the Greek

formulae into English, but the instances which have been listed here and the analysis of their

function may at least help readers of Greek to recognise the idioms when they meet them. 29

Oxford. J. H. Quincey.

29
I am greatly indebted to Messrs F. H. Sandbach of this article; but it should not be assumed that they

and M. \V. Frederiksen for the helpful suggestions agree with any of the views expressed in it.

which they have made to me during the preparation



TWELVE NEW BRONZE AND IRON AGE SEALS
(PLATE X)

The ten Minoan and two Island seals, which are here published for the first time

(plate X), form part of the Bosanquet Collection of the City of Liverpool Museum.1

Although there exists a card-index for the collection, the entries for these twelve seals give

no indication of their provenience : apart from No. 9 below which is described as having been

‘bought in Athens’ there is no record of whether they were found in the course of excavation

or were purchased by Professor R. C. Bosanquet. 2 Bosanquet was himself, with R. M.
Dawkins, one of the original excavators of the site of Palaikastro, but there is no evidence to

show that the Minoan seals were discovered on or near the site; and in the absence of any

indication, their origin must remain unknown.

The seals themselves are in varying states of preservation. No. 7 is perhaps the least

satisfactory, showing signs of extreme wear, although several of the others are by no means

negligible additions to the Corpus. Nos. 1, 3 and 5 in particular are excellent representatives

of their type. Indeed these ten Minoan stones offer a surprisingly wide sample of the total

range of Minoan Glyptic, from the three-sided prism seal ofMM IA (No. 1) to two LM III

lentoids (Nos. 9-10), and including on the way examples of hieroglyphic, architectural and

talismanic designs. Of the remaining two, No. 1 1 is a good and characteristic example of

the Melian winged creature type, while No. 12 is a curious and enigmatic seal, probably also

to be regarded as an Island gem.

There follows a descriptive catalogue of the seals in approximate chronological order

based upon technical and stylistic parallels.

No. 1 (b.c. 210) MM IA (plate Xa-c)

Shape Three-sided prism bead.

Size L. 14; W. 11, 9, 1 1 ;
S.H. 3.

Material White steatite.

Engraving (a) Horse running; bird above.

(b) Quadruped grazing—the body that of a boar with bristles, but with calf-like

legs.

(c) Swastika design, composed of four dogs’ heads(?).

Of all these twelve seals, this first one is perhaps the most interesting, showing as it does

what appears to be one of the earliest Cretan horses. The presence of horses in the LM
period and their place in the Minoan way of life is fully attested both by sealings and by the

Chariot tablets of the Linear B archives. These animals were characterised by a tufted

dressing of the mane, depicted on the sealings and graffito tablets alike; and I have elsewhere

drawn attention to the care with which the various forms of the mane are distinguished. 3

Evans suggests that the horses of this period were brought to Crete by sea from Syria, 4 but

gives no indication of the presence of horses at an earlier date. The present example,

therefore, antedates these horses of the last Palace Period by over five hundred years.

It is not possible to be certain whether this carving of a horse suggests that already by this

1 The seals are published here by kind permission advice on several matters. The less obvious abbrevia-

of the City of Liverpool Museum, and I am grateful tions are as follows:

to Mr T. Hume, the Director, and his stafT for S.H. diameter of the string hole,

providing impressions. I must also acknowledge a DT . diameter of the lace,

great debt of gratitude to Dr V. E. CL Kenna, who All measurements are given in millimetres,

has given both detailed advice on matters ot chron- " Professor ot Archaeologv in the L niversitv of

ologv and help and suggestions on a number of Liverpool, 190b -20.

points throughout the preparation ot this paper. I
5 Auditin', ii 2 , 1963 hd-

have also had the benefit of Mr John Boardman s
4 Palace of Ahnoi ii 244, tig. 141a.
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time the animal had been domesticated in Crete. There is possible fossil evidence for the

keeping of horses before 3000 b.c. from Level I of the Rana Ghundai site in northern

Baluchistan; 5 but the first pictorial representations of domesticated horses do not appear in

the east until the first half of the Third Millennium; 6 and even though by this time domesti-

cation of the horse had presumably taken place in the areas north of the Persian mountains,

the subsequent spread westward appears to have been a slow process. It seems unlikely

that horses were much in use for drawing chariots before the first quarter of the Second

Millennium. 7 But if its presence on this seal can be taken to demonstrate that horses were

both known and used by the beginning of the Middle Minoan Age, face (a) shows the earliest

picture of a domesticated horse in Western Europe. 8

There is, of course, evidence of the use of asses in Crete before the LM period : it seems

likely that vehicles like the Miniature Painted Wagon from Palaikastro 9 were drawn by asses

or oxen. But the animal on this seal appears to be a specimen far superior to the humble
ass. In spite of the lack of detail in the carving, the length and shape of the legs, particularly

the rear pair, the form of the tail and the elegant line of the body are clearly characteristic

of the true horse. A comparison with the small terra-cotta vessel in the form of an ass10

shows the superiority of the animal on this seal (fig. i).
11

FKi. I

An early three-sided steatite prism bead, K 50,
12 shows an animal that appears to be

midway between the two, although Evans describes it as ‘probably an ass’.13

For a boar ‘nosing in the earth’ cf. K 49, although the legs of the animal on this seal are

more like a calf’s than a boar’s.

The significance in Minoan art of the swastika sign appears to be purely decorative; and
with the exception of a sealing from Knossos14

it is found only in the pre-Palatial and first

Palatial periods.15

No. 2 (b.c. 21

1

)
MM IIB-MM IIIA (plate Xd-f).

Shape Three-sided prism bead.

Size L. 17; W. 9-2, g, 9-2; S.H. 4.

5 Cf. JfES v (1946) 284-316.
6

Cf. the rider from Susa (R. de Mequenem and
V. Scheil in Mem. Miss, arqueol. Iran xxix I 1943 1 and
the Khafaje Vase.

7 For a full disc ussion of this subject see F. E.

Zeuner, A History of Domesticated Animals (19631

299-337. Cf. also JHS lxxxiii ‘ 1963' 197.

* If Childe's later dating of the Tripolye culture is

accepted, this is the first domesticated horse in the

whole of Europe.
9 Palace of Minns ii 176, fig. 78.
111 Ibid. 157, fig. 79.

u The drawings for figs. 1 and 2 have been made by
Jonathan A. Robertson.

12 \ . E. G. Kenna, Cretan Seals (i960) 94; pi. 3.

All seal numbers prefaced by the letter K refer to this

work.
1,1 Palace of Minos iv 520, n. 4.
14 BSA ix (1902) 88. fig. 59.
15 The problems of the swastika are discussed in:

A - Xenaki-Sakellariou, Les Cachets minoens de la

Collection Giamalakis I Etudes cretoises x ( 1958)1 7. Cf.
also Fliggins, BSA lii (19571 51.
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1

Material Dark green steatite.

Engraving (a) A single-masted ship : two crooks, one on each side of the rigging, facing in

reverse directions. Oars are depicted on the hull. A small cross in the top

right-hand corner.

ib) Two C-spirals conjoined by a broken line: in the centre two shoots (?), one

on each side of the line.

i c) S-spiral with two C-spirals attached : hieroglyphic Branch sign16 in bottom

left. Three small objects in the field, possibly diminutive branches.

The signs are incised with exceedingly shallow cuts, making it difficult to secure a clear

impression.

The seal can be closely paralleled by K yi 17
,
fig. 2).

Clearly K 7 1 (b) ,
apart from the substitution of small C-spirals for crooks and the absence

of a small cross, shows exactly the same design as face (a) of this seal; and it is possible that

the crooks are merely simplified versions of the C-spiral. The oars and rigging are almost

identical in both cases.

K 71(a) and face (b) above both show the two C-spirals joined by a line and the centre

design is not dissimilar. On the third face, however, the two seated men on K 71, placed

round ‘a small object in the field which they appear to be beating’ are replaced by a com-

bination of S- and C-spirals and the Branch sign.

Seals of this type do not belong to the regular Hieroglyphic series, but it seems not

unlikely that the conjunction of the Ship and the Branch seen here has a significance greater

than that of mere ornament. The combination is found on several purely hieroglyphic

inscriptions of all classes. On the four-sided steatite prism seal P 26la the Ship occurs on

face (a) with six Tree signs, while the Branch is found on face (d) : on the signet impression

P 63a! 19 the Ship is found with two Branch signs: on the four-sided clay bar with graffito

inscription P ioo20 the Ship and Branch occur on face (d).

It is reasonable to suppose, therefore, that although this seal does not show a fully

developed form of the Hieroglyphic script, the use of the signs combines an element of

meaning with their original purely decorative significance. 21

No. 3 (b.c. 2091 MM IIIA (plate Xg)

.

Shape Signet. For shape cf. K 139.

Size H. 9; D.F. 7-5; S.H. 2.

18 Evans. V npta Minoa i ^1909) no. 99, p. 218.

17 Kenna. up. at., 98, pi. 4.

18 Scnpta Minoa i 154.
19 Ibid., 161.

20 Ibid., 170.
21 In connexion with this subject it is worth pointing

out that the Spiral sign, which appears on faces ; b)

and (c) of this seal, may itself be more than a simple

VOL. LXXXYI.

ornament. In several inscriptions, notably P 74a 1

Scripta Minoa i 162) and K172 Kenna, op. cit.. 1131

it occurs as the sole qualifying sign of a common
formulaic group. These and other similar examples

mav suggest that the Spiral was used with a definite

significance instead of—or in addition to—being used

as a decorative element.

G
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Material Green Jasper.

Engraving Small cross, hieroglyphic Gate and Leg signs; 22 hatching in the field.

The carving and positioning of the signs are very fine. The angle of the Leg, in parti-

cular, is perfectly adapted to the shape of the seal-face.

The Gate and Leg combination is one of the most commonly recurring sign-groups

throughout the Hieroglyphic Script: the writer has collected twenty-six examples of its

occurrence
(
including the present one), in sixteen cases of which the Silphium sign23 is also

present. It seems likely that a single common formula of this type would be used in com-

bination with other signs, either added to a clay sealing in the form of graffito signs or

impressed with a further seal: cf P 71,
24 where the Gate and Leg preceded by a cross, as

here, and with the Silphium added, are found in conjunction with the impression of a

Portrait Head described by Evans as that of a ‘Minoan Dynast’
;

25 leading him to identify the

Gate-Leg formula as perhaps an official title.

The style and technique employed here is similar to that ofK 138, 139 and 140. 26

No. 4 B.c. 215) MM 1

1

IB (plate XA).

Shape Lenticular.

Size D. 13: S.H. 2.

Material Rock crystal.

Engiaving Architectural design.

The stone is chipped and cracked.

The group of seals from this period showing architectural patterns or wall designs, 27 of

which this is an example, can be related to two sealings from the Temple Repository28 and

to the small faience house-front tablets from the ‘Town Mosaic’ :
29 a further example of a

similar sealing was found in the North-East House at Knossos.30 The hoard ofsealings found

at Zakro contains a number of impressions showing a similar concern for features of archi-

tectural design. 31

The workmanship of several of the seals of this type seems less careful and thoughtful

than that of other contemporary stones,32 but this may be accounted for by the extreme

hardness of the materials used; often rock crystal, as here, and in the case ofK 160, obsidian.

No. 5IB.C. 218) MM IIIB-LM IA: ‘Second Transitional Period’ 33 (plate Xi).

Shape Glandular.

Size L. 13; W. 11
;
S.H. 2-3.

Material Cornelian.

Engraving Bird (eagle?) flying with outstretched wings—Talismanic.

The so-called ‘Talismanic Gems’ that are a feature of this period derive their designs

from common everyday subjects, stylised and treated symbolically. 34 The frequent repe-

tition of these standard subjects—ewers, vases, marine motifs or the flying eagle, as here

—

without a great regard for details of style or technique, suggests that the stones enjoyed a
general usage, and that precise identification of the design became less important than their

universally-accepted talismanic properties.35

22 Evans, nos. 44B. 11.

21 Evans, no. 02.

- J Serif,!a Minna i 162.

23 Ibid. 272.
20 Kenna. of), cit., pi. 6.

27 For other examples of similar seals see Kenna,

up. at.. 1 10, K 1
32-64.

2 “ Palace of Minos i 363, fig. 41 la. b.

2(1 Ibid. 304 IF.

Ibid, ii 421. fig. 242.
- 1 JHS xxii '1902 88. nos. 130, 131, 133: pi. x.

32 Especially K138 and K163, and to a lesser

extent K160 and Kibi

;

but cf. by contrast K155 and
K

1
56.

33
Cf. Kenna, op. cit., 44.

31 Further examples of Talismanic Gems showing
the flying eagle can be found in: A. Xenaki-Sakel-
lariou. Les Cachets minoens de la Collection Giamalakis
'Etudes cretoisesx (1938)) 70, nos. 418-25; pi. xxx.

35 For a full discussion of the development of the
Talismanic Gem, see Kenna, op. cit. 68, Appendix III.
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Although the flying eagle is characteristic of the beginning of the Late Minoan period, it is

foreshadowed by similar motifs on earlier seals. An early steatite prism seal shows a

simplified version of the same subject.36 In addition, the form and position of the bird on

these Talismanic seals is not dissimilar to that found on certain Mesopotamian cylinder seals.

The scene on a cylinder of the Second Early Dynastic Period37 includes an Eagle with out-

stretched wings and fanned tail, although the details of both wings and tail are represented

more naturalistically.

No. 6(b.c. 217) LM IB (plate Xj).

Shape Amygdaloid.

Size L. 25; W. 14-5; S.H. 1-5.

Material Red cornelian with black markings.

Engraving Winged griffin with head turned back over shoulder. Plant (grass ?) to the right.

The stone is chipped at the top, with the head and part of the outstretched wing missing.

The legs are thin and elongated, and the claws are shown. The griffin is frequently repre-

sented in this pose, with the head turned in profile: cf. K 327 s8 showing a similar position,

with a dead water-fowl in the field above. A further seal, 39 however, shows a griffin with

both wings outstretched.

The use of the tubular drill on the neck and upper part of the wing is reminiscent of that

seen on the bird with outstretched wings on K 223.40

No. 7 (b.c. 213) LM II (early) (plate X£).

Shape Lenticular.

Size D. 18; S.H. 2-5.

Material Haematite.

Engraving Bull running with acrobat leaping over his back.

This stone is exceedingly worn.

The most outstanding representations of bull-games and bull-hunts in Minoan glyptic

art are found at a somewhat earlier period. Kenna places two fine lentoids, K 208 and 209,

in the Second Transitional Phase at the end of the Middle Minoan Age, 41 and four other seals

showing similar scenes in LM I.
42 But in spite of the presence of LM IB characteristics,

it seems more reasonable to place the present seal after the naturalistic examples of LM IA
and B, and before the geometrical and schematic versions ofLM IIIA. The use ofhaematite

tends to confirm the late date.

No. 8(^.0. 216) LM II (plate X/).

Shape Lenticular.

Size D. 19; S.H. 2-2.

Material Dark green steatite.

Engraving Lion seizing bull (wild goat?) by the throat.

The stone is much worn. The lion is placed above his victim in a somewhat distorted

position, with the head and neck twisted dow nwards. The head itself is enlarged, giving an

effect of perspective. In spite of the imperfect condition of the seal, the engraving clearly

possesses much vigour, if without the finesse and care for proportions that are characteristic

of the work of this period.

36 BCH Ixx 11939) 81, fig. 3 '2b!. 39 Xen. Sak., op. cit ., 31, no. 333; pi. xx\i.

37 H. Frankfort, Cylinder Seals (1939) pi. xig. 40 Kenna, op. cit., 121: pi. 9.
38 Kenna, op. cit., 133: pi. 13: cf. also K368, p. 141 :

41 Ibid. 1 18, pi. 9.

pi. 14.
42 Ibid. K246—9, p. 124: pi. 10.
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No. 9(b.c. 214) LM IIIA 1 (plate Xm)

.

Shape Lenticular.

Size D. 19; S.H. 2-5.

Material Cornelian.

Engraving Young bull running with head looking back over his shoulder in profile: ground
indicated by two horizontal lines. Cactus plant on each side.

The style is sure, and the legs are firmly moulded, but the front right leg is curiously bent,

and the carving is lacking in a certain finesse. Even so, the workmanship is superior to

several other seals of the same period showing similar scenes.43

A seal in the Ashmolean, K 389,
44 shows a young bull running to the right with a branch

in the field, and several other seals in this collection show various animals in similar running

positions; two young calves (K 383), bull (K 384, 385), wild goat (K 386), ‘maned animal’

(K 388) : cf also no. 10 below. The presence ofvarying plants or branches in some of these

examples may indicate different regions or types of country in which the animals would be
found—and, perhaps, hunted.

The presence of the ground lines in this example permits a more exact dating.

No. io(b.c. 212) LM IIIA 1 (plate Xw)

.

Shape Lenticular.

Size D. 14; S.H. 2.

Material Yellow-brown cornelian.

Engraving Antlered stag running to the left with head turned backwards. A shrub to the

left.

For details of scenes of this type, see no. 9 above. The style here is slightly less refined:

the head is bent far back in order to leave a space for the antlers, and the legs are less

naturalistic than in the case of the previous seal. The shrub or tree is curved to follow the

line of the neck and thus to match the shape of the seal-face. There is no ground-line.

No. ii(b.c. 219) Island Gem (plate Ko-pi.

Shape Lenticular.

Size D. 20; S.H. 2-8.

Material Pale greenish-yellow steatite.

Engraving (a) Forepart of a winged goat: saw pattern as ground line.

(
b

)

Winged horse.

This seal is characteristic of a group of stones, most of which derive from Melos showing
winged creatures and other monsters.45 The only other example with both winged horse
and winged goat, one on each side, is a fine light green steatite lentoid in the New York
collection. 46

The carving of the present stone is, in Boardman’s classification, Class D earlv.47 In
the case of both creatures the ribs are shown; and the presence of the eye suggests that the
engraving is not the work of the artist whose seals are collected in Boardman, op. cit. 6 j,

48

but can perhaps be placed with the seals listed in 6 k. Cf. the saw pattern on face (a),

the simpler linear representation of the farther back leg and the presence of the ribs.

Furthermore, in spite of the fine quality of the work, it lacks the boldness characteristic of the
artist responsible for the former group.

As Boardman has pointed out49 there is no justification for identifving the winged horse as

4i
Cf. especially Xen. Sak., op. cit., nos. 237, 238.

249, pi. xxiv. No. 237 also appears to show a plant

or shrub in the field.

44 Kenna, op. cit.. 142, pi. 13.
45

J. Boardman, Island Gems 1 19631 54-68.

44 Ibid. no. 253, pp. 63, 66; pi. tx.

47 Ibid. 19.
45

Ibid. 87.
49 Ibid. 64.
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Pegasos, since creatures of this type are a common feature of Island art, on occasions shown
drawing divine chariots.

No. 1

2

(b.c. 220) Island Gem (?) (plate ELq-r).

Shape Disc with flat face and domed back.

Size H. 4; D.F. n; S.H. 1.

Material Pale green steatite.

Engraving (a) Flat face—Insect or marine creature with two arms—cuttlefish( ?).

(b) Domed back—A circle of eight drilled holes surrounding a central area

which contains a filling between two parallel lines. The whole design is

bordered by a circle of shallow cuts.

This seal is remarkable both for its shape and for its carving. The majority of disc-

shaped stones are either flattened discs with one or both sides carved50 or discs with one flat

face and a low conical or domed back with only the flattened face carved. 31 A seal of this

type is Boardman no. 321 which shows a crab and fish on its engraved face, providing a

possible point of contact with the marine creature ( ?) on face (a) of the present seal. A
similarly-shaped steatite gem from Melos52 appears to show a meander pattern, perhaps

based on a cross.

The closest parallel to face (b) is provided by K 392,
53 a fragment of an LM III gem,

which shows a series of drilled holes not unlike those found here. Does face (a) therefore

show a levelling and re-engraving of an earlier stone ?

John J. Reich.

60 Ibid. 76, nos. 324-9.
51 Ibid. nos. 321-3.
52 Wace and Thompson, Piehistoric Thessaly (1912 :

165, fig. 112c, Boardman no. G22.
53 Kenna, op. cit., 142; pi. 1 j.
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Apology and Correction

In the recently published Corpus Vasorum Ferrara I

there are two errors for which I may be held partly

responsible. PI. 43, 1 and p. 17, right, below. In

my manuscript in the Ferrara Museum I called the

artist ‘the Painter of Ferrara T.512’; but later,

perceiving that I had already used the term for a

minor cup-painter, I changed the name of the artist

of stemmed plates to ‘Painter of Ferrara T. 13’.

PI. 43, 1 is by the Painter of Ferrara T.13 !ARV2
p.

1306, foot, no. 1), not the Painter of Ferrara T.512.

CV pi. 44, 3: this I have never attributed to the

Painter of Ferrara T.101 as stated in CV, but always

to the Painter of Ferrara T.143A. Two plates were

discovered in Tomb 101: one by the Painter of

Ferrara T. 101 (ARV2
p. 1306, top, no. 1

)
and one by

the Painter of T.143A p. 1307, no. 7). I

should not, however, have described the subject as

head of Dionysos, but as a female head.

J. D. Beazley

Oxford

Aeschylus, Agamemnon 984-6

Zjm'jv0; <V, inti npvfivi)akov Svv ipfSolatg

ipdppof dpma, napr)flri<Jev, fi'O’ vn 'Titov

topto vavfidra; orpark;

.

984 inti F : ini Tr -rveiiftolot; FTr: corr. Casaubon

985 tgap/iia; FTr: corr. Wecklein (iK<‘nn F : aKinn: Tr

:

corr. Wilamowitz n<ifi>j[lr)o’ Tr.

The above is the text of Wilamowitz and Fraenkel,

which I believe correct, requiring only interpretation. 1

Wilamowitz translated 1 Gr. Trag. ii 85), ‘Die Zeit ist

grau geworden, seit der Sand von Aulis aufflog, da

zur Troiafahrt das Heer die Taue loste’; Fraenkel

similarly but more literally, ‘Time has grown old

since with the throw ing-in of the mooring-cables the

sand flew up, when the naval host set forth to Ilion’.

Denniston-Page make the linguistically correct

objection the ‘sand does not “fly up” when mooring-

cables are “thrown in” ’. But this misses the real

point, viz. that no one ever throws in a cable when a

ship is leaving—it is pulled in : throwing occurs only

when a ship is coming in to land. A few minutes at

any harbour will prove this for the present day; for

antiquity cf. Polvaen. iv 6.8 ti/J.ot /iev eveoncov rd

nf, flirt)<na. tilloi hi ar/Kvpa; dvtpdnro 'quoted by

Torr, Ancient Ships 73 n. 166'. 2 Aeschylus must have

known this.

A solution can be found from an examination of the

last clause, tvff in ”fhov\<jjpro vavfidra; arpuro;. It

seems to be almost universally3 referred to the fleet

leaving Aulis. But vno is not the preposition one

would expect for such a context 1 rather ini, as

Casaubon conjectured).4 vno here cannot be separ-

ated from such Homeric phrases as in' "Ihov ijlOev

( II . ii 216), cf. also Xen. Cyrop. v 4.43 in' air at rd

retyrj ayetv; it will therefore mean ‘beneath the walls

of Ilion’, and the reference would seem to be to the

expedition’s arrival in the Troad. wpro is no obstacle

to this: if one wishes to insist on the idea of ‘starting’

(though I find little of this in passages such as Sept. 89
inip TEiyicov 6 levKaam; opvvrai lao;), one may think

of the force beginning the advance from the beach to

the city. In fact the idea of ‘rushing furiously', which
is so prominent in this verb, is more appropriate if it

refers to the actual assault on Ilion, not preceded by
the long sea voyage. Either reference suits the

general context (it might be objected that the follow-

ing words, nevOopai d ' an' o/iixdrojr vooror, favour a
reference to the initial departure, but should an
exact correspondence of that nature be demanded of

Aeschylus?).

On this view then, the ships were coming to land,

therefore their mooring-cables were thrown ashore

—

and yappo; dam a, which, we may now say with

Fraenkel, is an emendatio palmaris. It gives perfect

sense and metre; paleographically it is close to the

transmitted text. The same cannot be said of any
of its rivals.

I. C'. Cunningham
.Xational Library of Scotland,

Edinburgh.

1 The assumptions behind it. that yprivo; is the

subject of napiipifOtv and that the verb of the inti-

clause is hidden in dKara, seem certain: otherwise the

unparalleled ypdvo; snei ‘it is a long time since’ is

introduced and or violence is applied to innocent
words, see Fraenkel. Cf. also n. 3—Trie limits’ con-
jectures are the merest trifling.

In his commentary Fraenkel seems to sealise this,

as lie speaks of the hauling-in ol the mooring-ropes’:
but i/tjiol>'i ‘hauling-in’ is impossible. Ahrens' com-
parison with ipflolri and ipfidllo used of the loading
of cargo proves nothing: that is merely one facet of
the frequent development of fidllxo from 'throw* to

place : it is a very long way from there to ’haul".

I his sense, stowing away', would in itself be appro-
priate here, but the difficulty of the following line

would still remain.
3 The onl\ explicit exception I have noticed is

B. H. Kennedy, who translates ‘as ’neath the walls of
Ilion advanced the naval army’, without comment:
his treatment of the preceding words requires no
< ri deism. D. C\ C. Young T’Q.n.s. xiv iqbqj 11-121
also places the action on the Trojan beach and thus
gets the nautical matters correct, though he does not
mention this), but I do not find his text and trans-
lation credible. Prof. H. I.lovd-Jones now tells me
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that he has so taken the clause for several years in his

lectures.

4 To follow Casaubon, however, would be wrong,

as it means tampering (however slightly) with words

unobjectionable in themselves, and leaving the

difficulty in the previous words unsolved, and
apparently insoluble.

Alexander’s Macedonian Cavalry and
Diodorus xvii 17.4

In this chapter Diodorus is specifically giving the

numbers of the various contingents who actually

crossed into Asia with Alexander in 334 B.c. (of /ter

oitv per’ ’A'/.eidrdpov biafiavre; el; rjjr ’Aaiav ktX.)
,

that is to say, the numbers of the advance-party sent

over by Philip in 3361 are not included in his totals.

If this fact is borne in mind, a possible emendation

and solution can be offered to the much disputed

clause &paKt; be rtpobpopoi Kai llaiove: iwaxoaioi.

Now the Thracians were not identical with the

71pobpopoi, who were also called aupiaaoq>opot; these

latter being almost certainly native Macedonian light

cavalry; 2 and various emendations to Diodorus’ text

usually involving unnecessary ingenuity, have been

suggested. Thus Berve3 thinks that rxpobpofioi should

be transposed after Ilaioves; and Beloch4 believes

that a reference to the Macedonian lancers and their

numbers has dropped out of our text.

Now Diodorus says that 30,000 infantry and 4,500

cavalry altogether crossed with Alexander; but his

totals add up to 33,000 infantry and 5,100 cavalry,

this latter figure being in agreement with that given

by Ptolemy. 5 Anaximenes of Lampsacus, 6 a con-

temporary of Alexander, gives the figures for the

army in 334 as 43,000 infantry and 5,500 cavalry.

These figures represent, in all probability, the total

forces of the army after its conjunction with the

advance-party, whose numbers were in the region of

io,ooo. 7 P. A. Brunt points out 8 that there is reason

for believing that even Anaximenes’ total for the

cavalry is too low. For by subtracting the 5,100 of

Ptolemy (and Diodorus) from the 5,500 of Anaxi-

menes, we are left with the figure of only 400 cavalry

for the advance-party; and as Brunt points out, ‘it

was well known that the enemy strength lay in

cavalry; so small a contingent would have been

inadequate, and bears no relation to the resources in

cavalry at Philip's disposal’. Hence the number of

cavalry in the advance-force should probably be

reckoned at 1 .000, and the total number of cavalry in

334 at 6,100. Brunt suggests that Anaximenes

arrived at his figure of 5.300 by neglecting or over-

looking a contingent of600 cavalry in Alexander's own
army, and then adding the 1,000 cavalry of the

advance-force to the resulting 4,500 who crossed with

Alexander.

Now Diodorus says 9 that the advance-party was a

mixed force of Macedonians and mercenaries, but

gives no indication as to the proportion of mercenaries
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to Macedonians. However, it seems to be a reason-

able conjecture that in the cavalry arm of this force,

at least, the mercenaries were outnumbered by the

Macedonian troopers; for Philip had an abundance of

native Macedonian cavalry at his disposal, who were
no doubt cheaper to maintain than mercenary
cavalry—an important factor in view of the depleted

state of the treasury at the end of Philip’s reign. But,

on the other hand, it seems likely that the mercenaries

were not too heavily outnumbered by the Mace-
donians, since Alexander appears to have disposed of

a considerable force of mercenary cavalry at

Gaugamela,10 though Diodorus mentions no mercen-
ary cavalry as having crossed to Asia in 334, and
only a few are recorded as having reached Alexander
between 334 and 331. I suggest a proportion of 400
mercenary cavalry to 600 Macedonian, whose identity

I shall leave for the moment.
Now, the numbers of the aapiaanipupoi is a much

disputed point. However, we know that at the

Granicus they were divided into four ilae, or squad-
rons;11 that is to say, they were grouped into half

as many squadrons as the Companion cavalry. The
average strength of an He of the Companions at this

time, exclusive of the agema of 300. was about 215
men. 12 A similar strength for the aapiaootpopoi

w'ould give 860 men, or on a ‘round figure’ 900.13

The numbers of the Thracian and Paeonian cavalry

are also disputed. Berve14 puts them at about 700;

Brunt,15 with more probability, at about 600.

We may now turn back to the identity of the 600

Macedonian cavalry in the advance-party. I suggest

that they were oaptoooipopoi (or Tipodpopot), a view

hinted at by Brunt, who adds that it may be of

significance in this context that at the Granicus they

were under the command of Amvntas, one of the

generals of the advance-party. This will mean that

on my reckoning only 300 aapiaatxfupoi crossed into

Asia with Alexander in 334. This number, when
added to the 600 Thracian and Paeonian cavalry,

gives goo—the figure given in Diodorus’ text at the

disputed point. If my arguments are correct, then

no drastic alteration need be made of the text, the

only necessary emendation being the insertion of Kai

between bt and rrpobpofioi, to give the reading

&puKe; be Kai rrpobpofwi Kai IJaiove; kt/.. The
omission of Kai is easily done, and by its restoration,

Diodorus is proved correct, since there were in fact a

total of goo Thracians, Tipobpo/ioi or oapioooffupot,

and Paeonians who crossed into Asia with Alexander;

though after the conjunction with the advance-party

the oaptaoo(f<>pot totalled nearlv goo. 16

Finally, why does Diodorus not include the

Trpobpofioi among the Macedonian cavalry in his list?

Two possible answers suggest themselves. Firstly, to

Diodorus, as to all the other sources, ‘the Mace-
donians' in the case of cavalry signified above all the

Companion cavalry, just as the term in the case of

infantry means almost exclusively the Hvpaspists and
Pczhetaeri; thus one would never suspect, for example,

that among Diodorus’ 1,000 Agrianians and archers
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there was a contingent of native Macedonian
toxotaeA7 Secondly, despite Berve18 who maintains

that the Thracians, as distinct from the Paeonians

and rxpodpopot, were a heavy cavalry unit, all three

contingents that make up Diodorus’ 900 were in all

probability light cavalry. 19 Diodorus is being quite

logical in grouping the Macedonian ,tpudpofioi with

two non-Macedonian contingents. For after group-

ing together and describing the army’s heavy cavalry

('the Companions, the Thessalians, and the cavalry of

the Hellenic League), he then goes on to group

together and give the contingents of the light cavalry;

though it would certainly have been clearer to us if

he had given the separate contingents in the order

rpoSpopoi de Kai Opane; Kai Tlalore; ktX.

R. D. Milxs
University ofNew England,

Armidale.

1 Diodorus xvi 91.
2 For the identification of npobpopoi as aapiaaoepopoi,

see H. Berve, Das Alexanderreich auf prosopographischer

Grundlage, i 129 (henceforth cited as Berve i). For

the npodpopoi as Macedonian cavalry, see Berve i 1 29

;

P. A. Brunt, JHS lxxxiii (1963) 28. Both refute

Tarn (Alexander the Great, ii 158), who maintains that

‘the lancers were not Macedonians at all but Balkan

troops’.

3
i 134-

4 Griechische Geschichte iii
2 2.235.

6 F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker,

no. 138, F4.

6 Jacoby, no. 72, F29.
7 Polyaenus, v 44.4.
8 Op. cit., 35.
9 xvii 7.10.
10 Arrian iii 12.3.
11

Cf. Brunt, op. cit., 27.
12 Probably overstrength because of the need for

cavalry in the war against the Persians.
13 There seems to be no reason for not believing that

an He of Macedonian rrpodpo/uoi was of the same size

as an He of Macedonian Companion cavalry; cf.

Berve i 106, who makes this assumption; though he
erroneously includes both GapiaaorpopoL and Com-
panions in Diodorus' figure of 1,800 Macedonian
cavalry, thus giving each ile a strength of 1 50 men.

14
i 134.

15 Op. cit., 35.
16 This will mean that there were three ilae of

aapiooocpopoi in Asia, and the fourth crossed with
Alexander. The extra 100 or so troopers who
crossed with him would be intended for distribution

among all four ilae after the conjunction of the forces.
17

Cf. Berve i 131 ;
and see Arrian iii 12.2 (Gauga-

mela) for a specific reference to this force.
18

i 134.
19

Cf. Arrian iii 12.4: at Gaugamela the Thracian
cavalry fulfilled on the left wing of the army the
same function as the oaptGoorpopoi on the right wing,
namely that of protecting the exposed flank of the
heavy cavalry.

CORRECTION

By an unfortunate error a line of type was omitted
from page 103 of Axel Seeberg’s article ‘Hephaestus

Rides Again’ in JHS lxxxv (1965). .After line 1 of

section <'3) on that page, the line ‘and stationarv pair.

In the former, lay figures as on the krater, but
bearded’ shoidd be added.
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Lesky (A.) A history of Greek literature.

Trans. J. Willis and C. de Heer. London:

Methuen. 1966. Pp. xviii -j- 92 1 • £'y

Professor A. Leskv's Geschichte der griechischen

Literatur appeared first in instalments between May
1957 and February 1959, and was at once recognized

as of first-class importance, but it did not satisfy its

author, who set about revising it at once, for a second

and much enlarged edition, which appeared in

1963. The first edition was reviewed in this Journal

in 1961 (LXXXI, 157-8); a review of the second

edition has not yet appeared (February 1966). The
present publication, apart from some small mistakes,

such as ‘1948’ for the date of the original publication

of A. Nauck’s edition of the fragments of Aristophanes

of Byzantium (p. 74, n. 2: the right date is '1848’,

as in Lesky2
94, n. 2), is an exact reproduction of

Lesky’s second edition, without any supplementary

matter at all.

This has one advantage for those who already

possess the original and know enough German to use

it—they need not trouble themselves to buy the

English version; but it leads to the foolish position

that works which Lesky rightly described (in 1961,

when his bibliography to all intents and purposes

stops) as ‘in Vorbereitung’ are still ‘forthcoming’ in

the English translation, though in fact they appeared

in 1962. This is hardly good enough; and it is

unfortunate that no hint is given that there has been

a new edition of R. A. Pack’s Greek and Latin Literary

Papyri since Lesky carefully provided all his references

to papyrus fragments with the appropriate numbers

in Pack, 1 hardly any of which are now correct. (There

would clearly not have been time to correct them all

before the book was published ; but room might have

been found for a warning, and for some additional

bibliography, on the blank p. xvi.)

The translation is accurate where I have checked

it, but it reads at times rather stiffly and it is not

entirely exempt from what experience makes me
identify as ‘Batavinity* : ‘The Lesbian Lyric’ as a

sectional heading on p. 1 28 is certainly not English

—

‘Lesbian Lyric’ would be better, but pedantic;

perhaps ‘The Lyric Poetry of Lesbos’ would have been

satisfactory. By using a larger page than in the

Swiss edition, and less bulky paper, the publishers

have produced a rather more manageable volume,

with a much more satisfactory raise en page

;

but they

have sacrificed some of their advantage by not using

smaller type for all the bibliographies, and a good

deal more by not providing a stout enough binding;

in the review copy there is already an unsightly

crack between the endpapers and the half-title—

-

and since the book will certainly be in great demand

in the Societies’ library it will soon have to be re-

bound. This is a point which all University and

College librarians should note: the book is certainly

the best handbook for Classics students which we have,

but its price means that few copies will reach the

students’ hands except on loan from libraries.

J. A. Davison

University of Leeds

Gil (L.) Ed. Introduccion a Homero. By F.

Rodriguez Adrados and others. Madrid: Edi-

ciones Guadarrama. 1963. Pp. 558. 48 illus.

Price not stated.

Adrados reviews the arguments of the Homeric

Question with an approach that seems at first unduly

reactionary'. Thirty pages survey the Analysts, four

(in a chapter on the Unitarians) the devotees of oral

and comparativist theories, even fewer the impact of

archaeology. But multiple authorship, even with

editorial curtailments, entails repetition, and vital

though such matters are to the evaluation or dissolu-

tion of the Question, they' have been appropriated

for fuller treatment by other contributors: Gil will

deal with the formulae in his concise section on

language and metre: Galiano with the archaeological

background: Adrados himself with the Linear B
texts. Thus is starkly lit the absence of Index or

regular cross-referencing. Not so amplified, how-

ever, is the rather slender treatment of the Kakridis-

Pestalozzi-Kullmann-Schoek school of neoanalysm

i the last two not mentioned at all;, and I am doubtful

if the arguments for oral composition are adequately

communicated. Galiano sketches the transmission

of the text and appends a most welcome chapter on

the literary intlucnce of Homer on the early modern

literatures. Lasso de la Vega, Gil, and Adrados

describe at length the World of Homer. This is the

core of the book, and rather more than half its bulk.

The style becomes more expansive and emancipated

from the charting of modern opinion. Reference to

the poems, as always, is copious and in the text. It

would be well, however, if the reality in time and

place of this World were more prominently discussed.

Only Adrados keenly feels that Homeric heroes may
fight in a world as composite as their dialect. On
other current questions the authors maintain: the

historicity of the Trojan War: a Mycenaean base,

linguistic, social and material, for the poems; an

Aeolic stage in the evolution of the poetic dialect;

a late eighth century date for the poeps) ; a role for

writing in the final composition of the Grossepos: the

impossibility of proving the C’horizont position; the

recitation of the poems at early festivals.

The authors, as is proper, confine themselves to

report and description. They contrive on the whole

to be both brief and inclusive, difficult ideals in the

face of Homeric scholarship, to which the graces of

stvle must sometimes be sacrificed. Annotation is

mostlv confined to authorities for the assertions of the
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text: consequently one's favourite authors are passed

over where one expects to meet them and some re-

condite papers fulfil a problematical need in a work

of this sort. Short bibliographies are provided for

some chapters. These expect proficiency in French,

German, English and Italian. Greek would be use-

ful, but is hardly sine qua non, since terms are generally

translated as well as quoted, except in the linguistic

section. If this book comes into anyone’s hands, it

will not be too hastily compared with the Wace-

Stubbings Companion. The editor’s team, though a

tribute to the vigour of Hellenic studies in Spain, is

smaller and less scintillating, his publisher nowhere so

luxurious, the weight of his emphasis often different,

but in some respects his book is more comprehensive,

consistent and balanced than the Companion, and

makes a worthy member of the publisher’s series.

J. B. Hainsworth.

King's College, London.

Lee (D. J. N.) The similes of the Iliad and the

Odyssey compared. (Australian Humanities

Research Council monograph no. 10.) Melbourne:

Melbourne University Press, for Australian

Humanities Research Council. (London: Cam-
bridge U.P.j 1964. Pp. vii — 80. 155.

The thesis of this short study is that, as the similes

of the Iliad are cumbersome and of a workmanship

inferior to that of the surrounding narrative, they are

later in date and sometimes the work of Homerids,

while those of the Odyssey, being simple and con-

sistently excellent, are contemporaneous with the

narrative. ‘The Odyssey remains a Nausicaa, simplex

mundiliis, while the Iliad is dowdy with an excess of

pearls (many of them cultured 1 and diamonds (many

of them only glass)’ (p. 16). Though there is much
denigration of the similes of the Iliad, this work is not

a mere essay in debunking. A series of numbered

short sections on various literary and linguistic topics

are followed by an excursus on and there are also

three lists cataloguing length of simile, words of

introduction and subject-matter.

Lee accepts Shipp's view that the similes of the

Iliad are late, but one may not conclude from Shipp’s

close linguistic analysis that they are post-Homeric;

see Kirk, The Songs of Homer, so 1 ff.

He believes that there are many more similes in the

Iliad than in the Odyssey because increasingly sophisti-

cated audiences found the fighting scenes intolerable

without similes (p. 5). But while it is true that

similes belong particularly to narrative of battle, they

sometimes so far from relieving descriptions of fighting

intensify them as in the struggle over the body of

Patroclus (II. xvii 735 ff.). Lee finds clusters of

mile in the Iliad ‘monotonous and mechanical’ (p.si

13); he includes in this judgment the rich variety of

II. xi 62-73, where there are four similes of widely

differing subject-matter, all well suited in different

ways to the immediate action. The series of similes

at this point emphasises that on this morning the

fighting begins again with a new intensity.

Some of the linguistic notes are perhaps of greater

interest, e.g. the examination of Te in similes (pp.

27 fi). But in the linguistic discussions too some

doubts arise. It is, for example, unnecessary to

suppose that opeorpi, which occurs in similes only in a

locative sense, is a ‘false archaism’ (p. 25) created by a

late composer, for, contrary to Lee’s view, the metri-

cally equivalent opeaai could not have been substi-

tuted, since it is not used in Homer locatively without

a preposition; on opearpi see Chantraine, Grammaire

Homerique I3 p. 499. Nor is it true to say that similes

lack traditional formulae (p. 26), for Adam Parry

has shown that even the famous comparison of the

camp fires to a starry sky (II. viii 555 ff.) is made up of

numerous formulaic units (TAPhA 87, 1956, 1 f.).

Lee advances the theory fpp. 40 ff.) that Aig in the

phrase re Aig was a non-existent word arising out of

a misinterpretation of an original cyg rO.'r.i-, ‘like a

crustacean’, on the grounds that a late singer or

rhapsode judged it unseemly that such a comparison
should be used of the hero Agamemnon at II. xi 239
The only place where the word is found in the

nominative without an epithet), and so reinterpreting

the words by misdivision, produced the word Aig,

which acquired the meaning ‘lion’. The theory is

enterprising, but there are objections. In his violent

grabbing (/.u/uadjz) at the thrusting spear that failed to

find its mark Agamemnon may properly be compared
to a lissome beast of prey rather than to a lumbering
crab. Further, there could have been no objection to

‘unpoetic’ similes in archaic times; see e.g. the simile

of the mosquito at II. xvii 570. It was in Alexandrian
times that the propriety of homely similes in the Iliad

was questioned; see e.g. A Scholia on the gossiping

women (II. xx 252) and further BICS 8, 1961, 64 b
Perhaps the least attractive aspect of Lee’s work is

his almost obsessive polemic against Hermann
Frankel’s Die homerischen Gleichnisse, which he states

that he did not use until his own work had been
prepared. The main cause of the attack is Frankel’s

belief in a multiple correspondence between the long
simile and the immediate context. It is true that

some of Frankel’s interpretations invite disagreement,
e.g. the statement that the rock in the simile of a
waterfall (II. ix 14 f.) is to be taken symbolically of
Agamemnon’s inexorable will ' Frankel p. 21 ; cf. Lee
p. 9). But we could have been spared the scornful

vilification of this important work by a most respected

scholar. Here a general point arises. The abandon-
ment by Wilamowitz and Frankel of the old doctrine

of a simple tertium comparationis in favour of complex
interpretations of the relationship between simile and
context added much to the understanding of these

problems (e.g. Wilamowitz, Die Bias und Homer,
p. 168 f. on II. xviii 219 and Frankel p. 9 on II. vi

506). Recently there has been a reaction against
their sometimes oversubtle search for symbols and
overtones, and Jachmann, Der homerische Schiffskatalog

und die Ilias, pp. 267 ff
,
has advocated a retvrn to the
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single point of comparison. But such a doctrinaire

approach will not suffice. Tertium comparationis is a

necessary point of departure, but some similes

correspond to their contexts in a much more compli-

cated way than others; cf. AJPh 78, 1957, 1 17 ff. It

should also be noted that apparent lack of corres-

pondence may be due not to the poet’s incompetence

but, as Kirk says (Songs of Homer, p. 346), to ‘the

exploration of extreme possibilities in a medium which

is completely mastered’.

Lee's catalogues of similes are a useful ready-

reckoner on problems of length of simile, words of

introduction and subject-matter. One possible

omission is the expression to denote time of day, the

wood-cutter 1 II. xi 86) and the judge
(
Od

.

xii 4391.

The expression of likeness at Od. iv 74 and the para-

tactic simile at Od. vi 162 should also have been in-

cluded for completeness.

Michael C'offey.

University College London.

Beck 1 G. Die Stellung des 24. Buches der Ilias in

der alten Epentradition. Brunswick: the

Author. 1964. Pp. 257. Price not stated.

Twentieth century analysm has proved almost as

durable an old soldier as nineteenth-century uni-

tarianism. Since it will not die it is worthwhile, at

least at the level of the present work, to argue the

matter on its own ground. It has seemed possible

at various times to dislodge Q (and XF

)

from the Iliad

on structural grounds and to confirm the hypothesis

with linguistic points and the 11-poet’s background

assumptions. Beck methodically probes the structure

and the background, using principally the methods

of Schadewaldt. Architecturally, he maintains, a

wrath-poem must end with a reconciliation, and since

the wrath of Achilles bifurcates he must be reconciled

not onlv with Agamemnon but with his new personal

foe. Hector: i) is properly foreshadowed and is a

proper climax to the stories of Hector and Achilles:

or so we think as good humanitarians. Yet it is

equally plausible, if less edifying, that wrath should

be consummated in vengeance, a climax for which it

would not be diffic ult to find adequate foreshadowing

in the Iliad. The general aesthetic statement, shorn

of all temporal dimension, cannot be more than state-

ment of faith. The evaluation of 'I'-O would benefit

from criticism based on the outlook of the post-Parry

school of Homerists whose comparativism forestalls

the application of rigid absolute standards, and

whose methods offer some insight into the normalities

of Homeric stele and ethos. There is little question

that the funerals, in which the reconciliations are

implicit, are not only a regular theme but also the

climax of a regular thematic sequence, cf. the

Aithinpis and its obsession with obsequies. Beck makes

no use of comparative method, not even against

analysm. for which purpose D. C. Young’s satire

O. & R. 6.96 ff. 1 conceals some very valid points.

Beck steps beyond the Iliad only in the matter of the
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chronological relations of S> and the Cycle, Hesiod,

and Odyssey. He believes, rightly, that nothing in the

last two is a source for Q (apart from the athetised Q
45), but that Q is implied in

/
3 : a very literary stand-

point. as if we were as well informed about early

heroic poetry as about, say. Roman epic or stylistic

mimesis behaved in the same way as in literate

times. On the relation of the Cycle to Q Beck refuses

to commit himself. A long appendix forms a com-

mentary on the problems of specific passages. There

is no index.

J. B. Hainsworth
King's College , London.

Hoekstra (A.) Homeric modifications of for-

mulaic prototypes: studies in the develop-
ment of Greek epic diction. (Verhandel-

ingen der k. Ned. Akademie van Wetenschappen,
afd. letterkunde, n.r. lxxi, i.j Amsterdam:
North-Holland Publishing Co. 1965. Pp. 172.

Too many scholars have been lured to destruction

by a Siren song enticing them to peel off the later

‘contaminated' layers of Homer: happily. Dr
Hoekstra has put the right amount of wax in his ears,

and steered clear of prehistoric fantasies.

His book is a loosely connected collection of essays,

rather than a systematic treatise, in which firstly, he

demonstrates that decomposition of the epic style

started long before the Iliad and the Odyssey reached

their final form; secondly, he argues that this decom-
position was a creative process which enriched an

earlier poor and stereotyped formulaic system.

His method is to examine, in reverse chronological

order, certain linguistic features (quantitative meta-

thesis, loss of initial digamma, movable ->j, and to see

hour their presence in the Homeric language affected

epic formulae.

Quantitative metathesis and loss of initial digamma
are examined in chapters 2 and 3 respectively. Dr
Hoekstra’s conclusion is that very few new formulae,

if any, were engendered by these two phenomena.
This, he suggests, was because oral composition came
to an end so soon after their occurrence that hardly

any new expressions had time to achieve formulaic

fixitv. He demonstrates, however, that both played

a part in epic decomposition, and brought about

certain modifications of existing formulae. For

example, their presence meant that accusative for-

mulae such as Trdtidrjr J lofirjdtn and Hoaeidacova

(r)avnKTn could be declined to form the new genitive

formulae TrSn’iitn Aio/irjdeo; and Ilooetfituovo; dvafero'

(whit h previously would have been metrically im-

possible .

Hitherto, scholars have spoken of the replacement

of ancient formulae by newer forms: Dr Hoekstra

places the emphasis rather on the enriching and

increasing elaboration of an origmallv simple system

in which the possibilities were more limited. ‘In a

period not too distant from Homer's the formulaic
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diction may have had a more poor and stereotyped

character than its Homeric descendant’ (p. 48).

The importance of movable -v increased drama-
tically with the disappearance of initial digamma,
argues Dr Hoekstra in chapter 4. Used to obviate

hiatus, it became a modifying tool of great versatility.

Its use enabled bards to decline ancient formulae, to

replace an archaic constituent with a new one, to

split a formula or remove it from its traditional place

in the line, and to employ enjambement.

Dr Hoekstra’s arguments are convincing but not

always conclusive. He himself says that his book is

‘of a very provisional character’ (p. 5). Conse-

quently, it would be unfair to criticise it for its incom-

pleteness. One feels that the author has bitten off

more material than he can satisfactorily chew in 1 7

2

pages. Perhaps one day he will expand this collec-

tion of work papers into an opus of permanent value.

Meanwhile, he has provided us with a treasure

trove of ideas and signposts for future research: the

important thing is, all the signposts are pointing in

the right direction.

J. M. Aitchison.

London School of Economics.

Livadaras \N. A. 1 'Icnopia nf xapadoceio; too

KUfievov tov 'Haiodov. ("AOijvd”, avipd

diaTpifiwv Kai fi(?.eT)j/.idTO)f, 1.) Athens:

Myrtidis. 1963. Pp. xvi 4- 267. 9 plates.

Price not stated.

This is supplement no. 1 to the periodical Mdr;vu.

It surveys the history of the Hesiodic text in the ancient

world and then discusses papyri and manuscripts. Of
the latter there is a long list, amounting to 284 items.

The author naturally found it difficult to consider

collating all these; but the fact remains that to dis-

regard numerous late books is not a safe procedure,

since the maxim recentiores, non deteriores is well

established; and so the stemmata offered on pp.
218-220 are to be regarded as no more than pro-

visional.

X. G. \\ ILSON

Lincoln College, Oxford.

Detienne (M.i Crise agraire et attitude reli-

gieuse chez Hesiode. (Collection Latomus,

lxviii.J Brussels: Latomus. 1963. Pp. 64.

Fr.b. 100.

In the first part of the book Detienne studies the

economic crisis in eighth-century Boeotia; in the

second he examines Hesiod’s religious attitude and
attempts to relate this to the contemporary situation.

These are two difficult problems, and Detienne’s work
is, in its author’s own words, a "bref essai’, and one

which is made slighter by the inclusion of lengthy

footnotes and generous quotations from the Works and

Days. As a result, its treatment of the first problem

seemed to the reviewer to be superficial. The infor-

mation offered by Hesiod must be supplemented by
comparative evidence, such as that relating to Attica

a century later or to conditions in modern Greece. It

is true that Detienne does refer to both these other

sources, but only in passing and not in sufficient detail

:

thus, in the case of present-day Greece, Detienne
refers to the short article by Harry L. Levy in TAPhA
87 (1956), pp. 42-6, but ignores the much more
important book by Levy's wife, Ernestine Friedl,

Vasilika, a village in modern Greece lA'ew York, 1962).

The evidence from Vasilika, itself at the foot of

Mount Parnassos, supplies a better commentary on
the Works and Days than some editions of that poem.
The author has some interesting suggestions—

a

‘college of kings’ in eighth-century Boeotia (p. 18),

and ‘la famille des freres’ as an economic unit (pp.

23 ff.)—but otherwise adds little to what has alreadv

been said. Was life in Boeotia really as depressing as

Detienne argues? Apart from the poet’s idyllic

description of summer (582-96 . we have the

crowded lesche (493) and more than one reference to

the feast (e.g. 342). And was Hesiod as isolated as

Detienne would have us belies e ? Several times
Detienne cites the work of A. A. Trever, who in CPh
19 (1924) spoke of Hesiod as ‘a poor peasant farmer,

a deadly conservative, embittered against societv by a
personal pique against his brother, living in a back-
ward section of Greece, off the main highways of
trade, and largely out of touch with the contemporary
current of economic and cultural life’ (p. 1651. In
spite of the archaeological evidence collected since

1924 by Hampe and others, and in spite of the wide-
spread trade of Chalcis and Eretria, the first being a
city which we know that Hesiod visited, Detienne
paints the same kind of picture of Hesiod and the

region he inhabited.

The argument becomes increasingly esoteric when
Detienne goes on to consider what constituted the
‘homme divin’ (731) for Hesiod as compared with
the Greeks of the sixth century, and then the concept
of aletheia, where he stresses the significance of
memory for the poet and those whom he sets out to

instruct. Detienne is surely right to reject any idea
that Hesiod was a revolutionary, but he is wrong, in
the opinion of the reviewer, to deny the ‘enrichissons-

nous’ attitude of the poet. One wants to eschew the
use of labels, however convenient, but there is much
of the bourgeois about Hesiod both in his social status
and in his outlook on life. To call Hesiod, as
Detienne does, ‘tin petit paysan’ is misleading;
Hesiod can certainly thunder in defence of the justice
of Zeus, and yet an element of self-interest is not
absent from his instructions (e.g. 340-1 and 602-3J.
I find Hesiod the religious reformer more convincing
than either Hesiod the political visionary or Hesiod
the advocate of a new technique of agriculture, but all

the relevant passages must be taken into account.
\\ hen it comes to the significance of agriculture among
the Greeks, our evidence is thin, and Detienne has to
turn from Hesiod to Xenophon centuries later.

Perhaps a book of this length does not need an
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index, but a list of the passages discussed with a

reference to the appropriate page would be a great

help.

P. Walcot.
University College, Cardiff.

Gciiaox P.' Etudes beotiennes: le bouclier

d’Heracles et l’histoire de la Grece centrale

dans la periode de la premiere guerre

sacree. Publication des Annales de la faculte

des lettres, Aix-en-Provence, n.s. 37.) Aix-en-

Provence : University. 1963. Pp. 101. 1 map.

Price not stated.

The Hesiodic Shield ofHerakles belongs, of course, to

some historical context. Professor Guillon believes

that he can identify the context and that the poem
itself is a vital piece of evidence for our understanding

of it. An unkind critic might say that it was our

only piece of evidence, but, even if this were true,

both context and interpretation would be, to my
taste, attractive.

With its insistence on the triumph of a Theban
Herakles in the cause of a Delphian Apollo over a

local hero of Pagasai the poem must belong, he argues,

to the same period of Theban expansion in X. Boiotia

which saw the occupation of the Ptoion (i.e. for him

c. 600; but see J. Ducat, REG lxxvii ( 1964 283-92,.

The first Sacred War was then, among other things, a

northern counter-attack which took Delphi out of the

Theban ^and Phokian) sphere of influence and,

through the Amphiktiony, attached it to the Thes-

salian cities and their southern neighbours. The
Pythian section of the Hymn to Apollo at once celebrated

the northern victory and threatened (in the Tel-

phoussa episode
)
the sort of further northern pressure

which led to Keressos and later Hyampolis. And to

tell this wholly convincing story it is only necessary to

shift the Shield from its currently fashionable context

between 590 and about 560 to about 600, a move
which it is hard to believe can be ruled impossible on

literary, historical or archaeological grounds.

But a plausible guess is, perhaps, not all we need.

Early Greek history may not be much more than a

series of guesses, however much we wrap them up in

detailed argument, but even if much of the detail is

superfluous, some is not; nor is precision, 'll est

probable que . . . les positions que Thebes a ete

amenee a prendre . . . aient ete suscitees par la fin de

la Guerre Lelantine qui s’est terminee, probablement.

dans la ame moitie du viime siecle.’ A ‘probable'

war not too long before 600 (ending incidental!}' in a

Thessalian Chalkidian victory) makes a reasonable

motive for Theban interest in the north. A less vague

war between 735 and 700 ending in a Chalkidian

defeat (J. Boardman, BSA lii (1957) 27 ff.) would not

be quite so useful. Again it is instructive to compare

the admirable clarity of Parke and Boardman, JHS
lxxvii (1957) 276 ff., with Guillon’s sensible but very

brief note 84 on Herakles and the Delphic tripod—

-

there is too much that is relevant and important here
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for it to be brushed aside. Again Stesichoros in his

Kyknos departs from the Shield story. Is it enough to

point out that Herakles wins an easier victory in the

latter, or justifiable then to advance, even as a

‘hypothese’ that ‘c’est de Delphes qu’est venue
l'inspiration, voire la commando, du Kycnos’ so that

Stesichoros wrote ‘pour effacer la souvenir du
Bouclier ’ ? Surely it would be more profitable to ask

if more could be discovered about the difference

between the two, to ask, for example, if the artistic

representations of the Herakles 'Kyknos struggle (on

which see F. Vian, REA xlvii (1945) 5-32) do, as Sir

Maurice Bowra suggests
(
GLP2

p. 122), derive from
Stesichoros, or perhaps, some of them, from the

Shield, and, if they do derive from Stesichoros, to

wonder if this has any implications for the date of the

Shield.

This is not to say that I do not believe Professor

Guillon. Only that I think I could be made to

believe more firmly.

W. G. Forrest.

U'adham College, Oxford.

Fondation' Hardt. Entretiens sur l’antiquite

classique. x. Archiloque. Vandoeuvres-

Geneva: Fondation Hardt ^Cambridge: Heffer).

1964. Pp. viii + 307. £2 1 or.

The darkness enshrouding the great figure of

Archilochus has been so far lightened by recent

papyrological and archaeological discoveries that it

was fitting that the tenth session of the Fondation

Hardt should review the present state of our know-
ledge. Seven papers were read, of which two are

archaeological, one linguistic, two philological, and
two examine Archilochus’ influence on later writers.

The ensuing interesting, if rather muddled, discussion,

in which the chairman and two other scholars joined,

is also printed.

Prof. Pouilloux treats of Archiloque et Thasos: histoire

et poesie from the standpoint of the excavations in

which he has played a prominent role. First, he

sums up the literary evidence—for Telesicles’ settle-

ment in about 680 b.c. and A.’s arrival a generation

later, for his friends, hardships and adventures.

Turning to the excavations, he adduces finds in the

sanctuary of Artemis to show that Telesicles en-

countered a people far from savage and participating

in the culture of the north Aegean; some ivory lions

are identical with those found at Zenjirli. The
initial settlement was made peaceably and cemented

by intermarriage; and the Bellerophon plate bears

witness to increasing Cycladic influence. Excavation

suggests that it may have been the arrival of A.’s own
wave of settlers which led to violence in this settled

community. At one moment they were besieged in

the acropolis, at another fighting to possess the

Thracian Peraea; the tomb of Glaucos, their general,

was found in 1954. Pouilloux adds some remarks

about Thasian cults; and derives from Pausanias’
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account of the Cnidian lesche a dubious theory of

’missionary' activity in Thasos at the end oi the eighth

centurv. The theme Archilochos und Paros is treated

bv M. Kontoleon. formerly Ephor of the Cyclades,

under two heads: ’The Honours Paid to A. on Paros’

and ’Paros in the Time of A’. The honours are

exemplified bv a fourth-century sepulchral inscription

and bv the later Archilocheion of Mnesiepes, for

which the Mnnummtum Archilochi and the Elitas

inscription were prepared: and more widespread

interest in the cult is shown by the Boston pyxis,

lashioned at Eretria about 460 b.c:., and depicting

the voting A \ encounter with the Muses, f or the

time of A. Kontoleon envisages an ’orientalising’

group of Eretria. Paros and Miletus and a westward-

looking group of Xaxos. Chalcis and Corinth. He
makes Paros the dispersion-centre of so-called Melian

ware: and associates it also with sub-geometric

Siphnian. ’C an the fact that the representations on

Melian w ai e ai e so c losely woven into their decorative

context, and that the decoration does not appear as

subordinate, fail to remind us of A. who sought to

present nature in its entirety.’’ Kontoleon’s paper

is even more exciting than Pouilloux’s. but probably

less sound. Beazley has not. as he supposes, been

convint ed bv his view that the Boston pyxis shows the

V legend: and I think it highly unlikely. The

’Muses’, as Kontoleon himself says, are standing or

sitting -there is nothing to suggest the meeting of two

parties both cm the move—and neither by night nor by

da> is black the II Vi ensgestalt of Muses any more than

of women.
In Archilochus and the Oral Tradition. Professor Page

illustrates the continuing effect of traditional forms on

A.’s language, structure and thought—overwhelming

in the dactylic poems, and predominant even in the

cretirs, though here an element of selection and

novelty may betray the use of the pen. Page argues

with his usual energy; and there is a recent translation

of A. to show that his warnings are not superfluous:

but it must be said that he sometimes gets carried

away by his own enthusiasm. If we have no idea

what is meant bv u/yr/iccrj OKrrd/.ij 163 1

. how can

we know that it is an echo of a/i'i'/nri/ Kfiudiji 1142 ,

J

Is it not more significant that A. fails to use d/.w'i:

than that Homer once uses Ti'if/.d; 1 1401 ! lin'd

mav well be ’dignified enough for Aeschylus’ (133 .

but its onlv appearance in tragedy is as a varia lectio.

There is no good reason to doubt the authenticity of

fr. 14 D which was probably in Menetor’s collection ;

and there are other things here, which might be

reconsidered in the light of Dr Scherer’s interesting

paper Die Spun he de\ Archilochos and of Snell s com-

ments on both occ asions. Professor Dover contri-

butes an excellent paper on The Poetry of Archilochus.

He demonstrates the similarity in history, language

and sentiment of earlv elegiac and cretic poetry; and

argues from the fart that Tyrtaeus is linguistically

nearer to the ionians than is either Homer or the

Laconian vernacular to the conclusion that mainland

elegy is an importation from the East. That A.

belongs to a primitive tradition, independent in large

measure of the Epic, is shown by the fact that his

mode of utterance, dramatic, emotional, obscene and

embroidered with fable is common in primitive cul-

tures elsewhere. The same comparison suggests

that we cannot be too sure of the actuality of his

statements; the squire of Enyalios may never have

thrown away his shield after all.

Dr Buhler’s paper should have been entitled

Hipponax und Kallimachos—even so it is rather slight.

He compares the Iambi of Callimachus with earlier

work in the genre, and makes a number of points

—

catholicity of theme, milder and more philosophical

tone, strictness of choliambic metre—which might

escape the careless reader. Professor Wistrand’s

study of Archilochus and Horace is much more distin-

guished. I think he establishes that what Horace
says about his poetic beginnings in Ep. II. ii, 41 ff. is

not that poverty made him think of a literary career,

but that it made him such a desperado that he sank

to the level of verse composition—which happened to

make his fortune. Wistrand also proves that

Bentley's construction of Ep. I, xix, 28 is correct:

‘Sappho and Alcaeus blend their poetry with

Archilochus’ metre'— Horace is following a metrical

theory, then current, that the Lesbian metres were
composed of elements found already in the verses of

Archilochus. This is deeply interesting in itself and
preserves the logic of the context.

A. D. Frrrox Brown.
Coipus Christ i College. Cambridge.

Boura (C. M. Pindar. Oxford: the Clarendon
Press. 1964. Pp. xvii — 44b. £1 10s.

In a topical adaptation of the ballad of Lord
Rendel which he contributed to the Christmas Soiree

of the Manchester University Classical Society in

1929. E. W. V. Clifton assured us unforgettably that

passages for unseen translation from ‘Plato and
Pindar’ are ‘strong poison'; and most of the books
about Pindar which have been published since iqq^
have done little or nothing to remove the impression
that Pindar is a very difficult author, and that to

interpret him requires a verv rare combination of
qualities; that these qualities must be even rarer than
the authors of these books would have us believe, their

own productions have in too manv cases demonstrated
bevond any possibility of refutation. So one opens
Sir Maurice Bowra's laconically titled book in a state

nicely balanced between hope that here, if anywhere,
w ill be the proof that Pindar is not quite as inaccessible

or as unrewarding as his would be interpreters have
sometimes made him appear, and apprehension that
the alleged difficulties of the task (I had almost
written ‘ascent’ i may have defeated even his Oxford
editor. But the preface, with its calm but clear-
sighted words, is reassuring: Bowra is not daunted by
the difficulties, whose existence not forgetting those
(uused b\ what he charitably describes as ’much
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specialized work ... on him which calls for considera-

tion in a wider scheme’) he neither denies nor

exaggerates. ‘I have been forced,’ he writes, ‘to give

considerable space to my own opinions’, and the level

on which those opinions are to be sought is clearly

shown by his refusal to repeat the work done already

by Wilamowitz in his Pindaros (the only work of

Pindaric interpretation named in the Preface) or to

spend much time on textual criticism or metric, sub-

jects on which he claims to have little to add to what
has been said by others. The names of these others

(Irigoin for the text, Maas and Wilamowitz for metre)

will be found in the very extensive bibliography

{‘Abbreviations’, pp. xi-xvii).

After these preliminaries the book is divided into

nine chapters, supported by three appendixes and
two indexes. With sure judgement, Bowra begins

with ‘The Theory of Poetry’ (1-41), in which Pindar's

own reflections on the craft ofpoetry are collected and
translated and set in an illuminating commentary, so

that we may see Pindar as a really systematic thinker

(one of the very first in history) about the literary

profession. The next three chapters deal, in the same
mingling of Greek text, translation and commentary,
with the world which provided the subject-matter for

Pindar’s poetry: ‘Gods, Heroes and Men’ (42-98!,

‘Echoes of Politics’ (99-158) and ‘The Athletic Ideal'

(159-9 1 ), after which we return to Pindar the poet,

with chapters on "Manner and Mannerisms’ (192-

238), ‘The Scope of Imagery’ (239-77), ‘The

Treatment of Myth' (278-316) and ‘Unity and
Variety in Structure" (3 17-54), followed by a summing
up in ‘The Poetical Personality’ 1355-401 ). The
appendixes deal with ‘The Date of Pythian II'

(402-5), making a strong case for 454 b.c. rather than

474, with ‘Pindaric Chronology’ (406-13), ending

with a ‘List of Dates' in which the lavish use of ques-

tion-marks reveals the shakiness of the foundations,

and with ‘Olympain 5’ (414-20), concluding that

this poem was composed by an author who knew
Pindar’s work well but lacked his inspiration. The
indexes are of passages from Pindar (421-9) and of

general topics (430-46), the second being confined to

classical names and subjects dealt with, followed by a

few Greek words.

It cannot be said that the picture of Pindar which

emerges from Bowra’s account is an entirely attractive

one: the man was evidently proud and difficult

beyond the ordinary wont even of poets, and his atti-

tude of mind was intensely old-fashioned, even for his

own day (Bowra remarks that ‘though he saw himself

as a Panhellenic poet, he was less worthy of the title

than Simonides, who had a keener insight into the

new forces at work in Greece’—400). What does

come through with staggering force, even to those who
believed themselves to know something about Pindar

already, is the sheer brilliance of the man’s poetry'

both in its verbal artistry (and we could have done

with more examination of this from the point of view

of metre and speech rhythm) and in his power of

•evoking with a few words a whole scene in all its
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colour and dimensions and play of emotion think of

Pelops praying to Poseidon, ‘alone in the darkness’,

of the birth of Iamos, of the sleeping eagle, or of the

gay voices of the sailors ringing across the Saronic

Gulf); it is hard to think that any poet ever exempli-

fied more perfectly the dictum ascribed to Simonides

(of all people!) that ‘poetry is vocal painting’. This

is a picture of Pindar and his poetry to set the readers’

imaginations aflame, and to inspire a resolve that any

difficulty of language (and Bowra shows in passing

that such difficulties may not be by any means as

great as has often been supposed) would be worth

overcoming if the end were that they could read

Pindar’s poems as he wrote them.

Bowra intended, he tells us (p. vii), ‘to provide an

introduction to Pindar’, and in this he seems to me
to have succeeded beyond anything which he can

have hoped for—and indeed beyond anything which

might have been expected even by those who valued

at its true worth his Harvard study of Pythian 2, first

published in 1937. I am not going to claim that

what he has written is entirely flawless (rd <)’ ovk

£7i avdpdai Ketrai), but this is not the place for minor
cavils. The impression which this book, taken as a

whole, leaves upon my mind is that of a really monu-
mental achievement, establishing Bowra once for all

as a member of that small band of scholars in whom
the union of <pvd and didcr/jj have produced the power
of truly creative criticism. Pindar's poetry now lies

before us as a new found land, which we may all

explore profitably in company with this splendid

guide.

J. A. Davison.

I 'muenity of Leeds.

Knox ,B. M. \V.) The heroic temper: studies in

Sophoclean tragedy. (Sather classical lec-

tures, 35.) Berkeley and Los Angeles: L'niver-

sity of California Press (London: Cambridge

U.P.). 1964. Pp. ix -f 210. £2 5 s.

The first two chapters discuss ‘that extraordinary

figure’ the Sophoclean Hero, for Sophocles' drama
always presents ‘the tragic dilemma of a single per-

sonality facing the supreme crisis of his life'—except

the Trachiniae, which ‘does not conform to the pat-

tern’. The hero is always of the same general type:

passionate, defiant, rejecting compromise even to the

death, for he will never surrender. He ‘longs for

death'. For consider: in the seven plays of Aeschylus

there is not a single suicide; in the nineteen of

Euripides, only four; but in the seven of Sophocles,

as many as six. The list follows. Some may think

that Deianeira, Eurydice, Haemon and Iocasta kill

themselves out of despair, not defiance; that Antigone

hangs herself not to defy Creon but because she prefers

a swift to a lingering death. But apparently we
should be wrong. Ajax? What Sophocles seems

to say is that when the umpires decided against him
his instant response was to murder them; that now,
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having failed, he can only kill himself, since he cannot

face his father and will not seek a glorious death in

battle, because that might help the Greeks. But no,

for he is a Hero : therefore, he scorns the compromise
that Sophocles does not say much about, ‘decides for

death rather than submission’ (p. 8), ‘crowns with a

final magnificent act of violence a long saga of prow-

ess in battle' (p. 140 i
,
and so is one of those heroes who

‘in their failure achieve strange success'.—Very
strange. Again, Athena treats Ajax ‘almost as an
equal’ where ‘Ajax’ is not a misprint for ‘Odysseus'.

He shows ‘aristocratic intransigence’, in contrast with

Odysseus who, on p. 122, shows (in securing Ajax"

burial] the ‘adaptability’ which marks "the new
democratic ideal', but, on p. 152, his own 'tragic

sense of file’. Take your choice—unless you think

the tragic sense of fife and democratic adaptability are

pretty much the same. Sophocles does not actually

say that Ajax was showing aristocratic intransigence:

indeed, he suggests twice 1761, 777) that Ajax could

not kut fivdportov fpoveiv. and once (131 f. that the

gods do not really admire such men. However, he is

a Sophoclean hero, and so it must be.

Some readers may have received the impression

that the chorus and Tecmessa make a point of this,

that by his conduct Ajax has put them in dire peril

from which he cannot protect them; that Sophocles

wrote 487 if. to suggest that Tecmessa. who had
suffered something far worse than Ajax, was able to

take it much more wisely. The impression would be

wrong: 'unrelenting concentration on the hero' is the

Sophoclean hallmark; 'the attention of the audience

must be focused exclusively on the hero’ (pp. 3. 120;

;

he ‘acts in a terrifying vacuum’ (p. 5). The primary

function of the secondary figures, among whom
Tecmessa and locasta are fisted, is to advise the hero

and fail to bend his inexorable will (p. 120). There-

fore, when locasta, in her intense relief, declares that

there is nothing to fear, since all is random, and ten

minutes later goes in to hang herself, we take no parti-

cular notice, since her primary function was to fail to

stop the hero. The argument is a perfect circle: if

you have already decided that nothing in the play is

to be noticed but the hero and his inexorable will,

you naturally reach your conclusion, or starting-point,

that nothing else is there.

These two chapters contain an exhaustive examina-
tion of the hero's vocabulary, one interesting outcome
of which is the observation that Deianeira uses 'anti-

heroic formulas’ until the moment when she resolves

to die; then, "heroic formulas appear’.

The last two chapters, on the Philoctetes and
Coloneu t, contain much that is sensitive and interesting,

the two on the Antigone
, on the other hand, provoke

almost total dissent. The conflict is one between
Creon and the continually defiant heroine who will

never surrender—though what she would gain by
‘surrendering’ is not made clear either by Sophocles

or Mr Knox, nor indeed how she could surrender,

except by being convinced that she had been wrong

—

and she comes as near to that as editors will permit.

But we are to see a deeper conflict, one between two
conceptions of religion and politics. Her loyalty is

exclusively for the blood-tie and the dead; the only

gods whom she reveres las Creon helpfully explains)

is Hades, no city-god. True, she says something
about Zeus, but he is obviously KarayDoviOs. For
her, the polis is nothing. When she calls Creon
(JTparrjyo; she is actually emphasising his lawful

authority, for the audience would at once think of
their own elected arparry/ol. (So, I conclude, when
the chorus calls him flacnXev;, the audience would at

once think of their apyiov jiaaiXev: and be puzzled.)

Creon is for the polis and its gods, as the audience
would note with enthusiasm. We are shown what is

virtually a meeting of the Assembly, called by Creon
to discuss the matter, ovyKArpcov crpovOero ?.EOyt]v.

(It is true that the discussion does not amount to

much; also that when Haemon asserts that the com-
mon people were all for Antigone—‘if there is any
truth in this at all’, p. 72—Sophocles W'as clumsy
enough to call them ‘the polls’. But it is unfair to

expect a theory to explain what, in terms of the theory,
is inexplicable.) Antigone ‘expresses the mood of
the past : Creon, of the present’. He asserts the right
ol the polis to cut across family ties 'Cleisthenes
putting in an appropriate appearance 1. just as the
Court in the Eumemdes asserted the supremacy of
democratic institutions over the ancient blood-tie

1 where Aeschylus clearly got his facts wrong, in
making six vote for Apollo and six for the blood-
drinking Erinyes). It is true that Creon becomes a
tyrant, and that the gods punish him for it : but we are
bidden to notice that never do the gods signify

approval of Antigone. The world moves on, and
she is left behind.

It is difficult to think that the current fashion for
Sophoclean Heroism will long survive this attempt to
prove it.

H. D. F. Kitto.
L'niienitv of California at Santa Barbara.

Pohlsander (H.j Metrical studies in the lyrics
of Sophocles. Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1964.
Pp. viii -j- 224. FI. 28.

Mr. Pohlsander has shown good judgment in
choosing A. M. Dale as his principal authority. The
extent of his debt to her is best illustrated by quota-
tion: for example, from his comments on O.C.
694 ~ 7‘9 (P- 781

:

703-704 716-717: Pearson's lesser asclepiad and
glycomc have been effectively refuted by Miss Dale.

7°4 7 1 7 - Metrical difficulties are increased by
textual problems, all treated in detail by Miss Dale.
I am following Miss Dale in reading 6 yap daopwv
kvkao; in the strophe and in leaving the antistrophe
open to question.’ This quotation also illustrates
Pohlsander’s reluctance to tackle textual or even
metrical problems on his own account (his one
emendation, ruiO,, at O.T. ,330, was anticipated by
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Elmsley) and the limited usefulness of his commentary
unaccompanied by A. M. Dale’s Lyric Metres of

Greek Drama and Lyrical Clausulae of Sophocles.

Another metrician on whom P. relies heavily is

Walther Kraus, whose numerical theory of strophic

structure, expounded in Strophengestaltung der griech-

ischen Tragodie, he accepts. I have discussed Kraus’

theory elsewhere, but it may be remarked here

that Pohlsander's tables (p. 1 78 ff.) reveal that out

of ninety-nine stanzas nineteen are constructed of

numerically unequal periods and so do not fit the

system at all, although Kraus' and Pohlsander’s

practice of numbering the periods in these stanzas

with Roman numerals might leave an unwary reader

with the impression that, in some way or other, they

do. For a further seven stanzas Pohlsander can only

offer a query. So, though ready and willing, he is un-

able to impose Kraus' patterns, numerous and fluid

as they are, on over a quarter of Sophocles’ stanzas.

The book is in two parts, of which the first is a

play-by-play metrical commentary, providing for

each stanza a list of references, scansion and comments

(of which a specimen has been quoted above 1. Part

II consists of chapters on ‘Colon-caesura’, ‘Determin-

ation of Period-end' and "Strophic Construction’, in

which Pohlsander asserts and lists, but does not dis-

cuss. Consequently, his unquestionable industry in

counting and classifying has yielded results ofquestion-

able value. His attention has been chiefly directed

to the extremely delicate problem of the incidence of

particular cola. However, in dealing with questions

of colometry he is hampered, in the first place, by

general inattention to prepositives and postpositives

(which causes him frequently to mark non-existent

diaereses' and to elision. He mentions these phe-

nomena without, apparently, grasping their signi-

ficance. Secondly, he is not sufficiently conscious

that in order to prove that the catalectic trochaic

tetrameter, say, is not found in Sophocles’ lyric it is

necessary to discuss any apparent or possible examples,

since in Greek lyric metre there are possible examples

of almost everything. Simple assertion is worthless.

Thirdly, Pohlsander assumes without discussion that

there is some essential difference between stating that

two or more cola are linked by ‘colon-caesura’ and

saying that they constitute a single ‘verse’, and that

printing such cola on the same line instead of on two

or more implies a different metrical interpretation.

Thus, on Ant. 806-16=823-33, he remarks ‘Jebb, in a

desperate effort to eliminate every colon-caesura,

reduces the entire strophe to six lines'. What Jebb

actually eliminates is hyphens. Again, on El. 122 -3

= 138-9, he says: "These two cola are combined by

Jebb in a verse of frightening length", and. on Aj.

625-6=636-7: ‘These two lines are combined by

Irigoin in a ‘"verse” of astonishing length." More

careful consideration of what ‘colon", ‘line’ and ‘verse

really mean and of when and why, say. four metra in

synaphaea are to be regarded as two dimeters rather

than one tetrameter would have saved Pohlsander

this astonishment and fright.

177

There is no need to take seriously Pohlsander's

claim (p. 2) that ‘for every metrical phenomenon
which appears unusual, rare, or difficult, numerous
parallels are given in the commentary’. Greek metre

offers many phenomena which not only appear but

actually' are unusual, rare, and difficult, and P.

is no more capable than any other metrician of

finding ‘numerous parallels’ for every one of these.

In fact, he tends simply to reject the unusual (e.g.,

on El. 855-7: ‘[the colometry] of Pearson, with its

unusual clausula, must be rejected’. Cf., on El.

472-3=488-90, O.C. 1082 = 1093!. Nor does he

always offer comment where it is necessary.He has

nothing to say. for example, about Tpdia (un-

paralleled. I believe, in tragedy), which is required by
his scansion at Aj. 424: nor on the substitution of

double short for anceps in dactylo-epitrites (p. 30.

The remark on resolved long in Pindar is irrelevant)

:

nor on verse-end after prepositives, especially in

‘enclosed phrases’ like Phil. 184 /.aalcov fiera
||

Orjpdn-

(Cf. Aj. 425, Trach. 5101. This last in particular,

which may' be analogous to Sophocles’ peculiar fond-

ness for enjambement between iambic trimeters,

should have engaged the attention of a metrical

commentator on the poet.

Finally, O.T. 867 = 877 and Trach. 654= 662 max-

serve as examples of how Pohlsander treats really

problematic passages. In both he accepts the MS
text and in neither does his scansion show the full

lack of correspondence. At Trach. 654= 662 he

falls bark on the belief that any monstrosity can be

called a dochmiac. At O.T. 867 he does not observe

(although Kraus, p. 144. to whom he refers, makes it

perfectly plain) that the free responsion involved is

not merely between u—U U U and u U u U—

,

but between vj— and — u—

.

In neither

passage does he show any interest in the meaning, or

lack of it, of the Greek he is scanning.

In conclusion, this book provides a generally sound

scansion-crib, a rather superficial conspectus of the

metrical work of others and indexes which might

yield useful material if used with caution. Metrical

problems arc not solved, nor indeed always correctly-

stated, nor even noticed. Any- worthwhile and
original results Mr Pohlsander’s researches may have

produced are submerged in a mass of second-hand

and trivial observations. A distillation of them (like

his article in AJP 841 would have been of greater

interest and value than this compilation.

L. P. F.. Parker.
University of Newcastle upon Tyne.

Euripides. Medea and other plays [Hecabe,

Electra, Heracles], Trans. P. Vellacott.

( Penguin classics.) Harmondsworth : Penguin

Books. 1963. Pp. 205. 45.

Mr Yellacott's first translations of Euripides’

Alcestis, I.T., and Hippolytus, were published in

Penguin books in 1953, with a general introduction.
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This new volume in the series contains Medea,

Hecabe, Electra, Hercules, to give the plays the

Greek titles he rightly prefers, though he might per-

haps have gone one stage further by writing "K‘ for
-

C’. Three of the plays, Mr Vellacott remarks,

Medea, Electra and Hercules, look to Athens lor the

solution of the dilemmas they propose, and he implies

that, with all his despairing sensitivity to the horrors

of the human situation, Euripides could still find

pride and stimulus in the ideal of Athenian greatness,

however tarnished the reality. His notes on the plays

are designed simply as brief comments on construc-

tion and message for the Greekless reader and perhaps

overstress the didactic element in Greek tragedy.

The Medea is, like the Bacchae, a lesson in the dangers

of ignoring the instinctive and irrational and a warn-

ing that the universe is not on the side of civilization.

The Hecabe deals with the hypocrisy with which

man justifies cruelty by political necessity and the loss

of sympathy which follows the excesses of revenge.

Electra turns on the recognition scene, w here Orestes

shows a Hamlet-like reluctance to involve himself in

matricide by declaring his identity and Electra is

consciously reluctant to abandon her image of a heroic

avenger for the real Orestes, who lacks the moral

courage to defy the oracle and spare Clytemnestra.

The play is, in short, for Vellacott a critical study in

revenge. The Heracles descants on the inevitability

of suffering to be met at best with serene despair and

the encouragement of human friendship. 7 he

common factor seems rather to be the psychological

interest of Euripides in the characterisation of violent

emotion, especially in the female; and the element of

melodrama in the later plays needs to be brought to

the attention of the reader interested in the develop-

ment of drama.

Of the translation itself there is little new to say.

The sense is for the most part well and clearly

rendered and with due regard to modern interpre-

tations of the text and the commentaries of recent

editors. Vellacott's version of Electra 370 ff. is a

good example of plain style doing justice to a dis-

puted passage, where Denniston’s argument is very

clearly maintained, though not his text. Mr Vella-

cott’s use of his loose five stress line in the iambic

sections of the plays allows him a good deal of

freedom to maintain dramatic pace and emphasis.

Though the right stress is not always obvious at first

reading, reference to the context usually clarifies the

emphasis, so that a competent speaker of verse drama

should be able to use it to convey both dramatic and

poetic feeling. On the other hand, the Greekless

armchair reader making his first contact with Greeq

tragedy may well find the poetic element in the ori-

ginal elusive, though he will certainly benefit from the

fluency which comes with freedom and the compara-

tively unmannered diction. A few colloquialisms

and neologisms strike a false note to my ear: e.g. Med.

1319, when Jason is battering at the gates he is told

by Medea, ‘Stop that fuss'; but this is very much a

matter of individual preference. Euripides, with his

taste for anachronism, was not averse to modernisms

himself and seems little concerned at inconsistency,

though the vernacular of i960 is perhaps, despite

Eliot and his successors, further from poetry than was

that of Euripides' own day from the language of

tragedy.

P. G. Mason.
Manchester Grammar School.

Matthiessen (K.i Elektra, Taurische Iphigenie
und Helena (Hypomnemata, 4.) Gottingen

:

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 1964. Pp. 199.

DM 28.

Matthiessen's book is a revised version of his 1961

Hamburg dissertation (briefly mentioned by Lesky,

AAHG 14, 1961, cols 24 f.). The first half of it

(pp. 16-92) is devoted to an analysis of the structure of

Euripides' later plays (in the tradition of Kranz and
Walter Nestle, and, more recently, of Ludwig and
Strohrn), and to an attempt to draw chronological

inferences from this analysis. For the plays in which
he is interested, those roughly from 420 to 410,

Matthiessen arrives at the sequence : Electra (accepting

Zuntz’s arguments against the traditional dating, and
adding new ones), Heracles

, Troades, I.T., Ion, Helen.

A work of this kind depends on two things: the

perceptiveness of the analysis, and the strength of the

argument. If one objects to Matthiessen, it is not

because he is speculative, opaque or over-abstract;

on the contrary, the analysis is thorough, usually

interesting, often acute. But the methods of argu-

ment, and the premisses from which Matthiessen

starts, are dubious. The two most important pre-

misses are (a 1 that, in writing his plays, Euripides had
as 'Vorbild' his own or another's work constantly in

mind, even in the construction of individual scenes,

to the extent that each scene can be viewed as an
attempt to better existing models (see, for I.T. and
Helen, pr. i2f: the premiss is implied passim):

(
b

)

that
therefore where dramatic structure is more involved,

more sophisticated, or simply more successful in one
play than in another, then the former is later than the
latter (the phrases ‘entwicklungsgeschichtlich fruher/

spater’ recur, and the premiss is constantly applied,
e.g. at pp. 24, 28, 34, 40, 48; though it can be
dropped, as when Matthiessen counters Macurdy’s
arguments for dating Ion before I.T., arguments not
very different from those he himself uses elsewhere, by
saying there was no necessity to compel Euripides
to advance from a form of recognition scene marked
down by Aristotle to one more highly valued by him’

:

p. 1

4

1 ) . Of Matthiessen’s criteria, ‘more successful’

is of course the most slippery: on p. 163 it is invoked
in a form that threatens to conflict with judgments
expressed elsewhere (e.g. p. 73), in order to support a
conclusion that one suspects Matthiessen has arrived
at on other grounds.

It is method rather than results that seem objection-
able: on the point which occupies much of Matthies-
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sen's attention, the relative chronology of I.T. and
Helen, he is likely to be right. But for the wrong
reasons : the formal structures that Matthiessen

analyses are neither so independently existent nor so

much like functional objects that we can really afford

to think in terms of prototypes, and earlier and later

"models", as Matthiessen at times appears to do.

Moreover M. underestimates the effect of the organic

nature of the play in shaping structure in a way quite

different from the car designer's efforts to improve on
basic design. The mood, the dramatic possibilities,

and what Lattimore has recently called the "story-

pattern" ot the particular piece of dramatic matter

often have more influence than a desire to improve a

particular "Erkennungstyp" or "Beratungsszene".

But happily, the book's value is largely independent

of the assumptions that M. makes. His observations

on dramatic lay-out and the shape of a scene are often

perceptive and rewarding, and lapses into excessive

formalism are relatively infrequent. Moreover,

much of the second half of the book (pp. 93-1661

comprises valuable surveys of two important dramatic

motifs, nver/rt'j/iiat; and and the type of

scene of violence ‘within the house" which first occurs

in extant tragedy m the Oresteia. M. traces the

dmyvo'tpiai; motif back to the Odyssey iwith some
interesting remarks, even if uttered in the context of

a subjectite aesthetic Unitarianisin: Schadewaldt,

not Parry, is the starting point herei, and his discus-

sion of it in tragedy is weakened only by his continuing

assumption that successive treatments provided

"Vorbilder" for their successors, fAn extreme case

of this can be found on p. 1 14, where M. argues that

the type of "recognition through a third party" is more
developed in O.T. than in Kresphontes. since in O.T.

twn ‘third parties' are used, and that therefore

Kresphuntes is likely to be the earlier play. 1 But for

the most part these chapters are good. There follow

a chapter on metrical evidence for chronology (based

mainly on Krieg. Zielinski and Ceadel. but containing

some useful observations on lyric astrophal, and a

last on ‘man and god" in later Euripides: the level of

interest rather falls off here. Though not silly, these

very general remarks on theodicy and teyi; do not

represent M. at his best.

This is a work worth reading, in spite of inade-

quacies of method, and less heavy-going than some of

its predecessors in this line of country: it is so because

M. shows himself to be an intelligent and acute reader

of Greek drama. Misprints are few : onlv two may
surprise the unwarv. For "Lberlieicrungsszene" (p.

31' read "Uberlistungsszene": for 'Andromache' > p. 90

n. z) read
"

Andromeda'

.

John Got 1 r>.

Christ Church , Oxford.

Euripides. Zes verloren tragedies: studie met
kritische uitgave en vertaling der frag-

menten door H. Van Looy. Yerhandelingen

van de k. Ylaamse Academic, kla.sse der letteren.

1 79

jaargang xxvi 1964, 51.1 Brussels: k. Ylaamse
Academie. 1964. Pp. xx -J- 337. Price not

stated.

It would be a great pity if the Flemish language
prevented this careful, useful, and up-to-date book
from being as widely known as it should be: twen tv-

five pages of summary in French make the main
points clear. The first part of the book gives biblio-

graphy, number of Euripides’ plays, transmission of

the text, and discusses the sources of the fragments:

the account of ancient authors w ho quoted Euripides

and of the principles on which they quote is admirable.

Then a list of papyri containing fragments of lost plays

is given, and finally an account of editions and dis-

cussions of the fragments dating from 1597 to 1964.
The second part deals with the two Alcmaeon plavs.

the two Phrixus play's, and the two Melanippe plavs.

For these six plays we are given full texts with critical

notes in Latin, translation, commentary and intro-

duction: hypotheses, mythographers, adaptations in

Latin tragedy and illustrations are included. All is

done with exemplary care and caution, and the author
makes it entirely clear that his ow n suggestions, which
are often very attractive, are conjectural.

The two Alcmaeon plays are firmly dated 438 B.r.

and posthumous. (The irrelevance to the Alcmaeon in

Psophis of the Paestan hydria (British Museum F.155
is rightly noted; but the inscription Agrios according

to A. D. Trendall (Paestan Pottery, 59) does not exist.

The major difficulty of identifying the Apulian vase

in the Vatican with the Alcmaeon m Corinth is. as

Trendall says (

I

’asi Dipinti del Yaticano. 1

1

. pi. 52a cj

,

that the date-palm should indicate a scene outside

Greece.' The chief problems here are which frag-

ments to assign to w'hich play, and whether the

Alcmaeon in Psophis dealt with his first or second visit.

Schadewaldt "s reconstruction depends on the Floren-

tine papyrus and on the identification offr. 83 ‘if you
care nothing for your father" with Accius, Alphesibnea.

Jr. 4, ‘if you are afraid of your father, say’. This

identification is worthless. The papyrus is more
difficult : the beginnings of lines at the end of an act

are presented : someone is sent into a house: a woman
must not be told : a female chorus must be silent. For
Schadewaldt Phegeus sends off the slave, who has

told him that Alkmaion wants the necklace for his

new' wife and not for Delphi. For Van Looy Kreon
sends off the slave, w ho has recognised Tisiphone and
Alkmaion. having originally been responsible for

selling her to Alkmaion. Schadewaldt's interpre-

tation fits with the text of Apollodorus. Van Looy
has to invent a trusty slave, a perfectly possible-

invention but why should he (rather than Kreon
recognise Tisiphone l The evidence seems to me
stronger for Schadewaldt: and if so, the Alcmaeon m
Psoplm dealt with Alkmaion's second visit to Psophis.

But Van Looy rightly stresses the connection be-

tween Tatian's description of the Euripidean mad
Alkmaion quoted X-. p. 3801, Ennius Alcurneo ifrs.

IITII. and Euripides fr. 73, 78a. He rightly says

that a mad scene in the second sojourn at Psophis ts
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unlikely. (Add also that Alkmaion would not feign

madness in tragedy.) But is a mad scene in the

Alcmaeon in Corinth impossible ? According to Cicero,

in Ennius’ mad scene Alcmaeon virginis Jidem implorat;

the girl may be the unrecognised Tisiphone, and the

scene recalls the opening of the Orestes.

Some minor points: ft. 65, not paroemiac but

choriambic enoplian: Jr. 74, aids compare also

Alexandras fr. 6 Snell.

A minimum of light is thrown on the Phrixus plays

by the new Oxyrrhynchos hypotheses. Van Looy
naturally puts together ft. 819, 827, and the Florence

papyrus to get the main lines of B. The main lines

are surely right
;
I am not sure, however, that Dionysos

can tell the whole story from the saving of Ino to the

escape on the ram; it seems to me probable that this

long and complicated story was divided between

messenger speech and deus ex tnachina. Van Looy

thinks that A was very like B, but that Phrixos did not

offer himself for sacrifice voluntarily in A. His chief

evidence is 1 ft. 830, the nereot/;; should be a

Thessalian and should play the same part in A as the

satelles in B, 2) in the hypothesis ouvk(i/.e—may refer

to Ino collecting the women to roast the grain (other

restorations are clearly possiblel, (3.. the person who
sets in motion his father's thunderbolt is Dionysos, to

whom Van Looy gives the Epilogue as in B. I am
not completely convinced that Euripides uses terms

like TttvioTt}; technically, and therefore fr. 830 may
belong to B. The end of the hypothesis may mean

that Phrixos sacrificed the ram to some other god

than Dionysos. There is the further embarrassment

that Tzetzes switched the numbering of the prologues.

We now know that hypotheses were sometimes

arranged in chronological order of subject matter

M. Papathomopoulos, Recherches de Papyrologie, iii,

37 ff.). If Tzetzes used a collection so arranged and

numbered, it would follow that the play usually called

Phrixos A (but which he calls B; dealt with a later stage

of the story than our Phrixos B, i.e., with Phrixos’

fortunes in Kolchis. This seems to be a possibility

to be considered.

The outline of the Wise .Melanippe is fairly clear,

but there are difficulties about individual fragments

and about the date. Wilamowitz gave frs. 500, 504,

508-10 to the debate between Aiolos and Hellen; Van
Looy gives 500 and 504 to Hippo; 508 and 509 to the

Desmotis; Von Arnim gave all except 510 to the

Desmotis. I am not clear that the shepherd of the

Desmotis (of whom we know little
7

is likely to have

come into such sharp opposition with the sons as

508—9 imply; but 504 with its contrast between

poverty which runs smoothly and the evils of riches

does fit more easily in the Desmotis. 500 is simply a

father's flattering approach to an unruly son and

therefore belongs to Hellen, as Wilamowitz saw.

What is not clear is why so much anger is apparently

generated between father and son. (The reference

on 235 n. 5 should be to fr. 38 .

)

The bottom date is given as 412 b.c. by quotation

in the Lysistrata and Thesmophriagusae. Gilbert

Murray 1 Euripides and his age, 27 )
derived Aristo-

phanes’ theory that Euripides’ mother was a green-

grocer from Melanippe, which would date the play

before 425; but Medeia rather than Melanippe may
be Aristophanes’ original, since the metrical statistics

seem to put the Melanippe later than the first period.

Gregoire (Ion, Euripides iii, 158) approved by Van
Looy wanted to date the .Melanippe with its mention of

Xouthos and Ion between the Erechtheus (which he

dates 423 b.c.'i and the Ion. But in the first place, we
do not know that Xouthos, Ion, and Kreousa were not

mentioned in the Erechtheus (who is the ‘child’

addressed infr. 362 1 1
;
in the second place, Euripides’

mythology is not consistent from play to play; in the

Erechtheus one daughter was sacrificed but in the Ion

all three; the eidolon story of Helen is only used in the

Electro and Helen, not in the Troades or Orestes.

The Melanippe Desmotis remains extremely unclear.

Hyginus, fab. 186, is certainly based on Euripides but

equally certainly diverges from Euripides at least in

that Melanippe’s sons are attacked by their putative

uncles in Euripides instead of by their putative

brothers. Van Looy convincingly argues that the

Queen was called Siris (fr. 496N 2
)
and that Poseidon

announced at the end that the town would be called

after her (cf. the spring called after Dirke in the

Antiope). The messenger speech shows that the sons

of Melanippe in fact believed themselves to be sons of

Siris and discovered that they were not from their

uncles (this restoration in 11.20-1 seems certain).

She must therefore have plotted with her brothers

before the messenger speech and the sons must dis-

cover their identity and free Melanippe after the

messenger speech. (I miss references here to P.

Maas, Studi U.E. Paoli, 505, n. 4; H. Friis Johansen,
General Reflection in tragic thesis, 152.)

Van Looy argues that Siris had no children and
therefore had passed off Melanippe's children as her
own (fr. 491). She took advantage of the King’s
absence to imprison Melanippe, who held some
menial position in the palace, and to plot with her
brothers. After the failure of the plot Melanippe is

revealed to the sons by a good slave (fr. 511) and
Siris is given to the sons by the King to punish (fr.

497). I he Kings hatred of women is met by
Melanippe’s defence (fr. 498; 499 and papyrus),
and the King marries Melanippe.

This reconstruction involves two difficulties. Fr.

49 1 does not prove that Siris had no children, only
that she now repents of having passed off the twins as
her own; the most likely reason for her now plotting
against the twins is that, as Hyginus says, she had
subsequently had children of her own; hence the
emphasis on primogeniture in the messenger speech.
Secondly. Jr. 49^ ‘I hate the whole female sex except
my mother’, which has been regarded as the cue for
the defence of women, is much more natural in the
mouth of one of the twins than the mouth of the King
(whose mother is unlikely to be alive or, if she is, to
be significant). Possibly Boiotos, who is likely to have
been the speaking twin, based his decision to go
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hunting on his hatred of the Symposion
(fr

.

492, 1-5)

and his hatred of women {fr. 498). At that moment
he still believed Siris to be his mother. Melanippe

answered with her defence of women. This, I think,

was a debate early in the play, before Siris made her

plot.

Van Looy dates the play in 414-13 b.c. because

Metapontum was friendly to Athens at that time.

This would agree with Zielinsky’s ascription to his

‘free style’; but Zielinsky’s 26% for resolutions

appears to be a misprint for 23%. He also includes

fr. 500, which seems to belong to the Wise Melanippe.

On my reckoning 19.2% is a more likely figure, and

the play should belong late in Zielinsky's second

period, between 428 and 415.

Many problems remain in these six plays, but Van
Looy has given us a most useful tool for further work

and has himself cleared many difficulties out of the

way.
T. B. L. Webster.

University College
,
London.

Hourmouziades !, X. C. ) Production and imagin-
ation in Euripides. Athens: Greek Society

for Humanistic Studies. 1965- Pp. xi + 180.

Price not stated.

In this book the author sets out to analyse some of

the familiar and unsolved problems in fifth century

theatre production in the light of how these may be

interpreted and conditioned by a detailed examination

of the texts of Euripides’ plays. He dates the period

of so-called ‘Periclean’ construction within the last

thirty years of the fifth century.

Hourmouziades sees the scenic space as repre-

senting two main areas, the area ofproduction and the

area of imagination, and the book is accordingly

divided into two parts corresponding to these cate-

gories. The first deals with the visible acting space,

that is skene fagade, orchestra and parts of the

parodoi in full view of the audience : the second treats

parts of the invisible offstage area which must either

be totally imagined by the audience or which are

only made visible by such conventional devices as the

ekkyklema. It includes therefore interiors and off-

stage continuations of the parodoi, but not imagined

areas of country or town beyond the immediate

vicinity of the stage buildings, that is, what messengers

usually describe.

Part / consists of a thorough and detailed discussion

of passages in Euripides which give some clue to

staging and from these H. is led to assume a basic

movable set which entails permanent skene fagade

with movable painted panels, central door and low

stage. Dramatic texts however do not present clear

cut evidence and H. in the course of his argument is

scrupulously fair in doing justice to difficulties in the

way of the assumptions he finally adopts. Yet just

because of this one is left wondering whether the

final formulation of those assumptions should in all

cases sound quite so unwavering. In the chapter on
‘the door’ for instance, there are at least four plays

(excluding the Andromache which is discussed in

another context on p. 50 but which surely also deserves

mention here) mentioned by H. for not fitting well

into the pattern of ‘central door only’. The Phaethon
particularly presents great difficulties. If the chorus

come through the central door at their first appear-

ance as H. seems to suggest (he rules out parodoi on
the grounds that they say they are coming egco dopunv)

then the congestion at this point must be considerable.

Clymene and Phaethon who refers to the appearance

of the chorus at the end of his speech

aXX epjt eg oiKOvg . Kal yap aid' e~co do/xcov

dfiioai rzepcbmv, al rrarpo; Kara arad/idvg

aatpovai ddifia . . .

must wait to go back through the door until the

chorus, presumably ignoring their presence, have
taken up their places in the orchestra. At Troades

153 sq., in the gap before the entrance of the second

semi-chorus, the first semi-chorus implies that the

rest of their number are inside the palace weeping,

( 1
57-8) . Does this therefore mean that the second

half of the chorus came on from the central door?

Surely, in spite of references to the palace, the chorus

must come on from the parodoi. Quite apart from
the question of symmetry, Hecuba who is already on
stage should be alone as a central figure before the

door, and one need not necessarily assume that all the

women referred to as being in the palace are the

chorus. There are difficulties of a slightly different

order at Helen 1180 where Theoclymenus calls for

doors to be unlocked through which several lines

earlier servants had entered (or had they?) and at

IA 855 sq., where there is possibly a case for the

servant entering from somewhere other than the

central door, although his use of the dual at 862

suggests that he finds Achilles and Clytemnestra both

together in front of the central door and not separated

as H. suggests.

Apart from the question of subsidiary doors which
has long been debated, the issue raised by these

examples seems also to be whether the chorus and
actors could use the parodoi even W'hen coming from
or going towards the palace. H. (p. 23 n. 1) denies

that they can, although later, on pp. 129 and 136 he
admits that the convention of parodoi representing

two distinct directions mentioned by Pollux, was not

yet established in Euripides’ time (in view of this the

phraseology on p. 133 ‘a similar deviation from
Pollux’ principle’ is unfortunate). But is it in fact so

unlikely that the parodoi were always used for the

entry of the chorus even when they were coming from
the palace and said so ? Why otherwise do they have

to mention this? There is no reason why such a

convention should be any harder to accept than for

instance allusions to steep slopes which are invisible

(.HF 1 19 see p. 65) or the necessity to ignore visible
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parts of the stage set which did not apply to the play

currently being acted (p. 571.

The stage set, H. argues, is basically the same for all

plays, palace, temple or house being the commonest

background in Euripides and the recipients of the

same general descriptive words indiscriminately

applied, as do/io 1)6/101, dio/ia, dro/mrui. oiku~. o'ikoi.

Such words are ‘repeatedly used for the background

building in all the surviving plays no matter \v hat its

particular character might be: Electra's rustic hut,

Admetus’ palace and Apollo’s temple as well as the

Cvclop's cave'. The plays whose setting required a

different kind of scenery as the Andromeda or Philoctetes

he suggests were adapted to look different by the

addition of painted panels. It is virtually impossible

to glean from the texts themselves any indications

about actual scene painting, although vases (pre-

sumably influenced from drama or there would be no

point to it) depicting Andromeda tied between two

posts or pillars instead of to a rock suggest that in this

play at least, the adaptation of the set did not extend

very far. H. suggests that the discrepancy between

verbal local colour and what the audience actually

saw is revealed by Euripides in the way in which he

describes the Cyclops’ cave. After referring to

Euripides' detailed descriptions of the surroundings

he writes ip. 491 ‘But all these details did not prevent

the author from calling the cave: do/tog, oIko

and his persistence in speaking of Oi’pu and

,-uv.t/ may suggest that after all, the opening of the

cave did not look very different from the gates ol

Proteus’ palace". Although Eiuripides’ vagueness in

such description does differ from the greater pre-

cision of Sophocles, it is rash to make too much of

this argument since the plural of Ovpa and nv/.rj are

perfectly normal words for entrance or opening

without doors as early as the Iliad and Odyssey. At

Odyssey ix 243 in an exactly similar context of the

Cvclops' cave occurs the phrase nhpry Ovftrjoiv

and at 417 firi Ov/sr/ai KaOf’tro. All the examples in

the Cyclops are also in the plural except for one which

does not concern the cave entrance.

The contrast between Euripides and Sophocles in

descriptions of scene raises interesting questions onlv

marginally relevant to the scope of H.’s book. But

there is another question bound up with these and

relevant to Part 1

1

. Why is Euripides so negligent of

stage convention as to draw attention to its inade-

quacies ! In his excellent discussion of the use of

the ekkvklema m Part II, H. contrasts Euripides’

treatment of it in the WF unfavourably with Sophocles’

handling of a similar scene early in the Ajax. ‘The

poet seems to follow his own technique, in this rase

notablv marked by a complete disregard for realism

or vraiscmblance and by acceptance of the convention

for what it is
’ When he shows for instance how

Euripides violates the spatial relation between

indoors and outdoors. H. comes close to saying that

Euripides was deliberately underlining the dis-

i repancy between dramatic illusion and actual scenic

representation although he does not pursue the point.

preferring to take it as a fault and he is reluctant to

see traces of it anywhere else. (p. 33 for instance ‘The
poet would not emphasise the discrepancy etc. etc.,’

and p. 38 ‘to underline this gap would only render a

considerable part of the realistic aspect of his work
meaningless’.

) Yet this might not be true ifEuripides

were trying to do something new. H. implies in

several cases that he changed the function of the

ekkvklema scenes by reducing them to a mere tableau,

and in the HF particularly it is a sort of token

tableau at that, with only some of the actors from the

previous scene actually on it. Yet it is arguable that

in the HF the main weight of the action is centred

not in the ekkyklema scene but in the messenger
speech which precedes it and which is the real tour

de force. It is possible, therefore, that here Euripides

was quite deliberately undercutting the usual con-

vention to throw emphasis on all the imaginative

force poured into the messenger speech.

This book is full of interest for students of Greek
drama both in the questions it raises and in the clear

way in which the evidence is set out and discussed.

The division into two parts gives the well-worn subject

a new shape and apart from the treatment of parodoi
which would perhaps have benefited by having all

the evidence grouped in one place has distinct advan-
tages by this arrangement. At the end there is an
index of passages discussed in the text, and in

Appendix I a very useful discussion of the way in

which formulae for entrance announcements work in

Euripides. Errors and misprints are few and the

print good, although it is doubtful whether the small
type in the main text which serves as a kind of
intermediate stage between text and footnote is a real

gain, since in several cases passages printed small (for

example on pp. 37, 46. 76. 84) seem germane to the
main argument.

Shirley A. Barlow.
University of Kent.

W human (C. H.i Aristophanes and the comic
hero. (.Martin classical lectures, xix.) Cam-
bridge. Mass.: Harvard University Press for
Oberlin College (London: Oxford U.P.;.
1964. Pp. xi -f- 333. £2 81.

This is a book to provoke strong reactions: in this

reviewer they ranged constantly between delighted
approval, baffled incomprehension, and (increasingly)
strong dissent. Stressing the need, as yet hardly met
in English, to explore Aristophanes as a creator of
poetic fantasy. \\

.
proposes to study the comit

hero, ‘the master of a transcendent fantasy’, who
most ol the time, if not always’, provides the central
figure. I he two fourth-century plays are excluded
because Pref. p. viiii ‘the poetry of these plays is

different, and far more understandable in the light of
later theories of comedy’ : but might not this debatable
contrast have been usefully examined in terms of the
presence or absence of this ‘central heroic figure’?
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Chapter I (Criticism and Old Comedy) percep-

tively despatches various false or distorted opinions

on Ar.’s dramatic qualities and relation to his society,

and illustrates the essentially Greek nature of Ar.’s

heroes by comparison with Karaghiozes, the rascally

hero of the modern Greek shadow theatre (discussed

further in an appendix). Chapter II (Comic
Heroism) describes (pp. 23-4) the comic hero's

achievement as ‘an assertion, in one way or another,

of boundlessness, a dethronement of limit, of reason,

and even of the gods themselves’, a characteristically

sweeping statement but one more intelligible than

many throughout the book, e.g. (p. 25) ‘He (if. the

hero) is, one might say, consistent with himself, but

since he creates himself as he goes, the result cannot

be foreknown, even perhaps by himself’. More
comprehensibly the rest of the chapter treats the hero

under the three headings of alazoneia, ‘impostorship’,

poneria, ‘the unscrupling seeking of advantage (as in

Mod. Gk)’, and ‘the grotesque’ or ‘the beast-man-god

structure’; all three he finds present to a greater or

lesser degree in all the heroes, even if at times it needs

the eye of faith to see them (vxd. inf. on Knights and
Peace). The following five chapters trace these

themes through the plays one by one, with a lively but

not always convincing account of the images recurring

in each play: e.g. Wasps is found significantly full of

circle-images, but one could find as many in Birds.

Only some of the most questionable statements can be

mentioned. Ach

:

p. 60 'Within the space of the

prologue the hero has been given, if not exactly a

character, at least a significant name’ ; but his name
is not given until v.406 and we do not know that cast-

lists were provided. Knights: pp. 102-3 W- seems

to think he has established a superhuman element in

the Sausage-Seller by ‘to be that bestial requires

genius’, and the nearest Greek word for genius is

daimon’. Peace: p. 1 16 (on the supernatural element in

Trygaeus) ‘The theme of humbling the gods is played

only lightly’: would it not be more candid to admit

that it is not played at all? Clouds: p. 134 W. revives

Rogers’ suggestion that the wording of Hypothesis VI
implies that only the speech of the Dikaios Logos was
altered (or rather added), not both speeches; but this

presupposes a degree of precision not shown by the

preceding clause about the parabasis, and his con-

clusion that it was an innovation of the second version

to give the Adikos L. an adversary seems inherently

improbable, though there is more to be said for his

related suggestion (pp. 135-7) that in the first version

Strepsiades was worsted by Pheidippides but Socrates

left unmolested, and that it was this ‘immoral ending'

that displeased the audience. Wasps is for the most

part admirably handled, but the petitio principii lurking

throughout the account of Philokleon's possession of

the ‘beast-man-god structure’ is seen most clearly in

the strange sentence (p. 165) about the scattered

animal and divine motifs ‘as if left adrift when the

heroic core vanished’; was it ever there? Birds: p.

169 the parabasis does not tell how the world was

‘created by birds’, nor need we see any influence of

183

Gorgianic subjectivist relativism (pp. 172-6) in

the airy insubstantiality of the new city, if we
remember, as W. does elsewhere (p. 252) that ‘to a
poet of the Old Comedy all things were possible’

; it is

absurd to comment on w 156 IT. that ‘nature is here

again (as in Clouds 1075 ff.) invoked as an anti-moral

force’, and indeed most of what is said about norms and
physis in the play is vitiated by failure to notice that

what the two Athenians want at the outset is not ‘to

return to nature’ but to settle in another city (48).

Thes: p. 225 W. infers that the ineffectiveness of

Euripides’ attempts to rescue his relative by enacting

some of his own rescue scenes is intended to demon-
strate ‘his failure as myth-maker’; are we to imagine
that Aeschylus or Sophocles in the same situation

would have been more successful? Frogs is treated,

with disastrous results, as (p. 231) ‘a tragedy in comic
form’, a thesis which is defended by (a) impressively

sweeping statements which do not bear close scrutiny

and ( b) constant refusal to see the most natural sense of

a passage; for (a) see e.g. p. 231 ‘it is not without

meaning, certainly, that Dionysus is wearing the

cothurnus, the boot of tragedy, as he sets forth’, when
vase-paintings abundantly show this to be D.’s normal
footwear; for (b) see e.g. p. 235: the boat fare across

the Styx is not the usual one obol but two ‘which is

the entrance fee for the theatre. The Frogs thus

becomes a play within a play’ etc., with references to

Pirandello; even if the inference were sound the

premise collapses when we reflect that the theorikon

W'as not, since Kleophon’s diobelia, the only ‘two obols’

familiar to the hearers, unless we are prepared, as

W. (n. 18) clearly is not, to identify the two: the

famous Euripidean tag at 1477 is predictably en-

riched with a ‘poignant force' and doubt is even cast

upon the complete frivolity of 1478.

The last chapter (A Discourse of Fantasy) contains

some not very illuminating comparisons with the

surrealist paintings of Dali, and some more rewarding

discussion based on Baudelaire’s distinction of the

significantly and the absolutely comic.

The translated excerpts contain several errors,

e.g. Lys 512 (p. 2051 and Birds 1222-3 IP- 192), but

the only instances found of mistranslation supporting

misinterpretation were Frogs 852 (p. 251) where

71ovrjpoz is not ‘wicked’ but ‘wretched, poor' and
Frogs 1466 (p. 256) where Karanivti is ludicrously

taken as ‘will swallow, i.e. believe’. Misprints are

few and, except for some wrong line-references in the

notes, should cause no trouble. There is a useful

index.

For those who know their Aristophanes this book
provides a frequently stimulating and sometimes

enlightening experience, but it is alarming to think

of its being read by non-specialists and innocent

undergraduates who may be led by the august names
of the publishers to assume that it is a more scholarly

work than it is.

Nan V. Dunbar.
Somerville College, Oxford.
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Komornicka (A.M.J Metaphores, personnifi-

cations et comparaisons dans l’oeuvre d’-

Aristophane. (Archiwum filologiczne, 10.

1

Warsaw: the Author. 1964. Pp. Qio. zi 35.

This dissertation provides further evidence of

contemporary interest in Aristophanes as a creator of

images. Dr. Komornicka’s study of his metaphors and

personifications attempts to survey them from all

angles. Her first chapter deals with definitions of

metaphors and allied figures and with their origin,

her second with their classification as applied to

Aristophanes, her fourth with their grammatical

aspect and her fifth with their function 1 comic,

expressive, etc.
-

! and subject-matter. Chapter Three,

which occupies almost half the book, takes the plays

in chronological order and examines dominant

images. The chronological method adopted, perhaps

ine\itably. has the disadvantage of obscuring tin

spite of some cross-references) the metaphorical

connections between early and late plays such as

Xub. and Ran.

Dr. Komornicka's approach to individual plays

may be exemplified from her analysis of Xub. Three

types of personification form the play's point ot

gravity: the Cloud-chorus has two functions, to

ridicule certain religious rites, natural science and

modern theogonies. and to attack the new dialectic

and oratory. The I.ogoi represent a second type of

personification, the impersonal. "On a beau chercher

dans tout le texte. on n’y trout era pas une mention,

pas un trait distinctif qui auraient permit de s'imagi-

ner de quoi ils avaient Fair.’ ip. 591. Thirdly.

Socrates is. as personification, part type 1 the sophist)

and part individual ('Socratic' in manner and

appearance). It will be seen from this summary how-

wide are the boundaries of personification as defined

by K. To speak of the chorus's ‘two functions’ is to

obscure the essential fact that they unify the attacks

on intellectuals: they are the air of the cosmologists

and the vapourings produced by poets, seers and

sophists. If the Logoi are ageless abstractions 'in spite

oi' Xub. 908. 961 etc., to say nothing of the Scholiast’s

fighting cocks) we lose the parallel between their

quarrel and that of Strepsiades and his son later in the

play. (And how were the Logoi masked ?

)

Much work remains to be done on the placing and

frequency of 'small' metaphors within different types

of scene: K. gives more attention to the recurrent

metaphors which dominate a play, and particularly

to the relationship between metaphor and ‘reality’.

To elucidate this relationship she herself uses a

metaphor, that of ‘background’ which 1 is ‘reality’)

and ‘foreground’. This metaphor helps to simplify

her exposition of the dramatic action but is not

strictlv valid since fantasy and reality shade into each

other imperceptibly and individual characters are not

consistently ‘realistic' or ‘fantastic'.

Dr. Komornicka has two lists of metaphors, the

first according to subject-matter, the second showing

their occurrence in the plays. For the former, K.

could not take account ofJ. Taillardat’s full treatment

in Les images d' Aristophane and her selective method,

which often denotes a metaphor by a single word, is

insufficient and sometimes misleading. In the

second list, the existence and extent of particular

metaphors may be disputed. A partial check of the

lists produced the following: Ran. 846 ywkoetoio;

(of Euripides) is not a metaphor, nor is the mention

of Phrynichus at Ran. 1299 (not 1490). nor of Thales

at Xub. 180; the ‘building’ of literary works is mis-

placed under ‘technique militaire'. It is misleading to

speak of six metaphors at Xub. 50-2; avayevaai at

523 and aKahi Oop/aarm at 630 are missed. There are

a number of misprints in the Greek; on p. 61 for

‘Eschyle’ read ’Euripide'.

Rosemary Harriott
Royal Holloway College.

University of London.

Montgomery H. Gedanke und Tat: zur
Erzahlungstechnik bei Herodot, Thuky-
dides, Xenophon und Arrian. (Skrifter

utgivna av Svenska Institutet i Athen, 8°, vi.)

Lund: C. VV. K. Gleerup. 1965. Pp. xvii +
266. Sw.kr. 50.

This study is concerned with the nature and the

part played by mental processes (‘seelische Vor-
gange’ ) in the promotion of action in the narratives of
the four named historians. In particular, the author
proposes to examine the extent to which each author
uses the description of mental processes to provide
material that is not present in the plain narrative of

events. The successful accomplishment of such a
formidable task requires not only an intimate ac-

quaintance with a considerable portion of extant

Greek historiography, but also a comprehensive
knowledge of the scholarship which exists on many
literary and historical subjects e.g. literary portraiture,

rhetoric in history, the importance accorded to the

gods and to the individual in history-, and historical

veracity. Montgomery has equipped himself
thoroughly, as a glance at his excellent bibliography
shows. His acquaintance with this great volume of
scholarship has led him to devote more space to

Xenophon, and more especially to Arrian, than to
the two fifth-century historians.

The conclusions reached concerning Herodotus and
Thucydides, if not original, are generally acceptable,
and receive added interest by being juxtaposed.
Herodotus’ characters are actuated by purely personal
motives, such as revenge, but the freedom of action
which his kings and ty-rants enjoy is impaired
by their own temperaments. Montgomery rejects

the extreme view of Stahlenbrecher, that Herodotus
intends to convey the idea of a consistent divine plan
at work, but contends that the failure by leading men
to master their own temperaments means that
ultimately a divine force, dr

ij, governs their actions.

In general, men who do not enjoy absolute power are
of less interest to Herodotus than those who do: hence
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the relative infrequency with which the thoughts of

Greek leaders are portrayed. Herodotus’ characters

bear a strong resemblance to the heroes of Homer

;

but w hile in Homer the opposing sides have basically

similar civilisations and codes of conduct, Herodotus
underlines for the first time the utterly different

outlooks of Greeks and barbarians.

In Thucydides, political not personal factors

dictate men’s decisions. In the individual states

freedom of action is restricted by the necessity of party

allegiance. There is much psychological interplay,

but while recognising this Montgomery allows himself

a dangerous generalisation : on p. 71 he writes

‘Nach Thukydides hat die Moral keinen Platz in der

Politik’. This is no doubt true in the context in

which the statement is made, viz. that Thucydides

saw nothing wrong in power-politics provided that

proper calculations were made to ensure their success.

But on the question of the importance to a state and
an individual of a good moral reputation, in the widest

sense, Thucydides views are clear; and Montgomery
does them less than justice.

In dealing with Xenophon Montgomery finds

himself in a less numerous company, though the work
ofH. R. Breitenbach compensates for the comparative

lack of recent scholarship. In this section Mont-
gomery betrays a certain incompleteness in his

choice of illustrative passages. Thus we find no

reference to the famous description of the demolition

of the Long Walls '2. 2. 23) in Montgomery's list of

passages in which joy is expressed (pp. 107-8'), or to

the important statements concerning Persian policy

in 1 .5.9 and 4.8.
1 4 in his list of statements of political

belief and opinion (pp. too- 104). He also assumes

Xenophon’s pro-Spartan bias to be uncontested

(‘unumstritten’, p. 1 13, cf. p. 239), apparently dis-

counting the moderating arguments of Cloche, Colin

and McKay, whose articles are not listed in the

bibliography. It is, however, refreshing to see full

credit given to Xenophon's portrayal of Epaminondas.

Two factors place Arrian apart from his three

predecessors: his dependence on exclusively literary

sources, and his preoccupation with the life of a single

man, Alexander the Great. The first of these raises

the question of whether he follows his sources when he

describes Alexander's thoughts. The matter is not

susceptible of conclusive proof; but Montgomery
suggests that, while Arrian may have relied for his

explanations of tactics upon his sources, especially

Ptolemy, the nroOo;-formula, (which, one suspects,

was used whenever the historian could think of no

rational motive for a character's behaviour) is trace-

able back to Herodotus, and is actually a manifesta-

tion of Arrian's desire to write in the classical manner.

In reaching this conclusion Montgomery sees Arrian

as divesting Alexander ofmuch of the mystical quality

which he had acquired, and attributing his obsession

with mythology and divinity to propaganda motives.

This is perhaps taking matters too far, but it does

illustrate the fundamental difference between Arrian

and his predecessors. Alexander's monopoly of the
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stage enables Montgomery to trace, through a study of

his mental processes, a steady growth in his self-

confidence and ambition. It is difficult to reconcile

what amounts to portrayal of character-deterioration

with a general reluctance (with a few exceptions) on

the part of Arrian to censure Alexander; and the

encomium of the king with which the work ends

seems artistically inapposite if the historian's overall

purpose has been to trace a moral decline. But since

Montgomery is able to show convincingly, by com-
parison with Alexander’s earlier ratiocinations, that

pure vanity became an increasingly important motive

for his actions, the blame rests with Arrian rather

than w ith Montgomery.
Among the few misprints two could perhaps be

troublesome: in footnote 6, p. 42 Gallie should read

Gellie: and on p. 45 the passage of Thucydides dis-

cussed should read 6.1-26 instead of 6.1.26. Mont-
gomery has provided a most useful comparative

study of the Arbeitsueise of four very different his-

torians.

S. Usher.

Rural Hollowa y College, L'nivenitv of London.

Gottlieb i G. i Das Verhaitnis der ausser-

herodoteischen Uberlieferung zu Herodot.
[Diss.] Bonn: R. Habelt. 1063. Pp. xii

+

158. DM 16.

A good subject—what was it possible for Herodotus

to know and hence what may he have left out?—and

the right conclusion— that he knew a great deal more

than he chooses to say and that he omitted by

totally different criteria in the two main divisions of

his Histories (i-vi and vii-ix . But we might be

happer with a shorter or a longer demonstration.

If Dr Gottlieb wished to show that Herodotus left

out much that he knew, he need only have contrasted

Hdt. v 53 with Thuc. vi 54 ff. and Ath. Pal. 18 on

the murder of Hipparchos. There is no need of

seven pages to analyse the Thucvdidean and Aristo-

telian versions. But, ifhe really wished to disentangle

the variants, seven pages is mere frivolity. He
mentions >p. 16) without explanation that Aristotle

enlarges the conspiracy but does not mention the vital

clue to the origin of this enlargement

—

c>; /if > 01

dij/ioTiKot ifaoiv (ch. 18.3) nor does he face the whole

problem of the liberation of Athens or (what is much
more relevant to Herodotus) the question of Alk-

meonid activity at Delphi where at least four distinct

traditions can be seen, two in Hdt., one in Demos-
thenes and Isokrates ( ?Kleidemos), one in Ath. Pol.

?Androtion) and perhaps a fifth in Philoclioros.

Again, do three pages on Polykrates’ t/j vq >) from

Alexis, Klearchos and Klytos do anything to reinforce

the belief that Hdt. knew much about Samos that he

(hose to omit? Thirteen recent pages by Mr. J. P.

Barron (CQ_xiv [1964] pp. 210 ff.) show what can be

done with the non-Herodotcan tradition if we try.
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For the first half of Herodotus G. rejects the idea of

any personal bias, specifically re the freeing ofAthens,

and it is true enough that personal bias plays a far

smaller part than a sense of relevance. But he makes
the same claim for the second part. ‘Diese Erkenntis

sollte helfen, Herodot vom Vorwurf der Parteilichkeit

zu befreien’ (p. 136). This is absurd, and conse-

quently much of what G. says of Pausanias or

Themistokles. for example, is absurd. Herodotus

was not a dishonest man but he did have opinions and
to list alternative versions without trying to under-

stand them (or him) is pointless. It does not help to

be told that later authorities on the regent Pausanias

concentrate on his disgrace and virtually ignore

Plataia while Herodotus redresses the balance; it

is more to the point to notice that where Herodotus

does speak of P. after Plataia he tells a totally different

story from Thucydides. Contrast Hdt. v 32 and
viii 3.2 with Thuc. i 129 If. And note perhaps the

Herodotean doubt ol Aristotle Politics 130732 (doKeil.

A good subject —but not the subject for a doctoral

thesis.

W. G. Forrest.

Wadham College, Oxford.

Thucydides. Book vii. Ed. K. J. Dover. Oxford:

the Clarendon Press. 1965. Pp. xxxviii ~ 78.

1 map. 18s.

A distinguished historian and parliamentarian, not

himself a teacher of the Classics, told me that the one

essential for any would-be student of history was to

read Thucydides, especially his account of the

Sicilian expedition, whether in the original or in

translation. Professor Dover’s introduction (it is the

same in each volume, except for a section on the

Sicilian expedition in the introduction to Book VII)

strikes a much less enthusiastic vein in declaring his

dislike of those who believe Thucydides 'omniscient,

dispassionate and infinitely wise’ (Book VI p. iv) or

regard him as ‘a recording Angel’ (Book VI p. xiii).

Fair enough: juft v iiyuv. But in his efforts to crush

these hypothetical vcorshippers of Thucydides he fails

to bring out the greatness ofThucydides as a historian,

and in my experience as a teacher it is the greatness

of Thucydides which needs to be explained to the

schoolboy. The sections on the life, language and
style of Thucydides are admirably clear, succinct and
stimulating of thought : the only thing one may miss is

an appreciation of Thucydides’ narrative style and of

his meticulous precision in the use of such matters as

hiatus and juxtaposition of rough consonants which
Dionysius appreciated so well. What is said of the

content of the speeches will prepare the schoolboy for

an understanding of Thucydides' aim in including

speeches. While the text and the apparatus criticus

are printed from the Oxford Classical Text, Professor

Dover has added an important section on the history

of the text for these books, which takes account of

more recent work. His note of the other sources

available to us for the Sicilian Expedition is an

excellent one, and he gives a useful summary of the

historical antecedents to and the course of the

Sicilian Expedition. And enough is said in the sec-

tion on Books VI and VII to make the reader aware

of the problem of the composition of the history and

to give him some idea of a possible solution.

The topography of Syracuse is shown in a clear

map, which unfortunately has no scale, and an

account of the various fortification walls is given in

the introduction to Book VII. The novel feature of

this account is that the city wall of Syracuse when
the Athenians arrived in Sicily is shown as being

about one and a half miles in length and the extension

of the wall which was made in the winter of 415-4 14
B.c. was over two miles in length and ran across the

plateau of Epipolae to the coast by Santa Panagia

(Trogilus). It is however difficult to believe that

the Syracusans were able not only to man and hold

so great a length of wall across Epipolae but also to

defend an unfortified coastline of equal length. The
essence of a walled fortification for the Syracusans

was that it w’ould not be turned (Grote, for instance,

who put the Syracusans on the plateau showed forti-

fication walls on the coast also in his plan at the end
of his seventh volume); but in summer 414 B.c., as

the Athenians possessed naval supremacy, and as they

had won an initial victory on land, they might easily

have landed troops in the rear of the wall as Professor

Dover shows it. Once this wall was in their hands
there would have been no need to build a wall of

circumvallation across Epipolae. But we must await

Professor Dover’s arguments when they are published

in his continuation of Gomme’s Commentary on

Thucydides.

The commentary is clear, concise and appropriate.

At times the brevity may raise a doubt as to the

intended meaning. For instance at VI 1.1, com-
menting on Thucydides’ implication that the con-

quest of Sicily was ‘an impossibly large and difficult

undertaking’, he refers the reader to Thuc. II 65.11
where 'he (Thucydides) expresses the opposite view’;

but in the latter passage Thucydides leaves no doubt
that he regarded the Sicilian expedition as an out-
standing blunder and one based on a miscalculation
of the strength of Athens’ opponents. The linguistic

side is particularly good. Neat translations are given
throughout the commentary. The historical side is

well proportioned and there are substantial notes on
such matters as the end ol the tyranny at Athens.
References are not made to the works of scholars;
thus the note on the colonisation of Sicily does not
refer to Dunbabin and resurrects the concept of
calculating by generations which Dunbabin (I think
wisely > omitted in this connexion. Misprints are very
rare— I noticed Tautomenion for Tauromenion (Book
\ II p. xxivj, ‘placid’ for ‘placed’ (Book VI p. 30),
'thi lor ‘this’ (p. 33)—and the volumes are beautifully
printed. There are excellent indexes. Altoegther
Professor Dover is to be congratulated on these up-to-
date and stimulating editions. Where we disagree it
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is in matters of opinion. As he himself says of

Thucydides’ digression about the tyrants ‘all historians

and commentators are by their very nature weak . . .

before the temptation to correct historical error

wherever they find it’ (or think they find it).

N. G. L. Hammond.
University of Bristol.

Kleinlogel (A.) Geschichte des Thukydides-
textes im Mittelalter. Berlin : W. de Gruyter.

1965. Pp. xv — 186. 4 plates. DM 42.

The elegant book of A. Kleinlogel rests on the

firmest palaeographical bases. I had the privilege to

see his beautiful collations for his planned edition of

the Thucydidean scholia, and I have great esteem

for the carefulness and the accuracy of his work.

The most striking feature of his book is that he

uses eighteen Greek letters (six capital and twelve

small letters) to symbolise lost MSS. In fact, his lost

MSS are more numerous than eighteen: we have not

only ji and yi, but f. ft
2
, f}

3 and f}
31

,
ip1 , ip2 ,

ip
'

2 and y>
31

(pp. 84 and 132). I must admit that I am baffled

by the exponent 31
.

Now most of the Greek letters used by Kleinlogel

must represent mythical entities, since the manuscript
tradition of Thucydides is the most contaminated one
can imagine. Evidence of general contamination is

provided by three facts.

(i) Variant readings supra lineam or in the margin
of extant MSS.

(ii) Recentiores non deteriores. Recent MSS present

against the antiquiores genuine readings which
are not due to conjecture but to subterranean

infiltrations.

(iii) Instability of constellations. The apparatus

criticus is to a certain extent a kind of kaleido-

scope, the cleavage of the codices changing

from one place to another.

Kleinlogel is, of course, perfectly aware of this

situation.

In such conditions, it is impossible to reconstruct

with certainty lost MSS. That is why. in my Essai

sur I'histoire du te.xte de Thucydide (Paris, 1955), I

proposed tentatively a stemma which aimed to be

primitive and unambitious, with only four Greek
letters (plus the Decurtatus and the Archetype) to

symbolise lost mediaeval MSS (see especially my
Introduction and the stemma at the end of my essay).

On the contrary, for Kleinlogel, as well as for the

other recent students of Thucydidean MSS, the more
complicated a stemma, the better it is.

On the other hand, in spite of the approval,

claimed in the Preface, of O. Luschnat and G. B.

Alberti, it is hard to agree with the innumerable

innovations of Kleinlogel in the list of symbols

representing extant MSS (one or two Latin letters for

each codex). I doubt that the decisions of this learned

triumvirate will be definitive. For instance, I think

it pernicious to attach the symbols PI Ms To to
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codices which J. E. Powell, their principal collator,

had styled l m n. It is a pity to waste single capital

letters like P T T ^ on fragments. I admit I used T
with the same meaning as Kleinlogel, but my aim was

not to establish a complete list of the MSS.
Moreover, the use Kleinlogel makes of his symbols

is needlessly complicated. In his book, Ba means
any or all of the secondary hands in B , when Bu

means the second part in B, from 6.92.3 onwards.

H enjoys a special status : H n means the second part in

H, from 7.5.1 onwards; 2H the second hand in H; H2

any or all of the secondary hands in H. Kleinlogel

distinguishes six hands in H where I saw only one, an

unstable one. The result is that, according to

Kleinlogel, on the folio 2ir of H ( Tafel I), lines i~2

of the text are by the first hand, the lines 2-5 by the

third hand, and the lines 5-21 by the fourth hand. I

confess I continue to prefer my theory of a hand

unique and unstable.

In some places, the style of Kleinlogel is quite

hieroglyphic: 'Pl3 wartet zwischen VI 92.5 und VII

5,1 ausser mit H2-Lesarten auch mit solchen \on

BnH aul', desgleichen nach VII 5.1 mit $HU- und
Bn //“-Lesarten, jedoch nie nnt BH-Lesarten, die Hn

nicht kennt’ (p. 35).

One is surprised that no mention is made of the

Latin translation of Lorenzo Valla, the original of

which is the Vaticanus lat. 1801. From 7.30.1

onwards, this translation has to be considered as one

of the most important MSS of Thucydides [cf my
essay, pp. 58-60 .

According to Kleinlogel < p. 38 1 . there is no evidence

for an Alexandrian edition of Thucydides. But I

think I have proved many years ago that the ternary

book-division of Thucydides is typically Alexandrian

tone can conveniently consult my recent note in

Scriptorium 17 [1963] 314). In fact Kleinlogel is only

interested in the mediaeval period of the textual

history.

In conclusion, in spite of my objections, some oi

which will not be shared by those who think that a

detailed stemma is possible in every case, we have to be

grateful to Kleinlogel for his strenuous and fruitful

research.

Bertrand Hemmerdinger.
Palis.

Meactis \(i. 1 Thucydide et Pimperialisme
athenien, suivi d’un choix d’etudes. Xeuch-

atel : La Baconniere. 1964. Pp. 141. 1 plate.

Price not stated.

Without wishing to be more than customarily

insular, I cannot forbear remarking that there is

something oddly foreign about this little collection of

essays, ranging in date from 1926 to 1955, which

includes two historical, one philosophical and three

literary papers on Classical subjects, with an appendix

on Switzerland, two French writers, and two German
painters. Perhaps it is the eery breadth of the

syKi'K/.io; rranichi which leads sometimes to the leel-
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ing, that some of the most convincing generalisations

seem to be derived from unconvincing arguments.

The title essay was the inaugural address Meautis

delivered as Rector of the University of Neuchatel in

November, 1939. It is an interesting essay, in view

of its date; but there is something wrong with the

general comparison of Athenian imperialism and
Athenian barbarity with Napoleon and Hitler. If

the Athenians behaved barbarously it was not perhaps

surprising : they were only a couple of centuries out of

barbarism—and in some respects, in religion and
perhaps in personal relationships, were still pretty

barbaric. Napoleon and Hitler v\ ere products of and
were working in a Europe which had been civilised, on
and off, and Christianised, at least partly, for a very-

long time. One may also have doubts as to whether

‘the growth and fall’ of Athens is really all to be

explained by their rr).tove;ia, their keeping up with

the Joneses: it is perhaps trap simpliste. Yet the

analysis of the behaviour of tyrants of all times is

acute and telling. The second historical essay, on

Pericles’ opponents, is a little out of date now (it was
written in 1926), but it raises some interesting reflec-

tions on the Greeks’ ambivalent attitude to anpay/s-

orsvr>h and makes the Philoctetes of Euripides rather

dubiously into a ‘pacifist manifesto’ on the basis of

lines (mb; <V <iv tfpovoii/V kt?.. Dindorf ft. 1) which to

me illustrate just that ambivalence. But the French

talent for historical insight is shown in a foreshadowing

of the ‘cold war' in the address of 1939:

Helas! l’optique des temps de guerre n’est pas

l'optique des temps de paix . . . comme il est de

regie apres toute guerre menee par des allies contre

un seul adversaire, les conflits d'intercts rem-

placerent rapidement l’idcal du temps de guerre,

la ‘croisade’ se termina par d’aigres dissensions.

The one philosophical paper, on Orphism in

Aristotle’s (now fragmentary) dialogue. Eudemus,

raises the whole problem of the importance or other-

wise of Orphic thought in Plato and later Greek

philosophy, and indeed the larger problem of the real

nature of their apparently so rational thinking.

There is an odd remark about the style of the Eudemus,

‘tres different des oeuvres posterieures d'Aristote;

il est beaucoup plus soigne, fait preuve de preoccu-

pations litteraires'. What kind of later works’

What of Aristotle’s reputation in antiquity-.’

Of the three literary- essays, two are on plays of

Euripides, the Alcestis and the Bacchae. They are

perhaps a little out of fashion now. with their

rationalist Euripides and their subjective, psycholo-

gical analysis. Meautis insists on the importance of

‘certains "mots-clefs" qui nous ouvrent le sens cache

de la piece’, ‘certains termes, certaines appellations

qui, par leur emploi. revelent les intentions du poete.

Il y a la toute une direction de recherche.s qui

devrait interesser les philologues, ouvrir un champ
nouveau a l’activite scientifique.’ But this principle

is not in fart applied fully or strictly enough, and
there is much that seems dogmatic, but depends on

on the personal interpretation of the critic: only let

another take literally and seriously what Meautis

considers ‘comic’ or ‘ironic’ (irony is particularly hard

to pin down) and the play changes its meaning.

Does ‘tout le drame, le tragique de la piece (the

Alcestis), reside dans les vaines efforts de la femme
heroique pour arracher a son mari une promesse

qu’elle sait, helas! etre vaine’? Is Pentheus led to

destruction because of his prurient, but subconscious

desire to see the Bacchants at their debaucheries?

Of Druon’s Megaree, the peculiarly French subject

of the third literary essay, I know nothing beyond
what Meautis tells me; it seems to have been a very-

dull play. But the essay is in a way the most fascin-

ating of all, for it illustrates most clearly a character-

istic part of the foreignness of the French: for them,

le pays, la France, means very much what the noXig

meant to the ancient Greek. It has something of the

same religious significance. It may be for this

reason that the French writer can think himself into

ancient characters more easily than we can. One
might also suggest that this may be why neither the

French nor the Greeks succeeded in making democ-
racy work, because the rro/.ig. the state, is always
above and greater than the individual. There is, in

the title essay-, a beautiful description of a university:

Il importe grandement a la vie d'un pays qu’il

existe un foyer de culture desinteresse ou les jeunes
gens apprennent les regies strides de la probite

scientifique, de la recherche studieuse qui ne se

laisse pas egarer par la passion. Il est si facile de
hair, et si difficile de voir clair.

But only a Frenchman, perhaps, could go on:

La tache essentielle d'une Universite ... est de
servir la verite et, par consequent, de servir le pays.

Although I am not competent, nor is this the place,

to review the Appendix, there is in it a most interesting

essay on the due de Levis, Marshal of France, who
died at the age of sixty-two in 1830, having produced,
among other things, a book of Maximes et Refections,

of which one has found common currency—noblesse

oblige. The duke has a piece of advice for all those
concerned, as I am, with interviewing candidates for

university entrance:

Youlez-vous juger relativement a la culture de
l’esprit, de l’education d’un enfant? Ne vous
informez pas de ce qu’il sait. Vous pourriez
etre dupe de sa memoire 011 de la charlatanerie du
maitre (!), mais examinez si on lui inspire le gout
du travail ou du moins si on lui en donne l'habitude.

S. J. Tester.
University of Bristol.

Moore (J.M.) The manuscript tradition of
Polybius. Cambridge: the University Press.

1965. Pp. xviii -- 192. £2.

This study- is basically a Cambridge doctoral
thesis. It establishes a stemma of the manuscripts of
Polybius, but does not deal with the secondary or
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indirect tradition and only very briefly with the

reasons for his survival and influence on later writers.

The author made a full collation of the leading manu-
scripts A and F, and then constructed a list of over

six hundred passages to be collated in all the remain-

ing manuscripts: this procedure was necessary in

order to reduce his task to manageable proportions,

and in general it seems to have yielded adequate

evidence. As far as possible the manuscript affiliations

have been determined by errors of omission, which
are the most satisfactory type of evidence. The tradi-

tion falls into three parts, books I-Y. the excerpta

antiqua of VI—XYIII and the excerpta Constantin-

iana. After indicating how unsatisfactory the basis

of previous editions is Moore deals with these parts

in a systematic manner, first giving brief descriptions

of the manuscripts and then quoting the readings that

prove their relationships.

The argument is concise and to the point; most of

the relationships can be proved beyond reasonable

doubt from a few important errors or omissions.

Occasionally some difficulty arises, as on pp. 29 ff.,

where the evidence points in two directions, and it has

to be assumed that an omission of one whole line of

text by MS. Z2. which is shared by two other MSS..
arose by coincidence; this is not an easy hypothesis,

but I think that Moore is right in regarding it as

easier than any other which will explain the facts. In

some cases one might w'ish that a little more evidence

were given; for example on p. 23 the fragmentary

MS. J is assigned to a stemmatic position on the

strength of two comparatively minor errors. We are

told that the MS. B3 omits three tiny scholia (p. 25);

I think it would be unwise to rely much on this fact.

More difficult is the case of F (p. 31 * : three readings

run counter to Moore's argument, and two of them

he correctly disposes of as insignificant, but his way
of dealing with the third did not convince me; he

holds that the omission at 3.1 1.3 of the W'Ords d/./A

cvccw'ur /ki/./.ov in F might have arisen from a

marginal comment suggesting that they were spuri-

ous. Manuscripts often have notes indicating that

certain words belong to the text, but I do not recall

one conveying the opposite message. More likely

perhaps is that the words were badly written or

damaged in the hyparchetype, so that not all suc-

ceeding scribes were able to decipher them. O11 p. 97
the MSS. H2-7 are linked by a single common error

only, and as it is a mistake of one letter the reader

would welcome further evidence : on p. 98 the facts

stated about Hq to prove its derivation from H3
are all insignificant: on both these points further

evidence is necessary, especially in view of the author's

doubts expressed on pp. 104-3.

There are a few places where corrections or ad-

ditions, chiefly of a palaeographical nature, may be

made, but they do not appear to affect the validity ot

the stemmatic arguments. P. 16: MS. D is assigned

to the 14th century, but a glance at the illustration of

it in plate 4 show's that this is wrong. P. 20: if the

traces of the scribe's name are correctlv read he was
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presumably called Michael Palaeologos. Pp. 91 ff.:

in the section on the hyparchetype of H2-15 one
might infer something about the appearance of the

book from some of the errors, e.g. p. 10 1 on confusion

of sigma and delta, p. 104 confusion of sigma and
gamma; these could point to a book in the scholarlv

hand of c. 1300 (Cj. G. Zuntz. An inquiry into the

transmission of the plays of Euripides, pp. 180-1). Pp.

145 ff.: if all the later MSS. of these excerpts are

copies of X. perhaps it was not necessary to discuss

the relation of the copies, at any rate in the printed

version of the thesis. In the index one is surprised

to find reference to two ‘convents’ on Mount Athos.

In the scheme of the book there is one omission

which is perhaps to be regretted : it would have been
interesting to know whether anv inference can be
made about the manuscript fsi used by the compilers

of the Suda. especially as they were working at much
the same time as the excerpta Constantiniana were
made.

However, it would be ungrateful and unfair to end
this review with complaints ; the fact is that this book
contains the results of much useful work and is a

substantial step towards a new edition of this im-

portant author.

N. G. Wilson
Lincoln College. 0 \foid

Kennedy ;G.) The art of persuasion in Greece.
London: Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1963.

Pp. xi - 350. £2 5 s.

It is many years since J. F. Dobson published his

study of The Greek Orators and the only subsequent

review, in English, of work in this field appeared in

Fifty Tears of Classical Scholarship. The present book
provides a timely re-appraisal of Greek rhetoric in

the light of modern criticism.

Professor Kennedv. addressing himself to a wide-

reading public, sets out ‘to plot a course between a

broad survey of culture and a narrow history of

technicalities' A). He wiselv omits any detailed

analysis of the poets but includes a discussion of the

Attic orators insofar as thev are the practical ex-

ponents of rhetorical theorv. Limitations of this

kind cannot be avoided if the vast subject-matter is

to be kept within a manageable compass. The
presentation of material differs significantly from that

in Dobson as the main chapter headings illustrate:

(V. The Nature of Rhetoric, 12 Techniques of Per-

suasion in Greek Literature before 400 B.o... (31 Earlv

Rhetorical Theory. C'orax to Aristotle, (4- The Attic

Orators.
1 3 Hellenistic Rhetoric to the Arrival in

Rome of Dionysius of Halicarnassus. While such an

arrangement involves a certain amount of repetition

and additional cross-references, it does make possible

a more interesting and constructive approach to the

subject.

The introductory chapters give a preview of the

whole field of rhetoric and its inherent problems

while also affording an opportunity for the definition
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of the divisions of rhetoric. There is, of course,

much that is familiar especially the well-known

references from Homer (II. ix 442 f., xxii 281, Od. iii

212 ft', and others) illustrating the epic interest in

good speaking (pp. 36 ft". 1 . Such repetition is

inevitable, however, because of the limited amount of

evidence available.

Two main features are characteristic of early ora-

tors - namely the excessive use of antithesis—an

ingrained habit in Greek writing and thought—and
argument from probability. The earliest example of

the latter occurs in Horn. Hymn iv where
,
Hermes

replies to Apollo when challenged about the theft of

his oxen : this type of argument is extensively used

even today. The next evidence is provided by the

well-known trial in the Eumemdes. the predecessor of

the Euripidean u'/iovtc. One further element which

< ontributed much to the expression of Greek oratory

was the developed sensitivity of the Greek ear which

led naturally to an interest in rhythm.

Isocrates considered speech the basis of civilisation

icf. .Xicocles j ff. )
and Socrates (Gorgias, 452c off.)

attributes the definition neiboE; dii/aior/iyd; taxi

jjijXOfnKti to Gorgias. Rhetoric, according to the

present terms of reference, is the theory or technique

of speaking. It owed its birth both to the unsettled

political conditions in Sicily and to the emergence of

the professional politician at Athens and elsewhere.

In other words an ability to speak well was an essential

requirement both in the law-courts and for the

advancement of one’s career.

The Greek interest in rhetoric is reflected in the

elegiacs of Solon: his exhortation to the Athenians to

conquer Salarnis is rhetorical in spirit although in

terse. Kennedy rightly stresses the fact that rhetoric

was not dramatically and suddenly introduced into

Greece by Gorgias in 427 B.c. He makes a number
of sweeping generalisations and accepts the view that

the oratory of the fifth century b.c. was not unlike

what Thucydides puts into the mouth of his speakers:

xn diovxa might less ambiguously have been trans-

lated as ‘what was appropriate to the occasion’ (p.

48'. Plato, Phaedrus, 266d 5 ff., gives the best general

aci ount of the contribution of the early orators to the

form, content, character, and development of rhetoric

pp. 54 IF.;. The main part of ch. 3 is devoted to an
examination of Aristotle, Rhetoric iii and the more
typical fourth-century handbook the Rhetorica ad

Alexandrum which ‘represents better than anything

else the tradition of sophistic rhetoric' tp. 115).

The Attic orators (ch
. 4) are examined in the

i ontext of the main divisions of oratory following the

( ategories of speeches defined by Aristotle namely

I; Judicial, 21 Epideictic, and 3) Deliberate e: the

life of each orator, a description of his speeches, and a

brief general comment on the nature of his contribu-

tion to the development of oratory is included. The
earliest example of epideictic oratory is the Gorgian

Encomium on Helen : the encomia are elaborate exercises

more akin to the tetralogies of Antiphon w here the

arguments are allowed to stand out in relict un-

hampered by unnecessary detail. Demosthenes and

Aeschines are examined in greater detail and

Kennedy provides some commentary on the signi-

ficance of the main speeches eliciting from them their

attitude to rhetoric which is inextricably bound up

with their political outlook. Not surprisingly the

Philippics and Olynthiacs show an intensity of feeling

unknown to Isocrates. ‘Demosthenes knew all the

tricks and rules of rhetoric, but they were to him only

means to a far more important end' p. 236—this

being the defence of his country. ‘Aeschines was a

self-made man. exceedingly proud of the culture he

had acquired, not thoroughly conscious of how to use

it' (p. 24ji. The chapter concludes with a brief

account of the lesser orators of the fourth century

—

Apollodorus, Lvcurgus, Hypereides, and Dinarchus.

The final chapter 15} on Hellenistic rhetoric

provides a particularly valuable survey of material

which is perhaps less familiar to the general student.

There are two main sections ( 1 )
Peripatetics 1 2

)

Stoics. Much of Theophrastus, rtfpi AtAc; is re-

peated in Cicero, de Oiatore. ‘He gave Hellenistic

rhetoricians a usable system which preserved the

essential requirements of a good style and did not

over-emphasise adornment’ (p. 275 . The main
virtues are {/./.lyio/w;, to aarfe;, to npt.xov and
possibly KuraGKti't) !a term later used by the Stoics'.

Particular emphasis was laid on the importance of

delivery. Demetrius, a pupil of Theophrastus,

published works on rhetoric of which only fragments

are extant: the -Tt/ii ip/ujveia; is probably incorrectly

attributed to him although it apparently bears his

name. The Stoics' system was substantially the

same as that of Theophrastus and the Peripatetics

with the addition of brevity as a necesaarv quality.

Three further topics conclude the chapter—Asianism,

the quarrel between rhetoric and philosophv, and
Atticism. The latter is interesting for its reaction

against the excesses of Hellenistic prose which were
paralleled by the exaggerated art of the period.

There is an appendix containing the introduction to

Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ work on the orators:

limited bibliographies appear in some footnotes and
an adequate index completes the work.
The present book contains a mine of iniormation

including critical references to innumerable modern
treatments of outstanding problems in the field of
Greek rhetoric. Professor Kenned) - has not only
filled a gap with his modern 'xeyvrj', which avoids the
pitfalls outlined by Aristotle, but has given the
student and general reader alike an excellent guide to

further study. John F. Healy.
Bedford College, University of London.

I.OSSA t: (M. J.; Untersuchungen zur antiken
Demosthenesexegese. Palingenesia, 2.) Bad
Homburg: M. Gehlen. 1964. Pp. 151. Price
not stated.

Allusions in such writers as Didymus and Dionysius
of Halicarnassus to the views of earlier (almost
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invariably unnamed] commentators on Demosthenes
make it clear that our earliest extant writers on the

topic were not first in the field. Lossau has gallantly

attempted to reconstruct the earlier exegetical tradi-

tion under two main headings, the Peripatetic contri-

bution and the Alexandrian.

He knows his subject thoroughly and his argumen-
tation is so close and subtle that the reviewer had
better confess forthwith that he is not at all sure that

he always grasped it. But enough is quite clear to

make one feel that Lossau’s approach belongs to a

past age. As an exercise in Quellenforschung,

Lossau's work is often sophisticated: he is obviously

conscious how little of his reconstruction can be

regarded as certain, for there are simply too many gaps

in our knowledge. Yet his methods equally often

reveal why unhappy associations becloud that notor-

ious term. To get as far as he does, he has to rely

implicitly on the well-worn postulate that the

Alexandrians did all the work and did it perfectly,

and that the records in our papyri and scholiasts,

whatever their date, are but fragmentary, abbreviated

and often garbled remains of a comprehensive

Alexandrian achievement, that in short, nobody did

any original research after c. 150 B.c. and nobody
ever got anything wrong before that date. But there

is surely evidence that in the field of prose-writing,

whatever be true of Homer, the Alexandrians left a

good deal to be done.

With the evidence fundamentally inadequate for

the task in hand, it is not surprising to find some strain-

ing in the interpretation of details. If an early source

has e.i’ioi (faatv Lossau begins his inquiries on sure

ground: but he also alleges that phrases like e.-roTo.-T-

ijcreir (oroyriaiuTo) d' civ n; on . . . are evidence for

earlier views. One might guess that usually they are

not. Again if a papyrus contains a gross blunder

(p. 22o), that must be the work of a copyist. Here it

probably is, but authors too make the most unlikely

and scandalous mistakes. A different kind of over-

subtlety is to be found in Lossau's strange attempt

pp. 68 ff. to distinguish between Dionysius' dis-

cussions of two speeches attributed to Lysias
t
Lys. 121.

Dionysius says of each that the style was not Lysian,

and on working out some dates he found that they

must have been written after Lysias’ death. I can

see nothing in the language to support, and much to

controvert, Lossau's view that in the first instance,

but not the second, ‘die Chronologie nur die Aufgabe

einer zusatzhchen Bestatigung fur das . . . stilistische

Echtheitsurteil habe" (reviewer’s italics).

To say all this is not to deny that there is consider-

able interest and value in Lossau's work. He throws

much light on the way ancient commentators went to

work. On individual points he is often acute, for

instance in detecting and stressing Theophrastus’

divergences from Aristotle (pp. 36 ff.), and in

interpreting two recently published papyrus frag-

ments of commentaries on Demosthenes (pp. 129 ff. f -

Furthermore, there are indications in the work that it

may be an opus iuvenile. If it is not. the author should.
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of course, know better, but if it is, it is important to

say that its promise is unmistakable: its faults arise

from the choice of a subject which could be attacked

only by methods unlikely to yield satisfying con-

clusions.

A. E. Douglas.
University of Southampton.

Wartelle (A.) Inventaire des manuscrits
grecs d’Aristote et ses commentateurs.
Paris: ‘Les Belles Lettres’. 1963. Pp. xxi —
198. Price not stated.

Bekker used almost exactly 100 MSS for his Berlin

edition of Aristotle ; to judge from Gigon’s appendix

to the reprint of Bekker's edition, more recent editors

of individual works have used roughly 100 more.

M. Wartelle now presents us with a list of over t,ooo

Greek MSS containing some part of Aristotle. Of
these only thirty-six are said to be earlier than the

thirteenth century; but for many works MSS of the

thirteenth and later centuries are no less important:

e.g. the Politics and the Eudemian Ethics are not repre-

sented at all before the thirteenth century, and a

primary source for the Poetics is Riccardianus 46 of the

fourteenth century. So a vast task of eliminatio seems

to face future editors. For certain works this has

already been done, e.g. by Lobel for the Poetics :

Wartelle seems to add only one MS (at Ravenna,

sixteenth century 1 to Lobel’s list; and for e.g. the

Organon , where early MSS are numerous, it seems

unlikely that detailed investigation of the later MSS
would much improve our texts. But some works have

been less fortunate in their transmission or their

editing, and many intending editors will have to make
much use of Wartelle's finding-list.

What Wartelle claims to have done is to perform

the mechanical but laborious and useful task ot

searching page by page (not trusting their indexes)

the published catalogues listed by the Abbe Richard

in his Repertoire des Catalogues de Manuscrits grecs.

Wartelle warns us that standardisation of the infor-

mation provided by these varied and often elderly

catalogues is impossible. The information Wartelle

can give about MSS accordingly varies from library

to library, or even (as with the Vatican) within a

single library. He attempts to give press-numbers,

date or conjectured century, size, material and

contents of each MS: where possible he gives the

folio-number for the beginning of each separate work
contained in a MS. But often this last information is

not available, and one is reminded that from an

editor’s point of view many catalogues mislead either

by omitting parts of a MS' contents or by exaggerating

the extent of a work contained only in part. Short

of years of w ork in the libraries themselves this cannot

be checked. (But there are some signs that intending

editors might still be well advised to go back from

Wartelle's list to the original catalogues before they

go to the libraries; e.g. Bandini recorded correctly

that Laurentianus 83.3 contains only books v and \ 1
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of Simplicius in Phys., whereas Wartelle implies it is

complete, and the new Vatican catalogue is much
more precise than Wartelle in describing the contents

ot Vaticanus 250. Perhaps Wartelle has tried to be
concise; but in listing contents this could be dis-

astrous.)

Besides Aristotle himself, Wartelle’s 2283 entries

include a thousand-odd MSS of Aristotle's commen-
tators, including a large number of sometimes very

late MSS ofBlemmydes. Corydalleus and other Byzan-
tine scholars. A swift cortiparison of Wartelle’s list

ol MSS of Simplicius on the Physics with Diels’ lists

in the Berlin edition shows a considerable number of

items Diels missed, though it is of course impossible

to tell how valuable they might be. But my colleague

Mr A. H. C’oxon points out that Wartelle himself has
apparently missed Monacensis 428, which was one of

Diels’ primary sources for books v-viii, and also

Marciani iv 14-18, the existence of which, at least,

was known to Diels, though he was not aware that iv

1 4 contains Simplicius’ commentary not on the Physics

or part of it but on the Categories. Also Neapolitanus

323 contains, according to Diels, Simplicius, not lor

not only) Philoponus. Elsewhere Diels identified as

Simplicius much that Wartelle merely describes as

'Phys. cumschol.’ ,e.g. in Vaticanus 1028). One can
only hope that clusters of omissions are rare. But it

seems to emerge that Wartelle has not sought the

extra information that might be obtained by
consulting editors’ prefaces in addition to cata-

logues.

Unlike Mioni in his recent book on the Venice
MSS of Aristotle, Wartelle does not consider the

possible filiation of any MSS. Xor does he record

any signatures or evidence of former ownership, even

though the better catalogues sometimes mention
these. One should perhaps not condemn Wartelle

for not having set out to do more. One must stress

that his book as it stands is a ‘finding-list’ and no
more; its virtue as such would be exhaustiveness, if

that were attainable; Wartelle himself warns us that

it is not. But at worst we must not be ungrateful for

the listing of the frightening number of MSS that are

accumulated here, whatever may perhaps come to

light in the future when better library catalogues are

made. Before Wartelle there was no short cut at all

to mcentio, and no means for an editor to guess at the

magnitude of his task.

The MSS are listed first by libraries, then there is an
index showing which MSS are said to contain any
given work of Aristotle or a commentator. An index

of MSS according to their centuries would have been

useful even if hazardous. There is no bibliography

;

Wartelle docs not even reprint short titles of cata-

logues. There is no reference to non-Greek trans-

lations or commentaries: but the Latin translations,

of course, now have an admirable catalogue to them-

-elves.

Damd B. Robinson.

L’niiti nty of Edinburgh.

Aristotle. Analytica priora et posteriora.

Ed. W. D. Ross and L. Minio-Paluello. (Script.

class, bibl. Oxon.) Oxford; the Clarendon

Press. 1964. Pp. xii — 197. £ 1

.

This is a photographic reprint in the ‘Oxford

Classical Texts’ format of the text, apparatus and
index verborum originally printed in Sir David Ross’s

large edition of the Analytics with introduction and
commentary published in 1949. The 1949 edition

was widely praised by reviewers and need not be

treated in detail here; see (e.g.) D. A. Rees in CR
lxiv '1950), 114-16. In this reprint the text and
apparatus stand as they were apart from a few

corrections (e.g. in the sigla , where Bekker’s MS D
has recently been correctly identified). A Latin

preface on the evidence for the text has been provided

by Dr. L. Mimo-Paluello, partly condensing, partlv

adding to Ross's statements in section viii of his 1949
introduction. M.-P. has also added an appendix
recording additional evidence on the text of the

Prioi Analytics, some from sources already used bv
Ross, some from a new source.

Ross's text was based on five Greek MSS of the

ninth, tenth or eleventh centuries, supplemented by
readings derivable from the Greek commentators on
the Analytics, and also by readings inferred from two
Syriac translations, one made about a.d. 700 by
Georgius Syrus of the Prior Analytics

, one perhaps made
in the fifth century by Proba of An. Pr. I i-vii. Ross
only cited Syriac readings where they supported one
or more ot his other sources. These readings were
originally communicated to Ross by M.-P.; M.-P.
now adds further Syriac readings, especially readings

that now turn out to support Boethius’ readings

against Ross's five Greek MSS. It is perhaps worth
noting that some of the appended readings of ?Proba
seem to coincide with Waitz's reports of the Greek
MSS. i. m and u. not collated by Ross (see 24b 17,
26b28. 28a 1 8. v

The source added b\ M.-P. that was not used at

all by Ross is the Latin translation of An. Pr . made by
Boethius in the early sixth century, which exists in two
versions both probably issued by Boethius himself.

1 his translation was admirably edited recently bv
M.-P. in A? istotele s' Latinus vol. III. where he discussed
its relation to Ross s Greek MSS. Frequently it con-
firms the antiquity of a variant found in one only of
Ross s h\ e MSS; not infrequently M.-P.’s appendix
shows it producing readings of its own which at least
require consideration, 'though M.-P. does not dis-
cuss whether anv should be put in the text). Occasion-
ally. as wc saw. Boethius is supported by a Syriac
\ ersion . and at 43a 10 Boethius has a reading ascribed
bv Ross to Waitz but not claimed by Waitz as a
conjecture . this may mean that Boethius supports a
Greek MS used by \\ aitz but not by Ross.

in his preface lists, and gives references for.
a number of other sources for the Analytics which he
has not made available here Gome of them have not
yet been adequately studied anywhere): there are
alter Latin \ersions of An. Pr. : a tenth century Arabic
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version survives (other Arabic versions are perhaps

lost)
;
Boethius’ An. Post, is lost, but there are five

surviving later Latin versions; a tenth century Arabic

(via Syriac) An. Post, survives and there is some

evidence for readings of another. Add to this that

according to Wartelle’s recent inventory there are all

told about 140 Greek MSS mostly uncollated: in

particular A. Colonna. in RFIC 93 1.1965). 3 1 8-20.

calls attention to Vat. Barberini 87. which is of the

tenth century but was unknown to Ross. (M.-P. should

perhaps for completeness’ sake have mentioned the

Favyum papyrus of An. Post, published in Philologus

44 (1885) .) Thus the position, technically, is that

much potential evidence for the Analytics has neither

been systematically employed nor ‘eliminated’. On
the other hand in this O.C.T. volume we now have

the full evidence of eight early primary witnesses

for An. Pr. and five for An. Post., and also that of the

Greek commentators. The tradition of these works is

not only abundant but also good; many of the vari-

ants clearly go back to antiquity but do not much
affect the sense. There may be signs that later Greek

MSS preserve ancient variants, but Ross admitted

only fifteen readings (some of them very easy cor-

rections) from the later MSS as reported by Waitz;

collation of these might only confirm M.-P.'s belief

that early contamination makes a stemma impossible;

and the investigation of the other translations will

perhaps be of more interest for history than for the

text (though one must remember that other works

of Aristotle are far less well transmitted, and for them

elaborate researches might be rewarded).

Finally Ross’s judgment as editor, especially on

points turning on philosophical understanding, was

masterly. We can therefore use this reissued text

with the assurance that much improvement is not

likely to be attainable.

The reduced page-size of the reprint has led to very

small (and slightly fuzzy) type, which is hard on the

reader of a difficult work: resetting would have

permitted inclusion of M.-P.'s appendixes in the

apparatus; but in principle it is excellent to have

good texts cheap.

David B. Robinson

University of Edinburgh.

Aristotle. De arte poetica liber. Ed. R. Kassel.

(Script, class, bibl. Oxon.) Oxford: the Claren-

don Press. 1965. Pp. xiv -j- 79. 15s.

Apres un regne de plus d’un demi-siecle dans

Scriptorum classicorum Bibliotheca Oxomensis, la deux-

ieme edition de I. Bywater vient d'etre remplacee

par la nouvelle edition de la Poetique d’Aristotc.

preparee par R. Kassel (de Berlin). Cette nouvelle

edition, comme on s’y attendait. apres les etudes et

les editions de J. Tkatsch, A. Gudeman, J. Svkoutris.

D. de Montmollin, G. Else et d’autres. differe

sensiblement de celle de I. Bywater de 1911.

F.lle a d’abord une Praefatio ipp. V XIV 1 oil

VOL. LXXXVI.

l’auteur donne en abrege une etude de la tradition

manuscrite de la Poetique (A — Par. 1714, B ----- Rice.

46, Lat 0 et T = cod. Etonensis et cod. Toletanus.

Ar = la traduction arabe et rec = mss grecs des ss.

XV-XVI; pp. V-XI), le stemma (p. XII 1 et quelques

explications concernant les mss, le texte grec, l’app.

crit. et les deux index (pp. XII-XIV). A la page 2

se trouve un aper£u des sigles; les pp. 3-49 contien-

nent le texte et l’app. crit., les pp. 50-52 comprennent

les memes fragmenta (I-VI) differemment disposes,

les pp. 53-77 VIndex Graecus (au lieu de 1 ’Index

nominum de Bywater et les pp. 78-79

—

VIndex locorurn.

On pourrait, en general, tomber d’accord avec

l’examen critique des mss quoiqu’on ait l’intpression

que la parente de B et de E ne soit pas suflisamment

soulignee, ce que fait ressortir le stemma oil E est

separe de B. Cette impression risque d’etre super-

ficielle, etant donne que les sigles . 1.3 et II de R.K.

ne designent pas des mss imagines ou perdus mais des

parentes de deux ou de plusieurs mss. Pourtant,

nous croyons que la parente entre E et B est telle,

qu’on puisse joindre par le sigle E plutdt ces deux

mss, si l’on considere, outre les accords indiquex par

R.K. (p. XI), surtout 49b 28 (cmOii/iuTov contre

/LiaOi/fiaTon’ de tous les autres mss), 55b 31 {tihijat'oq

contre uhidoeto

;

de tous les autres; la le^'on de E.

etait en effet. scion toute apparence aiTijatv>s, la

meme que celle de B. a en juger d’apres la traduction

arabe qui a, dans la version latine de Tkatsch,
L

ab Augi usque ad' = av'/qaeioc de airijcetna, v. M.D.P.

dans f(.A. XII, 88 et 3201. 48b 36 (to . . . rr/y'i/ta contre

ra . . a/ij/ttna des autres''. 50a 28 (.TO/.i’yenxTTo:, -I et

les autres. que B et E ont omish 50b 15 {nhne II ou

rrefinrov rec, qui manque en B el E) etc. etc. D’apres

nous, done, le stemma devrait etre congu comme
suit:

.1

\

5 II

.'X S \
\ . \

V B . I 0

La nouvelle edition de R.K., comparee avec celle

de Bywater, a dans le texte grec environ 150 lemons

differentes. Les differences dans l’app. crit. sent

beaucoup plus nombreuses et plus remarquables.

Les nouvelles lemons representent, dans la plupart des

cas. un pas en avant. En voici quelques exetnples

:

R. Kassel

1447a 17 . . /y yap Tf
J)

er ftppin- . .

1447a 26s /y Tu>v opytjfTTibv (sci\. rr/vtj)

48b 22 PE dpy/l~ Ot TTHfl'KOTf-

49a 7 . ti dpa tyei . . .

5 >a 3 . . . P.~Zl T(OV <JO)f.l(LTOJV . . .

52a 1 6s . Tteftteyfih'ip' <V t); . . .

58a 28 . . . ri)v ran' <d?./.0)v> oro/mror a

38a 30 Tf'l fV 6K TO)V TTLOV
ft.

59a 33 . . raeodai 6 iivdoz. .

62b 94 Kfi't t) 'Odraana, <d> Ktii .

H
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I. Bywater

1447a 17-
/J
yap toj ytvei irepoi~

1447a 26s al TOW 6p/tj(JTVW

48b 22 iS dpy/j~ TzeipvKoreg

49a 7 . . dp ’ iy tt . . .

5ia 3 . . 8711 TOW avaTtjpidTCOV .

52a 1 6s . TCETT/.eypivt) de

58a 28 . . ti)v tow availdraw a.

58a 30 FK TOW y/.l')TT(OV ft.

59a 33 ifit/j.Fv FOeaOai, . . .

62b 94 . . Kai
y'i
’OdioGeia. Kai .

II y en a tout de mcmc queiques unes qui ne signifi-

ent, malheureusement, aucun progres, comme par ex.

:

50a 12s— . . . foi'/c o/.lyoi ai’Twi't Ac eieteiv . . . Kai yap

fcfy'i; f/ft .'Tili’4 ... ou B\w. avait . . . oipet; eyet ndv

. . . et clans l’app. crit. il proposait la conjecture

‘12 to; tineiv fortasse post iiipei; eyjti rrdv collocandum’,

qui cst tres probable; plus bas (50a 17SS), R.K
propose Batht-tcse cle la proposition [/ecu’ tvSai/uovia . . .

/, toi'vuvtIov]. oil Byw. avait . . . kw evdat/uovta;

Kai /’/ KnKohat/tovia . . . ij roiraniov, qui est plus

vratsemblablc, car il fallait marquer la lacune ou la

corruption du texte et non pas en effacer une partie

importante ct necessaire. Nous avons, de notre

cote, propose la lecujn conjecturale 1) yap Tpaytadla

itl/ttiaU rartv oi'k dvflpti>.~tcjr d/./A .tpd;eo>; Kai fliov Kai

tiAui/ioro; Kai < KUKodai/tovo;. 1]
d'evdatpovia Kai> ij

KUKodai/ioviu ... Il faut mcmc que les remarques

de R.K. 'non exslant in Ar’, citees dans l’app. crit. et

concernant les mots irdat/torla; Kai r) KaKodatfinvia,

ne soient pas acceptees sans reserve (v. Tkatsch I,

233 n. 36 . Citons aussi un exemple de l’app. crit.

ou l’edition de Byw. offrait un meilleur aper^u des

variantes du texte et des conjectures; il s’agit de

48a 15; idtjTup **yn: KvK/.ona; . . . F.lle apportait 6

versions du texte 13 des mss et 3 conjectures] dont,

d’apres nous, relic de C’astclvetro ( vtOTtep '.if,yd;

Kvk/.vjtuj.: )
,
qui fait defaut chez R.K., serait la meil-

leure. Il v a, neannoins, chez R.K. un detail de la

version latine ‘el timutheus '

,
qui nous semble precieux,

etant donne que notre conjecture, s’appuyant

d’ailleurs sur C’astelvetro, suggerait la conj. Kai entre

Ki'K/.orm et T1/16O10; Iv. J*.A. XII. p. 84), ecrite,

selon toute apparence, par son sigle et mal comprise

comme r.

R.K., rendant compte de Ar (pp. X-XIj, critique

les etudes de J. Tkatsch ct de A. Gudeman concernant

la traduction arabe d’une maniere trop severe en

s’appuvant sur 1'opinion de R. Walzer et sans

presenter des arguments convaincants. Le fait

seul que la version arabe n'est pas une traduction

directe du texte grec mais qu’elle est traduite d'une

version syriaque invite a la prudence; cependant, il

ne suffit pas de reprouver, presque a priori, le travail

des deux savants pleins de merite. Nous sommes de

mcmc consrients que Gudeman a commis quelque-

fois des fautes, mais la ou il a montre le texte exact,

oil il a introduit une meilleure expression ou bien

un mot plus convenabie de n’importe quel ms. ou
d’une bonne conjecture, il est injuste et errone de

ne pas le reconnaitre et de restituer ou de retenir

un texte moins convenabie. Yoici queiques ex-

emples d’une tel'e pratique:

R. Kassel

47b 14— ... to Ttoteiv i:/jyt:io:rotov; . . .

(app. crit.
:
pas un mot !)

49a 32SS— . . . t) de Ko/wrdla Am v ilia. tpav?.. /1 ov p .k.

71. k. d/.f.d to? aia/jtov i. (app. crit.: '34 to 1 77 : om.
B.’ Sur aicr/joov pas un mot

!)

56a 2— . . . to de TerapTov f oijc '\otov . . . (app.

crit.: or]; B: or); A : spat. vac. in Lat: dipt; Byvvater coll.

1485a 5, sed obstat 1459b 8-g . . .)
— S'il y avait,

par raport a o/jc. qui est evidemment un texte gate,

chez les philologues et les editeurs, une serie de con-

jectures, nous ne voyons pas la raison pourquoi R.K.
ne nous en donne que dipt; de Bywater). 1

A. Gudeman

47b 14— . . . to rroniv <rov; pev> t/.eyetonntov; . . .

(app. crit.: 14. < too; ph' > e/.eyetortotov;

:

A (Gryphius).

Cf. Tk. II 136. 1/ <)e Kto/Kpdia ecntv (lift. tpav/.. //. ov

/(. k n. k. d/J.d roe itlayjrov <06

>

(app. crit.
: 34 aiiryjrou

<ov> — P2
,
om. /lR'ai per haplographian.)

56a 2— ... to di. TerapTov <>) At/// >, olov . . . (app.

crit.: 2 . . . TtTuprov <r
j

u.t7.//>. Bursian. hie iam
Morelius dn/.ovv inserendum iussit. TtxapTov or];

A or. TtrupTov 6 .. . olov T^GP S
. r. olov 6 .. .

MVU, spatiis relictis. otKtiov IAM 1
6fta?.6v Am quae

tentamina lacunae supplendae aeque repudianda
sunt atque conii cturae TepuTtKi

J
vel repaTdrde; vel dipt;

Gf. Tk. II 85.;,

Si Aristote dit, dans le texte precedent, qu'il y a

quatre especes de tragedies et s’il en a enumere
deja trois (1° rttaleypevry 2° rtaQ/jn/o) et 3

0
r'ftiK,)), il

ne reste pour la quatrieme, conformement au chap. 24
(59b 8ssq que la u.-rAi/ (v. le commentaire de Gude-
man. 317). Notre emendation du texte en question

est identique en ce qui concernc le sens mais un peu
dilferente par rapport a la paleographic (t) 6

i

rerdpTr]

drr/.r'i, v. A. XII, 88).

Il y a dans l’app. crit., en outre, un certain nombre
de petites omissions et inexactitudes, comme dans
49b 29 Ckui /u/.o

E

del. Tyrwhitt’). R.K. y a
omis la conjecture Kai fierpov de \'ettori, ce qui n’est

pas essentiel, mais son indication que les mots
Kai tte/.o; ne sc trouvaient que dans les mss designes
par le symbole £j qui ne comprend pas le E, ne
correspond pas a la verite, ce qu’on voit de la

traduction arabe (cp. Tkatsch I, 230 set n. 37).
Au lieu du syn.bole E il faudrait ecrire A, d’apres la

notation de R.K. Une inexactitude presqu’ iden-
tique se trouvf dans 49b 3 (’3 ).eydfievoi E . . .’ pour
‘

T

1.

R.K. transmet d ordinaire le meilleur texte des
mss et les plus probables des conjectures et emenda-
tions evitant I'mtervention personnels, sauf dans
queiques cas, e plus souvent, sous forme de sug-

1 Cp. mainlenant encore celle de G. Else: rj de
iTzetaodiorbr];.
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gestions dans l’app. crit., et tres rarement, imme-
diatement dans le texte. Void les deux endroits

oil R.K. a directement change le texte des mss:

49b gs—>] /.lev odv rij rpaywdia
/
ut/j>i pel' rov [terd

[terzpov ?.6yu) [it[i. etc. (app. crit.: ‘9 pel' tov Tyrwhitt:

fiuvov E to fierd peTpov ?.6yv) scrips! (non obstat Ar)

:

fierpov [terra. Xoyov B : nerpov peyd/.ov .4 : excidit in

Lat’) et 54a 22s

—

earn' yap avdpeiav /tev to kfiop,

aXX ovy app. yvv. ovTiop a.K.S. (app. crit.: ‘22 to B:

rd A avdpeiav (sc. eivai yvvaiKa )
scripsi: dvdpeiov Ei.

Cependant, les deux conjectures de R.K. n'offrent

pas un texte tout a fait probable. L’expression

[ie'/jji [lev tov [ierd [i. h'/ycp est douteuse a cause de la

repetition de la particule [lev et de l’ordre des mots

(cp. notre conjecture [id/jii tov ev [terpcp Kal /.oyq>, dans

£.A. XII, 85, approuvee par C. Georgoulis (Platon

XV, 336). Et le texte eanv yap avdpeiav . . . du
point de vue syntaxqiue et stylistique, n’est pas plus

probable. II nous semble que le texte primitif y
avait eaxiv ydp dvdpeiov [lev t 1 (Hermann pour to des

mssi ifiop, d/.X ovydpp. yvv. dXcop ( M.D, P. pour euros

de B ou rwt de A) avdpeiav i] deivrjv rival.

Toute fois quelques unes de ses suggestions dans

l’app. crit. sont plus vraisemblables. Les void:

47b 14 (app. crit.) ‘. . . fort, ov ycopi; opp. d/.id KOivfj

15’ (pour oi'x cop des mss), 48a 16 ‘.
. . fort, ai<Ti

~j

6i<xa&tn>rff (pour ev avvfj de rfj), quoiqu’on y puisse

avec autant sinon plus de vraisemblance lire ev de t>]

a&rfi, 51a 17s ‘.
. . 18 fort. <epm> ivitov (pour evicov dans

la phrase rf d>v evicov, ce qui est du moins interessant

sinon convaincant; 55a 14 ‘.
. . fort. <avxov>, d/./.ov de

y

represente une suggestion presque meillcure que
<EKvivov>, d/./.ov de de Sykoutris. La note de l’app.

crit. 60a 35 ‘. . . rd ev FI: ev, turn in charta lacerata

fort. ti~i ( d B’, qui est trop critique, doit etre signalee.

II faut particulierement marquer les merites de

R.K. dans l’enrichissement de nos connaissances

concernant le travail critique sur le texte de la

Poetique de Ellebodius et de Sophianos, deux philo-

logues du XVIe
s., qui a fait l’objet d’une etude

speciale de l’auteur dans Rhein. AIus. CV m-121,
dont nous voyons les resultats utilises non seulement

dans l’app. crit. (48b 18: ‘ou-/_ 1/ Ellebodius, Her-

mann’; 52a 3: ‘.
. . Kai [tdk/.ov de Ellebodius, Spen-

gel’; 35b 18: ‘.
. . veto tov Oeov olim Vahlen, malim

veto tov deov cum Ellebodio’; 59a 21s: ‘iaropiaip

Tap ovvQeaeip Sophianus, Dacier’) mais aussi im-

mediatement dans le texte, comme dans 49a 18

npcoTayioviGTeiv (pour npoTayiovioTijv : cp. l’app. crit.

‘18 PtpoTayrovloteiv Sophianus . . .’) qui aurait la

chance d’etre authentique bien que pipcnay<nvum)v

des mss donne le meme sens.

Quoique le texte grec et l’app. crit. de la nouvelle

edition de R.K., qui est de 5 pages plus long que

celui de I. Bywater, donne a peu pres l’image de

l’etat actuel de la critique du texte de la Poetique

d’Aristote, nous serions plus satisfaits si les defauts,

grands ou petits, pouvaient disparaitre de la pro-

chaine edition.

M. D. Petrusevski.

Theophrastus. Der syrische Auszug der
Meteorologie des Theophrast. Hrsg. und
iibers. E. Wagner. Eingel. und erkl. P.

Steinmetz. (Akademie der Wissenschaften und
der Literatur, Abh. der geistes- und sozialuiss.

Klasse, Jg 1964, 1.) Mainz: Akademie der

Wissenschaften und der Literatur. 1964. Pp.

58. DM 5.60.

In 1918 G. Bergstrasser published a brief Arabic

compendium of meteorological doctrines purporting

to be a shortened version of a Syriac work attributed

to Theophrastus. In 1955 part of this Syriac work

was discovered on three badly mutilated leaves of a

Cambridge MS. This fragment has now been edited

jointly by the Orientalist E. Wagner and P. Stein-

metz, the editor of Theophrastus’ Characters, who have

also provided an introduction, German translation,

synopsis and commentary. Their text is a line-by-

line reprint of the MS, apart from a few trivial

corrections. The translation is based on a composite

text assembled from the Arabic and Syrian versions

—

both have something to contribute, for although the

Syriac text is fuller, the MS is damaged and dates

from the fourteenth century, whereas the Arabic

version was made in the tenth—deviations from the

Syrian text being indicated by italics and brackets

and explained in the commentary. The textual

commentary, by Wagner, is careful and sound, as far

as a non-Orientalist could judge.

The explanatory part of the commentary is by

Steinmetz. It suffers from a failure to make full use

of the Aristotelian and other Peripatetic parallels to

elucidate the meaning of the text, and from a tendency

to attribute to Theophrastus without question all the

ideas found in this compendium; this in spite of the

fact, which Steinmetz admits, that the Theophrastean

work from which it is ultimately derived included a

good deal of discussion of the views of other thinkers,

and at least one of these has demonstrably found its

way into the Syriac w'ork. (These points are dis-

cussed more fully in my review in Gnomon 37 [1983]

758 ff. )
As a result this edition does not advance

our knowledge of Theophrastus’ metejrology as

much as one might have hoped, but it is useful to

have the text generally available.

H. B. Gottschalk.
University of Freeds.

Menander. The Dyskolos. Ed. E. W. Handley.

London: Methuen. 1963. Pp. x — 323.

£2 15^

The publication in 1959 of the Dyskolos led to a

Hood of articles and editions of very varying merit.

Handley has done well to produce so soon a com-
mentary that has so much that is original and over-

looks so little that is valuable in the work of others.

This edition, which will long be indispensable, was

originally intended to be on a more modest scale,

and directed to a less advanced kind of student. HereUniuersite de Skopje.
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lies the explanation of its treatment of the text. All

gaps, except 650-4, 703—11. 756—60, 887—8, are

completed by supplements that are often admitted to

be speculative, and all recognised corruptions are

emended. Part of the commentary is enclosed in

square brackets as ‘ancillary to the main body'.

Almost all discussion of textual problems is thus

isolated, while the ‘main body’ gives a commentary

on the reading actually adopted. This is not always

the best method of approach for the scholar, nor

indeed for the editor, who sometimes seems to defend

a thesis in which the ancillary note suggests he has

little faith. I am not even sure that it is good for the

undergraduate, for whose sake this arrangement may
have been adopted, not to have to face alternatives.

The introduction is in four parts. The first con-

tains a judicious discussion of Menander’s relation to

the political ideals of Demetrios of Phaleron and to

the ethical views of the Peripatos and an examination

of what should be meant by saying that he ‘represents

life'. The second, entitled 'The Dyskolos in the

Theatre', cautiously explores the problem of the

assignment of parts to actors, and has more than five

pages, which acknowledge a heavy debt to Professor

Webster, on the topic of masks. The third, on the

sources and constitution of the text, includes a good

account of the whole question of the distinction of

parts in ancient MSS. The fourth section, on

metre ipp. 56-73}. is rigorous in statement, but the

beginner will not make much of the unexplained nota-

tion. which will be novel to all but experts. The

appended notes, which collect and discuss split

anapaests, divided resolutions, and abnormal substitu-

tions from the whole of Menander, are important.

The apparatus critics meticulously records the

corrections made in the Bodmer papyrus to lapsus

calami ,
but not the punctuation. It gives no alter-

natives for doubtful letters, nor any proposed supple-

ments or corrections except those adopted in the text

above. For others we have to go to the ancillary

notes. These record, as a matter of principle, all the

readings of the editio princeps and of the O.C.T.,

thus preserving a certain amount that would be

better forgotten. On the other hand, a few important

suggestions get no mention, e.g. 214 ff. the assign-

ment of parts by F. Grassi, Atene e Roma, 1961, 144;

681 ri; drzo/.iii/.SKii > Kraus 1: 727 erep’ av lEitrem):

776 <oi Pt > (Gallavotti : 939 7 i///]/i«r’ iQuincey,cf.

Aristainetos i 27'. Jacques’ tvOadl at 89 and

O uO/.!n at 581 may have been too late for inclusion.

Ac times the phrase ‘alii alia’ conceals conjectures

that could face the light of day. There is often no

discussion of the merits of rival conjectures, but we

are spared that kind ol ‘critical’ comment that is

satisfied with labels like ‘much more probable’ or

'inferior'.

In constituting the text Handley generally chooses

between alternatives as I should myself; inter alia it is

good to see 98 448 xolras rffpovrai. 930 M'i

to 1* 1/ not :t<i Tp . 955 r ( rrore not rr.7it CTC >

;

in the last two passages he has the strength of mind to

resist the palaeographicallv simpler remedy. But in

places he adheres to the papyrus, in spite of its ‘heavy

layer of superficial corruption’, without a convincing

defence; 76 tjppoar'

,

164 toiovtov to pepo; ycopiov,

267 doKd) Pia/Jiaodai (a form as dubious as the

construction), 845 eyei- ft ipY av av /lav, interpreted as

‘Surely you’re not too well off yourself’. More, but

not I think enough, can be said for following the

MS at 212, 230, 568. Yet more often Handley

makes a good case for retaining what has been widely

abandoned, as at 39, 152, 187. 386, etc. At 195 he

rehabilitates ed. pr.’s Kaia)v KaKw;. At 727 a

defence of Strep ilv u/.).o~ suggested by Professor Dale

(o.Tfp=whereas) may be too recondite to be true.

Handley incorporates of course the many excellent

suggestions he made in BICS 1959; of his novel pro-

posals none seems to be more than possible, but I

note as attractive the idea that 612 Tiarr' er/opev is

reported speech, and that 754 Kai pdX <b rrihtp is

spoken by Sostratos.

The commentary is a mine of information: it has

very good observations on Menander’s dramatic

craftsmanship, a valuable collection of literary and
linguistic parallels, and an unusual amount of

archaeological material. The standard of accuracy

is high . By way of exception I mention the following

:

5, Georgos 1 ff. is, for a variety of reasons, not likely to

be a prologue; 392, ‘comic cooks never seem to have

what they need’ would be hard to justify; 517 on

atpaipopayelv repeats the common misrepresentation

ofLaws 83oa-b; 878, Lucian’s Dial. Mart. 10.10 cannot

be quoted in support of ev jrddoi;, since we must

there read eim/.ouipev, with recc.

The notes contain so much, including handy
collections of references on many subjects—cooks,

dowries, dreams, and so on—that one must not over-

emphasise omissions. More could be said about the

adaptation of the language to the characters (cf. Plut.

A/or. 853 E-F), narrow though the basis for such

remarks still remains. And the humbler reader,

whom it is so difficult to keep in mind, is not always

provided for. Thus at 536 he would welcome a plain

description cf a ‘well-beam’ instead of a set of refer-

ences to vase-paintings, and at 599 he will not know
for what a cook used a apmyrj. At 587 he needs

warning that to crovijpa is not ‘you wicked woman’,
and at 608 to be told the exact meaning of eriiK/.rjTov;.

W ho at t)8o. 685 is ix> fm; And what at 794 is the

force of aio/jitir ? As a sample of the many notes

from which I have derived instruction. I may
mention 57 on the part of Chaireas, 297 on the
supplement i'flpiv, 525 on the dixe/./.a. and 880 on
the accompanving piper, who I am now convinced is

not Donax of 959. As with all editions that show
imagination, some notes will arouse doubt or dissent.

Does the play really gain ‘in effect from the audi-
enie’s familiarity with the patterns of Classical

tragedy ('639-65. cf. 574 fT.j ? Or again, is it not
against first dramatic principles to suppose that
Grtas at 881 is not telling the truth when he says he
is acting under orders, but that he invents an excuse
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for coming to take revenge on Knemon? But to

make one think about such questions is a service and
one can only welcome warmly and gratefully a full-

scale commentary on Menander such as has never

yet been available on any part of his work.

F. H. Sandbach.

Trinity College, Cambridge.

Zucker (F.) Ed. Menanders Dyskolos als

Zeugnis seiner Epoche. (Deutsche Akademie
der Wissenschaften, Schriften der Sektion fur

Altertumswissenschaft, 50.) Berlin: Akademie-

Verlag. 1965. Pp. 254. DM 36.

This is a series of studies dealing with the Dyskolos

from very different angles (ranging from sociology to

metre) : the volume will, therefore, interest a number
of specialists. I shall confine myself to mentioning

only a selection of the contributions offered.

The sociological papers (Brozek: Menander and
the influence of the Peripatos concerning the question

of the ‘okonomische Gleichstellung der Menschen’;

Luria: Menander’s attitude towards democracy;

Schottlander : the problem of social acnapKeia) are

interesting because of their laudable efforts at

avoiding generalisations and sticking to the texts.

Two fatal flaws, however, limit the value of such

investigations. On the one hand, Menander oper-

ated with traditional ‘types’, so that it is not always

clear whether a given character is speaking as the

poet’s porte-parole or simply conforming to the rules of

the ‘Typik’ as seen by Menander (cf. e.g. the fein-

sinnig discussion in Handley’s edition, p. 215, on
Knemon’s attitude)

;
on the other hand, as Webster

has rightly emphasised
(
Studies in Men., p. 217; cf.

Handley, p. g) it is impossible to make Menander
adhere consistently to one specific politico-philoso-

phical doctrine: he was a poet, no less so than

Aristophanes, and, just as one has now abandoned
attempts to put Aristophanes into a clearly defined

political straitjacket, the same freedom should be

granted to his colleague Menander. New Comedy
was a mirror of contemporary bourgeois society, a

society which (Aristophanes’ Ploutos is the significant

milestone in the genre) was chiefly interested in private

problems (to put it bluntly, in money-making and in

the preservation of one’s wealth : the relevant passages

in the Dyskolos are now conveniently listed in the

Index to Handley’s edition, s.v. ‘Wealth and Poverty’)

rather than in the political vicissitudes of the state (as

was the case in the old days of the polls)

:

within the

limits of this narrow horizon, Menander gave ‘general

exhortations to mildness’ and expressed ‘the general

sentiment “make the best of things" '
1 Webster!,

thereby echoing Peripatetic-Stoic ideas that were very

much in the air. In this respect, a point that has not

been noted, and that I should like to submit to the

attention of sociologists, is the fact that Tyche is, in

Menander's world, explicitly seen in terms of social

mobility: whereas the ‘cycle-motif’, e.g. in Soph.

Track. 112-40 or Pind. 01 . i 35 ff., remained on a

general ethical plane (joy versus sorrow) and is seen as

working both ways, in Dysk. 271 ff. the function of

Tyche is envisaged on an overtly economic plane (poor

who may become rich) and the stress is on upwards

mobility: ‘the poor man claims respect because he

may one day rise in station’ (Handley, p. 183, where the

‘positive workings of Fortune’ are discussed: italics

mine). Alexandrian society—whose resemblance to

ours has justly been defined as astonishing—was

—

very much like ours—one of much greater socio-

economical upwards mobility than had been the case

in the previous centuries.

That it would be inappropriate to try to systemat-

ise the generic social utterances of Menander into a

political creed is best demonstrated by the fact that

attempts at doing so have resulted in people obtaining

exactly opposite results (e.g. Barigazzi versus Luria).

The Dyskolos does not fundamentally alter the

conclusions reached by Korte, who has shown that

Menander's characters, far from being engages, are in

the final analysis ‘denues de tout interet politique’

(Preaux, Chron.d.’Eg. 1957, p. 100).

G. Devecseri and W. Strzelecki study certain aspects

of Menander’s metre within the framework of the

Umgangssprache

:

these contributions integrate F.

Perusino’s paper (Riv.di cult. class.e rnedioev. 1962, p.

45 ff-)-

A. Tacho-Godi offers a most welcome analysis of

‘Die Alltagslexik in Menanders Dyskolos it is to be

hoped that such investigations may be extended in the

future, also with regard to syntax: what exists now 1
is

far from sufficient and is in any case outdated.

The survival of Menander in Byzantine times is

studied by Irmscher in an exhaustive paper: he

convincingly shows how. in a process conditioned by-

social factors, the knowledge of Menander’s plays

progressively waned, until what remained in circula-

tion were only his gnomai (on the ‘Fortleben’ of the

poet cf. also Dain, La survie de Men., Maia 1963, p. 278

ff-)-

The figure of the Dyskolos as a dramatic ‘type’ in

literature is studied by J. Zanowski; to his considera-

tions we may add that 6 di'OKoXog, as a clearly defined

psychological type, is established in Aristotle, Eth.fic.

1 108a 30 ff, 1 126b 15 ff., 1 127a 10 ff. (useful material

now in Handley, cf. his Index, s.v. Misanthrope-theme)

.

The piece de resistance—and a very succulent one !-

—

of the volume is the new fragment of an Alexandrian

1
I offer a selection for the convenience of prospec-

tive research students: L. Galante, Caratten della

lingua di Menandro, Pinerolo 1914; D. B. Durham,
The Vocab. of Men., Diss. Princeton 1913; S. Zini, II

lingmggio dei personaggi delle commedie di Menandro,

Diss. Firenze 1938; C. Bruhn, Vher den W’ortschaty des

Men., Diss. Kiel 1910: K. Klaus, Die Adjektiva bei

Men., Klass.-phil-Stud. 8, 1936; H. Tevkowski, Der

Prapositionsgebr. bei Men., Diss. Bonn 1940. The best

description of Menander’s diction still remains

Korte's IRE, s.v. Menandros, 751 ff).
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epyllion (Philitas?) published, in editio pnnceps, by G.

Scheibner. For the convenience of future com-
mentators I offer the following observations: (1) epi-

dpoao

;

replaces the 'trivial’ evdpoao; and xokvdpoGo;:

cf. Buhler, Enropa, p. 145 and Rebmann, Die sprach-

lichen JVeuer. in den Kyneg., Diss. Basel 1918, pp. 38 ff.

;

di’Bea xepaai : for the exitus, cf. Theocr. xxii 63 ; cf. also

Xic. Ther. 693; (2; Kapqotaxo: on this optative ending

in Alexandrian epic cf. Boesch, De Apoll. Rhod. eloc.,

Diss. Berlin 1908. p. 12 and Meineke, An. Alex.

p. 97. 158. Because of the plural noiai (cf. Callim.

44.1 Pf. Ka.pq.exo noiu;, already noted by Scheibner,

cf. Meineke, op. cit. p. 193 n. 2) one expects a numeral

in the line (or in the context): the editor’s recon-

struction must be accordingly modified; (3) dvdpi

Duf/vai: for construction and exitus cf. Ap.Rh. ii 311

and iv 1306; (4) /.ivrjax/j of a napdivo; (on llepipSoia =
rcapOtvo; cf. schol. Od. x 6) = prospective wife cf.

Ap.Rh. 1 780 and Allen-Halliday-Sikes on Hymn Ap.

208 (the fivrpxi] is a Kovprj, cf. line 209); 16) d.~xevOtj;

with gen.: cf, apart from attestations given in LSJ,
Callim. 176 5 Pf. ; 'Qpopidovxo; (same case and same

sedes) is in Theocr. vii 46; (8) possibly nepd]oxn

Od/.aaaav, cf. dyd/J.ov in line 5= Od. vi 272 dya?./.o/ievoi

. . . ciepowai 8d?.aaaav, 19; itpevaavxo: same sedes as

Callim. Hymn, i 7 (this form is neither Homeric nor

Apollonian nor Bucolic;
;
(10) rravpa hue 11; : cf. Ap.Rh.

ii 470 dcppa daelrj (optatives of this type seem to be

confined to Apollonius and Q_.Sm. xi 494, cf. Veitch

s.v. Mio: did Apollonius follow Philitas I ) ; (11)

alternative possibilities like dJ.]wviaav dptjxfjpe

;

might

be explored (dI.atvil]o

>

is preserved in Hesychius. and

the epyllion under discussion has several words

preserved by this lexicographer, as Scheibner has

noted:
; ( 14) probably iqoprjaaxo Kpaja[adv: cf. Theocr.

xiii 46 and Epigr. Kaibel Add. 697 a 1 EKpvyaxo

Kpusoau;; (151 Scheibner’s d/iaAdmovxo dafi[eiui is

supported by the exitus Ap.Rh. iv 524; (16) xercvypeva

qdp/taKa [dfOam: a verb of giving is supported by

Ap.Rh. iii 768, 983; on the verb xevyoj of liquids cf.

II. xi 624; the participle xexvypivo

;

is neither Calh-

machean nor Apollonian, but is Homeric (xexvypeva

ddi/iaxa Od. x 210, 252) and Bucolic, (e.g. Theocr.

xvii 211; (171 ylveo—neither Homeric, nor Apollo-

nian, nor Bucolic—is Callimachean ( fr. 267 Pf.,

Epigr. xxvi 4 Pf. ) : it now becomes clear that in

Callimachus fr. 267 Tufa is addressed (cf. Pfeiffer ad

loc.s, as is the case in the epyllion (Scheibner’s

hypothesis p. 107 is therefore made improbable by

Callimachus’ fragment <; (20) ext)- is found in

Alexandrian epic: cf. Ap.Rh. i 305. iii 1126, and
already Dionys. Bass. 19.9 v 29. 25 1 p. 65) Heitsch 2

:

22 1 before intK/.eiovai, perhaps an accusative, cf.

Ap.Rh. iv 571 (
= ‘they called it the “X” sacrifice’;

ftvahy. same sedes and case as Callim. fr. 7.20, cf.

also 200a. 4 Pf. j; (231 jtarsKavxqp is an orthodox epic

formation (cf. dsiohqtavxi'ip, a>]pavxi]p, pavTr/p, kfp-

davrr'jp; (241 nuriya;)

:

neither Homeric, nor Calli-

machean, nor Bucolic, but cf. Ap.Rh. i 125; (251

yipaipai

:

the plural is Bucolic, cf. e.g. Theocr.

i 151, v 41 ;
cf. AP ix 317.4; the substantivised plural

prjKadeg is Theocritean, cf. LSJ s.v.
; (26) ov ciaxeovoiv

:

cf. Callim. Hymn, i 25 pi] naxeovcnv; (27) SpBpio;: the

Homeric [Hymn.Merc. 143) opBpio; survives, in

Alexandrian epic, in Theocr. vii 123 (its successful

Alexandrian rival was dpdpivo;) ; e/.Boi;: sedes=11 .

xxiv 556; the form occurs in Theocr. xxii 60.

Giuseppe Giangrande.
University of London ,

Birkbeck College.

Menander. Sicyonius. Ed. C. Gallavotti. (Quad-
erni Athena, 1.) Rome: Edizioni dell’Ateneo

fur Istituto di Filologia C’lassica. 1965. Pp. 32.

Price not stated.

Less than three months after the publication in

Paris of papyrological fragments belonging to the

Ptolemaic Period, offering us about one-third of the

2iKvcovto; by Menander, Mr C. Gallavotti has just

published a new edition improving the earlier text in

many respects.

Most of these improvements originate from metrical

considerations: thus xavxa in IV/B/15 (p. 11),

7ipovv6i}aa<v

>

in X A, 10 (p. 15), a{i}p’ owe in VI, C/7
(p. 22), avxo aoc in XI C 12 (p. 26); and above all

irom a thorough investigation on the meaning: thus

rovrcofi) in VITB13 (p. 13), ]
0u; 06;, coikev

in X A, 20 (p. 16), d.xo/.e txe p oi in X/C/4 (p. 17),

iXciiaavxa in XXI B 6 (p. 30).

’t et meaning and metrical facts may sometimes be
poor guides. In X B/2 it is possible to hesitate

between wepek’ {rr] (p. 16) and (uq>{e}kev, in X/B/14
between rt<d>payt (p. 17) and Jzp<o>aye. In VI/C/14

(P- 23 )
f'[i] A/.rft[n’ov and in XI/B, 3 (p. 24) Mfinp’

d<no> are little convincing. In III/6 (p. 8) an
Ka{i}pta; is ungrounded and we believe together
with Mr N. Evanguelinos the correct reading to be
xi]; Ka{i]pia;. In XI,B ; I7 (p. 17) the first iota in

deign;, which the editor claims to have added, is

indeed of scribal origin; in X B 18 the correction

fieaxdf v) is of no avail since the first word of the line is

dy/.o; as shown by Mr A. Oguse and Mr J. Schwartz;
likewise in XI D 10 (p. 27) to the correction (indi-

cated in the critical apparatus only) evxeijop evxo;
we prefer the reading of X. Evanguelinos iirrev-of
{e}avTo:.

Nevertheless the palaeographical study—inasmuch
as the editio princeps presented a complete photo-
graphical replica of the manuscript—has not been
neglected by Gallavotti; it is shown by many of his
readings: iyKpaxei; in III 3 (p. 8, critical apparatus),
eyjioH'x' in III 7 , k]uivoi: in X/.V19 (p. 16), vyie<;>
ayeddv in X B 21 (p. 17: it is highly preferable to
interpret the second sigma as missing, which the
author has done with cypar; <o>q6f)p’ in X A'17),
pe<j[ov in VI C 8 (p. 221, xov xivo; in XI B 7 (p. 25)
to t emdaKpveiv in XI B 18, dnuvxa, in XI D, 3; we
shall take particular notice of the original reading of
the difficult beginning in VB'14 (p. 20) derjx’

epa<TTc,[v ti] it. Yet let us mention two mistranscrip-
tions: in X A 17 the payrus has xedvqKe, not xtOvryfv;
in XI B 1 )]aOa dnoqdapet, not i]ad

r
dnoqdapa.
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Another interesting point in Gallavotti’s edition is

the new order he has chosen in presenting the frag-

ments of the EiKvmvio In that respect the most
important amelioration seems to be in the close

connexion he has established between X, V and VI,

This new way of presenting V and VI seems to solve

the problem of the two coronides marking the beginning

and the end of Stratophanes’ speech in the long narra-

tive, act IV. As to sequence X-V it now seems to be

substantiated by the convergency of three clues: (i)

the stichometric signs H and 0 following each other

(supposing a skipping of some ten lines on the

scribe’s part)— (2) Menander's imitation of the

narrative in Euripides’ Orestes (as Mr E. W. Handley
has kindly pointed out to us)— (3) the very meaning of

X and VI (especially X B 16-17 and VI B/ 12-13)

showing clearly that X should come before VI.

Therefore we must definitely discard the sequence

X-XI suggested by earlier editors who had admittedly

based their arguments on rather indecisive palaeo-

graphical presumptions. At any rate we shall easily

understand how interesting is this almost complete

sequence of 177 lines we have now.

Finally, Gallavotti has attempted to circumscribe

cues and sort them out. Some results this process

yielded seem beyond doubt (thus in the dialogue

between Stratophanes, Theron and Pyrrhias in X A
and B; between Cichesias, Dromon, Theron and
Stratophanes in XI B and C; again Moschion’s

monologue in XI D 11 and sqq.). Others seem the

more questionable (thus at the beginning of act IV
in X/B and C), as the editor does not give his reasons

anywhere.

The outcome of all these attempts is summed up in

the brief notes going with the list of personnae dramatis,

p. 6, giving a rough idea of the plot. The idea is

very likely but also discloses the extent of the problems

to be solved. Finally, Gallavotti’s short edition, a

useful stage in the course of the collective studies

which various countries are devoting to the new
Menander, allows for some further progress to be

hoped and wished.

Alain Blanchard.

Sorborme, Paris.

[This review was written in June 1965. Any
structural parallel with papers printed since that

date (particularly Professor E. VV. Handley’s in

Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies, no. 12,

pp. 38-62) is therefore fortuitous. It must also be

pointed out that Professor Gallavotti acknowledged

the hasty and provisional character of the reviewed

edition and that he published at the end of 1963 a

new edition which, on many points, contained the

proposed corrections.—June 196b]

Anthologia Graeca. The Greek anthology:

Hellenistic epigrams. Ed. A. S. F. Gow and

D. L. Page. 2 vols. Cambridge: the Uni-

199

versity Press. 1965. Pp. 1 + 264, v -j- 719.

£12 12s.

This work is infinitely welcome, and we now have a

superb text and commentary on the Hellenistic

epigrams of the Greek Anthology. That was expected,

and the finished product justifies the expectation.

No praise can be too high for the industry, care, taste,

and sound judgment which have gone into it. Page’s

major contribution is the poems of Meleager (ex-

cluding the preface to the Garland), but ‘there is now
very little in the book which we should not both

endorse’. The problems of compiling such a collec-

tion are lucidly set out in the introduction. The
chronological limits are the death of Alexander in

323 b.c. and the compilation of Meleager’s Garland,

which is here dated about 100 b.c. Pre-Hellenistic

epigrams from the Garland are, of course, omitted.

Poems by authors named in the Garland but quoted

elsewhere than in the Anthology are included (they add
an extra forty poems). Anonymous poems from the

Anthology which are either likely from their context to

have belonged to the Garland or are plainly Hellenistic

are included ( they number sixty). Here the problem

of selection must have been particularly difficult,

but even in the case of named authors ascriptions are

sometimes doubtful, particularly where two authors,

one Hellenistic and one post-Hellenistic, share a

name.

The poets (except for Meleager) are arranged in

alphabetical order, then the anonymous epigrams,

then Meleager. The poems of each author are given

roman numbers, and the lines are given arabic

numbers from the first line of Aeschrion to the last

line of Meleager (4749 1
.

(If it becomes normal to

quote the poems by Gow-Page rather than by their

Anthology references, the arabic line numbers are

perhaps less likely to be corrupted than the roman
poem numbers.) A concordance from the Anthology

to the new numbers for poems and first lines of poems
is provided.

The text occupies Vol. I and the commentary
Vol. II. Little need be said about the text, which is

admirable. Rather a high proportion of lines is

obelised, but with these short poems this is surely

right: emendations are fully discussed in the com-
mentary, and the editors usually express their

preferences as well as stating their objections. The
commentary which averages about seventy lines a

page, is masterly in its conciseness, lucidity, and
relevance, and impeccable in scholarship and
learning. Each of the sixty or so poets is given a full

introduction discussing, with full modern references,

his life and works and problems of ascription and
style; and the individual poems have longer or shorter

introductions as needed. The discussions are admir-

ably balanced and judicious, and one only occasion-

ally feels inclined to query an emphasis or add a

point.

Alexander 155: Perhaps recalls Archilochos: the

reference is quoted on Leonidas 2437 but a reference

here also would help.
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Antipater. Distinction between the two Antipaters

is difficult. AP vii 15 is omitted as not obviously

by the Sidonian. But as it is also found in the

Pergamene Library (Pergamon viii no. 199) is not the

ascription likely? AP xvi 220 is also omitted, but is it

not very like AP ix 603, which is accepted and admir-

ably interpreted?

Asklepiades. Perhaps the possibility that Asklepi-

ades was mentioned in an inscription at Delphi

(Trypanis, CR, 66, 1952, 67) should be mentioned

(cf. also now P. M. Fraser, Berytus, 15, 1964, 73).

876-9: the fascinating sequence—this poem, Posei-

dippos 3070 f., Asklepiades 888 f.—with echoes in

Kallimachos and Theokritos is not made explicit

here, but can be found by pursuing the references.

Kallimachos 1173 (49 Pf. 1 : A mask with the two

sides differing in complexion becomes more probable

with the discovery of the Dyskolos (754) ;
Mair’s ou/

tV is attractive. 1 203 f. ( 2 Pf.) : Snell’s analysis,

Glolta 37, 1958, 1, might have been quoted. 1297

127 Pf. ): Ludwig, Hermes, 91, 1963, 425, was pre-

sumably too late to be included.

Damagetos. Friedlander’s ascription of an inscribed

poem might have been mentioned
(AJP , 63, 1942,

78).

Dioskurules 1473: The suggested cvcrd/.ac is good

sense, but does not the succeeding de imply a negative

expression before? 1597 f.. 1607 f. : not an actor

dressed as a satyr, but a satyr in each case. Satyrs are

immortal so that Sositheos' satyr is the brother of

Sophocles’ satyr and both started by being Pratinas’

rustic satyrs (who could surely be described as ‘tough’

and ‘treading caltrops") ;
then Sophocles civilised them

and one stayed on his tomb; Sositheos archaised the

other again, bringing back Phleious into memory (is

not this hyperbaton the easiest interpretation of

161 1 — 1 2 ? t

.

Hedylos, p. 289, cleruchy in Samos, surely ‘fourth’

not ‘third’ century. 1827: did not Nikonoe ‘drink

away’ her clothes and then win a prize in a beauty

competition ?

Nossis is perhaps dated too early: 2795 f. is dated

(without evidence) to the first twenty years of the

third century but is also said to be later than Leonidas

2
1 79 f., which there is no reason to date so early.

The Rhinthon epigram 2827 f., is not unlike Dios-

korides’ epigram on Thespis. (To say that the so-

called Phlyax vases are ‘usually dated before the end

of the fourth century’ is an understatement when they

run from 400-325 B.c. 1

Perses 2883 f. It is easiest to suppose that -/parroc

tvtzoc is a painted relief. Xeotima lies dying in her

mother’s arms and Aristoteles stands near (cf. Conze.

no. 309).

Poseidippos. The introduction discusses the in-

scriptional evidence, the Berlin tablet (Page, CLP ,

470), and the London papyrus Ip. Lit. Land. 60) with

references to Lloyd-Jones and Lasserre. In spite of

the uncertainty it is perhaps a pity that the two poems

were not included in the collection.

Theodoridas 3562 ff. -tXdOac is rightly taken in the

sense of ‘moulding’. But it should be noted that

Quincey’s interpretation of the following lines (CQ_ 43,

1 949, 42) added to it gives a continuous and consistent

meaning : Mnasalkas’ poetry is a fragment of a bronze

by Simonides poured into a melting pot and blown

up to drum-size.

Meleager. The compressed introduction on lan-

guage, style, and metre is extremely good. The only

general question is whether, while granting Meleager's

immense ingenuity and his continual quotation and

adaptation of his predecessors, we must also deny

him genuine emotion; but this is not perhaps the

place to argue about the elegy for Heliodora. We
can only be grateful for the wealth of information

based on acute observation of the poet’s practice.

T. B. L. Webster.

University College, London.

Machos. The fragments. Ed. A. S. F. Gow.
(Cambridge classical texts and commentaries, 1

.

Cambridge: the University Press. 1965. Pp.

x + 161. £2 25 .

Mr Gow’s services to Hellenistic poetry are already

considerable. He adds to them by collecting and
interpreting the remains of a contemporary of

Callimachus whose name will be unfamiliar to many
and has probably never before appeared on the spine

of a book. The twenty verbal fragments, all pre-

served by Athenaeus, amount to 477 comic trimeters.

Only fifteen of these lines come from comedies; the

rest are from the Xpiiai, a book of witticisms attri-

buted to famous courtesans, parasites, and others.

.As a poet, Machon falls far short of his models.

Some of his stories are funny (especially the baw’dier

ones), but he did not invent them, and they gain

nothing from his telling: Atticus lepor entirely eludes

him. The anecdotes have, however, a certain intrin-

sic interest, and deserve the thorough commentary
they have now received. Gow’s text is judicious,

and admits the reasonable emendation as readily as it

does the obelus. The introduction gives the reader

all he needs to know about the life and work of

Machon, the nature of /peiai, and the manuscripts
and editions of Athenaeus. The value of the book is

further increased by a complete word-index.
A few points of detail. P. 22 n. 1, the credit for

the word-index to Meineke’s edition of the Comic
fragments belongs to H. Jacobi. Pp. 23-4, the prob-
lem of the purpose of Machon’s Xpeiat is difficult,

Gow s answer not entirely satisfying. The book
cannot really have been of much practical use to

anyone; and it is not obvious that jokes are more
easily remembered when in verse. The reference to

an audience in 188 is mentioned, but not followed up.
The suggestion that the title XptTtu may itself be a
joke (24 n. 1 1 is attractive; or the word may have
come to be used for any collection of anecdotes.
Verses 6 9 : it does not seem right to insist on the
persons involved being named, though it is possible
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that the citharode was named in a line preceding 6,

missing in the text used by Athenaeus (ri; then as in

137). The simplest correction of 8 would be

dvrolata : the word does not appear to be attested in

this sense, but it is natural enough. 53, it is stated in

the note that the quantity of the first syllable of

MvXaaa is unknow'n; but see Kassel on Men. Sic. 6.

157, the girl’s presence would be explained, and
Stratonicus’ remark more pointed, if it were she who
trod on the almond; in 159 might conceal this

information. 162, drowning in the sea is an odd
punishment, and the middle of the night an odd
time for it: cieXekei (perhaps with a pun on the

Cyprian coin of that name)? 192, there is no

emphasis on eralpav. it is slipped in for fun. 199,

423, unnecessary emendations adopted. 238, aipodpa

surely cannot go with the adjectives in 237; perhaps

with something following. 240, the ellipse of a verb

of speaking is possible, cf. 49. 310, there is no
suggestion that the butcher is a Carian. 312-13, the

smallest alteration that would restore sense is perhaps

auvaXpovc smavvapTveiv doKajv Kal dhpav vnoheircup-

evoz, ‘thinking to prepare salty dishes as well, and
endeavouring to leave them with a thirst’. 326, it

deserves a note that vr) Tcb 6euj is a woman’s oath.

332, the last line of the note is mistaken. 334,
aarpdar)Q is probably not literal, but used as in Alexis

116.4 etc. Possibly it has come in here from 345,
displacing aanpo:. 345, ‘interpreted him as . .

.’?

348, there must be a pun of some sort. 385, Gow
makes heavy weather. There is no question of

Andronicus being called roc veto tu.; oreyas : tor, of

course, goes with deXovra. 394. firupthdj;: nipe/.ij

;

would be an easy change, giving more point to the

story and especially to tote in 395. 410, it should

have been said that other sources for the Euripidean

line give tjv . . . doKfp 427, I suspect a double entendre,

since both ye).idv>v and orxij can stand for pudenda

muhebria (admittedly there are countless Greek
nouns of which this is true). 474 ff, for a connexion

between payeipiKij and povtUK)) see also [Hp.j Viet.

1. 1 8. 477, the text may stand.
‘ “Then when you

judge everything to be in tune, bring it in, in

octaves.”
—“The man’s a Mvconian Nicoladas!” ’

If this is right, we learn that Nicoladas was an

ephemerally famous musician, who did not come
from Mvconos.

M. L. West.

University College, Oxford.

Feldman (L.i Scholarship on Philo and Jose-

phus (1937-62,1. (Studies in Judaica, [i].>

New York: Yeshiva University. 1963. Pp.

vi -f- 62. S2.00.

As the editor of the series (L. D. Stitskin; states in

his introduction, the work has above all the purpose of

bridging the gap between the annual bibliographies

in Marouzeau’s L’Annee Philologique, which cover

the classical periodicals, but are less complete on

theological and Judaistic periodicals, and the

bibliographical lists of Biblica which deal well with

the theological journals, but are hardly exhaustive in

their treatment of the classical ones. A need for a

comprehensive listing of work done in recent decades

on Philo and Josephus has been urgently felt, because

the last systematic bibliography of Philo was published

in 1938 (by Goodhart and Goodenough as an

appendix to the latter scholar’s book The Politics of

Philo Judaeus), while the last critical survey of the

work done on Josephus ages back to Reuss in

Bursian’s Jahresbericht, who surveyed the research done
till 1908. Indeed few scholars seem to be so well

qualified as F. for such kind of work. Himself a
writer of a Harvard thesis on Cicero's Conception of
Historiography (1951), he has also published a number
of interesting papers on Jewish history and culture in

the Roman period. He is equally at home in

Graeco-Latin literature and in ancient Jewish
sources.

F. has conveniently divided his survey into para-

graphs according to the subject-matter. Thus his

treatment of Philo falls under the following headings:

editions and translations, manuscript studies and
textual criticism, the philosopher’s biography, book-

length studies on Philo, shorter general accounts,

studies of individual treatises, the Greek sources of

Philo, hisJewish sources, his metaphysics and epistem-

ology, theology and religion and so on. A similar

arrangement has been applied to the survey of

Josephus. Here, however, F. lists a large number of

works prior to 1937 and special attention has been
paid to the Slavonic version of the Belluin, which gave

rise to so much discussion during the 1920's and
1930's. Also the problem of the Essenes and the

Dead Sea Scrolls, which bulks so large in recent

scholarship, is given its due place.

The bibliography of F. is very full in the collection

of material. It includes almost everything published

in the period it is supposed to deal with. It even

refers to articles printed in popular journals which

commonly are not allotted a space in works of that

kind. It seems to me that only few items escaped

the careful scrutiny of F. Among those I miss .4 . Alt,

‘Galilaische Probleme’ published in Palastinajahrbuch,

33-6 (1937-40) and re-published in his Kleine

Schnften II. 1959, 363 ff. ; this outstanding contribu-

tion refers to and elucidates many passages of

Josephus; E. Stauffer, ‘Zur Munzpragung und Juden-
politik des Pontius Pilatus’, La .Xouvelle Clio I—1

1

( 1949-50' 495 ff.. an article which interprets the

policy ofPilate in Judaea, as revealed in the respective

chapters of Josephus and Philo, Legatio ad Gaium ;

E. Z. Melamed, ‘Josephus and Maccabees I’, Eretz

Israel I (1951) 122 ff., who argues that Josephus also

used the Hebrew original of 1 Maccabees’, A. Fuks,

‘Notes on the Archive of Nikanor’, Journal of Juristic

Papyrology Y > 1951 t 207 ff., a study which has a bear-

ing on the social surroundings and economic con-

ditions of the family of Philo; E. Bammel, ‘Die

Brudcrfolge im Hochpriestertum der herodianisch-
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romischen Zeit’, eitschrift des Deutschen Palastina-

Vereins LXX (1954) 147 ff., a study of some im-

portance for the last books of the Antiquities ; C. Rabin,

‘Alexander Jannaeus and the Pharisees’, Journal of

Jewish Studies VII (1956) 3 ff., who interprets not

very convincingly the chapters of Josephus relating

to that subject.

In fact, one may look on Feldman’s work as on a

general bibliographical survey ofJewish history in the

Hellenistic and Roman period, indeed the first big

bibliographical undertaking in this field since the

publication by the late Ralph Marcus of his ‘Selected

bibliography (1920-45) of the Jews in Hellenistic—

Roman Period’. ( Proceedings of the American Academy

for Jewish Research XVI (1946-7) 97 ff.l Unlike

Marcus, however, F. gives concise summaries of the

works listed by him and carefully evaluates their

contribution to scholarship. Quite often he proposes

solutions of his own, making a number of good

points >cf. e.g. p. 40 where he suggests that Josephus

in Ant. XIY 6b means by the ‘Fast Day' neither the

Day of Atonement nor the Sabbath, but rather the

fast of the ninth of Ab).

Considering the enormous bulk of material

summarised and criticised by him, F. is conspicuously

accurate and the number of slips and errors that

crept into the survey is remarkably small. One
should, however, note that the F.lulaios of Ant. IX 284

is not an Assyrian king, but a king of Tyre (p. 381.

In general one gets the impression that Josephus is

principally in need of some book-length study which

will interpret his personality and literary methods

against the background of the Roman empire and the

Jewish society of his time. It is true that Josephus

got his crop of tolerably good German dissertations in

the later part of the nineteenth century and the years

preceding the First World War. Since then many
good special studies have been dedicated to Josephus.

What we still miss is a full, many-sided introduction

to the historian. Those published hitherto, with the

exception of Thackeray’s admirable but rather too

short lectures ( 19291, arc rather disappointing (among
them is to be found one of the worst books ever written

about an ancient author, namely that by L. Bernstein,

Flaiius Josephus: His Time and his Critics, New York,

1 938 7 . Another need felt, it seems to me, is that of

an historical commentary on the whole or on part of

Josephus.

To sum up, the immense collection of material so

well set out and presented to the world of scholarship

by F. will be of much help to students and will

stimulate further research.

Menahem Stern.

Hebrew Unuersity ofJerusalem.

[Longinus] On the sublime. Ed. D. A. Russell.

Oxford: the Clarendon Press. 1964. Pp. lv —
208. £\ 155.

The nature of the treatise .tepi vyov;, transcending

as it does literary criticism in the purely academic

sense, requires from an editor above all the power of

clear, sober analysis: without this he may find himself

merely echoing the unknown critic’s judgments with-

out elucidating them, such is his power to persuade the

reader of the infallibility of his literary taste. Russell

shows himself to be admirably equipped for his task.

Perhaps the best part of his edition is his discussion of

vyo; in the introduction, in which he indicates as

clearly as the evidence allows the relationship and the

fundamental difference between idpo;, which he shows

to be primarily a moral quality in the writer, and the

viprjAo- /apaicn'ip, which is a kind of style used to

create an effect. The same balanced judgment is to

be found in his discussion of the authorship of the

treatise which, while necessarily inconclusive, states

succinctly the arguments for all the most likely

candidates. He favours Mommsen’s view that our

author (referred to henceforth as L.) may have been
a Hcllenised Jew.

Russell provides a fuller apparatus than his English

predecessors, Roberts and Prickard. Fits ability to

justify most of his conjectures exposes the excessive

conservatism of these earlier texts. Thus at 2.2

nopioai, introduced from the margin ofP, is a distinct

improvement on ciapopiaat AB, as is seen from the

awkwardness of Roberts’s translation; likewise

Reiske’s npoeyvioapevoi; at 9.12 is much more
comfortable than npoeyvoxj/ierov; P, which requires an
unattested meaning of the verb. Wifstrand’s on for

ore P at 10. 1 is also an improvement, though ore is

not impossible. Imagination is everywhere tempered
with caution: Wilamowitz’s attractive KeKaivoro/i-

ljpevov at 3 1. 1 is rejected perhaps because the

immediate context is not clear owing to a lacuna;

there seems less reason, however, for not adopting
Petra’s enevdiret at 42.2, since the text appears
impossible as it stands.

Russell exhibits the same high standard of scholar-

ship in the Commentary, and it is hoped that the
following small criticisms will not create an adverse
impression of its quality. Russell does not make
clear his attitude to L.'s criticism of the historian

1 imacus in 4.2. Here L. seems to have missed the
point of the passage he is criticising, which is a witty
comparison of the strategically effective speed of
Alexander the Great with the futile academic uxpi/feia

of Isocrates. Russell, in his footnote to p. xxxiii,

shows that he has understood this, but says nothing of
L. s error in the commentary. Again, he is not as
helpful as he might be on rhetorical questions when,
in ch. id, I., lads to distinguish clearly between the
different kinds, and when E. falls into the common
fault of comparing writers in different genres (32.8,
35. 1 , he elicits no comment from Russell. It may be
argued that destructive criticism of this kind is outside
a commentators scope; but Russell shows himself by
no means uncritical of L. elsewhere, and by the
thoroughness of his treatment of almost c\ erv problem
raised by the text invites criticisms which might other-
wise seem punctilious. Thus his note on ivdpyeia
may be said to be incomplete because he fails to
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mention the attribution of this quality to Lysias and
Isaeus (Dion. Hal. De Lys. 7, De Isae. 3) : by describing

it as ‘particularly important in the criticism of

historians’ he seems to discount its desirability for the

narrative sections of speeches. His description of the

use of verbs of violent action in asyndeton as ‘a

mannerism with Xenophon’ (p. 134) is an exaggera-

tion : the reviewer knows only the four examples which
he cites. More characteristic of Xenophon is his

use of polysyndeton to portray confusion or lively

action (e.g. Anab. 2.3.28, 3.4.35, 5.2.15). Russell

does not include this effect of polysyndeton in his note

on p. 136, though it is found in many passages of

vivid narrative (e.g. Demos. De Corona 169, Lysias

1. 1 7). In his discussion of the Sicilian origins of

rhetoric (pp. 185-6), he quotes Aristotle's explana-

tion, that it arose through the development ofdemo-

cracies there, but does not quote Cicero’s additional

suggestion in Brutus 46 (though he cites it as a parallel

passage), that it may have received stimulation from

the large number of lawsuits concerned with the

restitution of property that followed the expulsion of

the tyrants. It is surprising to find no reference in

the notes on ch. 41 to Dion. Hal.’s illustration of

effeminate style in Comp. Verb. 18.

When a bibliography is described as ‘selective’ it is

perhaps unreasonable to note any but the most

glaring omissions. None of the following can be so

called, and they are noted only because Russell’s

selection is otherwise so comprehensive. They are

Halm’s Rhetores Latini Minores, Ernesti’s Lexicon

Technologiae Graecorum Rhetoricae, D. L. Clarke’s

Rhetoric in Graeco-Roman Education, Denniston’s Greek

Literary Criticism and Roberts’s Greek Rhetoric and

Literary Criticism (the last two containing useful, if

short, chapters on L.) : and the new Orationis Ratio by
A. D. Leeman.
A11 the above criticisms are of a minor character,

and some may perhaps be discounted as subjective.

This edition is a most important contribution to the

study of ancient literary criticism, and one which no
library or individual who is interested in this in-

creasingly popular branch of classical studies can

afford to be without. Misprints are negligible, and
the presentation is in the best traditions of the

Clarendon Press.

S. Usher.

Royal Holloway College. University of London.

Buhler (W. ) Beitrage zurErklarung der Schrift

vom Erhabenen. Gottingen: Yandenhoeck

& Ruprecht. 1964. Pp. 159. DM 19.80.

Buhler's book on ‘Longinus’ both demands and
repays careful reading. The reader who works

patiently through sentences and paragraphs labyrin-

thine with parenthetic reference, cross-reference, and

quotation, will find that it has important things to

say. In his detailed and learned analysis of the

thought and language of a number of crucial passages,

about half the work being concerned with ch. 9,

Buhler generally deals with thought and connexion of

argument first and linguistic, textual and other details

thereafter, an arrangement which will be followed in

reviewing his work.

For most English readers ‘Longinus’ is an ex-

ceptional phenomenon, isolated in content and
approach as in time. Many who have read ‘Long-

inus’ have not read much else of late Greek, and the

little ancient literary criticism commonly read is very

different in tone and manner from ‘Longinus’. But
Buhler is familiar with not only the highways but also

the byways of Greek criticism and of late Greek
writing, and from Byzantine scholars and commen-
tators in particular, and from many other sources too,

he shows that much of ‘Longinus” material was com-
monplace, his quotations and examples, though not

always his application ofthem, often being traditional.

Buhler employs painstaking analysis to show precisely

where ‘Longinus’ is original, e.g. 10.6: the Aratos-

passage was much used, but only ‘Longinus’ censures

it (p. 78), or, more important for the understanding

of ‘Longinus’ ' attitude to literature, 13.2: ‘imitation’

is for ‘Longinus’ not copying what earlier authors

said but by imaginative insight writing as they would
have written in the circumstances of the imitator

(p. 86). Sometimes Buhler unearths an element of

originality which is scarcely significant. Thus on the

Homeric theomachy (9.7). even if it were certain

that, as Buhler maintains, ‘Longinus’ rejects allegori-

sation of Homer (p. 29). that interpretation, while

putting him out of line with other ancient commen-
tators on the passage, merely puts him in line with

Plato. Again in 13.2 (p. 91) rch/aid^ovait 1 of the

Pythia and the tripod 1 is only a politer alternative for

the explicit ‘sitting on’ of other writers; the word can

imply very close contact and its use here is stylistically,

not factually, significant.

On two broad questions touched on by Buhler. his

views possibly call for qualification. First, the idea of

artistic or other development was not so rare or rudi-

mentary as Buhler (pp. 49-50), following accepted

beliefs, makes out: it depends where you look for it.

To the detail that Accius ap. Aul. Gell. xiii 2.3 refers

to the ripening of fruit, not the maturing of wine,

should be added that Buhler wrould find the wine-

metaphor elaborately worked out in Cicero Brutus

287, and of course the idea of development pervades

that work. There is also the question of Latin

influence on late Greek, mentioned by Buhler on

pp. 1 15 and 125. He rejects the notion. The
reviewer, claiming no expertise on this topic, would
yet record a strong impression that, w hether detailed

Latinisms can be proved or not, there is often a Latin

flavour in late Greek, most noticeable in those writers

who would naturally have close acquaintance with

things Roman, and a consequent conviction that when
'Longinus’ arouses such suspicions it is no refutation

of them to cite parallels from Polybius or Dionysius.

We pass to the smaller details. Here again

Buhler is sometimes over-elaborate. To take one
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example, his interpretation of 10.4: nc/Jav dvOo; tyei

rd Xeyo/ieva i] dec

;

(p. 77 )
is so obviously right

(n/.eov= pd/.Aov

,

and the meaning is that the utterance

has dvOo;, not dio;) that he scarcely needs so much
space to prove earlier commentators on the point

wrong. But generally the complexity of argument

and elaboration of references is helpful to readers

who know ‘Longinus' but little of the kind of Greek
writing with which in thought and language he is to

be compared. Thus even the brief demonstration of

the odd abruptness of 13.3: Erijalyopo; in npdrepov

Kai (> 'Apyi/joryo kja. is a useful reminder of one

feature of ‘Longinus’ ’ style.

Buhler’s textual comments are judicious. While

his own conjectures are sometimes pleasing, e.g.

27.3 (p. r 30) : read Kai <roi>; Kfiird; v.s.q.> dno/.iTrciv,

he is on the whole a conservative critic. He makes,

however, a less convincing case for iprpiot'pevov

(9.13) (p. 65) than for an apposition at 20. 1 (p. 124):

rd ei; Tijv Meiiitar . . . rd dovvdera.

It will be clear that Buhler’s book represents a type

of exact and detailed scholarship often criticised in

our day. But Buhler shows that it can be valuable

and exciting. The reader soon comes to realise that

Buhler’s ‘Longinus’, the perceptive and gifted worker

within a traditional field, is an even greater critic

than the isolated and somewhat freakish genius of

the conventional picture, and certainly a more sharply

defined personality.

A. E. Douglas.

L'niiersity of Southampton.

Grube (G. M. A.) The Greek and Roman
critics. London: Methuen. 1965. Pp. xi -f

372. £2 1 or.

A replacement for J. W. H. Atkins’ readable but

often strangely misleading Literary Criticism in Antiquity

(1934) has long been overdue. Professor Grube
now follows up a series of notable translations and

articles in connexion with literary criticism by giving

us ‘a clear and reliable account of what the Greeks

and the Romans said about literature’ (Lx.) . Where
possible, Grube keeps close to ancient critical texts,

and reduces background material and comment to a

minimum. That is not to say that he ignores

secondary sources—there is an excellent bibliography,

and much helpful sign-posting in the footnotes : but he

does not pander to them, and shows a healthy scorn

for elaborate theories that form ‘an inverted pyramid

of scholarly conjectures resting upon one point which

is a fallacy’ (p. 341). Hence, for example, the

exceedingly cautious treatment of Theophrastus, who
is perhaps rather unlucky to have the canon of the

four stylistic appeal denied to him Ip. 107). There is

a lot to be said in this field for such care, though it

tends to make a sombre rather than an exciting book

:

especially as Grube shows exemplary courtesy to

critics old and new. But while his assessment, for

instance, of Dionysius of Halicarnassus mat' be less

entertaining than the onslaught by Norden [Antike

Kunstprosa pp. 7g ff.'l, it is appreciably more useful.

No less disarming is Grube’s recognition of the diffi-

culty' of drawing the boundaries of his subject; he is

inevitably diverted from time to time into discussion

of education, rhetoric and literary trends
:
perhaps he

might even have gone further, and told us something,

for example, of Cicero’s own assessments of Lucretius

and the Neoterics. But in general Grube talks about

the right things, and in general he says the right

things about them.

What is a little disappointing is that this reliability-

does not extend to detail. It is particularly important

in a book not requiring any knowledge of Greek and
Latin (ix) that the translations should be accurate.

Yet every now and then (e.g. Cicero Brutus 51 on
p. 122 and Suetonius Gramm. 1 on p. 150) we are

given exceedingly casual versions : and inaccuracies of

translation have sometimes led Grube to point to

difficulties that are not there, as at p. 290 n. 2

( novissime in Quintilian ii 10.1 means ‘last’: see

Austin on xii pr. 3'). A technical term is badly
misunderstood on pp. 285 and 295: ‘appropriateness'

is not discussed in Quintilian viii 2—it is proprielas that

is in question there, under the heading of perspicuitas.

The schema of the four virtues of elocutio steps beyond
the eighth book, for ornatus covers ix and to npinov
comes in xi 1 (as Grube himself says on p. 303). And
the context of Quintilian i 5.56 shows that he does
not contradict himself (see p. 295 n. 1) on Pataivinitas

(any more than he uses of Livy the collocation

clarissima candor attributed to him on p. 302).

On further detailed points: p. 42 ‘All we have of

that kind . .
.’ There is a good deal more evidence

for the contents of the riyyt) of ‘Isocrates’ : a reference

to L. Radermacher’s Artium Scriptores would be useful

here and elsewhere. P. 141 rd npdypara in the

schema of the Tractatus Coislinianus hardly= ‘situa-

tion’. The contrast d.-rd rij; ?J;t(o;/d.rd rd>v xpay/ttmuv
is the verba, res contrast elsewhere correctly explained
by Grube (p. 189 with n. 3). P. 155 ‘Elsewhere
[Terence] says that the flatterer and the braggart in

his own Eunuch do not derive from Naevius' or
Plautus’ comedies of the same name, but from the
Colax of Menander". The plays of Naevius and
Plautus were surely both called Colax also

(Eunuch

.

19 ff.). P. 178 ‘A truly startling change . . . occurs
in De oratore 1,130 where the three duties are said to
be decere, movere , delectare . But Cicero is there finding
parallels between excellence in oratory and acting:
docere is therefore not mentioned. P. 1 84 Was rhythm
in Latin prose ‘largely developed by Cicero himself'?
P. 232 Horace does not quote Ennius at Sat. i 4.60-1 to
prove that ‘great poetry remains great when its

metre is broken up’. P. 233 n. 3 The eight lines
prelacing Horace Sat. i 10 do not ‘occur in all the
manuscripts . P. 234 ‘Lucilius himself, and Ennius
as well, never hesitated to criticise their predecessors'.
But Horace Sat. i 10.53-5, here paraphrased by
Grube, is saying that Lucilius criticised Ennius.
P- 3°> [Quintilian at x 1.99] goes on to say Terence
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would have been better if he had written in iambic

trimeters’. No comment. P. 306 The agreeable

Greek letters mentioned by Quintilian xii 10.27 are

not <p and v, but £ and v (see Austin’s note).

Despite these criticisms, the book remains valuable,

particularly for its scrupulous care to let the ancient

critics have their say. ‘I have, to a large extent, let

our author speak for himself because his meaning is

always clear and he expresses it better than I could

possibly do.’ Grube says this (pp. 352-3) of Long-

inus, but he applies the principle throughout : and his

words are typical of the modesty and quiet enthusiasm

of his book.

There are rather a lot of misprints; the repeated

spelling of the author of Das Spalwerk des Horaz as

Bekker rather than Becker might mislead.

Michael Winterbottom.

University College London.

Plutarch. Vies. Tome iii. Pericles—Fabius
Maximus, Alcibiade—Coriolan. Ed. and
trans. R. Flaceliere and E. Chambrv. (Assn G.

Bude.) Paris: ‘Les Belles Lettres’. 1964. Pp.

254. Fr. 21.

The third volume of the Bude Vies follows much the

same pattern as the previous two and is equally

successful. It contains the Lives of Pericles, Fabius

Maximus, Alcibiades and Coriolanus. Both the text,

edited by the translators, and the translation are

good, and there are excellent introductory essays to

the several Lives.

The text contains little that is new, but Flaceliere’s

koAov ov in Cor. 21,5 (p. 197) is commendable,

producing as it does the syntax characteristic of

Plutarch, and npdrrofiev nvrai in ib. 33,7 (p. 21 1)

gives good sense and is an improvement on the reading

of N. In the same Life (29,1; p. 205) Palmer’s

Botkkag, which is certainly correct, is printed in the

text, but the translation unaccountably renders this

as ‘Bola’, which is altogether a different place. Con-
versely, the rjyvoei of the MSS is retained in the text

of Fab. 3,3 (p. 72), whereas the translation appears to

follow Reiske’s more probable reading, t'/yvoeiro.

Generally speaking, the translation is accurate and
readable. At Fab. 3,6 oi /.oyiopot is hardly ‘les

esprits’; the words ‘par tine fuite precipitee’ (ib. 16.3)

are a gratuitous addition, and iv fieiro) {ib.) refers to

the position of the Romans trapped by the encircling

movement of Hannibal’s troops and does not mean
literally ‘au milieu du champ de bataille’. At Ale.

20,8 the French idiom ‘de gaiete de coeur’ adds

something which is not expressed by the Greek and is

out of keeping with the grim context. These,

however, are small points and they do not detract

from the general excellence of the translation. More
serious is the fact that ‘douceur’ (e.g. Per. 2,5: 39,1 and

3 etc.), however convenient a general term it may be,

does not adequately convey the complex of meanings

in TzpaoTr/g.

With regard to the notes and introductions, it is

pointed out several times that Plutarch’s names for

the women of Coriolanus’ family differ from those

given by Livy and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, but

nothing is said about the fact that Plutarch, like

Dionysius, writes Fdioz, as the praenomen of Coriolanus

himself, whereas Livy calls him Cn. This fact could

have been mentioned in the discussion of Plutarch's

sources (pp. 166 ff. ). There are good discussions ol

various aspects of Plutarch’s treatment of his material,

but on p. 165 one reads: ‘on voit mal pourquoi il

(sc. Plutarque) a place Fabius Maximus en face de

Pericles, mais l’on aper^coit aisement la raison qui

lui a fait joindre Coriolan a Alcibiade : e’est que Pun
et l’autre, bannis de leur patrie, n'ont pas hesite a

combattre contre elle avec les ennemis d'Athcnes 011

de Rome’. While it is true that Plutarch noted

similarities in the careers of distinguished men and
was quick to point out corresponding details in the

external events in which they were involved, he was
equally impressed by the characteristics of an

individual, which he tried to relate to an inner

principle. It is this which gives the Lives their main
value as character-studies. Thus the basis for com-
parison between Pericles and Fabius Maximus is

made clear in Per. 2,5, where Plutarch describes the

two men as dvdptdv Kara re id; diJ.a; dprrd; 6/wuov.

jidhara de Ttpaor^n nai diKainovvfl (al. mprior t]rn ku'i

SiKaiooin’tjv) ,
Kai rot dvvaadat rpeptiv drj/iwv tear

ovvapynmw dyrtopoovvaz <b(f e/.tftwriiron' raiz .t<trpiot

yevofievcov. He then invites his readers to judge his

interpretation and comparison of the characters of

Pericles and Fabius by reading the two Lives. Inci-

dentally, here again ‘douceur’ fails to convey all that

is meant by the word .7padri] :. which is of considerable

importance in these works.

A. J. Gossage.

King’s College, London.

Stadter (P. A.) Plutarch’s historical methods:
an analysis of the Mulierum virtutes.

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press

(London : Oxford U.P. '. 1965. Pp. xii - 159.

£1 12s.

The author's aims are expressed as: ’These

accounts are of interest for the historical information

they furnish, and especially for the opportunitv they

provide to study Plutarch's handling of isolated

anecdotes.’ They thus provide ‘a clearer under-

standing of the materials used by Plutarch in his

historical accounts, where he found them and how he

treated them’ (p. 1). There is an introductory

chapter on the relationship of the treatise to other

writings (including Plutarch's own) on the subject:

chapter two is on the question of the hypothecated

common source underlying this treatise and Poly-

aenus’ Strategemata: chapter three analyses each of the

stories in the treatise, relating them to their historical

setting and investigating their sources fas also

promised on p. 1 ). and the last chapter, four, sets out
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the findings. These are that Plutarch did not use an

anthology in compiling the work (which springs

from the background knowledge amassed to produce

his work in general i

;
that Polyaenus did use the

treatise
;
that Plutarch read the sources he claimed to

have read, was interested in minor local antiquities,

used his memory (rather than an elaborate reference

system) and reworked his sources rather freely, on

occasion, to produce a better story. There is a

bibliographical index of just over three pages and an

index of iprimary source' names, both personal and

bibliographical.

This is a work that analyses somewhat dated prob-

lems with only partially up-dated tools: e.g. on p. 2

the discussion of the authenticity of the work is some-

thing of a parade of the sentential of great scholars.

We have a lexicon to the Moralia

:

analysis of a cluster

of key concepts is a current rapid solution to this type

of problem. The ‘common source' hypothesis (pp.

1 3 fT. > is argued against by the same method that got

scholars into the present morass, i.e. argumentation on

balances of probabilities 'analysis of the vocabulary

of the passages involved, comparing this with the

vocabulary elsewhere in the works of their respective

authors would be one less subjective method of

assessment,. Some special pleading is inevitably

involved: e.g. Polyaenus is made never to cite details

not in Plutarch (pp. 18, 23 and 24), though this

involves explaining away a succession of passages

i pp. 20. 23, 24 and 27): in arguing the case it is

assumed throughout that Polyaenus did in fact use the

treatise, and the evidence is presented on this assump-

tion before the conclusion is reached (e.g. p. 21); the

possibility that both Polyaenus and Plutarch are based

on a much more compendious account is scouted

without considering the implications of the fact that

elsewhere (pp. 104 and 1381 Plutarch is shown to have

expanded some of these accounts rather freely; at

pp. 25-6 Polyaenus 8.31 and Public. 19 and Mul.

Virt. 14 are contrasted to show that ‘there is far

greater divergence between these two versions than

between Mul. Virt. 14 and Polyaenus’, when the

‘similarity of vocabulary' test employed shows that

Mul. Virt. and the Polyaenus passage have twenty

words in common, the passages from Publicola and

Mul. Virt. fifteen. The concluding argument that

‘The Mulierum Virtutes was excellently suited for the

needs of one trying to assemble a vast collection of

stratagems in the shortest possible time’ (p. 28) hardly

seems compelling. In chapter three the surviving

source material is too meagre to allow of the ‘investi-

gation’ attempted: on the other hand, with it, the

treatise does allow of analysis which would trace the

stages leading to Plutarch's romanticization of history

or suggest how he thought of the political culture of

antiquity. Yet more obvious is the possibility the

treatise allows of analysing either for the ancients’

conception of ‘love’ as it had evolved in Plutarch’s

time or for Plutarch's conception of female virtue

(never defined by Stadter—see p. n) and of character

—seen as a need by Stadter (p. 140). Clear evidence

of the cluster of attitudes regarded as typical of the

constrictive personality in a traditional culture

emerges {cf. pp. 5, 58, 67 and 78—as well as some-

thing of the author’s own preconceptions at p. 76).

Rigorous sophisticated analysis of either of these

issues would have told us something new; the actual

findings of the book replicate what is already known.

Stadter clearly wishes to eschew subjective interpre-

tations of his data and restricts the scope of his

interpreting accordingly, but the techniques of

analysis deployed in chapter four are in fact appli-

cations of content analysis, and only a limited range of

possible applications at that. Further analysis of this

material could be carried out without any loss of

objectivity. As things stand, the title gives a mis-

leading impression: a book detailing how Plutarch

used his sources only partly describes ‘Plutarch’s

Historical Methods’ ( inter alia Stadter touches on, but

does not follow up the implications of, Plutarch’s

literary aims in structuring his material for presenta-

tion: pp. 84 and in).

T. F. Carney.
Alassachussets Institute of Technology.

Plotinus. Opera. Ed. P. Henry and H.-R.
Schwyzer. Yol. 1. Porphyril Vita Plotini.

Enneades i-iii. (Script, class, bibl. Oxon).
Oxford: the Clarendon Press. 1964. Pp. xxviii

+ 382. £2 2S.

Cette nouvelle edition de la Vie de Plotin par
Porphvre et des trois premieres Enneades n’est pas

une simple reduction de la fameuse edition dont deux
tomes deja ont paru a Bruxelles. Sans doute le

format est ici moins ample pour s’aligner sur la

presentation si appreciee des Textes classiques d’Oxford.

Sans doute l’apparat critique est allege, mais, plus

concentre, il demeure considerable. L’apparat des

Sources de Plotin, au contraire, a ete augmente.
Le texte ne reproduit pas exactement celui de la

grande edition. Car, sans renier les principes qui
ont preside a son etablissement, et qu’ils resument
dans leur breve preface latine, Henry et Schwyzer
ont remis en question de nombreuses options de
detail. La liste en est donnee sur deux colonnes et

elle tient six pages. Une bibliographic de huit pages
groupe les documents et travaux, anciens et modernes,
qui ont ete utilisee par les editeurs.

C est dire que cctte edition devra etre consultee
par les plotinisants apres celle de Bruxelles, s’ils

veulent comprendre les problemes que pose le texte
des Limeade 1. Peu d’auteurs euront beneficie autant
que Plotin d efforts aussi perseverants et aussi
erudits. On ne peut que s’en rejouir si on songe a
l’importance du neoplatonisme plotinien dans
1 histoire des idees. Les philosophes commencent a
le decouvrir et a s’apercevoir que les rapports de la
pensee heilenique et de la pensee chretienne, de la
philosophic antique et de la philosophic moderne,
s’en trouvent bouleverses. II est temps de refondre
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des antitheses fatiguees, et particulierement de

comparer sur de nouvelles bases procession et creation.

Jean Trouillard.

Paris.

Wifstrand (A.) Eikota: Emendationen und
Interpretationen zu griechischen Prosaik-
ern der Kaiserzeit. 8. Galenos zum drit-

ten Mai. (Scripta minora, 1962-1963:3.1

Lund: K. Humanistiska \ etenskapssamfundet.

1964. Pp. 58. Sw.kr. 11.50.

This volume is concerned with various works of

Galen that have been published in the Corpus Medi-

corum Gracorum, namely In Hippocralis Epidemiarum lib.

VI (ed. Wenkebach), Adversus Lycum et adversus

lulianum (Wenkebach), De ajfectmim dignotione (de

Boer), De sanitate tuenda (Koch), De alimentorum

facultatibus (Holmrcich), De bonis mahsque sticts

(Holmreich), and De victu attenuante (ed. Kalbfleisch).

Wifstrand often emends, and among many neat

and convincing examples one may cite KaOiSo/tbov

(p. 34: KuOe*oftbo

v

MSS.!; but often he staunchly

defends manuscript readings, for example on pp.
10-11 (ha used as a consecutive), pp. 13-14 (the

omission of ti; with a verb in the third person singular

after an impersonal expression), and pp. 32-3 (the

omission of ij in conditional clauses). His readings

are defended with a wealth of documentation. For

instance r/); rrij; > oi’ota; at aruafo- is the text for a

long discussion ipp. 39-42) in which Wifstrand shows

that such a repetition of the article was, surprisingly

enough, not uni ommon in scientific prose from
Aristotle onwards, although it was generally avoided

in the Classical period and sometimes in later periods

as well. It will be a pity if this and other valuable

contributions such as the note on d afro,- meaning
‘likewise’ (p. 8: a Latinism .

J
), remain embedded in a

context where few will think of looking for them.

Some doubts are bound to arise in a work of his

kind, however judicious it is. On p. 17 Wifstrand

proposes mi>i <Tr)r > Tor Minor mi) ursKt r/jr for rrr/ii Tor

Minor mi/iufJKtvt];. The accusative is right (‘with

regard to’), but the order is suspei t. One would like

to know if Galen uses this order elsewhere with an
objective genitive. Other writers are not alwavs

consistent. Theophrastus in one and the same
paragraph (CP 1 .14.3) uses ai fie mmirati; toy Kafimov

and 1) Tor Ktifiuov nerravaiv with no apparent differ-

ence of meaning apart from the change from plural to

singular. I suspect that the irregular order of the

second phrase is occasioned by the relative clause that

immediately follows nimirni: and defines it. In the

Galen passage there is no such restriction. One
would hesitate to suggest the omission of both tt)v

and tov w ithout knowing more ol his practice, though

such an omission of articles is common enough with

.Trpt when it is used with an accusative in a temporal

sense, e.g. rre/i i /.r/ror iii/ /is. Here is a point that

needs investigating.

On pp. 46-7 Wifstrand’s solution is for him unusu-
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ally violent, and perhaps unnecessary: the passage is

intelligible, although compressed. Finally on p. 53
the objection raised by Wifstrand to fit/TE noAhixis,

tSftoi’vre; tv arayKaiat; Ufidlrcn KaTaifC/taOat seems

groundless. According to Galen, a man who chooses

a quiet life will not have to leave home before daybreak

in order to pay his respects to his patron, will not get

continually overheated and chilled while performing

duties which he cannot avoid, and will not attend his

patron at the baths and finally escort him home before

he hurries off to his dinner. Galen is describing

briefly a day in the life of a Roman cherts and pro-

viding, as elsewhere, a footnote to Martial and

Juvenal. The client would have to wear a toga, and
the toga w'as certainly stuffy, and probably draughty:

dum per limina te potentiorem

sudatnx toga uentdal, uagumque
maior Caelius et minor fatigant . . .

(Martial 12.18, 4-6) is a passage that describes

Juvenal’s plight at the same period in the day. If

with Wifstrand we change // i/rc to oart, we make the

client perform his own chores before visiting his

patron (which seems highly improbable) and. far

more important, we leave a substantial part of the

client's working day unskctched.

It is regrettable that in a study of correct readings

there should be a number of obvious misprints
1 p. 8,

line 16: 14, 1; 22. 9; 23. 29; 24, 25; 45. q: 50. 6;

35, 221. Nevertheless, this book is a thoroughly

enlightening exercise in textual criticism.

D. E. Eic.hhoi.z.

University of Bristol.

Julian. Oeuvres completes. Tome ii, 2. Dis-

cours: Les Cesars, Sur Helios-roi, Le
misopogon. Ed. and trans. C. Lacombrade.

(Assn G. Bude.) Paris: ‘Les Belles Lettres’.

1964. Pp. viii + 209. Fr. 15.00.

With this volume the Bude edition of Julian is

brought to completion and a term set upon the project

begun by Bidez. The works here included—the

Caesars, the address in honour of Helios the King, and
the Misopogon, all composed during Julian’s last three

months in Antioch—are those for which an inde-

pendent MSS tradition survives. It may appear

churlish, considering the undoubted merits of the

whole edition which, under the inspiration of Bidez

and his successors, has signally advanced our know-
ledge of Julian, to stress the gap that editorial policy

leaves in this final volume. It has. in fact, prevented

any full reference to Julian’s last, and in many ways
most important, work—the Contra Galilaeos. Apart

from passing mention in the introductions to the

several orations (e.g. pp. 76, 145' and its paradoxical

appearance in the testimonia (pp. 104 ff.), the reader

of the Bude text remains uninformed about its con-

tents. The editorial policy mav be strictly logical

and knowledge of the work may be merely derivative.
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but it seems quite inconsistent in an edition of

Julian's complete works to find dubia and spuria

included in Vol. I ii because of their appearance in the

MSS. while extensive and important extracts of

Julian's work are excluded front Vol. II ii because of

their appearance in the diatribe of Cyril. In conse-

quence. Julian’s personal confession of faith receives

full emphasis, but the equally characteristic criticism

of Christianity that underlies his religious policy as

emperor is allowed to go largely by default. There is

surely room for the publication of the Julianic material

embedded in Cyril’s discourse as some kind of appen-

dix to this edition. In this respect. Wright's Loeb

edition showed more sympathy with Julian, and

Hertlein’s definition of his work more accuracy.

This consideration apart. Lacombrade shows

mastery of his widely-ranging material. If he con-

fesses to uncertainty—as he does in examining

Julian's historical sources for the Caesars (pp. io fl.)

—

he has the very good reason that certainty is impossible

of attainment. His introductions are well-docu-

mented and closely argued. His dating of the work

to December 362, in which he follows Bidez and

contradicts Rochefort (p. 18) is quite convincing, but

more important is his discussion of its political,

religious and literary implications—in particular of

its conclusion, and of the Lucianic influences

observable throughout. In the prose hymn to

Hehos. in addition to presenting long-established

views upon the work. Lacombrade does u-ell to

emphasise its position in Julian’s practical policy of

religious reform (p. P)f.). The psychological ten-

sions apparent in the Misnpogon are well stressed and

due weight given to Julian's final, barely concealed

threat 1370 bi, which sets his motive for the appoint-

ment of Alexander as consultin'. Syruie into its proper

context.

The translation and handling of works so dissimilar

in character is one of tactful sympathy. This, with

the ample notation and cross references provided

throughout, is best revealed in his treatment of

Julian’s conception of Helios. The treatment of the

historical background of all these speeches is equally

valuable and pointed, though an incautious state-

ment does occasionally appear ic.g. the reference to

Tarsus, p. 141 1.

As in the previous volumes, the basic MSS arc

V and U, with supplementation of their errors and

omissions coming from a rather mixed bag for the

various orations. The principles of selection are

those laid clow n by Bidez, whose magisterial authority

is acknowledged in each discussion. This is not to

imply that Lacombrade himself has assumed a minor

role in the establishment of the text. A rather rueful

tone in the introduction indicates his difficulties as

heir to this task, for his problem seems to have been

rather an embarras de richesses. It is noticeable,

however, that the later Greek forms, dutifully pre-

served by the tradition, appear more often in the

Caesars !e.g. 310 d 6, 318 b 5, 320 c 31 than in the

other two works where V and U receive fuller supple-

mentation. Lacombrade, in fact, is prepared to treat

the tradition without excessive deference, for he

adopts numerous conjectures by various hands. On
the other hand, in several cases the readings of

Wright and others receive no mention in his appa-

ratus, and his own conjectures are few—less than a

dozen all told, and these mostly of minor importance.

The most valuable is perhaps 155 a 3 Kara rd-

w)ta<pdupov - ‘Qpa; (‘comparable aux Heures in-

corruptibles’) which, linked with Hertlein’s following

suggestion vrzd ti)v tyt/.i/i'ijv is most convincing.

Proof-reading is of better quality than in the pre-

vious volume, misprints being noted only at 307 b 5,

342 d 6, 343 b 6, 354 c 1 . Confusion surrounds ret k’

in the text of 3 14 a 5, where there is either an error in

the text or a deficiency in the critical note (e.g. rd r

corr. Schneidewin), but, in general, the accuracy is

such as should properly be expected of an edition of

this quality.

A. F. Norman.
University of Hull.

Libanils. Autobiography (oration i) : the Greek
text. Ed. and trans. A. F. Norman. London:

the Oxford University Press for the University of

Hull. 1965. Pp. xxxiii + 244. £3 3s.

Owing to the writings of Libanius, we have more

information about fourth century a.d. Antioch than

about any other provincial city of the Empire. But

the style of these writings obscures the contents, and

much information only becomes conveniently acces-

sible with the help of a commentary, in which know-

ledge of Libanius’ writings as a whole is used to

illuminate successive obscurities of a particular

speech. Such a commentary Dr Norman has now-

provided for Oration I. It is founded on a thorough

knowledge of Libanius, and should prove of con-

siderable use to future students of the Later Empire.

In Oration I Libanius relates the story of his life in

chronological order to an imaginary audience. Dr
Norman shows that a long first section, ending with

paragraph 155, and written between 378 and 380, is

followed by seven further instalments. The later

instalments, only loosely attached, are neither in style

nor in philosophy entirely consistent with the earlier

parts.

The speech throws some light on the great episodes

of the period, notably the rule of Caesar Gallus.

Julian the Apostate and the Theodore affair in the

reign of Valens. It is perhaps more valuable for its

picture of the life of a prominent citizen of Antioch.

Above all. it presents the life of a sophist. It describes

his education at Antioch and at Athens, his early

struggles at Constantinople and Nicomedia, the

circumstances of his final establishment in his native

city and the many occasions when his actual position

fell short of that to which he felt entitled, as a leading

exponent of literary culture. On the reduced range
of this culture Dr Norman has some informative

pages in the introduction.
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The commentary draws attention to the fact that

Libanius consistently relates incidents of his own life

in a way that recalls comparable incidents in the lives

of predecessors in the rhetorical tradition. Attention

is also drawn to the succession of allusions to situations

or language found in earlier authors, and to the

liveliness and variety which Libanius often achieves

by this device.

Translation and commentary explain many diffi-

culties of a text which P. Petit describes as ‘deroutant

et souvent difficile a suivre’, and of which L. Petit,

the only previous translator, felt unable to translate the

last three chapters at all. Occasionally more infor-

mation would be helpful. Perhaps a reference to

A. D. Nock’s Deification and Julian {JRS 1957 xlvii

114-23) would have been relevant to c. 131. The
comment on c. 133 might have mentioned that

Ammianus gives a totally different account ofJulian’s

death.

The circumstances of the two trial episodes, related

cs. 62-72, are not made altogether clear. Surely the

second attack is also an accusation of murder by

magic, rather than of fraud. The penalty threatened

is death and even Libanius’ advocates were afraid to

speak for him. Perhaps the unsuccessful first accu-

sation was being renewed before a higher instance, the

vicar instead of the consular.

On a related point Ammianus xxviii 1, 27, cited in

the note on c. 158, is sufficient to clear up the obscurity

of the cause for the charge against Martyrius if we
assume that wrestlers, like charioteers, had a repu-

tation for expertise in magic with which to influence

the result of their contests, but available also for other

purposes—for instance, predicting the next emperor.

In the atmosphere of 37 1 (Cf. Amm. 29,2, 1-28)—the

arguments for putting the trial in 365 seem insufficient

—this reputation would be enough to put a man who
associated with the wrestlers under suspicion of

criminal purposes.

In c. 170 the harsh change of subject between d

and ijyovficvo; can perhaps be avoided if 6 de is after

all taken to be the governor and ovrio <)t] t< tvvezd;

i)v understood in a limiting sense : ‘The governor was

sensible to the extent that he was prevented from

carrying out the flogging by his (Olympius’) outcry,

but nevertheless continued to regard and describe . . .

etc.’. Olympius, (cf. Alexander in 57,12) inci-

dentally, could well be, not the governor's assessor,

but one of the ^mfiaKadt]/.ievoi attacked in Or. 52,4 and

51,25 for abuse of the privilege of consessus, which

later laws (e.g. CT 1,20,1 of 408) allow to honorati

and certain officials, and which Libanius himself

seems to have enjoyed (Or. 54.20: ibid. 43).

In c. 7 a reader of the translation, who omitted to

look at the notes, might miss an important element of

to avv Trapprjdia fi/r; the possibility ofspeaking frankly

to his pupils and to high and low alike, which

Libanius felt was essential for him as a sophist and

which depended on having an unblemished reputa-

tion himself.

But these points do not significantlv diminish the
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usefulness of the book. To mention only the study of

Libanius, Dr Norman’s work should assist future

workers in defining more closely the differences

between the outlook and position of Libanius and
that of his predecessors of the second sophistic, and to

improve on Misson’s account of Libanius’ paganism.

Perhaps it may now be possible to place Libanius’

rvy rj in a context of late-pagan views of providence, or

in assigning Or. I its place in the evolution of Ancient

Autobiography, to progress beyond the stimulating

chapter of the late Professor G. Misch. (A History of

Autobiography in Antiquity, transl. E. \V. Dickes,

London, 1950, 2. pp. 554-63.) Perhaps Dr Nor-

man’s work will induce a scholar to write a modern
biography of Libanius to replace G. R. Sievers, Das
Leben des Libanius , which is still useful but dates from
1868.

W. Liebeschuetz.

University of Leicester.

Gregorius Nazianzenus. Lettres. Tome i. Ed.

and trans. P. Gallay. (Assn G. Bude.) Paris:

‘Les Belles Lettres'. 1964. Pp. xlvi -f- 134.

Fr. 18.00.

In 1957 the Bude series began to publish the

Letters of St. Basil the Great; up to now two volumes

have appeared (see my reviews in Gnomon 31 1,1959)

123-8 and 35 (1963) 262-4). It is now a pleasure to

announce the publication, in the same series, of

another contemporary body of correspondence, that

of St. Gregory of Nazianzus. The first volume
contains letters 1 100 (in the same order as in the

Benedictine edition of 1840. reprinted in Migne.

P-0 . 37. >857).

It is evident that the editor, Paul Gallay. was very

well prepared for his task. For over thirty vears he

has been publishing works on Gregory—the most

important of which is perhaps the biography'. La vie

de saint Gregoire de R'agianze, 1943—and in 1957 his

book Les manuscrits des lettres de s. Greg, de A'ag.

appeared as a preparatory study for the present

edition.

G’s edition is based on thirteen MSS, divided into

six families. No less than ten of these MSS also

contain a corpus of letters written by St. Basil. When
I reviewed his above-mentioned work of 1957
{Gnomon 31 [1959] 615-18) I noted with regret that

G. had hardly noticed the extensive research that

has long been pursued on Basil's letters (by Bessieres,

Cavallin and the reviewer). .\s a matter of fact,

two of G's families
1 j g) correspond to the Aa family

of Basil’s letters, the oldest and most original among
the seven families. Now, in establishing his text, G.

seems to have taken into consideration the good
readings of the f and g families also.

Before examining the text itself, I would like to say

a few words about the Introduction. First. G. gives a

survey of Gregory’s biography followed bv a charac-

terisation and estimation of his letters. The largest

section XX-XLIYi dealing with the textual
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problems is on the whole a summary of the book of

ig57- Now a few details

:

P. XXXIV. Letter 184 is missing from the

stemma.

Pp. XLV-XLVI (Sigla). An editor should not

use Greek capital letters mixed with Latin ones as

sigla. Furthermore bold types are desirable also in

the critical apparatus to designate families of MSS.
And now let us turn to the edition itself. As space

is limited, I shall have to pass over a number of

examples and concentrate on the most important

facts. It is regrettable that references have not

been given I in the margins
)
to Migne’s P.G. which

would have been of great help to the reader. In

more than fortv cases G. has adopted his own
readings (nos in the apparatus). In half the number
the changes only concern the form of address, and in

most other cases they are very trivial. I shall just

mention one of the few more important cases.

XXXII, 41, 10 tV d?.?.0Tpl<p tcJj oi'jjuaTi: so the MSS
majority and the previous editions. G. changes to

ev <x)./.oTplo> to> ft: quite unnecessarily in my opinion.

The first reading is excellent Greek and, moreover, I

have found no example in the letters now edited,

of Gregory making use of the enclitic forms.

Five of the ‘families’ are composed of MSS of

the 10th and nth centuries, one [In is recent, the

two MSS of this family dating from the iaih fB
;
and

the 14th (E) centuries. Now G. has in fifteen cases

derived his text from the h family alone; more than

one of these readings, however, is wrong in my
opinion. I think there is in several h readings adopted

by G. a tendency to ‘atticise’ the syntax, e.g. XIII, 20,

2 h, r/J»~,v uvdf g ) ;
XXV, 33, 1 ei nfrooptv h, ei

alrolti/uv celt. In these as in other cases there is no

doubt that the readings of all the oldest MSS arc-

most likely to be authentic.

In conclusion the text seems to be on the whole

well established although I would like to draw-

attention to the great number of errors of various

kinds that diminish the value of this edition (and, I

am glad to say, are not all typical of the Bude series

L

I have noticed about seventy cases of omitted words,

incorrect division of words, wrong accents etc. in the

Greek text. A few examples, (a) Omitted words:

IV, 5, 10 "A fur oit
[
Iivriisinr

1
tuiz twi- Afajcripfuv

vi'tOot; .... (b Incorrect division of words: XLIII.

55, 2, unoa-xejvfiu'rjvTt:, XLVIII, 62, 6 vnoo-rr'iao/iat,

fcj Wrong accent or breathing is very common; a

few cases taken from the first pages: II, 2, 3 »cam/Aou;

falso in note 3 ! 1 ;
IV, 2. 3 eer/ininr ; IV, 4, 7 h/n'ty.

d Other errors 'selection): VII, 9. 5 UKororTt; for

(iKOv<,vrn~ ; XXXII, 42, 12 eaduevoz for tao/uror ;

XCVIII, 1 16, 1 Eironifi; for Eivonio-.

In short, the text itselfseems to be sound with a few

exceptions; the translation is true to the original, as

far as I can judge. These good qualities, however, are

marred by too many errors, especially in the Greek

text. In a new edition a thorough revision must be

made. Stic Y. Rudberg.

University of Lund, Sweden.

Paulus Silentiarius. Epigrammi. Testo, trad-

izione e commento a cura di G. Viansino.
Turin: Loescher. 1963. Pp. xx T 197. Price

not stated.

The idea of this work was admirable : a full

commentary on the poems included in Agathias’

Cycle is much to be desired, and in the case of Paul

himself, A. Veniero's Paolo Silenziario (Catania, 1916)

still left room for further discussion. We must
regret, therefore, that Viansino has not given us a

more workmanlike contribution.

\
.
provides a brief introduction with remarks on

the poems in general, then on their connexion with
I.atin elegy' (see below) and on their language and
style. Nothing about the publication or composition
of the Cycle (for which see above, p. 6 f.), nor even
about Paul’s own life and chronology-. The poems
follow, text and comment first, and then, in a separate

section, an Italian translation. They are, however,
rearranged and renumbered (by subject-matter,

according to \ .) on a system which corresponds
neither with their order in the present Anthology nor
with Agathias’ own general arrangement [AP iv

3.1 13 f.), to which V. adheres in the introduction.

As there is no table by which to locate poems by
their common numeration, nor even an index locorum

(which would have cost V. less labour than the index

verborum which he does include!, the book is infuriating

to use. There is no bibliography, and V. seems
unaware of work done on Paul since Veniero; one
might pardon ignorance of the articles by F. Santucci
iAtene e Roma X.S.10 [1929] 1 6 x f.) and B. Stumpo
[Rend. 1st. Lomb. ser. 2.57 [1924] 241 f.) but not of
C. Corbato’s useful paper

(
Annali Triestini xx [1950]

223 b). In general, V.’s references to other works
often give insufficient detail to be of use.

Although V.'s text gives the appearance of having a
critical basis, it has nothing new to offer. He says
that he used Stadtmuller's collation of the Palatinus as
far as it went (ix 563), then Preisendanz's photo-
graphic reproduction ; why not Preisendanz through-
out 1 There is no mention of the source of V.’s text of
the Planuctean epigrams, but since he seems to be
quite unaware of Beckby’s edition of the Anthology
(Munich, 1957), it presumably goes back to Jacobs.
The statement (in the Conspectus Siglorum

) that the
lemmata in the Palatinus are a manu recentiore adscripta is

seriously misleading—see Preisendanz, Anth. Pal. i

t
1 9 1

1

)
Ixxviii. The critical apparatus is generally

less full than Beckby’s (e.g. on AP v 268, vi 71, xi 60).
To each apparatus is appended a list of i.™) /.eyofieva
a useful, if hazardous procedure [fippdt V, for instance,
marked as drra; ley at AP ix 764.5= V. no. 12, p. 27!
occurs at Agathias, Hist, ii 31, p. 134.16 Bonn). It is

to be deplored that \ . fails to discuss or even to mark
disputed attributions (e.g. vii 609 -=V. no. 9, p. 20
x\i 78=\ . no. 28, p. 53; vii 600, though ascribed t(

Paul by Planudes, is not mentioned).
In common w ith all other editors of the Antholog)

V. is deficient in interpretation where it touches upon
historical points, e.g. on the poems which celebrat.
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1

the refurbishing of the Great Praetorium in the reign

ofJustin II, not Justin I
(
AP ix658=V. no. 31, p. 57,

see above, art. cit. §2) ;
Domninus was not a jurist, but

probably city prefect under Justin II (above, loc. cit,.

see also L. Robert, Hellenica iv [1948] 99). V.

accepts the unfounded idea that Agathias married

Paul’s daughter (V. p. 148, see above, art. at.). He
calls the interest shown by the Cycle poets in writing

poems about dancing girls ‘sicuramente un atto di

omaggio verso l’imperatrice Teodora’ (p. 54)

;

hardly, especially as Theodora was dead twenty years

before the publication of the Cycle.

The most useful part of the work is the assembly in

the commentary of a large number of parallels and

illustrative passages from earlier Anthology poets, from

late Greek poetry in general, and especially from the

erotic epistolographers (though there was surely no

need to quote, largely in full, whole pages of ‘testi-

monianze’—references made by earlier writers to

subjects mentioned by Paul, though not necessarily

having any connexion with him). There is rarely

any attempt, however, to decide whether parallels

are proof of Paul's knowledge of other writers, or are

merely illustrative. On AP V. 264.7 7zoyoc avOeu,

V. cites (p. 94) Aesch. P. V. 7 ; it would be interesting

if Paul had been influenced instead by the occur-

rences of the same image in the Chaldaean oracles

(Kroll, De oraculis Chaldaicis [1962] pp. 22, 24, 24).

Though V. rightly rejects the idea of a hypothetical

Alexandrian model as the explanation for the many
similarities between Paul's erotic poems and the

Roman elegists, he is too cavalier in assuming (after

Veniero, o.c., 92) that Paul used the Latin poets direct.

I am not convinced that a full and detailed knowledge

such as V. postulates would have been anything but

unusual in sixth-century Constantinople, and the

resemblances are not so compelling as to force V.’s

conclusion upon us. He allows no possibility of

indirect borrowing, nor does he sufficiently consider

Paul’s debt to the Garland of Meleager (see Corbato,

art. cit., 237 f.), to comedy (cf. A. A. Day, The Origins

ofLatin Love Elegy [1938] 92 f. on the Roman elegists)

or to rhetoric (see Legrand, Rev. des it. anc. xiii [191 1]

16). The difficulty of postulating direct dependence

in a case such as this where the imitation is largely

thematic rather than linguistic is obvious (see Day,

o.c., 1 14) ;
moreover, by providing a host of parallels

from all kinds of erotic literature V. often finds himself

clinging to his dogma of direct dependence on the

Roman poets in the face of evidence which would

seem to show that the theme in question was in fact an

erotic commonplace [cf. Day, o.c., 52 f.). Two cases

suggest themselves where closer attention to the

interdependence of Cycle poems themselves provides a

simpler explanation of Paul’s subject-matter than any

appeal to the Roman elegists. In AP v 248 ( V. no.

53, p. 97), V. traces the theme to Ovid. Am. i 7; but

Paul’s poem is immediately inspired by Agathias,

AP v 218 (he actually picks up Agathias’ words

—

v 248.1 /V 218.4), and since Agathias is thinking of

Menander’s LhpiKeipofihrj. neither poet need have

known Ovid at all. If so, Paul’s use here of the

address deacioiva (which V. regards as derived from

the Latin dornina) may be quite fortuitous; it is signi-

ficant that there is no further development of the idea

of servitium amoris in Paul’s poems. Again, V. regards

AP v 293 (=V. no. 79, p. 148) as proof of dependence

on the Roman (but see Day, o.c., 92 f.) theme of the

epioTodiddcncakoz. But the didactic tone is suggested

to Paul by Agathias’ words in the preceding poem, to

which this is an answer, and indeed, he actually

picks up Agathias’ words here also (AP v 293. 1 Gecftov

” oi'K olde . . . v 292.1 1-12 d/M fie 8ea/ioi‘

eipyovaiv padaT/; r if/idOi dopKa/.ldo;). Agathias had
apologised for staying behind with his legal work
in the city rather than enjoying himself in the country

with Paul and their respective ladyloves, and Paul,

very naturally, claims in protest that love should have

precedence over all. He did not need to seek this

reply among the themes used by the Latin poets.

In the erotic epigrams of the Cycle as a whole V.

detects an ethical and didactic tone which he attri-

butes to Christianity; in Paul, he says, it more often

gives way to unrestrained eroticism. But V. does not

tell us how it was that Paul, the author of the Christian

ekphrasis on St Sophia, could at the same time show
himself the least restrained of the Cycle poets when it

came to eroticism. The flowering of the pagan
epigram in Christian Constantinople is in itself the

most interesting feature about Paul’s poems, and in

avoiding any discussion of the epigrams in reference

to their social and historical context, V. has deprived

himself of the opportunity of producing an important

and illuminating work.

There are several minor slips ie.g. flpvyerdv for

flpvyrjrdv, p. 40, last line; m'Kpd; for veuepd;, p. 80;

Reitzenstein, p. 1 19).

Averil Cameron.
King's College. London.

Monaco (G. i Paragon! burleschi degli antichi.

(Bibl. di cultura moderna, 66.) Palermo:

Palumbo. 1963. Pp. 99. Lire 1,600.

This book traces the history of that form of humour
which rhetoricians of Roman times (unobserved by

LSJ) called e'lKaapo The ancients wielded humour
as a weapon more often than we do—the sequence of

thought in PI. Lg. 9340-9363 is extremely revealing—

-

and there is no sharp division between Gkovc;

inspired by hate and those inspired bv affection.

It is useful to have a more extensive collection of

material than the hard core of Classical examples

given by Fraenkel, Elementi Plautini, 162 ff. Monaco
begins his survey with the Homeric simile and
Achilles’ abuse of Agamemnon in A 225, and his

postclassical examples, especially (67 f., 766) Diod.

Sic. xx 63.2. Plu. Sulla 2.1 and Dio C'hrys. viii 2 f., are

noteworthy. There are, however, some surprises and
disappointments. On the one hand, Monaco in-

cludes passages where only an undisciplined imagin-
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ation can detect any chain at all; on the other hand,

he is so far from offering us a corpus imaginum that he

makes no mention of many passages of Classical

poetry which spring to mind.

I include in the former category: H.Herm. 56 wapai-

f!6).a KepTo/icovoi (23 f.), on which see Radermacher
ad loc.\ PI. Chrm. 154a (24), where the young men
/.oidofior/itvoi are surely just behaving like

energetic \oung men in any culture, and there is no
reason to say ‘il motteggiarsi reciproco avviene

verisimilmente per mezzo di paragoni’; and Theocr.

1.32 ff. (72I. which can reasonably be supposed to

imply something like 5.80 ff.

In the latter category I miss especially: Ar. JVa.

559, which is highly relevant to the ancient valuation

of EtKove;’, Ra. 905 f.. which should have been men-
tioned at least on p. 15, in connexion with PI. Smp.

215a: .It 1

. 1202. which has an important formal

resemblance to V. 1509; and Pindar’s enigmatic but

polemical images of apes, foxes, crows and jackdaws.

The book is well produced and printed, but one

species of vitium ltalicum appears in KapaKTf/pe; (78 n.

1 5) and two in Krtaljiioz a Ka/.iadev; (73 n. 5).

K. J. Dover.

University of St Andrew ?.

Bolelli (T.) Ed. Per una storia della ricerca

linguistica: test! e note introduttive. (Col-

lana di storia, 4.) Naples: Morano. 1965.

Pp. 598. Lire 5,500.

This book consists of extracts from works on lan-

guage and linguistics by authors from the seventeenth

to the twentieth century: the earliest is Giambattista

Vico, the most recent Leo Spitzer. Living authors,

with the exception of J. Chadwick as Yentris’s colla-

borator in ‘Evidence for Greek Dialect in the

Mycenaean Archives’, are excluded. Each extract is

preceded by a short account of the author’s career,

explaining his position in relation to the linguistic

thought of his time, noting his contributions to the

subject and listing his chief works. The extracts are

so chosen as to illustrate not only the views and
methods of their authors but also most of the im-

portant developments in linguistic study. The
number of authors and the range of subjects and
theories represented is great enough to make it

pointless to criticise the editor’s selection, though

British linguists will be disappointed to find no passage

from the works ofJ. R. Firth.

Apart from a somewhat abridged version of the

paper by Ventris and Chadwick, there is little of

direct concern to Classical scholars. The book is,

however, as the Introduction states, intended to be of

interest not only to linguists but to any who are

interested in the history of thought and scholarship.

This intention, to which in itself no exception can be

taken, and the fact that proportionately so little of

each author can be reproduced, have the consequence

that most of the extracts are largely theoretical,

methodological and programmatic. This, ifunavoid-

able, is still regrettable to the extent that the meaning
and cogency of linguistic theories and methods often

cannot be fully brought home to non-linguists without

some degree of detailed illustration. It would have
been excellent, for example, if the exposition of

Structuralist phonology contained in the passages

from Trubetzkoy’s ‘La phonologie actuelle’ could

have been followed by extracts illustrating its practical

application to the description of phonological

systems from, say, the same author’s ‘Anleitung zu
phonologischen Beschreibungen’ or ‘Grundzuge der
Phonologie’ . Limitation of size would no doubt have
made such a policy impossible.

Many linguists, whose struggle to keep abreast of a
vast and increasing flood of contemporary books and
articles leaves them no time to read the earlier classics

of their subject, will be grateful for a book which gives

them easy access to a first-hand acquaintance, however
limited, with some of the most important earlier

literature. It is good to learn from the Introduction
that the editor is planning a similar collection from
the works of living authors.

D. M. Jones.
Westfield College. London.

Thomson (G.l ‘H eyb/viKt] yl.waaa, apyaia kw vert.

Athens: Athens Publishing Institute. 1964. Pp.
123. Price not stated.

No doubt the publisher’s claim on p. 10 is strictlv

true, that this book was composed directly in Modern
Greek. I think, though, that its substance is but
slightly different from matter which its author has
presented in English. This may account for some
touches which seem more suited to a British public,
such as the allusion to the obsolescence in standard
English, under Scottish influence, of the distinction

between shall and will.

There is an obvious slip on p. 44, when it is said
that the genitive, in its basic use, denotes the part of a
whole. It denotes the whole of which a part is part;
nr, as its name implies, the class to which a member
belongs.

Some puzzles and omissions may be the fruit of
abbreviation, in itself a virtue. On p. 41 it is said
that the verb is inflected to show number, person,
mood, tense, and voice. On p. 45 appears another
category, aspect; very properly, and it is well ex-
plained; but it should have been included at the start.
On p. 41 it is explained that gender was originally

the same thing as sex, early man attributing sex to
inanimate objects. Whatever we now may know
about ants, bees and wasps, early man distinguished
two sexes, I suppose, not three. Yet on p. 43 it is

implied that the neuter gender is as old, and arose as
naturally, as the other two. It is remarked that
neuter plurals resemble feminine singulars in termin-
ation, and govern singular verbs; but the argument is

not completed, nor the fairly obvious inference drawn.
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Nor is there any reference (though room is found

elsewhere for the Albanians, and the Australian

aboriginals) to the usage of Semitic languages in

regard to collections of inanimate objects; nor even to

such phenomena in Greek itself as the femininity of

most infinitives and abstract nouns, and of many
adverb equivalents ( Kotvfj ,

idia, koi' ebdeiav, an

cvavrlag K.t.

In the chapters on Hellenistic and on Byzantine

and Modern Greek (which might have been amplified

a little, in a book aimed at the Greek reader, without

spoiling the compactness which is such an asset) I saw
no mention of the Hellenistic analogical formation

s(fi).ovaav for etplkorv, parent of the usual type of past

imperfect from perispomenon verbs in Modern
Greek. But I am not quite sure that there was no

mention, for there is no index. I lately noticed an

historical novel which had a careful index. It is

anomalous that a work of scholarship and reference

has none.

For me, as for Professor Thomson, Modern Greek is

only a second language, however long and lovingly

studied. I hope this does not rob me of the right to

praise his handling of it, and to say that I have seldom

read a piece of technical writing in demotic which so

successfully avoided the twin pitfalls of affectation and
over-colloquialism. I once learned much about the

history of artistic technique from a man whom I

respected, because I had seen him sit on a stool in

the National Gallery and paint an indistinguishable

copy of an Italian primitive. He knew what he was
talking about; for look, he could do it. Professor

Thomson has my admiration for allied reasons.

This book, if it finds the right public, could do great

good by letting in a breath of fresh air to the stuffy

gymnasium atmosphere which still surrounds much
teaching of Greek in Greece. It has the length and
format of a French novel, and is equally lucid and
readable.

Hector Thomson.
University of Aberdeen.

Schreckenberg (H.) Ananke: Untersuchungen
znr Geschichte des Wortgebrauchs. (Zete-

mata, 36.) Munich: C'. H. Beck. 1964.

Pp. viii + 188. 8 plates. DM 36.

The object of this book is to find the original

significance of the word dvayK)], from which all its

other meanings are derived. It is divided into

chapters each dealing with one group of contexts.

The first, entitled ‘Yoke, bond, slavery’ is followed by
others on ‘

Situationsgegebene Bindung’. ‘Aaturgwang ’, on

Ananke as a theological and cosmological concept,

and on magic. A final chapter is devoted to the

etymology of dvayK)] ; S. argues for a derivation from

the Semitic root hnk which underlies such words as

Arabian hanaqa (throttle) and Akkadian hanaqu

(constrict, strangle).

Starting from the Homeric expresssion ftapuv

dvd'/Kt], dyeiv dvayKt], and irr/jnv dvdyKj], S. argues that

dvayK)] originally meant ‘yoke' and then, by a natural

extension, ‘bond’ or ‘fetter’. The abstract meaning
‘necessity’ developed out of a metaphorical use of the

word; this happened quite early—some instances of

the abstract use already occur in Homer (pp. 29, 62

n. 23)—but the root-meaning was never entirely lost.

According to S., every writer of Greek to the end of

antiquity was at least subconsciously aware of it. and
this awareness conditioned their use of the word to

such a degree that it is not always possible to draw a

clear line between contexts in which it has the

abstract and those in which it has the concrete sense.

There are some passages of ancient literature in

which S.’ interpretation has a certain plausibility.

Pindar Pyth. 4.234 for example, and possibly Soph.

Trach. 832, both quoted on p. 2. But many of the

instances adduced by S. are not even plausible, as

when he tries to gloss Hes. Theog. 517 by Aesch. PV
425 (p. 2). On p. 5 we are told that in passages

referring to forced sexual union (Cypna fr. 7.3 Allen.

Bacchylides 14.96, Pindar Pyth. 12.15. Arist. HA
576b2i) dvayK)] retains its sense of ‘yoke’ and is used

metaphorically, in the same way as £evyvi’vai is often

used with reference to wedlock. Another use of

dvayK)] which S. regards as metaphorical occurs in

connexion with slavery; this would explain some
obscure phrases, e.g. fyiap dvayKatov of II. 16.836, but

S. spoils his case by claiming dvayKtjv in Bacchylides

1 1 .72 as a parallel (p. 25) . Perhaps the weakest part

of the book is the chapter on the philosophical uses of

dvayK)]. It begins with a long and involved dis-

cussion of the cosmological section (61 6b— 1 7c )
of the

Myth of Er. with the aim of establishing the identity

ofAnanke in the myth with the advdeapot which holds

the universe together; S. refers to Tim. 31a If to sup-

port his argument (pp. 91 , 97 11'.), but neither here nor

in his later (pp. 1 19 ff.) treatment of the Tirnaeus does

he explain how the concept of dvayK)] found in Tim.

47e ff. is related to the goddess of the Myth of Er.

His comments on the Presocratics are unhelpful. His

treatment of the Stoics (pp. 122 ff.), in whose svstem

Necessity played a larger part than in any other, is

brief, but he claims that they also knew that the root-

meaning of uvir/Kr] is ‘bond’; for they identified

dvdeyKr) with t ijuap/ievr] and explained the latter as the

‘concatenation (eipud;) of causes’. This argument is

characteristic of S., but the mistakes are more palpable
than usual. It is correct that the Stoics identified

dvayK)) and eipap/xbr], but these were only two of a
much larger number of epithets applied to their

supreme being; since each epithet w'as thought to

represent a different aspect of that being, it is

probable that the Stoics did not regard them as

semantically equivalent. Moreover the Stoics were
very interested in etymology', using it to justify their

terminology wherever possible. The fact that they

never refer to any etymological connexion between
dvayK)] and the notion of ‘binding’ can only mean that

they knew nothing of the existence of any such con-

nexion.
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S.’ mistake seems to spring from a failure to dis-

tinguish between denotation and connotation. It is

undoubtedly true that the Greeks often thought of

avilyKrj as binding and constraining, but it does not

follow that this is the basic meaning of the word

dvdyKij. S. makes a great deal of the fact that uvuyKi]

is often coupled with words which signify ‘binding’.

But there is no reason to suppose that each of the

words composing a phrase such as dvdyioi; £vydi’

means the same thing individually, any more than in

the phrase dov/.iov £vyov; otherwise these expressions

would be mere tautologies, and lines like Aesch.

PV 108 (dvdyxai; Taicsd’ eve^evy/im rd?.a;), quoted on

p. 75, would lose much of their power.

The weakness of S.’ book is that the point at issue is

decided in the first twenty pages. The rest is not so

much an objective study of the significance of dvd'/Kt],

as an attempt to force upon the word a meaning
inferred from very limited evidence. Some uses of

the word are not discussed at all. Many of the

quoted texts are misinterpreted, and S. appears to

have no understanding of the way in which phrases

and sentences are built up out of words. In view of

this, there is little point in mentioning the incidental

defects of his book, the indiscriminate use of authorities

of all genres, periods and nationalities, the failure to

name the sources when quoting reports about the

Presocratics. the misprints and misspelling of the

names of some non-German scholars. These faults

only increase the reader’s impatience; even without

them the book would be worthless.

H. B. Gottschalk.

I niiersity if Leeds.

Chadwick (J.) and Killen (J. T.) The Knossos
tablets. 3rd ed. (Bulletin of the Institute of

Classical Studies, supplement 15.) London:
Institute of Classical Studies. 1964. Pp. vii

— 218. £\ lot.

The series of Linear B texts from Knossos has shown
no sign of coming to an end, and this newest in the

series of editions of romanising Mycenaean texts will

soon give way to its successor. In fact, a ‘fourth’

edition may not even wait for the exhaustion of

stocks, which was the signal for the preparation of the

present edition. It is a pity to predict such a brief

span for what is, all in all, a very good publication.

This edition, KT3
,
has in fact been produced at the

beginning of a period of renewed intensive work upon
the texts. The natural condition of the Linear B
tablets is fragmentation, and the natural result of the

conditions of excavation, study, storage, and renewed

study is that the fragments of single tablets are dis-

persed and often unrecognised. Ever since they were

discovered, the effort to rejoin the scattered fragments

has continued, now less, now more intensively. But

since 1950, when the tablets were again made avail-

able for study after the war, it has been apparent, as

the editors say, that the most important task in

Mycenaean epigraphy is the joining of Knossos

fragments. Whenever occasion offered since then,

search for joining fragments has been continued.

Between 1959 (for the second edition) and 1964 (for

the present edition), 212 fragments were joined to

become 103 less fragmentary texts, while considerable

numbers of minor fragments were for the first time

copied and published. Since this edition went to

press and up to January, 1965, some 400 more frag-

mentary texts were reduced to 200 joined texts. The
work ofjoining and copying is being actively pursued,

and the results of this work show, not that KT3 is

deficient, but simply that it is rapidly going out of

date. The elements of almost all these improved
texts are to be found in KT3

,
and in most cases the

new text can be constructed by the reader in his

study, if he is but given the list of joining fragments.

But this involves a good deal oflabour, and some risk

of inaccuracy. A copy interleaved and marked to

show these joins is already far less attractive than one
fresh from the press, and considerably less convenient
to use.

Except for the fact that it is necessarily obsolescent,

this is an excellent and useful work, and worth a lot as

an improvement upon KT2
. The readings of the

texts have been rechecked and are generally to be
relied upon. The textual apparatus has properly
been reduced in bulk, and rearranged. The use of
the critical signs to give some indications of the state

of the texts is now standardised. The classification of
the texts has been revised, and their order is simplified.

The printing is far clearer, and typographical errors

are not many. But the most conspicuous and valu-

able change is that the transcription of the non-
phonetic signs has been translated from the (abbre-

viated) English of the earlier editions into an (often

abbreviated) Latin transcription, which, it is intended,
will become the standard form. It may be that some
who are accustomed to women, ewes, wool, oil,

and qt will be reluctant to give these up for MUL
(i.e. mulier), ovisf

,
lana (i.e. *145), ole (i.e.

oleum), and v. All the more it is an advantage that
the editors have applied this system throughout the
whole set of texts. For this feature alone one may
recommend that those who are using an earlier

edition of Knossos inscriptions now replace it, and
that those who want a text get this edition.

Emmett L. Bennett, Jr.
University of Wisconsin.

Stella L. A.j La civilta micenea nei document!
contemporanei. (Incunabula Graeca, vi.)

Rome: Edizioni dell’Ateneo. 1965. Pp. xx +
308. 6 maps. 87 plates. 6 text figures.

Lire 7,000.

Thirteen years after the decipherment of Linear B
there is need for a book which will bring together the
evidence of archaeology and the contemporary docu-
ments and present a coherent picture of Mycenaean
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civilisation. The study of the texts has reached a

stage at which cautious conclusions can be reached,

and the wealth of archaeological finds in recent years

has much increased our knowledge of the period,

while at the same time the references to Greeks in the

documents of other civilisations add further depth to

the picture. No true history is possible; but at least

some facts about the economic situation can be

gleaned from the tablets, and economic facts are

equally to be deduced from the durable artefacts.

The exploitation of Linear B tablets for this purpose

is making good progress: we now know that Knossos

derived a great deal of wealth from trade in wool;

that Pylos had a sizable metal goods industry; that

Mycenae practised such highly specialised crafts as

perfume-making and the manufacture of cyanus. But

it is only gradually being realised that the element on

a Mycenaean tablet most important to its writer was

the numerals; the remainder of the text is merely a

heading to which the figures refer. Properly and

cautiously analysed these figures are often significant,

and those who ignore these when writing on Mycen-
aean civilisation do so at their peril.

There are too, as is well known by now, two

methods of interpreting Linear B words. One, which

I will call phonetic resemblance, but is often dignified

by the name of etymology, is to scour the lexicon for a

classical word which will fit the sound pattern, after

making due allowance for the differences in dialect.

The second is to study the contexts in which the word

occurs, and so far as possible extract from them the

meaning, or at least class of meanings, which fits.

Both methods have their limitations, and ideally we
should rely on a combination of the two. But Pro-

fessor Palmer’s strictures on ‘etymological’ method,

even if excessive, should at least have alerted others to

the risks of too heavy reliance on it.

When we deal with personal names, the contextual

method yields no further information; the identifi-

cation of a Linear B spelling with a Greek name
depends entirely upon phonetic resemblance. This

does not prevent the identification of some of the

longer names being virtually certain : e-u-ru-fio-to-re-mo

could hardly be anything but EvpvnToAeuo;. But the

shorter names are usually ambiguous, and the presence

of a proportion of non-Greek names is certain. Thus
extreme caution is needed in the use of names as

evidence.

It is upon this methodological rock that Professor

Stella’s brave attempt at a synthesis founders. She

has not learnt the importance of contextual analysis

as a control on resemblance : and her use of onomastic

is a parody of scholarship. A few examples will

illustrate this criticism.

A man at Knossos is named ma-ti-ko : he appears in

a tablet of the I'c set whose function has not yet been

determined, and may never be since each tablet

contains nothing but a personal name and sometimes

the numeral one. Miss Stella, interpreting ma-ti-ko

as a derivative of /idorif uses this as evidence that the

whip to be seen in the hands of Mycenaean charioteers

in frescoes was already called fidaxif. But the same
name has also been interpreted as Mantiskos, a

derivative of /idvn;, and it might therefore be used as

evidence for the practice of divination. Miss Stella

does not weigh these alternatives; had she done so,

she would have been compelled to reject this name as

a usable piece of evidence.

The same attitude vitiates her account of the

political geography of the states ruled by Knossos and

Pylos. The man’s name za-ki-ri-jo is cheerfully

presented as evidence for the Mycenaean name of the

site now being so fruitfully excavated at Kato Zakro.

Not only does she extend the kingdom of Pylos to

embrace the Isthmus and the Ionian islands; she has

even contrived to confuse the two rivers which I be-

lieve to form the borders of the kingdom, the Neda
and the Nedon.
From time to time Miss Stella ignores the consensus

of opinion among Linear B scholars and substitutes

an interpretation of her own: ku-na-ja is an adjective

from Kvtuv not yvvt), because dogs are more common
than women in art. She is evidently unaware of any

linguistic obstacle; and the same is true when she

informs us that ki-te (found once in a totally obscure

context) is to be interpreted as kioti], or ma-ke-ra (a

man’s name; as fidyaipa. As an account of the

contents of the tablets this book is completely un-

reliable, and should therefore be prohibited reading

for any student or archaeologist unable to make his

own judgment on the interpretation of Linear B.

The experts, who can easily ignore the rubbish of

this kind, will find in the copious footnotes many
useful references to archaeological discoveries and the

contemporary documents of the Near East and Egypt.

It is hardly safe to regard the book as itself a guide to

archaeology, for our confidence is quickly shattered

by the statement that Troy VI is Schliemann’s

Homeric Troy.

Miss Stella’s competence in Anatolian languages is

also called into question by her suggestion that the

Hittite rebel Piyamaradus (whose name contains the

Hittite verb piya- ‘give’) was a Cretan, because one

man (in fact several) at Knossos has a name formed

with the same element. In these circumstances it is

superfluous to complain of the frequent minor errors

and inaccuracies.

A book on this subject is needed; but can it be

achieved except by the close collaboration of a team
of experts in the relevant fields?

John Chadwick.
Downing College, Cambridge.

Levin (S.) The Linear B decipherment con-
troversy re-examined. Yellow Springs. Ohio:
the Antioch Press for State University of New
York. 1964(1965). Pp. xvi 4- 255. 2 folding

tables. S7.50.

11 est exact qu'aucune theorie (fut-elle, comme le

dechiffrement de Ventris. au bout d’une dizaine
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d’annees, acceptee par la tres grande majorite des

savants: p. 7) ne doit etre a l’abri d’un re-examen

critique. Peut-etre cependant pourra-t-on, ;ur ce

point, objecter a Saul Levin que si le nombre des

adherents n’a pas de valeur en soi, il n’en est pas

entierement de mime de leur experience-, d'une

maniere generate, et sans viser qui que ce soit en

particulier, on peut dire, objectivement, que ceux qui,

jusqu’ici, ont mis en doute le dechiffrement sont loin

d’avoir la mime familiarite avec les textes que ceux

qui l’acceptent (cette familiarite que, loyalement,

Saul Levin reconnait, et admire, chez Ventris: p. 58).

Disons tout de suite que l’ouvrage de Saul Levin n’est

pas polemique, dans le sens pejoradf du terme; c’est

certainement un travail qui se veut de bonne volonte

et de bonne foi. Mais qui, precisement, a notre

avis, demontre ce qu’il tente de refuter. Saul Levin

se pose, essentiellement, les questions suivantes: (a) la

methode de Ventris. telle qu’en donnent une idee les

Work-notes, etait-elle correcte?; (b )
avons-nous

actuellement (c’est a dire avec l’aide supplementaire

des textes que "Ventris ne connaissait pas) un moyen

de controle valable?; (c) le dechiffrement permet-il

reellement de lire les tablettes B comme des docu-

ments ecrits en grec?

(a) Ventris a elabore son dechiffrement: d’une

part, a partir de precedes combinatoires, indepen-

dants de toute hypothese sur l’identification de la

langue; d'autre part, a partir de presomptions drees

des syllabogrammes Cypriotes; enfin a partir de

l'hypothese de travail a laquelle il a fini par arriver,

qu’il s’agissait de grec. Reprenant pas a pas ces

diverses demarches, Saul Levin estime que certaines

d’entre elles etaient bien etavees, les autres plus

hasardees. et que l’intuition a eu sa part dans la

decouverte, a cote du raisonnement (‘extraordinary

insight’, p. 56). Mais, precisement, dans la mesure

meme oil l’intuition a joue un role, c’est finalement

aux resultats (e) qu’il convient de juger le travail;

meme si je sais mal pas comment le serrurier a

fabrique sa cle, ou encore si je suppose qu’il a devine,

faute de pouvoir les constater, certaines des parti-

cularities de la serrure, ce qui importe. en definitive,

c’est que la cle permette de faire fonctionner la

serrure.

ib) Le second point est, semble-t-il, plus important.

Saul Levin essaie de verifier les valeurs des sylla-

bogrammes proposees par \ entris a partir de cas ou

le sens du mot est evident, c’est a dire pour le mot

signifiant ‘total’ et pour les mots qui annoncent, en

graphie svllabique, un ideogramme lui-meme parlant

itrepieds; vases a divers nombres d’anses: amphores:

casque; cheval: etc.), dans l’hypothese, bien entendu,

ou le vocabulaire serait grec.

Nous le voyons, par exemple, partir de ti-ri-po-de . . .

TRIPOD 2 et de ti-ri-po . . . TRIPOD 1, conjugues

avec ti-n-jo-we-e . . . THREE-HANDLED JL G 2,

ti-ri-jo-we . . . THREE-HANDLEDJUG 1
.
qe-to-ro-we

. . . FOUR-HANDLED JUG 1, (PL Ta 641);

rapprocher ensuite le troisieme signe de ti-ri-po et le

premier signe de po-ro . . . FOAL 2 (AA Ca 895);

proceder ainsi ensuite de proche en proche, pour,

finalement : 1 °) reconnaitre qu’un certain nombre de

mots se lisent a 1’evidence comme des appellatifs

grecs; 2 '1 admettre (sans meme les discuter) un
certain nombre de principes etablis par Ventris

quant au syllabaire (existence, inattendue, d’une

serie d- distincte de la serie t-\ confusion, inattendue,

des deux series liquides en une seule; existence d’une

serie labiovelaire distincte des autres series occlusives;

etc.) et quant a l'orthographe (par exemple, non-

notation de la sifflante finale; sans quoi Saul Levin

eut du rejeter en doute ti-ri-po, et par voie de conse-

quence, ti-ri-po-de)
;
3°! tenir pour sures ou probables,

ou possibles, la moitie environ des identifications de

Ventris. Pourquoi la moitie seulement? Parce

qu’il applique une methode de controle extremement

restrictive aux resultats d’une decouverte qui a ete

obtenue a l’aide d’une methode plus variee et plus

large. Mais, chaque fois que cette methode a pu
etre appiiquee, grace a l’existence d’un pictogramme
parlant, elle a confirme done les resultats de Ventris

(et, par la, valide le principe de la methode de

Ventris)
:
pas une seule fois, pour un syllabogramme

quel qu’il soit, Saul Levin n’est en mesure de proposer

une autre identification que celle du dechiffrement.

Et encore, meme avec sa propre methode. Saul Levin

eut pu aller plus loin; par exemple, il a hesite a

identifier pa-ka-na . . . SWORD 50 (KN Ra 1540)
avec (pdcynvu, a cause de la sifflante finale de la

premiere svllabe, dont la non-notation le gene; mais

il a bien accept e ti-ri-po comme rpinoc; alors, pour
garder T/arroc il restreint artificiellement le probleme
orthographique a celui d’une sifflante finale (p. 220
sv.)

;
cette position Fempeche de compter pa et ka

dans les signes dont la valeur est, a son avis, con-

trollable (p. 127 sv.). Pas davantage n’a-t-il (ii cause

sans doute de la non-notation de r implosif) utilise

a-mo-ta . . . WHEEL PAIR 5 {KJ\r So 4437), etc.

(c) Tout bon esprit jugerait, a ce point, que Saul
Levin va s’estimer perdant, et donner raison a
Ventris. Mais il conserve une autre arme: s’il

s’agissait de grec, nous comprendrions tout; or il

subsiste un grand nombre d'obscurites; done, il y a,

a cote du grec, autre chose que du grec
;
nos tablettes

sont ecrites dans un jargon comprenant des enonces
en une langue prehellenique non identifiee. Et le

grec meme, puisque grec il y a, est parfois bien
etrange.

Ln mot sur l’etrangete du grec, d'abord. Cinq
siecles separent notre lineaire B des premiers textes

alphabetiques
;
par surcroit, il n’est pas prouve que le

mveenien ait un descendant direct parmi les dialectes

connus de nous au premier millenaire, et sa position
dialectale demeure controversee; dans ces conditions,
il serait. non pas rassurant, mais inquietant pour la

vraisemblance du dechiffrement, qu’on lut en
lineaire B un grec identique a une quelconque des
formes de la langue attestees au premier millenaire.
Mais ne faisons pas dire a Saul Levin ce qu’il ne dit

pas. Il admet, certes, que le grec du second mille-
naire soit archaique et puisse etre different de ce que
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nous connaissons par la suite. Mais il pense que,

plus d’une fois, les lectures de Ventris ont pu deformer

pour nous la realite. Par exemple, on pourrait

douter que o-no ‘anes’ soit un nominatif pluriel de

type grec (ovoi), et preferer lire *ovate avec la vieille

desinence indo-europeenne; car l’absence de notation

d’un -i second element de diphtongue est bien

etrange; ou bien il faut admettre que le dialecte

mycenien tendait a la monophtongaison des diph-

tongues en -i (p. 230 sv.) ; dans le premiere hypothese,

on aurait du grec plus archaique, et des regies ortho-

graphiques plus vraisemblables. On n’entrera pas

ici dans cette discussion, sauf pour signaler: que
l’alternance entre ra et ra3,

qui s'observe dans le nom
de 1’ ‘huile’ t/.airov ( e-ra-wo e-ra

3-wo) s’observe de

meme dans les nominatifs pluriels des noms en-dd ou

-pd(di-pte-rajdi-pte-ra 3 : dttfdepai) ;
que ces nominatifs

sont done en -at, ce qui implique que les nominatifs

thema tiques sont en -01 (puisque le point de depart de

Information analogique est la)
;
que, par consequent, il

s’agit bien, dans o-no, de ovoi, et que la regie

orthographique reconnue par Ventris est exacte. de

quelque fagon qu’on essaie de l’expliquer.

Plus important est l’argument du ‘jargon’. Saul

Levin donne ce nom a ce qu’on ne comprend pas,

ou a ce qu’il ne comprend pas. Or il est evident a

priori: (a) que le sens des noms propres (qui con-

stituent les quatre cinquiemes de notre material) est

par definition incontrolable : ( b i que la majorite des

toponvmes et une notable partie des anthroponvmes
est d’origine prehellenique et de structure non
explicable par le grec:

(
c

)

que ce qui releve propre-

ment du vocabulaire (et qui peut contenir d’ailleurs

aussi des elements prehelleniques, que ceux-ci nous

soient connus au premier millenaire, comme a-sa-mi-to

‘baignoire’, ou non) contient des mots ou des formes

qui ont pu sortir de l’usage entre le treizieme et le

huitieme siecle; id) que les ambiguites du syllabaire

et de l’orthographe, qui sont pour nous facheuses,

mais qui sont ce qu’elles sont, ne facilitent pas

l’identification et l’interpretation. Ce qu’on ne

comprend pas n’est done pas necessairement du
‘jargon’. Au reste, Saul Levin ne met pas toujours

beaucoup d’elan dans la comprehension; sur la

tablette KN V 52, on lit a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja [ ]

e-nu-iva-ri-jo pa-ja-wo-ne po-se-da-[o-ne], et on reconnait

’Addrdi IJoTviui, [. . . . . .] ’EvvafJoi, 1 fiufirovei,

nocEida[wvet\, avec cette seule reserve que a-ta-na

pourrait, avec moins de vraisemblance, etre un

genitif de toponyme (‘la deesse rzoxvia de ’A)
;
qu'au

terme de sa discussion (p. 203 sv.), Saul Levin con-

clue; ‘there is at best a small balance of probability in

favour of taking the four words to be names of gods",

laisse le lecteur assurement un peu surpris.

Comme pour se racheter d’avoir reconnu du grec

dans la tablette des trepieds, Saul Levin ajoute

aussitot (p. 94) que pour ti-ri-po e-me po-de o-wo-we ‘we

are left with the uneasy feeling that the text may not

be Greek, even though the one word ti-ri-po passes so

well for Greek by itself ; ici, encore une fois, cette

idee a priori que ce qu’on ne comprend pas n’est pas

grec: or il est bien exact qu’on n’est pas arrive

encore a un sens satisfaisant pour ce membre de

phrase; mais il est probable que o-wo-we est un adjectif

(au nomin. masc. sg. p. ex. en *-Fevtc ou en -viftjc

decrivant une particularity soit de structure, soit,

accidentelle [cf. dans la rubrique precedente t/jctoc . . .

a7TvKEKavi.iboc CK£?.ea), relative a un des pieds du
trepied (e/xei erodei, locatif) : rien, absolument, qui ne

puisse pas etre grec, meme si le terme ambigu
o-wo-we doit nous demeurer obscur.

Nos inventaires sont essentiellement composes de

rubriques a construction syntaxique sommaire ou

inexistante. On ne s'etonnera done pas d’avoir peu

de phrases grecques coherentes; bien entendu, on n’y

trouverait pas davantage de phrases coherentes en

quelque autre langue que ce soit. On en a pourtant

quelques unes, dans les intitules des tablettes. Saul

Levin les recuse toutes sauf une (PL Fr 1 1841, e’est a

dire se declare impuissant a y reconnaitre du grec

(meme dans quelque chose d’aussi manifestement

grec, par exemple que PL Vn 10, o-di-do-si du-ru-to-mo

a-mo-le-jo-na-de . . . ‘comme quoi les bucherons

fournissent a 1’atelier de charron ...’). Revenons a

Fr 1184: il admet (p. 141) que ko-ka-ro a-pe-do-ke

e-ra 3-wo to-so e-u-me-de-i OIL+ WE 18 ‘can be normal-

ised into passable Greek: Kiokh/.oc dwedioKe e?.<u[f)ov

toc(c)ov 'Evfnjfei'’. Mais il ajoute aussitot que les

trois mots de la seconde rubrique (
pa-ro i-pe-se-wa

ka-ra-re-we 38") ‘do not get into Greek except by

violent and arbitrary manipulation'. Yoyons de plus

pres cette violence arbitraire. Chacun sait que pa-ro

figure plus de deux cents fois dans nos textes, toujours

suivi d'une designation de personne (presque toujours

nom propre) au datif: e’est une preposition ou l’on

doit voir une forme dialectale napo de Tia/xt ( d’ailleurs

attestee dans l’eolien d’Alcee)
;
des lors, i-pe-se-wa a

toutes chances d’etre un anthroponyme (done, une

chance sur deux d’etre un nom propre prehellenique),

qu’il n’y a pas a chercher a ‘comprendre’, avec le

meme suffixe que d’autres anthroponvmes masculins

comme a-e-se-wa , a3-me-wa, a-ne-te-wa, da-te-wa ,

e-te-wa, ke-re-wa, qe-re-wa, wo-ne-wa, 8j-ke-wa, etc.

;

reste un mot obscur, ka-ra-re-we ; ou bien il est appose

a i-pe-se-wa (et est alors un ethnique ou un nom de

metier ou de fonction), et rien n’empeche que ce soit

alors un datif en -Tjpfi; ou bien l’ideogramme

OIL-*- (IP, (au lieu de valoir. comme il arrive souvent,

pour les deux rubriques, en etant exprime seulement

avec la premiere) ne vaut que pour la premiere

rubrique, et ka-ra-re-we designe les objets qui sont

comptes au nombre de 38, et peut fort bien etre alors

un nominatif pluriel en -)]Fec (par exemple, type de

vase a huile, avec la meme finale que dans d/c/ iq o-

peve). Ici encore, comme pour e-me po-de o-wo-we.

absolument rien ne donne a croire que nous ayons

autre chose que du grec, mais du grec avec quelques

elements de vocabulaire (o-wo-we ,
ka-ra-re-we) qui

se sont perdus entre le treizieme et le huitieme siecle,

ou qu'une graphie ambigue nous empeche de

reconnaitre.

Le seul cas oil Saul Levin essaie de definir positive-
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ment (non negativement) le ‘jargon’ est un cas oil

Saul Levin se met lui-meme en bien mauvaise

posture. Les tablettes E—de Pylos concernent des

attributions de terre. On a environ deux cents de ces

tablettes (dont environ soixante-dix dues au scribe

43); le mot o-na-to y figure environ deux cents fois

(dont une trentaine de fois sous la main du scribe 43).

Tous les scribes font, ici ou la, des lapsus; on a une

fois (sous la main du scribe 43) na-to-to au lieu de

o-na-to (Ea 305'. ‘Mycenaean scholars have racked

their brains for a Greek interpretation of o-na-to’ (p.

184). Allons. allons! L’effort n’a pas ete si terrible.

Ce mot est orator (plural o-na-ta, cinq exemples)

;

meme si ortprik n’etait absolument pas atteste en grec

posterieur (il Test, en fait, dans une glose; et avuvrjToc

est chez Sophocle), ce serait, a priori, une formation

grecque parfaitement correcte en regard de dvivrjfu ;

et on a, de plus, pour designer ceux qui ont un

o-na-to, le mot o-na-te-re (huit exemples) qui est

ovuxijpFC (et, a defaut du nom en -t»;p, le doubler en

-Tap est chez Pindare;
;

il s'agit de la ‘jouissance’ des

terrains concedes.—On a (sans compter les tres

nombreux exemples de l’abreviation 0) une quaran-

taine d’excmples de opero, dont la methode combina-

toire etablit le sens a 1’ evidence; ‘deficit’, ce qui rend

probable la lecture oqe/.oc (bien entendu revoquee

en doute p. 184 "the identification with d(fe).oc was

always unpromising’). Or, sur ces quarante ex-

emples, il y a une fois un lapsus, pe-ro-ro\ cette fois,

a Mycenes, en Ge 604 (tablette enregistrant des

deficits dans des fournitures d’epices), ou le scribe 58

a ecrit quatre fois o-pe-ro, une fois pe-ro-ro .—Saul Levin

se jette sur cette occasion pour denoncer (p. 184),

derriere ces deux pretendus mots grecs, les temoi-

gnages d'un autre systeme linguistique ou la flexion se

faisait indifferemment par adjonction d’un prefixe

0- {o-nato ,
o-pero) ou par redoublement de la syllabe

finale (nato-to ,
pero-ro). Il neglige de citer les chiffres,

que nous avons donnes, et qui l’accableraient.

Imaginons que, dans l’impression de son livre, Saul

Levin ait laisse passer sans la corriger une faute comme
ad pour and', irions-nous dire (en oubliant qu’il y a

des centaines de and et un seul ad

,

que l'ouvrage n’est

pas ecrit en Anglais, ou ne Test qu’en partie, et

qu’il y apparait une autre langue (inconnue)

caracterisee par un infixe nasal, susceptible de faire

defaut a l'occasion?

En somme, nous avons dans cet ouvrage un essai

de doute systematique qui n’aboutit pas.— Il y a,

d’une part, ce que Saul Levin est oblige de conceder

explicitement a Yentris: toutes les identifications de

signes qui ont pu etre control ees par une certaine

methode, tres restrictive, de Saul Levin sont ou

peuvcnt etre exactes, et en aucun cas la ditc methode

ne mene a d’autres valeurs: les tablettes contiennent

des mots grecs et des phrases grecques; etc.— Il y a,

d’autre part une tentative de mettre en evidence, a

cote du grec, une autre langue X: mais sans que Saul

Levin puisse finalement en apporter un commence-

ment de preuve. Michel Lejeune.

Sorbonne, Paris.

Hermopolis papyri. Papyri from Hermopolis
and other documents of the Byzantine

period. Ed. B. R. Rees. (Graeco-Roman

memoirs, 42.) London: Egypt Exploration

Society. 1964. Pp. xii + 127. 6 plates. £

4

4s.

Eighty-five documentary texts from Egypt, almost

all of the Byzantine period. Most ofthem, inevitably,

are routine pieces. But some will have a wider

interest for historians and jurists

—

7-10 the anchorite

John, intercession temporal and spiritual; 11 purchase

of sotidi (cf. PRyl. 643, POslo 162, PSI 823; Jones

LRE iii 1 15 n. 84) ; 16 clerical correspondence about

putting away a wife; 18 interrogation of a slave, to

establish his status (he cannot be sold without this

preliminary: the same officials, and presumably the

same procedure, in Mitteis Chrest. 1 7 1 i 1 5 f. ) ; 29 and

40 mention Samaritans; 30.1 5 and 35.10 refer to the

noiellae, the second with a single word of grecised

Latin 1 ‘intercessionos xapaypatpff). And as always

there is much to observe in the language: Professor

Rees gives interesting notes, for example, on 8.18

&eor drdpnirre and 20.10 f. if avOpdjTtrov yeviodai.

The volume contains one plum: the private letters

2-6, which the editor recognised as part of the

Theophanes Archive, PRylands 616-651. Theo-
phanes came from Hermopolis; he was an advocate,

in government service. His private accounts reflect

an ample establishment. His official accounts show
him travelling on public business to Antioch and
back—a journey of five months, conducted in some
style and dignified by letters of introduction from the

rationalis Vitalis. His preserved correspondence

consists now of eight pieces: four letters to Theo-
phanes, love and good wishes from friends and from
his sons; two letters from Theophanes; and two
letters which mention Theophanes—Anatolius to

Sarapion and to Ambrosius. (It looks as if Theo-
phanes failed to despatch his own letters, and failed

to deliver those of Anatolius: hence they remained
among his papers. ) This was an exceptional group.

The people: Theophanes, prosperous and responsible;

Anatolius, devoted to Hermes Trismegistus (2.10 ffi,

3.22); Ambrosius, ‘champion of the wisdom of the

Greeks’ (3.4 f.i. The writing: all the letters to and
about Theophanes are in more or less literary hands

(4 and 5 really choice)
;
most have breathings, accents,

punctuation and regular iota adscript; professionals

were at work—the same scribe wrote both 6 and
PRyl. 624. and another both 4 and 5. The style:

here too something selfconsciously literary, an
elaboration of manner and sentiment generally

incommensurate with the matter. All in all, a

fascinating glimpse of an educated, perhaps pagan,
clique, and of the social ritual of the 320s a.d.

The edition provides photographs of these pieces;

from which the printed text can sometimes be
amended. 2.10 A]tiaeiev: the trace doesn't look like

v (possibly o]ojoeiev ) . 2.1 2 r]<5cop is inexplicable; read
6
]
6oh (J. D. Thomas). 2.18 f. try acp]Ei\ieox;

a[ne]tr/-. 2.31 n]ap£ity: read doin’ . . . 3.6 xpijcnov
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seems short for the space: possibly yptfatpov. 6.4

exaorjji seems short: try exaaxo\xE. 6.8 rco tco[j]

suits space and usage. 6.10 ou]tco: [rjyco is more to

the point. 6. 11 Oeojpeiv: read to 6e<opeiv. 6.16 /tot

vvv: read xai vvv.

Some miscellaneous marginalia. 7.18 in the

context we might consider orpayevoptat. ‘malinger".

8.12 peQ’fjpipav should not be corrected (a literary

gem, Schmid Atticismus i 127) ;
we expect not [dri] but

[vi'kto;]. 10.2 perhaps a mistake for the dative, if

this letter belongs with 7-9. 11.20 f. the writer must

have intended 6hi> xco dpyvpnp. or perhaps a genitive.

12. 10 f. sense joins rfj ~ xadapa; to xpoxMia- the nap of

the wool thus washed. 14.6 the note implies that

oktycopeiv ‘despair’ is uncommon: but see CPJ iii

505.13 n. 19.5 fi- kX\i~ipov didovai would be more to

the point. 19. 16 after ano).avouj a comma, not a full-

stop. 20.IQ cipoacpibvTjOu; ‘officialjudgment’ : rather ‘a

(medical) report’. 21.26 o/(](u/«£0a: to points to

iyyv\d>peda (e.g. 55.7), and perhaps iy [j't’jw/iat in

24b 21.9 a Hermopolite Busiris SPP xx 83 iv 15;

B. BtvapxrjfSea); PRyl. 204 etc. 31.13 napd too aurjott:

rather tot fiepov4 /( |ov. 48 there is no lady, the

pronouns refer to deo.xdxeia ; in 5 perhaps to ovv

doxovv avz[f/ nepl tot]tot. 52.7 «r0a icneiv ? 58.2 at

first sight this has to do with the shipping of corn, and
the piece is therefore of interest. 85 introd. : note

that the two offices can be combined, PWurz. p. 99.

This volume makes available substantial texts and
informative notes: we are much in Professor Rees’

debt for it.

P. J. Parsons.

Christ Church, Oxford.

Strasbourg. Papyrus grecs de la bibliotheque
nationale et universitaire de Strasbourg.
Ed. J. Schwartz and others. (Publications de

la bibl. nat. et univ., 1.) Strasbourg: Biblio-

theque nationale et universitaire. 1963. Pp.

v + 258. Price not stated.

In this volume are collected Strasbourg papyri

nos. 169-300, that is, all those which were first edited

in the Bulletin de la Faculte des Lettres de Strasbourg.

Tomes 28-40. The texts are accompanied by a list

of corrigenda, an index, both of them covering also

items 126-68 from the previous volume, and a con-

cordance of inventory and publication numbers.

They are all non-literary and all but one of the

Roman and Byzantine periods. They come from

various sources so that they have no unified archival

interest, but they do contain strays from other well-

known archives, such as those of Zenon (228),

Apollonius the strategus of Apollonopolis (178,187),

and Aurelius Sakaon of Theadelphia ( 1 77, 21 1 ?), and

they have some connexions with the Leipzig papyri

(246, 272, 243?). Nothing of great importance is

revealed, but minor novelties are the mention of the

Feast of Tabernacles (300.15=CPJ 452a), more
precise dates for Avidius Heliodorus (281.15) and
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Valerius Victorinianus (296.1), and a praenomen for

Decimus Veturius Macrinus (198.1).

It is indeed convenient and satisfactory to have all

these texts together in one small book instead of

having to seek them in thirteen issues of the Bulletin,

and the inconvenience of having papyri published in

periodicals is illustrated by the sad neglect that has

been suffered by No. 296 (see below). Nevertheless

it is a disappointment to find that the greater part of

this book is the work of scissors and paste only, the

texts being reprinted, as is blandly announced on page

183, together with the original misprints and wrong
references. The list of corrigenda is alleged to be

the result of a systematic revision but it certainly has

no claims to thoroughness, as is shown by the ele-

mentary nature of some of the corrections that I have

been able to make below.

1 80. t Ki’php /lov aHeMptit 'Ep/toddiptp i£p . . . /«ipetv n.

‘lire probablement itpel’

.

A name, such as Hierax,

in this position would produce a very much more
common type of address, cf. Exler, The Form of the

Ancient Greek Letter, pp. 33 ff.

190.9 Ala/aipu n. ‘le pere de Maptti

.

It is much
more likely that it means ‘swordsmith, cutler", read

with a small mu. Very many new examples of

nouns in -ac denoting occupations have appeared in

the papyri, including this one, see Palmer, Grammar

of Post-Ptolemaic Papyri, p. 50.

197.3 ff. 6 Tipal (xu>v)lxijc cip>)x(xoplac)

.

Both the

expansions are unlikely; npai(^fktxoc) x ijc llpt/K-

(revic) is perhaps possible. Tlpijxxic is a village in the

Hermopolite nome. If right, the title would
presumably be a military one, cf rt. t;]c Aiovvctddoc

P. Lond. 454.3 ill p. 320).

221.4 tovto doc. n. ‘L'ordre s'addresse sans doute

au porteur du billet". But the phrase means ‘grant

this" and shows that the document is a request for an

oracular response and not just a ‘billet", cf. P.Oxy.

1 149.9, 1213.5. Two more parallel documents have

recently been edited in an Oxford D.Phil. thesis by
Dr R. A. Coles. The main body of the text should be

a question and the address of Dr Coles's texts to

Kvplof "An in suggests that the present one might be

revised to read xoptoy ’.4 . ‘Lord A. 1 tell me)
if . . . .’ (I owe the idea of this note to my colleague

P. J. Parsons, who had a hint from Professor Youtie
that all was not well with this document.)

230.13 ff. Kcirii fiijva . . . aerfoxejya/.afi'/j jc

[pidi/cx and 26 fu]va . . . a[v]xoxeipa?.ali]c xptO[i~jc].

The note confesses that this has no known meaning.
Common form requires exacxov after /lijva : after

exacxov I suspect xai iv yivtt, ‘and in kind’, to link

together the money loan and the loan of barley, see

P. Strasb. 143.14, as corrected by Professor Youtie
in BIOS Suppl. no. 6 p. 21.

232 Wrongly described as a ‘plainte". Though the

remains are scanty the officials involved (como-

grammateus to strategus) and the construction (dvri

Zwciftov . . . f5«(ko/(([sc. roe litivn) plainly indicate that

it is a nomination to a village liturgy, cf. P. Leit. 1.

233.3 ’liO-ijcn n. ‘forme incorrecte de i^iXdcxopm'

.
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But it is a question of ‘escaping’ from a band of

robbers and it is apparently from eieiAea), cf. P. Amh.
142.9, ITS and LSJ s.v.

241.22 . . ,]ricv/u^!v 1 . Kad] i/cu/df <c >n> (corrected

in P. Strasb. 31 1 in Bull.Strasb. 42me annee, fasc. 3,

p. 222).

242.4 oi'dh’i [.]... to yj/rjcdpevoc 1. [icjpquw, which
is common form, v WB s.v. (3).

259.8 Td>v npoc ce f£ivofisvon1 1
. yeivopevarv for

yir-.

10 imdeyrjx[ai is impossible. emdex>jx[at might
possibly be right, ‘do whatever it (sc. the job?) admits
of’, or the verb may be used impersonally here, like

ivdiyerat.

15 ev Tcr/£t'a.[l. ev xdyei a.[. . .].

a.[. . .] It is not at all certain that a short verb

governing neptpat is lost. The inf. can be used as an
imp.

( Mayser II i 36). dr [re] nepy/ai has the right

sense, being the equivalent of dvxtypatpat, but it is a
rare word, and nepipai can bear the same sense alone.

17 Toil] yxrjcac. Possibly nporjyovpevwc /i[e]yrai

^ijrifat eKpicfkbcat, ‘but first of all try to lease (it)

out’.

260.3 vnbftpoypv n. ‘ficele par un fil’. So also WB,
but the tenor here, which is slightly more complete
than in the only other place where the word occurs

(BGV 531.4), seems to show that it means ‘damaged
by wet’. It runs ‘to ypa/ipdxiov . . . vnofipoyov

rjveyOri iucxe fiijde eidhai fie firjdev ypapfiaxicrv'

.

It is hardly possible that he should say to his corres-

pondent, ‘Your letter arrived sealed so that I don’t

know anything of what was in it’.

262.2 emjxponoc Qrjftatdoc dvoj n. ‘certainement celui

des domaines imperiaux’. Almost certainly not, as

we now learn from P. Beatty Panop., v. Introd. p.

xv ff. Perhaps read avo>\ [repco] cf. ibid, index VII s.v.

inixponoc. For this procurator and the rationalis

together caring for the shipment of gold see ibid.

2.215 ff.

268.5 T]fl fP<?yTlc
[a ]f.<?vH vn'eftov. A passive form is

required; 1. rppovxG[o]fievn.

279.6 evo)/[ Probably the proper name Enoch,
though the note shows that the possibility had not

occurred to the editor.

281 .9 ini KptxtjV. In view of the enapyoc cxoXov nai

ini rdjv K£Kpiph<uv (1-3) and his connexion with the

epicrisis (BGU 1033), eniKptxrjv seems more likely.

Perhaps t'lf [to K/.tj
j

or etc [to kv] proem eniKpixrjv,

for example.

286.14 ipprn/ievnc eJh'tl
[ \dtaxe/.<>{t/c n. ‘lire ey

dvp[(p] ?’. Almost certainly this is a single word with
the stem erOt'/i-.

287. 1 tiuv Ka/.ati-nv pipovc n. 'serait . . . un cours

d’eau". But it no doubt refers to the circus faction of

the Blues, cf. Tab. Dejix. Aud. 15.5 (and p. 25;; 16.3.

KoJ.divoc is the equivalent of the more usual jiivexoc

(V. Lyd. AJens. 4.30,1.

295.12 did cxi/.Kovoc n. ‘Le nom n’est pas atteste

dans le Xamenbuch'

.

1. cxi/.floivoc ?, which is in XB;
K and p are easily confused in some hands of this

period.

296 is crucial evidence for the career of Valerius

Victorinianus, praeses Thebaidos, and though first

published in 1961 has been missed by Vandersleyen,
Chronologie des prefets (1962) and Lallemand, L’Admini-
stration civile de l’£gypte (1964). Both believe that

Victorinianus was prefect of Egypt on the evidence
of P. Lond. inv. 2226, not published but described

most fully by Lallemand, op. cit. p. 265. This is a
petition from Oxyrhynchus dated September a.d. 308,
addressed to the prefect and referring to an earlier

judgment made, according to Miss Lallemand, napd
tw dtactjft [ojraTn (sic) f\yepi6 [vi Ova/.]’ OviKX(op£iv[iavqj.

The Strasbourg papyrus shows Victorinianus acting
as praeses in a.d. 326, and would no doubt have
caused a revision of this view if it had been more
conspicuously published. In fact an unpublished
fragment among the Oxyrhynchus Papyri containing
part of a document addressed Ovcdepiw OvtKXcopivpi
xa> diairifioxdxcp £ci[d]p[y_(p Alyvcxxov and dated in the
seventh consulship of Galerius, a.d. 308, shows that
the London papyrus is wrongly restored. Read
napd xv) t)iaciu.i\o\xaxa ijyefio[vevcavx]i OvtKxiopdv[o>.

Stact]fi6xaxu is correct and guarantees rjyepovevcavxi,

v. P.Oxy. 2104.20, cf. CPHerm. 64.8. So Victorini-
anus was a praeses in office in a.d. 326 (P. Strasb.

296), while Victorinus was a prefect in office in a.d.
308 but succeeded before September by Aurelius
Hyginus i'P. Lond. inv. 2226 and P.Oxy. ined.).

d he absence of plates will leave the specialist

unsatisfied and incredulous, as usual, but much more
deplorable is the absence of translations. No doubt
rapid and inexpensive publication of papyrus texts is

a great good, but it is much more important nowadays
to make sure that they are published in a form that is

intelligible without a superhuman effort by the
reader, who will be in some cases, we hope, an expert
in some wider branch of ancient studies. Almost
every fresh document contains among the mass of
common form something that is new or at least
unfamiliar. It is absurd that each reader should
have to take as much trouble to understand it as the
editor did.

In conclusion it ought to be said again that the
existence of the book will bring some welcome
comfort to the papyrologists.

Oxford.
John Rea.

Oxford. Greek ostraca in the Bodleian Library
at Oxford and various other collections.
Ed. J. G. Fait and C. Preaux. Y’ol. iii, indexes.
Ed. J. Bingen and M. Wittek. (Graeco-Roman
memoirs, 43.) London: Egypt Exploration
Society. 1964. Pp. xviii + 246. £4 or.

I he first part of this series appeared in 1930; it was
edited by J. G. Tait and contained the Ptolemaic
ostraca. The second part, containing the Roman
and Byzantine ostraca, followed in 1955 and was
edited bv Claire Preaux, who had taken over Tait’s
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transcriptions and notes ?.nd revised them for publi-

cation; the volume appeared under the joint names of

Tait and Preaux. The Indexes of both volumes are

the work of Jean Bingen and M. VVittek. These

cover 2588 ostraca from the Bodleian collection and

735 from other collections, the largest being those of

the Ashmolean Museum and the Cambridge Uni-

versity Library and the Flinders Petrie Collection at

University College, London. The divisions are of the

conventional kind, the largest being that devoted

to proper names, and they have been sub-divided by
periods. There is also a list of corrigenda and
addenda to the first two volumes.

B. R. R.

Recherches de papyrologie, ill. (Travaux de

l’Institut de papyrologie de Paris, 3: Publications

de la faculte des lettres et sciences humaines de

Paris, serie ‘Recherches’, xix. ) Paris: Presses

LTniversitaires de France. 1964. Pp. 176.

13 plates. Fr. 28.

Classical scholarship has suffered a severe loss

through the untimely death of Andre Bataille soon

after the publication of the third number of the

periodical which he had founded and inspired.

The most important contribution to the number is

that of Bataille himself and A. Blanchard, ‘Fragments

sur papyrus du Zikvwvio; de Menandre’. The seven

new fragments were recovered from mummy carton-

nage obtained in Jouguct’s excavations of 190 1-2 in

the south-west Fayum and belong to the same roll as

the seven published by him in 1906; they are datable

to the last third of the third century b.c., contain some
400 wholly or partly preserved lines, and are here

reunited with P. Ghoran 1, P.Oxy. 1238. probably

from another copy of the play, and fragments in

Kock and Koerte-Thierfelder. The Sikyonios has

already acquired a considerable bibliography, and a

comparison with E. W. Handley's notes in BICS 12

! 1965) 38-62, suggests that the definitive edition,

when it appears, will show many differences from the

editio princeps in text and interpretation. Several

readings can now be seen to be incorrect, and there

must be grave doubts about the order in which the

fragments have been placed. Handley changes this

by placing X after IV and XII after VI for several

cogent reasons; largely by this means he is able to

give a sharper and more convincing outline to the

plot and to bring the role of Stratophanes out of

semi-obscurity into the foreground of the picture.

Scholars everywhere are now searching their brains

for fresh ideas about the Sikyonios; but to Bataille and

his colleagues at the Sorbonne will go the permanent

credit for having successfully completed the intricate

task of dismounting the fragments and for having had

the courage and unselfishness to publish them before

they themselves had had time to offer more than

tentative solutions to the problems involved.

In 'Un argument sur papyrus de la Medee

d’Euripide’ M. Papathomopoulos lists the hypothesis

of tragedies and comedies preserved on papyrus,

which are few in number, and introduces a new
fragment of unknown provenance from the first hall

of the second century a.d.

—

part of a roll apparently

containing a collection of hypotheses of plays by

Euripides, since it has the last two lines of the hypo-

thesis of another play and the first twenty-five of that

of the Medea. If the first two lines are correctly

identified as belonging to an hypothesis of the

Peliades, it follows that the collection cannot have been

set out in alphabetical order but was arranged

according to cycles of legends. Furthermore, the

detailed exposition suggests to Papathomopoulos that

such hypotheses as this may have been intended as

substitutes for the actual plays and as works of

reference for mythographers and others, the reading of

whole plays being no longer a popular practice. It is

doubtful if so much ought to be assumed when our

total evidence for hypotheses is so scanty and our

evidence for the persistent appeal of Greek drama,

especially Euripides, to the educated population of

Egypt is comparatively strong.

Though admitting the danger of criticising a

transcription on the sole basis of an accompanying
photograph, your reviewer feels justified in warning

readers against a too easy acceptance of this text and
the reconstruction based on it. Possibly it is the

photograph which is misleading w'hen it makes one

doubtful of the iota at the end of line 10 ( ? read tj), the

eta at the beginning of 12 ( ? read v), the pi at the end

of 16 ( ? read 4), and the tau at the end of the fragment

( ? read em.). In line 19 both y and p are legible but

y(pdpf[iuv a little far-fetched; vnoKpiOeioay, or even

fooKi>id£ioa[[v]] l<fTpf[v£tv might appeal more, eyevrj

is strange in 16, nor is anoonav in 24 as certain as it is

made to appear : it would give good sense if followed

by an accusative, but the sigma is doubtful, and anon, is

possible. If an infinitive is needed—as is suggested

by the terminal mi—anonareiv is just possible but not

convincing, especially as ano might be read at the end

of the line. For the establishment of a definitive text

a thorough re-examination of the original papyrus is

necessary.

P. Chantrains, ‘Grec uiUptov\ investigates the

etymology of atBpior, used from the third century B.c.

to designate the open-air courtyard of the Hellenistic

house. He concludes that it was derived from

alOpio;. itself derived from aiOi'ip, and was not, after

all, a transliteration of atrium by popular etymology

(pace the lexica'. The Greek transliteration of

atrium ( iirpiov or drprior > is rare and reserved for

official buildings like the Atrium Magnum of Alexan-

dria. C'hantraine thus confirms the view expressed

by E. G. Turner in his introduction to P.Oxy. 2406

and suggests that drfieinr was used there because the

house belonged to a Roman citizen or a Romanised
veteran

.

X. Lewis contributes ‘Four Cornell Papyri'. The
first (a.d. 1541 attests the existence of a C'aesareum at

Antinoopolis. The second ia.d. 1 7 1 } confirms the
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name Praeylus in P.Oxy. 2134, 45-6, and gives infor-

mation about the administration of the Small Oasis,

of which Praeylus was strategus. The third (a.d.

1 93 4 1 is only the ninth document from the reign of

Pescennius Niger and has Niger's name crossed out

and Severus" substituted. The fourth (a.d. 388)

provides addenda lexicis in KaU.iepyixu

z

(from ku/.m-

epyla), dtdvtfov f=‘jujube’) (from 'Zi'vyov
) ,

vbpavT/.-

tjTikoz. and avarpmho ( = ‘keep up the growth’?).

In ‘Une famille de chepteliers au IIIeS. p.c.' J.

Schwartz edits twenty documents, ten already pub-

lished. concerning the affairs of two brothers and

their two sons from a.d. 255 to 306. There is a

detailed commentary, followed by proscpographical

and chronological essays.

The remaining two articles are by A. Swiderek,

‘Deux contrats de bail de la collection de l’Universite

de Wroclaw', and the late J. Ste Fare Garnot, ‘Les

noms des deesses Mout et Xeith'.

B. R. Rees.

University College
,
Cardiff.

Lender 1 M.-T. ) Ed. Corpus des ordonnances
des Ptolemees (C.Ord.Ptol. . (Academie

royale de Belgique, memoires, classe des lettres,

8". lvii, 2.1 Brussels: Academie Royale de

Belgique. 1964. Pp. xxiv — 368. 2 plates.

Fr.b. 260.

In this book Miss Lenger has made a collection of

all known prostagmata issued by the Ptolemies, and has

thus completed a task which has been the principal

object of her research for several years. Her work will

prove very useful to all students of the period, who
will especially welcome the thoroughness and effi-

ciency with which the editing has been carried out.

Some idea of the trouble Miss Lenger has taken over

the production may be gauged from the fact that most

of the ninety-one texts the volume contains have been

re-edited, approximately half of them from the

originals—a task that has taken Miss Lenger halfway

round the world. Each group of texts is provided

with an introduction, exhaustive bibliography,

critical notes and a translation; in a few cases there

are also brief notes on the subject-matter. In addi-

tion to the texts there is a fully documented list of

123 passages in which reference is made to prostagmata,

some of them as late as the Roman period. The
volume is completed by a general bibliography and

comprehensive indexes.

The limits within which the work is conceived are

clearly set out and justified in the introduction. All

texts included are in Greek and are taken from epi-

graphic or papyrological sources. Forms of legis-

lation other than prostagmata, such as noXitikoi vofint.

diaypdfipixta or rrpoypdp/tara, have been excluded.

Prostagma, however, is understood by (Miss Lenger in

its widest possible sense, so as to include (p. xxiii)

‘toute la gamme des ordres emis par les Ptolemees en

vertu des pouvoirs absolus dont ils jouissent, pourvu

que l’expression de leur volonte leur soit clairement et

nommement attribute". She therefore rejects the

view held by some scholars which would restrict the

use ofprostagma to documents of a certain format, and
which would exclude several of the texts in the present

corpus , e.g. ivroAai such as 47 and 62, and twelve texts

which are mere apostilles, giving the sovereign’s

instructions in answer to petitions. Though the

inclusion of the latter may be formally justified, I

cannot help feeling that Miss Lenger was mistaken to

print them without the accompanying petitions. The
result is texts like 66, which reads merely Avaavlai

.to;; iv plus the date, and is meaningless as it stands.

Of the texts that fall within Miss Lenger's definition

of piostagma, 1-76 are classed as certain and the

remainder as doubtful. Most of them, as would be
expected, are from Egypt, but a few documents from
other lands within the Ptolemaic empire are included.

There is considerable variety in both content and
importance. There are no new documents, but
Miss Lenger has been able to make a great many
minor alterations to ’the texts in earlier editions, and
here and there to suggest substantial improvements.
She has often already published elsewhere the fruits

of her re-examination of the originals, but among
those documents to which improvements are first

proposed in this volume the most noteworthy are

SB 8008 (
= 21-22), P. Grad. 1 (=25), SB 5675

(=3^-3 I b p - Teh. 699 (=43), P. Teb. 5 (=53) and
SB 9520 ( =85 87 ) . Attention may also be called to

the judicious way in which Miss Lenger has relegated

to the notes or omitted altogether supplements by
earlier editors which were purely hypothetical. I

have only two criticisms to offer of the general method
of presentation

:
(i) when giving a prostagma that is part

of a longer document, Miss Lenger has not kept to the

line numbers of the original. The confusion this

can lead to is shown on p. 112 where in the first para-
graph the lines she refers to are those of the ed. pr..

but in the last two paragraphs those of her own edi-

tion. (ti; There is no comprehensive list of altera-

tions proposed to the texts (since Index VII falls a
long way short of fulfilling this purpose), and the
changes are not always indicated in the critical notes.

Apart from the general usefulness of such a list it

would, inter alia, permit one to decide whether Miss
Lenger s dvTiyp(

I at 53, 113 for the original
editors’ imyp(wp)'j;) is a slip or a correction.

A few minor points may be mentioned. The
dating of 29. 43 and 80-83 is perhaps less secure than
Miss Lenger would imply. It is somewhat strange to
find 85-87 and 90-91 classed among the doubtful
texts, since it appears to be certain that they are
prostagmata. P. Han. 61, II, 1-12 occurs among the
allusions only (no. 38) ;

yet is it different in kind from
other quotations from prostagmata such as 19 and 54?
There arc few misprints, but the following, which
occur in the texts themselves, should be noted: 18, 2
insert rof; before hyc/i'dri

; 22, 31 read eKaOTov
; 53

bis
, 4 read Ka.Tayvojoptd'roiv', 67. 2 read '

Ptfifyio.

J. David Thomas.
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth.
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Schwartz (J.) Les archives de Sarapion et ses

fils : une exploitation agricole aux environs
d’Hermoupolis Magna (de 90 a 133 p. C.)

(Inst, fran^ais d’archeol. orientale, bibl. d’etude,

xxix.) Cairo: Institut fran^ais d'archeologie

orientale. 1961. Pp. viii 381. 9 plates.

Price not stated.

Owing to other preoccupations of the reviewer this

notice has been delayed beyond due time. The
reviewer would be sorry if his dilatoriness led to the

neglect of a first-class piece of work. A group of

Greek papyri, found together at some date before

1895 in the neighbourhood of Eshmunein (Hermo-
polis), was divided by its finders and released in small

parcels to the dealers in antiquities. Schwartz has

located 122 texts belonging to this find. They are

now in seven different collections (Berlin, Pierpont

Morgan—formerly Amherst— . Vienna, Heidelberg,

Strasbourg, Wurzburg, and the British Museum;

.

They are reassembled (ninety or so edited for the first

time) in this book, which has been dogged by bad

luck. The manuscript was in print in 1956, but

was put under sequestration. Consequently the

awkward form (texts, supplement of texts, appendix

of additional texts) is not the author’s fault. No
doubt the reader's convenience would have been

helped if the book could have been introduced by a

conspectus of its contents (i.e. subject-matter), if each

individual text had been summarised for content,

and more use made of tabulation to set out the

results. But the material is all there for those who
will search: and the book ends ipp. 333 ff.) with a

short survey of the activities of Sarapion and his

family, which can be supplemented by the lively

summary given by the author in Chron. d'Eg. 1959,

pp. 342 ff. To the edition of the texts the author has

added two excursuses, one on the topography of the

Hermopolite nome in the Roman period, a second

on the price of corn related to wages and goods.

The archive contains the (mainly) private trans-

actions of Sarapion, his wife Selene, five sons and one

daughter, and covers the forty years from c. a.d. 90 to

1 30. Information obtainable from these papers is no
longer an isolated datum, but gains historical per-

spective and significance from its relationships to

what went before and followed after—the papers of

Zenon in the third century B.c., those of Heroninus

and Aurelius Isidorus in the third century and the

third and fourth century after Christ. The account-

ing terms, indeed, of the Zenon papyri help one to

interpret an account here. In no. 53. 49 1 formerly

P. Amh. 126) the words at the end of a ledger of

expenditure printed <i.hj Mapcirc
( )

dpa/jmi 600 do

not refer to a payment from an unknown place

(Grenfell and Hunt had thought of an otherwise un-

known person) ; they should be read d.to uapein (rtov)

or fiapcix(mov)

,

‘from the purse’ (compare e.g.

P. Cairo Zeno 59794, and elsewhere:. The money
is a ‘float’ of 600 drachmas from a different

account, transferred to the subsidiary one of receipts

and expenditures of one member of the family. The
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family was ‘on the make’. Tracts of land taken on
large-scale lease from landowners resident in Alex-

andria, were let in small parcels to villagers, and when
the rent was in default the amount outstanding was
capitalised as a loan. Information about the value of

gold is transmitted to Sarapion from governmental

circles. The famous letter P. Baden 37 on the fall in

value of the aureus proves to be part of this archive,

and is republished by Schwartz without its first

editor’s hazardous supplements (damned by the

reviewer in CR 1953 p. 186), with a new date (which

excludes all earlier interpretations) and a thoroughly

sensible exegesis (no. got.

E. G. Turner.
L’niiersity College London.

Parmenides. Ed. and trans. L. Taran. Prince-

ton: University Press (London: Oxford U.P.).

1965. xv+314. £4.

So much work has been done on Parmenides in the

last fifty years that an edition of the fragments which
cleared away palpable misconceptions and evaluated

the possible interpretations could be useful. Taran,

in publishing his Princeton dissertation, clearly has

this object in view. He divides this book into a

detailed line-by-line commentary and four critical

essays. Both parts show considerable knowledge of

ancient and modern explanations, and the critical

essays deal with such crucial topics as Parmenides’

concept of Being and the significance of the cosmo-

gony. The scheme looks promising but the result is

disappointing. Too often Taran is polemical and
dogmatic when a judicious appraisal of different

possibilities is required. The commentary tends to

be highly discursive or excessively brief; it allots too

much space to philosophical interpretations, which
thus lose a continuity they might have acquired by-

filling out the critical essays. The latter do not

convince me that Taran's generally' uncharitable

treatment of other scholars is justified either by the

arguments he uses to refute them or by those with

which he supports his own position.

Taran treats Parmenides with greater respect. He
regards Parmenides as a philosopher who raised the

question of identity- and difference, and in doing so

settled the w hole course of Greek philosophy- down to

Aristotle. (This is only one of a number of curious

generalisations.) Certainly-, Parmenides bequeathed
a legacy of problems to his successors, though once
Democritus had asserted the existence of tu kcvov the

problem of plurality was soluble for physicists. But
as a logical puzzle about predication and negative

statement tan i] ovk eon had a longer history, as we
know from Plato’s Sophist. According to Taran,

Parmenides’ point of departure is the undeniable

proposition, ‘there is existence’; he finds this stated in

eon . . . rival B 6, 1, opposing the general view that

this means "it? can exist’. The premise of the argu-

ment. however, is eon, to be translated ‘exists’. This

premise (in spite of the latter part of B 2: B 3: B 6.
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1 -2 1 requires no demonstration by Parmenides ‘since

he was not interested in what exists’, though he can,

apparently, say, "Being exists". ‘Being’ is not a

material entity then but "the first attempt at the

abstract’. Hence Taran treats the epithets ‘homo-

geneous’, ‘indivisible’, and "motionless’ as metaphors,

which refer to the ‘changeless continuity’ of Being.

The more troublesome words, weipa;, xf:xej.tapi.vov,

iaona/J;, and the comparison with ‘a sphere's bulk’

are also interpreted in such a way that they' do not

have any physical connotation. Even the oijuaxa of

Being are found to be nothing more than negative

predicates, a good point, since time and space were

not Parmenides’ concern. The crucial point in all

this is to disprove ‘the reality of difference.’

This argument reduces Parmenides' positive

vocabulary to one word, taxi. Some of what

Parmenides says supports Taran but can we be

so sure that the Way of Truth handles abstract

concepts as easily as Taran makes it ? In trying to

understand Parmenides we need to keep in mind how

Greek thought developed after him. The fact that

Being is described in language which has spatial

associations needs more careful handling. Nor does

Taran consider how Being can be spoken and thought.

These words are highly relevant to Parmenides

argument, whether or not one accepts Owen s sug-

gestion [C.Q_. i960) that "what can be spoken and

thought" is the subject of taxi in B 2. If, as laran

holds, B 8, 34 asserts that without Being one cannot

find thought, yet Being is the only thing that is, we

require some discussion of the status and meaning of

thought in the Way of Truth.

Taran’s interpretation of the Way of Truth deter-

mines his treatment of the proem. The journey to the

goddess and her revelation are not allegory but only a

‘literary device’, introduced to ‘emphasise the

objectivity of Parmenides’ method", p. 31. Taran

may well be right about the purpose of the proem,

but it is surely over-simple to use arguments from

the Way of Truth to discredit the goddess’s existence

and to insist on such rigid distinctions between

literature and logic. Justice and Destiny appear in

the Way of Truth. They may, as Taran says, be

nothing more than "traditional figures’ to denote

logical necessity. Vet if we take the uniqueness and

homogeneity of Being as far as Taran does there is

no room for logical necessity nor ‘the determinations

established by reasoning" which Being does possess.

Taran regards the Doxa as entirely fallacious and

based upon the belief, common to all cosmogonies,

that difference is real: a particular account is given by

Parmenides to serve as a model of reference. I his

accords with my own interpretation, and I am glad

to see it confirmed. But Taran does not establish,

as he seems to think, that the theories described are a

hotch-potch of contemporary beliefs, arranged by

Parmenides.

The book makes a number of new suggestions

about the text and meaning of particular passages.

Few of these will be accepted as confidently as they

are expressed and some are perverse, ii not impossible,

e.g. translating B 6, 1 by ‘it is necessary to speak and

think Being"—no parallel for ignoring eppevut with

/pi] is cited: positing a lacuna after B 6, 3 on the

grounds that it is the ‘true way’ which is temporarily

abandoned : taking B 7 to be a criticism of the ‘second

way’ distinct from the condemnation of the mortals in

B 6, w'hile denying that there is a ‘third wav’. Taran

does better in the chapter on Parmenides’ Conception

of Being, and his argument that Parmenides did not

envisage atemporal eternity is worth attention. But

throughout this book the reader is confronted with

peculiarities of English idiom which sometimes

‘outstrip’ Parmenides in obscurity, e.g. ‘someone

realised that it is not-Being the one that would need

all’, p. 1
1 3 ; ‘once the two elements with its own

characteristics have been defined’, p. 226. These

and a number of misprints should have been cor-

rected, e.g. ‘axes’ for axels, p. 9, ‘importunate’ for

important? p. 270; "it" omitted, pp. 67, 189.

In short, Taran has given an interpretation of

Parmenides which is sometimes challenging, and
always well documented. He has not succeeded in

writing a book which is scrupulous or pleasant to

read.

A. A. Loxo.

I 'niversily of Xollingham.

Yersenyi 1 L. i Socratic humanism. New Haven
and London: Yale University Press. 1964.

Pp. xiii — 187. fi 17s. 6d.

The relationship of Socrates to the Sophists is very

debatable, particularly as we are preconditioned by

Plato to view the Sophists in unfavourable com-

parison with Socrates. To a large extent Versenvi

upholds such a comparison. He prefaces his

exposition of Socratic thought with a valuable dis-

cussion of the ideas of Protagoras and Gorgias in

which he rightly emphasises the stress which both

placed on relativism, that is the recognition that what
is good can only be judged in relation to the particular

circumstances and object of an action. Moreover as

he himself points out, ‘In undermining time-honoured
institutions ithe Sophists) initiated the reflection

necessary for correcting their shortcomings and
pointed the way to reform’. Nevertheless Socrates is

considered to have ‘developed, perfected and over-

come Sophistry", and the Sophists accused of having
given the student ‘a superficial polish and outward-
directed ability to influence, persuade and overcome
others. . . . without helping him to perfect, complete
and overcome himself’. Not only does this statement

echo the well-known charges of Plato that the Sophists

did not teach ethics, but expresses an idea which
gains more and more prominence, namely that

Socrates is searching for ‘human excellence’ con-

sidered as the ‘fulfilling" of man’s ‘needs, nature and
function", since man is only ‘a symbol, a fragment,
something fundamentally incomplete . . . which . . .

strives for what could make it into that which bv
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nature it must be in order to fulfill itself’. This view

of ‘human excellence’ being a ‘fulfilment’ of man’s

‘function’ seems to derive from the notion drawn
from the Republic that ‘whatever is able to attain its

proper end or good we call a thing of virtue or

excellence’. For it is then assumed that Socrates’

position too is that ‘if we want to define human
excellence, wc must look to the final end, aim or good

of human existence’. But since, as Yersenvi himself

points out in an appendix, the final development of

Plato’s theory of forms runs entirely counter to

Socratic thought, it may well be that in even the

earliest dialogues Plato's private conception of

Socratic thought is already colouring his presentation

of it, making it an unreliable guide to Socrates’ own
position. Moreover to suggest that Socrates sur-

passed the Sophists by teaching that man has some

abstract ‘good’ or ‘function’, as the eyes have to see,

and that the knowing and fulfilling of this constitutes

the ‘excellence’ of man is not only to adopt a very

Platonic interpretation, but thereby to obscure the

vast similarities between Socrates and the Sophists.

For in failing to examine the full implications of such

key value terms as ‘(human) excellence’ and the

varying traditions and norms which they sanctioned

in Greek society at this time, Yersenvi underrates a

very important part of the background and purpose

common to Socrates and the Sophists. For they did

not only react against their predecessors’ preoccupa-

tion with physics, but were products of the same

general Zeitgeist which was characterised by criticism

of tradition. Just as the Sophists pointed out that the

good is relative to the circumstances and object of an

action, that one should do ‘what is necessary when
necessary", and not follow tradition blindly, so

Socrates in asking for ‘definitions' of holiness etc. tried

to make men think about the purpose of their actions,

and ask whether that purpose was necessarily

achieved by following tradition. Thus the relativity

of Protagoras and Gorgias, the emphasis of Socrates

on dfitTi'j (success) being entan'i/ii] (knowledge) and his

reduction of all ‘virtues’ to knowledge of good and

evil (i.e. ‘ends’', all express the same realisation that

the success of any human society depends on its

members being aware of the purposes of their actions

and being critical of tradition. ‘Pluman excellence'

for Socrates as for Protagoras was not the fulfilling ol

some abstract ‘human good’, but the expertness of

men in li\ing in society. Socrates like the Sophists

sought the good of society, but, as Yersenvi does

not acknowledge, he must also share with them

any blame for consequent subversive attacks on

society, since he too ‘undermined' traditional prac-

tices.

1 have noticed one misprint: ‘has" for 'his', p. 161,

line 2. The style is generally prone to superfluity,

and one sentence appears grammatically unsound:

p, 14 1, line 23. ‘Because of this negation, i.c.

because, from the point of view of ecstatic religion,

man was “ecstatic"—out of his essential nature,

separated and exiled from his native realm—not in

YOL. LXXXVI.

what we call ecstasy but in the everyday normalcy of

life.’

Y. A. Goodman-

.

Trinity College, Dublin.

Kamlah (\V.) Platons Selbstkritik im Soph-

istes. (Zetemata 33.) Munich: C. FI. Beck.

1963. Pp. viii — 63. DM 10.80.

This is a concise and lucid book by the Professor of

Philosophy at Erlangen, arguing a strong thesis but

free from polemical rhetoric.

Kamlah's title and introduction state his firm

rejection of the kind of ‘unitarianism’ that refuses to

allow Plato to change his mind and attempts to

interpret the later dialogues entirely in terms of the

middle-period version of the Theory of Forms. But

his own exposition does not err in the direction of that

other kind of unitarianism which tends to play down
aspects of the middle-period metaphysics in the light

of the later logic. He accepts a whole-heartedly

metaphysical interpretation of the ‘classical’ Theory

of Forms, and takes it to be a measure of Plato's

insight that he could move on to make the critical

modifications logically necessary to his own theory -

.

Kamlah nevertheless argues always in the light of his

own cautious remark that the difficulties oflate Plato

arise because while much is changed, much is also

preserved of earlier views.

Kamlah's main contention is that while not ceasing

to contrast Forms as del Kara ravrd oioavrci; t/orrn

with the world of objects as yr/vuueva Kai dno/lv/uva.

Plato after his analysis of ‘not-being‘ in the Sophist

ceased to treat the world of objects as falling iitrasu

oiata- re Kai rov in) rival and so being necessarily a

realm ofdeception and falsehood. The main at hieve-

ment of the Sophist is to argue that the ‘not-being' that

causes deception and falsehood arises in idyo:, not

in the world. Linked with this explicit result of the

Sophist, Kamlah argues, is Plato's silent abstention in

the late dialogues from his formerly insistent deprecia-

tion of the objects of the world as /iifn'i/iara. The

most striking silence is in the Sophist itself, where the

repeated discussions of /n/u'i<rt; nowhere revive the

suggestion that is the relation of objects to

Forms. Images in mirrors or in words are fii/n'1/1ara:

the world of objects is referred to by- contrast without

qualification as rd uvra, rtov nfHiy/idrav ij dh'fltni.ru 1 r

rate erpdreoiv i/iya :234b e 1

. The creation of objec ts

in the world by god or man is relerred to 1 263 b

without echo of the earlier hints that objects in some

wav 'owe their being" to Forms. 1 he earlier argu-

ment that objects ol iidia necessarily partake ot not-

being is disproved when it is shown that talsehood is

due to the combination of 'not-being' in i.nyoz and

dii~a in such a way that even false i.ayn: is about tjrra

Moreover the late dialogues accept the tiuths ol

statements about the world; ‘Thcaetctus is sitting is

about the world, and. quite apart from Theaeteius

perishability, it is only true until Fheaetetus stands

I
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up, but at a given moment it can be a conveniently

indisputable example of truth. Deception need no

longer be blamed on an imperfect world, nor a

changing world held to prevent truth.

Kamlah builds this main contention round a

concise and critical analysis of the Sophist. He
reminds us, inter alia , that Plato analysed statement

solely in terms of predicates ascribed to a subject; all

subjects and all predicates must be oVra, but to //>) ov

can combine with Aoyo;, and so a statement can be

false, if the predicates alleged of Theaetetus, while still

being ovza, are frepa twv ovtojv tiepl Qennrfow, this

seems to require to be interpreted as meaning

‘incompatible with predicates which are true of

Theaetetus’. Kamlah notes that (i) this does not

analyse false statements of the form ‘S is not P’, nor of

the form ‘S is P’ where P though not true of S is not

incompatible with any true predicate of S; (2) Plato

is imprecise in his concept of to etcpov\ sometimes he

means ‘the different’, sometimes ‘the contrary’, but

about the relation of to pteya to to ioov (257b) and
of ‘flying’ to ‘sitting’ something stronger than ‘differ-

ent’ but weaker than ‘contrary’ must be meant; (3)

Plato nowhere discusses what it is for a predicate, as

well as being an dv in the sense (apparently) that

‘there is such a thing as sitting’, to be or .irpe Oeuiti'itov.

Kamlah argues that Plato did not have clear concepts

of incompatibility or of truth, and that he had not

fully disentangled the notion of a predicate from that

of a true predicate. These criticisms certainly touch

on severe difficulties in the Sophist. But Kamlah
goes too far when he asserts that the 'combination of

not-being with Adyo;’ in the end is merely a metaphor-.

Plato was replying, in its own terms, and with some
degree of success, to the argument that a hoyo; which

‘said what was not’ literally could not exist.

Kamlah’s main service, however, is to show that

however limited in the eyes of modern critics, Plato's

achievements in the Sophist were revolutionary in

terms of his own previous epistemology and meta-

physics. Kamlah discusses other late dialogues rather

too briefly; he accepts a late dating for the Timaeus on
the argument that for the objects in the world to be

pipr'ipath made by God is different from their being

‘mere’ semi-non-existent /ufir'ifiara as in the Republic.

But other passages in the Timaeus perhaps suggest that

an earlier dating would be more consistent with what
seem to be convincing inferences from the Sophist.

However, much work on these topics is still to do,

especially on the Timaeus.

Kamlah makes many interesting points in the

course of his taut exposition. His main thesis may
alarm some contemporary scholars rather more than

it would have surprised Grote or Lewis Campbell.

David B. Robinson.

University of Edinburgh.

Hager (F.-P.) Die Vernunft und das Problem
des Bosen im Rahmen der platonischen

Ethik und Metaphysik. (Xoctes Romanae,

10.) Berne and Stuttgart: P. Haupt. 1963.

Pp. xii J- 261. Sw.fr. 22.80.

This Bern Dissertation attempts to carry further

certain themes already touched on in an article

entitled ‘Die Materie und das Bose im antiken

Platonismus’, Mus. Helv. xix (i960) 73-103. The
controversy is a considerable one and has ranged
modern scholars into rival camps. Aristotle, Met. A.

6. 988a 7 stated clearly enough that for Plato matter

was the source of all evil, and in this he has been
followed by Zeller, Philos, d. Griecheti II 15 (1922)

973 nn. 3-4, and in recent times by Vlastos, CQ_ xxxiii

(1939) 80-82, and others (see in this journal the dis-

cussion by O. M. Meldruin, JHS lxx [1950] 68-74).
Such a view of matter is not agreeable to most modern
thinkers and it has been denied for Plato in one way
or another by Wilamowitz, A. E. Taylor, Cornford
and Cherniss (see e.g. Lustrum V [i960] 375), most of

whom find a source of evil as well as good either within
soul, or at least in the use it makes of matter.

Aristotle's evidence is sometimes discounted by
supposing that it refers to Plato's ‘unwritten doctrines’

which may or may not have been held by Plato in the
form asserted by Aristotle. Hager, who writes as a
pupil of Professor H. Gauss, proposes to devote a
separate work to this question—in the present under-
taking he is concerned with the evidence of the dia-

logues. These are divided into the usual three groups
and each of the main dialogues is carefully discussed

for the evidence it may offer on the problem of evil, a
summary of conclusions being placed at the beginning
of the book, not at the end. While agreeing that it

would be a mistake to look for a clear scheme in every
discussion which Plato offers, Hagen none the less

sees certain basic attitudes to which, with the possible

exception of Laws X, Plato adheres throughout his

life without any underlying inconsistency. In the

earlier dialogues reason as distinct from desire and the

emotions emerges ever more clearly as the guide to

what is good. In the middle period, above all in the
Phaedo, the materiality of the body is the cause of
evil, but not the body as such, and certainly not the
body seen as a shape imposed upon matter. In the
later period matter is unquestionably the source of
evil, but not matter as such, only to the extent that it is

disorderly and so in opposition to mind, and, while the
motion is imparted to matter by mind, the disorderh-
ness is not to be imputed to mind. As early as the
Laches it is soul as principle of living activity which
first gives to inert body the possibility of working
against the soul by enabling it to work at all. The
apparent alternate explanation of evil in terms of
ignorance is not a true alternative in that Phaedo 82e
shows that ignorance itself only springs from the
union of body with soul. The body can hinder the
soul but when it does so it is because the relationship
between the two has gone wrong. When the relation
is right then the body is not a source of evil at all.

Such a defence of matter and the body is easy for
moderns to accept, and, if Plato held it, so much the
better for Plato’s reputation with the moderns. But
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one may be forgiven for certain general doubts,

without entering into the discussion of detailed

passages by which alone the question can be really

settled. If body in right relationship with soul is not

a source of evil, there is always the possibility of the

relationship changing from right to wrong, and on
Hagen’s analysis it would seem that the source of

such a turn for the worst must be in the body.

Moreover, in the Phaedo the doctrine of the need to

free the soul as far as possible from the body is not

put forward as the need to free the soul from the body
when the relationship is disordered, but is expressed as

a need without qualification, if the soul is to reach the

true, the pure, and the beautiful. Nowhere, so far as

I know, does Plato suggest that the soul is better off in

a body than when free from it, however excellent the

relationship may be. The relationship is always

potentially a source of evil and we are, for Plato,

better without it.

G. B. Kerferd.
University College, Swansea.

Plato. Oeuvres completes. Tome xiv. Lex-

ique de la langue philosophique et religieuse

de Platon. 1 (A-A). By E. des Places.

(Assn G. Bude). Paris: ‘Les Belles Lettres.’

1964. Pp. xv + 316. Fr. 25.

Plato. Oeuvres completes. Tome xiv. Lex-
ique de la langue philosophique et relig-

ieuse de Platon. 2 (M-Q). By E. des

Places. (Assn G. Bude.) Paris: ‘Les Belles

Lettres.’ 1964 Pp. 319-576. Fr. 25.

The title is slightly misleading, since it is a lexicon

not of all, but of the ‘most significant’ philosophical

and religious terms. In addition to words excluded

by reason of their lesser importance (these appear to

be quite numerous), all proper nouns and many
adjectives in -iko; are omitted. The reader is

directed for the former to J. Zurcher’s Lexicon

Academicum, for the latter to A. N. Ammann's -iko;

bei Platon.

The text referred to is that of the Bude edition,

including the more important variant readings, some
emendations resulting from the author's own colla-

tion of P for the Timaeus and O for Letter I II, and
occasionally readings of Burnet's O.C.T. and Dodds’

Gorgias. The lexicon excludes eleven works of the

Platonic corpus which are generally held to be un-

authentic (
Alcibmdes II, Amatores, Axiochus, Definitions,

De Iusto, Demodocus, De Virtute, Ery\ias, Hipparchus,

JMinos
,

Sisyphus), includes three which few would

consider genuine (Alcibiades I, Clitopho. Theages

The format of the lexicon is: indication of the

meaning(s) of the Greek word by translation (French)

;

quotation of selected contexts to illustrate each of these

meanings: where appropriate, selected ‘synonyms’

and ‘antonyms’ of the word in its different meanings,

as well as words related to it in sense (apparentci

and others commonly used with it (associe). Why,

in the quotation of contexts, some references are in

parenthesis is not explained: some appear to be to

occurrences of the word in a non-philosophical or

non-religious sense. Within each article the occur-

rences of a word are given according to the chrono-

logical order of the dialogues, which is assumed to

correspond to their order in the Bude collection,

except that the Phaedrus is placed after the Republic.

Judged by the standard of modern linguistics the

lexicon is wholly unsatisfactory, because it attempts

to define the meaning of words by translation—an
unscientific method leading to imprecise and often

misleading results. By the standard of past practice

too it is open to criticism on several counts.

(a) The distinction between a philosophical and
non-philosophical or religious and non-religious use

of a word is frequently a fine one, and where the line

should be drawn a matter of personal opinion.

This being so, it would be preferable for the reader

to have the whole evidence from which to make his

own decision or verify the author’s; by its selective

nature the lexicon precludes this.

An undesirable result of this distinction can be

seen in connection with words of infrequent occur-

rence. If in these occurrences a word is used in a

non-philosophical or non-religious sense, it is not

included in the lexicon
;
yet it is reasonable to assume

that its use in this sense may be merely an accident

arising out of its infrequency. Thus eivoeiv (Epist

.

VII 349 e.9) is ignored, while evvov; is admitted

(including incidentally instances which are no more
‘philosophical’ than that of eiwoeiv, e.g. Lach. 1 8

1

c.t): similarly evfmiia, but not evdoreic (Epist.

XIII 360 e.3), riKondirtjTo; but not aKoivmvia (Epist.

Ill 318 e.6) and others.

The distinction is applied inconsistentlv. Apart

from examples like evvoo; above, words which occur

in both a literal and a figurative sense are sometimes

included only in their figurative ('philosophical')

sense (e.g. rrT.ovcrto;), sometimes in both senses (e.g.

crl.ovTelv. Otjpi t'etp)

.

(b) The distinction between more and less import-

ant philosophical terms, likewise subjective, is made
unsystematically and disregards the usefulness of

of retaining without discrimination words which form

a semantically related group. For example, Oii/iereiv

(though it is hard to see how in its literal sense it can

be regarded as philosophical) is included, and one
instance quoted is that at Laws VII 824 a. 19: yet its

synonym Kivry/ereir in the same passage 1 a. 1 3 1 is

passed over, although the noun Kvv>r/tTi]; is included

in the lexicon.

Similarly nei^oro; (Epist. VIII 356 a. 6, qualifying

Ti/uj) is excluded, its opposite in the same passage

t’lf tj/irjxic ('qualifying riyjum'A included. Again the

reason for the discrimination is difficult to under-

stand. It can hardly be the frequency of the one and

the infrequency of the other, since eifi’jfirpo; itself

occurs only thrice, nor that erfi’i/wpo

•

here has a ‘more

philosophical’ sense than dtutao;’, the adjectives

themselves are antonyms and the noun qualified in
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each case is included in the lexicon as a ‘philosophical’

word.

Another pair of words with a close relationship

(cf. Laws IX 866 e, where they denote opposite

effects) unautt-Eia (3 occurrences) and u/iera/Aebjro;

( Laws IX 866 e.7, Tim. 59 d.i) also suffer opposite

fates. Other examples briefly (excluded word

second) are dyatld' cmi'dyiiOoq Epist. X III 354 e.5).

/.eysir (passim), di-vcrs rOrvoi-vecev-

Ovvo; [Epist. \'III 355 e.2), axeiyeadiu-antvicrd:

[Epist. VIII 353 e.2 , Laws I 628 c.io), KaKo'-.niyKaKo;

[Epist. \
T

III 354 e.5, Prot. 334 b.4, Laws V 743 b.4,

7, XI 928 e.4), eid;~deta;, alqizraz. avvdetaq (passim).

Ir) The meaning of a word is interpreted incon-

sistently, leading sometimes to a confusion of categor-

ies, sometimes to an unnecessary proliferation of

‘senses’, aoqin, for instance, is given three ‘senses’:

(1 1 habilite, (2) sagesse, jugement, (3) savoir, science.

In a passage of the Apol. it occurs three times with no

perceptible difference of meaning (22 c.i, 22 d.8,

23 a. 7; ;
each is ascribed to a different sense category.

Likewise, although the instance at Afiol. 22 c. 1 is

listed under sense ' 1 1 and that at Ion 542 a.2 under

sense 13), there is no difference between them. In

both cases aoqla = conscious art; in both cases it is

related to reyyrj (for the Apol. instance cf. Epin. 975
b.5 of . . Tf/i'fl ti/./.u rfvan Kurd Dew: in the Ion example

i)ni'u; (l Tt)v rrspi 'O/u'ipot’ aoiflav is immediately

continued by si /uv ore Tr/yiKi); flic . . . tupi ' O/oJ/ior !

.

and in both cases the purpose is to distinguish rational

from irrational or inspired skill:

Apol. 22 c.i ov oo<f hi noioitr a woioitv, u?M ifcost

Til l Kill f vOoVUlllIOlVSZ . . .

Inn 5 (.2 a. 3 si de /iij TryriKoz si. iiXhx Osin /toipq

Kras/r'i/tevo ; . . .

In the case of rcyo/. which has three ‘senses’:

(aj art, science, (b) connaissance, methode, (c) fraude,

the third is presumably due to the derogatory tone of

Tt/vij in some instances. But dcrogatoriness is a

matter of degree and of interpretation : hence no safe

basis for a separate category. The division into

senses (a, and (A; seems to result from a miscon-

ception of the relationship between Ttyvri and eunsipin:

at all events for Ttyri/ in sense (oi f/iwsipia is listed as

an antonym, in sense (b i as a word related in mean-

ing. The basis for establishing antonyms, related

words etc. is usually to be found in the illustrative

contexts: here probably for («: oi'k tVrr/r rfyci; «/./.’

iuwnpi<i Kiti Tpipi'i (ioig. 463 b.3:. for 1 b 1 iurrnpia . . .

non i . . . nnptriaOnt Kant Tty rip’ [Gorg. 448 c 5-.

That the two words are not antonyms but rather

bear the relationship of egg to chicken may be seen

from the sentence immediately preceding the latter

context: wo/./.ni Tr/rni . . eiaiv sk tiTiv i/twnpinn'

iiinsiprj; tp'pipit vm. The meaning of of* cVnc Try ri/

it/./.’ s/tsreiput is not that an egg is the opposite of a

chicken, but that some eggs arc by nature addled.

Such inconsistencies are to be found throughout

the lexicon and are too numerous to list, but for

further examples cf. ur/j/u], D/uhiv and o/ti/.tn.

aTonda^eiv, wovrjpoi (the 'sense
-

of ‘socialement

inferieur’—after Liddell and Scott—applying to only

one instance is not justified by anything in the con-

text) .

id) When an adjective has several ‘senses’, there is

no indication whether the corresponding adverb is

used in all or only some of these.

(e

)

The contexts quoted to illustrate the meaning (s

of a word are often too short to be useful.

(/ )
The abbreviated titles of the dialogues are un-

necessarily short (e.g. Ph. = Philebus, not Phaedo or

Phaedrus, Cr. = Crito, not Critias or Cratylus).

The only good thing about the lexicon is that the

references are to line numbers as well as Stephanus

pages and sections.

L. Brandwood.
University of Manchester.

Kleve (K.) Gnosis theon: die Lehre von der
natiirlichen Gotteserkenntnis in der epi-

kureischen Theologie. (Symbolae Osloenses

fasc. supplet. xix.) Oslo: Universitetsforlaget.

1963. Pp. 142. Price not stated.

This study of the theology of Epicurus, or of one
aspect of it, is planned as the first of three. Following

the threefold division of the Epicurean system into

Canonic, Physics, and Ethics, this study comes under
the head of Canonic and asks simply how men acquire

their knowledge of the gods. The inquiry is further

restricted to men’s ‘natural knowledge’, which is

defined as that knowledge which can be attained

without the help of philosophy. Part two, when it

comes, will discuss the physical structure of the gods.

The subject of the third part will be the consequences

for life and happiness and for religious behaviour of

the theological teaching.

The rigorous logical consistency of the Epicurean
system is now' generally acknowledged. Basing him-
self on this K. lays down three principles which the

inquirer must not transgress : ( 1 ) Pleasure is the

highest good: (2) no theory must contradict sense-

experience; (31 atoms and void are the ultimate

reality. These principles hold in every part of the

doctrine and were maintained so long as the school
survived. 1 hey must not be forgotten when we come
to the main problem of this part of our inquiry,

namely, the relation between the images (f uPo/.a >

which come to us from outside and the inner concepts
(cipoh'p(ti-) which they occasion in us. Here K.
claims that in spite of all that has been done by
Philippson. Bailey, Diana and others something still

remains to be said. It is here, so far as this part of his

inquiry is concerned, that he hopes to make his

contribution.

The starting-point for this investigation is supplied
by Cicero, De jXatura Deorum I.44. Here the state-

ment of Velleius, intellegi necesse est esse deos
,
quoniam

insitas eorum lei potius innalas cognitiones habetnus, has
been a stumbling-block. De Witt lEpicurus and his
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Philosophy
, pp. 145 AT.), basing himself on this text,

argued, disturbingly if not convincingly, that we must
abandon our inveterate opinion of Epicurus as an
empiricist and accept him for the intuitionist the

well-instructed Cicero shows him to have been. It

was eas> to suspect that De Witt had interpreted these

insitae vel potius mnatae cogniliones with seventeenth-

century eyes, not so easy to determine what precisely

the words meant in their original Epicurean context.

It is this context K. attempts, I think successfully,

to restore. Anticipations (etpohjtpeip) of the Gods
cannot, he insists, be formed in the soul without an
influx of images (eidvsXa). But equally certainly they

cannot be formed in every kind of soul. Animals, for

instance, do not have them. For the images of the

gods are not perceptible by sense, but make their way
directly into the mind. The gods, being made of

smaller atoms and fewer atoms than sensible things,

have a lextura rara and emit images of a corresponding

fineness which are incapable of stirring up the atoms of

soul and producing sensations. Only those souls

which are endowed also with the finer structure of

mind can perceive the images of the gods. There is

then both a subjective and objective element in the

formation of the npohppi; of the divine being. It does

not anticipate experience, but it is the response to

experience of a particular constitution of soul.

Neither is the full concept of the divine nature attain-

able without an active effort of the mind. It is

possible to receive the images of the gods and make a

wrong use of them, as do those misguided philosophers

who monstrously seek to unite the anthropomorphic

images of the gods with the dead matter of the stars.

To understand their true nature, their blessedness and
immortality, special insight and special effort is

required. But the victor will have his reward. Turn

maximis voluptatibus in eas imagines mentem intentam

infixamque nostrum inlellegentiam capere, quae sit et beata

natura el aelerna (Cic. op. cit., 49). H. Diels extracted

from the fragments of Philodemus On the gods an even

more passionate passage: ‘The wise man marvels at

the nature and disposition of the gods, tries to draw
near to them and yearns as it were to touch and mingle

with them.'

There is much more in this masterly study than I

have been able to indicate in these few words. One
eagerly awaits the completion of such a thorough and
penetrating re-examination of the available evidence.

B. Farrington.

Lymington.

Mugler ^C.) Les origines de la science grecque

chez Homere. 1 Etudes et commentaires. 46.

)

Paris: C. Klincksiek. 1963. Pp. xi + 242. Fr. 36.

The author’s purpose is to give a conspectus of

Homer's views about the external world and man's

relation to it, and to trace the connexion between

these ideas and the doctrines of later Greek thinkers.

In the first four chapters he deals with particular

phenomena. He succeeds admirably in documenting
the variety and accuracy of the observations of natural

processes found in the Homeric poems, and the rich-

ness of the vocabulary used to describe them. But

his discussion of the conceptual framework in which
Homer placed them is often unconvincing. This side,

of M.’s work suffers from a tendency to read later

ideas into Homer and to attribute greater precision

to his views than they really possess. Thus when
Homer says (E i8i that the sea remains calm until a

KeKpipho; ovpo; stirs it up, M. sees in this a ‘poetical

expression of one aspect of the principle of causality,

according to which determinate effects correspond to

determinate causes' (p. 18). The fact that Homer's
men knew how to build and sail ships proves,

according to M., that ‘they had an empirical know-
ledge of the interaction of forces, the force of the wind
(or other moving agent) interacting with the resistance

of the rudder’ (p. 22). Again, M. shows great

interest in the interaction of winds and clouds, and
attributes to Homer the notion of a ‘reciprocal causal

relationship’, clouds giving rise to wind, wind causing

the formation of clouds (pp. 55, 66 f., 158 f.). He
arrives at this result by combining II 364, where a

cloud appears out of the aither after Zeus had sent a

gust of wind, and B 144, where winds are said to leap

out of the clouds. In reality these passages show that

Homer had not analysed the causes of these pheno-

mena, but simply described how they appear to a

naive observer. It may happen that clouds suddenly

appear on a clear but windy day; alternatively

clouds may form before a storm breaks. Homer
pictures both scenes, and his descriptions are complete

in themselves. A few of M.'s interpretations verge on

the grotesque. On p. 8 he suggests that Sisyphus'

task in Hades was to solve a practical problem of

statics bv balancing a large rot k on the tip of a conical

hill; on p. 32 the bag in which Aeolus had imprisoned

the winds becomes a compressed-air reservoir from

which Odysseus could direct a controlledjet of air onto

his sails to propel his ships; Aeolus himself is described

as ‘un savant astronome et meteorologistc'.

The last two chapters contain a discussion of

causation and divine interference in the world. M.
would clearly have liked to establish that Homer
recognised the existence of autonomous natural laws

operating independently of the gods, and he goes so

far as to suggest (p. 59, quoting <p 335, c 451 1 that the

gods could not control natural processes but simply

made use of events which happened spontaneously.

In ch. 5 he largely abandons this view, and admits

that Homer only speaks of short chains of cause and
effect with a god at the head of each. Thus the

happenings of the physical world are governed at

every turn by the volition of the gods; but the actions

of the gods themselves are often provoked by an event

on earth, a prayer or a crime calling for vengeance,

and so become part of a cycle of cause and effect

reaching from earth to heaven and back again. In

these cycles M. sees an anticipation of the cycles (of

elemental change, etc.i which played an important
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part in later Greek cosmology. Since, however, the

Homeric cycles depended on the whims of personal

gods, natural events were unpredictable; no man
could be sure that his plans would not be frustrated by

a divine act, or that a phenomenon he observed had

not been sent by a god to punish him for some
offence. The result is a fatalistic attitude which,

together with the extreme susceptibility to external

impressions characteristic of Homer’s heroes, makes

them play a largely passive role in face of the powers

b\ which they were surrounded. Their actions are

responses to an immediately given situation, they are

unable to conceive and carry out a long-term plan,

except perhaps when directly inspired by a god (M.
makes an exception in the case of Odysseus). This

passivity also prevented Homeric men from systema-

tising their observations of nature and a fortiori from

performing experiments, which would have amounted
to an illicit interference with nature. It is reflected

in some of the stylistic peculiarities of the epics, in the

vividness of the similes and the disjointedness of the

battle-scenes.

We can accept M.’s account of the interrelation

between gods and heroes. But in attributing cos-

mological significance to these cycles, M. seems to

misunderstand Homer’s purpose. This is to tell of

god-like men, often sons of gods, who accomplish

superhuman deeds with divine help. Natural

phenomena only interest him in so far as they cause

them to modify their actions or can be used in similes

to enhance their effect. Homer’s world is frag-

mented, because he is always concerned with parti-

i ular situations. Whether he could conceive of

climatic and other such phenomena as part of an

ordered process is doubtful. But in any case such

questions were not relevant to what he wanted to say.

It is a mistake to look for cosmology in the Homeric
poems.

M.’s book is valuable as a collection of material, as

long as it is used with caution; I hope it will never fall

into the hands of writers of popular books on Greek

science. For the rest, it demonstrates how right the

Greeks were to begin the history of scientific thought

with Thales. Perhaps it is time we returned to their

c lew.

H. B. Gottschai.k.

L niters it\ of Leeds.

Mugler (C. Dictionnaire historique de la ter-

minologie optique des Grecs: douze siecles

de dialogues avec la luxniere. (Etudes et

commentaires, liii.) Paris: C. Klincksieck.

1964. Pp. 459. Fr. 160.

This is the fifth volume that M. Mugler has

contributed to the series ‘Etudes et Commentaires’,

and the second 'Dictionnaire historique’. the first

being on Greek geometrical terminology. The
present volume, after a brief introduction, lists a

selection of Greek words that might occur in an

optical context (interpreted in the widest sense to

include sources of light, meteorological phenomena,
and colours, as well as the more specific vocabulary of

theories of vision, reflexion, refraction, etc.), provides

a translation of each word in four languages (Latin,

French, German, and English), gives an explanation

of its meaning, and appends a number of examples of

its usage drawn from Greek poetry (from Homer to

the Greek Anthology) and prose (mainly Plato and
Aristotle), each of which is translated. Any such

selection is bound to be subjective in character and
likely to seem inadequate to some users; a detailed

analysis is impossible within the limits of this review,

but the following seem to the present reviewer to be
points where M. lays himself open to legitimate

criticism.

There are no entries for afjp or aidrjp—these

omissions are indefensible in view of the obvious
importance of these two media for the propagation of
light. Neither under rcvevpa nor under opariKo; is

C'leomedes’ expression to opariKov nvevria
(cycl . theor.

ii, 6, 125) mentioned. Of the six entries under f
all are connected with yLai'Ko; (ykavKaxju; is translated

as ‘blue-eyed’ without any hint that other meanings
are equally possible, and why does yXavKu'iyr-—which
appears with a wrong accent—rate a separate entry
but not e.g. y?.avKo>/ia ?) ;

surely yvdspwv deserves in-

clusion and yo)via as a term in geometrical optics?
Of the six entries under N, four are compounds of
ruf, but neither n<pa; nor verpo- appears, nor any of
their compounds, despite M.’s claim (p. 11) to cover
‘des phenomenes celestes et meteorologiques’.
Under oxpi; there is no mention of the meaning that
Rome notes from Theon (Comm, de Pappus et de

Theon d’Alex. sur PAlmag., tom. iii, p. 815 n. 2

—

Tequation personnels de l’observateur’). Under
diompa—accented wrongly—reference is made in a
citation from Geminus fag. p. 46, 15 ed. Manitius)
to ‘les deux cercles polaires’; this is misleading,
because for the Greeks upnrciKo; and drrap/cri/cog

denoted circles defining the always-visible and always-
mvisible stars at a particular latitude and were not
fixed circles on the globe like the modern polar
circles (Geminus himself explains this and see my
Geogr. Frags, of Hipparchus, p. 165-6)

; cf. under deorpla
where the same passage of Geminus—here spelt
Geminius is quoted, this time with a reference to ‘le

cercle arctique et le cercle antarctique’. To illus-
trate the use of the dioptra in observing the rising and
setting of the zodiacal signs, Euclid, phaen. p. 10,
16-19 M. Heiberg and Menge) might well have been
cited. The Homeric ret'pea is listed (with no indi-
cation that it is a form of the much commoner repag)
but not -(Pdiov or any of its derivatives. It is doubtful
whether the translation ‘to a long distance’ for TfjXe
adds any further clarity to the normal English ‘far’,
and it is irritating to find numerous quotations given
with letters referring to geometrical diagrams that are
never reproduced (e.g. pp. 23, 31, 79, 107, 201 etal.).
A notable absentee in the somewhat exiguous list of

sources on pp. 12-13 is Simplicius, whose commen-
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taries on Aristotle’s de caelo and physica M. does not

seem to have used at all. Had he done so, he could

have substantially improved his explanation of nopog

by referring to Simplicius on de caelo 289a 19 (Comm,

in Arist. grace, vol. 7, p. 441, ed. Heiberg) where,

speaking of the sun’s rays, he says dlkd St’ depo; pev

did zcov Jtoptov Siiaaiv, arid de Tcdv aTepepvttov dvaKAcdv-

rat npdg laag ymvla;, thus showing that the pores are

envisaged as existing in the air as well as in material

objects (cf. op. cit. p. 598, 16)—this part of Simplicius’

Commentary would also have provided M. with more
vocabulary (in the above citation alone, as well as

ai'jp and ycovta, arepepvtog finds no place in this

dictionary). Similarly, a reading of Simplicius on

phys. iv, 2i7b27 (vol. g, p. 693), where an interesting

extract from Strato is quoted (tl yap to vypov pi) e lye.

nopovg . . . oi’K av at per twv uktivojv dveiei/ovro npdg

top ava> totiov, ai 6e Kara) dtegerunrov), would have

provided the verb dtEKXtnretv, ‘to be refracted’.

M.’s brief Introduction shows the same tendency

that is discernible in his earlier volume Les origines de

la science grecque chez Homere, namely to classify as

‘science’ any and every mention in Greek literature

(especially poetry) of the commonest physical facts

ofeveryday experience; this enables him to make such

remarks as (op. cit. p. 79), ‘Elle [la notation des sons]

nous montre, d’une part, quel haut degre la sensi-

bilite auditive des Grecs avait atteint a cette epoque’

—or, in the volume under review (p. 8), ‘on peut

dire que chez les Grecs l’optique scientifique elaboree

par une elite de penseurs est fondee sur une optique

populaire faite de l’ensemble des observations et des

intuitions de toute une nation’. Such pointless

exaggerations of the obvious (how else could any
‘science’ arise except on the basis of man’s possessing

organs of sense and a brain that can coordinate sense

impressions?) serve merely to alienate the reader’s

sympathy, which is a pity, because in other respects

M. has some very sound observations to make—see,

for example, his excellent remarks on the later trans-

formation of the divine forces that underly all mani-

festations of Nature in the Homeric poems into cosmic

laws and cycles (op. cit. pp. 224 ff.), and his eminently

sensible view of the Greek conception of experi-

mentation (pp. 228 ff.). The fundamental require-

ments for a dictionary are that it should be as

exhaustive and as accurate as possible; regrettably,

the present volume falls short in both respects.

Evidently in this series brevity is no object : the print is

large, spacing is generous (there are no inhibitions

about leaving large portions of pages blank), and
proper names are rarely abbreviated. It is difficult

to absolve M. from the charge of not having made the

best use of these undoubted advantages. What is the

justification for having separate entries for pappdpeog

and pappapdeiz, for dgvarneh’, oitwnrjg, ogvwnia, and
6£vatn6g, whereas dan'ip, desrpov is treated as one entry

and so is denpant/, dmepom), aTeponi) (quite properly

so) ? Is it really necessary to have the word ‘blond’

three times in the translation of £av8u;, and the word
‘dioptra’ three times in the translation of dionrpa ?
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Numerous other such instances could be adduced,

the pruning of which and the consultation of more
sources would substantially have improved the work.

There is a misprint in the dedicatory line (Eurip.

I.A. 1250-1).

D. R. Dicks.

Bedford College, University of London.

Beck (F. A. G.) Greek education, 450-350 B.C.

London: Methuen. 1964. Pp. 381. 16 plates.

£2 5J.

This is a disappointing book. As its author says,

there is no satisfactory up-to-date account of this

central period of the history of Greek education; and
it seems suitable that a Classical scholar turned

educationist should write it. Unfortunately for a

number of reasons his work fails to fill the gap : the

modern replacement for Freeman's Schools of Hello >

still remains to be written.

As preface to his main subject Beck provides an
unnecessarily long and often dubious account of

early epic and its origins. Homer, it seems, had a

‘deliberate educational outlook’, revealed ‘by his

treatment of the mythic material and in particular by
his expurgations'. It would have been better to omit

much of this first chapter—the account of Mycenaean
poetry, for example, or the dreary summary of

modern views on catalogue poetry—and to say more
of those features of the social context of fifth- and
fourth-century education which make it strikingly

different from our own: the dependence on slavery,

the importance of homosexual relationships, the

ignorance of foreign languages or literatures, the

absence of applied science; above all, perhaps, the

use of the spoken rather than the written or printed

word. Beck makes some reference to all these

features; but his general attitude is that ‘the human
conditions of education remain much the same today

as they were in Ancient Athens’. The use of modern
educational jargon confirms the impression that the

Greeks were only doing what we now do better.

When Phoenix tells Achilles ‘I reared thee with mv
heart's love’, Beck comments: ‘the method he adopted

was that of individual tuition, working through the

close association of pupil and tutor’. ‘The need for

pupil-efi’ort in the learning process’, we are told, ’is

especially emphasised by Protagoras and Xenophon.’
If the reader wonders how the Bacchae or the De
Corona emerged from a society with what we should

consider a low level of literacy and numeracy, he will

find no answer here.

After a second chapter devoted to the traditional

practice of Athenian education. Beck turns to the

‘Theory and Practice of the Great Educators’—the

Sophists, Socrates, Plato, Xenophon, and Isocrates.

For each thinker some account is giv en, item by item,

of the teaching methods which he advocated or

adopted. But the reader who uses this book as an
introduction to Greek educational thought may well
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ask, ‘Was this all ?’ Beck describes Socrates’ rejection

of the ‘transmission' theory of education as ‘an

educational revolution of the first magnitude’
;
but he

entirely fails to explain Socrates’ importance or his

influence on later thought. 'In his view of education

as an affair of innate gifts to be developed by a

teacher’, we are told, ‘he shows himself a strong

reactionary and at one with the old aristocratic

attitude of a Pindar or a Theognis.’ The account of

Plato is still more inadequate. Republic and Laws are

discussed together without any clear description of

the general chaiacter of the state in either. The

whole chapter on Platonic education is Hamlet

without the Prince of Denmark. Plato's views on

‘plavwav methods’ receive a whole page; but the

C ave E not mentioned, and the Idea of the Good
appears only in a discussion whether lectures formed

part of the Academy curriculum.

‘It is hoped', writes the author, "that the book will

serve as a text-book for undergraduate students of

educational history and educational philosophy, and

as background material for students ofAncient History

and Greek Philosophy.’ Unfortunately even students

using this volume as a handbook or reference book for

the bare facts will need to treat it with great caution.

It is true that original sources are often cited, and on

some points differing modern views are summarised.

Berk’s general method, however, is to follow one

modern ‘authority’ at a lime—usually one available in

English, and by no means always the one most

generally regarded as reliable. Random choice

rather than consistent policy seems to govern his

selection of guides. His account of the Sophists is

based on Untersteiner with some additions or modifi-

cations drawn from Havelock. On one page he

accepts Havelock's view that the Socratic method

involves ‘no genuine participation on the learner's

part’; on another he follows Taylor in describing it as

a matter of ‘joint effort with a more mature mind'.

An appendix gives a useful classified list of ‘edu-

cational monuments’ which covers much more than

4o (> 33° b.c:. or die strictly educational sphere; and

some of the best known are illustrated at the back of

the book. There aie two bibliographies, classified

and general, and a full index.

H. C. Balorv.

L'miernh <J Southampton

.

Dirlmlier 1 E. Der Mythos von Konig Oedipus.
2nd ed. Mainz: I'. Kupferberg. 1964. Pp.

GG. ij illus. DM 34.

Any book attempting to rescue Boeotia from the

prejudices which we have inherited from its neigh-

bours is welcome. Thirty years have passed since

Hampe, quoting the Theban saga, the poetry ol

Hesiod, and early illustrations of Greek myths, first

c hampioned the cause of Boeotia. but we are still

inclined to centre excessive attention on Athens. D.

has now joined in the defence of this region by

choosing to investigate the background of the

Oedipus myth with its two distinctive features, the

story of a clash between father and son and the

story of incest committed by a mother and her off-

spring. It is the tragedians in the fifth century to

whom we owe our knowledge of the Oedipus story in

detail. Hesiod’s Theogony, however, offers parallels

which are both old and Boeotian: its stories of

Ouranos and Kronos, of Kronos and Zeus, and of

Zeus and the son of Metis suggest the antiquity of the

first theme ; although the incest theme is more difficult

to parallel, Gaia mates with two of her sons, Ouranos
and Pontos, while Echidna and Orthos give birth to

the Sphinx! Mythology suggests to D. that the idea

of mother-son incest is not Greek but pre-Greek, being

also found in myths set in Asia Minor, and this

deduction leads the author to consider the evidence

for such an element in Boeotian cult and mythology.

D. concludes that ‘die Geschichte von Oedipus ist ein

Mythos aus vorgriechischer Zeit, auftauchend aus

dem karisch-agaisch-kleinasiatischen Stratum’ (p. 40).

New evidence from the Near East becomes avail-

able almost every year. The Kumarbi and Ulli-

kummi myths have been widely discussed since the

first edition of D.’s book was published. D. is able

to refer to, but only in a ‘Nachtrag’, the discovery of

Babylonian cylinder seals in the course of the current

excavations at Mycenaean Thebes. Even more
devastating for his argument is the recent identifi-

cation of a Babylonian ‘theogony’ which not only lists

the generations of the gods, but also relates how
Amakandu in the second generation became overlord

by murdering his father and marrying his mother, the

goddess Earth isee Kadmos ivt. This text, moreover,

can be linked with the Theogony, as Amakandu's
partner in the second generation is Sea (cf. Hesiod's

Pontosi. The Near Eastern evidence already known
sheds more light on problems than D. sometimes
realises. Thus the Babylonian Epic of Creation helps

us to appreciate Hesiod’s story of Zeus and Metis, for

its author reveals a similar interest in aetiology when
the god Ea thwarts the plot to destroy the gods,

concocted by Apsu and his vizier Munimu. By
imprisoning Mummu, whose significance is made clear

by the statement of Eudemus of Rhodes that he con-
ceives Moymis 1 Mummu 1 to be rin vor/Tor Ktia/iov ( fr

.

130 MehrlE, Ea acquires great wisdom just as Zeus
does when he swallows Metis.

The problem of Near Eastern and Greek mytholo-
gies is much more complex than D. is prepared to

allow. If parallels can be identified, how are they to

be explained t D.'s theory of a common legacy is

certainly one possibility, but we must also take into
account the likelihood that the Near East exerted an
influent e at the time ol the Mycenaean koine and
during the eighth century when we know the
Euboeans to have been so active at A1 Mina. In the
case of the Mvcenaeans, Egvptian, as well as Asiatic,
influence must never be discounted. Like D., the
reviewer did not place much weight on the Egyptian
story of the separation of Nut <’skyi and Geb 1 earth;
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by their father Shu, until he read of an inscription

from the cenotaph of Seti I (r. 1300 b.c. 1 , in which it is

said that Nut and Geb were separated because of a

quarrel between them, a quarrel, moreover, occa-

sioned by Xut eating her young ones, the stars. It is

easy to call Pandora another Eve and leave it at that,

but Hesiod’s account of the ‘manufacture’ of the first

woman by Hephaistos finds its closest parallel in the

Egyptian tradition that the pharaoh was shaped at

the orders of Amon by the craftsman god Khnum.
The same tradition ( cf. H. Brunner, Die Geburt des

Gottkonigs) describes how the new king was conceived

when Amon consorted with the reigning queen, having

disguised himself as her mortal husband, a detail

which immediately calls to mind the story of the

birth of Heracles, a hero, as D. remarks, associated

with Thebes. More on this and on other matters

could be said to show that D.’s book is far from being

complete, but not the least of its merits is the fact that

it will stimulate further research into what is un-
doubtedly a fascinating subject.

P. Walcot.
University College, Cardiff.

Lindsay (J.) The clashing rocks: a study of

early Greek religion and culture and the

origins of drama. London : Chapman &
Hall. 1965. Pp. ix + 517. 93 text figures.

£3 3s -

This is a remarkable book, likely to infuriate the

professional and baffle the amateur student of

antiquity. The material which it handles is itself

intractable, while its author is wild and quite

unable to distinguish between what is relevant and
valid and what is the reverse. The book certainly

abounds in ideas, some of which, such as the corres-

pondence in the pattern of ritual and of drama, are

fifty or more years old and of a type to be expected

from a person claiming to follow in the footsteps of

Harrison, Cornford and Cook. Others are of a more
recent date, and so we read again of Odysseus the

bear and, even more devastatingly, are told that

Penelope was a wild duck or goose (p. 372) ! Lindsay

is not lacking in ideas of his own, and these are

poured forth in heedless profusion, but judgment is as

scarce as ideas are plentiful.

Lindsay opens with an examination of the literary

material relating to the legend of the Argo and its

passage through the Clashing Rocks, concluding that

the passage symbolises the entry into the other world.

Considerably later we learn that the ultimate source

of the image is the spasmic movement of the vulva in

childbirth (p. 268). Lindsay next turns to allied

imagery, and there follows discussion of the under-

world, the significance of colours, bird epiphanies and

ambrosia. As an example of Lindsay's methods, it

will be instructive to consider the first passage ana-

lysed in this part of the book, namely Theogony verses

775-806. Having translated the description of Styx,

the author states that ‘the parallels are strong'. If,

like your reviewer, one is mystified to know what

parallels are meant, one must merely read on : ‘The

Planktai are the route by which ambrosia goes up:

the Styx cleft cuts ambrosia off. The Planktai lie at

the entry to the upperworld; the oath-stones lie at

the entry to the lowerworld. Winged messengers—

dove or rainbow—pass through, with ambrosia or

with styx-water. (Iris is one of the few Greek deities

with wings.) Both sets of stones may be set at the

Kyaneai Xesoi, and there is a primitive link with

Okean. There is further a definite statement of

world-pillars.’ Already nonplussed by the ‘oath-

stones’, which are the products of Lindsay's febrile

imagination and not the text of Hesiod, one is due

for further shocks, for the author continues: ‘An

important support of this analysis is provided by a con-

sideration of the word for oath, horkos, which can be

linked with herkos, ringfence. Styx as oath-object

signifies the wall that surrounds the world and sup-

ports the frame of things. To break the styx-horkos

is to endanger the whole order of the universe.

Empedokles kno(?)w the ancient image which the

word horkos masked. Incidentally we see that the

Homeric phrase, herkos h(?)odonton, the ringfence of

the teeth, holds the image of the clashing rocks in a

miniature form’ ipp. 39-40). This single example

should be a sufficient warning of what awaits the

reader of the book.

The contents now become more diffuse, for. and

here I ignore much extraneous matter, an account of

the death of Aias Oiliades brings us to a list of those

who defied the gods and then to the evidence olfered

by comparative folklore, in which initiation cere-

monies and shamans command most of the author's

interest. Before the end of the book almost anyone

can be made a vestigial shaman, since even Sokrates

suspended in the clouds, according to Lindsav, is a

sort of parody of the shaman’s ascent to heaven (p.

346). Lindsay believes that traditions such as those

associated with Prometheus reflect a social crisis in

Greece after the Dorian Invasion, where on one side

was ranged a shamanist tribal system and on the other

the universalism of the Olympian gods, who represent

the development of polis society. It was against such

a background that ritual gave birth to drama, a

theory for which Lindsay finds evidence in the most
unlikely places. Stichomythia. for instance, he would
trace back to the ‘mantic riddle-contest’ (p. 2801.

‘The heroes of tragedy', he tells us, ‘are above all

those of the defiant-shaman type’ (p. 351 \ Every-

thing can be fitted into his theories, and so, having

reminded us that the crew of the Argo and other

boats numbered fifty, he adds: ‘it is also significant

that the early tragic choros consisted regularly of fifty

—though it ended as twelve, perhaps by dividing the

fifty among the four plays of a tetralogy, with two left

over as actors (three, if the poet himself played a

part)’ tp. 83).

There are far too many careless errors: to quote

three examples of different kinds, the title of chapter
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seven varies (Doves and Danaids and Dodona and
Danaids) when the headings of the actual chapter and

the footnotes to the chapter are compared; on p. 196

the Cyclopes are said to appear in the Theogony as

brothers of Zeus; on p. 279 Lindsay makes Aphrodite,

Hera and Artemis the three rivals at Paris’ beauty

competition. Footnotes and a long bibliography

form part of the book, and both are frustrating and of

limited value. For the full reference to modern
authorities cited in the footnotes the bibliography

must be consulted, but in several cases, e.g. those of

Diamantopoulos and Persson, nothing is to be

found. The bibliography, moreover, is inconsistent

and riddled with misprints, one entry, for example,

reading ‘Page, D. L. ( 1 ) The Parthenon 1951 (2) History

of the Horn. Iliad (3) Lit. Papyri (Loeb'i 1942'. Within

a few lines Payne is credited with a work called

.Teocurinthia. In the Foreword Lindsay says that he

has not been consistent in the transliteration of Greek

names and has gone as far as possible, except for the

very familiar, to avoid Latinisms. Still, without

being a purist, one may well object to Platon in one

sentence but Plato in the next and such forms as

Athcnai for Athens, Apollon and the barbarous

Loukian. The majority of the illustrations add

nothing to the text and are puerile in execution.

The caption to the first half of 28 should read

Siphnians and not Knidians.

Lindsay is planning other books on related topics,

including one to be called Apollo on a Swan. One
hopes that he will keep this god’s counsel in mind
whatever he turns to in the future.

P. Walcot.

Uniieisity College, Cardiff.

Dietrich (B. G.) Death, fate and the gods: the

development of a religious idea in Greek
popular belief and in Homer. (Univ. of

London classical studies, 3.) London: the

Athlone Press. 19(15. Pp. xi -f- 390. £3 155.

In this latest addition to the vast literature deal-

ing with Fate in Homer and Hesiod attention is

concentrated on the meaning and development of the

subject in popular cults and practices in the Myce-

naean evidence and in early Greek literature with a

view to obtaining a better understanding of the

1 oncept in Homeric epic. As in Greece man was

regarded as the focal point in the universe, the ap-

proach to the gods, nature and the world was

primarily anthropomorphic. Ihciefore. Fate in its

carious iniplic ations was a lati r development as an

abstrai t concept in relation to a personal conception

of Deity. The present study opens with a brief

examination of the original significance of the Greek

words for Fate as an introduction to its chief figures

in the primitive aspects of the belief.

In this first section the daemon and the hero are

reviewed and their respective functions exaniimd.

Daemons as vegetation spirits with chthonian associa-

tions are differentiated from heroes and gods before

the Minoan-Mycenaean term was given a wider and
undefined Hellenic application to any mythical

beings, or, indeed, to supernatural power like ‘mana’

or the ‘numinous’. Then when it determined human
destiny it acquired the meaning of ‘fate’. Heroes, on
the other hand, were intermediaries between gods and
men, but they were confined mainly to the cult of the

dead, and to the ancestral tradition, conspicuous by
their absence in Homer, except as akin to the gods,

though, as is suggested, echoes of the hero cult may
occur in the funeral games of Patroclus and in the

burial of Sarpedon with his clothes. But in any case,

it was not practised as a cultus until they were deified

or absorbed by Olympian gods, as ancient figures

were idealized or, conversely, became gods ‘faded’

into heroes and worshipped at their tombs, and so

localised. They never, however, gave rise to the

idea of Fate like the daemons as chthonic agents

watchful over the deeds of men dispensing their

destinies. It was in the sphere of vegetation that the

daemon and the hero met.

The vexed question of the figure of Moira is next
discussed and its position and determination in

Homeric epic subjected to a detailed investigation in

both sections of the book, ranging from its early

chthonic connotations with death, with vegetation

and nature in general, and the ‘lot’ or ‘rightful

portion’ of the individual, to its personification as a
trio of goddesses. Associated with them were the
dread Erinyes with their comparable chthonic and
nature origins but engaged in imposing curses,

manslaying and vengeance. They were, however,
also earth deities, as is pointed out, having con-
nexions with Ge, Demeter and Aphrodite, concerned
with fertility and birth, as well as with inflicting death
and exercising their sinister functions. The part
played by the snake and the horse in the Erinys cult

is evaluated and made responsible for a good deal
of colouring of her qualities, the snake often standing
for the soul of the dead returning to avenge blood
guilt. Her connexions with Artemis as Mistress of
the Animals is also significant in view of her death-
bestowing qualities.

In Part II Fate and the Gods in Homer are
investigated and the debt to popular religious
thought in the epic is estimated, presenting a curious
mixture of popular belief and that of the period in
which the poems were composed. The concept of
Moira as the death-bringing agent was retained in
close association with the figure of Erinys. but
undergoing important changes. Fate governing the
life of the individual in a variety of aspects. Both
are deprived of the personality they had in the popular
cult, and several concepts of Fate exist side by side,
tending to become more impersonal as man was
increasingly made responsible for his own destiny.
In th<‘ absence of any ethical conception of Deity
and of a teleological ordering of human affairs, the
only absolute fatalism was the inevitability of death,
the gods as spinners of Fate for good or ill weighing
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the results in the scales of Zeus. It is they alone who
constitute a personal element of Fate in Homer, but

this has no uniformity, though especially in the Iliad

and the Odyssey they are the guardians ofjustice, and
moral agents of the fate of men, Zeus becoming the

supreme arbiter of events.

This volume is a notable contribution to a subject

which of course has long been in debate, and so far

as the pre-Homeric evidence is concerned is still

somewhat conjectural, But in these pages a good
deal of light is thrown on the salient features of the

nature, worship and functions of the daemon, the

hero, Moira and Erinys, and their application to the

working of Fate and the Olympian gods in the Iliad

and the Odyssey.

E. O. James
All Souls College, Oxford.

Delcourt (M.) Pyrrhos et Pyrrha: recherches
sur les valeurs du feu dans les legendes
helleniques. (Bibl. fac. de philos. et lettres de
l’univ. de Liege, 174.) Paris: ‘Les Belles

Lettres’. 1965. Pp. 130. Fr. 15.00.

Some of the conclusions reached by Fontenrose in

his recent monograph on the cult of Pyrrhos have now
been developed in a more general study by the distin-

guished author of a notable work on the Delphic

oracle. Like her predecessor D. makes much use of

mythology and although equations are sometimes

forced the results are always interesting.

‘Les cheveux roux caracterisent, dit-on, un homme
souverainement bon ou souverainement mediant.’

Pyrrhos was a term of initiation and the hero was
so-called ‘Parce qu'il avait ete roussi par le feu mys-
tique qui devait l'immortaliser'. Thetis herself was
known as Pyrrhaie, presumably because she had tested

the immortality of her children by fire. Though
the poets from Homer to Theocritus (with the sole

exception of the author of the Cypria) refer to Neopto-
lemos, the variant Pyres (II. xix, 327) and Philoctetes’

apostrophe of the hero as ‘fire’ in Sophocles’ play

(927,) suggest that they too were familiar with the

ritual title.

Pyrrhos’ temenos at Delphi occupies the site of what
may have been a Mycenaean cult-centre. If then,

as D. supposes, he was in origin a pre-Apolline

daimon, this might go far to explain the legendary

emnity of the priests. She accepts jXemean VII as

evidence for the existence of a cult of Pyrrhos at

Delphi in the early fifth century b.c. and follows

Pouilloux in supposing that the legend about its

establishment at the time of the Gallic invasion was a

reflection of Delphic deference to Pyrrhos of Epirus.

The theory that Pyrrhos was connected with fire is

supported by the version that he perished on the

sacred flame as well as by the story that it was beside

the altar of Zeus Herkeios that he butchered the aged

Priam.

In the third chapter D. investigates the role played

by water and fire in oriental, Greek and Roman
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eschatology. Such legends as those of Thetis,

Demeter, Medea and Skylla suggest a primitive

belief in the immortalising or regenerating properties

of fire. Again a connexion between the deluge and
the threat of conflagration is apparent in the Titan

story.

D. follows Usener in holding that Pyrrhos and
Pyrrha were formerly partners. As Pyrrha had no
independent place in myth apart from Deucalion she

is naturally hard put to it to discover evidence of a

former liaison. The mere circumstance that both

possessed Thessalian and Parnassian associations is

far from compelling in itself, while the ingenious

hypothesis that Pyrrha was the original divinity,

later identified with Semele, honoured at the Delphic

Herois remains at best an ingenious hypothesis.

The trouble with arguments drawn from myth-
ology is that they can be used to prove almost

anything. Also much of D.'s evidence derives from
late and less trustworthy sources like Ovid and
Nonnos. Though she finds some support for the

view that Greek fire ritual originated in the north

there is little real evidence, apart from the Athenian
Pythais and the burning of the hut at the Stepteria,

that Delphi was ever regarded as the centre of a cult

of fire. In fact any fancied connexion between a

fire-daimon called Pyrrhos and his counterpart

Pyrrha must remain on the evidence speculative to a

degree.

At the same time the presence of Pyrrhos' tomb at

Delphi demands explanation. If D. has not solved

the problem to everyone's satisfaction it is not

through want of scholarship and painstaking research

but rather because such a problem, by its very nature,

must remain highly resistant to logical analysis.

I noticed a misprint on p. 1 1 1 and the title of

Fontenrose's work is The cult and myth of Pyrrhos, not

Pyrros.

John Pollard.
University College of jXorth Bales.

Pestalozza (Jf.) L’eternel feminin dans la

religion mediterraneenne. Trans. M. De
Corte. (Collection Latomus, lxxix. i Brussels :

Latomus. I9b5- Pp. 81, Fr.b. 125.

In the Preface of this French translation of L'berto

Pestalozza's Eterno Feminino Mediterraneo (published in

Venice in 1954) Professor Marcel de Corte of the

University of Liege, after briefly reviewing the place

and function of the Female Principle in Hellenic myth
and ritual and philosophic speculation, estimates

Pestalozza's contribution to the history of religion

with special reference to the present small volume
which he describes as 'a resume cn peu de pages

toute une vie de recherches allegremcnt laborieuses'.

In it is examined the term roirvia in considerable

detail as a title of honour employed to express

reverence in addressing goddesses, and the sacred

attributes and qualities assigned to the Magna Mater
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in the Mediterranean in her capacities as the Earth

Mother. These include her vegetation, animal,

cosmic, celestial, solar and lunar sovereignty and
epiphanies, and her metamorphoses between the

reign of nature and other existences. The androgyn-

ous contact in the cosmic order and in the world of

vegetation is discussed as it is displayed in such Hellenic

myths as those of Agdistis, born of a mountain, and

of C'ybele, the goddess of the cavern. Following

Arthur Evans, the Minoan dual anieonic male image,

and the small column representing the female divinity,

and the blades of the double axe, are interpreted as

symbolic forms of a bi-sexual solar and lunar divinity,

brought into relation with the Mother Goddess and

her paramour the Young God.

If the eternal feminine principle in the Mediter-

ranean is sometimes over-emphasised and the collec-

tion of epithets as its remnant is exaggerated in this

illuminating study, the great nature Goddess of Asia

Minor unquestionably w as a sort of universal divinity.

As the mother of all other gods and the creator, pro-

ducer and sustainer of all life, she had an all-embracing

significance in which generation, fertilisation, birth

and maternity were included bi-sexuallv before a clear

distinction was made between the male and female

principle and their respective functions. Even in

classical times reminiscences survived of closely

related divinities in androgynous form, imagery and

with bi-sexual rites, notably in the case of the

syncretistic Cybele as the Magna Mater, with her

characteristics as Mother Earth conspicuous not only

in Cretan, Anatolian and Hellenic iconography, but

even on Roman coinage. Their persistence in

relatively late legends and cult practices leaves little

room for doubt regarding the basic concepts involved

in the feminine principle as demonstrated in this

interesting book to which a useful bibliography of the

relevant literature has been appended.

E. O. James.

Oxford.

Vernant i J.-P.) Mythe et pensee chez les

Grecs: etudes de psychologie historique.

(Les textes a l’appui, 13.) Paris: F. Maspero.

19^5- Pp-335- Fr. 18.80.

This collection of essays, originally published

separately, deals with the psychological and economic

factors which, in the author's opinion, motivated

Greek thought. The topics discussed, which range

from Hesiod and the ancient view of labour to

personal religion and the dev elopment of rationalism,

may well appear at first sight, as the author himself

admits, to be ‘asscz divers’. They purport, neverthe-

less, to form part of a single inquiry into the extent

to which the ancient Greek was at once the creator

and product of his own social and cultural environ-

ment.

The papers, or chapters, number seven, of which

the first sets out to analv.se the structures of mvth

with special reference to the metallic ages. The
succession of the ages proves not to be linear but

cyclic in nature, for Hesiod himself wishes that he

might have been born either before, or significantly

after, his own time on earth. Again, although the

Hybris of the men of Silver renders them inferior to

the men of Gold, they are not contrasted directly

with the men of Bronze, who are stated to be less

just than the Heroes. The intercalation of the

Heroes, though alien to the myths of the races of

metals, is thus essential to the equilibrium of a

structure based on the tension between Justice and
Hybris. It is rather the age of Iron which raises

problems as it represents 'un melange’ where the

eternally opposed principles ‘s’equilibrent.’ The
structure of the myths is in fact tripartite, reflecting

the struggles between Zeus (Justice), the Titans

(the men ofSilver) and the Giants (the men of Bronze).

The principle ofjustice was adopted by contemporary
Boeotian farmers who, in order to counter the

Hybris of the ‘bribe-eating nobles’, were obliged

to rethink the traditional myths.

It is a neat, if not strictly original scheme, being
based largely on the views of V. Goldschmidt and
F. \ ian. But the men of Silver have little, save Hybris,

in common with the Titans, while the men of Bronze,

with notable exceptions, are hardly to be equated with
Giants.

The second paper deals in illuminating detail with
the difficult conceptions of Memory and Time. Of
these the poet is the storer and mouthpiece, and so

the builder oi a bridge between the living and the

dead.

The third paper, which is in some ways the most
novel and controversial of all, is concerned with the

polarity of home and abroad, represented on the

divine scale by Hestia and Hermes. This polarity,

in the author’s view, underlies the Oresteia. which is

essentially a family quarrel ‘et souligne aussi les

contradictions qui divisent la femme contre elle-

meme’. The theory is, however, so widely appli-

cable that its relevance is weakened by its very uni-
versality. V. overstates the importance of Hestia at

Delphi, and despite the existence of cogent parallels

it seems clear from the Homeric Hymn XXIV and
Pausanias X 24 (less clearly) in Plutarch. Vit. Xum. 9)
that she was worshipped not in the Tholos but in or
near Apollo's shrine. The Greek achievement in
science was the freeing of geometry and astronomy
from the oriental fetters of magico-kingship. Space
and politics are, in \ .’s view, closely interrelated and
Cleisthenes was influenced by mathematical con-
siderations when formulating his constitution. Not
every c>ne, however, would agree that he ever achieved
isonomia to the remarkable extent visualised by the
author ' Hignctt, pp. 156 If. is relevant here), or that
the subsequent divorce of science and politics was
responsible for social disintegration during the fifth

century and the later attempts by Plato and Aristotle
to return, at least in theory, to the unified polis of
the sixth centurv b.c.
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The victory of Praxis over Poiesis is elaborated in a

long section entitled ‘Le Travail et la Pensee Tech-

nique'. During the classical era labour lost its old

religious sanction and the demiurge his prestige in

the city-state.

The book ends with three shorter, but highly preg-

nant essays, the first two of which are concerned with

the importance of the psyche in man’s quest for self-

fulfilment, and his attitude to heroes and gods. Ac-

cording to V. the kolossos was in some sense a psychic

double, a product of Pathos, like the eidolon of

Patroclus or Stesichorus’ false Helen.

The final chapter traces the development of

positive thought in the light of neo-Marxian econo-

mics. Though it is true that ‘L’Etrc parmenideen ne

peut pas plus “se monnayer” (as George Thomson
held) qu’il n’est susceptible de devenir’, nevertheless

the profound ‘mutation mentale’ which occurred

between the seventh and sixth centuries b.c. was the

direct result of social and economic revolution.

This is an arresting and stimulating work, character-

ised throughout by scholarship and learning. The
premisses are often bold and startling, but those whose

interests lie in the sociological aspects of Greek

civilisation will find much to ponder here.

The following misprints were noted: p. 20 quitter

is misspelt and on pp. 305 and 309 vofio; should be

roj-to^.

John- Pollard

University College of N. Wales, Bangor.

Pepin (J.) Theologie cosmique et theologie

chretienne (Ambroise, Exam. I I, 1-4).

Paris: Presses Univcrsitaires de France. 1964.

Pp. vii + 597. Fr. 36.

At a first reading the rather dull and conventional-

looking little doxographical text (printed on pp.

1 1-12) from the first chapter of St Ambrose's exposi-

tion of the creation story in Genesis, hardly seems

adequate to support the enormous superstructure

which M. Pepin has built upon it. The views attri-

buted to Plato and Aristotle are perhaps, one would

think at first sight, sufficiently odd to justify a learned

article or two, and the obviously Epicurean origin of

the attack on the cosmic religion with which it ends

might prompt some reflections on the odd alliance of

Epicureans and Christians in opposition to the dogma
of the divinity of the universe. But a book of nearly

600 pages .

J One is inclined to suspect either a great

deal of padding or a great deal of scholarly fantasy.

In fact, however, the persevering reader will soon

discover that his suspicions are unjustified. Though
the book remains from beginning to end close to the

text of Ambrose, in exploring its implications and

ancestry it makes a very substantial and by no means

over-hazardously speculative contribution to the

history of post-Platonic philosophy. What in fact

Pepin docs in his nearly 600 pages is to demonstrate,

bv a very thorough examination of all the available

evidence, that the ultimate sources of the Ambrose

passage are to be found in Aristotle's De Philosophia
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and, for the polemical section, in Epicurean attacks on
it: and that by a careful study of all its peculiarities

we can increase our knowledge of the cosmic theology

of the young Aristotle and of the curious uses to

which doctrines derived from it were put in the

controversies between pagans and Christians in the

first three centuries a.d. A vast amount has, of

course, been written on the De Philosophia and
Aristotle’s cosmic religion (Pepin gives a very full

bibliography). But the claim, very modestly made,
that this book adds something to our knowledge,

does seem to be justified. There is no survey of all

the evidence as complete and careful as that which

Pepin has made : and he has shown more clearly than

anyone before that Aristotle at this stage in his

development probably held a very distinctive doctrine

of the all-embracing and all-pervading div ine aether

as the supreme ruling and forming principle of the

universe. Pepin puts this forward with all necessary

caution, but he seems to have answered all possible

objections reasonably satisfactorily: though the

difficulty always remains, when one is trying to

reconstruct an early phase in Aristotle’s thought, that

the statements about it, or alleged to derive from it in

later authors, may have been distorted by some later

blending or mutual infiltration of Platonic, Peripatetic

and Stoic ideas : one can do one’s best to show that this

is unlikely to be the explanation of the views attri-

buted to, or conjectured to belong to, the young
Aristotle in the passages under discussion genuine

direct quotations from the De Philosjphia and other

early works are very few indeed, as Pepin rightly

insists), and in the present book this is done as well as

it can be: but complete certainty must always remain

impossible.

In the course of his explorations Pepin throws a

good deal of light into some very odd corners of the

pagan-Christian controversy: in particular he shows

how much time and energy both sides wasted in

attacking and defending the literal interpretation of

the ‘waters above the firmament’ and the doctrine

which Christians then, and for centuries later, felt it

incumbent on them to defend, that the risen bodies of

the blessed would be spatially situated above the

highest heaven. Of less antiquarian interest, per-

haps, is his discussion of the history of tne concept of

planned or deliberate creation, and the part winch

the thought of the mature Aristotle played in leading

Plotinus to reject as completely as he did the Platonic

image of God the artisan, planning and tnen exe-

cuting his work.

Pepin would perhaps have been well advised to

devote rather more time to considering pre-

Aristotelian concepts of aether, whica would have

helped him to understand the Epinorrus better, and
which survive and help to confuse tne issue in a good

deal of later thought. But this is a minor criticism,

and it is difficult to find a major one. File book

is undoubtedly a very solid contribution to our

understanding of the development ofcosmic tocology.

University of Liverpool. A. H. Armstrong.
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Faure (P.) Fonctions des cavemes cretoises.

(Ecole fran^aise d’Athenes, travaux et memoires,

xiv.) Paris : E. de Boccard. 1964. Pp. xxiv

+

314. 2 maps. 24 plates. Price not stated.

It is a pleasure to commend this admirable mono-
graph, heralded by a series of reports in various

journals which have already established the author’s

authority. This authority rests upon a rare com-
bination of qualities, strenuously cultivated in more
than a decade of field work and research.

In his preface, F. explains the origin of his mission:

‘C’et ouvrage n’aurait pas vu le jour si le regrette

Fernand C'hapouthier, dont il m'est doux de saluer le

souvenir, apprenant que j’etudiais les mythes relatifs

aux enfances des dieux helleniques, ne m’avait pas

incite des 1952 a examiner de visu les lieux de leur

naissance.’ Minos had ritual consultation with Zeus

every ninth year. Epimenides slept in the Diktaian

Cave for several years and had visions. F. has

consulted other deities than Zeus. He does not

record that he slept in any cave. He has returned,

year after year, to his hardy explorations, ever on the

alert, in heat, damp and darkness. Such explorations

have demanded a physical endurance envied perhaps

but rarely emulated by professional scholars. The
assessment of their results has required a scholarly

command of ancient literary sources and of

the modern Cretan dialect, a knowledge of

archaeology, history and folklore, of geography and
geology, a sympathetic yet critical respect for local

traditions.

The material is organised into six chapters. There

are full bibliographies, of ancient and modern
writers, and a list of maps of Crete. The indexing is

thorough, comprising more than fifty pages: there is

a general index, an index of names of caves, of ancient

authors and of inscriptions, followed by a detailed

list of plates.

In his introduction, F. points out that the figure of

1,400 caves, rock shelters and the like, so far estab-

lished, is probably an underestimation. Even so, the

figure at once draws attention to the importance of

Cretan speleology as a science and to the need to

classify the variety of functions which caves and rock

shelters have served from neolithic times until the

present day, both secular and sacred. In a preli-

minary chapter, F. makes a critical survey of the

present state of the general problem of classification

and of the In potheses advanced to explain variety of

function. He concludes: ‘Puisque, d’apres les

critiques ou les reserves que nous avons du fairc aux
hypotheses de nos predccesseurs. nous avons ete

force d’elargir le champ de Finvestigation et puisqu’-

elles nous invitent a tenir compte aussi bien du
prehistorique que du contemporain, du profane que

du sarre, du fait physique que du fait psychique,

nous sommes amene a poser, apres eux, le probleme

de l'utilisation des anfractuosites cretoises d’une

fa^on nouvelle et plus large.’

He passes, therefore, in his second chapter, to a

discussion of geographical and geological data—the

location of the caves, their shapes and sizes, hydrology,

climatic conditions, their relation to human geo-
graphy.

The next two chapters explore the fields of archae-
ology and ancient history, the third chapter being
restricted to a survey of the use of caves at various
periods as dwellings, shelters, refuges, corrals,

watering-places and cemeteries.

The fourth chapter, on sanctuaries and labyrinths,

is naturally the most substantial and the most
debatable. I am in general sympathy with F.’s

treatment of the ancient evidence concerning major
aspects of Cretan religion, particularly the mysteries
and initiation ceremonies. Others, less sympathetic,
may justly argue that he has sometimes too neatly
tried to prove too much.
Such doubts arise, for example, w'hen he writes (p.

1 26) : ‘Nous cherchions les origines du culte de Zeus
a 1 Ida: elles sont doubles, comme en temoignent la
legende des Dactyles remplaces par les Couretes et
l’histoire des rapports d’Axos et de Gortyne. Lorsque
cette derniere, devenue une cite conquerante, eut
impose sa loi aux versants est et sud de l’lda comme a
la Mesara, pour en exploiter le fer et y faire paitre ses
troupeaux, au cours du VIe siecle, ses Couretes
mythiques, connus par plusieurs inscriptions, donner-
ent au culte une teinte plus fortement arcadienne et
modifierent dans un sens universaliste le rythme des
initiations.’

Or again—in a stimulating survey of the cult of
Hermes )p. 1361: ‘Hermes est ainsi devenu dieu
universel, rravTOKpcnop, comme l’atteste l’avant-
dernier vers de l'epigramme de Salvius Menas.’ In
the verse

(
Inscr. Cret. 2 xxviii 2.12 ) Hermes is addressed

as nai'TOKfi'hop ; but, as Prof. Guarducci points out (ad
loc.), Hermes is not unique in this respect. Nor can
the evidence for the derivation of the epithet Kpavalo

;

(used of Hermes ib. ix 1) from the nature of the
locality (hence= ‘rocky’, ‘rugged’) be summarily dis-
missed in favour of the supposed evocation of a
neighbouring miraculous spring simply because Kpdm
is the Doric form of KptjV)] (p. 137).

But this lengthy chapter demands the most careful
consideration, especially where new discoveries are
brought under survey, as, for instance, in F.’s
account of his explorations of the peninsula of
Akrotiri, adding valuable evidence for the early cult
of Artemis.

In the next two chapters. F. discusses the functions
of the cas es in the light of the evidence of modern
history, sociology and folkorc, with the aim of relating
present uses and traditions to the evidence of the
past. These interesting chapters are essential to the
author's method. He set out to present his subject in
all its diversity, to demonstrate fully the part played
by the caves and rock shelters in the social, economic
and religious life of the Cretan people from the
earliest times of habitation to the present. His work
is a solid contribution to Cretan studies. It has been
thoroughly prepared and is generally well presented.
I noticed only a few errors in proof-reading. Photo-
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graphic reproductions are of varying quality, some
sharply detailed, others not. The maps are strictly

utilitarian.

R. F. Willetts.

University of Birmingham.

Skemp (J. B.) The Greeks and the gospel.

(W. T. Whitley lectures, 1962.) London: the

Carey Kingsgate Press. 1964. Pp. xiii + 123.

£ l 5s-

When, in what form, with what result and to what
profit did Greek culture affect the thought of the

early Christian church? These are questions which
each generation of scholars must reconsider, and
especially our own, in view of the somewhat exclusive

emphasis that many modern theologians lay on the

influence of the Old Testament and on Palestinian

tradition. It is no criticism of this series of five

lectures to say that it covers familiar ground
;
one must

sympathise with the author’s desire to keep open the

lines of communication between theologians and
classical scholars; and he has the right problems in

view, as witness the three central chapter-headings

which cite ‘the ordinary Greek’, ‘the intellectual

Greek’ and ‘the religious Greek’ in relation to the

Gospel. Nevertheless I have found it unsatisfying.

It does not seem to raise any really new questions, nor

to push any old questions to a decisive solution; and it

is not complete or systematic enough to count as an

authoritative review of the present state of the dis-

cussion. However, it would not mislead the beginner,

who would find the references to more specialist

works well chosen and worth pursuing.

G. C. Stead.

Keble College, Oxford.

Cambridge ancient history. Vol. 2, ch. v.

Hammurabi and the end of his dynasty.

By C. J. Gadd. Cambridge: the University

Press. 1965. Pp. 62. 6s.

The editors of the new edition of the Cambridge

Ancient History, of whom the author of the present

fascicle is one, are making the completed chapters of

the new work available with commendable speed.

This fascicle continues Professor Gadd’s presentation

of the history of the region known to the Babylonians

as Akkad and Sumer, to us as Babylonia, so far given

in fascicles 9, 17 and 28.

The scope of the chapter is wider than the title

might suggest, covering not only the political history

of Hammurabi's reign, and, to a more limited extent,

of his successors down to the beginning of the C'assite

Dynasty, but also economic and social history of the

time of Hammurabi. Much of the data on the latter

topics is necessarily not directly from the kingdom of

Hammurabi himself but from the abundant evidence

of letters from contemporary Mari.

The picture Professor Gadd gives of the reign of

Hammurabi corrects the distortions of an older view

according to which this king, then known mainly from
his stele oflaws and his administrative correspondence,

could be represented as the creator of a considerable

Mesopotamian empire. Professor Gadd emphasises

the fleeting nature and relatively limited extent of the

‘empire’ of Hammurabi, and further suggests that the

letters of Hammurabi and his ministers do not even

give the impression of a strong administration. In

the correspondence with Larsa, Hammurabi is very

frequently seen siding with complainants against his

officials, and Professor Gadd concludes (p. 14) : ‘Such

excessive complaisance is most probably due to a

conscious insecurity of the regime; the officers ad-

dressed were newly installed in a conquered territory,

and appeasement of the subjects at any cost is

doubtless the policy which prompts these uneasy

phrases.’ The alternative possibility may be men-
tioned that the letters give a distorted picture and
that the cases in which the king sided against his

officials were only a small proportion of all appeals

referred to him. Complaints in which the king de-

cided that his officials had acted properly might well

have been summarily dismissed and there would be no
reason why the decisions in such cases should occasion

fresh instructions to royal officials.

The chapter also contains discussions of certain

aspects of religion, and a brief though valuable

introduction to contemporary literature in its principal

categories of myths and epics, hymns and psalms,

incantations and prayers, and divination texts.

In a discussion of the visual art of the period

Professor Gadd emphasises the lack of originality and
impressiveness of the remains of Old Babylonian

times, with the exception of the wall-paintings from

Mari; the revised evaluation of Hammurabi’s
achievements agrees with this relative poverty of the

material remains of his kingdom.

H. \V. F. Saggs.

School of Oriental and African Studies,

University of London.

Stubbings (F. H.) Cambridge ancient history.

Yol. 2, ch. xxvii. The recession of Mycen-
aean civilization. Cambridge: the Uni-

versity Press. 1985. Pp. 21. y. 6d.

In this, the final fascicle of Dr. Stubbings’ trilogy,

the story of Mycenaean civilization is taken from
about the middle of the thirteenth century to some-

where within the twelfth—the period, as he says, of

recession.

The weakening of Mycenaean trade in the East

Mediterranean introduces the first section, a section

which, however, mainly deals with the troubled state

of this area, as deducible from the Hittite and Egyp-
tian records. The second section moves from the

general state of disturbance in .Asia Minor to the

particular circumstances of the Trojan War, and is

mostly devoted to a valuable analysis of the two
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Homeric Catalogues, the Greek section of which is in

mane ways strikingly confirmed by archaeology

( though the statements concerning Thebes may have

to be revised in the light of recent discoveries). A
final section considers the archaeological evidence

for disasters within Greece, and for subsequent

dispersals, in conjunction with the traditional account

of the wanderings of the Homeric heroes after the fall

of Trot, and concludes with suggestions as to the

possible causes for the recession of Mycenaean civili-

zation.

The whole account is admirably lucid and cautious

—as one has come to expect from Stubbings. The
complexity of the period demands the greatest at-

tention to the arrangement of material for clarity to

be achieved, and this Stubbings has provided.

Of the three types of evidence brought into play,

the contemporary Egyptian and Hittite records are

relatively straightforward. The other two. the

archaeological material and the oral tradition, are

not. or at least not in their interconnexion. Stub-

bings has set out the evidence, and discussed the

connexions, very fairly. Indeed, the fact that the

traditional stories have been stressed is salutary at a

time when new archaeological discoveries, in constant

succession, rather steal the limelight.

Stubbings makes a valiant and often not unsuc-

cessful attempt to reconcile and harmonize archae-

ology with tradition; while the fluidity of interpre-

tation of the former type of evidence is rightly

emphasized, the latter is presented as generally

dependable.

Even so, there remain instances where it seems

impossible to reach satisfactory agreement between

these two rather equivocal handmaidens of history.

For example, Stubbings is agreeable to placing the

fall of Pylos after that of Troy, and feels, though with

reservations, that the other major destructions

occurring in the L.H.III B period are also subsequent

to the Trojan War. Furthermore, he considers that

these destructions are with 'great probability’ to be

linked with the Dorian invasion, Since these disasters

occur within L.H.III B. they will then have occurred

between the date of the fall of Troy, which he places

c. 1200 b.c. (a slightly earlier date than that which he

supports in the fascicle of the revised C'.A.H. on

Chronology 1, and the emergence of L.H.III C, which

I think he would date c. 1180 B.c. (itself a very low

date, in my opinion,. It should result from this

that the Dorians would have come into contact with

the heroes of the Trojan War itself, or at latest with

their sons; but this is not in line with the traditional

version.

However, such problems beset all who venture into

this complicated but important period. On the

whole Stubbings has produced, within the space

allotted to him. an excellent account of the present

state of our know ledge.

V. R. Desborouoh

University of Manchester

Syriopoulos (C. T.)
'U sipoioropia rt;- Ih./.osiov-

vrpov. (Bifi?.. rij; iv AOrjvcu;
'Apyato/.oyiKt]

;

‘Eraipeiu 51.1 Athens: the Author. 1964.

Pp. xlviii T 634. 6 maps. 10 plates. 8 tables.

Price not stated.

The author of this substantial work sets out to

provide a comprehensive study of all the prehistoric

material known from excavations or topographical

study in the Peloponnese up to June 1961. He was
also able at some stage to include some more recent

material, notably the Messenian sites recorded by
Macdonald and Hope-Simpson in AJA 1961.

The book is divided into two main parts, each

subdivided chronologically into Xeolithic, Early,

Middle and Late Helladic. The first part lists the

sites, with their bibliography and very briefsummaries
of the finds, under provinces, travelling clockwise

from Argolis Corinthia to Achaea. Main sources are

given at the first appearance of each site, and the

sites are re-numbered for each period, so that

Mycenae, for example, is Xeolithic 8, EH 22, MH 14,

and LH 23. There is a map for each period. In
Part II the finds are described by sites (with other

series of numbers) under Architecture, Graves,
Pottery and Small Finds, a general discussion follow-

ing each section. Finally, in a section on Prehistoric

Enthologv, which glances at absolute dating, anthro-
pology, and philology', S. relates traditions to

archaeology and expounds his theories of Pelopon-
nesian prehistory.

Regional stock-taking of this kind is obviously

valuable, though the mass of material makes the

whole Peloponnese a rather unwieldy subject. The
site lists in Part I are very useful, their bibliography
commendably full, and the summaries of the newest
material especially welcome. All the summaries
could indeed with profit have been somewhat ex-

panded, possibly at the expense of the very long second
part, since in the discussions which follow each
list conclusions are drawn from material not at that
point yet described. Thus the reader who has noted
that EH Mycenae, for example, is represented only by
pottery

( p. 50) is surprised to find it described on p. 7

1

as one of the few EH 'scout;' (he is even more sur-
prised, remembering Grave Circle B, to find it on
p. 81 in a list of insignificant MH sites). The maps
are not of very good quality and would have been
better on a larger scale; the only serious error noted
was the placing of EH Chrysapha near the east coast.
Inevitably' in such a mass of detail there is a scattering
of small mistakes and omissions (which need not be
listed here

1 ,
it is a pity that, although (as appears

from p. 464) S. was able at some stage to consult
Prehistoric Laconia Part II—BSA 56, which appeared
after his 1961 deadline—he could not use it to check
his Laconian sites. A serious failure in the LH
entries and to some extent also in the earlier ones
is the lack of distinction between subperiods, not only
between LH III A, B and G but even between LH I,

II and III. Since questions of continuity with MH,
density of population, etc., are next discussed the
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reader cannot wait until Part II for this information,

and indeed if he does he will wait in vain, for chrono-

logical discrimination is not one of S.’s virtues. The
discussion sections reveal a certain failure to appre-

ciate the relative value of evidence. S. is aware of

the chanciness of surface finds, yet will deduce

population movements from statistics largely based

on these, as when he is discussing the pattern of MH
settlement. Here, incidentally, to cite Astros ill

supports the statement that MH folk did not choose

maritime sites

!

The success of the detailed studies in Part II

varies, in general, inversely with the amount of

material to be taken into account, i.e. it is greater for

the earlier periods and smaller sites. The section

discussing EH small finds is one of the most rewarding

and constructive. The MH period, which is

obviously antipathetic to S., is unsatisfactorily

handled; apart from the fortification of towns the

only innovations he accepts are the potter’s wheel

—

introduced via Aegina from the Cyclades along with

(hand-made) Matt-painted ware—and the long dress-

pins and metal hair-rings from graves, which are

allowed to suggest immigrants from a colder climate.

Minyan ware, he concludes, was developed in the

Argolid as a revival of Neolithic Grey Ware (and

thence exported to Troy) ; cist graves had been native

to the Peloponnese from the earliest times. The
richer graves from Old Corinth and Grave Circle B
are indeed mentioned but their implications are not

discussed.

With the LH period description by sites proves

unsatisfactory and might with advantage have been

superseded—or at least supplemented—by treatment

by category. As it is the great series of Messenian

tholos tombs is not only not treated as a whole but is

not related to those in the Argolid, for these are never

discussed at all. Long summaries are given of

objects etc. from Asine, Asea, Korakou, Malthi,

Midea, Prosymna and Zygouries, though these sites

have long been fully published, while Mycenae, on

the grounds that it is well known, is so summarily

treated as almost to vanish from consideration. Yet

a discriminating summary of the material, much of it

still inadequately published, from Tsountas’ Mycenae

tombs would have added value to this part of S.’s

work. In the Pottery section the crucial stratified

deposits of the Granary and the Lion Gate are not

even mentioned.

It is difficult not to feel that S. has subordinated

clarity of presentation to the exposition of certain lines

ofthought which become increasingly prepotent as the

book advances. Chief among these are: the east-

west division of the Peloponnese culturally, and

possibly racially, from Neolithic times; the non-

agricultural, maritime and mercantile character of

the LH peoples—though what they traded in is not

really discussed; a refusal to admit any positive

aspects of the MH period, which is treated only as a

time of depopulation, poverty, and internal strife

(though his comparison with the Greece of the Dorian

invasion carries overtones of racial change which may
not be quite what S. intended!); and the derivation

of Mycenaean culture from the north-west. This is

achieved by treating LH III in Achaea as the imme-
ditate successor of MH, contemporaneous with LH I

and II elsewhere, and so the source of the Mycenaean
style, disseminated by the Achaeans as they spread

over the rest of the Peloponnese.

Many of the supporting arguments are ingenious,

and it is salutary to be forced to look at the facts from

a fresh point of view'. There are indeed many puzzles

in the currently accepted interpretation of Greek
prehistory, but this is more logical than the alterna-

tives S. proposes. He is right to dilate on the distinc-

tive elements in western Peloponnesian sites, since

many of these are recently excavated or have been
overshadowed by the splendours of the Argolid.

What is needed, however, is more facts, better know-
ledge of the objects still unpublished, like much of the

material from Achaea, not interpretations of and
deductions from still insufficient data.

There is an exhaustive index and a useful set of

synoptic tables. The plates would have been im-

proved by indications of scale. The text was written

in English as a Cambridge doctoral thesis. It is to be

regretted that it was not possible to publish it in

English, which would have secured it a wider public

and, possibly, a more generous scale of illustration.

Is it permitted for a philhellene to protest against the

apparently inflexible rule that works published under

the aegis of Greek official bodies must be in the

stiffest katharevousa ? Nothing more surely comes
between an author and at least his foreign public

than this style-obliterating mandarin.

Helen Waterhouse.
Birmingham.

Schenk von Stauffenberg (A.) Trinakria: Sizi-

lien und Grossgrlechenland in archaischer
und friihklassischer Zeit. Munich: R.

Oldenbourg. 1963. Pp. 365. 6 maps. DM
32 -

In spirit and composition this work is a A'achklang of

Herodotus himself. Divided, like Herodotus’ history,

into two clearly- defined sections, its second half con-

centrates on the careers and achievements of the great

Syracusan and Acragantine tyrant-houses, with a

final chapter looking briefly forward to a future from
which all comparable brilliance was to be lacking.

The first part is composed in an ingenious schlangen-

artig pattern, the frame being the opposition of Greek
and Phoenician, closed off at either end by the adven-

tures of Pentathlus and Dorieus. Between these

two fixed points the story winds about Sicily and
Italy, history and art, theory and material discovery,

with a charm and apparent simplicity' beneath which
lurk sophistication and care.

As an historical method this can prove frustrating

to the reader. From Pentathlus he is carried first to
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Acragas and next to Selinus, to the Minos legends, to

the archaeology of S. Angelo Muxaro and to a

lengthy account of early Selinuntine architectural

sculpture. Thence he is swept off to Himera, to a

careful literary discussion of Stesichorus, and only

thereafter to the beginnings of Greek colonisation in

the west, to Ischia and Cumae. Even within this

pattern the material is at times awkwardly broken;

Phalaris for example is chiefly dealt with at pp. 25 ff.,

but his actual seizure ofpower is not discussed until p.

1 13, in the context of Leontini. Excursuses abound—

-

principally long descriptive accounts of architecture

or of sculptural and other works of art. For Paestum

the author reproduces verbatim much of the descrip-

tion of F. Krauss
(
Paestum

,
1941'); for other material

he relies chiefly on von Matt’s Das antike Sigilien and

Grossgriechenland, which provide (as he himself warns)

the illustrations his own book must perforce omit.

This discursive kind of historical writing is made to

seem the more old-fashioned by the large element of

the book devoted to an analysis of Pindar's odes for

the Sicilian tyrants. Yon Stauffenberg was proud of

his renderings of these, and much is built round them.

Yet in an historical sense they contribute comparatively

little, and have appeared as major material for this

purpose principally because there is so little else.

Nor is it difficult for a work which attempts to com-

bine the historisch with the geistig-kunstlerisch to lose

itself in the verbose vaguenesses of the language of

artistic interpretation. Though history in the round

must encompass the whole achievement of the people

w ho form its subject, it is of dubious value to construct

it from artistic monuments alone, when no other

information of consequence survives. A round-by-

round description of the Foce del Sele metopes tells us

nothing of the people of Posidonia which is not. when
all comes to all, the dream of the beholder. A simple

reference to the illustrations would save the reader

many pages of unsatisfactory artistic meditation and

not a little impatience.

Here and there von Stauffenberg reveals a remark-

able ability to convert conjecture into complete self-

conviction. and to this the unwary reader should be

alerted. A long chapter on Dorieus, chieilv devoted

to an interpretation of Pindar's fourth Pythian ode.

reproduces the imaginative argument of the author's

article in Historia 1960, and is no more convincing now
than it was then, even though in his notes he tries to

defend it from the criticisms of H. Berve ( Geschichte in

Wissenschaft imd Lnterricht, 1961 1. He posits a war

between Gelon and Carthage c. 490 B.c., at first

tentatively, later as an accepted fact on which other

argument is based. In similar stages he comes to

an acceptance that Hieron was fliim/.t r; of Syracuse,

and though acknowledging that this (iuGik.na never

existed cle jme continues to refer to it as an historical

fact. He writes without reserve or qualification of

'Die Vcrlassungsanderung des Themistokles ' 4G7 b v.

( hr.:' at Athens, whidi opened the archonship to the

hippeis. He finds it easy to construct an historical

pii ture from a series of hypotheses that certain things

‘must have happened’, and to assume thereafter that

they did happen. This sort of thing is not an

unusual phenomenon in historical writing; it is not

dangerous once it has been observed, and in some ways
one’s heart is inclined to warm forgivingly towards

an author for whom his subject is evidently so vivid.

Conversely, von Stauffenberg has the knack of

belying the criticisms just expressed by the thorough-

ness and sobriety of his acquaintance with the latest

‘Trinakrian’ archaeological research. The year of

the book’s composition might be accurately pin-

pointed by an analysis of what he did and did not

know. Since his death, work at Motya, plus fuller

consideration of the discoveries at Segesta, might
have tempered his view of the ewige Feindlichkeit

between the Phoenicians and the Greeks. He was
well abreast of the work of Orlandini, Adamesteanu
and di Vita in the Gela and Ragusa areas; he did not

know Adamesteanu's views on the site of Inessa or the

work of Paola Pelagatti at Naxos. He does not

touch on the Vassallaggi material, and Morgantina
receives far less attention than it merits. His chief

reliance is on Dunbabin, and The Western Greeks,

supplemented by later research, will long remain basic

to any work on this theme and period. Yet for all its

virtues Dunbabin’s book has never, in this reviewer’s

experience, possessed the power to stir in its readers a
sense of enthusiasm and involvement in the archaic
period of Sicily and South Italy as a vital, present,

personal experience. Trinakria, less scholarly in the

purist use of Wissenschaft, redeems its shortcomings,

ifshortcomings they are, by its warmth and humanity,
and by its infectious love for its subject. Written at

the close of a career long concerned with the Greeks
of the west, it is a joyful book, expressing unmistakably
to its reader the happiness its author has found in the

studies of which it is the final harvest.

For while from what was said earlier it might have
appeared that the reviewer’s final judgment on this

book would prove to be adverse, it turns out to be
quite otherwise. Trinakria is an admirable and
charming study. Pros ided that it is not mistaken for

a textbook it serves an excellent purpose in attempting
to co-ordinate and interpret the total civilisation of
the western Greeks at the time of their greatest and
liveliest brilliance. An historian's equipment is in-

complete without that romantic element which makes
von Stauffenberg s book an enduring record of his

enthusiastic devotion to his theme. To have, and to
be able to transmit, such enthusiasm and devotion is a
gift which he had in generous measure, and which
many another scholar, perhaps better equipped in
other respects, would do well to envy and emulate.

A. G. WoODHEAD.
Corpus Chnsti College , Camhndge.

Graham (A. J.i Colony and mother city in
ancient Greece. Manchester: University
Press. 1 96 4. Pp. xviii + 259. £1 17s. 6d.
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Seibert (J.) Metropolis und Apoikie: histor-

ische Beitrage zur Geschichte ihrer gegen-
seitigen Bezielmiigen. [Diss.] Wurzburg:
the Author. 1963. Pp. iv + 235 + xi. DM.
11.80 from Fa. E. Violet, Roisdorf Bonn, Bon-
nerstr. 60.

As their titles show, both these studies are for

specialists, concentrating on one of the most difficult

but important aspects of the Greek colonial move-
ment: the relationship, at birth and thereafter,

between metropolis and daughter. Both writers

assume that the reader has already a fairly detailed

knowledge of the Greek colonies as a whole, and their

general conclusions are on roughly the same lines.

Apart from this they have little in common. Sei-

bert’s, the D.Phil. thesis of a twenty-four-year-old

printed as it was submitted, is essentially a ground-

work, offering contributions to the subject which
contain much useful material and original ideas, and
some valuable conclusions. Graham's, a more
mature study of greater complexity and perception,

is here discussed first.

G's basic tenet throughout is that the relations

cannot be separated into precise categories. Self-

sown or planted, all colonies had a filial bond of

some kind: and, from the purely formal religious

obligations of an essentially independent daughter

to the condition of real political dependence, all these

relationships shade into each other. The very

nature of the surviving evidence—profuse, but

scrappy and widely differing in time—precludes any
neat classification.

In Ch. I ( Prolegomena) G. explains how he has

treated the mass of ancient material and modern
theory with which he has to deal. A purely ‘des-

criptive’ principle—treatment by topics—might

conceal important differences in chronology and
emphasis; whereas a purely chronological arrange-

ment—the development of relationships from the

eighth to the fourth century B.c.—coidd mislead,

since so little of the ancient literary evidence ante-

dates the fifth century. He therefore blends both

methods. Part I ichs. II-IV) deals with certain

topics, ‘ideas and practices with regard to the act of

founding a colony’, for these varied much less than

did the later relations; Part II (chs. V-X) considers

these relations, ‘broadly chronologically’, but each

still grouped by some common factor, as the chapter-

headings show. The general result is a rather uneven
and difficult book to read, though there is much in it

to reward the patient reader. It means, for instance,

that some pieces of ancient evidence cannot be

treated as unities; the Brea decree has to be split

between chs. Ill, IV and IX, and the material on

Lokroi Epizephyrioi, a particularly interesting

tradition, between chs. IV, V and VI.

Ch. I contains two more important preliminary

points. Firstly, certain ‘generalisations and dis-

tinctions’ about the colonial movement as a whole

are listed by G. as relevant to the consideration of his

subject. Here he is less good than elsewhere, for in

his scrupulous desire not to march his reader over

ground well-trodden already he seems to me to omit

one or two points worthy of inclusion. He reminds

us briefly of the standard distinctions between the

terms apoikia, klerouchia, emporion, but neither here nor

elsewhere is there any discussion of the complex and

important problem of epoikoi and the epoikia. : lore

seriously, his otherwise praiseworthy caution confines

him here to brief statements only on what seems to

me an important point for his thesis—namelv , the

particular circumstances at home which caused a

colony to go forth. He mentions (p. 7 ' Tar
f
s

Lokroi Epizephyrioi, both traditionally founded by

fugitives, which ‘might be expected to hat e a different

relationship [with their metropoleis] from those

engendered by a peaceably arranged settlement , but

he doubts the use of trying to take things further than

this, adding that, though it is evident ‘that both state

and private enterprises existed throughout t e

historical colonising period ... it is probably a vain

hope to try to draw a firm line in the early period

between colonies founded on individual initiative

and approved by the state and those established

by a decision of the community. ' Vet the subsequent

relations between metropolis and settlement must

have been conditioned, in their early stages at least,

by this initial factor. The circumstances of the

foundations of Taras and Lokroi Epizephyrioi get

only cursory treatment; so do those of /.ankle and

Rhegion, and the great Achaian colonies—though al

these arc interesting cases for the initial maternal

relationship. Without hoping tor a tirin me, \ve

may regret that such evidence as there is was not

more fully handled by this author who shows else-

where a good, searching hand with the pro e.

Secondlv, G. discusses the nature of the available

sources. Here, in a closely-reasoned and valuable

exposition, he concludes that the liter orp e\i ence

taken alone is insufficient to show whether an activ e

relationship existed before the fifth centurv, an t lat

admitted connexions in arts, cults and nomnna in

general cannot of themselves prove arts active re

lationship. either. (He must mean political relation-

ship, since works like that of Dunbabin ant t le

Italian scholars have shown clearly that the ties of art

and culture generally were strengthened bv some

contacts throughout the archaic period, tht art o

Taras, for instance, or Gela. got some colour from the

metropolis later, as well as at the initial lint ot .

It may be noted here that throughout the book G.

concentrates on the political aspect oi the relation-

ship. He has nothing to say on the cultural rela-

tions. though something (in chs. II and \IIIt on

religious.)
'
But the evidence of mixed foundations,

he suggests, may be helpful. Time and again t e

presence of elements contributed b\ c U erent

metropoleis, at the foundation or in later additions,

led to stasis as the new settlement got under way,

which may perhaps imply ‘a living connection with

the place of origin’ persisting even for generations

after the act of foundation. This may well have
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been so, though one may think also that the mixtures

contained in themselves sufficient elements of

trouble to cause stasis without our postulating any

aid from one of the metropoleis—vocal ethnic minori-

ties, successive Founders’ Kin who monopolised the

archai, basic religious differences such as are attested

for the cases, admittedly rare in colonics, of Ionic

and Doric.

In Part I ( = chs. II-IY) G. considers the relation-

ship as shown in the act of foundation. He confines

himself briefly to the well-attested cult-practices:

the colonists took brands from the mother-city’s

pr\ taneion ( a reference to Ar. Av. 43 might be added

here), perhaps they swore mutual oaths, they con-

sulted the Delphic oracle, a colony’s colony might

take its oikistes from the original metropolis. How
often, one wonders, did they take the chief cult of

their metropolis (as Athena in Pisistratic Sigeum:,

or an actual cult-statue and its priestess (as at

Massalia,' ? Even such small details would be wel-

come, to help in building up the picture of the

religious connexions, for, as G. himself says later

(p. 216): ‘it is above all the religious relations which

show the fundamental nature of the colony-metropolis

relationship.’ In ch. Ill, ‘the role of the oikist’, G.

distinguishes well between the powerful early type

and the Civil Servant of the fifth century. In ch. IV,

‘foundation decrees’ (translations and one text in

Appendix ID, he gives very full and careful treat-

ment to the Xaupaktos document Tod 24, and briefer

reference to the Kyrene pact SEG ix. 3 (which he has

already discussed in JHS i960), and to some parts of

the Brea decree Tod 44. From these come some

interesting suggestions, e.g., that perhaps the metro-

polis had regularly the right to dispatch later settlers,

even to an independent colony, and, conversely, that

the daughter, even if independent, may have had the

right to claim protection in her early years.

In Part II (=^ chs. V-Xt comes the discussion of

the developed relations. Ch. V, with Thasos as

model, concludes that nearness to the metropolis

usually meant dependence on it—in original in-

tention, not only in result; but distance did not

always mean independence, if the metropolis—as

Corinth and Athens—had a powerful fleet. But

again, the fact that a metropolis backed up a far-off

daughter in her early battles against neighbours, as

Samos did Perinthos, need not of itself imply depend-

ence; it may have been simply of vital importance to

the mother-city’s trade. Ch. VI considers isopolity

and like arrangements, with Miletos as chief model,

and suggests that she and perhaps Eastern Lokris, to

name only two, offered isopolity at least as early as

the fifth century. Ch. VII, on the early colonial

empire, is excellent on the dependencies of tyrannic

and post-t\rannic Corinth, on the different footings of

Syracuse and Kerkyra with Corinth, and on Ker-

kyra’s own colonial brood (though the suggestion in

App. I, that Kerkyra was founded later than Syra-

cuse, may seem unlikely to some readers) ; in particu-

lar it gives the coup de grace, one hopes, to some per-

sistent assumptions in standard textbooks: e.g., that

Kerkyra began as a dependency of Corinth. Only-

on matters of coinage G. seems here less up-to-date,

and less good. To pick the chief example: he

simply dismisses in a brief footnote (p. 125, n.i) the

lowered dating for the start of Greek coinage advo-

cated by Llewellyn Brown, E. S. G. Robinson and
others, to follow instead the views of Gardner,

written in 1918, on this point. Ch. VIII, with App.
Y, is based on Yollgraff’s detailed publication of the

famous but fragmentary settlement concerning Argos

and the two Cretan cities Knossos and Tylissos. The
religious basis of the whole thing is stressed by G.,

who adds more illustrations of offerings made by
colonies in the metropolitan temples. Ch. IX, with

App. VI, tackles the complicated problems of the

Athenian imperial foundations, both sixth-century

and later, and other late examples. On Athens’

fifth-century settlements—which was colony, which
clcruchy?—he sides, surely rightly, with Ehrenberg
against the somewhat over-rigid definitions in ATL
iii, though wisely leaving open, after a full discussion,

the confusing question of Lemnos, Imbros and
Skyros. Ch. X draws together finally his general

conclusions.

G.’s work appears to be admirably up-to-date in all

recent publications concerning his subject; only

Seibert's reached England just too late for considera-

tion, and after it the publication of the Taranto
Congress in 1963, Metropoli e colonie di Magna Grecia

,

with articles on the theme of the relationship by
Mazzarino and Vallet. On straight historical or

archaeological matters, on the other hand, G.’s

treatment seem sometimes rather thin. On p. 19 he
accepts without comment Dunbabin on Gela (‘im-

ports of certain Cretan pottery, found nowhere but at

Gela. preceded the foundation’), whereas on p. 218
he accepts also the more recent view, best pro-

pounded by Vallet and Yillard, that ‘there is no
evidence for trade with the West before the first

colonics were founded’. On p. 8, n.2, he says of
Dorieus’ colonial venture on the river Kinyps: ‘the

undertaking of the colony at all is very hard to

reconcile with Spartan policy of the time’. So, in

other circumstances, it might be; but one should bear
in mind that Kyrene, Sparta's ‘grand-daughter’ and
valuable contact lor trade (direct or indirect!, had
recently passed into Persian possession. At several
historical crossroads we look for consideration of
more recent discussions than we get—e.g., nothing
later than the CAH for Plataia’s joining Athens
ip. 127 and Sparta s motives before the Tanagra
campaign (p. 213!; nothing after 1930-6 for Spina
p. 6j. no reference to Dunbabin in BSA xxxvii for
Lpidauros and Aigina (p. 91). A few small slips

were noted: p. 16, the Andrian threw his spear into
the citv-gate, not the city itself; p. 131, the Apol-
loniates dedication of the spoils from Thronion was
at Olympia, not Corinth (add Kunze, OlBericht v
R'jfi 1 4.3 ffi- pl- 80); p. 193, n.i, the Sigeion stele
w as surely never a grave-ic/up. Here and there
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wrong Greek accents have escaped correction (on

pp. 21, 162, 1 7 1 , 176, 182, qoi, where also Korvioph—
should be read passim for Korvoph— ). The select

bibliography excludes all periodical-articles; why

7

1 1 seems perverse to omit such relevant works as those

of Hampl, Meister, Schaefer (e.g.), all carefully

considered and discussed in the book, yet to include

the books by Aurigemma and Oikonomides, each

cited only once in a footnote which gives the full

title there also (Oikonomides’ should read ’E.toi'kiu.

not ‘EnoiKin. as first word).

Set beside this stimulating and valuable work with

its occasionally complicated pattern of expression,

Seibert’s Beitrage form a much simpler and more
straightforward study, examining the evidence

—

mainly the epigraphic—for a list of 21 cases to see

how much, if at all, the data coalesce into any kind

of general system. His conclusion does not differ

substantially from G’s: ‘dass die Beziehungen nicht

zu eng aufzufassen, und nicht in ein System zu

pressen sind’, and even the basic religious con-

nexions should not be automatically assumed,

though probably trade, religion and culture formed

closer bonds than the surviving evidence allows us to

see. His most detailed study is of Thera Kyrene,

that is, of the famous horkion, or pact, quoted in the

fourth-century Cyrenean decree SEG ix. 3. Here are

many good suggestions to add to the work of others

on this subject. He would agree with G.
(
JHS i960)

and others who hold that the horkion may well have a

seventh-century core, though in parts worked over

and re-phrased later. Of the many points which he

raises, there is space to note only: (1) A good com-
mentary on the ‘literary' word o'tKicmjp. (2) Like

G., he disagrees (p. 50) with the later historian

Menekles, of Kyrene's colony Barke, who said that

stasis, not Herodotos' drought-famine, was the

reason for the colony. But political strife was often

based on economic distress, so possibly Herodotos and
Menekles were both right, especially since Aristoteles,

leader of the emigrants, was—in both Theran and
Cyrenean traditions—not of pure Lacedaemonian-
Doric descent, and so might have nursed some
thwarted ambitions. (3) S’s most striking conclusion

is that the clause ai juev de k<i Kiney;[/w]
j

ti tuv oiKioiav

oi (htoiKoi, twv ohceuov Toy a'utarr/for[ra]
|

vmepov t i

y

.lifivav Kai 7TO/.tT>jia; Kai rifiu/t rredey[ev]\ (kt/.j—
the vital one on which rested the claim of the fourth-

century Therans to citizenship—was not part of the

original pact, but was added later, though not

necessarily by the interested party who promoted the

decree. His reasons here, though none is con-

clusive, together offer much food for thought. On
the complicated Lokrides Lokroi problems he is less

good; one misses treatment such as G.'s on Tod 24.

On Poscidoniate independence, based on the

Sybarite-Scrdaian text from Olympia, see also M.
Guarducci in Gli Aicheologi Italiam in onore di Amedeo

Maiuri , 203 if. On Syracuse Kantarina, his theory

of Kamarina’s original independence, which would
involve two struggles with Syracuse in the 350s, seems

245

rather strained; the shrewd comment in Dunbabin's
Western Greeks 105 f. is still preferable (and in any
case, the context of Philistos F 5 1 Jac. i being lost, can
we be sure that rov; ukkov; crc/i/id/ov; here are not

those of a Syracusan symmachy, from which Kantarina

has broken away and enticed others?). Though
the colonial efforts of Megara get rather short

measure, those of Miletos, Paros-Thasos. and other

places where the epigraphic evidence is more
copious, are listed with judicious use and acknow-
ledgment of previous publications, and spiced with

his own additions and comments. The Greek
quotations, inserted by typewriter, need watching:

they show uncorrected errors, words or even whole
phrases omitted, and in the Cyrenean pact a line-

numbering inconsistent with that cited in the main
text. But these are details easily curable in an
otherwise solid and praiseworthy work.

L. H. Jeffery.
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford.

Thomsen (R.) Eisphora: a study of direct

taxation in ancient Athens. (Humanitas,
iii.) Copenhagen: Gyldendal. 1964. Pp. 276.

Price not stated.

Professor Thomsen’s full, clear and elegant expo-

sition of an intricate subject makes this book a model
of its kind, and whether or not its conclusions be

accepted, it should now become the standard treat-

ment of its theme. Lie is right to start from the fourth-

century evidence, which is most copious, and to argue

back to the earlier history of the eisphora, with which
chapters VI-VIII are concerned. Unfortunately we
have too little information for the years before 378 7

even to hope for certainty, and despite his unfailing

lucidity T. has not done more here than pile one

hypothesis on another. I shall therefore almost

confine this review to the fourth century. It was then

that the eisphora constituted a most vital contribution

to Athens’ public finances, as large sums were no
longer coming in from phoros

;
and an evaluation of the

policies Athens adopted must depend on an assessment

of the domestic resources available for their execution.

T. carefully examines earlier theories and demon-
strates that the assessment of 378 7 relates to the total

declared capital of Athenians liable to tax (ch. V),
that the poor were not liable, though the number of

taxpayers was large, probably including all hoplites

(ch. IX), and that concealment and under-declaration

of property were common, then as earlier 1 248 f.

:

193). In all this he agrees with, for instance, the

important article by G. L. M. de Ste Croix in Class ei

Med., xiv 30 ff., as also in holding that after 378 7
the Athenians imposed a flat rate of tax on assessed

capital. But he holds that earlier there had been
progressive taxation. This he infers, chiefly from
Pollux viii 129 ff., a desperately obscure text i chs. VI
and \ III); I do not accept his view, and find his

opinion that the alleged change made for equity
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extremely curious
;
presumably he regrets the gradua-

tion of modern income taxes.

T.’s theory of the post-378/7 system is based on

well-known ‘problem’ texts in Dem. xxvii-xxviii,

concerned with Demosthenes’ assessment and tax-

payments in his minority (376-66). (a) D.’s guard-

ians agreed to pay 5 minae on ‘the 25 minae’ (xxvii 7;

xxviii 4). T. infers that it was well known that each

symmorv had to pay 25 minae.
(
4 )

xxviii 9 is

‘linguistic shorthand’, meaning that the assessed

capital of the symmory was 15 talents of which D.’s

share was 3. Thus each symmory paid 25 minae on

15 talents whenever an eisphora was levied under the

system of 378 7. T. finds further confirmation of

this in xxviii 1
1 ,

where D. states that the guardians

had assessed him repo; TzevreKatdeKaraXdvTov; oikov;,

‘with a view to establishing a property group of 15

talents’. This seems to me to give an impossible

meaning to oikov;: the phrase must mean ‘in the class

of 15 talent households’. T. shows that even on his

own claims D.'s inheritance did not amount to nearly

15 talents, and also that Timotheus’ property, with

which he seeks to compare it, had sunk well below the

17 talents he had allegedly inherited (Lys. xix 40),

as his financial embarrassments in 373 and 362 suggest

(Ps-Dem. xlix It; 17; 27; 67). Thus D. might have

been assessed as heavily as Timotheus, without any

implication that either was worth 15 talents. This

might suffice to reconcile xxviii 11 with T.’s views,

though it seems awkward that if D. was claiming to

have owned much more than his officially assessed

property, as he was on T.’s interpretation, he was
surely exposing himself to demands for arrears of

eisphora. (There were in any event some arrears,

probably trifling; T. suggests (ch. ix) that there were

at least 4 eisphorat during D.’s minority; the guardians

had paid 18 minae, and therefore on his theory owed
2. When D. himself allows them 30 for tax paid, he

is allowing, according to T., interest at 12%, as in his

other computations. 1

Polybius gives the total Athenian assessment in

378 7 as 5,750 talents, Demosthenes as 6,000 in 354.

T. holds that there had been no intervening census, as

distinct from anasyntaxis 'under which individuals

were re-assessed and redistributed among symmoriesi

and that Demosthenes himself is not rounding up
Polybius’ figure. It was the Athenians in 378 7 who
had decided to treat the sum of individual assessments

(5,75°; as 6,000 talents, knowing that there was much
under-declaration, and had apportioned the tax due

equally among the symmories. How many sym-

morics.J Chdemus gives 100. T. shows that Jaco-

by’s arguments for dating his work after 378 7 are not

cogent; he holds that Clidemus is describing the

s>stem in the late fifth century. Unfortunately

Philochorus is cited as stating that symmories were

first instituted in 378 7. T. rejects the citation, or

alternatively Philochorus’ testimony, as incorrect.

In his view there were not less than 400 symmories

after 378 7, each contributing 25 minae. or 166'j

talents in all. To this must be added (here T. is surely

right) a sixth paid by the metics, bringing the grand

total to 200, just the amount raised in 428 (Thuc. iii

1
1 ) . But one might doubt if Athens was as rich as

in 428. In 354 Demosthenes estimates the amount of

a 1% eisphora at 60 talents. T. has to suppose that

the burden had been reduced. If his interpretation

of the ‘problem’ texts be accepted, and his treatment

of the testimony of Clidemus and Philochorus

rejected, an eisphora in the 370s w'ould have yielded

under 50 talents (including the metics’ sixth). There
is no evidence for the figure of 200.

De Ste Croix explained the ‘problem’ texts on the

basis that in each symmory the hegemon, deuteros and
tritos were liable to proeisphora—they constituted the

300 proeispheroutes, who were obliged, if required, to

advance up to one-fifth of their capital; and that D.’s

guardians had made his property liable to 3 talents for

proeisphora, which D. could plausibly interpret as

meaning that his inheritance was worth 15. There
are grave difficulties. How could they estimate the

property at 1 5 talents for proeisphora and not also for

eisphora / Yet Ste Croix himself thinks it likely that

the assessment for eisphora was only 10 (probably too

High) . His explanation, that the guardians wished
to ‘cut a dash’ and incurred no real risk, is also lame.
(The extent of the risk could not be foreseen.) T.
objects that minors should have been exempt from
proeisphora, as from other liturgies involving personal

effort (cf Isaeus vi 60). Moreover, the appointment
of Androtion in the 350s to collect arrears on eisphorai

dating from 378/7 and amounting to 300 talents im-
plies that, in the period when these eisphorai were
raised, the system of proeisphora was not in use, for

once it had been instituted, it was for the proeispherontes,

not the state, to collect arrears. T. himself conjec-

tures that 300 is a round figure for 332^ talents, the

sum of two eisphorai on citizens only, levied before

proeisphora had been introduced; he dates this to

373 2. I should rather suppose that the eisphorai in

question were six of c. 50 talents, levied in each year
of the Spartan war from 378, 7 to 371 o, except that of
the abortive peace of 375 4, in order to enable Athens
to pay syntaxis to the common war effort, and that
proeisphora was introduced later; it is first attested in

364. As a minor, D. need have paid only three of
these—his father could have paid for 376,

5—and one
after 371 ;

it would have been in the latter period that
he was hegemon. T. thinks that the hegemon was no
more than eponym of the symmory; but what then
were the deuteros and tritos ? It is more plausible with
Ste C roix to think that these three persons in 1 00 sym-
mories constituted the 300 proeispherontes

, for whom, if

theyr were minors, their guardians would perform
administrative duties; Isaeus loc. cit., only' shows a
man enrolled in the 300, when he attained his majority

;

perhaps he had come into money at the same time.
F. shows that Ste Croix underestimated the number

of eisphora', after the peace of 371 they were raised in
370 69 the last in D.’s minority;, 364 3, 363 '2, 362/1,
and of course in the Social War (Dem. xvi 12; Xen. de
leit. iii 7 cf. Isaeus loc. at., Ps-Dem. 1 8; Isocr. viii 20;
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Xen. op. cit., iv 40 ;

T. 228 ff.) . T. himself in my view

allows too few levies in the 370s, though he assumes far

too high a rate. It is at any rate important to see that

Androtion was not concerned with all arrears since

378/7, and that 300 talents was not the whole sum
levied in over twenty years. There was some justice

in contemporary complaints of the burden of taxes,

which were frequent, though not punitive in in-

cidence. But on most questions T. discusses the

answer must still be ‘non liquet’.

P. A. Brunt.

Oriel College, Oxford.

Day (J.) and Chambers (M.) Aristotle’s history

of Athenian democracy. (University of

California publications in history, 73.) Berkeley

and Los Angeles: University of California Press.

1962. Pp. xiii — 221. 55.00.

‘That Aristotle reconstructed Athens’ development

according to his philosophical doctrines is the hypo-

thesis of this book.’ The elaboration is challenging.

One is given to think furiously, then furiously to

think. The AP is poor history, and here is a new
account of why it is so poor.

To illustrate how they suppose Aristotle used his

sources in service of his political theories, the authors’

treatment of ostracism may be cited. In ascribing

the institution to Clisthenes, Aristotle, they hold, gave

a different account from that of Androtion, but, hav-

ing no good evidence for the date of the institution,

ascribed it to Clisthenes because it suited his theory of

the role of Clisthenes in the development of democ-
racy. Similarly, statements of the AP concerning

population are not to be taken at their face value;

instead of referring us to the Politics for the explanation

of the very few events he had to record, Aristotle

embodied the theories of the Politics in the AP so that

they look like facts. For Aristotle was primarily a

biologist who applied the concepts of natural science

to the subject-matter of history; the four forms of

democracy in the Politics (1291B 30 IT.) derive from
this and the AP, is the last stage of the process.

Finding in the eleven /ierufiol.al of Chapter 41 ‘four,

and only four forms of democracy’, they consider

these four democracies in turn. First democracy is

the constitution of Solon and Pisistratus. Aristotle

happily accepted the role created in the fourth century

for Solon as creator of pure democracy, and since

Aristotle knew from Herodotus and Thucydides that

Pisistratus did not change the constitution, and since

‘political theory did not envision that in a true first

democracy the people would enjoy more than nominal

citizenship', he was able to regard first democracy as

continuing during the tyranny: Pisistratus’ alleged

loans to farmers merely reflect the view ol the Politics

(i3t8B g-i 1) that first democracy is the democracy

of the farming class, and law s are to be used .t/io; to

KaiaaKtvti'eiv yeojpyiKov Tor htj/<or (1319A 6); the

institution of demo dicasts Aristotle retrojected to suit
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his theories; likewise he preferred to have Pisistratus

disarm the people, not, as Thucydides, Hippias.

Passing to the middle democracy (second and third

democracies being conflated in the one chapter)
,
they

find that the Rider of Clitophon merely shows that to

the Athenians Clisthenes was the founder of democ-
racy, but that ‘nothing in the AP suggests that

Aristotle ever saw documentary evidence’ of Clis-

thenes’ ‘announcement to guide Athenians in revising

their tribal organisation into his complex scheme’
;
all

that Aristotle had, or needed, to aid him in describing

the work of Clisthenes was the witness of Herodotus,

observations of contemporary practice, and guidance

of political theory. Passing to the ‘Areopagite

domination’, they suggest the process of inference

whereby Aristotle arrived at the form of democracy
which prevailed /isra Ta Mrjihicd

;
in establishing fourth

democracy Ephialtes attacked the Areopagus, about
which Clisthenes had done nothing; so, some change
between 507 and 462 having apparently led to an
Areopagite domination, Aristotle accepted a story in

Androtion and gave a place in Athenian history to an
Areopagite constitution, ‘the least convincing of the

four forms into which he redacted the history of

Athenian democracy’. For fourth democracy, about
which the Politics was most explicit, a degenerate

constitution in which not laws, but decrees, moved by
demagogues and passed by a paid throng, were
supreme, Aristotle, they claim, deliberately eschewed
the place of laws (particularly the institution of the

highly inconvenient ypaifij xapai’o/iov) and to illustrate

the lawless misrule had recourse to personalities and
anecdotes, suitably applied; Theramencs’ part in the

trial of the generals had to be suppressed, and
Cleophon’s drunken appearance before the assembly

misdated. The democracy’s appointment of Pro-

bouloi, an oligarchic institution, had to be omitted,

and he could not dwell on the mixed constitution of the

Five Thousand; theory required mixed constitutions

to last.

Faith is necessary to discern these four democracies

in Ch. 41, nor do they make themselves plain in the

body of the work. Did .Vristotle really think of

Athenian constitutional history in this wav l For
instance, in the Politics the Areopagus appears as an
oligarchic force, not the figurehead of a ‘middle

democracy’, and nothing in the AP supports Day
and Chambers’ identification. Although the .IP was
written after the Politics, Aristotle's knowledge of

Athenian history was in some sense prior. He
discussed Solon fully enough in Book II to suggest that

in the discussion of democracy in Books IY-YI he

had very much in mind the historv of what was the

supreme example of democracy. In so far as the AP
does seem to accord with the Politics, this need not

surprise us, for to some extent the history of Athens
conditioned the theory, and it gives us no warrant for

supposing that the AP was written merely to match
the requirements of the doctrines of the Pohtu t.

G. L. C.VVVKVV I LL.

L'nuersit}' College, Oxford.
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Eliot fC. \V. J.j Coastal demes of Attika: a

study of the policy of Kleisthenes. (Phoe-

nix, supplementary vol. v.) Toronto: Univer-

sity Press (London: Oxford L.P.i. 1962.

Pp. x T 181. 9 text figures. £2.

Professor Eliot's work is largely a topographical

study of a group of demes, coastal in the sense that

they were included by Cleisthenes in the Coast group

of trittycs. They are Aixone, Halai Aixonides,

Anagyrous, (Lower) Lamptrai, Thorai, Aigilia,

Anaphlystos, Amphitrope, Besa and Atene, of which

(by Eliot's determination I Aigilia, Amphitrope and

Besa have no immediate access to the sea (on Aigilia.

see p. 74, n. 22). The subtitle of the book is justified

by the short but valuable discussion pp. 136-47 of

their place in the C'lcisthenic scheme as illustrating

certain principles seemingly involved in its organisa-

tion. The evidence for boundaries and the several

village centres which may have given names to the

demes is carefully collected by Eliot. It is sometimes

scant and late. Strabo’s list of coast demes lix 1,211

(c. 398) from Peiraieus to Sounion is of doubtful

value for boundaries : indeed the obscure geographical

detail and the association of Mount Paneion and

Anaphlystos with Aphrodite of (Cape) Kolias illus-

trates the need for caution in the use of all information

draw n from Strabo. The material taken from travel-

lers and collectors such as Chandler, Wheler, Four-

mont and Leake show how important archaeolo-

gically this region was; it will also be apparent to

visitors to the Geroulanos estate at Trachones. Much

evidence has been lost or dissipated: an element of

uncertainty is introduced by the possibility of grave-

stones being moved (cf. pp. 7> 28), though the danger

is less inland than on the coast where they may have

been used as ballast. There are other difficulties. Is

a member of a deme certain to be buried within its

confines? Family burial plots could, after all, be

sited on land held by a member of one deme in

another. The only evidence of value is that of

habitation, and in terms of inscriptions only official

deme inscriptions, not grave epitaphs. There was

certainly a great deal of mixing and confusion: cf.

Timarchos of Sphettos (Aeschines i 99) who owned

property in Sphettos and in Alopeke. where his

mother w ished to be buried
;
and see also Demosthenes

lv 13-14 for the idea of burial (of town residents?) in

the country, and for ancient graves, on a farm, belong-

ing to previous owners. On the whole Eliot has set

out the evidence fairly: the trouble is that it is often

inadequate or ambiguous. Or some assumptions are

unjustified. Can we decide that a deme is large in

area because in a single list it has a large number ol

councillors or on these grounds decide on its pros-

perity? Can we project our calculations back from

the fourth or third centuries B.c. to the late sixth?

The case of Acharnai is a classical example of the

problems which can arise see Gorame, Commentary on

Thucydides li 20, 4, ,
where, incidentally, the largest

deme does not appear to give its name to the Inland

trittys of Oineis. And if against Gomme we accept

the 3.000 hoplites of this one deme (who must have
been farmers rather than charcoal-burners) do we
know that they lived and held their land in the deme
rather than elsewhere in the Pedion (or should we
modify our ideas of its boundaries?)? It is worth
commenting that some of the material associated or

possibly to be associated with Eliot's area is of the

greatest interest: for instance the Aixone theatrical

inscription, now in the Epigraphical Museum, with
its comic masks (T. B. L. Webster, Greek Theatre

Production
, B 31, pi. 19), and the finds at Vari (the

pottery found in the thirties now published by S.

Papaspvridhi-Karouzou, ’Ayyela tov ’Avayvpovvro;
( Athens, 1 963 ) ) which continue to be made. But is it

clear what it all means? Did the people live where
they were buried? It is unfortunate that there is

some doubt about the find-places of certain major
works of art which may have been found in the region
of Olymbos and Anavyssos (Olymbos the centre of the
deme Aigilia, as Eliot believes). For these and
epigraphical material of other sorts see L. H. Jeffery
in BSA lvii 135 (Hagios Kosmas, Glyphadha, Vari),
ibid., 143 (on the Anavyssos region), 1bid., 144 on the
Kroisos inscription and the Anavyssos Kouros, ibid.,

145 on the Aristodikos Kouros, and ibid., 145, 146 on
the Munich Kouros and the New York stele (inscrip-

tion ibid., 147, 63) which may also be from this area
like the New York Kouros. Like the ‘Berlin Standing
Goddess’ found at Keratea they are indications of
wealthy and important (or so it is always assumed)
families with local connexions. What the con-
nexions were, apart from the funerary, it is not easy to

say. Interesting in this matter is the fragmentary
list, again found in this region, Jeffery 143, 55, a
casualty list or a list of archons? It is not a far step
to associate Kroisos with the Alkmeonids (Jeffery 144,
Eliot 74, n. 21 : the same has been done for the New'
York stele). This is, after all, part of the region of
the ‘Shore

-

(however interpreted) of which Megakles
was in tradition leader, and even if Aigilia as deter-
mined by Eliot is cut oil' from the sea it is still part of
the Paralia in the sense of south-east Attica. It is not
without interest that Aigilia (if part of the trittys of
Anaphlystos) is associated in Antiochis not only with
Alopeke but also with Pallene where Peisistratos’
opponents sought to halt him (another Alkmeonid
district?). On the probable association of Konon,
Solon s friend (Plutarch, Solon 15) with Anaphlystos,
see BY 1 lvi 199-200.

Part of Eliot's investigation is the determination of
deme-ccntres. (Of particular interest in this (and
Other; connexions is the mining region of the demes
Anaphlystos and Amphitrope (trittys of Anaphlystos),
and of Sounion, Phrearrhioi and Besa (trittys of
Phrearrhioi, for which Eliot discusses in a thorough-
going and useful fashion the mine leases with their
defective text and boundary problems. What he has
to say on roads, w ater-courses and the different modes
of describing location (locative, ini, tv) is worth close
study. Most interesting for students of the mines and
the economy of Athens is the problem whether the
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local centres which gave their name to demes and
trittyes were determined by agricultural or mining
activity. In other words was Laurion ‘rich in silver’

at the time of Cleisthenes, as Eliot assumes, or as yet

characterised only by agriculture for the greater part ?

The evidence seems ambiguous: the site chosen for

the main centre of Anaphlystos (Anavyssos) seems

agricultural; Amphitrope might be either; Besa is a

name describing a physical characteristic of the

region; Phrearrhioi would at first sight appear to

relate to the cisterns ((f/ifara) of the ore-working

establishments, but some of them could have existed

before for ordinary purposes (cf. Phreatto in the

Peiraieus). Eliot does not really clear up the

problem what ‘mining settlements’ would be like, or

the problem of what is meant by the name Laureion.

Finally there is the question of the Cleisthenic

organisation. Eliot looks at the build-up of trittyes

from demes i the question of enclaves p. 47) and con-

cludes that demes and trittyes here followed natural

boundaries (as the city demes could hardly do, p.

136), and whenever possible were contiguous with the

inland trittvs of the same tribe (144). A matter of

economics as well as geography? So there is the

question of trittyes of differing size to be combined
into approximately equal tribes. He accepts very

large, large, medium and small trittyes, with the im-

plication that the city trittyes had to be small or

medium. He finds it difficult to believe that the lot

decided combinations, but does not deal with the

nice problems of local interests, within a tribe and

within the Council, which one can see arising. It

serves to remind us how much we do not know about

the Cleisthenic organisation (a recent discussion by

D. M. Lewis in Historia xii (1963) 22-40; and of the

care which must be taken not to jump to conclusions.

We also persist in assuming that ancient politicians

(whom we call statesmen) knew what they wanted to

do and had the necessary information on which to

base a practical plan ( as Eliot assumes, like the rest of

us, that Cleisthenes worked on a survey of Attica).

Our knowledge of modern politicians and politics

should show us that this is rarely so. In any case

before conclusions are drawn about Cleisthenes much
more work will be needed of the painstaking sort

which Eliot has put into the non-Cleisthenic part of

his book. There is a good bibliographv.

R. J. Hopper.
University of Sheffield.

Ami r (M. Athens and the sea: a study in

Athenian sea-power. (Collection Latomus,

lxxiv. 1 Brussels: Latomus. 1963. Pp. 130.

Fr.b. 223.

Uas Ziel, das sich der \ erlasser mit diesem Buch
gesetzt hat, kennzeichnet er selbst im Yorwort
folgendermaBen: . . its aim is to investigate the

elements which constituted the basis of Athenian sea-

power. i.e. the war fleet and the merchant navy of
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Athens, the sailors, soldiers and traders who fought

and travelled on board Athenian ships, the Port of

Piraeus, its inhabitants, workers, merchants and
others connected with its activities. It is also an
attempt to assess the importance of those Athenians,

whom we may call the sea-people, in the history of

Athens.’ Der zeitliche Rahmen reicht vom Beginn

des 5. Jahrhunderts bis zur Schlacht von Amorgos

322 .

Im Hauptteil finden wir eine knappe Darstellung

des heutigen Wissens uber die genannten Punkte,

gegliedert in drei Kapitel: I ‘War fleet and merchant

navy’ (9-28), II ‘Athenian sea-people' 129-71 1, III

'Piraeus’ (73-94); es folgt eine kurze ‘Conclusion’

(95-7). Die Kapitel sind nocli writer unterteilt.

Ubersichtlichkeit ist ein unverkennbarer und ruh-

mensvverter Yorzug des Buches. Um sie nicht zu
beeintrachtigen, hat A. die Erorterung von Ein-

zelfragen in zwolf Appendices verwiesen, die ein

Drittel des Gesamtumfanges ausmachen (99-144: die

restlichen Seiten, 143-30, werden vom Index ein-

genommen). Die ausfuhrlichste Darlegung nines

Problems innerhalb des Hauptteils enthalt der Ab-
schnitt II 8 ‘Sea-people and politics’ (57-71); hier

urteilt A. besonnen und warnt davor, den direkten

EinfluB des vcwtiko ; dy/.o; auf die attische Politik zu

uberschatzen. Im ganzen werden aber weniger

Untersuchungen geboten als Fakten vorgelegt.

Sekundarliteratur ist sparsam zitiert. Dagegen
machen die Belege aus den antiken Quellen den
Eindruck. als ob annahernde Yollstandigkeit cr-

strebt sei.

Allei dings fand der Rcz. einige Stellen, die er

nachprufen konnte, erganzungsbedurftig. Uber
dicsen Umstand konnte man stillschweigend hinweg-

gehen (wer hat noch menials etwas ubersehen?),

wenn er nicht symptomatisch zu sein schiene fur eine

etwas oberllachliche Art und Weise, in der das

Material weithin zusammcngestellt ist, und zwar

auch in den Appendices, wo man eine tiefer dringende

Erorterung von Problemen hatte erwarten konnen.

Dcutlich wird das an Appendix I ’The trireme-

problem' (99-1021. A. zitiert ein paar Quellen-

stellen, die er fur die wichtigsten halt unit denen es

aber nicht getan isti, skizziert kurz die Haupt-
varianten der Theorie von den ubereinander ange-

ordneten Rojerreihen und urteilt dann (100 : 'But

all the systems and theories based on superimposed
banks of row ers are absolutely rejected as technically

absurd by numerous scholars, and especially by Tarn
whose criticism and suggestions seem to me to have
definitely solved the problem.’ Es folgt ein knappes
Resume von Tarns Aulfassung. Das L'rteil 'tech-

nically absurd' verw undert etwas nach der unmittel-

bar \ orausgegangenen Angabe, daB eben ein solches

Mode'll, hergestelll von Morrison, sich als brauchbar
gczeigt babe. Yon Morrisons Arbeiten. die dem
Rez. leider nicht zuganglich waren, sagt L. C'asson

JHS 78, 1938, 14 Anm. 71, sie hatten bewicsen

'beyond a shadow of doubt that Greek warships were
rowed by oars placed in superimposed banks'. /,

u
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rasch urteilt A. auch in der Frage der Biremen-

Darstellungen auf Vasen, indem er schreibt (102):

'but, probably these are ships of the -opo

;

type, and we
see the two rows of sailors according to the rules of

perspective of the painters of these vases’. Das wird
in manchen Fallen gelten, aber gewiB nicht in alien;

vgl. dazu Casson, a.O. 14-18, sowie die Aufsatze von
R. T. Williams, JHS 78, 1958, 121-30 und 79, 1959,
159-60. Diese fuhrt A. selbst an anderer Stelle an

(13 Anm. 6;—hier wuBte anscheinend die Rechte
nicht, was die Linke tat.

Auf zu hastige Arbeitsweise deuten schlieBlich

auch ungenaue Literaturangaben. Der wohl grobste

Fehler: to Anm. 1 und 100 Anm. 2 muB es statt

‘Koester, Die griechischen Kriegsaltertiimer ibeide Male
noch mit Druckfehlern, die uberhaupt zahlreich sind)

heiBcn ‘Roster bei Kromayer-Yeith, Heerwesen und

Kriegfuhrung der Griechen und Romer’.

Fazit : Das Buch ist nutzlich und hilfreich fur

jeden. der sich einen ersten Oberblick uber das

athenische Seewesen verschaffen will. Es fullt eine

Eucke aus und wird deshalb mit Recht von vielen

begruBt werden. Der Benutzer darf sich aber durch
die glatte Darstellung nicht zu der Meinung ver-

fuhren lassen, daB hier alles Wesentliche gesagt sei.

Ein Standard-Werk ist das Buch nicht und soil es

wohl auch nicht sein.

Detlef Lotze.

Friedrich-Schiller-
i
'miersitat Jena.

Flaceliere i R. 1 Daily life in Greece at the time
of Pericles. Trans. P. Green. London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson. 1965. Pp. xvi —
310. 1 map. 1 plan. 39 illus. £2 2 s.

The editors of the Daily Life Series have made a

good choice in selecting Robert Flaceliere's book on

the Greeks to succeed that ofJacques Heurgon on the

Etruscans. Although the English title refers to the

time of Pericles, Flaceliere states that he is studying

the period 450-350 B.c.. predominantly at Athens,

and that he goes even outside that century. Once he

departed so far from Pericles, one could wish that he

had made more use of his unrivalled knowledge of all

matters pertaining to Delphi and given us a general

picture of the Greek world in this century. But his

book is an excellent work in the great tradition of

Gustave Glotz and Fustel de Coulanges; it is fully

documented with references to leading French

scholars’ work and sometimes to the ancient sources;

and it is adequately illustrated with thirty-nine

pictures, although the lack of plans makes the

detailed description of the Acropolis and the Agora

almost intolerable. The strongest points in the book

are the consciousness of the power of religion, which

pervaded every aspect of Greek life and affected

almost every action of the day or night, and the

insistence upon the Greek attitude to manual labour

and upon the importance of the slave population,

which he puts at ‘300,000 or even more’ in relation to

a free population of ‘about 200,000’ in fifth-century

Athens. There is no attempt to idealise Athens’

treatment of her allies or play down the place of

slavery in society. My reservations about the book
are that Flaceliere talks of ‘the Homeric period’ as if it

comprised both the last phase of Mycenaean civilisa-

tion and the early Iron Age; and that he makes too

little use of Greek Tragedy, especially on the subject

of women's part in the family.

The translation by Peter Green reads fluently, and
in this respect it reflects the style of the French
original. But it has too many unnecessary errors.

Thus p. 1 the interpetration of land and sea (should

be interpenetration), and Olympus is rather less than

9,000 feet (should be 10,000 feet)
; p. 3, the forests of

Greece are said to include numerous planes and
provide on the high pastures grazing for cattle (in fact

planes grew near water only, and sheep graze on the

high pastures)
; p. 4, Athenai literally means ‘the

Athenses’; p. 5, Dionysus Eleutherus (for Eleuther-

eus); p. 7, Metroun (for Metroon; he resolves

diphthongs too, e.g. on p. 13, Coele ‘the hollow’);

p. 1
1 , Areoupagos, as if Areou was a genitive of Ares;

p. 26, Marathanomachoi; p. 36, ‘tending’ for ‘tended’,

as he has no main verb (so too on p. 239). Mr Green
has provided his own method of transliterating Greek
words. For instance he tells us he expresses eta by e

(p. xiv)
; but we then strike such oddities as dike

hybrids, lampadedromia, poiesis, crater and so on. He
also provides his own translations of passages from
ancient authors. These are adequate but have an
unhappy mixture of archaic and up-to-date English,

even in translating Aristophanes; the archaic style

gives us ‘a young man of your own age, redolent of
woodbine’ (p. 22

) and the up-to-date style makes use
of the ‘four-letter word’. But the translator’s errors

and fads do not obscure the fundamental merits of the
book, which will be widely read by classical students.

N. G. L. Hammond.
University of Bristol.

Kazamanova (L. N.) Ocherki sotsial’no-ekono-
micheskoi istorii Krita V IV vv. do n. e.

Moscow: University Press. 1964. Pp. 191.

59 kop.

In trying to account for the relative stability of
Cretan society up to his own times, Aristotle {Pol.

1272b) emphasised the geographical isolation of the
island and remarked that it had only recently been
affected by foreign warfare, as opposed to internal
disputes. The epigraphic evidence of the fifth
century b.c. is dominated by the Gortyn Code which
gives information about the social changes which had
been developing in one of the major city-states more
than a century before that exposure to external
influences which Aristotle apparently regarded as the
beginning of a quite new phase in Cretan history.
Some of the peculiar features of social organisation
which had survived for so many centuries Aristotle
traced to the Bronze Age.
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Just as Aristotle and his contemporaries were

prompted to take into serious account the special

characteristics of the Cretan polis, so modern scholars

have become aware of the value to be derived from
study of Cretan institutions in Classical times,

whether in terms of economic and social history, or

of the complex and varied development of the polis, or

of the history of slavery in antiquity. Like Aristotle

too, some incline to think that the study of these

Cretan institutions can help us to forge links between
the historical polis and Minoan-Mycenaean civilisa-

tion.

Kazamanova’s book shows that this renewed
interest has been shared by Soviet scholars. Her own
work in the field was already known from articles

about slavery in Crete and on the social and economic
organisation of the Cretan polis in Vestnik drevnei istorii

(1952 and 1957). In these articles Kazamanova had
already argued that ‘helotry’ arises as a stage of

development in a slave-owning society when tribal

invaders take possession of foreign territory and bring

under subjection a considerable part of the population

occupying and tilling the land; collective ownership

was a remarkable survival of the old communal
relations within the invading tribes; in Crete, as in

Sparta, these traditions greatly influenced the

character of the whole social organisation and helped

to bring about the specific form of dependence of the

primary producers. In the present work this specific

form of Cretan servitude is seen to have its analo-

gous forms not only in Sparta, Thessaly and other

parts of Greece, but also in parts of the ancient

Near East.

An introductory section is followed by an interest-

ing, if somewhat problematic, chapter on historio-

graphy, which at least makes clear that Kazamanova’s
study of the primary sources is supplemented by a

wide acquaintance with modern works in this and
related fields by Western as well as Russian scholars.

There follows a survey of sources and the thesis is then

developed with chapters on Crete in the seventh-sixth

centuries B.c.; on social and economic structures in

the fifth-fourth centuries b.c.; on slave-holding in

Crete; on the family; on state structure in the fifth-

fourth centuries B.c.; and a chapter of general con-

clusions is followed by a supplement containing a
translation of the Gortyn Laws.

The author has no doubt that the various forms of

slavery are of great importance in the economic and
social history of antiquity. Her study of the evidence,

literary and epigraphic, leads her to reaffirm a
general conclusion already made by other scholars in

the field. In its earlier phases, the general features

of Cretan slave-owning society differed sharply from
the usual ancient polis type

;
but these features began

to fade away by the fourth century B.c., once the island

was drawn into the general stream of the historical

events of the Greek world. Therefore there is no need

to speak of two roads of historical development for

Greek society (Athens- Sparta). We have to explain

the causes of slow development in certain areas of
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Greece and the specific historical differences in social

structure of any particular area.

R. F. Willetts.

University of Birmingham.

Daskalakis (A. V.) ‘O /iv'/a; ’Akesardpo; xai 6

‘E/.bjvtafio;. Athens: Historical Seminar of

the University. 1963. Pp. 379. Price not

stated.

This is not a history or biography of Alexander the

Great (so the writer warns in his Preface), so much
as a series of nine studies designed to illustrate

Alexander as the exponent of Greek civilisation in all

or most of the important aspects of his career.

The titles of the chapters are: 1. The Youth of

Alexander. 2. Alexander and the Greeks. 3. The
deification of Alexander in Egypt and Asia. 4. The
plans for Graeco-Asiatic empire, and the opposition

in Greece. 5. The Greek tradition of the war against

the Barbarians. 6. The Greek spirit in relation to

the rule of Asia. 7. The gods of Greece lead Alexan-

der to India. 8. The Greek King and universal rule.

9. The Greek genius and the hellenization of the

Ancient World. Thus, Chapters 3 and 4 contain

discussion of matters belonging to the last year or two

of Alexander’s life, while Chapters 3, 6 and 7 deal

mostly with the middle years; an arrangement which,

while doubtless necessary for D.’s scheme, does

sacrifice much of the opportunity to convey possibi-

lities of development, growth, adaptability, oppor-

tunism, changes of direction and plan, the responses

in short of real characters to the realities of existence.

D. does, however, write very fully on Alexander's

youth and education, and especially on the influence

of Aristotle, which he believes to have been great.

The author’s own point of view dominates the

whole work. The adjective ‘hellenic’ occurs 31 times

in the first three pages of the Preface. In an earlier

long study of the Macedonians before Alexander D.

has committed himself to an extreme view ol the

essential Greek-ness of the Macedonian people and
of its royal house in particular, and it is from this

position that he approaches the present enquiry. Yet

the differences between the two peoples are just as

plain as their affinities, and just as important for an

understanding of the complex of sympathies and
antipathies, common and conflicting interests, hopes,

fears, hatreds and suspicions which made up the

relationship between this Macedonian hegemon and
his Greek allies. It is a failing of this book, as I see it,

that it over-emphasises the Greek affinities of

Alexander, and does not retain the idea of him as a

primarily Macedonian king.

Its second important failing is that it never serious-

ly and systematically takes up the problems of the

literary sources for Alexander. These problems are

notorious, and it is really hardly possible to start

analysing or even narrating his career at length with-

out some preliminary assessment in some detail of the

Alexander-historians, on whom much good work has
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been done, and much of this in the last 30 years. In

general D. refers comparatively seldom to books or

articles published after 1940, and it is perhaps on this

question of the sources that the omission tells most

against him. Not that he is oblivious to source

criticism or incapable of it: on occasion he will state

a difficulty and give a view and a sensible one. But

for the most part the enigma of Alexander's person-

ality, resolved so differently by different modern
interpreters, is hardly even seen to exist, in the absence

of any full exposition of how the tradition about him
came into being and developed, and of the con-

sequences which are always with us as we address

ourselves to all the most interesting developments of

his life and reign.

This is a book really for any who want to think of

Alexander as a Greek national hero. Those who
suspect that the truth is more complicated than this

are liable, I fear, to be disappointed here.

G. T. Grifhth
Comille and Cains College. Camb/idge.

Marsden (E. W. 1
The Campaign of Ga-ugamela.

Liverpool: University Press. 1964. Pp. xii —
80. 2 diagrams. 2 tables. £1 7 s. 6d.

This study is one of the Liverpool Monographs on

Archaeology and Oriental Studies. It is admirably

produced, and it contains an excellent map and a

< lear diagram of the disposition of the Persian and
Macedonian armies just before the opening of the

engagement. Recent diagrams of the same stage of

the battle may be compared, for instance in G. T.

Griffith’s article in JHS 67 (1947) 78 and in my
History of Gieece 616 f r 950 ’ - There are four short

Appendixes of which three are concerned with the

length of the front of the Macedonian line.

The first Appendix deals with the Macedonian and
Greek infantry who were in two separate lines, the

rear one being able to face about and form the back

of a square or rectangular formation, and Marsden
puts the total number in the phalanx at 24,000 men.
He assumes a depth of 16 men in the front line forma-

tion and also a depth of 16 men in the second line, in

effect a total depth of 32 men : and he gives a depth of

16 men to the light infantry of Sitalces although, as he
says, ‘light troops were normally eight deep'. He
does not mention the depth in space of such a

phalanx : but if we envisage a formation of 32 men
deep in two blocks marching w ith their long pikes and
if we allow an interval of four yards between man and
man and an interval of 20 yards between the two
blocks, we have a depth of some 150 yards. As
Marsden's estimate of the front of the phalanx is

752 yards, the whole formation is a very- much
broader rectangular affair than he shows in his

diagram. Now a 16-men-deep line and a 32-men-

deep formation of heavy infantry at Gaugamela seem

to me most improbable. Such a depth as 16 men
developed in Hellenistic battles between infantry-

phalanxes; but there was no possibility at Gaugamela
ofan infantry- battle in this sense and Alexander would
have been unwise to handicap the manoeuvrability

of the infantry by- making its formation so deep.

Marsden overstrains the evidence perhaps in saying

that ‘Between Philip's accession and 323 b.c. the

Macedonians adopted sixteen as the standard file and.

hence, the standard depth’; for Arrian 7.23.3—-the

only passage he cites—is describing the proposal for

the new Perso-Macedonian army and not a formation

in a purely Macedonian phalanx. This problem is

important because he uses the length of the Macedon-
ian line as a yardstick for assessing the size of the

Persian forces. The Appendix on the cavalry and the

amount of space their formation occupied is less

controversial, although I should welcome details of

space for cavalry- units in modern times to support the

bald statement in a diagram that 253 cavalry occupy
a triangle with sides of 43. 44 and 44 yards. The
fourth Appendix rejects Burn's proposed date 27th
September and also the usual date 1st October and
proposes 30th September instead; Plut. Alex. 31, we
are told, is to be emended to suit this proposal.

The main text deals with the overall strategy of
Alexander and Darius, the ‘short range’ strategy, the

numbers and the battle. Marsden deals thoroughly
with the ancient evidence and with the works of
Griffith and Tarn, but he makes little or no reference
to the other literature, for instance Kromayer Antike

Schlachtfelder iv 377 1 . This may be no bad thing in

principle, but there are points in his argument where
his evaluation of the sources may seem rather idio-

syncratic. For example where Curtius 4.13.23
reports a conversation between Parmenio and
Alexander when the latter had slept late on the morn-
ing of the battle, we are told ‘this, one suggests, is

based on Ptolemy. Curtius, misinterpreting his

source’, etc. (p. 9), and the words of Alexander thus
transmitted are treated apparently as historical; and
where Curtius 4.9.1 -a gives Darius’ inner thoughts
about his own moves and Alexander's intentions, we
are told in the footnote 'the mercenaries' source’ and in
the text that ‘it is significant that Darius was prompted
to make this decision partly by his estimate of Alex-
ander s character', as if the inusings of Darius were
arc urately reported. The discussion of Alexander’s
overall strategy is geared to the campaign of Gauga-
mela. Marsden s contentions here arc that ‘Alex-
ander s prime intention was to hang about on the
Mediterranean seaboard and to allow the Persians
time to collect their scattered wits and an army-’ and
that Darius did not commence preparing a second
army after Issus in November 333 b.c:. until ‘at thr-

eadiest . .
. June or July 332 b.c.’. Their wits, it

seems, remain scattered lor some eight months.
The section on the ‘short range’ strategy is the most

original in that instead of letting Darius move to
Gaugamela when Alexander set out from Phoenicia
as Wilcken and others do i following D.S. 17.52, 7 and
53> 1

- ar>d Curtius 4.9. 1 and 9, 6-8j, he supposes
Darius to have sat at Babvlon > for ‘the prime purpose
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The Council beg to submit their report of the

session :

—

Finance

The accounts for the year show a deficit of

£1,039. In 1964 there was a deficit of £429. In

1963 there was a surplus of £356. Total expendi-

ture has risen from £6,110 in 1964 to £7,044.

an increase of £934.

The increase is largely due to the higher costs

of the 1965 Journal and Archaeological Reports ,

which, respectively, come to £759 and £120

more than in 1964. Only the generosity of the

H. A. Thomas Fund and the British Academy,

together with continued sales of back numbers

of the Journal, staved off an even more serious

deficit. We are most grateful to the British

Academy for £250 this year, and to the H. A.

Thomas Fund for the gift of £200.

In view of the above figures the raising of the

Society’s subscription rates by £1 a year is seen

to have been inevitable. The new subscription

rates were agreed on after negotiations with the

Roman Society, as mentioned in last year's

Report, the main item being the increase from

£2 to £3 in the ordinary subscription for both

members and libraries as from January, 1966.

Full details of the new rates were sent to all

members and member-libraries in October,

1965.

In spite of the new subscription rates, the

financial position of the Society remains

hazardous. On our present estimates expendi-

ture in 1966 will swallow up the extra receipts

from the increased subscriptions. Some way of

increasing income or reducing expenditure must

therefore be found, unless the subscription is to

be raised again. A substantial increase in

postage costs should be noted. On the Journal

dispatch alone the postage in 1965 came to

£405.

Membership

Membership figures as at December 31st,

1965, are shown below, with comparable figures

for past years:

—

Life Student
Members Members Associates Librunes Total

1961 1,146 156 161 547 2,010

1962 1,171 157 140 540 2,008

1963 1,208 155 135 554 2,052

1964 1,254 157 142 583 2,136

1965 1 ,234 192 122 624 2,172

Obituary

The Councd records with great regret the

deaths of the following members:

—

E. A. Barber, F. Dale, A. Gallatin, L. H. G.
Greenwood, R. P. Jones. Sir John Lockwood,
C. F. MacFarquhar, G. Mackworth-Young.
H. J. M. Milne, A. B. Nash. Professor Sir 1. A.

Richmond. Miss F. H. Jervoise, M. J. Rowe,
Miss I. M. Walker. C. A. Woodhouse and also

of an honorary member, Professor A. Rumpf.

Journal of Hellenic Studies

Volume 85 of the Journal was published in

November. Thanks are due to University College

London for a generous grant towards the cost

of the illustrations for Professor P. E. Corbett's

article.

The Archaeological Reports were again pub-

lished with the financial support of the British

School at Athens. The extra length this year

led to a considerable increase in the cost of

publication, but sales have continued at the old

price.

Administration

The Council wish to thank most sincerely

Mr. F. H. Betts of Messrs. Davey, Bridgwater

& Co. for his kindness in consenting to act once

again as Honorary Auditor to the Society's

Accounts.

The Members of Council who retire in

rotation under Rule 19 are: Prof. D. J. Allan,

Prof. D. M. Balme, G. L. Cawkwell. Dr. J.

Chadwick, Prof. J. M. Cook, Prof. K. J. Dover,

Prof. C. M. Robertson, Prof. H. D. Westlake,

R. T. Williams.

In their place the Council have nominated

the following for election: J. N. Coldstream,

V. R. d'A. Desborough, A. D. Fitton Brown,



W . G. Forrest, Miss D. H. F. Gray, Dr. L.

Jeffery, Dr. J. G. Landels, Prof. C. Mango.
E. D.’ Phillips.

The 8th Conference organised by the Joint

Committee of Greek and Roman Societies was
held in Cambridge. August 4th— 1 1 th, 1965. The
Society was well represented among the 350

members who attended this very successful

meeting. The Society was indebted to the

FitzWilliam Museum which arranged a special

Coin Exhibition and to Prof. J. M. Plumlev
who arranged an exhibition of his recent finds

at Qasr Ibrim. Arrangements are already in

hand for the next Meeting, which will be held

in Oxford. September 2nd-7th, 1968.

The Society’s representative at the Thirteenth

International Congress of Byzantine Studies.

1966. will be Prof. R. Browning.

Meetings

The following communications have been

made at Meetings of the Society during the

Session:

—

November 18th, 1965, Prof. E. Badian on
An Opponent of Alexander the Great: Agis
III of Sparta'.

January 6th, 1966, Prof. G. L. Eluxley on
"The Astronomy of Apollonius of Perga’.

March 17th, 1966, Mr. V. R. d’A.

Desborough on 'Greece in the Eleventh

Century B.C.’.

June 30th, 1966, Mr. J. P. A. Gould on
'Language, mode and motif in Euripides'.

Provincial Meetings

Meetings were arranged outside London in

collaboration with local associations during the

Session 1965-66:

—

At Manchester: Prof. C. M. Robertson
on ‘Portraiture: the Greek and the Roman
approach'.

At Leeds: Prof A. Wasserstein on 'Greek
Science'.

At Leicester: Dr. A. J. Graham on
'Oikists, the founders of Greek cities'.

At Reading: Prof. B, R. Rees on ‘The

Graeco-Roman Book'.

At Sheffield: Prof. A. Wasserstein on
'Greek Science’.

At Liverpool: Dr. J. Chadwick on 'The
Problem of the Minoan Scripts'.

At Exeter: Prof. C. M. Robertson on The
Sack of Troy, a theme in Greek narrative

art".

At Hull: Prof. H. LI. Hudson-Wilhams on
'The Curiosity of Herodotus’.

At Newcastle: Dr. C. M. Kraav on 'The

Greek Coinage of Sicily'.

At Bangor: Dr. B. Sparkes on 'The

Athenian Acropolis through the Ages'.

At Nottingham: Dr. C. Kraay on 'The

Greek Coinage of Sicily'.

At Edinburgh: Prof. J. M. R. Cormack on

'Magic in the Graeco-Roman World'.

At Aberystwyth: Dr. J. T. Killen on 'The

Mycenaean Civil Service'.

At Southampton: Prof. R. M. Cook on

"Greek Vases and their students'.

At Birmingham: Dr. B. Sparkes on 'Trades

and Crafts in Ancient Greece'.

At Swansea: Mr. A. D. Fitton Brown on
'Going to see an Ancient Greek Play'.

The Joint Library

The Library was full to overflowing with

readers throughout the session, and the staff

exceedingly busy. More members used the

Library than ever before, and borrowed more
books. The borrowing figures for the last three

years are as follows:

—

1963 1964 1965

Books borrowed 4,008 4,506 4.721

Borrowers 584 664 777
Book parcels sent

by post 345 407 403

The number of books added to the Library
also increased:

—

1963 1964 1965
Joint Library 516 602 776
Institute 314 306 246— — —

830 908 1,022

The Joint Library figure for 1965 is made up
of 713 books (of which 336 were sent for review

in the Journals) and 63 pamphlets. It will be
noted that the Institute buys fewer books every
year though actually it spends more money.
This is because of the increasingly high cost of
books in the 'primary' class, especially reprints.

The average cost of the books bought by the
Institute in the second half of the year was
almost £6 per volume, while the average cost of
those bought by the Joint Library was about
£2 1 2s. per volume.

The total number of periodicals currently
taken by the Library is now 325. This figure
includes 191 Joint Library exchanges, and 49
Institute exchanges. One new exchange was
added by the Joint Library during the year, the
Journal of the American Research Center in

Egypt.

Four hundred and thirty-three volumes were
bound during the year—294 books and 139
periodicals. There are still considerable arrears
of binding to be made up, but apart from the
very high cost, this year’s total represents the
maximum that the Library staff can cope with
in one year.

The Joint Library has sold its set of Bulletin
Hispanique to University College, where it will
be much more used. With the money obtained



from this sale, the reprint of Aegyptus vols.

1-25 will be purchased.

With the remainder of Professor Nock's
legacy, the Library has bought Cabrol &
Leclercq's Dictionnaire d'archeologie chretienne

ct cle liturgie. This, together with Hastings'

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics , purchased
last year, makes a fitting memorial to Professor

Nock.

The Library Committee records with appre-

ciation gifts of books from the following:

—

Dr. A. Ardizzoni, Dr. J. Barron, Prof. U.
Bianchi, Prof. B. Bilinski, Prof. J. M. Blazquez.

Mrs. P. Bourbouiis, Prof. A. W. Byvanck. Mr.
M. Chicoteau. Mr. J. N. Coldstream, Dr. H.
Dohr, Prof. S. Dow, Prof. R. Egger, Dr. V.

Ehrenberg, Mr. N. E\angelinos, Prof. J. D.
Evans, Prof. S. S. Frere, Prof. G. M. A.

Hanfmann, Mr. H. A. H. Healey, Prof. J.

Irmscher, Miss C. Jeannoulides, Dr. R. Kabus-
Jahn, Mr. D. Kanatsoulis, Dr. M. Kokolakis.

Mr. D. Krandzalov, Mr. K. K. Lanibros, Mr.
A. T. Morley Hewitt, Mr. K. Nicolaou, Mr.
N. M. Panayotakis, Mr. M. Papathomopoulos,
Mrs. B. Radice. Dr. G. Saflund, Dr. H.

Schonberger, Prof. O. Skutsch, Mrs. R. K.

Sprague, Mr. K. D. Stcrgiopoulos, Prof. Z.

Stewart, Dr. U. Tackholm, Mr. M. Trianta-

phyllidis. Mr. F. W. Wallace, Dr. G. Webster.

Dr. S. Wcinstock, Mr. J. W. Whiston. Mr. S,

Wolfson, Mr. A. M. Woodward, Mr. G. R. H.
Wright, Mr. R. P. Wright, the Department of

Classics of the University of Cincinnati, the

Department of Classics of the University of

Ibadan, the Institut fur Altertmuskunde of the

Berlin Academy, the Joint Association of

Classical Teachers, the Royal Greek Embassy
in London, Watford and S. W. Herts.

Archaeological Society.

Thanks are also due to Dr. W. Morel for a
most generous financial donation to the Library.

The Slides Collection

During the year the slides collection has been
extensively used. The number of slides borrowed
however has declined from 4,180 in 1964 to

3,753 in 1965. The number of coloured slides

sold was 957, as against 1,320 in 1964. The
Keeper of Slides also dealt with 377 slides of

an order for 670 for Monash University, but

these will be included in the figures for 1966

when the order has been completed. The
number of coloured slides in the collection has

been increased by 414, and now includes 1.151

Greek slides and 1.607 Roman slides, a total

of 2,758.

The duplication of Greek slides has been
completed and a start has been made on the

duplication of the Roman slides.

A set of 2 in. 2 in. coloured slides on "Art

in Roman Britain" has been compiled by Prof.

J. M. C. Toynbee, and one on ‘Classical

Costume' by Mrs. S. Beare. Further sets arc in

preparation.

Students from the London Institute of

Education have again been entertained to a
showing of lantern slides at Gordon Square.

Mrs. Thornton and Mrs. Goodall, Keeper of
Slides, described and showed a number
of coloured slides from the Societies'

collection.

New coloured slides added to the collection

include the Ravenna mosaics, views of sites

and mosaics in Britain, the Athenian Agora.
Macedonia and Asia Minor, including a set of

slides of Troy, from the Institute of Classical

Studies. Princeton.

The Committee wishes to record its thanks
to the following who have given or allowed

slides to be copied:—
Mr. D. Baker. Prof. S. S. Frere. Mr. J. R.

Jones. Mr. D. J. Smith. Mr. W. R. Smyth, and
Prof. H. Thompson.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
Elected during the session 1965-66

Alsop, J. W., 2720 Dumbai ton Avenue. Washington D.C.. L.S.A.

Anagnostopoulou, Mrs. T., 43 Old Deer Park Guldens. Richmond. Surrey.

Argyle, M. C., 7 Wedderhurn Road, Hampstead, London. X. 14 '.3

Austin. M. M., 14 Park Terrace , Cambridge.

Banger, Miss R.. 51 Dudley Gardens, London, W. 13.

Barker, J., 26 Crofters Road. Xorthwood, Middlesex.

Beck, F. A. G., 4 Amalfi Place, Longueville, X.S.IV., Australia.

Bernstein, A., 107 Lynwood Drive, Piinceton. X.J.. L.S.A.

Booth, Miss M. E.. Holy Child School, Cape Coast, Ghana

Burnley Jones, Miss T., 2 The Toners, Loughborough Training College. Leicestershire.

Carson, J., 45 Green Lea, Oulton, in . Leeds, Yorkshire.

Colquhoun, R. F., 33 Hornsey Lane Gardens, London, A .6.

Cook, B. F., Metropolitan Museum o] Art, New York, U.S.A.

Cougoul. Dr. J., 271 Route de Saint Medard, Caudcran, Gironde, France.

Coulton, Dr. J. J., Australian National University, Canberra, A.C.T.

Crawley, L. W. A., University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand.

Cunningham, C. J. K., Hanbury Rectory, Bioimgrove, Worcestershire.

Dan, 1., Metodellah Street 26, Jerusalem, Israel.

Demetriou, P. A., 40a Pembridge Villas. London, 14.11.

Demetrius. Prof. J. K... P.O. Box 819, Grand Central Station. Sew Yoik. L.S.A.

Dunand, F. G., Metropolitan Opera Guild, New York 1425 Broadway.

Easterling, Mrs. P. E., Newnliam College. Cambridge.

Ebbage. G., 51 Cliolmcley Park. Highgate, London, X. 6.

Garzya, Prof. A., Via Simone Martini. Parco Mele C., Naples. Italy.

Gross, A.. 18 RedcUffe Square, London, S. IF. 10.

Flail. J. J., Trinity College, Cambridge.

Halliwell, Mrs. F. M., 233 Hallgate, Cottingham. E. Yorkshire.

Flalstead, L. C. C.. 47a Little Ealing Lane, London, 1F.5.

Hariades. Miss H.. 5 Rosemary Court. Fortune Green Road. London. NJV.6.

Harris, R., University of S. Dakota. Vermillion, Dakota. US. 1.

Harrison, J. A.. 15 Stock well Park Road. London. S. IF. 9.

Howatson, Mrs. M.. 43 Five Mile Drive, Oxford.

Jucker, Prof. Dr. H.. Sonnenbergrain 37, 3000 Berne. Switzerland.

Leach. J. H. C.. 59 Oman Road, London, X

.

IF. 3.

Leech, Rev. C. R., St. David's Episcopal Church, Garland. Texas, U.S.A.

Lc\in, Mrs. P. R., 923 Ridgefield Road. Wilton, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Macro, A. D., University of Maryland. College Park. Maryland. U.S.A.

MacSweeney, Mrs. A.. 12 Morden Road, London, S. E. 3

.

Manning, J. R.. 43 Mountford Drive, Four Oaks. Sutton Coldfield. Warwickshiie.

Marzullo. Prof. B., Via Niccolo Piccinni 51, Rome, Italy.

McCrea, Dr. W. B. E.. Woolworth Centre, Somerset West, Cape, S. Africa.

McGibbon, D. D.. University of Sydney, Sydney, V .S’. W. Australia.

Mitford. T. B.. Edenhill, St. Andrews. Fife.

Nimtz, M. J., 2902 5. Herman Street, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. U.S.A.

Oakeshott. R. E.. 103 Downs Court Road, Parley, Surrey.

O'Connor. E. B.. The Knubly University, 22 Massalias Street, Athens.

Owen, J. W. M., Castlehaves, George Lane, Plympton. Devon.
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Pedersen, P., Vitus Beringsvej 112, Frederikshavn, Denmark.

Pedley, J. G., University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, Michigan, US. A.

Peterson, J. M., Lower Farm
, Easton Royal, Pewsev , Wilts.

Pratt, 1. J, W., 6b Cray Street, Loughborough, Leicestershire.

Reeve, M, D., Merton College, Oxford.

Roadknight, W. G., 3 Woodland Way, Kingsgate, Broadstairs, Kent.

Schachter, A., McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Seeberg, A., 22 Sorvangen, Oslo 2. Norway.

Shahbazi, A. R., 3 Queen's Gate Terrace, London, S.W.l.

Sibson, R. B., King's College, Middlemore, Auckland, New Zealand.

Simpson, Mrs. C., Flat 46, 28 Braidley Road, Bournemouth, Hants.

Smith, M. R., Deacon's House, Felsted School, Essex.

Soper, Dr. W. E., 44 Coney Hill Road, West Wickham, Kent.

Stancomb, W. M., 1 Wrights Walk, Martlake, London, S. 11'. 14.

Stanton, G. R., University of New England, Annidale, N.S.W., Austudia.

Stephens, Mrs. S., 7 Louis Street, Heathmont, Victoria, Australia.

Stinton, T. C. W., Wadham College, Oxford.

Talcott, Miss L., 27 Haslet Avenue, Princeton. N.J., U.S.A.

Taylor, B, A. E., 46 Rectory Road, London, 5. IE. 13.

Thomas, S. E., 17 Hillborougli Road, Tuffley, Gloucester.

Tsangadas, B. C. P„ 1275 Audubon Road, Grose Pointe Park, Michigan, US. A.

Wallace, R., University of Keck, Keele, Staffs.

Watts, A. J., 3 Mesnes Park Terrace, Wigan, Lancs.

Weeple, T., 96 Shorncliffe Road, Folkestone, Kent.

Wynn, G. D., 13 The Avenue. Durham.

STUDENT ASSOCIATES

Antrich, J. D., Jesus College, Cambridge.

Bagnall, W. T., King's College, London.

Band, Miss M., Westfield College, London.

Beeny, R. W., Pembroke College , Oxford.

Bonser, M. J., Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.

Bookless, L. S., Churchill College, Cambridge.

Chadwick, P. D., University College. London

Crawley, Miss P., King's College, London.

Dadzie, S. S., BedHoi College, Oxford.

Davies, Miss K. A., University College London.

Dean, P. E., University College London.

Duff, R. A., Christ Church, Oxford.

Ellis, Miss P. R., Royal Holloway College. London.

Fewing, Miss J. M.. University oj Bristol.

Flaherty, Miss M., Bedford College, London.

Gallagher, P., Downing College, Cambridge.

Grounsell, A. C., Jesus College, Oxford.

Hallam. M., Jesus College, Oxford.

Hamilton-Eddy, P. D., Christ’s College, Cambridge.

Hanson. Miss J., Westfield College, London.

Hill, Miss S., Girton College, Cambridge.

Hofmann. Miss J.. Girton College, Cambridge.

Hutchings. Miss M. M. A.. University College London.

Jones, D. M. W., University of Bristol.

Kennedy. N. T.. St. John's College, Oxford.
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King, M., University College London.

Kortis, Miss S,, Lady Margaret Had, Oxford.

Lewis, A., St. Andrews University.

Lockett, P. G. F., Christ Church , Oxford.

Lyne, R. O. A. M., St. Johns College , Cambridge.

McBrown, P. G.. Corpus Christi, Oxford College.
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Miller, Miss J. A,, Queen Mary College, London.
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Peal, Sister M. D.. Bedford College. London.

Penfold. Miss C.. University ot Manchester.

Portrait, Miss J., St. Hugh's College, Oxford.

Pratt. Miss D., University of Bristol.

Reed, Miss N. E., Bishop Lonsdale College, Dei hr.

Rees. Miss L., Cirton College, Cambridge.

Saliiss, Miss R. M. A., North Vest Polytechnic. London.

Smith, Miss J., University College London.

Sinouha, Miss P., St. Hugh's College, Oxford.

Spear, M. R.. Gonville and Cuius College, Cambridge.

Stanley-Porter. D., University College London.
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Taylor, D. W., Worcester College, Oxford.
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Wrinch. Miss C.. Newnham College, Cambridge.
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of the new Persian army was to cover Babylon and
Susa’) until Alexander was across the Euphrates.

Darius’ supposed plan of fighting before Babylon was
upset, he maintains, by Alexander’s march from
Thapsacus across northern Mesopotamia. For this

new idea he relies in part upon his inferences from
Arrian 3.7, who comments on the direction taken by
Alexander: ovk evOeiav 6e ai BafSvfcovog tp/ev drib tov

Evcfpdrov opftrfiel; oti ti/v erepav Iovti efaopi'nepa

Ta !;VfiJzuvT(i rep arpartp fjv Kai /(Ad; tof; fa-cot; kcii

rd fatrtpbeia ck t ij; ytbpa; /.afifldveiv Kai ro Kavpa
ovy thaa&na; rfaef/Jyov

.

Here Arrian gives reasons

which appear to be adequate ; they are applicable also

as reasons for Darius putting his vast force of cavalry

not at Babylon in midsummer but at Gaugamela.
But Marsden’s inferences from this passage are as

follows: ‘This implies that, when Alexander con-

sidered the strategical situation at Thapsacus, Babvlon
was his next objective, that Darius was there, and that

Alexander knew he was there : otherwise Arr ian would
have simply said "because Alexander knew Darius
was in the area of Arbela”.' Unfortunately Arrian

could not have said what Marsden suggests he would
have said, because in fact Arrian goes on in the very

next sentence to show that Alexander did not know
where Darius was. The captured scouts gave him
his first inkling of Darius’ whereabouts. Indeed I do
not find Marsden’s inferences cogent at all in this

instance. Marsden then moves to Darius’ Plan No. 2,

adopted when Darius left Babylon, proposing ‘to

march, with a larger and less well-organised army, and
in a shorter time, a distance which would only be less

than Alexander’s if the latter was making for Mosul’
'which Marsden holds he was not). On this hypo-
thesis one really wonders whether Darius could have
got to Gaugamela before Alexander did. let alone
prepare the ground by levelling it (Arrian 3.8.7:

Marsden rejects the laying of caltrops in Arrian.

Curtins and Polyaenus and regards that as a piece of
Macedonian propaganda 1. Darius fell down also on
Plan No. 2, which led up to an ambush of Alexander
crossing the Tigris—not surprisingly as such an
ambush would have depended on two things Darius
lacked, namely good information of Alexander's
intended point of crossing and exceptional speed of

movement by Darius’ army. Too much is inferred, I

think, from Arrian 3.7.4 as well as from Arrian 3.7.3.

The section on numbers is very thorough and
detailed in the matter of the Macedonian army, and it

results in the totals which are usually accepted,

namely 7,000 cavalry and not less than 40.000 in-

fantry. In estimating the number of Persian

cavalry Marsden uses the yardstick of the length of

the Macedonian line (which I have discussed above)

and reduces the normal figure of 40,000 to 34,000
(Arrian gives 40,000, taken probably from the

Persian order of battle as I suggested in History of
Greece 664. and therefore not lightly to be rejected).

The section on the battle itself differs from most plans

of the battle in making both Macedonian wings not

flank-guards inclining at an angle backwards but

prolongations parallel to the Persian line. This

creates considerable difficulties in explaining the

Persian movement round the Macedonian right wing

;

and all the more so because Marsden gives the

Persian army a very small overlap over the Macedon-

ian right wing at the time of the first impact. A new
view is put forward to explain the clash between

Alexander’s companion cavalry and a large body of

Parthian, Indian and Persian cavalry. This involves

rejecting Arrian’s account of Parmenio’s appeal for

help and assuming that Alexander tried to envelop or

encircle the Persians. (I imagine the Persian centre

and Persian right, not ‘the Persian left’ as is said on

p. 6 1 line 7.) This attempt, of course, was unsuccess-

ful and cost heavy losses; for Alexander failed to

anticipate Marsden’s shrewd comment: ‘it would

seem cheaper in the long run to cut down the enemy
in disorganised, panic-stricken flight than to force

upon them, by a policy of envelopment, desperate and

organised attempts to break an enclosing ring’. Here

we come back not only to our respect for Alexander’s

powers of generalship, but also to our view of the

Persian numbers since envelopment presupposes a

larger number of Macedonians than Persians in this

area of the battle.

Marsden’s study of the campaign ofGaugamela will

certainly arouse controversy. It contains original

id£is and detailed mathematical calculation in the

cause of military logistics, and it makes a thorough

attack on old problems. The style is lively and vivid.

The supposed Operation Orders of Darius for Plan

No. 2 are couched in quasi-military form. It all

makes enjoyable and stimulating reading, and the

evidence does at times leave the field quite wide open

to speculation.

N. G. L. Hammond.

University of Bristol.

Schmitt (H. 1

1

. i Untersuchungen zur Ge-

schichte Antiochos’ des Grossen und seiner

Zeit. (Historia, Einzelschriften, 6.) Wies-

baden: F. Steiner. 1964. Pp. xii — 320. 6

maps. 1 table. DM 50.

This is not an attempt to provide a full history ol

Antiochus III. Schmitt restricts himself to an

examination of the comparatively unworked period

before the war with Rome; and even within this has

not tried to write a comprehensive monograph. Ch.

1 deals with personal and family history, stressing the

dynastic uses of female kin. Ch. 2 comprises a

detailed examination of the history of each Seleucid

province throughout Antiochus’ reign, followed by a

study of Antiochus’ policy towards the Empire, using

what S. has already established. This involves some

repetition. Ch. 3 examines court politics in the first

years of the reign, deals with Molon's rebellion, the

position of Hermeias (for which he mostly follows Otto

in RE), and of Achaeus until the fourth Syrian War.

This chapter ends with an examination of Polybius'
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sources for his Seleucid material. Ch. 4 discusses the

chronological problem of the accession of Ptolemy

Epiphanes as a basis for treating the partition-pact

between Antiochus and Philip V (which S. accepts).

Ch. 5 examines in detail—mainly chronological and
administrative—the conquest of Anatolia, including a

city-by-city examination of the coastal cities.

The book therefore has the form of a series of

related articles rather than a unified treatment. This

creates problems. For instance, S. deals with the

recovery of the eastern provinces (ch. 2), to which the

rebellions of Molon and Achaeus are surely relevant,

before he has discussed Antiochus’ accession prob-

lems. As he has already dealt with the main body of

the provincial material in ch. 2, S. omits all mention

of the eastern expedition in its chronological place,

thus losing the opportunity of making any coherent

point about development of policies. Against the

gain in intelligibility through the unified discussion

of the provinces must be set the fact that this is not

chronologically related to Antiochus’ developing

policies.

This selective approach leads to strange variations

in emphasis : Molon’s rebellion is treated in scholarly

detail, both from political and military aspects; but

after examining the political background, S. provides

no mention except en passant of the course of the fourth

Syrian War and Achaeus’ rebellion. The long study

ofEpiphanes’ accession and the partition-pact does not

lead to a full discussion of the fifth Syrian War, but to

a careful account of Antiochus’ progress in Anatolia.

Apart from these faults in construction—which the

use of appendices could have avoided—and omission,

which S.’s title
‘

L'ntersuchungen’ does something to

justify, he has written an exceptionally carefui,

scholarly and valuable book. He refuses to be led

beyond the evidence, and this approach is very well

evidenced by his cautious survey of the eastern pro-

vinces—a field which easily lends itself to speculation.

This is not to suggest that S. has not many attractive

hypotheses of his own to offer; but he is always first

to admit when adequate evidence is lacking.

In a book of this nature debatable conclusions are

bound to occur
;
and it is only possible to select some.

S. ip. 89) seems willing to accept that the arguments

which Polybius gives to Euthydemus of Bactria (xi

39.3-5)—that eastern Hellenism would suffer if

Euthydemus were ousted—carried weight with

Antiochus. There is no reason against fully accepting

Polybius’ explanation, that Antiochus was simply

eager to reach a face-saving agreement: the cause of

Hellenism was a convenient formula for use as

propaganda for home consumption. Again, S.

argues persuasively that Antiochus’ entry into India

was a conscious imitation of Alexander—mere
propaganda for western consumption. But he does

not make it clear enough that this policy was only

formed after his failure at Bactra and enforced

recognition of Euthydemus: there is little reason to

doubt that throughout his policy had been dictated

by circumstances.

In his discussion of Polybius’ sources for Antiochus

S. sensibly refuses to name any individual writer,

although he does accept the usual ‘court source’,

which he thinks was actually written by a courtier.

He also finds Zeuxis used as informant and sources

friendly to Ptolemy and Achaeus. This multiplicity

of identified sources for information concerning

Antiochus suggests that perhaps Polybius’ major

source used information from various informants,

collectively holding the views represented in Polybius.

This would explain Polybius’ failure to mention

Molon’s claim to be (taoilevg while admitting

Achaeus’. S.’s explanation is that because Achaeus

was related to Antiochus, and more successful in

establishing independence, he played a ‘ganz anderes

Rolle als Molon’, and was not viewed officially as

anoaraTri;. But viewed by a court source, Achaeus
must have been cbrotrrdrijg, just as Molon was. That
this information comes from a source close to Achaeus
must be considered—particularly as S. postulates

such a source for Polybius’ account of Achaeus’

activity in Pisidia.

One error: p. 192 I.5 for ‘14 Phamenoth des 11.

Jahres’ read ‘4Tybi des 2. Jahres’; and one misleading

misprint: p. 215 l.l for Ol. 144.7 read Ol. 144.1.

R. M. Errington.
The Queen's University, Belfast.

Pleket (H. VV.) Epigraphies, vol. 1 : texts on the
economic history of the Greek world.
(Textus minores, xxxi.) Leiden: E. J. Brill.

1964. Pp. 72. FI. 7.50.

The author has followed up his scholarly catalogue

of the Greek inscriptions at Leiden (reviewed in

JHS 1959, 195/6) with this useful selection of fifty

texts for students of Greek Economic History. They
range in date from the sixth century b.c. (no. 21,
Cyzicus) to the third century of our era (no. 50,
Thisbej, those of Hellenistic date predominating.
Drawn from almost all over the Greek world they
comprise nineteen from the Greek mainland (nine of
these from Attica), nine from the islands, eighteen
from .Mia Minor and the remaining four from
Macedonia and the shores of the Euxine, and are
grouped under three headings: ‘Economic and
Monetary Legislation’; ‘Public Finances’; ‘Land
lease Contracts', with groups (1) and (3), but not (2),
in chronological order.

While commending P.’s aim to show ‘to what extent
epigraphic evidence is fundamental for the ancient
historian’, one may wonder if he has best achieved his

purpose by limiting his publication to the bare texts,
and leaving ‘to the viva vox of the teacher’ with the
help of the lemmata provided, the task of translation
and interpretation (p. 4). Might not the teacher also
sometimes welcome an occasional helpful note, or
even a translation of some obscure passages or
technical terms ? The reviewer himself would have
appreciated, for instance, notes on vdaptmepov (no. 6,
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I.14), on the meaning of pi'/not in the Delos charcoal-

trade text (no. 10), and on the technical terms in the

Miletus building-dispute (no. 20), which was
apparently settled by an appeal to the oracle.

Moreover, a few additions to the lemmata would have

proved helpful : for the famous Currency Decree (no.

3) the find-spots of the various fragmentary copies

should have been recorded, for by his merely printing

‘Athens’ readers might be led to infer that the decree

was not only voted but also discovered there; and a

note might well have been added to explain the

alternative dates given as ‘449 B.c. (or ca. 425 B.c. ?)’.

For no. 5 there should have been a reference to Tod’s

valuable commentary in GHI ii 162 and some indica-

tion of the number of letters missing in l.io; and for

no, 25 there is no mention of the fact that the lower

half of this stele dealing with the Panathenaic festival

has long been known and is published as IG ii
2
334.

The printing of the texts is not free from minor

errors: hyphens are omitted occasionally from the

ends of lines ending with an incomplete word (no. 5,

three times; no. 6, once)
;
in no. 14, I.53 has a wrong

sigma and after I.55 P. repeats the strange misprint

adultaverint from IG ii
2 1013, (wrongly cited as IG

II/III 1013). In no. 41, I.15 ciTiodidovcn lacks its

accent. Lack of familiarity with English versions of

Greek names is suggested by ‘Amphyctionic’ (pp. 5
and 21), ‘Acraipha’ for Acraiphiae (pp. 6 and 44),
and the unusual form ‘Panathenian’ (p. 6 and no.

25)-

These, after all, are only minor defects, and P. is to

be commended for his choice of texts, which, in spite

of the lack of commentary (or Index) will serve his

purpose in leading students to a more lively interest in

the economic history of the Greek world. In fact this

little book deserves to be known and studied not only

in the country of its origin, but wherever such studies

flourish.

Tunbridge Wells. A. M. Woodward.

Ehrenberg (V.) Society and civilization in

Greece and Rome. (Martin classical lectures,

18.) Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University

Press
(
London: Oxford U.P.). 1964. Pp. xvi

+ 106. 32 illus. £

1

12s.

Dr. Ehrenberg gives us in these Martin Lectures

one more welcome product of his wide range of

scholarship, devoted here to presenting his audience

and readers with a picture of four phases of ancient

civilization: ‘The Age of the Singers’, ‘The Archaic

Age’, ‘The Athenian Century’, and ‘Republican

Rome’. His main source is literature, and above all

(as the title of his first lecture suggests) the poets.

‘Nothing speaks more clearly’, he writes, ‘than the

voice of the poet; it is he who expresses, more than

anybody else, the spirit of an epoch’ (,a dictum hardly

applicable in the twentieth century a.d. !). But with

characteristic ease he draws also upon the evidence

of inscriptions, archaeology or art. The thirty-two

illustrations, though of rather poor quality, are well

255

used to support the text. Such breadth of vision is

refreshing in these specialized days. Sometimes,

indeed, one wonders if the author has not tried to

bring too much within the compass of four lectures.

Some sections—the three pages on Solon, Peisistratus

and Cleisthenes, for example, or the two-page

account of Roman religion—are masterpieces of

multum in parvo ; but ‘The Athenian Century’ and the

last part of ‘Republican Rome’ contain more material

than the reader (not to mention an audience) can
easily digest.

In his Preface Ehrenberg describes the book as ‘an

attempt at seeing the whole in the parts’, and invites

his critics ‘to examine my claim of covering the

essential aspects ofmy subject’. If, as his title indicates,

his subject is the interconnexion between society and
civilization, the claim is not completely fulfilled. No
clear common denominator emerges, no satisfying

key to the relationship between the social pattern and
the culture of the ancient world; and some critics

may well say that this is because Ehrenberg’s attitude

towards the social pattern is superficial. He casts his

net wide, but he refuses to dig deep. ‘It will be
sufficient’, he says, ‘to see society as that part of the

population which, at a certain time, can be regarded

as the necessary background for the creative indivi-

dual. This may be a whole people or a social stratum.’

In particular, he rejects slavery as an important

influence on ancient civilization. He describes Chios

as ‘one of the rare examples in the Greek world of a
society mainly based on slavery'. At Athens he men-
tions slaves as ‘sharing in the building work’, and
justifies ignoring them otherwise on the ground that

‘Athenian economy or politics was never dominated
by the slave problem’. As an instance of the irrele-

vance of the division between free and slave he cites

the treatment of those two ‘men of low rank" in

Homer. Thersites and Eumaeus. ‘They could not be
more different, but their difference is not only that of

free and slave, nor is either of them depicted as a

representative of a class. Thersites was beaten, an
occasion for laughter for the army ; nobody, not even
the suitors, would ever have dared to beat Eumaeus.’
But surely this is the exception that proves the rule:

Eumaeus is not really a ‘man of low rank’, but turns

out to be a king's son after all.

Ehrenberg finds it adequate, in short, to explain

literature and art in terms of that section of society

which produced it. Others besides Marxists will

feel that this will not do. To describe Greece and
Rome as ‘slave-holders’ societies’ is a ludicrous over-

simplification; but it is also a mistake to suppose that

the possession of slaves did not colour their owners’

outlook on all human experience. Nor can one relate

ancient culture to society without considering the

inferior status ofwomen, which Ehrenberg practically

ignores. Is it not relevant to ask how a community
which took such a view of women created a Clytem-
nestra or an Electra or a Medea in its theatre? No
one is likely to succeed in the difficult and complex
task of explaining the distinctive qualities of the
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civilization of antiquity unless he is prepared to see

society as a whole.

The book ends with a Selected Bibliography which
should be valuable to readers whom Ehrenberg's

account encourages to look further into the many
aspects of ancient civilization which he describes.

H. C. Baldry
L nkeisity of Southampton.

Izvoare privind istoria Rominiei. (Fontes ad
bistoriam Dacoromaniae pertinentes. I.

De la Hesiod la Itinerarul lui Antoninus.
Ed. and trans. V. Iliescu and others. Bucharest:

Institutul de Arheologie. 1964. Pp. xxiv 4-

791. Lei 27.

This is the first volume of a projected series, which
is to print the narrative sources for the ancient and
mediaeval history of Rumania. This volume con-

tains the Greek and Latin sources down to the end of

the third century a.d. It aims at completeness.

Partly for this reason and partly perhaps to attain a

respectable antiquity, the compilers have pushed

comprehensiveness to absurd lengths by including

some far-fetched fragments which cannot be said to

throw any light whatever upon Rumanian history.

Thus the first extract is a list of the rivers born by
Tethys to Oceanus, among which is "fair-flowing

Istros’ 1

Nevertheless they are to be congratulated on pro-

ducing a most useful and attractive collection, from

which it is unlikely that anything of importance has

been omitted. Naturally Herodotus, Strabo. Ovid
and Dio Cassius provide the longest individual

contributions. The Rumanian translation with

notes is printed in parallel with the original texts.

There is a good index, and the format of the book
with its large print and ample margins is most

attractive. An excellent start to what looks like

being a magnificent series, indispensable to workers in

the field of Rumanian history.

E. D. Tappe.
School of Slaionic and East European Studies.

Uniiersity of London.

Schachermeyr (F.) Das agaische Neolithikum-
i Studies in Mediterranean archaeology, 6.

1

Lund: Dr P. Astrom, Klassiska Institutioncn.

1964. Pp. 16. 20 text figures. Sw.kr. 15.

Professor Schachermeyr has added an appendix to

his already long list of contributions to Greek pre-

history. His object is to bring us up to date on the

excavation of neolithic sites in Greece and Anatolia in

the last seven years, and to re-examine the entire

neolithic period in the light of the most recent

discoveries.

Schachermeyr commences his outline by an ac count

of the state of knowledge of Greek neolithic before

1930. when a cultural unity and stratification were

already possible. Lack of material from Anatolia,

Syria and Mesopotamia made evaluation and
comparison at best tentative. Extensive discoveries

in the Middle East after 1930 disclosed pre-ceramic

phases of culture, e.g. at Jericho, Jarmo and Ugarit,

with ceramic phases following these and finally

linking with Early Dynastic. This allowed Milojcic

to suggest in 1 952 that arable farming came from the

Middle East to Europe and Schachermeyr himself to

postulate in 1953 the thesis of a cultural drift from
Asia to Europe, connected with migrations of culti-

vators, bringing village life and pottery with them.

Schachermeyr now turns to Mellaart’s excavations

at Hacilar and Catal Huyuk, which since 1957 have
provided valuable evidence of neolithic in Anatolia

and a link with Aegaean neolithic. These sites show
that the Aegaean is a peripheral area of an important

Anatolian culture-province, and confirm the culture-

drift theory. Considerable additions have been
made to our knowledge of neolithic itself, both by
syntheses and by excavations, especially by Milojcic

in Thessaly, Theocharis in Thessaly and Attica, and
Caskey at Lerna.

These discoveries enable us to reconsider the entire

field. We can now see a pre-ceramic neolithic in

Thessaly, with microliths and bone artefacts, corres-

ponding to a similar phase at Hacilar. The earliest

ceramic phase, which Schachermeyr calls Proto-

Sesklo, is found in all parts of Greece. These two
phases are grouped, with Weinberg, as Greek Early
Neolithic. Middle Neolithic Schachermeyr describes

as Sesklo, with red pottery technically like Hacilar.

Late Neolithic shows a black polished ware which
stretches lrom Cilicia to Vinca. Stratification has its

problems, because of occupation gaps, though
Milojcic thinks he has identified a satisfactory

sequence.

.\ftcr the Sesklo period Milojcic has four levels

(Dimini I, II, III, IV) which Schachermeyr distin-

guishes as Arapi I, II, Dimini I, II. In all levels

Schachermeyr finds connexions with the Bandkeramik
area in Hungary and Rumania, and thinks this may
denote a new ethnic group. Eventually this phase is

outlasted by the black polished ware, which Schacher-
meyr calls in this period Larisa, and Larisa closes in

the Rachmani phase. Dimini ware is not found in

Central Greece, though there are examples in N.W.
Peloponnese. Schachermeyr hopes for a further
investigation into Thessalian Late Neolithic and
Macedonian and Thracian Neolithic.

Schachermeyr ends with a note on chronology.
C-14 dates lor Greece given by Weinberg suggest

->5JO 1 _7°'“.">23o ^ 1001 b.c. for the older neolithic
and 3000 , 1 30 b.c. lor the beginning of Middle
Neolitiiu • I hese only partially coincide with higher
dates lor Hacilar, and Schachermeyr enjoins a general
caution against the too-uncritical acceptance of high
C-14 datings.

Considering the bretity ol the paper, it is remark-
able how much information Schachermeyr has
included. We are presented with a reasonable pic-
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ture of the Aegaean, or to be more exact, the Greek

Xeolithic, which is particularly useful in its earlier

phases, and in its connexion with the important new
Anatolian sites. The most remarkable result of

Hacilar in many ways has been the close resemblances

with Sesklo (cf. Mellaart AS viii [1958] 153-6),

and Schachermeyr has given us a timely synthesis

of the new excavations, both in Anatolia and

Greece.

Yet in some ways the account is a major dis-

appointment. It could with advantage have said so

much more. Schachermeyr has in the past shown

himself capable of taking a wide view ol prehistory;

a more extensive expression of his own views would

have been of great use to workers in the field. There

are even major omissions. Why is so little said about

Crete in a summary of the Aegaean neolithic? It is

true that we are said to be waiting for the publication

of new excavations, but Crete is central to Aegaean

prehistory at almost every point. What implications

have the new discoveries on Balkan and Danubian
neolithic? Childe, whose work Schachermeyr sur-

prisingly leaves out even of the bibliography, demon-
strated as long ago as 1929 that these areas are part

of the same ‘Kulturkreis’. One might have expected

that this area would be affected, but while Schacher-

meyr refers to the Bandkeramik, he does not comment
on what is, after all, part of his cultural drift. In

his account of the purely Greek neolithic, too, we
might with advantage have been given more details

about the relations between Anatolia and Greece.

Much has been discovered, and published, even since

Schachermeyr’s own paper at Naples in 1961. It

would have been useful, in addition, to have had
more discussion of problems of chronology. What,
for example, are the main conclusions reached by
Weinberg and Milojcic ? Why does Schachermeyr

think that the C-14 datings are too high, and that the

absolute chronology seems to be Tooo or at least 600

years too high’ ? Many of us would agree with this

in general terms : but what reasons has Schachermeyr

for his views ? One would like to know. A further

criticism concerns nomenclature. Schachermeyr

wishes to call the early ceramic phase Proto-Sesklo,

and to rename Milojcic’s Dimini I, II, III, IV Arapi

I, II, Dimini I, II. I see no reason for this change.

It is true that there is a need for a common nomen-

clature for Greek neolithic, but at this stage there

seems no reason for stabilising it on site-names, about

the significance of which there is no general agreement

as yet. A minor criticism relates to the illustrations.

Those who know neolithic can work out why they

are put in the order in which they are; but they

are neither explained nor even referred to in the

text.

It should be noted that these criticisms refer largely

to omissions; Schachermeyr’s account of the neolithic

is sensible and useful for further study and he has said

little which can be quarrelled with.

Edw ard Rushworth.
University of Leicester.

VOL. LXXXVI.

Cyprus. The Swedish Cyprus Expedition.

Vol. iv, part 1 A. The stone age and the

early bronze age in Cyprus. By P. Dikaios

and J. R. Stewart. Lund: the Swedish Cyprus
Expedition. 1962. Pp. xlv-j-401. 156 plates.

105 text figures. Price not stated.

With the publication of part la of SCE IV the

Swedish task of summarising the results of their

famous Expedition to Cyprus (1927-311 is nearly

complete. Dr Paul Astrom’s Middle Cypriote Bronze

T?e is to be republished with the same scholar's study

of the Late Cypriot period as SCE IV. part ib, and
the task will be done. That will be the moment for a

fluent pen to remind us just how vast has been the

contribution of Swedish scholarship, under Professor

Gjerstad's lead, to Cypriot studies.

This part marks a change of editorial policy, for

neither of the authors was of Swedish nationality,

neither had taken part in the Cyprus Expedition.

But Dikaios and Ste.vart are the acknowledged
authorities in their different fields, and Professor

Gjerstad’s generosity in inviting their contributions is

shown to be fully justified. Both sections, though
highly individual, have followed the broad outlines

already laid down by previous parts ofSCE IV accord-

ing to which different categories of material remains

are described and illustrated, their relative and
absolute chronologies established, their overseas

connexions defined and the historical conclusions that

seem to follow explained in detail. The two sections

overlap, for Dikaios reaches down to the first stage of

the Early Cypriot period in describing and com-
menting upon graves of the Plnlia period that he

excavated. At this point there is Hat contradiction

between the two authors, who interpret quite

differently the meaning of this Philia period. It is

probably premature to side actively with one rather

than the other; the disagreement between them is

more a reminder that here is an unsolved problem on
which their successors must work.

As the years pass, some aspects of the Swedish

excavations tend inevitably to be eclipsed by more
recent work. This is particularly true of the

Xeolithic period, about which Dikaios writes. It is

to his classic excavations at Khirokitia, Sotira and
Erimi that we now turn for the framework of Xeolithic

culture in Cyprus, rather than to the more modest

Swedish investigations at Phrenaros, Petra tou Lim-
niti, Lapithos and Kythrea. Yet we do well to remem-
ber that it was these Swedish discoveries that excited

Dikaios’ interest in the period he has made his own.
Thanks to Dikaios’ previously published writings

the broad outline of the Cypriot Xeolithic and
Chalcolithic sequence was already fairly familiar.

His present synthesis gains greatly from the inclusion

of detailed references to his smaller, but hardlv less

important excavations at Troulii, Kala\ assos, Ambeli-

kou and elsewhere, the evidence from which goes a

long way to give greater substance to the cultural

sequence. Carbon 14 dates have placed the begin-

ning of Xeolithic I the pre-potterv phase, exemplified

K
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bv Khirokitia) early in the sixth millennium b.c. :

the phase was over before the end of that millennium,

but it was not until nearly 1,500 years later (again

according to C.14) that the Neolithic II period

(combed-ware pottery, illustrated by Sotira) started.

Dikaios would like partly to fill this hiatus by the

Troulli painted pottery culture which he describes;

this can neither be proved nor disproved, for there is

no C.14 date yet at Troulli. From the well charted

C'halcolithic I 1 defined by the excavation of the type-

site at Erimil Dikaios leads us through the difficult

stages whereby he has isolated the C’halcolithic II

phase and established a number of links between it

and the first beginnings of the Early Bronze Age
which ifor Dikaios, at any rate) are provided by the

Philia culture. The evidence comes chiefly from

rather limited trial excavations at sites near Ambeli-

kou, and in the Ovgos valley, and it would obviously

be helpful to obtain much more evidence from these

sites before making a final assessment of their mutual

relationships.

Dikaios summarises the wider implications of the

account he has been able to give of the settlement of

Cyprus between c. ,5800 b.c. and c. 2300 b.c.; there

is not a great deal that can be said, except that

Neolithic I people must have reached the island from

overseas, source unknown, that Neolithic II represents

a fresh influx, perhaps to be connected with the Beer-

sheba culture of southern Palestine. Chalcolithic I

and its fine painted pottery is not earlier than c. 3000

b.c., and therefore extremely difficult to relate to

neighbouring cultures in Asia Minor and Greece to

which it bears a superficial resemblance, for they are

a good deal earlier. But there are hints that the

end of Chalcolithic I, the character of Chalcolithic II

and the origins of the Early Bronze Age may be

connected with the great disasters in Anatolia at the

end of E.B. II.

Here attention switches to the second part of the

volume, and to the \ery different account which

.Stewart (whose contribution appeared posthumously:

gave of the origins of the Early Cypriot period,

Stewart argues that the Early Bronze Age culture of

Cyprus was deeply rooted in the island's past, and

that the Philia version of it ito which Dikaios has

given first place in the Early Cypriot sequence 1 was in

fact no more than a local peculiarity which lingered

on in North Cyprus until the Middle Bronze Age.

It was inevitable that Stewart's synthesis should be

of a character very different from Dikaios", for he had

to deal with \ery different evidence. Neolithic

Cyprus is known through the excavation of its settle-

ments: unfortunately, knowledge of the Early Bronze

Age depends almost exclusively upon cemetery exca-

vation. As long as this situation is unremedied, the

period’s origins are likely to remain obscure and

controversial. Stewart originally planned a much
fuller account of Early Cypriot material for this

volume, and had prepared a particularly detailed

account of the pottery. As his preface warns the

reader, this had greatlv to be curtailed for reasons of

space. In consequence the descriptions of wares

(pp. 222-32) are separated from the extremely com-

pressed ‘Index of Types’ (303-48) and "Index of

Types Arranged under Wares’ (357-80). Close

study of these sources and of Mrs Stewart’s beautiful

pottery drawings (figs. LIII-CLVI ) enable an at least

partial reconstruction of what Stewart intended.

The full intention will only be realised, however, when
Stewart's Corpus is published as Studies in Mediterranean

Archaeology, vol. 3. The other classes of material are

described and illustrated with similar panache, their

relative chronology established, and consideration

given to any' foreign associations they may' have. A
wonderful tool, particularly for the specialist, is

contained in Index IV, in which Stewart summarised

<though without supporting argument) his mature
views on the relative date! si of every properly-

excavated Early and Middle Cypriot tomb known to

him, in many cases adjusting ^usually downwards!
the original estimate of the excavator. Only looselv

connected with this highly compressed analytical

material are two splendidly written sections, one
entitled ‘Daily Life’, the other ‘Historical Summary",
which between them contain the quintessence of

Stewart's knowledge and understanding of his period,

showing how fully alive it was in his mind, and
revealing his insight into the links between certain

aspects of modern life in Cyprus and its remote
past. He understood that an archaeologist's duty
includes reconstruction and interpretation as much
as description and analysis.

Both parts of SCE IN', pt. Ia. serve to enhance their

authors’ reputations ; both are likely long to remain the

standard accounts of these periods. We must be
extremely grateful that Professor Gjerstad and his

colleagues have continued resolute in seeing their

great Cypriot undertaking to its conclusion.

H. W. Catling.
Ashmolean Museum , Oxford.

Schaeffer (C. F. A.) and Colleagues. Ugaritica
IV Paris: Imprimerie Nationalc 1962. Pp.
673. Plates and figures numbered by chapters.

1 plan. 4 sections and errata in folder at back.
In this preface M. Schaeffer explains that the main

purpose of this volume is to publish as quickly as

possible the important results of the campaigns of

'954 ar>d 1955 ' a°d this has been achieved by in-

cluding independent reports irom several of his

colleagues with photographs and line drawings
numbered separately in each report.

Acknowledgments are made to the services of H. de
Contenson, A. Kuschke. H. V. Vallois, Mile de
Ferenbach. M. J. Dastugue, R. Charles, Ch. Clair-
mont, G. C. Miles and especially to J. C. C'ourtois for
his services on the excavations, to the architects,
W. Forrer and R. Kuss, the draughtsmen, Mile L. C.
Courtois and G. Chenet, and to the epigraphists, J.
\ andier, Ch. \ irolleaud. J. Nougayrol and E.
Laroche.

The first 150 pages contain Schaeffer’s own account
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of the 1954 and 19 55 excavations on the site of the

royal palace, a remarkable building with some un-

expected features such as the courtyard garden,

(prototype of those of medieval and modern Syria)

and the exterior bossed walls so reminiscent of the

masonry of classical times. Truly ‘ex Ugarit semper

aliquid novum’ for these were the eighteenth and
nineteenth campaigns on this remarkable site. The
ornamental fountain, however, dating from the

middle of the second millennium B.c.. may have had a
Minoan parallel as Sir Arthur Evans uncovered

fragments of a fresco which he interpreted as the

representation of a ‘jet d'eau’. The basin of the

Ugarit fountain contained a bovine astragalus partly

coated with lead resembling a gaming piece of the

type called ‘Ka'b’ still employed in Syrian villages of

this area. More carved ivories were found including

a splendid head of a queen of Ugarit, the panel from a

royal couch and the concentric ivory inlays of a

round table.

An oven employed for baking tablets was found

and a fresh hoard of tablets in the Hurrian language,

thirty-one in Babylonian cuneiform and twelve in the

local alphabetic script. Since thirty-nine of these

texts were on religious subjects while the Hurrian

language was not employed on the hundreds of

administrative tablets hitherto found, it would appear

that this group of texts had been compiled by priests

attending to the spiritual needs of the very con-

siderable Hurrian minority among the people of

Ugarit. The tablets of the south-west archives can

be divided into two groups ( a) original correspondence

from abroad or from local sources and (/>') copies in

the local language required for the palace records.

Among the former were a letter from a King and
Queen of Ugarit to their overlord (? Egyptian or

Hittite), an epistle from a lady Ananiningal to her

mistress the queen, a petition to the King from a

certain Usryr, and a very short letter from Bentesina,

an old King of Amurru, probably written from his

place of exile in Hatti. Among the translations of

letters in the Babylonian language, the diplomatic

language of the period, was a message from the

Hittite King to Hammurapi, the last King of Ugarit

before the destruction of the palace, and some letters

from Tyre and Byblos concerning damages to Ugarit

ships on their way to Egypt. Near the archive

building there had been workshops for jewellers and

ivory carvers and stores of the material used (chalce-

dony, malachite, lapis lazuli and carnelian). In the

extraction of the delicate and often badly preserved

fragments of the ivory (partly with the aid of dentist’s

tools) , the Director benefited by the expert assistance

of M. Sheffik Imam of the Damascus Museum and of

Director of the Museum laboratory M. Raif Hafez

who evolved a new method of extracting the frag-

ments of ivory, a slow one but justified by the restora-

tion from thousands of small fragments of the beautiful

queen's head. Some twenty metres away there was

discovered a very strange mask in limestone ;
Schaeffer

speaks of its cruel naturalism; I should be inclined to
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call it a caricature but it certainly provokes a pow erful

effect by a very simple technique.

An interesting letter from the ‘sun’ to Hammurapi
of Ugarit orders his vassal to send him the aid he had
demanded. Both the great kings regarded Ugarit

as their vassal and both were very hard-pressed at this

time, but the letter probably came from the king of

Khatti rather than from the king of Egypt. Another

letter from the king of Tyre ( translated into Ugaritic

records the loss of a large Ugaritic argosy on its way
to Egypt seized bv a Tyrian official and onlv partly

restored on intervention by the Tyrian king. Another

administrative letter refers to the copper foundries of

Beirut and quotes the current price of gold (four times

its weight in silver). The proper names listed are

mostly Semitic but include a proportion of Hurrite

and Mitannian names. Two Abrahams are men-
tioned, one from Egypt and one from Alasia in

Cyprus. Among the tablets assembled for baking in

Court V was an interesting religious text with a list of

animals and the Gods to w horn they were sacred ( the

young bull to Baal, the horse to Astarte. etc.'. The
south-west archives with the oven for baking them
were in a set of rooms expressly built for them, and
with thinner walls than those of the rest of the palace.

The collapse of the upper walls reduced to powder
most of the unbroken tablets and seriously damaged
many of the others.

In the south archives opposite Court V only one
tablet out of 1 24 was in alphabetic script whereas the

south-west archives contained fifty-two alphabetic

texts against only twelve in Babylonian cuneiform.

The ambassador Ilimilku who carried the royal

correspondence may or may not be identical with the

one described as ‘the confident of the king’ in the

time of King Niqmad or the editor of the great

mythological texts of Baal found in 1933. Perhaps

even all these descriptions refer to the same person.

A letter from Bentesina may be from the man who was
once king of Amurru, and whose daughter had
married Ammistamru II of Ugarit. Other texts give

lists of places that had to send tribute or furnish men
and arms for public works in Ugarit. One tablet

refers to 4,200 heavy shekels of metal ( ? copper 1 and
2,500 heavy shekels of stone.

In the private library of Rap’anu uncovered in

1958 the French found a quadrilingual lexicon in

Hurrite, Sumerian. Babylonian and Ugaritic and
another tablet with a list of deities including several

Hurrite ones.

A curious find from Court V was an astragalus bone
of an ox filled and partly coated with lead, recognised

immediately by M. Hafez as a Ka’ab or gaming piece

of a type still used in the knuckle-bones game in

Syria as it was in Egypt in Tutunkhamen’s day. To
the south of Court Y there was a large separate

building, provisionally called ’The Little Palace' with

a very large basement hall containing dedications of

the time of Ramses II to be published later in

Ugaritica VI. One might almost fancy this was the

Quai d’Orsay of Ugarit, since its archives were con-
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cerned not with domestic affairs but with cities beyond

the frontiers, with the district of Usnatu and Apsumu
immediately to the south, and with Syro-Palestinian

cities such as Arvad, Byblos, Tyre, Akka, Ashdod and
Ascalon. On the borders of the Little Palace and

level with the pavement of the preceding court was

discovered the text of a treaty between Niqmad of

Ugarit and Aziru of Amurru, whereby the latter king

promised to take up arms in defence of Ugarit,

Among the pottery from the neighbouring court the

author mentions not only a Mycenaean sherd of the

thirteenth century but also a fragment resembling

Grey Minyan with incised wavy lines.

Chapters II and VII inclusive deal with the

important prehistoric deposits at Ugarit. In chapter

II the author reviews the results of nine trial tests

from those of 1934 and 1935 with the late M. George

Chenet to the recent ones between 1953 and i960 with

M. M. C'ourtois and de C'ontenson and Dr Kuschke.

The earliest occupation on a low' hill about 600

metres in diameter and thirty-six hectares in area,

known as Ugarit V, belonged to the pre-pottery stage

of culture and contained a typical series of neolithic

tools in limestone, flint and obsidian. The people

who settled there mat’ have been semi-nomadic but

they soon formed a large village and surrounded it

with fortification rampart, analogous to that of the

earliest town of Jericho. Though there was no true

pottery there were some crude figurines suggesting

perhaps the existence of a fertility cult. (The

archaeologist, however, is somewhat prone to see

fertility cults everywhere and an occasional close of

Mr Ucko's astringent medicine will do us no harm.)

In level V B, primitive pottery begins to appear,

either sun dried or very slightly baked i personally I

prefer the latter viewy was this due to the arrival of a

new ethnic element as the excavators of Jericho

believed, or is Mr Braidwood right in thinking that

the evolution of pottery was not so radical a change i

Could it have been evolved from the accidental firing

of baskets smeared with clay to hold cereals, such as

are still used m villages near Ras Shamra. Dr
Kuschke’s recent trial pits under the palate garden

suggest that this primitive pottery deposit is inter-

mediate between what we used to call V A and V B.

and we may therefore now divide the neolithic period

at Ugarit into V A date neolithic > V B the strata

with primitive pottery and Y C’ the pre-ceramic

stage. It is a little awkward having VC between

A and B. I can appreciate the difficulty of renaming
V B but I should have preferred to have had some-

thing like the following Y Ai late neolithic , V A

2

pre-ceramic , V B (primitive pottery. In Ugarit

I\ foreign influences are evident for here we find

excellent and abundant pottery of the fell Halal and
Arpachivah types, but though fell Ilalaf ware
appears here on the coast it was rare at Tcll-el-

Hammam and generally completely absent from the

prehistoric sites of the Lebanon and Palestine.

Three good coloured plates illustrate well the main
varieties of painted pottery and also the different

kinds of stone employed. The flint is either the

familiar sandy-brown type you find on any desert site

from Iraq to Egypt, or else may be greyish-white or

black. The obsidian is a fine, polished, black variety

looking, to my eves, more like Abyssinian than Melian

obsidian. A small celt of greenstone and a mace of

black haematite are also illustrated. One buff sherd

with incised dashes (Coloured Plate I 13' could well

have come from Nineveh I.

In Chapter III Dr Kuschke describes very clearly

in German the result of his test pit under the palace

garden noting Cypriote milk bowl and Levanto-

Mycenaeaen fragments in the Middle Ugarit II

layer (1900-1750 B.c.) and a local imitation of the

familiar two-handled flask of the Hittite empire. In

early bronze age strata he notes Khirbet Kerak ware
in III A, and local imitations of AL Ubaid and Tell

Halaf pottery in III B. There was also some Syrian

‘band slip’ ware and some black grey, and red

burnished bowls, successors of the local Chalcolithic

tradition which was dominant in Ugarit IV. It

appears that the deposit termed IV B has more affinity

with V than with IV A and include a triangular

borer with equal ‘retouche
-

on all three sides.

From 7.80 m. down to 11.80 m. below the datum
level the deposits illustrate the whole course of the

late neolithic culture, unless indeed we are to regard

the earliest strata as pre-neolithic. Primitive pottery

occurs between 8.80 m. and 9.60 in. Ox bones occur
down to 8.80 m.. pig bones 'possibly from wild pigs)

down to 9 m.
Chapter IV consists of comments, also in German,

on the trial trench under the garden by the director

himself (a graceful compliment to Dr Kuschke for his

work not only on the garden site but also for his

previous work on the Beka plain). To the earlv

bronze age III deposit with its Khirbet Kerak ware
various dates have been assigned from the 2400-2200
b.c. of H. Goldman and the 2500-2200 of Otto and
Kuschke to the 3400 B.c. of Woolley and Atchana.

At 9 m. below the present surface there seems to be
evidences of a change of climate. Strata IV and V A
had dry centres mostly consisting of sand and reddish-
yellow loam. \ B had occupation debris and
foundations of small rectangular houses built of
loam bricks. Near the top of the sand and loam
deposit through the whole length of the pit there
extended a hard-trodden clay floor about 10 cm.
thick with a hearth in the centre with the hearth of
the previous settlement underneath, and between the
floors of these two Kuschke found two well-polished
shoe-last axes of nephrite

; the smaller being only 4 cm.
long implied that it and probably both were votive
tools. I he shape is widespread in Europe, especially
in the Danubian cultures and even penetrated to

lrov as Schaeffer remarks but is not a Syrian or
Anatolian form. It does, however, occur in Thessaly
in \\ einberg s Middle Neolithic period iTsoundas'
and \\ ace's A period) and this is of interest for Ugarit
students since the Trojan examples were not, I think,
v ery clearly dated.
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The absence of pottery and stone vessels in the

lower levels suggests we may be dealing with a semi-

nomadic people whose utensils were of wood gourds,

basket-work or leather. A unique find was an
enigmatic object in ivory (compared by Schaeffer to

certain Egyptian 'Fussenden').

Thus the lowest levels excavated by Kuschke corres-

pond to the pre-ceramic strata some 400 metres

away in the north-east part of the Tell excavated in

1932-5 implying the existence of a pretty large village

at that date. The old neolithic culture of Ugarit

including the pre-ceramic strata is practically identical

with that of Jericho, but Jericho was certainly the

richer at this period. Schaeffer alludes to Milojcic's

discovery of a pre-ceramic stage in Thessaly ( to

which we must now add the evidence from Theo-
chares’ excavations). One sherd (pi. VII no. 16''

recalls the Barbotine wares found by Milojcic and
Theocharis in Thessaly and by Clark and Rodden in

Macedonia while the sherd shown on pi. VII no. 2 is

very like the late neolithic pottery of Vardino, Nea
Nicomedia and other sites in Macedonia and its

Thessalian counterpart the rim ware of Tsoundas
and IVace.

Chapter V consists of a detailed discussion by J. C.

C’ourtois of the pottery from Ugarit II and III illus-

trated in the trial pit west of the temple of Baal

excavated in 1957. For the most part the period III

deposits consisted of a remarkable series of superposed

dwellings only disturbed in the south-east corner by a

large pit of later date known as ‘the Pocket of

Bronzes'. One of the first objects found was a

bronze pin. a cross between the racquet headed and
the double spiral pin paralleled by rare examples in

the Caucasus, in Luristan, at Alisha and in Peru of all

places ! ! The other small finds included a scrap of

ivory inlay with the hindlegs of a griffin
( ?), and what

I should regard as an unfinished mace-head (PI. 9 1 1.

Courtois calls it a ‘crapaudine’ (presumably in the

sense of a door-socket 1 , but personally I regard it as

an unfinished mace-head. The typical cups in a
fine fabric with horizontal ribbing sound like some
Early Assyrian pottery which we found at Kouyunjik
in 1929-30. This would agree with Schaeffer’s

dating but I have not seen the Ugarit cups and so

cannot be sure. One or two types formerly attributed

to Ugarit IV seem now rather to belong to the end of

Ugarit III (p. 339). The typical goblets with flat

or raised feet have many parallels in Xorthern Svria

and even down to Southern Palestine le.g. at

Carchemish, El Hammam. Tell Ahmar, Qatna down
sites such as Megiddo. Gezer and Beisan:. The
bronzes from this deposit included daggers wi th

hooked tangs. An archaic lamp in pottery with four

spouts was found 1 compare Ugarit II). Khirbet

Kerak ware found at a depth of 2.30 m. confirms the

date, though the division between periods II and III

was not very clearly marked here. The bronzes from
the intrusive ‘Pocket of Bronzes' all belong to types

well known at Ras Sharnra. Thus the dagger with

three rivets and biconical pommel was characteristic

of the Torque Carriers who lived in the Middle

Ugarit I period (2000-1850 b.c. i and the lance heads

with a strong tang reinforced by a ring are identical

with transitional 1 1— 1 1 1
period examples found m

1939. The pocket itselflooks like a disused silo filled

with bronzes and animal bones, and mav perhaps be

superfluous dedications cleared out of one of the

temples.

The lower test pit. though only 45 sq. m. in area

provided a useful check with stratified deposits from

the chalcolithic period to the beginning of the earh

bronze age. Stratum A was marked by two main
ceramic groups; (i) a ware with polished red, orange

or black slip of the Khirbet Kerak class
; (ii) a series of

large piriform jars in yellowish grey clay decorated on

the wheel with incised wavy bands. In this deposit

also was found a typical Syrian bottle and a well-pre-

served cylindrical bread oven. Stratum B began at a

depth of 75 cm. below the datum level. The normal
pottery was a monochrome ware with simple designs

in black and white, all rectilinear except for the

frequent occurrence of wavy lines. The vases,

mostly large bowls or store-jars, tend to have rounded

bases and suspension lugs. The surface is more that

of a ‘wet-smoothed' ware (Forsdyke's mechanical

slip) rather than a true slip. Stratum C (between

2.30 m. and 3.30 m. in depth > is clearly distinguished

by the finer quality and greater varietv of its pottery.

Besides the monochrome pottery of the upper layer

there were examples of a polychrome ware in black

and red on a cream or chamois ground, another ware

that was both painted and incised, and two sherds with

a fine red lustrous surface adorned with irregular inci-

sions and paralleled at Mersinin Strata XI 11 and XIV.
The stone tools included a verv finely worked flint

point, and the first example from this aieaofa polished

flat axe in green jadeite flecked with white veins. Xo
metal was found at this level but this may be due to

the limited area excavated. Stratum D was a

transitional deposit only 20 cm. thick, with many
traces of destruction. The painted sherds, however,

displayed a number of new motives and there were no

in< ised designs. Bone tools from goats or sheep

appear along with flint tools and small axes ot

polished stone. Stratum E began at a depth of

3.60 m. Pottery was less abundant but there were

evidences ofdestroyed silos and hearths and numerous
bones of oxen or cows. Barley was the grain most

cultivated and indeed the only one identified with

certainty. A clay object found may have been either

a large spindle-weight or a loom w eight. Other finds

were a spindle-shaped axe in dolerite and a small celt

in serpentine. Stratum E was 46 cm. thick and the

finds occurred between two burnt layers at 4 m. and

4.40 m. respectively. The most remarkable feature

of this deposit was the remains of a semicircular

vault of pise and mud-brick strengthened by wooden
balks with a wall averaging 10 15 cm. thick, later

destroyed by fire. There was an interesting collet -

lion of tools in flint, obsidian, and bone, including

sickle blades. .Axes and scrapers in dolerite were also
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common. Stratum G between 4.50 m. and 5.10 m.

showed a marked decline in finds especially in the

pottery and little trace of habitation was found before

5.10 m. was reached. The pottery was sometimes

brown, blackish-brown. red or yellowish-brown on a

ground varying from red ochre to greyish green. At

5 m. depth in an almost sterile layer there was a

plain, flat-bottomed bowl of a type common among
the A1 Ubaid pottery at Arpachiyah. Stratum H
corresponds apparently to the earliest deposits of

level III. It was not completely excavated in 1953

and had little of archaeological interest in it. M.

C'ourtois stresses the differences between the painted

wares of level III and their Mesopotamian con-

temporaries. the absence of chalices and footed

goblets or of am naturalistic motives in the paintings.

The designs are all simple and abstract. The pottery

appears to be a late prolongation of the A1 Ubaid

tradition in relatively conservative surroundings.

One puzzle remains: there appears to be a hiatus

between the end of the chalcolithir period and a

relatively late period of the bronze age in great con-

trast to the finds from Gozlu Kule near Tarsus where

the early bronze age deposits were 18 m. thick. Ras

Shamra was not exactly abandoned in this period but

was evidently in a poor state and its pottery was coarse

stuff like that of the pits north of the curtain wall near

Tomb 1. This dark age may have lasted for two or

three centuries and vvas paralleled by a similar eclipse

at Mersin about the middle of the third millennium

B.C,

In chapter VI M. de C'ourtois recounts the results

of three trial pits sunk in 1959 with the object of

clarifying the chronology of the upper levels of period

III. The first pit south of the temple of Dagon
revealed abundant pottery of the middle bronze age

between 2 m. and 2.80 m. including a lustrous

beaked spout of a type familiar in Alishar II, Alaca

Huyuk II. Boghazkoi IV. Tarsus II and Kultepe.

Similar ones were also found at Byblos in tombs

dating from the reigns of Amenemhat III and

Amenemhat IV. This pottery was separated by a

burnt layer from Khirbet Kerak ware and painted

pottery typical of Early Ugarit III. The 1953 test

revealed eight strata of which six belonged to the A1

Ubaid culture. An important addition was made by

the test pit of 1959 in which strata A-E belonged to

the early bronze age. F. G and H to the transition

period. I, J and K to the end of the Al Ubaid period.

The A B strata contained the remains of an olive-oil

factory a good half-dozen olive stones survived in it :

associated with Khirbet Kerak ware and painted

pottery typical of Early Bronze Age 3. together with

basalt millstones like the chalcolithic ones. The
bronzes included a fine copper adze and a toggle pin

! fig. 14, nos. 1 and 5 . Stone tools, mostly backed

blades of flint w ere fairly common. There were some
small obsidian knives but the great tradition of obsid-

ian blades was dying out at this time. Stratum C
: Earlv Bronze Age 2 extended from 3-3.25 m. dow n

to 4.25 m. Room A had little of interest but room E

had some important foundations in millstone
;

basalt) or some similar material. Pottery became

scarcer; there w'ere no more large jars and scarcely

any footed goblets or painted ware ;
only the burnished

pottery preserves a certain continuity. The first

mud bricks, bright yellow in colour, appeared

sporadically about 3.50 m. down while in Stratum D
(4.25 m. to 5.40 m.), dating from the beginning of

Early Bronze Age 2 constructions in pise (in one

instance on a stone foundation) or in mud brick were

common while pottery, often poorly backed, became
scarcer and there was a general air of poverty. Walls

and hearths are noticeably absent in period III

deposits explored in 1955 and 1956. and stone tools

rather scarce but there were some examples of

secondary flaking on flint and obsidian. In general

Ras Shamra III 1 represents the transition between

the cultures of Tell Halaf and Al Ubaid and should

correspond to Mersin XVI, Jericho VIII and to

middle chalcolithic deposits on various Palestinian

sites. Ras Shamra III, phase 2, represents the pure
Tell Halaf culture and its deposits were found between

5.30 m. and 8.70 m., and its pottery was divisible into

three groups. Ras Shamra IV', phase 1 , was the heyday
of the pure Tell Halaf culture and occurred between

6.85 m. and 6.95 m. In the Early Chalcolithic

period (IV 1 ) the pottery was more vivid than in later

times and comprised the following varieties:

la) A fine cream ware, generally painted in black.

lb\ A fine chamois ware with smoothed surface and
monochrome painting.

(0 A white or yellowish fabric, burnished like the

’cream bowl’ type at Arpachiyah.
<(/' A very fine fabric with a metallic ring when

struck, silver or dusky in colour, often

adorned with painted lines or with bands of

incised ornaments.

le • An orange or chamois ware with red patterns

often lustrous, but sometimes resembling
Cypriote ‘red-on-white’ ware and also the

predominant pottery of Mersin XXIV and
XXIII.

1

j Dark pottery either (i) burnished or (iii coarse

Ras Shamra V 3 in late neolithic and its dark
monochrome pottery may be divided into

two classes:

iii A small amount ol highly burnished fine

ware, usually black, occasionally red,

and comprising globular or carinated

bowls, and short-necked jars, with
pointille and chequer designs excised

after firing.

(2 1 Coarser pottery with smoothed surface

comprising globular bowls, neckless

jars, and jars with cylindrical necks,

and rounded bases or cylindrical feet.

Ras Shamra \ 2. containing the most ancient
pottery on this site had the following
varieties

:
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i
)
Fine red lustrous bowls with vertical

burnishing.

(2) Coarse pottery generally burnished but

rarely decorated and if so almost

always before firing, globular shapes

predominate. The pottery is ana-

logous to that of Amuq A.

( 3 1 Slipped ware, like the earlier examples

from Byblos, present from the begin-

ning but always rare.

{4) In the earliest levels some porous, badly

fired fragments of the first three

varieties. In the Palace Garden test

pits such pottery was far more abun-

dant and was assigned by Schaeffer to

a Middle Neolithic period inter-

mediate between the Late Neolithic

and the pre-ceramic Early Neolithic

periods. Ras Shamra V 1, consti-

tuted the pre-ceramic Early Neolithic

phase and from 1 2 m. below the datum
level downwards the only vessels pre-

served were limestone bowls. The
stone tool industry did not differ much
from those of the upper layers and
included javelin heads with long, flat

retouches, borers, possibly also burins,

and especially sickle blades.

A roughly modelled female figurine and an equally

rough seal stone were made of limestone. Bones of

domestic animals were very common between 12 m.

and 13 m. In the reddish clay deposit between 13 m.

and 14 m. stone vases and millstones continue. Bone
tools were represented by two handles and one com-
plete awl. Flint tools were still abundant with a

considerable proportion of large tools and large

irregular flakes. Below 13.75 m - flint was less

frequent and had a blueish tinge but evidences of

fauna including sheep bones and stag horn were
abundant. At 13.80 m. there was a sun-dried clay

figurine of the so-called ‘earth mother’ type. Virgin

soil was reached at 13.60 m. in the north-west corner

but elsewhere at about 14 m.

The remaining chapters except X and XI discuss

in great detail the skeletal material. In chapter

VIII Mr Robert P. Charles discusses fifteen skulls and
some long bones and classifies them as follows

according to the methods of F. Ancona and H. V.

Vallois.

I(i' Cromagnoid Group

:

Early Mediterranean type (An dolicho-

cephalic Nos. 5 and 6 from Tomb
LIV (fifteenth century B.c. ! and an

example from Tomb \ I (fourteenth-

thirteenth centuries).

I f 2 1 Alpine-Mediterranean (A 2) mesocephalic

example from Tomb LXXX\ I nine-

teenth-eighteenth centuries) example

from Tomb BE 253 (fourteenth century)
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and example P.W. 1745-1, PAV. 1796-1.

P.W.37962 (fourteenth century,.

II Atlantic-Nordic Group:
Armenoid type (C 13) brachycephalic

Nos. 1 and 7 from Tomb LIV (fifteenth

century).

Ill Mixed or Intermediate Group:

Type Neo-Mediterranean (A C 2, meso-

cephalic No. 4 in Tomb LIV (fifteenth

century'.

Thus of this group eight are Cromagnoid.

two are Armenoid (one possibly mixed

with a Cromagnoid type) and only one

Neo-Mediterranean. Eight are meso-

cephalic. four brachycephalic, and three

dolichocephalic suggesting a population

predominantly of the old Cromagnoid
substratum with some .\xmenoid in-

fluences due to local conditions.

Chapter IX consists of a general account by M. de

Vallois and Mile de Ferenbach of the skeletal material

from Ras Shamra and Minet el Bcida during the

following periods: Early Lgarit R.S.III) before

2000 b.c. , Middle Ugarit (R.S.IIi 2000-1600. and
Late Ugarit (R.S.I) 1600-1200 b.c.

From the Hyksos period (eighteenth and seven-

teenth centuries b.c.) parts of three male and three

female skulls were uncovered. One was pentagonal

in norma sn/ieriore, the rest ovoid but all belonged to

the classical Mediterranean type. From the sixteenth-

and fifteenth-century deposits came only one skull

(cranium 13 from trench E probably a female one.

approximating to the Alpine type but possibly rather

to be considered as a pathological specimen and
showing four evidences of trepanning.

From the fifteenth, fourteenth and thirteenth

centuries came the remains of nine men, six women
and sixteen children, and another sixteen adults of

indeterminate sex from the Mscenacan ossuary in

Tomb XIII. This material was far more hetero-

geneous than that previously mentioned, and con-

tained certain Alpine elements. From Minet el

Beida came six fragments of skulls of the fifteenth

century and three of the fourteenth and thirteenth

centuries as well as some nineteen fragments of jaws

(representing about fifteen people' a very hetero-

geneous collection. Among the examples where the

type was distinguishable there were thirteen Mediter-

ranean, three or probably four Atlanto- Mediter-

ranean. and two Alpine specimens.

An interesting supplementary note by l)r ,J.

Dastugue discusses the pathological examples.

Cranium R 4 shows signs ol lesion, perhaps due to

trepanning, cranium R 2 also has superficial lesion

due probably to a surgical operation, while cranium

M 1, from Minet el Beida. seems to have suffered

from a fracture. Fie also notes malformation of a

sacrum and an arthritic astragalus from Ras Shamra.

Chapter X is a short account of the Hellenic

potterv from Ras Shamra by M. Christophe Clair-
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mont. This included a complete lekythos dating

from the second quarter of the fifth century b.c. So

far there is no evidence that any Greek pottery was

imported before 500 B.c.. and the latest sherds found

date from about the time of Alexander the Great.

Further excavations, however, might alter our views

and prove that Ras Shamra played a more important

role in Greek affairs as did Minet el Beida.

Chapter XI comprises a short account by Mr G. C.

Miles of the Islamic coins from Ras Shamra and its

immediate neighbourhood, often worn and hard to

identify exactly, but predominantly Ottoman.

Mameluke and L'mavyad coppers with a few

Abbasid, Ayubid and other examples ranging from a

coin of Abd cl Malik 1605 703 a.d. 1 from the mint of

Qin Xasrin to a coin of Ali Muddat dated 1891 a.d.

from the mint of Tunis.

Finally, a general index by J. C. Courtois is

appended.

The volume is well printed and illustrated by a

large series of excellent line drawings. The photo-

graphic prints vary more 1 fig. 46 is perhaps the worst

example > . The coloured plates are very good

.

R. IV. Hutchinson.

Hanlon, Cambridge.

Phillips (E. D. The royal hordes: nomad
peoples of the steppes. London: Thames
and Hudson. 1963. Pp. 144. 4 maps. 137

illus. (inch 32 in colour). 155. (unbound)

:

£1 tor. (bound 1

.

This pleasant and extremely profusely illustrated

book with many coloured plates, is a somewhat
enlarged version of the relative article in the magnifi-

cent volume of the Dan n if Civilisation. 1 1 is a kind

of popular picture book on a serious theme written by

a competent scholar with the view of rousing the

interest of a wide lay public in some obscure peoples

of the very remote past. The title is w ell chosen and
should apply to many w ho are thrilled by looking at

the splendid pictures of the magnificent treasures

buried in the tombs of mighty rulers, neither the names
of which nor their deeds and exploits are know n, nor

even the names of the peoples or kingdoms over

which they ruled.

The plan of the book, as indicated by the titles of

its six sections, is well conceived. It begins with the

description of the scenery of the nomadic life, of the

boundless Eurasiatir steppe; it then proposes to

depict the earliest nomad peoples, the rise of pastoral

societies; it then passes on to the later steppe dwellers,

the Scythians and Sarmatians, and reveals the

masterpieces of their art; the concluding section is

devoted to the Huns. A few pages at the end
contain a chronological diagram of the more im-

portant events which took place between 4000 b.c.

and about a.d. 300, the period of the development
of ancient nomadic societies, followed bv a wide
range of selected bibliography.

The plan, as set out above, has not in fact been

followed strictly, and in the early sections is virtually

abandoned. The first section, ‘The Nomad Peoples

of the Steppe’, is really a description of the Tripolye

culture, the bearers ofwhich were neither nomads nor

steppe dwellers. In the next section, ‘The Rise of

Pastoral Societies’, only a few lines are devoted to the

early, true steppe pastoralists of Europe, who are

summarily dismissed under the obsolete name of the

Ochre-Grave cultures. ,\fter all, these peoples

constituted the population of the whole East Europ-

ean steppe belt extending over a distance of nearly

1000 miles east of the Dniester and the Southern Bug
up to the Urals. Furthermore, the collective name
of the "Ochre-Graves culture’ comprises three con-

secutive but distinct cultures which jointly developed

during a period of about one and a half millennia.

They all played an important role in the past of the

entire European steppe, but also to a greater or lesser

extent in that of other parts of our continent. Not
even a single drawing or picture refers to any of

these. The question of the origin of the Indo-

Europeans, to whose migrations the third section is

devoted, is debatable. But if the earliest wave of

these peoples had really reached Anatolia via the

Caucasus, as suggested in P’s book, the only people

who can be taken into account as the earliest repre-

sentatives of the original Indo-Europeans, are

precisely the bearers of the Yamnaya, or Pit-Grave

culture, the earliest of the so stingily treated ‘Ochre-

Graves culture’.

In a book of this type, a considerable condensation

of the material, its selection and simplification of the

often controversial issues is inevitable and self-

evident. However, it does not seem that this should

go so far as to disregard the aim of the book which is

given in the introduction, to present the earlier phases

of the long and complicated history of the nomads as

an interconnected whole. The passing over of the

early East European steppe cultures in search of a

more attractive and alluring material should have
been avoided even in such a popular work.

Institute of Archaeology. T. Sit.imirski.

University of London.

Demargne (P. ) Aegean art: the origins of Greek
art. Trans. S. Gilbert andj. Emmons. (The
arts of mankind, 6.) London: Thames and
Hudson. 1964. Pp. ix ~ 447. 539 illus. (inch

124 in colour and 37 maps and plans!. 2

chronological tables. £8 8 s.

This lavish picture book in the ‘Arts of Mankind'
series ledited by Andre Malraux and George Salles)

assembles an impressive corpus of Aegean material,
ranging in time from the Neolithic period until the
late seventh century B.c. The inclusion of parallel

material from Anatolia, Cyprus and the Levant is a
welcome innovation in a work of this kind; for, as

the author wisely points out, it is no longer profitable
to study early Aegean a-t in complete isolation.
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The illustrations occupy about 70 per cent of the

447 pages. The colour pictures are of uneven

quality: the blues are often too dominant, and the

reds too weak; the Mycenaean gold is sadly lacking

in Pindar's atOofierov n t'p. The monochromes, on

the other hand, are of a consistently high standard.

Especially successful are the photographs of figurines,

where the lighting is carefully suited to the style of the

work: the flatness of the Early Cvcladic marbles is

well contrasted with the livelier and rounder

modelling of the MM terracottas from Petsofa. Less

praiseworthy is the choice of scale, which often varies

inversely according to the size of the object: a parti-

cularly unfortunate instance may be seen in figs.

487-8, where a whole page is filled by part of a small

Laconian ivory, followed by the monumental kore

of Nikandre, reduced to two-and-a-half inches. The
over-enlargement of details is sometimes tasteless as

well as wasteful (figs. 209, 214). The scale of the

pictures can only be learned from the notes at the

back, where many of the descriptions are inadequate.

Some readers may be perplexed by the complete

absence of any reference in the text to the illustrations

—a fault which seems to be characteristic of this

series.

So much for the pictures; in the text, Professor

Demargne is given too little space to offer us anything

more than a sketchy commentary on the vast field

which he has to cover. His writing is lively, and
pleasantly free from art-historical jargon ; but there

are occasions when one wishes that he had been

allowed more room to develop his many stimulating

ideas. A long familiarity with Mallia has inclined

him to the view that Cretan architecture reached its

‘classical’ phase in the First Palaces—an architecture

distinguished by coherent planning and simple

monumental lines; and that these qualities were

thrown to the winds in the more complex and
‘anarchic’ Late Minoan rebuilding of the other

Palaces. The author suggests that the same progres-

sion may be observed in the other Minoan arts

(p. 94), but the argument is never followed up.

Similarly, towards the end of the book, the author

makes many illuminating observations about the

origin of the Orientalising movement, and a generous

proportion of Oriental objects are included among
the pictures to illustrate his points. But in order to

follow the whole of his argument, where much of the

Oriental imagery is traced back to the influence of

Late Mycenaean art, the reader will want to refer

back to the fuller exposition of his excellent study. La

Crete dedalique.

Several errors in this English edition have crept in

through the translation, or eluded the proof reader;

and many statements will need revision in any future

edition, so fast is the progress of Aegean archaeology.

P. 46: fig. 53 is surely placed too early; cf. now the

new stone chalices from Zakro. P. 68 : it is surprising

to find no mention of EH Lerna, and the House of

Tiles. P. 183: the following remark on the Mycenae
Shaft Graves defies emendation: ‘The tombs . . . are
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of the Early Minoan type as is the Minyan pottery,

whose inferiority to the Cretan jewellery is evident."

P. 187. onYaphiocup II : the bulls are hardly drawing
a plough! P. 203, 1.24: for ‘earliest’ read 'later'. P.

204: with the discoverv of Linear B on the Acropolis of
M>cenae in i960, the palace records can no longer
be considered lost. P. 219: the origins of Mvccnaean
architecture are less obscure if the MH megaron 1 not

mentioned here! is taken into account. P. 233: the

‘Close Style’ is ignored both in the pictures and in the

text, where LH III C is dismissed as a mere simplifi-

cation of III B. P. 230: the northern newcomers
arrive in Troy in the YII B 2 phase. P. 232 the

Mycenaean pottery in Cilicia is LH III C', not Sub-
mycenaean. P. 251.I.2: for "southeast’ read ‘south-

west’. P. 253 : after the researches of Catling, few
scholars will now accept the establishment of Achaean
colonies in Cyprus before 1 200 b.c. ; and it is difficult to

see the Enkomi ivories (p. 274) as post-Mycenaean.
P. 268, I.15: for ‘Crete’ read ‘Cyprus’. P. 274, 1 . 6 :

for ‘west’ read ‘east’. P. 275, 1.33: the association of

Rhodes with Ionia can be traced well back into the East
Greek Geometric style. P. 279, 1.2 ff. The ‘Ionian
problem’, which perplexed our grandfathers, can now
be buried: Greek art did not originate in Ionia.

P. 290, bottom: the second half of the eighth century
is precisely the time when local Geometric styles

break free of Attic influence. P. 315, last two lines:

reverse ‘seventh’ and ‘eighth'. The assumption of a
‘Subgeometric period' is confusing. P. 347, I.33:

for ‘tabors’ read ‘tympana’. P. 379: can the bronze
statues from Dreros be called ‘Dedalic’ I P. 398: the

deeper levels at Sardis were reached in 1938.

,J. X. Coldstream.
Bedford College. London

Yermeull (E.) Greece in the Bronze Age.
Chicago and London: the Lhliversity of Chicago
Press. 1964. Pp. xx — 406. 48 plates. 52
text figures. £3 1 as.

Greece here means the Greek mainland and islands.

Crete and the Minoan civilisation are reserved for a
companion volume by Miss Mellink. Over two-
thirds of the book are in fact concerned with the

Mycenaean Late Bronze Age. The language of the

Linear B scripts is taken to be Greek with the corollarv

that the Greeks were alreadv in Greece bv the Shaft
Grave period. These views are now so widelv held
that manv people are unaware that they are disput-

able. The author admits that critics of the decipher-
ment exist ; but they are Tew ’ 1 which is no doubt true)

and ‘bitter’ (which on the whole is not> ,p. 138 .

Where these views are held they tend to stimulate a
quest for differences between Minoan (.non-Greek

and Mycenaean (that is, Greek) civilisation and art.

The difficulty is to find artistic differences which really

amount to more than the differences inevitable

between the art of metropolitan centres and provincial
art whether in Crete or on the mainland. The
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author claims to see Greekness in Mycenaean art (e.g.

pp. 99, 126); but notes that the ‘tectonic symmetry'’

thought to distinguish mainland Mycenaean from
Minoan art is merely a symptom of the degeneration

which affects all art cycles fp. 134). If this Greekness

really exists in Mycenaean art to distinguish it from

Minoan (something distinct that is from what can be

interpreted as a mere difference between metropolitan

and provincial, or between fine early and late degen-

erate work) it should be possible to isolate and define

it in the case of a numerous class of objects like gems.

The author is evidently puzzled by the lack of a

distinctive mainland style in these (p. 2241.

In religion as well as art a fundamental difference

between Minoan and Mycenaean (Greek) is claimed

(p. 282 fit. Of fine objects found on the mainland

the Yafio cups and perhaps the ivory triad from

Mycenae (p. 220) are allowed to be Minoan. But

tholos tombs are of mainland origin. A chasm in

time is created between them and the early circular

tombs of Crete by assuming that ail of the latter date

from E. M. II (p. 1211 ; although some are certainly

M. M., even M. M. II—III, in construction. The
important distinction between tholos tombs used by

families for repeated burials after the manner of the

early Cretan communal tombs, and royal or princelv

tombs for one burial occasion, is ignored.

The sealings from E. H. II Lerna are assumed to

have been made by mainland seals, not Cretan (p.

37 f. ) . ‘It is too easy, and unfair to Early Helladic

art, to hold that the best designs were copied from

Cretan seals' (p. 39): still more unfair, no doubt, to

consider that the sealings were actually made by

Cretan seals. If they were not. it is logical, even if

unfair to Cretan art. to regard the most famous of all

early Minoan ivory seals, the dove from Platanos, as

an Earlv Helladic product: which the author seems

to do (fig. 5d. Cf. VTM pi. IV no. 516). The
sealing from Troy II t fig. 50, also grouped as Early

Helladic, has counterparts from Phaistos and (an

actual seal) from Dyn. XII Egypt (Annuario N.S. xix-

xx <1957-8; 95 fig. 217. Cf. A’ewberry, Scarabs 91,

fig. 1 00 }

.

The account of Knossos (p. 144 f. , suffers from the

confusion which results from the use of the terms

LM IA, LM IB. LM II etc. to denote styles instead of

merely periods of time. ! The periods are distinguish-

able by differences in the pottery; but a given shape

of vase or style of decoration, e.g. Plant Style, may last

through several periods. It was clear to Evans that

LM IA. LM IB and LM II were successive chrono-

logical periods; the new excavations (1957-61) at

Knossos have confirmed this with deposits of LM IA,

LM IB and LM II stratified in places one above

another. Whatever the date of the destruction of the

'Last Palace' at Knossos (the author's account of the

controversy about this and about the date of the

Linear B tablets is very garbled, p. 138L j, it was
distinctly later than the destructions of Mallia,

Phaistos and Zakro in LM IB. The LM IIIA
pottery from Zakro was not from the destruction

level of the palace (p. 147) : there was a reoccupation

of the site in LM III. This fusing of periods leads

the author to imagine that Linear A was in use at the

same time as Linear B (p. 241). All the writing so

far recovered, however, from the LM IB destruction

levels is in Linear A. The confusion extends to

Keos, where the LM IB destruction is equated with

that of the ‘Last Palace’ at Knossos (p. 285).

P. 77. MM defence walls appear to have existed at

Mallia. P. 140. The imported Minoan vases are

surely from Grave Circle B, not A. P. 261. The
chariot on a tablet from Tylissos has been dissolved

by Caratelli into signs and scratches. Why so much
about Mycenaean ‘Empire’ in view of an express

disbelief in it (pp. 237, 266) ?

With much that is controversial there is a great

deal of sound and up-to-date information; often in

the footnotes, some ofwhich are small essays, terse and
clear. Additional detailed references might have
increased the value of the book. E.g. p. 26, iron axe,

from Early Bronze Age Asine? P. 299, the same
family using a Mycenaean chamber tomb into

Geometric times? Appendix I is particularly

tantalising without references.

The conversational, at times saucy and irreverent

style, give the book a character all its own.

M. S. F. Hood.
Great Milton , Oxfordshire.

Taylour (W.) The Mycenaeans. (Ancient
peoples and places, 39.) London: Thames
and Hudson. 1964. Pp. 243. 32 plates.

74 text figures. £ i 1 55.

This book is a single-volume treatment of Greece
in the late Bronze Age. to form part of the series

Ancient Peoples and Places. The author brings to his

task a varied archaeological experience. His treat-

ment starts with an introduction which deals with the
story of excavation in Greece and the origin of the
Greeks. He then proceeds to divide his material into
subjects, which form his chapters. These are. in

order. Written Sources, Pottery and Chronology
, Religious

and Burial Customs , Houses of the Living and the Dead.
Daily Life and the Arts. War and Trade. Rise and Fait

ofMycenae.

A good deal of the Bronze Age record is archaeo-
logical, and Taylour is at his best in describing finds.

There are excellent descriptions of places of worship

'PP- 63-71'), burial customs (pp. 80-88) and of the
tholos tombs (pp. 112-118). The same can be said
of parts of the chapter on daily life, and of the
description of weapons and armour (pp. 140—148).
In iact. a good cross-section of the archaeological
e\ idence has been assembled, and the author is to be
congratulated on this. In addition, the figures in the
text are clear, and apt, while the photographs cover
a wide range of objects, so that the reader will get a
good visual impression ofwhat is available.

The book has therefore many sections of value; but
it also has fundamental defects. The first is implicit in
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the series. It is too superficial for the specialist, too

lacking in references for the student, and assumes too

much for the intelligent layman.

This is not necessarily the author’s fault. Other

defects are. The plan of the book is not particularly

systematic. Why, for example, are tholos tombs

dealt with in Chapter III and again in Chapter IV?
Why are written sources dealt with before pottery and
chronology? What impelled the author to take the

subject-matter of Chapter Y in an order which separ-

ates ornaments and gems from gold and silver articles

by food and cooking utensils ? This is the sort of thing

which makes a book confusing for a student. Vet the

author includes in his bibliography two books.

Wace's Mycenae and Pendlebury's Archaeology of Crete.

which are models of organisation.

There are major omissions, too. For example,

there is no systematic discussion of Minoan-Myce-
naean relations, though this is vital for L.H. I and II.

There is no systematic description of the major sites,

something every student needs.

Finally, there is what seems to me a downright

uncritical use both of tradition and secondary sources.

All archaeologists seem to take out of tradition what

they want, and ignore what they don’t want. Tavlour

follows this habit. On p. 167 he equates Neleus with

L.H. I (1550-1500) and his son Nestor with the

Trojan War (after 1300). Does he really think the

Greeks preserved their traditions specially for 20th-

century archaeologists to distort? On p. 89 he

describes Mycenae as 'the head and chief city of all

the principalities of Greece’. On what evidence ?

No ruler of Mycenae is at any point in the tradition

described as overlord of Greece (not even Agamem-
non!.

With secondary sources the situation is equally bad.

These are never quoted, and there is no indication of

their grade of reliability. On p. 25 the theory that

the Indo-Europeans entered Greece from N.W.
Anatolia is described as ‘more plausible' than the

theory of a Balkan origin. It is in fact sheer guess-

work. On p. 166 we are told that ‘the Mycenaeans
first appeared on the scene in the early 1 6th century’.

What evidence is there for this ? Taylour has earlier

assumed the identity of the Greeks with Minyan
Ware. Hasn’t he heard of Yellow Minyan ? On
p. 169 he says that there is pottery evidence to date

the fall of Knossos 30 50 years after 1400 B.c. He
should have given it; the general archaeological

picture in the Eastern Mediterranean from 1400-

1 350 is completely opposed to this view. On p.171
the Hittites ‘could have had little knowledge of the

territory that constituted the Achaean dominion'

:

on the contrary, the king of Ahhiyawa had actually

been to stay with the Hittite king, and Suppiluliumas

had perhaps exiled a wife to Ahhiyawa. On p. 171

we are told on I.15 that 'Troy had enjoyed a period

of almost unbroken prosperity for centuries’, and on

I.31 that ‘about 1300 b.c. the citv was shaken by a

devastating earthquake, from the effects of which it

recovered only gradually ’. On p. 1 72 wc are given a

suggestion that Trov was attacked because she was a

serious competitor in the textile trade. I suppose

Paris was to be regarded rather like a Japanese stu-

dent coming to Bradford Tech, to steal the patents.

Finally, Blegen's views about the date of the Fall of

Trov are taken as gospel. It ought to be recognised

that these are obtained by a partial disregaid of his

own archaeological results and a complete disregard

of Egyptian and Hittite records. On p. 174 the

Danuna are referred to as taking part in the expedi-

tion against Merneptah. This escaped Merneptah’s

notice. Whatever the final interpretation ol the

archaeological situation at Mycenae between the end

of L.H. 1 1

1

B and the end of the Bronze Age and 1

see no reason why the views expressed on pp. 175-8

should be regarded as more than a tentative hypothe-

sis). they are certainly quite consistent with the tradi-

tions about the Peloponnese in the time of Orestes

and Tisamenos.

The bibliography is extensive, but shows great

gaps. e.g. Myres, Who weie the Greeks ?. Montelius.

La Grece preclassique . Nilsson. Mycenaean Oiigin of

Gieek Mythology. Casson. Ancient Cyprus, Schachermeyr.

Hethiter und Achaer. Sommer. Die Ahhiyawa-l'tkunde.

Woolley, A forgotten Kingdom. Schaeffer. L'garitica.

Burn. Minoans. Greeks and Philistines.

I am sorry to find so much fault with a brave at-

tempt at synthesis; but it shows the wide gap which

excessive specialisation has brought about between

excavation and interpretation in an historical context.

Edward Ri'shworth

l niversity of Leicester

BiANCOi iORE ;F-' La civilta micenea nell’Italia

meridionale. i.Laceramica. Incunabula

Graeca. 4.1 Rome: Edizioni delFAteneo. 1963.

Pp. 123. 35 plates. 16 figures. Lire 3.000.

This is the fourth volume in the series Incunabula

Graeca published under the auspices of Prof. C.

Gallavotti. (Through an unfortunate misprint oppo-

site the title page it appears as vol. vi. ' This volume
is devoted to a detailed study' of the Mycenaean
pottery found in south Italy and more particularly at

Scoglio del Tonno, Taranto, which produced by far

the greatest quantity of sherds. Every significant

fragment has been illustrated though unfortunatelv

without scale, and dimensions are seldom given in the

text. In his analysis of the pottery Dr Biancofiore

classifies it under the headings of Mvcenaean 1 1

1

A.

1

1

IB and 1 1

1

C ’. His distinctions are sometimes
inclined to be arbitrary. It is never easy to decide in

borderline cases, and elsewhere the author rightly

emphasises the danger of too line chronological sub-

divisions based on style. A classical example is the

pottery' from the House of Petsns Praktika. 1950' which
was obviously all of one date, yet some of the vases

could be classified on stylistic grounds as late IIIA and
others as II IB. Where there is doubt Dr Biancofiore

seems to prefer IIIA. Consequently a great part of

the material is placed in that category and later he
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draws the conclusion that the greatest period of

Mycenaean activity in south Italy was in IIIA or the

fourteenth century b.c. This would be surprising as

there is far more 1

1

IB than IIIA pottery in the

Mycenaean world in general. What is more serious

is that certain vases have been attributed to IIIA that

belong to a later category. PI. II: ioi i overpainting

in white) is not only placed in IIIA but there is a

suggestion that it may even be as early as Myc. II.

Prof. Furumark argues persuasively for a 1

1

IB IIIC

date. One should give better reasons than here

adduced if one disagrees with so distinguished an

authority. Similarly, PI. XXII: 212 is given a high

dating but, though the design is unusual, it suggests

parallels with cephalopods of IIIB overpainted in

white. Unaccountably a jug ( PI. XIY: 791 is dated

as IIIA but compared to a very similar vase from

Asine which is IIIC. Two other jugs t pi. xiv: 187,

188) are called IIIA. Of these 187 I believe to be a

local imitation and it is in any event late (it has matt

paint): 188 has a design without any Mycenaean
parallel and the paint is matt. The stirrup-jar frag-

ment. PI. X: 129, cannot be called IIIA. The disc of

the false neck has a low conical mound, a recognised

late feature, and the shoulder has a matt-painted

IIIC design. On the other hand. PI. XIII: 149

i
Curve-stemmed spiral) is attributed to IIIB whereas

Furumark believes this pattern to be early IIIA; and

PI. XXI: 185 is not IIIC but IIIB. Dr Biancofiore

has assumed that the dotted decoration over semi-

circles is exclusively IIIC, but it is found earlier,

particularly in relation to the stylised octopus-cum-

flowcr pattern. The author himself refers to an

appropriate analogy, a vase from Prosymna which

the excavator says is "of the early Third Late Hclladic

style’. This particular fragment from south Italy

calls for further comment as Dr Biancofiore claims

that I have wrongly included it in my book (Myce-

naean Pottery in Italy) in the Scoglio del Tonno
material whereas he says it is from Torre Castelluccia.

This is a disturbing thought because the two frag-

ments of this vase (they were subsequently joined)

were originally among the Scoglio del Tonno sherds

that I studied in the Taranto museum in 1952 and

1955. When he comes to discuss the post-Mycenaean

pottery, the author seems to consider a great deal of

it as contemporary with the Protogeometric period

but among the material there is a considerable

number of sherds, the designs on which occur else-

where in an eighth-century context or later. An
unfortunate parallel is made between a carinatcd

bowl from Porto Perone : PI. XXIX: 1 1 and a

Protogeometric cup from Ithaca 1 PI. XXIX: 2-.

Incidentally, I was shocked to notice that the design

on another vase, called sub-Mycenaean. had been

"amended’ as can be seen by comparing PI. XXIX:
204 with PL 15: 16 in my book the same vasei.

Manv other examples could be quoted where I

disagree with the author’s attributions. I do not by

any means wish to imply that my views are necessarilv

correct, but where the material is fragmentary and

often ambiguous I do not think that Dr Biancofiore

shows sufficient caution in his judgments. His con-

clusions do not differ greatly from those arrived at in

my owm book. He draws attention to Rhodian and
Cypriot imports of pottery, but would confine the

former to the IIIC period. He recognises influences

from the Ionian Islands during IIIC and later. He
believes that the bulk of the imports, for the earlier

periods at least, came from the Greek mainland, and in

support of this thesis draws attention to the green

quality of the clay found in certain vases from the

Argolid; but in his catalogue of the south Italian

pottery there are only a limited number with this

colour of clay and those vases that I think could be of

Rhodian origin (Argonaut design and three-handled

jars with boss decoration) are not among them. I

may have over-emphasised the influence ofRhodes but

I think that there is little doubt that its wares are

represented in the earlier period. The author has

included a chapter on the chemical analysis of

sherds from Taranto, Mycenae, Ttryns, and Rhodes,
but the samples chosen were poor and few in number.
The results of the analysis are rather inconclusive. A
map (Fig. 15) gives the localities of the Mycenaean
finds and the presumed routes taken from the

Aegaean but the information provided is inaccurate
and tendentious. Ischia is shown as not having been
visited before IIIC, whereas at least two IIIA sherds

were found on that island. On the other hand, it is

suggested that the north Adriatic was visited in IIIA
and IIIB, on what grounds I do not know. There
are several misprints, some of them unfortunate: p. 8,

Myc. Attica is attributed to C. Schaeffer vice F. H.
Stubbings; p. 15, Prosymna is equated with Berbati;

p. 43. n. 7, the "House of the Oil Merchant’ is referred

to Wace’s 192 1 -2 excavations; p. 36, a jug is com-
pared to FM 226 which is a cup; p. 93, XX: 185
should be XXI : 185. The plates are good and give
a very complete corpus of the Mycenaean pottery in

south Italy, but some of the sherds are shown upside
down or askew.

W. D. Taylour.
Great Shelford, Cambridge.

M-Vi'z (F.) and Biesantz (H.) Ed. Corpus der
minoischen und mykenischen Siegel, 1. Die
imnoischen und mykenischen Siegel des
Nationalmuseums in Athen, bearb. von A.
Sakellariou. Berlin: Gebr. Mann. 1964. Pp.
xxiii ~ 544. Numerous illus.

This, the start of a long-term project, may perhaps
mark the beginning of a new awareness in Archae-
ologv of unused evidence. The book is more than it

appears at first sight, a superb photographic record of
the seals and sealings of Minoan and Mycenaean
character in the National Museum at Athens; it is a
compilation of material hitherto fitfully published or
admired, but rarely given its rightful place in

archaeological and historical research.

Since among the large variety of types in the
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Minoan and Mycenaean seal uses, a certain number
of important examples are datable, with the kind of

evidence this book offers, a record of development-

patterns is possible, so the value of this project for the

archaeology of the Aegean of the Bronze Age is

considerable.

For this work, first the editor must be congratu-

lated, and the German Academy warmly thanked for

a venture which few illustrious bodies could afford

or be willing to undertake. The foreword details

eleven fascicles—some of which must, by the number
of seals and sealings to be recorded, be subdivided.

Seals and sealings are still being discovered in Crete

and Greece in the course of excavation : sometimes by
chance. These must be dealt with in the future;

and if the Homeric tradition of seventy cities in Crete

is based upon a trustworthy legend, and archaeologists

arc well equipped to deal with the remains of them,

the number of fascicles will inevitably increase.

The arrangement of the book is admirable. One
seal to a page, beautifully photographed in itself and
in its impression, illustrated by a drawing of the

impression with an appropriate description and

references. For this, presumably the editor is

responsible—now perhaps the doyen of Cretan

Archaeologists—and that precise organisation winch

is a mark of German scholarship.

The plan, apparent from the foreword, that for the

most part scholars will be responsible for cataloguing

the collections in their own countries, follows the

classic example ofCI'.l, and is also desirable.

Thus it was fitting that a Greek scholar should be

asked to provide the first volume, that of the material

in the Athens National Museum.
The outlook of Mme Sakellariou is clear from most

of her preface. So that if exception be taken to the

wording of the sixth paragraph (p. ix;—no one

would of course deny the fundamental importance

of the find groups or of their chronological bearing,

yet to imply that the chronology of the whole group

is conterminous with that of the individual seals within

the group, spells obscurantism and makes any typolo-

gical appreciation of seal types merely an aesthetic

exercise, and the presence of earlier seal stones in

later contexts impossible—one must hasten to add
that Mme. Sakellariou appears to realise this in her

mention of the Perati Tombs. Indeed her summary
on p. x of the general chronological divisions culled

from the excavation finds is excellent. Except for

the absence of fully developed LM II styles in the

Vapheio Deposit, one might have wondered if in the

four-fold stylistic division of that group and its

chronological references, the letter H had slipped in

by mistake for M, since apart from perhaps three

isolated instances oftalismanic stones on the mainland,

there appears to be no evidence, as in Crete, ofa speci-

fic talismanic use. Still, in spite of this strange

appreciation of the Vapheio seals, the clearness of the

chronological summary in her foreword is excellent,

and so too the general arrangement and grouping of

the sealstones that follow.

269

The indices reach the usual high standard of Ger-

man editing.

It was good to start with the Neolithic Section, if

only as a reminder that the seals of Thessaly were

among the earliest, as far as is known, of Helladic

Greece. They also provide in this format a good
marginal prelude to the sudden beautv of the seals

of Mycenae. Nor would the clay seals and intricate

sealings of Lerna, had they been included, done

anything to enhance it.
1 Starting rightly, not with

the Schliemann treasures, but with the astonishing

finds from the grave Circle B , dated LH 1— pre-

Mycenaean, as it is sometimes called—the seals and
signets of the Shaft graves in Circle .1 are seen not as

ex caelo, but in their rightful place, representative of a

flourishing C’retan-Helladic milieu on the mainland.

Related to and overlapping the sealstones of the grave

Circle B, their hitherto unbalanced character is

redressed by the seals from the later discovery. The
proportion of gold signets, for example, is sensibly

reduced.

The importance of Mycenae for Helladic glyptic

use is seen, and from a conspectus of mainland seal

use, without undue chronological disarrangement,

further groups are placed against the background of

this great fundamental use. The Chamber Tombs
follow in due course, and with the enormous wealth

and variety of seals—including some fine Cretan
examples, a number of which had been damaged in

antiquity, the impact is great. It is not generally

realised, but here is eloquent proof of the position of

Mycenae in the tale of Helladic seal use. that of the

413 seals and sealings in this catalogue found on the

mainland, 1 74 were from Mycenae, nearly one half of

the whole.

Mycenae overshadows Tiryns completely, but Mme
Sakellariou has given full scope to the six magnificent

photographs by Albiker of the great gold ring from

the Tiryns hoard. It seems clear that from the

searching character of the photographs, the possi-

bility held earlier by some scholars, that the genuine-

ness of the ring should be suspected, rapidly dis-

appears.

Here is seen the excellence of much of Albiker's

work. Not only in the provision of beautiful photo-

graphs which give in a unique way the sense of the

material and the character of the motif, but the

character of the seal itself. If, as in some cases,

shadows in the photographs of the impressions loom
too large, for this, an admitted difficulty, there

appears no ready solution. The cutting of the

forms or figures on some seals is so deep, as to

constitute nearly one half of the contour of the form
concerned, admirable in execution as in effect, but

casting a proportionate shadow in the impression,

with attendant difficulties for photographv. even

when, as in the case of the discoids or gold rings the,

1 Since these seals and sealings are kept in the

Argos Museum, they are to be published in another

fascicle.
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field is flat. But. if in addition, as in the case of the

lentoids and amygdaloid?. the field is fully convex,

part of the photograph of the impression is generally

in shadow, which attempts to remove, either

diminishes the sense of concavity or the contrast of

light and shade, which form part of the seal

impression's sculptural character.

But if Mycenae overshadows Tiryns. it could not,

except in number, dwarf the seals from Midea. nor

detract from the regal character of those seals. It is

one of the merits of this production, that it shows

clearly not only details of the individual pieces in a

was never seen before, but gives at the same time

something of an historical perspective. Thus the

lentoid 185 from Dendra, marking perhaps one ol

the highest points of Helladic glyptic, is seen as a

summit towards which the fine mainland products

from Mycenae and Pylos—with some of the Rutsi seals

to remind us of the spur and incentive Cretan seals

still provided—are progressive stages, and from which

the later products of Memdi, Mycenae and Perati

show inevitable decline. So. one is a little puzzled by

the relative positions in the book of the seals from

Dendra and those from Vapheio. From their

respective inventory numbers the date of their

discovery is implied, and from the clearly advertised

dates in the excavation reports of all the groups

between, the sequence would have seemed inevitable.

Had the Vapheio gems been thus placed earlier

and indeed on the accepted chronology of the tomb,

even apart from some of the contents which are

adjudged earlier, i.e. before Midea and Dendra, a

more accurate historical conspectus would have

emerged.

It is in the Vapheio group that the Greek draughts-

man Mr A. Papaihopoulos has given some of his

more accurate interpretations. But vs hat has hap-

pened to the drawings of the Tragana and Rutsi seal

impressions ? Since they are not signed, they may be

the work of a third hand, the excellent work of Piet

De Jong being easily recognisable apart from his

occasionally signed work. For one scholar at least,

the abrupt change in style and the heavy cumbersome
character of the drawing of these pieces has removed
the opportunity of any real stylistic analysis and
comparison with the seals of Dendra. Vapheio and
Mycenae, which in the case both of Rutsi and Tragana
are important for the assessment of Minoan influence.

So too, alas, in the seals of the Vagena Tomb (nos.

294-91. A further decline occurred in some of the

drawings of the Pylos sealings, again of the highest

importance. A casual observer, until he realised

no. 308 was an ancient sealing, could be forgiven if he

was misled in thinking that the drawing of no. 308
showed a seal—even the counter sign has an engraved

quality and shows little relation to the marks from

which it is derived. Doubts on the accuracy of the

drawings in this section may also arise e.g. in no. 310,

are there markings on the loin of the lion ? Is the ey e

ol the lion in no. 314 as the drawing or photograph of

the sealing ? In no. 3 1 9 the photograph of the sealing

appears to be more detailed than the draw ing. Xos.

332-3 too are reconstructed, while the addition of a

nose spoils the otherwise good drawing of no. 344.

On 381. a very important sealing, the bovine face has

become leonine. Yet many are good, and with them
the draughtsman has helped in the understanding of

the photographs of the nodules. Notably* in nos.

3M-9 - 33V 342 - 368-70, 372-81.

The overall impression of the Pylos section is a

revelation. How much poorer our knowledge of

glyptic would have been without Carl Blegen's

discoveries and the particular and clear presentation

of these his finds.

Somehow, too, in these riches we are pictorially

prepared for decline, and the sections dealing with

Menidi and Perati show it in operation. This

contrast and study in decline is so apparent, that it

constitutes, if any were needed, a complete justifi-

cation for the manner of treating the evidence in the

Athens volume.

Because of this it would seem churlish to notice any
errors of identification—and in any case Mme
Sakellariou has wisely included some foreign seals in

the tomb groups. It would have been good and
informative to the general reader, however, if the

Cypriote character of no. 396 from tomb 24 of Perati

had been mentioned. It was perhaps too much to

hope that since the conventional terms for the
Mainland Chronology had been used for the Main-
land Tomb Groups, the Cretan section at the end of
this volume should have been treated in the same
way. It appears fashionable now to use the vaguer
Palace terms for Cretan chronology, but it came
almost as a shock—yet it also reveals the limitations

of the new nomenclature to see the term £eit der

alteren Palace come after the section headed
Fruhminoische Siegel. It must also be confessed that if

some of the stones included in this section had had a
mainland provenience, they could have been
thought to be a provincial use. Some of the smaller
signets, e.g. nos. 428-30, are truly Cretan as are nos.

432-4. but are not nos. 432-4 placed too early?
This too showing a disadvantage in the use of the
new terms. The reader, too, might wonder whether
nos. 436, 437, 466 are not variants of the L.M. use of
the three-sided prism bead for Late Helladic use. He
would also do w-ell to ponder on the authenticity of
no. 469.

These few defects, however, are completely out-
weighed by the merits of the work as a whole and the
publication of the evidence in such a generous way.
And because of this, and for the future of this great
w ork and its value to scholars, could a more objective
standard of drawing be adopted, or some technical
means employed whereby the margin of error due to
undue personal interpretation be reduced?
The Camera Lucida has been used in the past with

very good results. If it was used e.g. for the drawings
of the Rutsi and Tragana seal impressions and for
some of the Pylos sealings—one could only plead for a
greater collaboration between the draughtsman and
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the scholar preparing the catalogue—unless these

drawings were the result of later editorial dealing.

One thing is certain; accurate drawings, which are

a guide to the eye and sometimes a justifiable inter-

pretation, cannot be dispensed with. Ancient

sealings for example can be notoriously difficult to

read, until a careful drawing is made of them.

Photographs of the impression of the seal are in some

cases of no avail, since if the seal has been deeply

imprinted into the clay of the nodule, its very depth

will invite obscurity, and if the seal has not been deeply

imprinted, there is, unless the nodule has been baked

or burnt, the probability of wear, scaling surface or

discoloration, each of which provides special diffi-

culties for photography.

One caveat must be entered. The photographs of

the seals and sealings are enlarged. For the repro-

duction of Cretan seals in actual size in an earlier

book, an Homeric epithet was, by one critic, derisively

used. In this publication, by the enlarged size, the

photographs and drawings are plain to see, sometimes

perhaps too plain, and the effects which the engraver

had doubtless intended, somewhat nullified. Since,

too, there is no visual aid to the actual size of the seal

and the arithmetical reference to its size can be easily

overlooked, there is a possibility that an unreal world

of glyptic may grow up, the progeny of enlarged

photographs, two or three times removed from

reality.

There can be only one valid reason for any criticism

of this work; namely that such a production as this

book, the beginning of a great comprehensive and

scientific enterprise, deserves all the appreciation and

attention a scholar can give. The concept demands

the deepest realisation, the most unselfish and pains-

taking service. The latter, it has obviously received

from its editor, who will no doubt relay it to his many
collaborators.

V. E. G. Kenna.

Ajlesbeare, Devon.

Iacovidis (S.) 'll MvKijvatKt) dxpo.-io/.t; rwv 'AOrjV&v.

Athens: the Author. 1962. Pp. 268. 39 maps

and plans. 54 text figures. 259 Dr.

Dr Iakovides’ discussion of the Mycenaean remains

on the Acropolis at Athens is a notable and distin-

guished contribution to a neglected aspect of Aegean

studies. Certainly it is widely recognised that Athens

was already important in the Mycenaean period, that

the Acropolis was then first fortified and that there

was probably a palace on its summit comparable to

those at Mycenae and elsewhere. Yet, with the

exception of the important and fully reported

American discoveries, very little detailed evidence has

previously been published to give precision to the

subject of Mycenaean Athens. The architectural

analysis is greatly enhanced by a full series of

Iakovides’ own excellently drawn plans, and by a

series of photographs, some taken during the excava-

tions of the last century, some more recently.

The book shows some signs of its genesis as a

doctoral dissertation for the University of Athens;

one of the most welcome is a preface by Professor

Marinatos as examiner, containing some stimulating

ideas about Mycenaean fortresses in general. In

addition to expressing his warm approbation of

Iakovides’ work, Marinatos records certain reserva-

tions at some of his findings.

At the outset, Iakovides comments on the literary

testimonia, conveniently collected in an appendix,

and enumerates the many excavations and investi-

gations that have taken place on the Acropolis and its

slopes. This preparation is most useful when later he

refers to the circumstances of discovery of particular

Mycenaean features. This section is completed by

an account of his predecessors’ views on the Mycen-
aean Acropolis and its problems.

The main part of the book opens with a description

of the physical features of the Acropolis, showing why
this hill was chosen in preference to any of its neigh-

bours as a focus for settlement and a place of refuge.

An account is then given of the pre-Mycenaean finds.

Occupation of the area has been continuous since the

Neolithic period, apart from a possible interruption

in Early Helladic times. Part of a Neolithic house,

pits with Neolithic and Early Helladic pottery. Middle

Helladic foundations and graves combine to illustrate

the modest farming community which for centuries

occupied the lower slopes.

Iakovides has divided the Mycenaean occupation of

the Acropolis into three architectural phases; only

during the last of these was the site fortified. Phase 1

(dated to Late Helladic 1 1 can only claim the remains

of a large construction with stone-built foundations

found below the court north of the Erechtheuni. Its

purpose is unknown. To Phase II is attributed a

series of five terraces, of widely ranging sizes and

shapes, which occupied much of the area later covered

by the Archaic temple and the Erechtheum. Terraces

I and II immediately adjoin the north-east approach

path ; a longer but easier access doubtless came up the

west side. No trace, of course, remains of the

buildings which must have stood on these phase II

terraces. Iakovides quotes pottery evidence suggest-

ing that the phase II terraces are no earlier than the

beginnings of Mycenaean IIIB pottery. The terraces

continued in use during phase III; somewhere
amongst them the palace must have stood, even if the

positive evidence for its existence is limited to a

column base found near the Erechtheum (not in situ)

and two finely cut sandstone slabs possibly used as

steps. Ill-preserved parts of other buildings belong-

ing to phase III have been found sheltering within the

fortification wall, notably in the south and south-east

part of the circuit. It was in a deposit between the

outer wall of one of these houses and the inner face of

the fortification that the well-known Acropolis hoard

of bronze objects (illustrated by Montelius) was
found.

It was the construction of the Cyclopean fortifi-

cation wall, however, which characterised phase III.
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Righth, Iakovides has focused his main attention on

the w all, whose course around the edge of the rock he

follows and reconstructs in the minutest detail. He
begins with the bastion protecting the west entrance,

found by Balanos below the Nike bastion, and pro-

ceeds clockwise around the fortress to conclude with

one of the best-preserved sections remaining, that

immediately adjoining the south-west wing of the

Propylaea. He argues that the Mycenaean engineers

built the wall along the line of the edge of the rock,

w hich enables him to reconstruct its course with con-

siderable precision in those many areas where it has

disappeared without trace. The wall fluctuated

betwten 3.0 and 5.0 m. in thickness; its full height is

nowhere preserved, though Iakovides suggests that it

must have been at least in the 8.0-10.0 m. range.

The height of 16 m. he proposes for the west bastion

seems a little excessive and may, as Marinatos

objects, be too much for stability. The particular

character of the Cyclopean masonry leads Iakovides

to think that the builders were influenced by the

engineering at Tiryns rather than at Mycenae.

The construction of the wall on the north side of the

Acropolis led to the discovery of the natural fissure in

the rock at the bottom of which lay the north spring.

The building of the remarkably ingenious staircase

leading eight flights down to the water-level 34.5 m.

below the ground level may have taken place imme-
diately after the completion of the wall, at the end of

the M)ccnaean 1

1

IB period. The need to make use

of a water-supply so difficult of access is an eloquent

testimony to the dangerous days through which

Athens was passing, almost as eloquent as the building

of the fort.fication itself.

There is a difficulty about the north-east entrance

which, in phase II, had brought the traveller up to

the summit at a passagew ay betw een terraces I and II.

The Cyclopean wall seems originally to have had an
entrance at this point, subsequently blocked, and it is

a little difficult to follow Iakovides’ argument that the

three narrow' walls with interspaces between them
which form the blocking are part of the original

construction of the wall, and are in fact the remains of

an internal staircase with double flight providing

access to the rampart walk ; such a coincidence would
be very surprising, and it is easier to suppose there teat

a north-cast entrance in the first arrangement of the

fortress, however soon it may have been blocked.

Appaiently, as soon as this entrance was abolished,

houses were built outside the blocked-up gate over-

lying the stepped path that had led to it. these houses

were short-lived, however, and Broneer concluded

from a comparison of the pottery he found in them
w ith that from the north spring that they were deserted

while the spring was still in use. The use of the

spring did not last more than twenty-five years; the

lifespan of these extra-mural houses, therefore, need

not have been much more than ten or fifteen years.

The Mvcenaean arrangements at the west entrance

are also difficult to reconstruct: Iakovides' solution is

not entirely convincing, as he rejects any idea that the

bastion could be a westward continuation of the

south circuit of the wall (a proposal which, certainly , is

not without serious difficulties 1 . He restores a double

gatew ay, the outer (dominated by the bastion ) facing

east-west, the inner, north-south and overlooked by
the surviving stretch of wall that faces the Nike

temple. This leaves a most awkward-looking south-

facing passage that leads straight from the inner

doorway to the south edge of the rock, and would have

been completely pointless, unless it served as a rubbish-

chute. The comparison Iakovides draws between

this arrangement and the Lion-Gate complex at

Mycenae would be more apposite if only the bastion

could be attached to the south wall without the

intervention of this otiose passage.

The problem of the precise whereabouts of the

Pelargikon—the outer bailey of the Acropolis—is an
intractable one; it is easier to raise doubts about
Iakovides’ solution than suggest an alternative.

According to the testimonia, it was in an area adjoin-

ing the north-west corner of the Acropolis, on a

slightly levelled area in the neighbourhood of the

caves. As the author points out, it is no use trying

to solve the problem by ignoring the testimonia, as

some have done. Yet it is difficult to believe the

Pelargikon can have been as small as Iakovides

suggests—some 70 m. long, east-west, with an
average width of little more than 12 m. Nearly
100 m. of Cyclopean wall would have been needed to

enclose this little area, which seems an uneconomic
proposition. It is tempting to wonder (with

Marinatos) whether, in fact, the Pelargikon did not
extend much further east, even as far as the area of
the north-east entrance. This might help to explain,
if so, the building of those short-lived houses imme-
diately outside the blocked-up entrance in the main
enceinte.

Iakovides discusses, as fully as the evidence allows,

the chronology of the Mycenaean occupation of the
Acropolis. We know of nothing between the L.H.I.
house by the Erechtheum and the building of the
terraces in the first part of the thirteenth century b.c.

Thereafter there is much more data. The fortifi-

cation was built towards the end of the thirteenth
century: so was the north spring, so were the houses
outside the blocked north-east entrance. These were
abandoned at the very end of the century

l ot at the
end ol Myc. 1

1

IB
) , while the north spring was

disused in the first years of the twelfth century, which
saw the building of new houses within the Acropolis.
All this is in keeping with the pattern of events else-
where in Greece. The one thing which does not
stand out in this account of the fortress of Athens is

the proof that it never fell to an enemy during the last

years of the Bronze Age. The Athenians said it stood
firm— ran we trust them?
Hr Iakovides has put us in his debt by providing

this stimulating account of an excessively difficult
site. T he debt should be repaid by increased
attention for the problems of Mycenaean Athens.

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. H. W. Catling.
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Oikonomides (A. N.) The two agoras in ancient

Athens. Chicago: Argonaut. 1964. Pp. xix

-f 121. 4 plans. S4.95.

The Leitmotiv of the book is the author’s view that

the Athenians after the Persian Wars moved their

agora, i.e. civic centre, from an original position on
the south-west slope of the Acropolis to the familiar

site in the Kerameikos. This hypothesis is presented

in the Introduction and is then documented by two
groups of literary and epigraphical testimonia, the

first of which (59 items) relates to the ‘Agora in the

Old Town’, the second (124 items) to the ‘Later

Agora in Kerameikos'. The second compilation is

intended by O. to supplement and correct R. E.

Wycherley's book, The Literary and Epigraphical

Testimonia (volume III in the series on the Agora
Excavations published by the American School of

Classical Studies at Athens, 1957); in fact, however,

many of O.’s addenda are of dubious relevance, and
very few are of topographical significance.

No serious student of Athenian topography would

question the likelihood of there having been a primi-

tive agora somewhere on the upper slopes of the

Acropolis in the period when the settlement was
largely confined to the hill. But the exact location of

such an older agora and the time when the down-
ward shift occurred are evidently still matters for

debate. O.’s choice of site, the extremely steep and
irregular south-west slope of the Acropolis, appears so

unsuitable as a centre for the community life even of

a village as to require the support of very cogent

evidence. Vet the only specific piece of evidence

adduced by O. is a second-hand quotation from the

Hellenistic grammarian Apollodoros according to

which ‘the title Pandemos was given to the goddess

(Aphrodite) established in the neighbourhood of the

old agora because all the Demos gathered there of old

in their assemblies, which they called Agorai’. The
position of the sanctuary of Aphrodite Pandemos is

now, to be sure, well established below' the bastion

of Athena Nike. O. fails to mention, however, that

two other sources quite as respectable as Apollodoros

give entirely different explanations for the epithet of

the goddess. One is driven to suspect that all three

ancient authors were groping in the dark. Nor
should one rule out the possibility of some confusion

in the quotation from Apollodoros between Aphrodite

Pandemos at the entrance to the Acropolis and
Aphrodite Leader of the Demos whose altar has been

found in situ near the north-west corner of the agora

in the Kerameikos.

A more likely clue to the location of the early

Agora (not considered by O.) is the probability of its

close association with the Prytancion which must

have constituted a part of the original civic centre.

For the Prytancion Pausanias’ account (i 18, 3-41

indicates a position on the north-west slope of the

Acropolis.

The basis for O.'s late dating of the shift in location

also proves on examination to be far from solid. It is

claimed that the selection of a more spacious site
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for the civic centre was necessitated by an influx of

population from the country to the city after the

Persian invasion. This runs directly counter to the

statement of Thucydides (ii 16, 11 according to which
the majority of the Athenians repaired the damage
done by the Persians and continued to live in the

country until the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War.
We are told, moreover, that the excavation of the

Agora in the Kerameikos has brought to light no
shrine older than the early fifth century. Here again

the argument runs foul of Thucydides ( vi 54, 6 1 who
records the foundation of the Altar of the Twelve
Gods by the younger Peisistratos in his archonship

(522 i B.c.). This sanctuary, securely identified in

the north-west corner of the Agora in the Kerameikos,

presupposes the earlier development of that area as

a public place. Two more early and important

sanctuaries are shown by abundant literary evidence

to have been established in the area of the same
Agora already in the time of the Peisistratids. One is

the Leokorion, now recognisable in the north-east

corner of the square, the other is the Theseion which
has recently been shown to have bordered the south

side of the square: an eminently appropriate site for

the heroised founder (oikistes ) of the city. If still

more specific evidence were desired one might point

to ‘the boundary marker of the Agora' which stands

in situ at the south-west corner of the Agora in the

Kerameikos and which is shown both by its letter

forms and by stratification to date from c. 300 b.c.

If we accept the date in the early sixth century

which is indicated by the recent excavations ‘for the

beginning of the agora in the Kerameikos we need no
longer be concerned about several of O.’s secondary

contentions which are now seen to be groundless,

e.g. the view that there were sanctuaries of Theseus on

both the north and the south slopes of the Acropolis,

that the name ‘Enneakrounos’ was transferred from a

fountain house at the south to one at the north foot

of the hill, that the early orchestra and its ikria were

located not in the open space of the Agora in the

Kerameikos but on the steep south slope of the

Acropolis (where of course they make no sensei.

O. has little patience with most other students of

Athenian topography. Even R. E. Wycherley is

regarded as having ‘forced the source evidence to

agree with the topographical theories of the Agora
staff' ip. xviit. The unprejudiced reader, however,

may well prefer the work of the English scholar,

marked as it is bv the meticulous compilation and
judicious assessment of evidence, to the present

volume which is riddled with factual errors and which
betrays on every page its author's blind adherence to

an ill conceived initial hypothesis.

Homer A. Thompson.
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton

, A . /.

Brommer ( F.) Die Skulpturen der Parthenon-
Giebei: {Catalog und Untersuchung. Text
and plates. Mainz: Philipp von Zabern.
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1963. Pp. xi — 180, xi. 152 plates. 15 text

figures. DM 128.

This excellent work begins with an introduction in

which the author is more than generous to his pre-

decessors, though as he rightly observes the funda-

mental publications of Michaelis, A. H. Smith and

M. Collignon are out of print, and much has been

done since their day. His declared aim is to include

in catalogue form all the figures and fragments

ascribed to the pedimental groups of the Parthenon,

and to give illustrations not only of the principal

aspects of the figures but also of as many subsidiary

views as possible. The plates alone would give us

every reason to be grateful to him, but he also points

out that earlier publications often neglect such

essential matters as overall dimensions, which are now
given. Then the scheme of this work is set out; first, a

series of catalogues, with bibliography, comments on

interpretation, style, technical details and an art-

historical examination—the last serving yet again to

show how artificial is the boundary between

archaeology and the history of art ; and an account of

ancient copies and more recent drawings and recon-

structions. The second part gives a more general

treatment of each pediment as a whole.

One general criticism ; the purchaser of a new and

expensive work of this kind might reasonably expect

it to be self-contained : completeness in the illustrations

is hardly to be expected, given the present cost of

book production; but text is less expensive. It is,

however, still necessary to go back to Smith.

Michaelis. and the author’s own previous publications

for much detail, and the discussion of many problems;

for the reasons (not always compelling) for assigning

a given fragment to a specific place in a pediment ; and
for much of the basic information about pieces in the

subsidiary catalogues. This partial enumeration

shows the unwisdom of quoting, with apparent

approval, a verbal remark by Rodenwaldt: ‘The
Parthenon, with the sculpture from it, ranks among
the worst published monuments" : demonstrably

nonsense, if the author endorses this melancholy

verdict, since a substantial part of his work consists of

supplementary notes and comments on the remarks

of his predecessors. In addition, the book is not

always as easy to use as it might have been.

To start with the catalogue of the principal pieces;

here it is fairly easy to find references elsewhere in

the book, since one need only turn to the appropriate

index at the end. East pediment: A; it is certainly re-

markable that the right side of the neck is smooth and
unweathered; indeed, this area, though black, has a
high polish and in fact reflects the light; something
of the same kind is also to be seen on parts of the

reclining figure from the West pediment. Can the

sudden change of surface at the back really be due to

weathering alone? One would have thought that

the figure’s left side, being towards the wall of the

pediment, would have been more protected than the

right. D; the drill-hole in the broken part of the leg

does not look modern; the remains of an ancient re-

pair, rather than piecing ? G ;
the quotations support

the author’s statement on the diversity of views about

the style
;
his own comparisons include the woman on

slab 525 from Bassae and Carpenter, Nike Parapet pi.

30, left. The trick with the folds round the left ankle

might be a forerunner of the later treatment, but

otherwise the links are tenuous
;
the pose becomes part

of the stock-in-trade of Greek art, and the modelling

and proportions are very different in all three works

;

the similarities are slight and superficial. K, L and
M; in addition to the huge, brutal cuttings in the

shoulder of L and in the rock below, the right side of

K was also heavily undercut, and it may well be that

as a result it was unstable even when complete (it

certainly is now) ; hence the necessity for fixing it to the

wall of the tympanum by means of a large dow'el fitted

in the socket at the back of the neck. O; nothing

said of the large cutting in the lower part of the

neck, on the side towards the wall of the pediment,

presumably for a fastening to hold it in place; the

omission is surprising, since on pp. 26 and 36 the

author notes the possibility that this head, like the

torso of Selene, was held in place by dowels. No
mention of the way the marble round this cutting has

been knocked away by coarse blows with a punch;
done by Lusieri’s men ? No illustration of that side

of the head. One has to go to p. 26, on P, for even
an oblique reference to the cutting in the top of the

head, presumably for the raking cornice. West
pediment, A. The author offers an attractive

explanation for the curious treatment of the left leg;

that the underside of the figure was cut away after

completion to reduce the height. One may suspect

that this reduction was not uniform (otherwise the

left hand and whatever it rested on would have been
rather high), but increased from right to left; in other

words the figure now slopes more steeply to the left

than was originally intended. H; here it is parti-

cularly unfortunate that nothing is said about the

drill-holes on the upper part of the chest—doubtless

because they are mentioned by Smith in Catalogue (one
of them also in Michaelis, 194, citing Burrows); but
•Smith does not go far enough. It is strange to have a
figure with a cloak hanging behind, and no trace of it

in front ; the holes are too small for the attachment of

an extra piece of marble
;
why cannot the part of the

drapery round the front of the neck have been metal ?

The oblique remark on p. 43 hardly seems adequate.
There seems also to be a trace of another drill-hole-
visible in the photograph—nearer the lower edge of

the ribs to the (proper) right of centre; illusory? L;
again unfortunate that there is no word about the
evidence for the attachment of snakes and gorgoneion
to the aegis; here again we have to go back to Smith’s
Catalogue, undirected. The curious groove which
runs almost horizontally, though at different levels,

between several folds beneath Athena’s right breast
passes without comment, though clearly visible (cf.

pl- 99) Can this be an anticipation of the practice,

increasingly common from the fourth century onward,
of showing laundry-folds in drapery? If not, what is
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it? Nothing about the drill-holes in the neck and

ear. X; the drill-hole in the fracture of the left leg:

perhaps the lower part of the leg was made separately,

as suggested, but again an ancient repair is possible.

Again we have to go to Smith for an explicit state-

ment about the sockets in the shoulders: we find later

that the author accepts that they were for the attach-

ment of wings. (The installation of this figure in the

pediment must have been a delicate matter, with little

clearance.) The addition of Smith fragment 127

may not be certain ; the folds do not quite pick up,

and as I recall the fit of the cast on the marble was not

as firm as might be desired. O; the addition of the

right thigh is a triumph ;
so also the identification of the

sea-monster below Amphitrite and the removal of

superfluous dolphins. U ;
perhaps worth noting that

the Eleusis and Agora ‘copies' are rather free. U*;

p. 55 ‘s. unten’; a page reference would cost little: the

reader who arrives here either from the index of

pedimental figures or from p. 53 may be excused a

moment of irritation at having to leaf on to p. 60.

exacerbated when he has to go still further, to

AM 69 70, 60 ff., for the reasons why this fragment

cannot belong to the other pediment.

Next, a catalogue of the fragments in Smith's big

publication, which here again is indispensable; at

times the reader may have to pause. No. 1 1 ;

‘Literature ancl details under E. ped. torso H’ does

not make it immediately apparent that this is torso H;
the reference to AM 73 (curiously omitted from the

bibliography of H) is less helpful than it might be

since the Acropolis number is there given incorrectly.

No. 13 (Acropolis 888) ;
one has to read quite a way to

realise this is West U*
;
one might expect to find more

about it between U and V, but see what is said above

about p. 55. No. 19; on a first reading the unwary

might not realise that Ashmole explicitly excluded

the fragment from the Parthenon. Nos. 148-9;

important, as part of the evidence for an olive tree in

the middle of the West pediment; but to get to the

other fragments, and the places where the tree is

discussed, go to the index of plates and follow all the

references; not enough to go to the index of pedi-

mental figures, under ‘Olbaum’, since there pp. 162

and 164 are omitted. No. 189; one must go back to

AM 7 1 to find out what this piece is, what it looks like,

and what the author thinks about it: the situation is

almost the same for 190—207; 202; 208 and 233.

Then, pieces ascribed to the Parthenon before Smith,

but rejected by him; additions by Casson, of which

only one is accepted as a genuine new discovery;

fragments added since Smith by others than Casson —

some accepted, some rejected. P. 99, no. 16; get

from here to p. 39 by going to the index of text

figures; but a degree of clairvoyance is needed to

know that on p. 39 the reference to p. 99 will give the

explanation of the addition shown in fig. 4 but not

mentioned on that page. Next, a catalogue of

thirty-four new additions by the author, almost all

of them rescued by him from oblivion and assigned on

grounds of style. No. 7; the reader must also go to

the index of Acropolis fragments. No. 13: go to p.

89, Smith no. 384, for a reference to AM 73: the page

references in the index of Acropolis fragments are less

complete than those in the index of plates. There

follows a list of copies, then a summary catalogue of

previous publications of the all-important traces on

the floors of the two pediments: the reader must go to

the list of figures at the end to verify that fig. 1 1 shows

what was under West U, U* and Y; equally unfortu-

nate, that no less than eleven plates of good new

photographs of the pedimental floor, made by the

author himself, clearly non sine fiericulo, are thrown in

with little more than a lead in the margin and a few-

other references in the text: not everyone has the

facilities or the cool head needed to study these

matters at first hand, and a detailed account would

have been welcome. This section ends with a

Catalogue Raisonne of drawings of the Parthenon

—

with many illustrations—a brief list of drawings and

paintings of the figures after their arrival in England,

a select list of general photographic views which

include the pediments, and another Catalogue Rais-

onne of reconstructions of the pediments.

The second part of the book deals with broader

issues. First, the evidence from antiquity—the one

invaluable mention in Pausanias, which gives us the

subjects of the pediments; the building-accounts: a

few incidental statements— so slight that the identi-

fication of Pheidias as responsible for the overall

design rests only on conjecture and combination,

and the ascription of individual figures to artists

whose names are known, or judgments about the

relative dates of the two pediments, are even less well-

founded: the furthest the author will go: ‘If Pheidias

did not make the plans for both pediments, he prob-

able kept the East for himself, since this end of the

temple is treated as the more important.' He also

points out how slight are the echoes of the Parthenon

in ancient literature and art (indeed, from the

paucity of the literary references, and the rarity of

copies in all media, one gets the impression that the

Athenians never really took the Parthenon to their

hearts).

Then a fascinating examination of the way the

work was carried out. Did the designer make a

draw ing or a model ? Was it large or small ? How
many sculptors could have worked on a pediment ?

Where can differences between the work ol different

hands be detected ? How great is the artistic contri-

bution of the executants? Many answers have been

given, though the evidence is slight; ingeniouslv. the

author suggests that the other sculptured parts ol the

Parthenon can be used as an analogy; for instance.

"For the West metopes, the specification could have

been simply fourteen fights between a Greek and an

Oriental, half with a mounted figure, every other

metope without a horse; the instructions may have

been more detailed, but no more is indispensable" ; for

those on the East, the specification must have been

more precise: the metopes on North and South occupy

an intermediate position, with a special problem in
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the treatment of the central part. Where the

requirements are so different, it is unlikely that the

same procedure was followed throughout, and one

must not assume a priori a fixed procedure for the

pediments; however, the fact that the figures had to

form part of a pedimental group did impose certain

restrictions; their length, breadth and height was

fixed, and the pose and proximity of their neighbours

had to be taken into account, so that exact planning

was vital, though the sculptors were allowed, or

assumed, considerable freedom in the execution, as

can be seen from the differences in style between

adjacent figures, and the forward tilt of some, though

not all, as an optical correction; the divergences

appear to exclude the possibility that the sculptors

worked from actual-size models, complete in every

detail. In the main the conclusions are convincing,

but one may question certain of the observations.

‘The very fact that mistakes and re-working are slight

argues for exact planning.’ But in the East pediment,

part of the front of the near horse of Helios has been

cut away with heavy blows from a punch, to accom-

modate the foot of the reclining figure, and two of the

other heads have been trimmed at the back; so has

the rock beside and behind the reclining figure, in a

way which takes out part of the animal skin; trimming

also on the cloak of the running girl; great holes in

the supports of K. and L, and in the shoulder of L:

a rough channel made in the ‘Urpferd’ to make room

for the raking cornice; I doubt if the men who
carved these figures with such loving skill would have

described these operations as slight. When K, L and

M are set according to the evidence on the floor of the

pediment, the back of L is near the wall, while the

feet of M come near the cornice; in this arrangement

the cuttings in the back of L seem too far round to be

of any practical use in making room for the arm and

seat of K, the purpose for which they are clearly

intended. One might suggest two successive stages;

first, L—M installed parallel to the pedimental wall,

and the cuttings made to allow K to be set as close to

them as possible; even so, it proved to be too near to

the centre of the pediment; then, L—M swung

round into its present position, so that it could be

moved nearer to the corner, followed by K. Simi-

larly, the original intention may have been to set D,

the reclining male, parallel to the wail 1 in this

setting the distance from front to back of the figure is

the minimum) and the present oblique position, with

the consequent mason’s work, may also be due to the

necessity of moving the figure away from the centre.

In other words, when the time came to place the

completed figures in the pediment, it turned out that

some of them took up too much room, and the

original design was modified; one has surely to

suppose an emergency of this magnitude to account

for the \iolence done to the carving on several

figures; it is at least clear that something went badly

wrong. The evidence shows that major corrections

were necessary, and we must adjust our ideas about

the nature and accuracy of the instructions given to

the sculptors. If they had full-scale models or

sketches, could they have got the height right, but the

length wrong? Unlikely; but in an age when it was

not possible to go to a shop and buy a reasonably

accurate ruler, easily conceivable with a reduced-

scale design. One must also take into account

practical considerations. Was it possible in fifth-

century Athens to provide full-scale drawings of

figures up to eleven feet high, and on what would they

be drawn ? Again, optical corrections ; our only

explicit literary statement for these in the fifth century

B.c. is Tzetzes; hardly overwhelming; everything else

is modern interpretation of the peculiarities of

surviving sculpture, often contradictory. Stylistic

differences between figures N, O and Q_ from the

West pediment; note, however, that on all three the

surface is damaged, especially the projecting parts of

the folds; it may be that originally they looked less

dissimilar; moreover, comparison with the work of

other epochs shows that, though close similarities of

style are good evidence that two or more works are by
the same man, differences do not necessarily prove

that they are by different people; an artist may
change his style, or it may develop.

In the discussion of the East pediment the author’s

drawing of the original position of the surviving

fragments reveals the extent of the gap in the middle

about which we know nothing, yet as he says (and

others have said; in the surviving portions there are

novelties of treatment, such as the use of the Sun and
Moon to frame the group. He rightly stresses the

curious fact that, as far as our present knowledge

goes, the subject was chosen for a pediment for the

first and only time just when it was dying out in other

media, and observes that elsewhere on the temple

archaic themes and treatment are found, alongside

innovations. Here we come to the vexed question

of the Roman altar in Madrid which was re-used as a

well-head; we have to go back to the author’s dis-

cussion in AM 73 for a full statement of his views

though they are here indicated in essentials; he is

sceptical about its value as evidence for the centre of

the pediment, though he appears to accept it as a

representation of the same moment in the story.

Against his arguments one may observe that the

absence from the altar of any of the eleven surviving

gods and eight horses is irrelevant; the altar shows
only the central figures, while most of the pieces

known to us come from the wings
;
the absence of the

author’s Hera is not decisive, since it is not yet

prored that the pieces belong to the Parthenon, or
even to each other isee the author's own remarks in

.•1.1/ 69-70, 49 ff. on works whose style is that of the

Parthenon but which may have been produced
subsequently by sculptors who had been employed on
the building); and the fact that the fragments of this

figure were first observed in front of the West end of
the temple (p. 97, no. 7; hardly gives prima fade
grounds for assigning them to the East pediment; even
if one accepts Torso H without question as the lost

Hephaistos, the remarks quoted from other writers
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suggest that the pose of the figure and the position of

its arms are not free from doubt and so do not tell

decisively against the altar. As for the three Fates

on the altar, they would indeed be more at home in

the fourth century than in the fifth (hence my own
phrase, which I now see to have been too compressed

to be intelligible, "probably a modified reproduction"),

but this is not true of the other three figures, and

Roman copyists were at times ready to combine dis-

parate elements in a single figure, or figures from

different periods into one scene. Above all. it is hard

to see why this subject, so rare in sculpture and vir-

tually unknown in art after the fifth century, should

have been chosen by an Imperial copyist or his patron

unless there was a famous Classical model.

Like others before him. the author argues that as on

various other temples the East end is marked out as

the most important point, and it may be no accident

that here, at Olympia and at Delphi the theme of the

East pediment is less active or violent than that of the

West. This view may be correct, but it is as well to

remember that our evidence is incomplete (and the

pediments from Aegina, indeed, tell strongly against

it). The discussion of the composition is admirably

restrained; in addition to the well-known fact that

the use of Helios and Selene occurred elsewhere on

and in the Parthenon, the way in which they are

treated in the pediment is an ingenious solution to the

problem presented by the corners; there is little

evidence for the exact arrangement of the principal

figures; the remains from the outer part of the pedi-

ment are symmetrical overall, with subtle differences

of detail (note, however, the possibility, argued above,

that the oblique setting of some figures may not

represent their original design). In the interpre-

tation of the individual figures, the author reminds us

that this is the first large-scale representation of

Helios in sculpture, and rejects some of the more
imaginative interpretations of the significance of his

presence; he favours the identification of D as

Dionysos, surely rightly. For the other figures, dis-

cussed at some length, the results appear incon-

clusive, but it is well to be reminded that A, with her

disappearing team, might conceivably be Xyx rather

than Selene.

West pediment ; an excellent discussion of the theme

in art; the slightness of the help to be had from

ancient literature when trying to decide what other

characters might be looked for, apart from the two

rivals; various traditions ascribe the decision of the

contest to Zeus, the great gods of Olympus, Kekrops,

Kranaos and Ervsichthon; the major gods can be

excluded i presumably because the main part of the

pediment is filled by the rivals and their chariots, and

it would be improbable in the extreme, if not

unthinkable, to find the Olympians tucked away in

the wings. The author finds it hard to see any com-

pelling reason for the chariots, except to heighten the

excitement, and because chariots fit well into the

pedimental frame; also both gods had a connexion

with horses. But may not their presence also be due

to the same kind of artistic ingenuity that manifests

itself in so many places on the Parthenon? They
form an effective composition and at the same lime

they are relevant since they' tell us explicitly how the

two gods came to the Acropolis; they go closely with

the central figures so that the main group takes the

lion’s share of the space available, and the humbler
rank of the other figures, and their role as spectators,

is underlined. As regards Athena and Poseidon, like

Mr Herington in a review of an earlier work by the

author
(
JHS lxxxi 218 -19), I find it hard to think of

them as rebounding after a collision. There seems a

difference in their attitudes, if "Carrey's" drawing may
be relied on; Athena looks confident and command-
ing, Poseidon something less than self-assured, almost

shrinking. The author raises the interesting question,

why is the victorious Athena confined to her own half

of the pediment while Poseidon overlap, into it?

Perhaps he is shown in the act of withdrawing from
the territory to which Athena has just made good her

claim.

In significance and importance the theme is on a

lower level than that of the East; local, not universal;

on earth, indeed, on the Acropolis itself, not in

Olympus; but the goddess here is no longer newly

born but mistress of the temple, emerging victorious

from a contest with a major god; whereas the East

pediment shows a new treatment of an old theme,

here we have perhaps the first representation of a

subject hitherto unknown or unimportant in art, and
one without a significant future.

The treatment of the composition of the pediment is

commendable brief, without being cursory. By-

assembling all the evidence, and stressing that there

were also originally bronze attributes, the author

demonstrates that the pediment was very full, and so

reinforces his view that the sinkings in the tloor at the

extreme ends of both pediments were for sculpture ; he

may well be correct, but one might wish he had met

Mr Herington "s objections (/or. at. 1. in particular the

question, what could have been set without bathos

outside Helios and Selene ?

On the individual figures he rightly points out the

slightness of the evidence for regarding A as a river-

god; the figure may well be a hero, though it seems

fruitless to speculate which one. B, the identifica-

tion as Kekrops, is treated with reserve since in

literature and art he is normally snake-footed, not

just w ith a snake beside him (why not Lrichthomos ?i.

However, it is accepted as possible; if so, C is pre-

sumably his wife or one of his daughters, D. L, F his

children. Here, however, as with tile other figures

in the wings, it seems speculative to apply names: the

only firm ground is given by the two central figures

with Iris and Hermes.

Plates; the introduction states that most of the

London photographs were taken before the rearrange-

ment of the figures, completed in 1962 ; it would have

been better to spccily which are winch, especially

when two separate pieces are shown together; e.g.

:

pis. 20, 3, old setting: the other three views, post- 1962

:
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pi. 32. i. new betting; pi. 33, old: pi. 38, 1, new; pi.

43. new setting, pi. 51, old. The difference in

orientation may make these Hilfsansichte misleading.

A defect of a different kind. pi. 90. 2 ; made up of two

different views of the same two fragments with the

division between them very unobtrusive; repeated

from AM 73, 1958. Beil. 74, 1.

There is a small number of misprints and false

leads; the following might cause temporary difficulty;

p. 54. margin, bottom, read Taf. 148, 3 (refers to the

piece mentioned at the end of the line, p. 102, no.

23';
;
p. 60, margin, middle, read Taf. 146; 147, 1:

p. 63. no. 15, margin, first line, read Taf. 133; for the

last two. make the appropriate changes in the index

to the plates. Anyone who has had to deal with

references en masse will appreciate the general

standard of accuracy; errors are the exception.

The author states his aim in an epilogue; to supply

a tool for those who wish to work on the sculpture of

the Parthenon. He has, of course, done far more,

supplying material for thought and discussion; but

apart from his stimulating ideas, by acute observation

and painstaking study he has produced a work which

is indispensable to anyone who wishes to do serious

w ork on the subject. This review, mainly concerned

with isolated details, is the result ofjudging the author

by his own high standards; only the very best tools

can take the keenest edge.

P. E. Corbett.

I niiersity College. London.

Corinth. Results of excavations conducted by
the American school of classical studies at

Athens. Vol. xiii. The North cemetery.
By C. W. Blegen and others. Princeton; the

American School at Athens. 1964. Pp. xv -f-

344. 3 plans. 130 plates. 25 text figures.

S35-°c>.

This superb volume, edited by Professor Carl

Blegen and his colleagues of the American School at

Athens, represents the end of a long saga of discovery

and research. The North Cemetery at Corinth was
originally discovered in 1 g 1 5 by Bert Hodge Hill and
William B. Dinsmoor; there were large-scale exca-

vations in 1928, 1929 and 1930 by Professor T. L.

Shear and his assistants, in which 530 graves and
fifty-four deposits were cleared. These represented

the Middle Helladic, Geometric, proto-Corinthian

and Corinthian periods, and continued through the

fifth and fourth centuries. There was also a certain

amount of re-use in the Roman period. Interim

reports were published by Professor T. L. Shear, but

the latter’s death in 1943 prevented a final publication

until 1963.

The earliest graces on the site were a small group of

thirteen tombs belonging to the Middle Helladic

period, dating probably to the seventeenth centurv

B.c. One of these contained a fine gold diadem with

a pattern of rosettes and circular bosses, apparently

a forerunner of a type found in the Fourth Shaft

Grave at Mycenae. The excavators, however, found

no Mycenaean type graves and the possibility must

be reckoned with that the site lay abandoned until

the Geometric period.

It was not until the eighth century that the

cemetery again became a common burying-place for

the town, and it continued so into Roman times.

The bulk of the volume is devoted to a detailed

description and catalogue of the five hundred indi-

vidual graves and their finds. It is interesting that

these appear to reflect so little of the fortunes of the

city. Neither the prosperity of the eighth and seventh

centuries, nor the comparative decline of the fifth and
fourth centuries could be guessed from the discoveries.

Only the increase of Attic and the appearance of

Corinthian pots made in imitation of the Attic reflects

the long competition between the Corinthian and
Attic potters and the triumph of the latter.

The cemetery itself was a large area, measuring

3,000 sq. m.. of which parts had been intensively used

at different periods. The tombs were almost all

inhumations, generally enclosed in monolithic stone

sarcophagi, the body being extended, and oriented

precisely towards the south or the east. Multiple

burials, such as the reviewer found in the cemetery at

Knossos were rare. Offerings contained in pots were
usually laid at the head and feet of the deceased, and
shells of hens’ eggs found in thirty-seven of the graves

of women and children indicate a symbolism of

fertility and perhaps growth. There was occasional

evidence for family plots. Altogether one cannot say

that this was an exciting cemetery, though some fine,

patterned wares were found among the pottery. Its

importance, however, lies in that it reflects the habits

and perhaps the ideas of generation after generation of

ordinary people, the slow working out of the history

of one town over a period of nearly a thousand years.

This report is a triumph of team-work. Behind
the careful and well-written documentation of the

principals lies years of labour by those who drew up
the catalogues from site notebooks written a genera-
tion belore. Piet de Jong’s six water-colour plates of

the finest pottery found in the graves are master-
pieces. Immense trouble has been taken with the

line drawings, and the photographs of the tombs taken
during the excavations would do credit to archae-
ologists today. As Professor Blegen claims ‘for the
proper evaluation and understanding of the material
yielded by the cemetery, every item must be studied,

identified and fitted into its setting’. Though much
remains to be done before the cemeteries of Corinth
have yielded all they have to tell us about the history

of the site, the burials in the great North Cemetery
have now been worthily explored and assessed.

W. H. C. Frend.
(“OH 1He and Cains College. Cambridge.

Labraunda. Swedish excavations and re-
searches. \ ol. ii, part 1 . Pottery of classi-
cal and later date, terra-cotta lamps and
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glass. By P. Hellstrom. (Skrifter utgivna av

Svenska Institutet i Athen, 4 '. v, 2: 1.) Lund:

C. W. K. Gleerup. 1965. Pp. xiii A 90. 1

plan. 40 plates. 2 text figures. Sw.kr. 60.

Hellstrom has had a heart-breaking task in studying

this material. Most of the pottery is very frag-

mentary and adds up to very few whole profiles.

The stratigraphy of the site was apparently little

help (p. ii. and the majority of the objects come from

mixed contexts. The author has therefore had to fall

back on comparative material.

The largest section of the work deals with the

pottery which ranges in date from the fifth century

b.c. to mediaeval. Hellstrom arranges it clearly and

has good short comments to make on the more

interesting pieces—the Panathenaic amphora with

inscription (no. I) having pride of place. Most of the

pottery in the Classical period is Attic and black, not

figured. The few red-figured pieces are scrappy in

the extreme. Fuller sections follow: West Slope

Ware, Lagynoi, ‘Megarian’ Bowls. Lnguentaria.

Eastern Sigillata Wares. Vitreous Glazed. Roman
Brittle, Late Roman Red, Kitchen and Cooking. Of
these, Hellstrom devotes much time to Unguentaria.

collecting together a great deal of recondite infor-

mation; this would perhaps have been better as a

separate article, as one is unlikely to look in an

excavation report for such material. Vet the treat-

ment is not long enough for the ramifications of the

subject, and Hellstrom is only too ready to admit that

there is still much work to be done. More space is

taken up with the Eastern Sigillata Wares, and rightly

so. Hellstrom has worked through a mass of

material and presented a lucid account of the sigillata

pottery found in the Eastern Mediterranean. His

note on p. 28. n. 4, is very valuable, as it lists the

various names given in previous publications to the

same ware : Pergamcne Ware, Alexandrische Sigillata.

etc. He adopts and adapts Kenyon's terminology

laid out in Samaria-Sebaste iii pp. 281-8.

The sections on Terracottas and Glass are only

short but sufficient for their worth.

The arrangement of the material is easy to follow.

The discussions occupy the first fifty pages and are

followed by the catalogue giving numbers, measure-

ments, etc. There is a good index. The plates are

clearly arranged, though the photographs are in many
cases less clear than they should have been. Photo-

graphy in the wilds is difficult but not so impossible.

The profiles (pis. 33-40I are clear and useful. It is

good also to have a plan of the site that unfolds

beyond the edge of the page; although the nature of

the finds on this site makes the connexion between

finds and site less close than elsewhere, it is still

comforting to feel oneself in the place which used the

material one is studying.

B. A. Sparkes.

University of Southampton.

Xa.nthos. Fouilles de Xanthos. Tome 2.

L’acropole lycienne, par H. Metzger. Paris:

2 79

C. Klincksieck. 1963. Pp. xiii ( - 110, 56
plates. 35 figures. Fr. 60.

The gods and rulers of archaic and classical

Xanthos had their stronghold on a small, flat-topped

rocky hill, overlooking the eddying river, and domi-
nating the richest valley in Lycia. It was here that

the main efforts of the French excavators were con-

centrated in 1950-g. With commendable thorough-

ness. they cleared over half the area (about loom,
square) down to the native rock. Although Professor

Metzger considers all the architecture of the Lvcian

atropolis down to the early centuries of the Roman
Empire, it is the eight archaic and early classical

buildings (A-H) that provide the main matter for

discussion; for while the early classical fortifications

were repaired in the fourth century B.c. and extended

in the Hellenistic era, no more major buildings were
erected on the citadel between c. 430 b.c. and early

Byzantine times. The Byzantine structures are

reserved for a future volume.

The architectural history of Xanthos begins with

the ground plan of a small palace, (A); not Sarpe-

don’s. because the earliest datable sherds from the

acropolis are only Late Geometric. It proves to be a

variant of the neo-Hittite beit hildm, to which there is

a counterpart in a seventh-century building at

Sinjerli. The resemblance leads M. to the interesting

suggestion that Lycia v\as peopled in the Early Iron

Age by immigrants from south-east Anatolia. This

hypothesis now gains some ground with the publi-

cation of the painted wares from Tarsus mentioned

on p. 79. n. 21. which are similar to the earliest local

pottery from Xanthos.

This building perished by fire during the siege and
capture of the city by Harpagos in 343 B.c.; classical

archaeologists will look forward to the publication of

the Greek pottery sealed in the debris. Upon its

ruins rose a second palace ( B
1 , with solidlv constructed

basement walls and traces of a staircase leading to the

upper storey; the superstructure was apparently

timbered. The royal compound was isolated from

the rest of the acropolis by a temenos wall, enclosing a

court and three magazines furnished with pithoi. To
the same phase belongs a temple with three cellae (C 1

.

the central die ision incorporating an earlier votive pit.

Once again, M. is compelled to look eastwards for the

nearest parallel to the ground plan, which he finds in

the temple of Athena at Youni in Cyprus. The
earliest sign of Greek architectural influence appears

in the Lesbian polygonal masonry in a part of the

western fortification wall which is tentatively assigned

to this period.

The archaic city came to a violent end in a second

conflagration, dated by Attic imports to c. 475 470
B.c. The destruction is plausibly attributed to

Kimon, who had some difficulty in persuading the

non-Greek inhabitants of Caria and Lycia to come
over to him on his way to Pamphylia

t
Diod. xi tto

;

Pint. Kimon 12, 1-4'. -Vs is well known, the first

line of the epigram commemorating his victory by the

river Eurymedon ' hi- ov •/ Evpojmjv .loiu: bi/a micro;
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evt i/ut was repeated half a century later in the

bombastic Greek inscription on the Xanthian

Inscribed Pillar; the plagiarism would be significantly

ironical if Kimon had formerly been the destroyer of

Xanthos. At all events, the city soon recovered its

prosperity. The years 470-450 b.c. saw an ambitious

building programme; a complete circuit of fortifi-

cations in Hellenising polygonal masonry, reinforced

at the angles by mighty orthostats in the Anatolian

tradition; two large (but poorly preserved) edifices

on the summit of the acropolis, (D) and (E), of which

the former is identified as a temple of Artemis

Ephesia on the strength of an inscribed Hellenistic

altar nearby; and, finally, three small shrines or

heroa on the western spur, overlooking the river

Xanthos 1F-H1.

It is to the superstructure of the three small

buildings that M. assigns the numerous sculptured

blocks now in the British Museum, which Sir Charles

Fellows recovered from a Byzantine fortification wall

in 1 842-3. These, together with some more blocks

found in the same area by the French expedition,

encouraged Professor Metzger and M. C'oupet to

attempt a reconstruction of all three monuments in

elevation. Moreover, since it is obvious from many
of the surviving fragments that the Lycians were in

the habit of faithfully translating wooden structures

into stone (see especially pis. 42-3), the authors have

rightly called in an important source of supple-

mentary evidence—the architectural facades in

Lycian rock cemeteries, where similar wooden
structures are copied in the living rock.

In the case of the two gables monuments (F) and

(H), where the material is comparatively scarce, the

restorations are inevitably conjectural. With (Gi.

however, we are on firmer ground. The frieze of

chariots in London (B 311-141 is placed along the

exterior of the side walls just above floor level, because

two bedding blocks found by the excavators have

proved to fit immediately underneath them. The
result of this important join (fig. 14) affords a glimpse

of Lycian ‘petrified carpentry’ in a curiously transi-

tional stage, where some of the original wooden
features have been converted into mere ornament,

while others are still essential to the structure. For

example ; from the bedding there projects an orna-

mental string-course, representing a stringer fsabliere 1

of the original wooden construction Icf Benndorf-

Xiemann, Ret sen i fig. 53A1 ;
a higher string-course is

represented by the upper border of the chariot

frieze. But the square holes above and below the

frieze were evidently intended for short beams in

corpore. fastening the outer and inner friezes together;

and a wider hole at the bottom right corner of B31

1

was designed to take the large transverse beam
passing across the facade. The form of the building

is still uncompromisingly Lycian; Greek influence

here is confined to the decoration : the sculptured

friezes, the free-standing korai placed on the edge of

the terrace 1 London B316-181, and the double ovolo

moulding thought to have supported them. It

remained for the architect of the Xereid Monument,
some two generations later, to combine the same
Hellenising features with a fully Hellenised architec-

tural form.

The authors must be heartilv congratulated on
accomplishing a formidable task, which must have

been greatly complicated by the dispersal of their

material. M. C'oupel’s drawings—especially the iso-

metric reconstructions—are a pleasure to the eye;

while Professor Metzger's researches have thrown
much new light on the Anatolian origins of Lycian

architecture.

J. X. Coldstream
Bedford College, London.

•Schede (M.) Die Ruinen von Priene. 2nd ed.

by G. Kleiner and W. Kleiss. Berlin: W. de
Gruyter. 1964. Pp. vii — 115. 1 folding

plan. 1 30 text figures. DM24.
This is a revised and improved edition of Schede’s

book, which was originally published in 1934 and
reviewed by ‘T.F.’ in JHS 1936. The improvements
are slight, but add to the usefulness of the book as a

guide to the remains of Priene, its essential purpose.

They concern the illustrations, as well as the text.

In Abb. 4 we now have a clearer photograph of the

Maeander plain, while Abb. 13, though less clear

than its predecessor, gives a good indication of the

modern improvements in the agriculture of this

region. The only other new photographs are Abb.
83. the altar of the Egyptian gods, and Abb. 104.
the priestess of Demeter, who now' stands in a

corner of the Pergamum museum, instead of in her

sanctuary, where users of the first edition must have
sought her in vain. There are new line drawings and
plans—new, at least, to this book. Abb. 1 1 is a
reconstructed bird’s-eye view of the town; Abb. 85,
the plan of the theatre in late Hellenistic times, is

taken from von Gerkan’s Dus Theater von Piiene ; Abb.
130, the Episcopal church, is from Wiegand and
Schrader. The other plans have been much im-
proved by the addition of a north point.

The text is not much altered. We now are told

that Priene paid one talent tribute to Athens, while
the ‘Attic foot" supposedly used in the temple of
Athena has diminished by a millimetre, from 0.295 m .

to 0.2(14 m. Here the most important alteration is

the renaming of the assembly hall behind the sacred
stoa. which now becomes a ‘bouleuterion’ instead of
an ‘ekklesiasterion’. This seems reasonable. The
only justification for calling it an ekklesiasterion was
its large size in relation to the presumed population of
Priene, but in lorm closed assembly halls of this type
should indicate a restricted gathering, so that bouleu-
terion seems the preferable term.

These improvements enhance this excellent little

guide. That they are so slight is indicative of the
high quality of Schede's original edition.

R. A. Tomlinson.
t niiersily of Birmingham.
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Hanfmann (G. M. A. A short guide to the

excavations at Sardis. Cambridge. Mass.

:

the Author. 1962. Pp. 15. 1 plan. 11 text

figures. Printed foi private circulation on behalf of

the Supporters of Sardis.

This pamphlet appears to have been an uncon-

scionable time in coming up for review and, in the

interval, a great deal seems to have been accom-
plished by the Sardis Excavations. As a result, the

reader will lock in vain for reference to the recently

discovered archaic stone sculptures and other similar

finds.

What we have is simply a guide to the excavations

as they were a few years ago. The plan is intended

more to be of assistance to visitors arriving by road or

rail than to give a comprehensive idea of the topo-

graphy of the ancient city. The same applies to the

text, which is simple and clear, with a minimum of

controversial matter. Even the original construction

of the Temple of Artemis is not alluded to more closely

than as Hellenistic, although closer documentation is

given for its Roman repairs and modifications. The
excavations in the city are described as fully as the

small format will allow , but is it not a shame that the

potential visitor has only six lines on the Lydian royal

tumulus-field at Bin Tepe and that largely devoted

to the difficulties of access by motor-car? The
reviewer, who, needless to say. went on foot, would be

inclined to regard this as the most remarkable archae-

ological spectacle in western Asia Minor.

But the spirit of enterprise and goodwill which has

prompted this booklet and which has set out to make
an excavation in progress, even while still in its

earlier stages, directly accessible to as wide a public

as possible deserves only praise and admiration.

R. V. XlCHOLLs.

Fit 'william Museum. Cambridge.

Holden B. M.) The metopes of the temple of

Athena at Ilion. ( Edwin C'. Land prize essay. 1

Xorthampton, Mass.: Smith College. 1964.

Pp. xiv — 43. 31 plates. S2.00.

This study is an attempt to revindicate the early

third-centurv-B.c. dating for the Doric frieze of the

Temple of Athena at Troy, which had been widclv

accepted, with the notable abstentions of C'urtius.

Rossbach and Lawrence, until F. W. Goethert and
H. Schleif's Athenatempel ion Ikon, published in iqfiz.

postulated an Augustan date for both temple and

sculptures.

The third-century dating had rested largely on

judgments of the style of the metopes themselves and

on the statement of Strabo (XIII i 26 that Lysi-

machos built a temple and fortifications at Troy, in a

passage, however, where it is usually felt that there

may be some confusion between Ilion and Alexandria

Troas. which is discussed immediately afterwards.

On Appian's statement XII 331. the Temple of
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Athena then existing, whether Lysimachan or

earlier, was burned down by Fimbria in 83 b.c.

Goethert and Schleif have claimed, with arguments

that it would be extremely difficult to set on one side,

that the surviving architectural members belong

virtually entirely to its successor. Thus they find

that the capitals and triglyphs are of late Hellenistic

to early Imperial form and that the masons' marks,

the profile of the sima and the style of the rosettes on

the ceiling are early Imperial. A fragment of

architrave (here printed back-to-front on pi. 31 1

carries an Imperial dedicatory inscription in letters

ofabout the late first century B.c.. apparently replaced

by one in large bronze letters for which the dowel-

holes survive. Professor Lehmann’s proposal ( here

cited on p. 32) to read this last as ‘Lvsima[chos’ is

best passed over in silence.

In the face of such evidence the author's new

analysis of the dating of the sculptures often fails to

convince, particularly since, of the twenty-three

fragments of the metopes listed by Goethert. she

makes no reference at all to twelve, although

apparently accepting them all, and limits herself to

discussing and illustrating the remaining eleven.

These are, on the whole, the best-preserved fragments,

but this selectivity renders her study a most incom-

plete record of the sculptures and also omits much
evidence possibly pertinent to their dating. Thus the

warriors in (jlanakkale. Goethert nos. 13 and iq.

would seem to be wearing helmets of developed

Hellenistic shape, like those on the balustrade oi the

Stoa of Athena at Pergamon. implying a date in the

second century B.c. or later.

The real crux, however, centres on the intimate

relationship existing between the gigantomachy

metopes and the frieze of the Great Altar at Per-

gamon, here developed further bv the author on

pp. 1 9 f. , 29 f.. where she is obliged to claim priority

for the Trojan reliefs. Elsewhere she does, however,

recognise the provincialism and occasional technical

ineptitude of the Trojan sculptures—lor an instance

of just how bad they can be one may consider the

crude and ugly modelling of the legs ol Goethert no.

13—and the reviewer finds it hard to believe that the

artists of the greatest monument of the Hellenistic

baroque slavishly imitated work such as this. Rather,

the way that the Trojan reliefs combine these

flights into the advanced Hellenistic style with ele-

ments that arc irankly classicistic reveals their

secondary and derivative character. The figures ot

the Trojan gigantomachv metopes seem to be not so

much copied as freely adapted from the Pergamene

frieze, but the imitation extends even to minor details

such as shield interiors and. in these circumstances, it

is difficult to see how they can possibly be dated be-

tween 301 and 281 b.c. The author claims that the

fact that some of the giants have human instead of

snake legs must anyway preclude a date for them anv

later than the mid second century b.c., on the analysis

in X ian's Guerre des grants. But, since these are

precisely the appendages of the Pergamene giants
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that they are imitating so closely, it is hard to see how
this can be used as a chronological criterion at all.

The two fragments possibly from a centauromachy

(Goethert nos. 16 and 17, here pi. 30) seem, on the

other hand, rather to be pervaded by the spirit of the

mid fifth century b.c., whilst the other battle-groups

with Greeks and Orientals (scenes from the Trojan war

and possibly an Amazonomachy reveal echoes of

the late fifth and mid fourth centuries b.c., along with

a few much later touches. The Lysimachan dating

has, it would seem then, largely rested on the evidence

of the only intact and well-known metope, that of

Helios in his chariot, and this, to be sure, does seem

fairly consistently in a style of about 300 B.c. But

whether, in the light of the evidence of the other met-

opes, this can be taken as the date of execution as

opposed to the date of the original here being copied

or re-interpreted is much more open to doubt. This

and several of the other better-preserved metopes arc-

carved from the same blocks as triglyphs of a type

assigned to the first century b.c. and later.

But even if one may hesitate to accept the main

thesis of this book, it has much to offer that is positive

and new. The plates are of excellent quality and

contribute several new details of the Helios and the

Athena metopes. The central part of the author's

text ipp. 6-18) is devoted to a very able analysis of the

Helios metope where it is persuasively argued, on the

basis of coins, amphora stamps and related sculptures,

that the representation is copied from, or modelled on.

Lvsippos’ group in Rhodes of shortly after 304 B.c.

The heavy reliance on painted detail for rendering

the chariot and harness on the metope is also rightly

stressed in the face of Goethert's not very convincing

arguments to the contrary.

R. V. Nicholi.s.

I- it zuilham Museum. Cambridge.

Boardman
(
J.) Greek art. London: Thames and

Hudson. 1964. Pp. 286. 1 map. 251 illus.

(inch 47 in colour'. i8i. (unbound); £ 1 15?.

(bound;.

Mr Boardman is a master of synthesis. Ln-
quenchable thirst for new ideas is matched by tireless

digestion of them: and out of his wide reading, and

no less wide acquaintance with the objects themselves,

comes an account of Greek art w hich is densely packed

with informative detail, and yet readable and wholly

clear in its broader exposition of the 'rapid but

deliberate development from strict geometry ... to

full realism of anatomy and expression'. Perhaps

most admirable is the author's ability to see each of

his objects anew, and to give an account of them that

is highly personal and yet free from perversity.

The period covered extends from the Geometric to

the Hellenistic Age. Architecture, sculpture and
painting have pride of place: but an excellent feature

of this book is the assured way in which the author

treats the 'minor' arts— metal-work and jewellery, the

engraving of seals and com-dies, the moulding of

terracottas—and follows their development in parallel

with the major arts in seven chapters divided

chronologically rather than by subject-matter. By

comparing one kind of object with another, it is

possible to discern which features are dictated by
mere technical necessity, and which reflect the

broader trends and conceptions ofGreek art generally.

This method is the reverse of that adopted by
Dr Richter in her recent Handbook of Greek Art, where

each chapter deals with a separate art-form, followed

independently through the whole period. Both

methods have their merits, with different ends in

view. B.'s is certainly more attractive to the general

reader; and the serious student also will do well to

begin with a synoptic view.

Chapter i gives a brief account of the Geometric

period, in which small bronzes and clay models are

given their due. besides vase-painting. There is a

hint ip. 28) that the limitations of the Geometric

figure-st>le were deliberately embraced by the artist,

more interested in geometry than in nature, rather

than that he could do no better. This question is

one that rightly fascinates both the student and the

general reader, and might have been made more
explicit. The possibility of more naturalistic work at

the time might have been shown by an illustration of

one of the Dipylon ivories; and this would also have

filled an obvious gap among the classes of objects

presented in this chapter. Ch. ii. on the Oriental-

ising period, is an admirable distillation of that know-
ledge and discernment which made The Greeks Overseas

so valuable. Here, and in ch. iii on the Archaic

period, B. is at his best—describing the alien influences

which excited the Greeks to attempt new forms of art.

notable large-scale stone sculpture and architecture,

clearly showing the way in which these new arts were

developed and transformed into something character-

istically Greek, and paying welcome attention to

fabrics other than Corinthian and Attic in his account

of vase-painting.

The treatment of Classical sculpture in ch. iv

raises an important question of principle. B.’s

account ol the development of this art through most of

the fifth and fourth centuries is illustrated from
surviving originals alone. Roman copies are dis-

paragingly relegated to an appended note at the end
of the chapter. Inch, vi (‘Hellenistic Art'), however,
copies stand shoulder to shoulder with originals in the

main text. Yet it would be hard to maintain that

copies are more important in the study of Hellenistic

than of Classical art: there is a basic inconsistency of

approach here. The contemptibility of copies has
become an assured doctrine of late, and B. proclaims it

explicitly
1 pp. lyglfi. cf. 172.. It needs an answer.

Most original sculpture that has survived is of stone,

t arved by masons w ho. though marvellous in our eyes,

were regarded as second- and third-rate in their own
day and paid accordingly. Moreover, most of what
has survived is damaged and fragmentary. In the

fifth century, though not in the fourth, the acknow-
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ledged leaders of ardstic advance—Pythagoras,

Myron, Polykleitos. Pheidias—eschewed stone and
worked largely in bronze or ivory and gold : and their

achievements, especially in composition, were the gift

of their more tractable material. These achieve-

ments are preserved (in marble) by Roman copies.

To affirm that [lost] ’Major works of bronze sculpture

are to be discussed in terms of contemporary marble
sculpture' (p. 172), is to admit defeat at the outset.

It should be obvious that a history of sculpture based

almost exclusively upon the fragmentary works of

minor artists must be, at best, incomplete and
imprecise; for it will be impossible to give just credit

to the artist responsible for each step forward. The
distinction between developments which are the

natural product of their time and place, and those

which are the personal creation of an individual

genius, must be one of the primary objectives of any
history of art. The reason why copies are excluded is

that, though they can often be proved to be most

accurate, nevertheless they lack ’the artist's touch in

the final carving of details' (p. 1561. These final

touches are not the only, or even the most important,

objects of our inquiry: and it is hard to see how the

lack will be made good by a representation in a

different material of a different subject by an

indifferent artist, however contemporary.

Ch. iv provides also an excellent account of Classical

architecture; and painting and the ’minor' arts are

equally well covered in ch. v (where, however, as in

ch. vi, we should have liked more coins). Ch. vi

reviews the Hellenistic scene, and an epilogue glances

at the influence of Greek art on Etruria and Rome.
A brief chronological chart and a serviceable biblio-

graphy complete the volume.

Throughout the book, the illustrations are well

chosen and beautifully reproduced, interspersed in the

text: they include several recent discoveries, for

instance ip. 58) the seventh-century relief vase in

Mykonos showing the Trojan Horse. There is a

generous proportion of coloured photographs, which

make this book extremely attractive as well as a

useful and serious introduction to the subject.

John P. Barron.
L'niveiutr College London.

Mobu s (H. Alexandria und Rom. Abhand-
lungen, Bayer. Akad. der Wiss., philos.-hist.

Klasse, n.F. 59. Munich : Bayerischc Akadcmic
der Wissenschaften. 1964. Pp. 47. 1 1 plates.

Price not stated.

Because of the lack of evidence for the monumental

art of Alexandria. Professor Mobius confines his

examination of the school's influence on Roman art

to certain motifs on silver ware and cameos. He
provides, with detailed discussion and reference to

recent publication not only a re-examination of

well-known works like the Tazza Farnese. but

information on. and good illustrations of, a number of

>83

less well-known works. The impression left by a

cautious and scholarly examination of this kind is that

even in these fields there is comparativelv little which
can be derived with certainty from Alexandria,

though a few types like the Ptolemaic eagle and
cornucopia became popular m Roman art. For

silver ware one has to rely mainly on the doubtful

assumption that the plaster casts taken from this

ware in the Roman period not only came from Alex-

andria but were taken only from ware made there and
never from imports from other areas. Even Mobius
who can accept the assumption raises the possibility

that some of the motifs or combinations of motifs are

Roman. Mobius himself demonstrates that there

was borrowing of techniques and motifs between the

various Hellenistic kingdoms. For example both

cameo cutting and the double portrait of a ruling

couple shown in overlapping profile probably ori-

ginated in Alexandria but were used elsewhere in

the Hellenistic world. In such cases it is fair to point

out Rome’s ultimate debt to Alexandria, although it is

possible that the technique and motif reached Rome
via another school or was drawn from what had
become common Hellenistic stock. Sometimes,

however. I feel that the picture is falsified by an
attempt to mark of!' too clearly streams of influence

coming from different sources and mingling only in

Rome. Thus Mobius distinguishes between the

Ptolemaic type of eagle standing on the thunderbolt,

which he implies was used by the Romans mainly to

symbolise imperial power, and the supposedly

Seleucid soaring eagle of the apotheosis. Vet he

himself notes the presence on a stone of Alexandrian

workmanship, of the ’beleucid' eagle bearing the

head of Zeus, and the related type of a full-length

figure born aloft by a bird occurs in fifth-century

Greek art and may be part of the common Hellenistic

inheritance. There is much interplay between the

different types and it seems doubtful whether thev

were meant to convey clearly differentiated messages

to the beholder.

Mobius suggests that Mark Antony may have been

influential in introducing Alexandrian types to

Roman art. The most important work showing this,

if his interpretation is right, is the silver dish from

Aquileia. usually dated to the Julio -Claudian period,

and clearly related to the Tazza Farnese of Alex-

andrian origin. The head of Triptolemus on the

dish is in its general shape not dissimilar from that of

Antony in his coin portraits, but it is far more
youthful and idealised. Though this may be due to

the artist's attempts to compromise between the more
rugged features of Antony and the youthful beautv of

Triptolemus. it makes the task of identification diffi-

cult and the evidence, to my mind, inconclusive.

One of the children on the dish, identified by Mobius
with those of Cleopatra, wears a fawn skin, but this is

hardiv a parallel for Antony's displav of Caesarion

and Ptolemaeus in the national dress ot the countries

assigned to their rule.

L’niverutr of Leicester. Shiiila SpiRt

.
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Dunand (M. i and Duru (R.j Ouram el-’Amed:
line ville de l’epoque hellenistique aux
echelles de Tyr. Text and plates. (Etudes et

documents d’archeologie, 4). Paris: A. Maison-

neuve. 1962. Pp. xii -j- 246, 9. 107 plates.

90 text figures. Fr. 195—iunboundt; 280

—

(bound;.

This book is the result of the excavation and study

of the site and ruins of Oumm-El-'Amed (19 kilo-

metres south of Tyre and 8 kilometres north of

Ekzib,. It was supported, as it should be, by the

French Commission des Fouilles Archeologiques.

The authors studied and benefited from the work
done by several achaeologists. especially Ernest

Renan (1861) and Clermont C'anneau (18861, as

well as from the historical study by Edward Mayer.

Excavation of this site took place between 1943 and

1945, in three successive stages. Xot until 1951

were the authors able to begin to study the results of

their excavations.

They accept the identification of the site as a

suburb of the ancient city of Alexandroskene
—

‘The

Tent of Alexander'—this identification had already

been proposed by Renan and Clermont-Ganneau.

The results of the excavations could be classified as

follows

:

Pre-Hellcnistic

The remains arc very few: three Cypriot geometric

fragments were found in the western side of the city

beneath the foundation of the temple, of Mitk-

Ashtart. so the first settlement on the site of Oumin-el

Amcd goes back to the early seventh century b.c. :

evidence for later periods includes twelve pieces of

Attic black-glazed pottery dating back to the end of

the fifth century and the first quarter of the fourth

century b.c.; a number of Phoenician jars, dating

back to the fourth century b.c.. or even earlier, were

also found under the foundation of the temple.

Hellenistic

The evidence of Ptolemaic coins is derisive. Only

one coin issued during the reign of the first Ptolemy

was found. From Ptolemy II onwards, coins were

more frequent (note the Ptolemies’ interest in Syria,

especially in the second and the third centuries b.c:. 1.

The coins are found, not under the foundation, but

inside both the eastern and the western temples:

therefore the coin of Ptolemy I supplies us with a

terminus ante quern for the date of the foundation of

the temple.

The eastern temple does not seem to have had any

importance after its foundation: apparently it was

dedicated to Ashtarte. The western temple has an

elaborate plan: it was dedicated to Milk-Ashtart.

who was associated with Ba’al Hammon and Ba'al

Shamin and other deities. It did not recede its

portico before 222-221 B.c.. and the gate of its

courtyard does not seem to have been repaired before

132-131 B.c.

In short, it is during the third and second centuries

B.c. that the temple was most frequented. First the

Ptolemaic influence was apparent. Then (after the

battle of Paneion, 200 B.c. 1 the Seleucids took over.

From this period we have some Megarian Bowls and

Pergamene pottery.

Roman
There is no architectural evidence that could be

attributed to the first century b.c., as lamps decrease

in number and coins become rare. Nevertheless a

certain amount of Arretine pottery is found. It is

quite clear that after the incorporation of Syria by

Rome (63 B.c.) the city suffered a slow decline, for

the Romans favoured concentration on the commer-
cial cities and cared little about the rural centres.

Byzantine

In the fourth century a.l>. the temple of Milk-

Ashtart revived as a Christian religious centre. A
courtyard wide enough to accommodate the devotees

and their families was added to the building, but from

the seventh century a.d. onwards weeds and bushes

covered the whole place, which served merely as a

shelter for shepherds and their flocks.

Despite the presence of pottery of the seventh

century B.c. it is quite clear that there was no city

on the site before the Hellenistic period, because

the pre-Hellenistic remains are slight, indicating a

settlement, at the most.

The plans of the temples arc very different from

the Greek type; they are planned strictly according

to Western Semitic architecture, a fact which is

easily shown when we compare them with other

Semitic architecture, Jewish. Persian or Islamic.

For the hvpostyle hall the authors suggest either

Egyptian. Persian or Anatolian origin. They rule

out an F.gvptian origin for the building on the ground
of its dissimilarity to the Karnak in purpose, plan and
proportion (one would have wished for a full dis-

cussion of this point). The same applies to Persian

Achaemenid architecture. They come to the con-

tlusion that the hvpostyle hall is very probably of

Anatolian origin, recognising that there can be no
influence from the hvpostyle hall of Delos (built

about 210 b.c.) because it is much later than the

temple. However, Egyptian influence appears in the

Cornithe decoration. The Doric capital with its

echinus, the Ionic capital with its astragal frieze and
the Attic base are clear evidence of Greek influence.

I he porticos are executed in the Oriental tradition.

I he religious iconography reveals a Semitic Assyro-
Babylonian style; Egyptian influence can also be
seen in the solar disc and in the attitudes of worship.
After all. the Egyptian divinities were quite popular
in Phoenicia.

But Phoenic ian influence is predominant, for

Omm-El- Ahmed was a rural satellite of Tyre.
The excavation of the site supplies us with a great mass
ol evident e tin Phoenician civilisation, about which
little is known. Finally, the book is also ol great

importance to those concerned with the Carthaginian
civilisation of North Africa, which was essentially

Phoenician in matters ol language, cult and art. It
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was this relationship between the metropolis and the

colony that kept Carthage out of the Greek sphere.

S. A. A. Ei.-Xassery.

University College, London.

Kardara (C.) PndtXKi) dyyttoy/ixqix (Btfifaofhjioi

r /),- iv ’AOr/rai; . \fr/aioloyiK>]: 'Eratpela:, 49.

1

Athens : the Author. 1963. Pp. xi ^ 310. 16

plates. 287 text figures. Price Drach. 325

The purposes of this book, as stated in its preface,

are (

J

)
to classify the Rhodian Wild Goat Style and to

enumerate the individual schools and vase-painters

within each of its major groupings; (a) to identify the

outside influences at work in Rhodian. Most of the

book consists of discussions of the main styles and
their origins, followed by vase-lists, each list being

prefaced by a few remarks. Thus the work combines
the attribution of individual specimens with a more
general survey of the Wild Goat Style.

Miss Kardara approaches her subject methodically,

commencing with a detailed and illuminating survev

of the many views held on the origins of the ware and
the various classifications proposed from the time of

Salzmann’s excavations on Rhodes a century ago up
to the present day. In describing the more recent

studies, she makes her personal sympathies clear:

these lie mainly with Price and with R. M. Cook,

whose section on the Wild Goat Style in Greek Painted

Pottery is referred to as 'the most important modern
source on the subject’ (p. 12'. She remains baffled

by the reasoning behind Rumpf’s Kamiios and
Eujihorbos classification, and condemns Schiering's

elaboration (in Werkstatten uncntahsierender Keramik

aut Rhodos) into Kamiros, Euphorbos and Ylastos

groups on the grounds that three independent
schools can hardly be expected to have survived for a

whole century on the same island ip. 14). Moreover,
the Ylastos group is deprived of any coherence by the

lack of other vessels close in style to the Ylastos

oinochoe—here, probably rightly, assigned to a

North Ionian workshop (p. 88:.

The second half of the long introduction comprises

a list of tomb-groups in Rhodes and elsewhere which
contain Rhodian vessels in association with datable

pottery of other types (particularly Corinthian 1.

These latter are analysed, and dates
1
generally based

on Payne 1 are then proposed for each group. These
serve as the key-points for Kardara’s chronology.

Having thus prepared her ground, Kardara
launches into her classification, which fills the rest of

the book. We are presented, one by one, with no
less than twelve styles: namely (I translate! Eailr.

canonical and Late Orientalising. Classic Karniran.

Polychrome, Sub-Kanuran, Mixed Technique
,
Late Rhodian

1
,
II and III— and two Transilionals ! Fikellura, on

which Cook’s study is regarded as definitive, is

excluded, but its relationship to the other styles is

considered in a separate chapter. Although, with

the exception of the Transitional groups, these styles

possess certain distinguishing features, they are —
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apart from the earliest and latest—quite freely-

admitted to be largely contemporaneous and in-

fluenced by each other. The general characteristics

of all these sty-les and their major subdivisions,

together with the connexions of one w ith another, are

conveniently summarised at the end of the book
1 pp

.

297-301 !; those wishing to obtain an overall picture

might well start with this section, which is also the

easiest place for looking up dates. The animal and
floral decoration of the two largest series ('Classic

Kamiran’ and 'Mixed Technique'; arc dealt with in

separate sections (pp. 139-74, 253-70), with numer-
ous illustrations. The work concludes with indexes

listing museums (unfortunately without catalogue

numbers) and provenances.

Kardara’s classification of styles is basically an

elaboration of Price's and Cook’s schemes. The
‘.Sub-Kamiran’ style is in effect no more than a group,

albeit late, within the main ‘Kamiran’ series, the

'Polychrome' style a branch of the wider "Mixed

Technique’ style (which already- embraces more than

just vessels with b.f. decoration). The two ‘Transi-

tionals’ can hardly claim to be independent ‘styles’

—

the author herself lumps them together with ‘Mixed

Technique’ when she comes to describe decorative

motifs. Indeed, in the case of two of these four groups

no mention is made in the text of any common distin-

guishing features. For the rest, one sees much in

common with Price’s and Cook's classifications: 'Late

Orientalising’ and 'Classic Kamiran’ together approx-

imate to Price’s Wild Goat A (the difference between

the two being often that between Cook’s Early and

Middle phases: ; the bulk of Wild Goat B 1 Cook’s Late

is included in the "Mixed Technique' style, though

the late plate series and some curiosities are drawn

off to form ‘Late Rhodian I'. ‘Early’ and ‘Middle

Orientalising’ represent the transition from Geo-

metric. 'Late Rhodian II. Ill' the rare attempts at

painted pottery in the later sixth century and

beyond.

The author is certainlv at her best on the later

seventh-century material < i.e. "Classic Kamiran’
,

which receives close attention. Her isolation of the

various schools at this period is convincing, and
should meet with general acceptance. The animal

decoration of this period—and also of the earlier

sixth century—is given full treatment, species by-

species, with discussions of the origins of the various

types, and references to numerous Near Eastern and
mainland Greek parallels.

Compared with this, the earlier chapters are

rather a disappointment. Here one finds elaborate

theories regarding successive Eastern influences on
Rhodian through metal-work, textiles, etc., which,

though in part representing the truth, are hardlv

illustrated by sufficient concrete examples. The pro-

posed date for 'Early Orientalising’—around 700 —is

surely too high : only one of the examples listed (p. 32.

no. 1 , w hich is atvpical : betrays the influence of

Earlv Protoattic. Under 'Middle Orientalising'

some \ery diverse material icf figs. 6, 7 and 9 is
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conflated without comment. The date proposed for

fig. 9 (p. 61) will hardly do for fig. io also. One
would like to see two of the three pieces listed

together on pp. 84-5 in this phase: the findspot of

Rhodes 12097 does not preclude an early date.

The sixth-century styles receive better treatment,

but. while Kardara's stylistic judgment in grouping

individual specimens together is to be commended,
their identification as Rhodian products is open to

doubt. Of the ‘Mixed Technique’ style the ‘Gorgon

Plate Group’ and the ‘Oxford Oinochoe School’
( pp.

204- j 1) are the only classes at all well represented on
Rhodes itself; these classes, one may note, generally

employ the traditional reserving technique. The rest,

including almost all the b.f. examples, could be of

Ionian manufacture: those examples known to me
are in a fabric more typical of the Old Smyrna finds

than of those from Rhodes. Again, the fabric of the

‘Dinos Workshop’ pieces (pp. 271-6) is unlike that of

any recognisable Rhodian or East Greek ware; this

and the chaotic drawing suggest a more provincial

origin. The origin of these groups is not questioned

by Kardara. Moreover, not a single reference is

made to the important group of late pots from
Rheneia, published in Delos xvii, which is probably

more representative of the late Rhodian style than

any other assemblage. II understand that this

omission is shortly to be remedied by the issue of a

Supplement to the book.; The result of all this is

certainly a very distorted view of the later phases of

Rhodian proper, even if we do gain a clearer insight

into the later phases of the Wild Goat Style at large.

More could have been said on the important

subject of filling-ornament. Only in the chapter on

'Classic Kamiran’ is this treated really systematically,

with analyses of individual motifs and indications as

to their frequency. Elsewhere the author, like

Schiering before her, is mostly content to give us in a

single text-figure or series of figures all the motifs

which occur within the range of one or another of her

styles—one would appreciate some comments!
Floral and other subsidiary motifs tend to suffer the

same fate—contrast the treatment of the animal

motifs, where each illustration is neatly cross-

referenced.

The 300-odd line-drawings seem well chosen to

illustrate the various categories. The photographs,

however, are rather few and badly balanced:

twenty-three of ‘Classic Kamiran’, only four of ‘Late

Orientalising", three of ‘Mixed Technique’, two of

‘Late Rhodian I’, and none at all of the other styles.

Nowhere is a complete vessel of the earliest or latest

phases illustrated. Note that fig. 83 is reproduced

back to front.

A few useful references and details have been

missed. The Palermo dinos ip. 78, no. 131 is

presumably that published in M.l xvii 250-1 fig. 188:

the Antissa oinochoe (p. 1 1
1 )

is surely BSA xxxii 58, pi.

24.4; the amphora from Taman (p. 2511 is published

in full in Bull. comm. imp. arch, xlv I04ff. Berlin

2945 ip. 102) comes from Kamiros. Berlin 2935 'p.

iooi from Siana; see Jdl 1886 138-9. Under p. 93.

no. 5 read AA 1911 230. fig. 42 (on right)
;
to the ‘fig.

10T of p. 1 14. no. g add ‘on p. 354’; there are a fair

number of lesser misquotations of references. Two
items are listed twice: Rhodes 13843 fp. 97. no. 4
and p. 104. no. 3) and 13749 (P- I06, no. 1 and p. 108,

no. 26—with differing descriptions!). Some page

references, especially in the first two chapters,

indicate illustrations, not text descriptions. Pis. A
and B are not referred to in the text.

Despite these errors, many ofwhich could have been

eliminated by more careful proof-reading, there can

be little doubt that Miss Kardara’s book, the fruit of

many years’ study, is the most valuable detailed

work to date on Rhodian pottery. A large and
diverse body of material is here presented in an

orderly manner—this has been badly needed for a

long time past. Whether one agrees with Kardara’s

theories or not, the book's usefulness can hardly be

questioned.

J. W. Hayes.
University of Newcastle upon Tyne.

Fogg Art Museum. Norbert Schimmel collec-

tion. Ed. H. Hoffmann. [Exhibition cata-

logue.] Mainz: P. von Zabern. 1964. Pp.

[148]. 154 illus. (inch 7 in colour). DM56.
Norbert Schimmel is undoubtedly one of the most

discriminating collectors in America today, and the

volume under review presents us with one facet of

his interests: ancient art. Various American and
European scholars have joined in writing individual

descriptions of the objects, giving just enough
information to place the reader in time and space.

The material is divided into four sections: Classical

Antiquity, Near Eastern Art, Egyptian Art and
Amarna Reliefs. The twenty-five fragmentary lime-

stone reliefs of the Amarna period are the pride of

the collection and bid fair to contain some of the most
exquisite examples of Egyptian art; the rest of the

Egyptian collection by comparison contains nothing
of real quality. The Near Eastern section is diverse

in content, ranging from the eerie Hacilar vase of the

sixth millennium (78 bis) to the majestic bronze, silver

and gold work of the Achaemenid period (74-8).
The section of Classical Antiquity is the largest and,
w hilst containing some run-of-the-mill items, also has

some pieces which are literally breath-taking.

Amongst the vases attention will undoubtedly be
concentrated on the cup by the Amasis painter (24)
with its detailed architecture and its defecting metope
figure. No less interesting, though more predictable,

is Oltos psykter with dolphin riders. Equally arrest-

ing is the happy trio of terracotta satyrs (20), but
Hoffmann's text casts a certain gloom upon their

joy. It is presumptuous to put forward corrections

without having seen the actual figurines, but they
look Corinthian rather than Boeotian (the provenience
given has no validity). Also, the reference to in-
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tentional red glaze on the figurines does not ring

true
;
perhaps Hoffmann might be persuaded to look

again.

Outwardly this is a coffee table book with brief

explanatory texts and first-rate photographs, not least

the seven colour plates. But outward appearance
would in this case be deceptive, for such has been
Schimmel’s taste in building his collection that the

contents have claim to serious attention.

B. A. Sparkes.
University of Southampton.

Bowdoin College. Ancient art in Bowdoin
College: a descriptive catalogue of the
Warren and other collections. By K.
Herbert. Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard Uni-
versity Press (London: Oxford U.P.'). 1964.

Pp. xv + 212. 48 plates. £2 16s.

Bowdoin has an enviable teaching collection of

over 1 ,200 objects, ranging from coins and inscriptions

to bronze statuettes and marble statues. Warren
enriched many universities and museums with his

gifts, but few were so transformed as Bowdoin.
Herbert’s catalogue is workmanlike but unexciting,

the presentation old-fashioned in appearance. Two
chapters deal with the Mesopotamian and Egyptian

collections, the rest of the work is devoted to the

Greek and Roman collections and is divided by types:

sculpture, pottery, terracottas, bronzes, gems and
jewellery, coins, lamps, glass and inscriptions: the

catalogue is rounded off with a chapter on miscellan-

eous objects and two appendixes, one of addenda and
one of forgeries. All chapters follow the same
pattern: general introduction, bibliography, cata-

logue. The short chapter-introductions, consisting

of a brief history of the genre and a selected mention
of interesting pieces in the collection, are necessarily

sketchy. The bibliographies are thin and slightly

eccentric in the contents and omissions: no mention,
for instance, is made of Lippold Gnechische Plastik or

Rumpf Maleiei und feichnung. The catalogue re-

deems much of this, for here the information is set

down very clearly with title, description, date,

measurements, inventory number, previous publica-

tions and a short discussion with comparanda.
There is no index of any sort.

In the matter of plates, there is room for complaint.

Less than too of the 1,200 pieces are shown, and the

quality of the photography is not always good, the

terracotta reliefs on pis. 38-9 being very badly served.

Space too is wasted; a detailed repetition of the

catalogue description was not needed on eatdi plate

and one or two more photographs could have been

fitted on at least a third of the plates. It is all the

sadder that this should be so. for as one tan plainly

see from the last plate in the book, the actual museum
cases are well lit and arranged. In fact, the book is

best considered as a guide to be used in front of the

objects themselves, and, sad to say. a great oppor-
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tunity has been missed to present the contents to

scholars who do not have the opportunity of seeing

the Bowdoin collection.

B. A. Sparkls.

University of Southampton.

Corpus vasorum antiquorum. Cyprus. Ease. 1.

Cyprus museum (Nicosia). Larnaca district

museum, fasc. 1 . By V. Karageorghis. Cyprus

;

Department of Antiquities. 1963. Pp. ix -j- 49.

40 plates. Price not stated.

I’hc first fascicle of the Cl . 1 from the Cyprus
Museum is also the first fascicle from any country to

deal exclusively with pottery of Mycenaean type

1 Minoan too. but in very small quantity). These
innovations are warmly to be welcomed. A preface

and very detailed descriptive text has been written

by Dr Karageorghis to accompany the forty plates of

excellent illustrations that publish well over 200 vases

and fragments, of which eighteen pieces (pis. 39 40 1

belong to the District Museum at Larnaka, the

remainder to the Cyprus Museum in Nicosia. As

Karageorghis explains, however, the Cyprus Museum
has vastly more Mycenaean pottery than this. But

the fascicle has deliberately excluded material from

recent scientific excavations, whether published or

not. and concentrates on vases from old and ill-

documented excavations such as those of the Turner

Trust at Enkomi. Maroni. Hala Sultan Tekke.

Klavdhia and Dhromolaxia Although finds from

these excavations allocated to the British Museum
have been summarily published either in A. H.

Murrav and others. Excavations in Cyprus (London,

tqoo). in BMC Vases I. pt. ti or in CE.l, Great Britain.

Fasc. 1. Cvprus' own share had remained almost

entirely unknown until the publication under review.

Chance finds and purchases, gifts from private

collections and finds from minor excavations make up

the total.

There is little to critic ise, much to praise in the

method of presentation. Descriptions are verv lull,

ornaments and shapes are related where appropriate

to Furumark's analysis, and individual vases dated

within the broad framework of Furumark's chrono-

logy. The dipinti and graffiti in the so-called Cypro-

Minoan syllabary are assembled in facsimile in a text

figure. Variations in the scales of juxtaposed vases

arc a little more inconvenient in practice
1 pis. t 7 and

19 arc cases in point 1 than the remarks in the preface

about scale would suggest Waterlow and Sons

made the collotypes and deserve as much praise as

the Cyprus Museum photographers; the results are

first-rate.

As material from recent excavations has been

excluded, the vases published here fail in one

important respect to be fully representathe of the

sequence of Mycenaean pottery from Ctprus, for

this rules out the IIIC 1 pottery that has been found

in quantities at Sinda and Enkomi in occupation
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deposits (but not in tombs i. We look forward to

Dikaios’ report on Enkomi to make good this lacuna.

With this exception, most of the stages whereby the

painted pottery of Mycenaean Greece was translated

to Cyprus in the period between c. 1450 and 1050 B.c.

can be followed in this fascicle, beginning with the

I IB IIIA 1 alabastra ol pis. 23-4, culminating in the

close copies of IIIC 2 askoi, stirrup jars, kalathoi and
amphoriskoi of pis. 35-7. There is a minimum of

comment on the place of manufacture of most of the

vases, though Karageorghis holds strong views on this

topic—he has been content in this context merely to

present the material, with an occasional observation

that this shape or that is specifically Levanto-Mycen-
aean.

Pis. 1 ~I2 are devoted to Mycenaean pictorial vases

and fragments of fourteenth and thirteenth century

b.c.. date, chiefly necked amphoroid craters, many
bearing those representations of chariot processions

which are the most characteristic products of the

pictorial painters. This is a field that Karageorghis

has made peculiarly his own. and his accounts are

particularly authoritative. (It is a matter for the

keenest regret that circumstances quite beyond his

control have so far frustrated the publication of his

book on this subject.) Many of the pictorial pieces

have been previously published; amongst what is

new are the remains of a particularly fine bull scene

tpl. 4: 1-30 and a line of long-legged w'ater birds

1 looking as if they belonged to Corinth centuries

later on a fragmentary conical rhyton (pi. 9: 6j.

Pis. 13-15 present a number of ‘Rude Style
-

vases

and fragments
;
the deep bowl crater is the only shape.

The goats on A2020g (pi. 14.4) demonstrate the nadir

of this Cypriot offshoot of Mycenaean pictorial

painting; fortunately it wras often very much better

than this.

The plates that follow ( 16-321 offer a characteristic

sample of the kinds of vases that Mycenaean traders

were shipping to Cyprus during the period of maxi-

mum trade in the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries

B.c.—pithoid jars, stirrup jars, pyxides, stemless cups,

flasks and juglets predominate. The absence of

stemmed cups and of plain wares is extremely sugges-

tive. Karageorghis illustrates on pi. 31 a number of

very rare shapes which he regards as belonging to the

Levant and nowhere else. An Aegean pedigree

could be propounded for them all, for the lentoid

flasks occur in Crete, the hemispherical bowl on a

foot said to copy Cypriot White .Slip waie has parallels

at Mycenae. Argos and elsewheic; its meriythought
handle copies metalwork and so does the handle and
form of the bowl said to imitate C\ print Base Ring
ware (pi. 31

:
7-8; ; there is in fact a metal analogy in

the Patras Museum.
‘Late Cypriote III Proto-White Painted Ware", as

Karageorghis admits, is a difficult label to have to use

for the latest pottery of Mycenaean type found in

Cyprus, illustrated on pis. 35-7. This is the class

which the Swedes designated ‘Proto-White Painted’

to point to its relationship with the so-called White-

Painted wares of the Early Iron Age; Karageorghis,

rightly, is anxious to remind us that it belongs to the

end of the Late Bronze Age—hence ‘Late Cypriote

IIP. Its relations with IIIC 2 pottery on the main-

land and with Subminoan form a fascinating study on

which Desborough ( Last Mycmaeans 23 ff.
)
has already

had important things to say; it serves as a reminder

that the links between Cyprus and the Aegean

remained strong until the very end of the Bronze Age.

Dr Karageorghis and the Cyprus Department of

Antiquities have made an invaluable contribution

both to Mycenaean and to Cypriot studies. It is

only to be hoped that they can be persuaded to publish

more Mycenaean fascicles of the CVA of the same

excellence.

H. W. Catling.

Aihmolean Aluseum. Oxfoid.

Corpus vasorum antiquorum. Norway; public

and private collections. Fasc. 1. By S. Mar-
strander and A. Seeberg. Oslo: Norwegian
Universities Press and Det Norske Videnskaps-

Akademi. 1964. Pp. 40. 52 plates. N.kr.

100 or £5.

The collection of vases in Norway may not include

many important pieces, but the authors have treated

what there is with the utmost care and have produced
a most useful volume which deserves all praise. It

contains the Corinthian and the Attic; the Italiote

and Italian are to form a second fascicule. The
reproductions are half-tone, instead of collotype as

hitherto in the Corpus; they are good, but the paper

is perhaps not so durable. They are printed on one

side only, which is an advantage. PI. 6: Herakles

rather than Iolaos? PI. 10,4: it might have been
said that the old man is seated, with bent head,

holding a stick, at the front of the chariot-team. Is

pi. 12,2 Attic? PI. 16,1 is a skyphos of Ure’s Class

At. with the handle-palmettes common there. PI.

18 and pi. 19,4. in spite of the inscription, surely does

not represent Achilles and Hector, but Athena and
Giants, although the Archer is not in place. PI. 39,2.

Class PL (ARV- pp. 675-6. 1665. and 1702); not

flying. PI. 48.6 does seem to belong to the class of

the Aischines Painter’s lekythoi as the authors
suggest.

J. D. Beazley.
Oxford.

Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. Pologne 6.

\ arsovie, Musee National 3. By Marie-Louise
Bernhard. Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe.
1964. 48 plates. Pp. 22.

I his gives a full pictorial record of the not many
vases included, all Attic red-figure, w'ith a good and
ample commentary. The plates are printed on both
sides, but care has been taken to avoid figuring the
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same vase on back and front of the same plate, the

first example of this care, I think, in the Corpus.

On pi . i
,
the insc ription seems to beKA . 1OZretrograde,

on the left, and IIOMAPj on the right. PI. io is

nearer to the Sabouroff Painter than to the Painter of

London B342. Pis. 1 1 and 13: in this neck-amphora

by the Alkimachos Painter there is no mention of the

characteristic unmeaning inscription visible in the

plates. On B, an old man, with reserved hair.

PI. 36, 3-4, and pi. 37, 2, are by the same painter as

pi. 38, 1-2 and pi. 39. PI. 47,1 seems to be dated too

late. There are misprints, chiefly among the

foreign names.

J. D. BEAZLEY.

Oxford.

Beazley (J. D.) The Berlin painter. (A.H.R.C.

occasional paper, 6.) Melbourne: University

Press for the Australian Humanities Research

Council (London: Cambridge U.P.). 1964.

Pp. iv -}- 15. 10 plates, ior.

‘It is fifty-five years since I first became aware of

the Berlin Painter, and he has been a friendly presence

ever since’, Beazley writes in the last paragraph.

This Journal saw the first definition in print of this

great draughtsman in 1910, in a footnote to the article

‘Kleophrades’, and a year later the first article devoted

to him alone. The author has often returned to him,

and gives us here a wonderful appreciation of his

character and quality through a discussion of a selec-

tion of his work. He begins with the Berlin amphora
and ends with the great new amphora in Basle, taking

in on the way examples of the amphorae of Pana-

thenaic shape, neck-amphoiae large and small,

oenochoai, bell-kraters. hydriai of both forms and

volute-kraters, as well as the Gorgos cup and the

black-figure prize Panathenaics. Sir John accepts,

with a reservation of doubt. Miss Talcott's brilliant

ascription of the cup : and notes the arguments found

by the reviewer in support of the remote possi-

bility that the potter Gorgos was the Berlin Painter

himself.

Particularly interesting is a discussion of the

painter’s pattern-work, as fine and individual as his

figure-drawing. The stopt-key ingredient in the

pattern below the figure on the front of a handsome

neck-amphora recently acquired by Munich ‘faces

alternately right and left, and the saltire-squares are

alternately attached to the upper border-line and to

the lower border-line: so that the alternating element

consists of four ingredients before the repeat ... I like

to give names where desirable, and this principle I

call ULFA— short for upper, lower, facing alter-

nately.’ He points out that ULFA is almost confined

to this painter, his followers ‘and to painters who are

not his followers, but for the nonce, in certain kinds of

vase, are working in his tradition".

One new vase is added to the list in . 1A 1
2

4). 8

n. 17: a doubleen in the Lucerne market 1

: and on
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pi. 7 are illustrated two pieces not previously pub-
lished, though only one is bv the Berlin Painter.

The other is a black-figure neck-amphora with

Apollo riding over the sea on a tripod, by the Ready
Painter—‘an uncommonly poor painter . . .: but it is

precious to us because it shows . . . the Berlin Painter

[in his Vatican hydria] using older elements and by
simplifying and refining them, and adding a touch of

natural, unaffected grandeur, making what one may
call a classic version of the theme’. The unpublished

piece by the Berlin Painter is a very pretty fragment of

a volute-krater neck in the Astarita collection at

Xaples (. 1AF2
1634, no. 132 bisi with the return of

Hephaistos. One may perhaps add a couple of

points to Beazley’s remarks on it. The picture is on
the upper register of the neck, whereas in the live

other vases of the shape by this painter in which that

part survives it bears a floral, and the figure-scene is

on the lower register. Contemporary vases with

figure-scenes at the upper level sometimes have one
below also, sometimes have that area black. One
would think the second scheme more compatible

with the Berlin Painter’s taste, but one cannot be

sure. This is an early example of the new form of the

Return of Hephaistos, in which the smith-god walks

instead of riding, perhaps introduced under the

influence of satyr-plays (see Brommer. Jdl 32. 1937.

21 1 f.); the only other example so early is the lost

amphora perhaps by the Painter of the Munich
Amphora (ibid. 207 IT. no. 2. figs. 8-0: ARl~- 2461.

The cloak slung over one arm instead of the normal
wear (as Dionysos has it' over both shoulders or

upper arms, seems, where not for the protection of a

hunter or lighter, a sign of disarrav. often as here of

being in liquor: compare the beauled reveller cm the

Pan Painter’s Palermo bell-krater t Ptinmole

1

pi. 31 1

and two of those on Onesimos’ Boston komos cup
1 CB ii pis. 41 f. i.

On p. 8. second para., for 480 read 4^0. and on

p. 13, beginning of second para., for ‘ These' read

‘There’; but printing and production are excellent,

and we must be verv grateful to the Australian

Humanities Research Council for publishing this

beautiful lecture.

Martin Robertson.

Lincoln College. Oxford.

Saflund :G . . Trans. P. M. Fraser. Aphrodite
Kallipygos. Stockholm Studies in Archae-
ologv. Stockholm: Almqvist and Wiksell. 1963.

Pp. 9°- 58 figures.

The kernel of this valuable study is a bronze spatula,

said to have been found at Kpizephvrian Locri. whose
handle ends in a minute figure an inch or so high:.

This figure closely resembles the famous Aphrodite

Kallipygos of the Farnesc Collection in Xaples. must
indeed be derived from the same original, but differs

from the present state of that statue in the position of

the head. The Farnesc looks back and clow n o\ er her

1.
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right shoulder to admire the beauties she is revealing:

the little bronze reveals them to others but herself

looks forward, only slightly downward and to the

right. Saflund traces the history of the Farnese

piece, which was restored by Carlo Albacini between

1786 and 1800, at the time of the removal of the

collection from Rome to Naples. These restorations

include the head and neck with the right shoulder, as

well as the left arm raised w ith the drapery and part

of the right leg and foot. Saflund concludes from
the bronze that Albacini's restoration, and an earlier

one preserved in a cast at Stockholm, err in the

motive of self-regard and the consequent extreme

twist given to the figure, both features which have

naturally led the statue to be classed as a Hellenistic

creation. He argues that the spatula is likely not to

be later than the end of the fourth century, and that

the composition of the statue evidenced by it is com-
patible with this early dating. His parallels and
arguments are interesting, but not I think conclusive.

There is nothing precisely like the spatula, and this

kind of object cannot be dated very closely. Even
with the restorations removed (fig. 19), I have the

impression that there was more twist on the Farnese

statue than on the bronze; and there certainly is on
the only other complete antique version of the

statue: a relief about eighteen inches high on a semi-

cvhndrical piece of limestone (perhaps a statue-base)

from Cos 1 fig. 277. This is much weathered, but the

figure undoubtedly derives from the same original,

while the movement is nearer to that of the restored

Farnese than to that of the little bronze. She is not

perhaps quite looking clown over her shoulder, but is

certainly directing the spectator’s gaze that way. It

seems possible that in converting the composition to

the tiny adornment of a handle the bronze-worker

simplified the pose as well as the details. I should

myself still find a third-century date for the original

easier than a fourth. However that may be, the new
evidence is of the greatest importance for a work of

quality and interest. It is no longer possible, for

instance, to regard the charming Hellenistic statuette

of a satyr-boy looking at his tail 'fig. 41) as a parody
of the Aphrodite. The Farnese statue has sometimes

been thought a Greek original. In its various

restorations the statue must have undergone some
reworking, which makes the question even more
difficult to answer than usual, but I find Saflund’s

conclusion entirely convincing: that it is a good copy,

perhaps after a bronze. His analysis of the best

viewpoint is acute, but he emphasises that it is

nevertheless a statue meant to be looked at from all

round. Saflund glances at the history of this unveil-

ing theme 1 anasyrma, as he calls it) in art and litera-

ture: concludes (surely rightly, that the original

statue must have represented Aphrodite herself

rather than one of her votaries; and adds brief notes

expounding the probablv ’sacral’ character of the

spatula and the possibility of religious prostitution in

Locri. Theer is also a most amusing prologue on a

copy of the Farnese made in 1780 by the Swedish

sculptor Sergei on the orders of Gustav III, with a
portrait-head of a court-lady, Ulla von Hopken.

Martin Robertson.
Lincoln College, Oxford.

Karageorghis (Y. 1 Sculptures from Salamis, 1.

Nicosia: the Department of Antiquities. 1964.

Pp. vii — 56. 2 folding plans. 54 plates.

£2 JOS.

When in 1890 the Cyprus Exploration Fund dug
within the ruinfield of Salamis, they partially

investigated a monumental complex on the northern
limits of the city which they identified as a Temple of

Zeus. Finds included some marble sculpture exe-

cuted in the second century a.d. of which a share was
subsequently brought to England and divided
between the British Museum, the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford, and the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge. (For the last, see L. Budde and R.
Nicholls. A catalogue of Greek and Roman Sculpture in the

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 1964, nos. 52, 56 and
98.) In 1972 the Cyprus Department of Anti-
quities undertook the further excavation of this site

which was soon shown to be no temple of Zeus but
one of Salamis" several Gymnasia. During several

seasons excavation here, and at the Theatre found
nearby in 1959, a considerable amount of sculpture,

more or less fragmentary, came to light. In the
volume under review. Dr Karageorghis’ purpose is to

publish a catalogue raisonne not only of the sculpture
found since 1952, but also of the material allocated to

Cyprus after the 1890 excavation; this has been done
in close collaboration with Cornelius Vermeule.

In a valuable prefatory section we are introduced to

the two great buildings within whose ruins the
marbles were found

; two large-scale plans enable the
reader precisely to locate the lindspot of every piece
discussed, while several of the half-tone illustrations

(pis. i-vi
;
xli-xlii) are of sculptures in situ. In the

history of the Gymnasium and of the Theatre most of
the sculptures’ history is to be found. The Gym-
nasium as we have it is entirely a Roman building,
though cpigraphic and other evidence shows that it

stands on the site of a Hellenistic predecessor. The
Augustan building followed an earthquake; this in
turn was badly damaged by earthquake in a.d. 79.
This damage was not made good until extensive
building works were undertaken in the reigns of
Hadrian and Trajan. In these works a four-sided
colonnaded portico was built in front of the baths of
the Gymnasium, enclosing the palaestra. Swimming
baths were added to the large east portico of the
palaestra, while behind the others were built the
various rooms and offices appropriate to the needs of
the Gymnasium. Nearly all the sculptures found are
more or less contemporary with this great rebuilding
and are an eloquent witness to the extreme lavishness
with which the project was undertaken. Manv of the
sculptures were to have centuries of use. Two earth-
quakes 'in a.d. 332 and again in 342) wrought havoc
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in the Gymnasium. Many of the marbles will have
been damaged on these occasions and, indeed, a

number of fragments were found in the debris filling

parts of the building never repaired after this calamity.

Though Salamis was rebuilt with the help of C'on-

stantius II (hence the change of name to C'onstantia'i,

the Gymnasium has to wait a century before anything

was done for it. Then only its baths and the pal-

aestra were repaired and used as a bathing establish-

ment for the Christian city. The colonnades were

rebuilt with the help of a motley collection of marble

columns collected from ruined buildings nearby.

Many of the old sculptures were re-erected, new bases

being built for them, within the east portico. Nude
male figures were carefully bowdlerised to make them
acceptable to the new taste. Here these mutilated

pagan figures stood until the city's final agony in the

mid-seventh century at the hand ofArab raiders. In

these troubles the statues were overthrown, some to

the pavement of the portico, some within the north

swimming pool where they were eventually dis-

covered beneath destruction debris and a massive

accumulation of wind-blown sand. For some few

pieces of statuary there was still a further use, for they

were built into poor squatter structures used by those

who lingered on in the ruined city after the raids.

The vicissitudes of the marbles found in the Theatre

were of shorter duration. The building was first

erected late in the first century B.c. It was remodelled

on several occasions, notably after the a.d. 79 earth-

quake. During the second century a.d. the jams

scenae was considerably embellished with sculptures

which were involved in the wholesale destruction of

the building at the time of the fourth-century earth-

quakes. when the auditorium came down and the// 010

scenae collapsed on to the stage. Though there was
an effort in the Christian period partly to restore the

theatre, there was no salvaging of sculpture for this

purpose from the debris, as there had been in the Gym-
nasium, and the marbles were left buried in the ruined

masonry on which apoor new stage was erected.

The main part of the volume is taken up by the

descriptions of the sixty-eight pieces catalogued:

these vary from almost complete figures to relatively

small fragments. Some of the latter (nos. 64-6) are

shown to be repairs for damaged statues in the

theatre. The catalogue entries include very full

and careful descriptions of each piece, the argument to

support identification, if this is in any doubt, and a

discussion of the relevant sculptural types, Every

piece is illustrated, the more lntpoi tant ones in several

views. W ith few exceptions the plates are good, com-
ing up well to the usual high standards of the ( Aprils

Museum photographers. It would have been an ad-

vantage to show the catalogue numbers on the plates.

Two sculptures stand aside from the rest, and were

clearly out of context where they were found. One is

part of a limestone kore of the end of the sixth

century1
B.c... certainly made in Cyprus, and the work

of a Cypriot, yet closer far to Greek korai than any-

thing else yet found in Cyprus. Such a find w hets the

appetite for the discovery of an Archaic sum luaty at

Salamis: we already know something of the < tty's

Greek ties in the late Geometric period from recent

finds in the roval cemetery, and there were hints of

close Greek contacts in Archaic times in some of the

1890 C.E.F. results. Cat. no. a, the head of a

goddess in Pentelic marble, is unquestionably the

most beautiful sculpture described. Karageoi gins

discusses its relationship with the head of Hygeia of

c. 360 b.c. from Tegea, and concludes that it is

somewhat earlier, perhaps carved in the first quarter

of the fourth century B.c. He suggests that it was the

work of one of the many Greek artists invited to

Salamis by Evagoras I. It could, of com so. have

been brought front Greet e to Salamis bv one of her

public-spirited sons at almost any time.

The mass of the Salamis sculpture in both Gvm-
nasiurn and Theatre was the work of copvists

operating in the seventy-live years from a.d. 70

onwards. It is interesting that no older. Hellenistic

marbles (which surely must have existed in the city in

plenty! were acquired for the Gymnasium. Kara-

georghis suggests (and promises further discussion in a

second volume) that the school of sculptors responsible

for this outpouring of copies of fifth ccntuiv. but

predominantly fourth-century Greek models is to be

located on the Ionian coast of Asia Minor.

What were the tvpes chosen for the Gvmnasium !

Apollo Citharoedus. Zeus enthroned. Heraklcs ‘the

Farnese type, though not as overblown as usual .

Artemis, Dionvsos. Isis mr her priestess . Asklepios.

Hy geia. Nemesis (with an unparalleled collection ol

attributes), Meleager. Demetcr. river gods, a water

nvmph ‘ tlic last with a striking illustration of 'wet'

drapery . There was a group of a hermaphrodite

and a satvr: there may have been a Clninaera only

the goat's head survives: it would, as Raiageoiglns

says, have been appropriate enough with his Iaci.iii

home no great distance away to the north-west . So

it was a heterogeneous and thoroughly educative

assemblage which must have been very edify ing it n<

a

artistically brilliant for the young Salnminians. One
would greatly like to know what tvpes were rejected

by the fifth-centurv authoiuies when the survivors

were rc-ereeted in the bath buildings. The sculpture

from the Theatie ini luded fragments of three

cuirassed figures, presumably all of emperor-bene-

factors, as well as several tvpes particulatlv appro-

priate to the theatre—Apollo Musagetes. a number ot

Muses, amongst them Melpomene. While none of

the Gymnasium sculpture was reallv had. some from

the Theatre 'including an infant Heraklcs strangling

snakes and an Eros are atrocious: it would he

ungracious to assume that these were the woik of

local sculptors, but this mav be the hard truth.

This is a volume of whit li all concerned m its

making have every reason to lie proud. Students oi

Cyprus, no less than students of sculpture, are once

more in Dr Karageorghts' debt.

H. W. Catling.

Ashmolean Museum. 0 \fnriL
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Bonacasa (X.i Ritratti greci e romani della

Sicilia: catalogo. Palermo: Fondazione I.

Mormino. 1964. Pp. xix + 187. g4 plates.

Lire 13,000.

We have here a catalogue of the Greek and Roman
portraits scattered throughout Sicily—housed not

only in the Museums of Palermo, Syracuse, and

Catania, but in the less known Museums and anti-

quaria of Centuripe, Solunto, Lipari, Messina,

Tindari, Tusa, Termini Imerese, etc. A few,

especially among the Greek portraits, are well

known, others have been briefly recorded, e.g., by G.

Libertini in his Gvida del Mitseo archeologico di Siracusa;

but a large number are here published for the first

time. In the present interest in ancient portraiture

this assemblage is expecially welcome.

The material is conveniently divided into a number
of groups. First come the relatively few Greek

portraits; then the Roman heads and busts, arranged

chronologicallv: Republican, Augustan and Julio-

Claudian, Flavian, period of Xerva and Trajan,

Hadrianir, Antonine. third century a.d., and fourth

century A D. They are followed by statues of loricati

and togah, and of draped female figures. Lastly

come miscellanea.

The Greek portraits—all of course Roman copies

—

comprise the well-known Sokrates, type A, in

Palermo no. 2.. the Plato in Syracuse (no. 3), the

Aristotle in Palermo mo. 4;, the Hermarchos in

Palermo no. i_> . and an Alexander in Catania (no.

10—comparable to the example in Wilton House (cf

Bieber, Alexander the Great, 1964, fig. loibj. A
comparative newcomer, on the other hand, is a frag-

mentary relief of Euripides in Catania ('no. 5',

formerly in the Biscari Collection (cf. Libertini, II

Museo Biscari. no. 74 . Though the forehead, nose,

and eyes are missing, the tell-tale locks covering the

ears, and the composition of beard and moustache, as

well as the form of the mouth w ith protruding upper

lip, make the identification certain. Also included is

a very generalised strategos in Messina (no. 1,.,

heretofore practically unknown, but recently illus-

trated by G. V. Gentili in the Enciclnpedia d'arte antica

IV, s.v. Messina, fig. 1286.

Among the Republican portraits a group in lime-

stone. coming from Afrit a and now in the Museum of

Syracuse, is paiticularly noteworthy (nos. 22-6;.

Three heads are thought to represent Julius Caesar

nos. 3 1—3 . Augustus appears in two well preserved

and in one fragmentary example (nos. 37-g). Per-

suasively identified are also Tiberius 'no. 441, Drusus

the Llder no. 4b . Drusus the Younger 1 no. 471,

Caligula no 72 . Agrippina the Llder nos. 69, 70;,

Domitian no. 84 • Xerva no. 93 . Fladrian (no. 1031,

Faustina Minor no. 132 , and Gcta no. 138;. They

are supplemented by a number of ‘unknowns’,

among which the late examples of the third and

fourth centuries are especially important, e.g., the

engaging boy in Catania no. 141;, the pensive man
in Syracuse .'no. 14b , the head called Gallienus in

Palermo no. 147'. and the colossal head in Piazza

Armerina (no. 154), tentatively identified as Maxen-

tius. Of high quality are also several heads of the

second century a.d., e.g., the high-bred lady in

Catania (no. 1 30) , the sensitive young girl in Syracuse

(no. 134), and a well-preserved head of a resolute

man in Palermo (no. iog), assigned to c. A.D. 140

Of great interest are furthermore the portrait

statues: a seated Claudius in Palermo (no. 34),

extensively restored; a fine torso of a loricatus in the

Antiquario comunale of Centuripe (no. 176), late

Trajanic or early Hadrianic; an Augustan togatus in

the Museum of Tindaris ( no. 1 8g j ;
and several female

draped statues, reproducing familiar Greek types,

which were once surmounted by portrait heads of

Roman ladies, now mostly missing (nos. 218-25).

.Among them an imposing statue of the older Her-

culaneum woman type (no. 92) takes first place.

The fragment, no. 226 in Syracuse, hardly belongs

here. It seems to be merely a Roman copy of a type

close to the Eirene of Kephisodotos.

The identification of portraits, both Greek and
Roman, is often notoriously difficult. Some people

see a resemblance that escapes others. So, in this

catalogue some assignments will be questioned. Do
nos. 31-3 really represent Julius Caesar? Is no. 139
really a young C'aracalla? Do the heads 150, 151

really represent the gracious Julia Domna? Is the

charming boy no. 51 really Drusus Minor? And so

on. General agreement is difficult to reach. What
is important, however, in a catalogue is the presenta-

tion of the material with accurate descriptions

accompanied by good illustrations. Sig. Xicola

Boncasa is to be congratulated on having achieved

this and on having thereby enriched our knowledge

of ancient portraiture by a number of conspicuous

examples.

G. M. A. Richter.
Rome.

Bieber (M.) Alexander the Great in Greek and
Roman art. Chicago: Argonaut. 1964. Pp.

98. 63 plates. S7.50.

This book is essentially a reprint of the author’s

earlier very useful study of the portraits of Alexander
the Great published in Pioc. American Philosophical Soc.

xciii (1949I 373 f., with a number of insertions in-

corporating various newly identified portraits and
some older ones, together with corresponding ex-

tensions to the plate coverage. Apart from the

insertions just mentioned, the text has remained vir-

tually unchanged, although the bibliography in the

footnotes has, of course, been revised.

The most important addition is probably that of the

heads of the so-called ‘Eubouleus’-type (p. 26, pis.

4-5), identified by Professor E. B. Harrison in

Hesperia xix ! i960) 382 f. as copied from a portrait of

Alexander, possibly by Leochares. It is gratifying

to see how convincingly they fit into place here.

Other items added in this book are the bronze youth
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and horse in Florence (p. 24, pi. 14), perhaps an
Italian genre group rather than a portrait; the marble
heads of Alexander-Herakles in Athens and Boston

(p. 52, pi. 20) ; a helmeted bronze statuette in

London (pp. 61 f., pis. 33-4); a bronze statuette and
stucco medallion from Begram in the Musee Guimet

(pp. 37, 61, pis. 13, 24); the marble head from
Alexandria in Copenhagen (p. 59, pi. 28) ;

the

alabaster acrolith in the Brooklyn Museum whose
head-drillings, however, might seem rather to

suggest the rays of an Alexander-Helios (p. 66, pis.

41-2, an Alexandrian work included incongruously

in the Asia Minor chapter) ;
the terracotta bust from

the Stathatou Collection in Athens (p. 67) ;
and the

coins, pp. 36, 81, pis. 12. 63. Illustrations have also

been added of the Geneva head fp. 27, pi. 15), the

Rossie Priory head (pp. 62, 76, pis. 54-5). the head
from Tarsus in Copenhagen (p. 73. pis. 46-7) and the

statue formerly at Wilton House (pp. 75 f., pis.

52-3). This last has now been sold (Cat. Chiistie

July 3rd. 1961, 34 lot 148, frontispiece; ; its cornu-

copia, pace Poulsen, seems to belong and to be

original to this figure.

The author's treatment of the contemporary por-

traits and their later copies is, as before, provocative

and rewarding, if inevitably speculative. The
Hellenistic portraits are often difficult to evaluate

because of the large amount of free adaptation that

went on at that time. Thus the reviewer must
confess himself reluctant to separate the type of the

helmeted portrait from Kos in Istanbul (pp. 59 f..

pis. 29-30) from that of the later statuette from

Gabii in Paris (p. 74, pi. 48b Many classicistic

Roman versions are so lacking in individuality that

it is hard to distinguish between Alexander and the

sundry soung gods on whom his deified appearance

was modelled.

This extremely readable book is the most impor-

tant contribution on this subject that we have. Miss
Richter’s Poitiaits of the Gieeks having deliberately

omitted to deal with Alexander. Nevertheless, one
deeply regrets the absence of an appendix giving a

catalogue list of the portraits and technical descrip-

tions. One also regrets the omission of so many of

the lesser stone and bronze portraits, some at least of

which ha\e contributions to make that are not en-

tirely to be scorned. Thus, in postulating from

coins a major sculptural portrait of the time of

Ptolemy I showing Alexander wearing the skin of an
elephant's head pp. 52 f.. pis. 21-2'. the author

seems unaware of the important type among Alexan-

drian bronze statuettes showing Alexander so adorned.

Although the plates are mostly fairly clear, it is

extremely sad. in a book of this kind, to have so

many of the pictures cut around. A further revised

reprint is, the reviewer is informed, already projected.

R. V. Xiciiolls

Fitzuilliam Museum. Cambtidge.

Taylor t'J. du Plat; Ed. for C'.M.A.S. (World

underwater federation'. Marine archaeo-

293

logy: developments during sixty years in

the Mediterranean. London : Hutchinson.

1965. Pp. 208. 32 plates. 76 text figures.

£2 1 os.

Marine archaeology—the investigation of ancient

shipwrecks and of submerged sites such as harbours—

-

retains that aura of the treasure-hunt which land-

excavation has by now rejected. It is an adventure,

and sure of publicity. But the special contribution it

can make to our scientific comprehension of the

Ancient World is less well understood. In compiling

and editing the contributions of a distinguished

group of experts. Miss du Plat Taylor has done a

notable service to archaeologists and ancient his-

torians alike, in reminding us of both the limitations

and the peculiar advantages of underwater research.

The limitations are imposed by tides and currents,

and by the nature of the sea-bed. which make strict

stratigraphic investigation always difficult and often

impossible. The special contribution of marine

archaeology is obvious enough, once stated. It dis-

closes the design and efficiency of harbours, and 'front

their scale; gives some idea of the relative importance

of maritime states. It allows the exploration of

submerged sites. In the examination of wrecks it can

provide otherwise unobtainable evidence of the

dimensions. tonnage, and construction of ancient

ships: and from their cargoes can show the con-

temporaneity of artefacts intuit more precisely than

land stratigraphy allows. Further, the positions of

wrecks and the little-exploited evidence of anchors

parted on stormv reefs or debris jettisoned in sheltered

bays ran tell us much about sea-routes and navigation.

All these possibilities are illustrated in brief or

more extended accounts of particular Mediterranean

explorations in the past sixty years, most of them since

the war. The text is somewhat ttruwen, as one

would expect in a compilation of this kind from short

and long reports by several writers, original or trans-

lated, specially composed or reprinted. Blit the

material is well selected. The book is generouslv

illustrated with plans of sites and drawings of potterv,

and with photographs which do nothing to discourage

the treasure-hunting view of the subject, but which

emphasise its scientific side as well.

Diving techniques are improving constantlv. and
with them the possibilities for exploration. In a final

chapter. Miss du Plat Taylor and others look to the

future. They see, first and foremost, the necessitv for

systematic exploration of coastal waters, and the

recording of sites lor later excavation; and they look

forward to what promises to be a fruitful t ooperation

between archaeologv. geologv, and marine biologs,

in a field in which the interests of all three are

indissolubly linked.

John P. Barron.
L'niiersity College London.

Missche ( H. F. 1 Monumenta Graeca et

Romana. Yol. ii. Greek architecture.

Fasc. 2. Civil and militarv architecture.
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Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1964- Pp. 21-40. Plates

65-128. FI. 18.

Monumenta Graeca et Romana will eventually com-
prise, apparently, thirty fascicules of photographs

1 with some plans and reconstructions) selected "to

supply ample documentary evidence in all fields of

the Pre-Hellenic, Hellenic, Etruscan, and Roman
civilisations’. The present fascicule contains sixtv-

five quarto pages of plates, providing ninety-four

pictures of Greek civil buildings 'agoras. theatres,

palaestras. gymnasia, stadia, hotels, houses, tombsj

and forty-three pictures of Greek fortifications.

These plates, all black-and-white, are preceded by
twenty pages of notes in English, each describing one

construction illustrated, recording the basic measure-

ments in metres, indicating the building periods, and
concluding with a short, but generally helpful

bibliography. The brevity of the notes may some-

times cause misunderstanding. For instance, com-

menting on a view of the Athenian Agora from the

west
1
pi. b“,b , M. appropriately remarks that the

fifth-century temple of Ares was transferred to its

existing site in the first century B.c. :
yet he attributes

the altar of 7eus Agoraios to the fourth century

without explaining that it was moved from Pnyx to

Agora c. 50 b.c. Hesp. 21. 1952, 91 f. . Then his

confused note on Paravola, based largely on Wood-
house's Aetolia , 190 il’., suggests that his pictures

(
pis.

i-'oa-bi illustrate one of two well preserved semi-

circular towers at the west end of the acropolis; M.’s

tower, however, is really the only well preserved one

and lies at the eastern extremity.

The following factors may be proposed as contri-

buting to the value of a work of this kind: technical

excellence of the photographs, obviously; choice of

subjects suitable for illustration: the way in which

plans and reconstructions support the photographs:

and the care with which a general view, illustration! si

of detail, and the commentary are blended together.

M. provides some pleasant photographs; but, to an

appetite jaded by a surfeit of lavishly illustrated

books, the quality of reproduction too often appears to

fall short of the high standard expected nowadays.

Moreover, having stated the principle that 'a smaller

number oflarge pictures is to be preferred to a greater

number of small ones'. M. oilers an unduly high

proportion of plates tettainly a quarter of the total 1

which attempt to cover too much. Some are not

supported by shots of detail, and one wonders w hether

he could not, with advantage, have relied more on

plans or possibly oblique air-photographs 'e.g. for

agoras . It must be emphasised that fascicule 3 of

this volume will provide, among other things,

reconstructions and plans ‘which may thus be plated

beside the plates’. If this is well done, it may make a

dillerence to the usefulness of the plates here.

Taking the last factor mentioned above, we find M.
combining the indicated elements successfully in his

treatment of the baths at Gortys
'
pis. g8a-b . He is

less happy with the Keramikos cemetery outside the

Dipvlon and Sacred Gates at Athens. His general

view (pi. 107a) inevitably shows a discouraging

jumble of ancient foundations, and it is virtually

impossible to identify, at the top, the famous group of

grave-monuments along the street of tombs 1 Dexileos’

stele to Lysimac hides" Molossian hound 1 which he

proceeds to show in close-up t pi. 107b). The latter

picture has been so taken that it illustrates inade-

quately the comments in the note, which would be far

better supported by the frontispiece to P. Gardner's

Sculptured. Tombs of Hellas 1 1896). Thirty-four of the

civil photographs are devoted to theatres, and this

collection, chiefly of fairly general views, contains

something of interest for anyone beginning to study

Greek theatrical matters.

The selection of plates depicting military archi-

tecture is unsatisfactory. M. seems preoccupied with

style of masonry, referring regularly to R. L. Scranton,

Greek Walls (or L. R. Scranton, for variety). But we
miss a picture of good straightforward polygonal

stone-work (e.g. Oeniadae). Incidentally, the

Arcadian Gate at Mcssene has pointed work, not

broaching as M. says. Since many Greek walls were
built of brick on stone foundations, M. certainly

ought to have illustrated this construction, especially

as Gela provides an excellently preserved example (see

now P. Griffo and L. von Matt, Gela. 1964, 173 ff. ).

Few pictures will assist those studying fortifications

from a military standpoint. No really advanced and
powerful defensive systems are included except for

Euryalos. Syracuse (add to bibliography, A. W.
Lawrence in JHS lxvi. 1948, 99 IT.; F. E. Winter in

-47-1 67 1963; F. Krischen, Die Stadtmauern von

Pompeii. 1941, 25ff.i and Selinus, North Gate (but

add F. Krischen, op. cit.. 29 ff.
;
Gabrici's date in Mon.

Ant. Lincei 33, p. 101—shortly before 250 b.c. i. M.
could have omitted his uninspiring pictures of

Rhamnous iv. little to see), Tithorea (better illus-

trated by Tillard in BSA 17, 1910-11,54 If. especially

fig. ioi, and Plataea (v. dilapidated). He should
include some powerful defences like Latmian
Heraclea. Greco-Lucanian Poseidonia, Hipponium,
and above all the casemated walls of Perge and Side

isee Winter in Phoenix 13, 1959, plates after p. 176:

A. M. Mansel. Die Rumen von Side. 1963, 26 If.'.

On the whole this fascicule does not live up to its

promise; but the next fascicule, when it appears, may
make some difference to our assessment.

E. W. Marsdl.n.
Unneisity of Liverpool.

Corpus inscriptionum regni Bosporani
C.I.R.B. 1. Korpus bosporskikh nadpisei.
Moscow: ‘Xauka'. 1965. Pp. 951. qr. 72k.

In 1916 Basil Latyshev published the second edition

of \ ol. I of the Inscriptiones antujuae ouie septentrionalis

Ponti Euxini Graecae et Latinae, containing inscriptions

found on the territory between the Danube and the
boundary of the Bosporan kingdom. He then pro-
ceeded to work on the second edition of the other half
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of the 10SPE but did not succeed in finishing it.

After his death in 1921, the editorial work was taken

over by S. A. Shebelev who died in 1941 in besieged

Leningrad leaving the Corpus once more unfinished.

The work was resumed in the post-war period first by
S. J. Lurje, then (1950) by I. I. Tolstoi (until his

death in 1954). In 1956 at last the present editorial

board was appointed: V. V. Struve (Chairman),

M. X. Tichomirov, V. F. Gaidukevich, A. I. Dovatur,

D. P. Kallistov, T. N. Knipovich, A. I. Tjumenev
(died in 1959) and Mme A. I. Boltunova who contri-

buted many important new readings and restorations.

By 1956, obviously, merely to finish and publish

the work of the previous editors (which fortunately

had been fully preserved in the Archives of the

Soviet Academy) was out of the question. The
extensive excavations on the Black Sea shores brought

to light many new inscriptions. Besides, it was

necessary to check the whereabouts of all the monu-
ments, often displaced during the war: the territory

of the ancient Bosporan kingdom was one of the most

devastated and many museums suffered heavy

losses. Be it sufficient to refer the reader to the

lemmata of inscriptions preserved in the museum of

Kerch, the ancient Panticapaeum. (On the other

hand, it is sad to read that several inscriptions

—

cf. Nos. 5, 56—were found in the trenches dug
during the Second World War. . . .) And, last not

least, results of recent research on the history of the

Bosporan kingdom had to be incorporated.

As a result, an entirely new book has been produced,

as is indicated by abandoning the old title and
changing the size of the book. Nevertheless, there is

strong continuity in so far as all Latyshev’s, Sheb-

elev’s etc. material has been utilised and most ol

Latyshev’s arrangement retained. On both the

continuity and changes we are duly informed in the

Introduction (pp. 5-12), whence most of what I have

said hitherto has been taken. The innovation which

is most outstanding and, at the same time, likely

to arouse some controversy is the change of language:

the whole corpus, including lemmata, textual appara-

tus and commentary, is written in Russian. This

will probably cause some inconvenience for many
non-Slavic classical scholars, but since other corpora

have long ago started using the linguae vernaculae

which count as world languages, it is impossible to

raise any legitimate objection.

There are all in all 1325 inscriptions, two of them
Latin (IOSPE II and IV contained 780 inscriptions

from the Bosporan kingdom: ; edited partly by
Knipovich and Gaidukevich, partly by Dovatur and
Kallistov (see the list on p. 10) ; chronologically, they

range from the fifth century b.c. (very few) to the

third century' a.d. The latest dated inscription

included in the corpus, the earliest dated Christian

document from the Bosporan kingdom, is a sepulchral

inscription of the year a.d. 304 f Add. No. 3!.

The arrangement is geographical, starting with

Panticapaeum (No. 1-867; Add. 1 3 ) ; from the other

sites the following have yielded more than twenty
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inscriptions: Myrmecia (No. 868-888a;, Nymphaeum
(No. 91 1-940), Phanagoria (No. 971—101 ij, Her-
monassa (No. 1 037-1 101), Gorgippia (No. 1114-

1219, Add. 4), Tanais (No. 1237-1312;. In each

site, the inscriptions are divided according to their

type. There are only7 a few decrees of the Bosporan
cities: five from Panticapaeum (No. 1-5!, one from

Gorgippia (Add. 4; Latyshev’s heading "decreta’

has been changed to ‘proxenies’, as there are no
other decrees but honorary decrees: I would have
preferred this last term as heading). The next two
sections comprise votive and honorary inscriptions,

many of them important for the geneaology and
chronology of the Bosporan rulers and, through their

titles, for the territorial extent of their kingdom.

Then building inscriptions follow7

, most of them very

late, next manumissions, including the interesting

group of manumissions in Jewish sanctuaries, and
the rich sections of thiasos-inscriptions and of lists

of names. In the next two sections all verse in-

scriptions and sepulchral inscriptions are collected,

the latter (more than 650 for Panticapaeum only)

arranged alphabetically in several chronological

units (roughly one for each century). A section of

Varia concludes the corpus.

Among the inscriptions, there are only c. forty

inedita, most of them edited by Mme Boltunova.

But a fair number of inscriptions, published after

1900 in rare and sometimes local Russian publica-

tions, have remained practically unknown outside

Russia. So, e.g., sepulchral epigrams No. 133, 134
and 139 are not to be found in Peek’s GVI I: they

were published in local journals of Odessa and the

Crimea. But CIRB 122 is included by Peek under

No. 2079.

In the lemma, detailed description of each monu-
ment (and relief, if there is one' is given together with

necessary dimensions and the height of letters.

Forms of the letters are not mentioned, although

many inscriptions are dated only by the lettering.

.And there is not one photograph and practically no
facsimile in the whole book. This is a great handicap

that cannot be compensated for by7 referring the

reader (p. g) to an—otherwise very important and
illuminating—article by Mme Boltunova and Mme
Knipovich ‘Survey of Greek lapidary style in the

Bosporos’ (in Russian, in: HyMHCMaTHKa H

9lIHrpa(J)HKa III, >962, pp. 3-31') with photographs

and full tables recording the development of letter

forms in Bosporan inscriptions.

After the description, there follows a succinct but

full account of the fortunes of each monument since

its discovert7 and the indication of its present location,

if known : the relatively frequent ‘unknown’ in this

place in many cases reveals the losses of the war. In

the last part of the lemma, all previous editions with

precise indication of their sources (stone, squeeze, the

editor’s own or somebody else's copy, photograph,

printed edition) are listed, including the editions in

common manuals (and their older editions'. By a
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slip, Tod’s GHI II has been neglected (Tod 115A-C
= C’/AB 37, 6, iiii; Tod 171A-E = CIRB 9, 10,

1014, 1015, 972).

In the transcription of the epigraphical texts the

French system of brackets, used by Latyshev, has

been kept. In the case of round brackets the

necessary specification is given in the thorough

textual apparatus ;but even so some uncertainty

sometimes remains, cf. No. 36) where all variants

and/or older readings that matter are given. As for

square brackets, the editors do not print them at the

end of a line and at the beginning of next line if the

restored text overlaps from one line to another. In

some cases slight ambiguity is the result, given the

tiny and not always clearly visible cross-bars of the

brackets. Where the stone or part of it has perished,

the best edition preceding the loss or damage has been

followed. Otherwise, the present text is always

based on the original (Introduction, p. 6). Some-
times Latyshev's revision of the stone as prepared

for IOSPE II 2 has been regarded as final (cf. e.g. the

important No. 36), but substantial improvement in

reading and restoring has been achieved in many
cases. Immediately after the text a Russian trans-

lation follows, once more true to Latyshev’s

tradition.

In the lemmata, only full editions of the inscription

are given. All other bibliography concerning the

inscription, its text, interpretation and historical etc.

implications is to be found in ample but succinct

commentaries which contain extremely rich and full

information about all aspects of the history, chron-

ology, institutions, cults, private life etc. in the Bos-

poran kingdom. Onomastic discussion only is exclu-

ded for reasons given on pp. 11-12 (ibidem the

basic bibliography ). In commenting on more than a

thousand inscriptions some minor omissions are in-

escapable; some of them might have been avoided by

paying more attention to the volumes of SEG. So,

e.g., Peek's variant readings to CIRB 992 published in

VDI i960. 3, pp. 141-142 have escaped the editor,

although the reference (and Peek's text) is easily

accessible in SEG XVII I, 31 1 : this is a pity, because

a revision of the stone could have settled the question

(against Peek in most instances, in my opinion).

The reader will be especially grateful for the

Appendices, containing A. I. Dovatur’s succinct but

important survey of the grammar of the Bosporan
inscriptions (pp. 797-830 i, a chronological table of

Bosporan rulers and ten excellent indices containing

( 1 1
names of gods and heroes with their epithets;

(2) terms relating to cult; 13 ancient geographical

and ethical names; >4' names of Roman emperors;

($) names of Bosporan rulers and members of their

families; 16
)
institutional and legal terms; (7) names

of months; 18
1

personal names - pp. 846-9091; ig) in-

dex verborum. and (101 modern names of places

where inscriptions have been found and the ancient

names of which are not known, with brief archaeo-

logical information. The volume ends with a full

concordance to IOSPE II and IV and to editiones

principes of the inscriptions in Russian periodicals,

and with a list of abbreviations.

The present reviewer has to leave a detailed judge-

ment of the volume to specialists. But he is sure that

with the Corpus inscriptionum regni Bosporani we have

been presented by Leningrad classical scholars with

an extremely important and very thoroughly pre-

pared book (I have found a minimum of misprints),

long desired and indispensable for whoever wants to

work on any aspect of the history of the Greeks

overseas. _ _
Jan Pecirka.

Charles University, Prague.

Calder (W. M.) Ill The inscription from temple
G at Selinus. (Greek, Roman and Byzantine

monographs, 4.) Durham, N. C. : Duke Uni-
versity. 1963. Pp. x + 63. 3 plates. 1 text

figure. S2.50.

In this short monograph the author re-examines

from every possible point of view the well-known
inscription from Temple G at Selinus, now in the

Palermo Museum. He has not seen it for himself,

but carefully collating the readings from an excellent

photograph, a squeeze, the autopsy of a colleague and
the valuable drawings provided by the original editor

Ugdulena (1871) and by Benndorf and Roehl, he has

given us an exemplary text. His analysis shows that

it is composed of three sections; ( 1 ) the Introduction,

filling line 1, ‘Thanks to the following gods the

Selinuntines are victors’: (2) a ‘Battle-hymn’ in

choriambic verse ( lines 2-7 init., ending with /xdkiora)

;

(3) the decree ordering the making and depositing in

the ‘Apollonion’ of a gold object, and the engraving
on it of the names of the gods, the weight of the gold

to be sixty Talents.

That (2) was in verse was recognised by C. before

he found that this view had been anticipated in an
anonymous addendum to an anonymous review of
Benndorf’s Metopen (1873), which had escaped the

notice of all subsequent editors. His structural

analysis and valuable metrical and linguistic notes

will be welcomed by all students of Greek verse. The
two main features of (3) are, first, the contention that

the gold votive offering was not a plate of gold (cf.

Tod, GHI I 2
37), still less a group of gold statues

(cf. Buck, Greek Dialects3 98), but a shield. This is

surely the right answer, and is based on the use of

i/.avveiv in four different passages in the Iliad for

beating out a metal shield (and supported by a com-
parison with the gold shield, and spear) dedicated by
Croesus at the oracle of Amphiaraus at Thebes, and
even more cogently with the gold shields set up by the

Athenians at Delphi after Plataea, and that by the
Spartans on the pediment of the Zeus-temple at

Olympia after Tanagra. The idea that the images of
the gods enumerated in (2) were also embossed on
the shield is rightly rejected, but it is made clear that
their names, as ordered in the decree, were recorded
on it in punctured dots (Kokdipavraz)

,
as on the bronze

shield from Pvlos found in the Athenian Agora.
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The size of the shield naturally depends on the

interpretation of the sixty Talents, a point almost

entirely ignored by previous commentators. C.

rejects Mattingly’s ‘Small Sicilian Talents’ (Num.
Chron. 1943, 14-20), of which sixty would yield only

518 grammes of gold, and Evans’ somewhat heavier

Talents (op. cit., 1891, 326 ff.) which would yield

1,440 grammes, and prefers Euboic-Attic Talents,

yielding a total of 3,450 lb. at 57.5 to the Talent

(approximately i| tons in weight). From this vast

mass of gold, C. suggests, there could be made a
shield of four feet radius (i.e. 8 ft. in diameter) and
0.687 inches thick (or, alternatively, a tablet 6 ft.

by 4 ft. and if inches thick). In support of these

dimensions for his shield, C. notes that the inscription

was at a height of c. 8 feet above floor-level; but

ignores the possibility that it may have stood on a base

or plinth which has since disappeared, which would
imply a smaller and thicker shield, if we accept his

figure for the weight of gold; and we might also ask

whether his colossal shield would have been rigid

enough to stand without crumpling (whatever may
have been added to strengthen it) . But are we bound
to accept a shield of this size and weight? It may be

felt that he rejects too hastily a suggestion by
Schubring (Arch. 50 (1873), 103 '4) that the gold

was purchased with sixty Talents of silver, though this

is perhaps not the more natural interpretation of to

<5e ypralnv ti£K[ovT(t Ta]/.'tfTov i/itv. Here he

uncritically accepts Sch.’s statement that there is no
evidence known for weighing gold by silver Talents,

for this is surely the regular practice in the Attic

Traditiones , where gold objects are recorded as

weighing sums in Drachmae, often followed by Obols.

and sometimes by half-Obols
;
and there is the specific

reference to weighing the [gold and] ivory of the

Pheidian Athena with silver (npu; dpyvpiov rd ara[8uta

uvTioTt)aavTt; vel sim .] IG ii
2 1407+ 1414, lines 6/7.

as restored by the reviewer in HSCP Suppl. vol. I

(1940), p. 381). This would give us a gold shield of

4.255 Talents
(
c

.

246.4 lb.), which seems a less

improbable object.

Assuming, however, that the weight was in fact

sixty Talents of gold, C. argues that no victory of the

Selinuntines could have yielded booty on this scale

except as their share of the Athenian spoils and ran-

soms of 41 3 B.C., and to this date he would hesitatingly

attribute the shield and the inscription. The almost

complete lack of fifth-centurv inscriptions from

Selinus leaves us with little material for comparison

except the coins, which in fact do not definitely help

towards an exact date. C. also points out correctlv

that there is no historical evidence for a Selinuntinc

victorv at c. 455 B.c.. the date usually given to the

inscription on general epigraphical grounds, and
claims that it might be appreciably later. If we
can accept this, together with the much smaller

shield, might not the solution be that originally put

forward by Ugdulena, that the victorv was that over

Segesta in 417 '6 b.c. (Diod. Sic. xii 82. 3-6!, which

would perhaps give more point to the formal phrase
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<pu.(a- yevo/ih’a; than the end of hostilities with

Athens?

The only errata noted were 924 for 1924 (p. 6 no.

18) Damon for Damonon the Spartan victor (IG v1

213, on p. 23), and Jaeger’s initial(s) given as \V. \V.

Ip. 24).

A. M. Woodward.
Tunbridge Wells.

Beckwith (J.) Coptic sculpture 300 1300. Lon-
don: A. Tiranti. 1963. Pp. vii -7- 56. 147

plates. £ 1 10s.

The art of Coptic Egypt, except perhaps the tex-

tiles, does not form an attractive addition to the corpus

of ancient art. It has its interest and importance and
is at last getting some recognition as a subject worthy
of study even though its aesthetic significance may be

small. This little book is an indication of the

increase in general appreciation of the subject and
serves as a useful and unpretentious introduction to

the sculpture of Egypt’s Christian population.

The main part of the book consists of a large number
of well-produced illustrations which give a very good
idea of the range of Coptic sculpture in both stone,

wood, and ivory. The text that goes with it is a

marvellous example of compression, and within its

thirty-three pages makes nearly all the points that are

worth making. The author has rightly no great

respect for the Copts as artists but this does not lead

him to ignore or despise the significance of their

products. He makes the point that one of the great

problems in the study of Coptic art is its lack of

documentation and of serious attention to chronologi-

cal issues. Very few pieces can be dated with pre-

cision. and until careful excavation with due attention

to stratigraphy has been carried out on a number of

Coptic sites it is unlikely that any progress will be

made. Those concerned with the study of the major
art forms of a culture may feel impatience with the

humdrum fragments that most archaeological

excavations produce, but it is only from a careful

study of them that a firm chronologv will ever be

established. It is noteworthy that in the Sudan
where during the last few years such work has been
undertaken there is now sufficient knowledge of the

material remains of Christian Nubia to date the

pottery with some closeness, and thus all materials

associated with it. In the closely adjacent area of

Egypt the contemporarv pottery is virtually unstudied.

This potterv study may seem remote from the artistic

evaluation ofsculptured pieces—but it does enable the

sculpture to be related to the cultural periods, and
nothing else can.

Within these limitations of chronological uncer-

tainty the author has done remarkably well in order-

ing and commenting on the pieces he has selected,

and adopts an eminently sensible attitude towards

some of the wilder flights of fancy concerning the

antecedents of Coptic art, as well as maintaining
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reserve on the question of Oriental influences.

Though there may have been some Oriental influence

at work there is no doubt that Coptic art is in essence a

variation of the Hellenistic art of the eastern Mediter-

ranean. and it remained in touch with this source of

inspiration for many centuries.

The author does not consider that there was an
independent Alexandrian style which some have seen

as the ancestor of the art of the Copts, and regards the

art both of Alexandria and of the rest of Egypt as

belonging to the main stream of East Christian art.

This view has been much argued, but it is noteworthy'

that even in the late fifth and sixth centuries when the

Coptic church had split from orthodox Christendom

and was regarded as the defender of the Egyptian

people against By'zantine rule it still was Constan-

tinople that provided the motive force for new stylistic

elements.

It would have made it easier for the non-specialist

reader if it had been made clear that some of the

finest pieces illustrated, such as the Berlin diptych

shown as fig. 1 10, are not in fact Coptic but were very

probably' made in Constantinople. If they are

eliminated from the book the poverty of Coptic

sculpture can better be appreciated.

P. L. Shinnie.

University of Ghana.

Haatvedt (R. A.) and Peterson (E. E.) Coins
from Karanis: the university of Michigan
excavations, 1924-35. Ed. E. M. Husselman,

Ann Arbor: Kelsey Museum of Archaeology.

1964. Pp. ix + 3gg. 11 plates. Price not

stated.

Karanis was a Greco-Roman city on the northern

border of the Faivum, to the east of Birket Qarun.

The results of the University of Michigan excavations

there have been published in a number of volumes,

of which Karanis 1924-28, by A. E. R. Boak and E. E.

Peterson, was the first. The present catalogue of

coins was originally prepared by Dr Haatvedt in

ig3g, and its revision for publication, after the war,

was begun by the then Director of the Kelsey

Museum of Archaeology, Dr Peterson. The com-
pletion of the work fell to Mrs Husselman, whose own
scholarly interests are far removed from numis-

matics. The extent of her contribution (which was
greater than she had bargained for) will be appre-

ciated if it is said that she discovered many errors and
inconsistencies in the catalogue in the form in which

she took it over, that it was she who incorporated

references to the standard works by Gerin and by'

Carson, Hill, and Kent, and that the indexes had to

be revised. Numismatists should be duly grateful to

her, for here is a catalogue, in the best American
tradition, of some 27,000 excavation-coins. Two
thousand of them were found as single, scattered

specimens, while 25,000 were contained in thirty-eight

hoards. A further 4,500 coins in the various hoards

either disintegrated or had to be rejected as entirely

illegible. (The proportion of coins that was lost in

these ways is by no means high; Karanis counts as a

good site from that point of view.) The first three

hoards were published in University of Michigan Studies ,

Humanistic Series, vol. XXX, and of them, the 860

Alexandrian tetradrachms concealed c. 269 are of

interest for J. G. Milne’s notes and comments on the

instances of die-duplication (although his suggestion

that the output per pair of dies averaged about a

hundred reads quaintly nowi. Hoard 4 contained

sixty aurei of the Antonine period, of which thirty-

eight were studied, the other twenty-two having been

retained by the Department of Antiquities, Cairo.

The thirty-eight included twelve from the same ob-

verse die, and two reverse dies ; nine coins of the same
type and date from another pair of dies: two more
pairs; and a triplet. Several of the bronze hoards

span a period of about two hundred years ending in

the second half of the third century, but how far they'

represent protracted saving and how far they are

merely a sample of a stagnant currency, is not a simple

question. At all events, the material is now usefully

available to us all, for reflection and comparison; and
it is so rich, and so reliably' described (far more so, for

example, than the coins from Corinth or Athens, the

publication of which one is accustomed to regard as

exemplary, but where single-finds and hoard-groups

are conflated in the totals) that it will be a vard-stick

for many years to come.

D. M. Metc.ai.f.

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

Schwabacher (W.) Neue Methoden in der
griechischen Miinzforschung.

This short pamphlet is designed to review, for

readers other than numismatic specialists, the direc-

tions taken in recent years by the study of Greek
coins, and to draw attention to some of the methods
which are now employed. A useful, if brief, biblio-

graphy is appended. Since the prime duty of the

numismatist is, in Barclay' Head’s words, to establish

‘a series of coins classified and duly arranged in order

of date’, it follows that his most useful activities are

the fully illustrated publication of whole collections of

coins, as raw material
; the assembly of corpora of

individual mints, classified so far as possible by the

objective criterion of shared dies; and the publication

of hoards. S. concentrates on these activities, and
illustrates their usefulness with specific examples. It

is perhaps a pity that this pamphlet, grandly entitled

a ‘volume’, with its apparently broad scope, says

nothing of one of the newest methods, of great pro-
mise, the metallic investigation of coins by neutron-

activation. On the importance of this, see C. M.
Kraay, The Composition of Greek Silver Coins (Oxford,

1962); and cf. E. S. G. Robinson, Num. Chron. 1961,

pp. 1 1 1 and 1
1
7.

John P. Barron.
University College London.
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Caley (E. R.) Metrological tables. (Numis-

matic notes and monographs, 154.) New York:

the American Numismatic Society. 1965. Pp.

xi 121. 4 text figures. S4.00.

Mr C'aley's book, which will replace the British

Museum’s Grains and Grammes, a Table of Equivalents

for the use of Numismatists, gives metric equivalents for

the Troy grains in which weights are recorded in

many older publications. It adds tables for convert-

ing Roman scruples and carats into grammes and vice

versa, and inches to millimetres and vice versa, and it

straightens the record concerning Mionnet’s scale and
its derivatives. The tables for converting the Roman
pound are based, necessarily, on one fixed value, and
Mr Caley has employed 327.45 gm. In terms of the

weights of the coins that survive this is often, for one
reason or another, appreciably too high as an actual

value. If a more elaborate version of the tables had
been possible, numismatists would have found it a

practical convenience to have summary lists giving

the equivalents for two or three rather lower values,

e.g. 325, 320, and 310 gm. But this is, perhaps, to be

unduly critical of an acceptable and useful book.

D. M. Metcalf.
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

Leontios of NEAPOLrs. Das Leben des heiligen

Narren Symeon. Ed. L. Ryden. (Studia

Graeca Upsaliensia, 4.' Uppsala: University

Library. 1963. Pp. 207. Sw.kr. 28.

The Byzantine author Leontios of Neapolis (r.

boo-650 or a little later) is the most renowned
hagiographer of the seventh century. His chief w ork

is the Life of Ioannes Eleemon, patriarch of Alexandria,

but not less interesting is his Life of Symeon Salos,

though here the legendary has put the historical into

the background.

In Symeon Salos (‘the dirty’ , who lived in the

sixth century, we meet an ascetic type that is entirely

non-Greek. One may, of course, find external like-

nesses with the Cynics, but they are not at all signi-

ficant. Symeon and his friend Johannes live in the

desert, in obedience to God’s call, subsisting on plants,

roots, and what they may find. They achieve com-
plete apathy, in the sexual sense also, and if on

returning to sot iety they behave like fools it is to

avoid being honoured by men on account of their

deeds and wonderful powers.

Now the Swedish Byzantinist Lennart Ryden has

given us an excellent modern critical edition of the

Life of Symeon Salos. After an interesting discussion

of chronology, sources and hagiographies, he goes on

to make it plain that Symeon is an historical person,

but that much of what we are told about him is

legendary—which is easily understood when we con-

sider the mentality of those times, dominated as it

was by demoniacal fantasies and by the menacing

powers of darkness.

After briefly mentioning previous editions, the
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editor sets about describing the twenty-three manu-
scripts of which he makes use, dividing them into two

groups: the earlier MSS, from the eleventh to the

thirteenth century, and certain of the later ones. No
part of Leontios’ work is to be found in all the MSS
but, using a number of examples from both groups,

our editor reaches the conclusion that there were two
hyparchetypi, /j and y, originating from an archetypus

a, and as fi and y are nearly always in agreement, we
may fairly safely reconstruct a. Plus a, however, is

not believed to be the original MS, the autograph,

but the fact that there were so many MSS in circula-

tion as early as the tenth century makes it probable

that a was so old that it did not differ significantly

from the autograph.

Most Bvzantinists are of the opinion that it is

nearly impossible to construct a stemma for the MSS
of Saints’ Lives and the like, in contrast to those of

classical texts, where the copyists have as a rule

conscientiously tried to follow a normative text. But
Ryden, basing his view on the relations of the MSS
mentioned above, thinks it cpiite possible here, and he

has succeeded in making out a stemma in which all the

existing MSS can be placed. He carries through this

difficult task accurately and convincingly. In the

app. crit. to the Greek text which follows (50 pp.),
he docs not find it necessary to record other variants

than those appearing in /? and the others are of

little importance. The app. crit. is accordingly brief

and dear, and leaves room for the reader himself to

judge the different readings and make his own choice

whenever he thinks that Ryden adheres too closely to

the good rule of lectio difficihor.

Very useful is the index of more or less unknown
words, since in this early Byzantine work, especially

in the strange tales of Symeon’s wonderful deeds, we
find many popular words and expressions not usual

in literature but tending towards modern Greek.

Thus the Life of Symeon is also a very interesting

linguistic document.

For this meritorious edition of a Byzantine work
we must be very grateful to both Lennart Ryden
himself and to the centre of philological studies in

Uppsala.

Kristen Weierhoi.t.

Still align . \ui way

.

Eugenics Panormitanus. Versus iambici. Ed.
and trails. M. Gigante. 1 Istituto siciliano di

stutli bizantini e neoellenici, testi, to. Palermo:
Istituto Siciliano di Stutli Bizantini e Neo-
ellenici. 1964. Pp. 253. 4 plates. Lire 4,000.

Classical scholars seldom turn to Bvzantine studies,

either because thev are put off" by the prospect of an
unrewarding occupation, or because a certain

Gibbonean attitude towards the subject still persists.

It is therefore always a welcome event when a classi-

cist. such as Prof. Gigante. takes up medieval Greek
literature in a systematic way. Indeed, many
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Byzantine texts remain unpublished, while others are

either inaccessible or badly edited, or both. Good
editions are few and far between. This is especially

true of the texts of poets, and it is typical that adequate
editions of such poets as Romanus the Melode and
George of Pisidia have only recently been published.

Prof. Gigante treats a minor Greek poet from
Sicily, the twelfth-century Eugenius of Palermo, with

minute care usually reserved for a classical writer.

This edition is a sequel to the earlier Poeti Italobizantini

del sec. XII (Naples, 1953) by Prof. Gigante, and very

fittingly it has been included in the series of texts

published in Palermo by the Istituto Siciliano di

Testi Bizantini e Neoellenici. The poems of Eugenius
belong to the mass of quantitative Byzantine verse

about which Krumbacher had some severe words to

say. The numerous poets of this category struggled

to fit into the prosodic pattern words dictated to

them by the demands of metre. Naturally enough,
whatever inspiration there may have originally been
is drained away in the process, while concessions are

made to grammar, syntax, and even to prosody. Yet
the trouble taken to imitate classical forms is not

without a certain tragic quality in its futility, and it is,

of course, to this never-failing antiquarianism of the

Greek middle ages that we owe the preservation of the

classical texts.

Eugenius of Palermo is a most interesting figure, but

not on account of his inept iambics. His voice is

heard as the swan song of what was left of Hellenism

in the Italiot region after centuries of Arab occupation

and the overwhelming presence of the Norman con-

queror. He is also a representative of Greek learning

in Italy during the intense and formative years w'hich

preceded the Renaissance. The contribution of

Sicilian, and especially of Southern Italian Hellenism

to the Renaissance has only recently begun to be

fully recognised and appreciated. Eugenius and
many other literati like him, who lived in an age of

great upheaval watching the collapse of the world to

which they belonged, managed to leave something

behind, before they were gradually absorbed into a

culture fully Italian. Eugenius was probably a

member of the Norman bureaucracy, and seems to

have been well versed in the scriptures and patristic

writings, as well as in the classics. In one of his

poems, he sets out solemnly to refute Lucian’s Mvta:

iyKdj/iwv with a most amusing jeremiad against the

obnoxious insect. His classical reading, however,

enslaves rather than inspires him. He was sufficiently

moved by the beauty of the water-lily to write a

poem about it, but onlv. alas ! in order to load his lines

with reminiscences of Theophrastus and Dioscorides.

On the whole, his scope is limited, and apart from the

fact that he had read exceptionally widely in the

classics, he is very much like other Byzantine versifiers

of his age. Thus, one is inclined to share the doubts

expressed by the editor about E. Jamison’s attribution

to Eugenius of an impressive but improbable list of

literary feats (pp. 15-16).

Prof. Gigante prefaces his edition with a long intro-

duction in Latin in which he examines in great detail

and with much learning the various philological

problems presented by Eugenius and his work. This

is followed by the text, a free translation into Italian

and the Commentarium where the editor discusses the

many difficult passages in the poems and adds some
lexical observations. He also produces classical and
post-classical parallels. Such parallels are, of course,

useful when they show the source upon which the poet

drew and the extent of his own reading. There is no
doubt about Prof. Gigante’s vast knowledge ofclassical

and post-classical literature, but the citation of

parallels from Dante (pp. 175, 178, 179) and even
Francois Villon (pp. 174, 177) although striking is

not strictly relevant. The book ends with a detailed

index verborum, which includes a small number of hapax

legomena.

In editing the text, Prof. Gigante has been generally

conservative, although he does not hesitate to make
emendations where he deems necessary. One sel-

dom disagrees with these emendations. Here are a few
minor observations on the edited text: I 84: flde/.vKTsa

for (SSf /.XiiKTea (also XV 3, XX 30 and Index, p. 216)

;

I 107: de?.et£ aavrov could be retained (cf S. Psaltes,

Grammatik der byz Chroniken, 196); I 200: G; dv not
Goar; II 27: daaKovoOp: suggests itself; VI 20: dfvdep-

keoi as emended (ojvdepKiai; Kopai

;

cod.
:
gives a di-

brach (-. ofdat. plur. is scanned as short throughout the

poems, cf. VIII 31, IX 58, 71, X 19 etc.); ozvdepKtrt

Koptj; is likely (cf.; v. 21 : ba<fpuvuK(j> . . . piro;. v. 22:
Tcpoytiprp riopwv and v. 23 : <»kvt>)Ti. . . rwbibv

) ;
VII 36

:

cf Soph. Ajax 157; VIII 19: why not, since the metre
is not affected, opyiOftdTur instead of cjpyrjo/tdtcor ?

IX 82: roc xpa/.ptoypdffov (sc. Aafiid) (cod.) rather
arbitrarily corrected. What could nw xpaApoypdiptav

6ed)r mean? X 46: dw/imo; (cod.: oGfiaro; Gig.)
perhaps to be retained, dibpiaro; fSapvxepov meaning ‘a

denser layer’; XVII 4: u/firov not onflow; XIX 35:
Horna’s ov/Myov; is on all accounts the best con-
jecture: XX 46: the emendation ipdcpoi; (fyjdyoi; cod.)
not convincing; XXII 24: easily emended by
deleting tov, i.e. Tovde ruKpov m

'

6/ttvo; (rtvO/ierov cod.

:

rcddov; Gig.); XXIII 2: bftfTpia; is entirely un-
warranted; 71epav tov /MTplov (cod.) does mean ‘in

excess’; XXIII 24: t/c Tpdrxov makes poor sense

(f’xTo.T.y; Horna: Ik to.toc cod.); XXIII 38: balea
(cod.i should have been retained; XXIII 54: to.

/itrpa (til pica cod. : retpaxa Gig.) would seem prefer-
able. The typographical errors are very few (III 48

:

ov/yopeverotoar, XIX 50: onxfpovovnr. XXIII 64;
(iAnytv } . The production of the book in general
leaves nothing to be desired. It would certainly be
an excellent thing if other Byzantine texts could be
published with the same editorial care.

N. Panayotakis.
Athens.

Ovid. Ovidiana Graeca : fragments of a Byzan-
tine version of Ovid’s amatory works. Ed.
P. E. Easterling and E. J. Kenney. <Proc.
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Cambridge Philol. Soc., supplement i.) Cam-
bridge Philological Society. 1965. Pp. 85.

£1 is. to non-members. [Obtainable from \V.

Heffer & Sons Ltd.]

The Biblioteca Nazionale at Naples owns a four-

teenth-century manuscript which, among many other

items, contains a Greek prose translation of almost

eleven hundred lines from Ovid’s -Lr Amatoria,

Amores, and Remedia Amoris. Mr Kenney listed this

indirect source of the poet's text in the Praefatio of

his Oxford edition1 on p. x. He called this codex

[Plan] because the translation seems to come from

the circle of Maximus Planudes and he promised to

edit it one day. Two years later he published a

detailed account of these excerpts under the title ‘A

Byzantine Version of Ovid’ in Hermes xci, 1 963,

213—27, where he dealt with their critical value, their

nature and purpose. In the present bilingual

edition he is responsible for the Latin part while

Mrs Easterling has written a learned introduction

and edited the Greek text. It was Mr Kenney’s

task to dismember the three works by Ovid so as to

place each line or group of lines against the relevant

Greek excerpt. He has also provided his text with

critical notes which are practically the same as in the

Oxford edition but use bold type for readings or

conjectures which conform with the Greek version.

The Ovidian text is printed correctly except in Ars. ii

517 and Rem. 649 where little mistakes have been

overlooked.

Mrs Easterling's task was easy for the Remedia

because this last part of our excerpts had been edited

before her by that competent scholar, H. Schenkl, in

an Austrian publication as long ago as 1909, and
accordingly his name appears everywhere in the

critical notes on pp. 7 3, 77 and so on until p. 83. On
the other hand, it was less easy for the great majority

of excerpts, those on pp. 13-73 (odd pages only;.

This is indeed an editio /jrinceps and Mrs Easterling

had to do the spade-w ork. I learn from Mr Kenney's

paper of 1963 p. 227 that she has personally examined

the manuscript on the spot at Naples. Many trivial

mistakes of the scribe had to be corrected or at least

indicated by her in the notes. Wherever tire trans-

lator (T) renders his original literally, and this is

generally the case, his version can be controlled by

reference to the Latin text. Sometimes, however, we
find a free translation and doubts arise. Not only

does he often leave Ovidian adjectives untranslated,

which is no great loss since so many of them are

otiose, he makes also deliberate changes, for instance

in Am. i 15, 34 where Ovid writes of the gold-bearing

river Tagus andT puts the Pactolus in, which was, of

course, better known to his Greek readers. Other

deviations are less harmless. As Mr Kenney has

pointed out in Hermes. T bowdlerises his text. Not

even the innocent word puella is safe from such

1 P. Ovidi ,Vasoms Amores Medicamina Faciei Femineae

Ars Amatoria Remedia Amoris, ed. E. J. Kenney.

Oxonii MCMLXI.

arbitrary change, it becomes c(i).oc and its plural

avQpojrmi. Am. ii 10, 17 reads hostibus eveniat viduo

dormire cubili, but our prudish T says roic itioTc

iydpoic roia&ri] vii: e/.Otrio.

In a few cases T has just misunderstood his

exemplar, so right at the beginning in Ars i 6 w here he

renders magister by dtddcKa/.oc instead of Ki'fpvi)Ti)c.

In Am. i 8, 52 canescunt tecta becomes oIkoc b</ acid rat,

a confusion of canescere and vanescere. Am. ii 6, 24
Ovid addresses the poor parrot

:

reddebas blaeso tain bene verba sono.

Here blaeso sono is rendered by rcp.-nA ( instead of

rpav/.ib) ijyjp which makes me wonder if T read laeto

in his exemplar or if he was just influenced by bene.

If there are many dubious translations, others are

felicitous, they show T’s admirable command of

ancient Greek with its amazing wealth of words.

Let me select two adjectives and their translation,

fragilis and plus. The former in Ars. ii 1
1 3 foima

bonum fragile est becomes evKaOtiiptrov and in i 374,
said of ice, evOpavcroc. the latter in Ais i 199 fua
tela) t I'Otcpn drrXa and in Am. ii 6, 3 [pine collides 1

av/inaOtic dpveic, an excellent rendering. So there

is much a modern reader may enjoy in these excerpts

whose importance for Bvzantinists is obvious, so that

this well-produced edition deserves our gratitude.

W. Morel.
London.

Svoronos ( X. G.l Recherches sur la tradition

juridique a Byzance : la Synopsis major des
Basiliques et ses appendices. 1 Bibliotheque

bvzantine, Etudes, 4.' Paris: Presses L'ni-

versitaires de France. 1964. Pp. viii — 210.

Fr. 24.

The great legal code known as the Basilics was too

bulky a work for general diffusion: this is clearly

shown by the fragmentary nature of the manuscript

tradition and the loss of nearly one-third ot the

original text. In order to provide a more convenient

textbook for the use of judges, lawyers as well as

teachers and students of the law, an abridgment of

the Basilics was made fairly soon after the publication

of the full code, i.e. early in the tenth century. This

is known as the Synopsis major or SBM (text in Jus

graeco-romanum, V) to distinguish it from the more
succinct Synopsis minor of the thirteenth century. In

both synopses the material is arranged alphabetically

by subject-matter.

In marked contrast with the full text of the Basilics,

the SBM is preserved in more than fifty MSS. Soon
after its publication the abridgment began to receive

various accretions, such as scholia, the novels of

later emperors either in full or in summary, sometimes

even texts not strictly connected with law.

The present work is an attempt to classify the extant

MSS of the SBM. These are divided by the author

into two families: (i) those containing the text of the

SBM without any addition or with the addition of
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what is termed Appendix A; (iil those containing the

SBA

I

with the addition of Appendix B. The two

major families are subdivided, the first into four, the

second into six groups, and the groups are further

subdivided into branches. Although no version of

Appendix A contains any novels later than Basil II,

while most MSS of Appendix B include novels of

Manuel I, the two families are not chronologically

successive, but appear to have developed simultan-

eously along parallel lines.

The point of this complicated exercise is not so

much to establish the correct text of the SBAI (which

shows anyway a remarkable consistency i as to study

the grow th of the appendices. The author believes

that he is able by this means to postulate no fewer than

ele\ en ‘editions' of the text w hit h he dates as follows:

se\en editions in the course of the tenth century and

two in the early eleventh, all pieparecl at Constanti-

nople: a further edition also of the eleventh century

made in the provinces, and a final edition made
perhaps at Xicaea in the thirteenth centurv. Now.
it must be borne in mind that the SBAI was in fact the

operatise textbook of the Empire's law, and that by

using the term ‘edition’ the author means the

produc turn through textual research of an authorita-

tive master-t opy intended for duplication. If then

the dating of the various ‘editions’ is correct, we can

onlv conclude that the law school created in 1045

under the presidency of John Xiphilinus a school

that continued functioning until 12041 was not as

productive as we might lia\e otherwise supposed.

The potential usefulness of this preparatory and.

inevitably, lather arid study is threefold: ii it may
help m reconstructing the lost books of the Basilics

pet haps more successfully iso the author hints 1 than

its recent editors have been doing; (iil it gives us an

insight into the activities of Byzantine jurists of the

tenth centurv and later: ' iii 1 it will help to establish a

more correct text of the novels of the Macedonian

emperors from Romanus I to Basil II. It is the last

point that is of greatest interest to historians. Indeed,

these not c Is ai e among our most important sources for

the economic, agrarian and military history of the

Empire at the time ol its apogee. Whoever has

seriously studied these documents knows how many
problems of attribution and dating they pose and how
inadequate Zarhariac's edition of them is 1 cf. P.

Lemerle's remarks m Rente historir/ue, April J line

1958, pp. 265 11 . . We may hope that the present

work w ill at last pros ide the basis for the much-
needed re-edition and critique of the Macedonian

novels.

Cyril Mam 10.

King's College. London.

Corpus der griechischen Urkunden des Mittel-

alters und der neueren Zeit. Relhe A:
Regesten. Abt. x. Regesten der Kaiser-

urkunden des ostrdmischen Reiches von
565-1453. Ed. F. Dolger. 5. Teil f.Schlussi.

Regesten von 1341-1453. Munich and Berlin:

C. H. Beck. 1965. Pp. xxxii + 138. DM 60.

Among the indispensable tools in the workshop of

every Byzantinist and student of the mediaeval

history of the Balkans and the Near East Dolger’s

Regesten der Kaiserurkunden ranks high. Conceived as

part of a Corpus der griechischen Urkunden des Alittel-

alteis und der neueren Zeit planned as long ago as 1903,

the first volume, covering the years 565-1025,
appeared in 1924. Vol. II (1025-1204) was pub-
lished in 1925 and Vol. Ill (1204-82) in 1932.

After a lapse of many years, during which the

indefatigable compiler of this magnum opus achieved

what might well rank in itself as the product of a

lifetime’s labour, Yol. IV (1282-1341) emerged in

i960. The work has now been crowned by the

publication of the final volume, V which brings the

ancient machinery of the Byzantine diplomatic

service to its grinding and melancholy halt in 1453.

The last dated entry in the Regesten {no. 3554) is the

Emperor Constantine XII’s reply to the ultimatum of

the Sultan Mehmed II in May 1453 : he would rather

die than surrender his city.

The work was designed to provide an exhaustive

register of all documents emanating from the

imperial Byzantine chancellery and of all embassies

and diplomatic missions sent out from the Byzantine

court and foreign office. The documents listed are

by no means all published. Many indeed are only

referred to in contemporary chronicles or histories.

The discussions of the dates of those entries whose
chronology is doubtful or disputed is particularly

valuable for future historians, as are the extensive

bibliographies of source material and secondary

literature at the beginning of each volume and
accompanying many of the entries. The system of

confining the register exclusively to acts of the

Emperors has its limitations but at least it has been
consistently maintained. Whether the original plan

of compiling similar registers of ‘Beamtenurkunden’.

'Urkunden geistlicher Wurdcntrager’ and ‘Privatur-

kunden" will ever materialise remains to be seen.

The Acts ot the Patriarchs of Constantinople have
already been similarly listed as far as the year 1206

bv \ . Grumel (Les Regestes des Actes du Patriarcat de

Constantinople: Les Actes des Pati larches. I, II, III

'Socii Assumptionistae C'halcedonenses, 1932-47).
The production of Vols. IV and V must have been

a daunting prospect, not so much by reason of the

w ealth of the sources as by the fact of their bewildering

variety and sometimes conflicting testimony. The
period covered (1282-1453) was an era of disintegra-

tion and dissension. There was a multiplicity of

Emperors, of claimants to the imperium and of

pretenders. There were disastrous civil wars,

between Andronikos II Palaiologos and his grandson
Andronikos III (1321-81 and between John V
Palaiologos and John VI Kantakouzenos (1341-7).
during which documents issued under the names of

Andronikos or John have often to be assigned to one
or other of the rival Emperors on internal evidence
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alone. The diplomatic activity of the Emperor who
happened to be enthroned in the capital was as often

directed towards counterbalancing that of his rival as

it was to staving off the ominous encroachment of the

foreign enemies of Byzantium. The Serbians, the

Bulgarians, the Venetians, the Genoese and even the

Turks were hopefully enlisted as pawns in the diplo-

matic game by Emperors or pretenders whose only

real strength lay in the intangible mystique of their

inheritance of the ‘Roman Empire’ or in their material

possession of the city of Constantinople. And in the

last resort couriers, ambassadors and even the

Emperors themselves could make the long journey to

Avignon or to Rome to plead for help against the

triumphant infidel from the ghost of the Roman
Emperors in the West, himself little better able than

the Emperor in Constantinople to organise collective

resistance or inspire a crusade, and only willing to do
either on terms which to the great majority of the

Byzantines spelt the damnation of their immortal

souls and thus the inevitable ruin of their God-
defended city and empire.

The successful conclusion of Yols. IV and V of the

Regesten will be of inestimable importance for those

who come to write the as yet unwritten history of the

last two centuries of the Byzantine Empire. Their

compiler deserves the highest praise for his painstaking

and masterly sifting of the sources for this notoriously

tortuous period. The publication of an index of all

five volumes, heralded for the end of 1965, will add
the finishing touch. Criticism seems out of place.

The following, however, are some suggested amend-
ments and additions. (The abbreviations given are

those employed in the bibliographies to the Regesten. 1

Yol. IV: no. 2217: The two sebastokratores of

Thessaly, the younger sons of John Doukas, were

called Constantine and Theodore (not ‘ PThomas’)

Angelos Doukas. Cf. M. Laskaris, in ’Errertjpi;

'Excup.BvZ. AVrot'dcorlll (1926) 223-4. Archimandrite

Antonin, Iz Rumelij II (St Petersburg, 18861 398,

no. 8, lists an otherwise unknown chrysoboullos logos

(undated) of one Angelos Doukas in favour of the

inhabitants of Phanari in Thessaly. A"o. 2325: The
panhypersebastos John Komnenos Palaiologos and
the megas primikerios John Palaiologos Philes

mentioned in the Byzantine treaty with Venice of

November 1310 were, despite the ambiguous use of

the term ‘nepos’ in the Latin text, respectively the

nephew and the cousin of Andronikos II and not the

‘grandsons’. For the former cf. nos. 2332, 2662, 2681

and Papad. Geneal. no. 38. For the latter, who may
be identified with the protostrator Philes, cf. Papad.

Geneal. no. 118, to which add Manuel Philes.

Camilla, ed. E. Miller, I, 88-9: II, 12. A'o. 2460

:

Andronikos II’s second chrysobull for the metropolis

of Ioannina, of June 1321, has been re-edited by

K. D. Mertzios, in ’IfaeipaTiKi) 'Emin 1,2 (1952)

115-18. A'o. 2473: The exact date of the second

settlement between Andronikos II and Andronikos

III at Epibatai in 1322 provided by Lampr.-Amantos

Bp. Xpov. no. 47, 7 (‘17 July’) is reasonably sub-

stantiated by the Moscow Short Chronicle (C'hron.

Mosqu. Gorianov) as re-edited by R.-J. Loenertz, in

Orientalia Christiana Periodica XXIX : 1963) no. 13.

pp. 334, 350 (T 8 July’). No. 2313

:

The Andronikos

Kantakouzenos who went as one of Andronikos ITs

ambassadors to Venice in 1324 was protobestiarites

not ‘protobestiarios’. (Cf. nos. 2388, 2678, 272b.'

A os. 2362, 2680: The year of the third outbreak of

civil war between Andronikos II and Andronikos III

remains uncertain. In no. 2362 it is stated that ‘1327

(the date proposed for the mission of Nikephoros

Gregoras to Serbia) . . . fugt sich besser in den beginn

der dritten auseinandersetzung zwischen Andronikos

II. und III. . . . als "132b".’ In no. 2880; ‘Die

dritte phase des burgerkrieges zwischen don boiden

Andronikoi begann also bereits ini lruh. 132b'. The
evidence of the C'hron. Mosqu. Goriano\ 1 now ed.

Loenertz. loc. cit., no. 18, p. 335: cf. pp. 335-61 that

the treaty between Andronikos III and Michael

Sisman of Bulgaria at Ccrnomen, which was the

former’s diplomatic counlerstroke to his grandfather's

entente with Serbia, was arranged on 13 Mav 1327
(and not T326' as proposed in no. 2O80' has perhaps

been too lightly dismissed. No. 2718: As Loenertz

has shown from the C'hron. Mosqu. Gorianov 1 Uncut.

Christ. Period. XXX 119(141 441 the embassv of

Andronikos III to Michael Sisman here recorded was

in fart an embassy from Michael to Andronikos.

No. 2723: The treaty of October 1328 here recorded

between Michael Sisman and Andronikos III was

signed at Adrianople. That concluded at Kremnoi
iDolger’s ‘Krenna’) after Michael had resumed the

offensive 'sixty days later" was signed some time before

May 1329. See Loenertz, loc. at., 44. No. 2723:

This unedited prostagma of Andronikos III can

hardly be dated to October 1328 since its recipients,

the apographeis Constantine Pergamenos and George

Pharisaios, are known to have been dead bv 1322

(cf. nos. 2473, 2474). Should the date perhaps be

read as ird. /j’= 1318 (for !>•<). ’) and the document

assigned to Andronikos II .

J On the activities of Per-

gamcnos and Pharisaios between 1318 and 1322 see

Lemerle Phil. 230-32; Binon Prost. 401 ; V. Laurent,

’Bulles metriques’, ' E/./.ipiwi VIII (1935) no. 721,

p. 59. Nos. 2744, 2746: On the megas stratnped-

arches Angelos, described in the sources as ‘uncle" of

both Andronikos III and John VI Kantakouzenos,

the reference to Papad. Geneal. no. 25 scarcely

clarifies the issue since Papadopulos hopelesslv con-

fuses the families of Michael Glabas and Michael

Tarchaneiotes to whom he wishes, on no clear

evidence, to relate the said Angelos. Binon Prost.

151-2 argues that he was in fart John Angelos

Komnenos Synadenos, megas stratopedarches, who
married Theodora-Theodoule, niece of Michael

VIII. At all events, and despite the testimony of

Regel Xpoao/j. p. 1 7, the megale domestikissa Eugenia

Palaiologina, who was the mother of Svrgiannes

Palaiologos, can hardly have been his widow. Nos.

2762, 2763: As R.-J. Loenertz has recenth shown
I'Ordre et desordre dans les memoires de Jean
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C'antacuzene’, Reiue des Etudes Byzantines XXII
(1964) 222-37) Chapters XXI-XXVIII ofBook II of

the Histories of John Kantakouzenos (ed. Bonn, I,

pp. 431-58), relating to events of the year 1334, are

misplaced in the text and should really be read after

pp. 458-76, which relate to events of 133 1-3. The
treaty between Andronikos III and the Sultan

Orchan, dated by Dolger to ‘1330 ca. herbst’, should

therefore be postdated to August 1333 and placed

after no. 2794. Cf. the evidence for this date supplied

by the Chron. Mosqu. Gorianov, ed. Loenertz,

Orient. Chust. Period. XXX 1 1964) no. 27, pp. 40, 52-4.

The trial and escape of Syrgiannes thus falls in the

summer of 1333 and not in 1330; the campaign of

Andronikos III and John Kantakouzenos in Thessaly

about June-August 1333; and their entry into

Thessalonike in the summer of 1334. This re-

arrangement indicates that nos. 2797. 2798, 2799,

which have reference to Thessaly, should be dated to

the summer rather than the autumn of 1333. .Vo.

2780: Andronikos Ill's chrysobull for the monastery

at Lykousada in Thessaly
(
here dated 1 331-41 ) is also

listed by Antonin, lz Runiehj, II, no. 3, p. 396, who
gives its date as 6840 1 =1331-2,1. Ao. 2791

:

To the

bibliography on John Vatatzes, protokvnegos and
later megas stratopedarches. may be added Lemerle

Phil. 236-7 and R. Guilland, in T8/10; K. 'Ap/ieroctovtov

(Thessalonike, 1952 1, 194-5. Aos. 2804, 281 r:

To the bibliography on Theodore Synadenos the

protostrator add Lemerle Kutlumus67-g. Ao. 2808:

The appointment of Sphrantzcs Palaiologos as gover-

nor of Soskos, Deure. Staridola and C'hlcrenos

(which are all located in Macedonia and not in

‘Thessaly'i should be dated to the early summer of

1334. His murder of .Syrgiannes can now be

accurately dated to 23 August 1334. Chronicon bine

Thessalonicense. ed. Loenertz Dim. Cyd. corr. I, no. 1.

p. 174; cf. Loenertz. op. cit.. Rev. des Et. Byz- XXII
(1964! 230. .Vo. 2834 bis: A late addition, to be

inserted as no. 2834 bis. is an unpublished prostagma

of Andronikos III for the Lavra on Athos. See F.

Dolger, in Byzantimsche feitschnft LIV (1961 1 430.

Vol. V: no. 2882: This document of October 1342

is here assigned to John V (despite its editor (Guillou

Arch. no. 36) and Lemerle Phil. 237 who assign it to

John VI) on the ground that it is ‘unwarscheinlich,

daB Johannes Kantakuzenos zu dieser Zeit schon als

hauptkaiser urkundete*. .Similarly no. 2884 of

November 1342, though in this case the editor (Kegel

Phil. no. 7) clearly misread the signature as that of

John Kantakouzenos. There is, however, the

chrysobull which John VI issued in the autumn (?•

of the same year 1342 appointing his nephew d
cousin' John Angelos as governor of Thessaly. This

document has curiously been omitted from the

Regesten, though Kantakouzenos himself proudlv

provides the full text 1 Kantak. Ill, 53; II, 312-22

and describes it as a "chrysoboullos’ (312, ill and

‘chrvsoboullos logos’ (319, 22) issued in his own name
and by his own right, albeit with a lengthy apologia

as its preamble and with characteristic deference to

the names of the Dowager Empress Anne and her son

John Palaiologos. It may be noted further that

Alexios Makrembolites, in his Discourse on the

Genoese War of 1348-9 (ed. A. Papadopoulos-

Kerameus, ’Avd/.£icca, I, no. VIII, p. 146, 14-16)

writes of a ‘chrysoboullos’ (I.16) of the Emperor
(John VI) as being one of the two provocative causes

of Genoese hostility. On the ‘rebel Nikephoros

Kantakouzenos’ mentioned in no. 2884 reference is

given to Papad. Geneal. no. 26, who makes him a

brother of the Emperor John VI. There seems no
warrant for this. There are two fourteenth-century

Kantakouzenoi called Nikephoros: one, an aveipio

;

of

the future Emperor, was killed at Pelekanon in 1329

(Kantak. I, 361-2 (Bonn)); the other, an eidbehfo:

of the Emperor, was imprisoned in Constantinople as

a ‘Cantacuzenist’ in 1341 and is probably the

Nikephoros in question here. The gold seal wrongly

attached to the original of this document is of

Matthew Kantakouzenos and not his father John.

Cf. Do. Schatzk. n. 119, p. 327 no. 2. Ao. 2909: To
the bibliography on George Philanthropenos, kephale

of Lemnos in 1346, may be added Laurent Sigillogr.

177-81. Aos. 2911, 2940: On Dobrotic (better

Dobrotica) see P. Mutafciev, ‘Dobrotic-Dobrotica et

la Dobrudza
-

, Revue des Etudes Slaves VII (1927) 27-41.

Ao. 292G (cf. no. 3049): To the bibliography on

John Vi's dealings with the metropolis of Kiev add:
D. Obolensky, "Byzantium, Kiev and Moscow’,
Dumbarton Oaks Papers XI (1957) 28 f. Ao. 2930:
The chronology ofJohn XT’s negotiations with Pope
Clement VI requires some rearrangement, mainly
because Raynaldus, Annales ecclesiaslici and the older

edition of Clement XT's letters seem to have been
used instead of the more recent edition: Clement VI

( 1342- 1352] . Lettres closes, palentes et curiales interessant

les pays duties que la France
,
ed. £. Deprez & G. Mollat

(Bib!, des ficoles frangaises d’Athenes et de Rome),
I, II (Paris, 19601. Clement’s reply to John XT’s
ambassadors is dated 15 (not ‘14’) April 1348
(Deprez-Mollat no. 16261. Aos. 2942, 2943: On
31 May 1349 Clement replied to John's ‘duplicatas

litteras . . . aurea bulla bullatas’ (the ‘repetitae

literae' of Rayn. a. 1349 n. 3 1; asking him to acceler-

ate the dispatch of legates (Deprez-Mollat no. 2002).
Raynaldus, to whom reference is made here, gives

only an abridgment of this letter; nor does there seem
to be any evidence (except the statement of Ray-
naldus) for similar letters to Pope Clement from John
X’, so that no. 2493 may prove to be redundant. Ao.

2937: Following the receipt of ‘litteras plures’ (the

" orris "consilia plura’ cited here seem not to be
found in "Rayn. a. 1350 n. 29’) Clement finally sent

as his legates to Constantinople the Bishops Guillel-

mus and Gasbertus with letters to John VI and to

John X" dated 13 February 1350 (Deprez-Mollat no.

2136: Acta dementis PP. VI, ed. A. L. Tautu, Pontes,
Ser. Ill, vol. IX (X'atican, i960), no. 164). John’s
own account of the arrival of these legates and his

reply to Clement (Kantak. IV, 9; III, 59-61) is out of
context in his Histories and should be dated to spring
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1350 and not ‘spring 1348’. No. 2937 should there-

fore be placed after no. 2960. (It has evidently

escaped the notice of the compilers that the papal

legates ‘Wilhelm’ and Hugo de Spert’ of no. 2937 are

the same as the ‘Wilhelm’ and ‘Gasbert’ of no. 2937.

Kantak.’s too perovpimv Tayfiaxo- . . . rt/Jekfio; and
Oiiya de T.-repr . . . ck to>v KripvKOjv are the 'Guillel-

mum, Chissamensem et Gasbertum, Cenetensem
episcopos’ of Clement VI, viz. Guglielmo Emergani,

O.F.M. and Gasperto de Orgolio (d’Orgeuil), O.P.

See Golubovich Bibliotec. V (1927) 51-4, especially

53 n. 1 ; R.-J. Loenertz, ‘Ioannis de Fontibus Ord.
Praedicatorum epistula etc.’, Archivum Fratr. Praedic.

XXX (i960) 169-71). No. 2961: The text of

Clement's letter of 28 June 1350 announcing the

arrival of Leonardo (not ‘Lionardo’) Bartholomei of

Ancona as John Vi’s legate is given in Deprez-

Mollat no. 2233. No. 2963: The dispatch of the

Dominican John of Galata to Pope Clement is

probably a lapse of memory on John \ I’s part

(Kantak. IV, g; III, 62) since John is known to have

been sent as imperial legate to congratulate Inno-

cent VI on his election to the papacy in 1353. Cf.

Loenertz Ambassad. grecs 178 n. 3. No. 2963
should therefore be conflated with no. 3010. The
legate whomJohn VI sent back to Pope Clement and
who arrived after the Pope’s death in December 1352
was Nicholas Sigeros (cf. no. 3007). On ji. 34:

Matthew Kantakouzenos is described as having been

crowned Emperor in April-May 1354. No. 3014,

however, provides the evidence for the fact that his

coronation took place in February 1354. See

Loenertz, in Byzantinische £eitschiift XLVII (1934)

1 16. On p. 33

:

The reign ofJohn VI is said to have
ended on 21 November 1354. In fact John V
Palaiologos entered Constantinople on 22 November;
he reached agreement with John VI ‘on the third

day after' (i.e. 24 November. Cf. no. 3032). John
VI remained co-Emperor with John V, however,

until his formal abdication and entry into the

Mangana monastery on 10 December 1354 (Kantak.

IV, 42; III, 306-7. Greg. XXIX, 30; III, 243-4.

The date is supplied by a marginal note in Cod.
Laurent. Plut. LXXXV, vi republished by Sp.

Lampros, ‘Xtyt/mvTu’, Neo; 'E7h]ro/iv>j/toji' XIV 1,1920)

403. Cf. R.-J. Loenertz, ‘Chronicon breve etc.’,
’

ETieTtjpi; 'Eratp Bvf Xaovdcitv XXXTil (1938) no. 9,

p. 207: id.. ‘C'hronologie de Nicolas C’abasilas’,

Orient. Christ. Period. XXI (1955) 213. Nos. 3033,

3037: The dates here proposed for John V"s nego-

tiations with the Sultan Orchan over the release of

his son Halil (spring and summer 13561 seem justi-

fied, though they conflict with that proposed by
Loenertz for the letter of Demetrios Kydones to

Constantine Asan cited in no. 3034 (spring 1338).

No. 3039: To the bibliography on the Kalothetos

family provided here (and in Vol. IV, nos. 2333, 2707 1

may be added Binon Xeropot. 280, and K. Amantos,

’ Eevea/.oyiKh Ik Xiov
,
’EntTijpi; ‘F.raip . Bv'd- Xcrordrov

XX\ I (1936) 38-40. Nos. 3061. 3063, 3072, 3073,

3159, 3182: It is assumed that the Alexios, megas

primikerios (later megas stratopedarches), and John,

protosebastos (later megas primikerios), referred to in

these documents were Palaiologoi. The assumption

seems to be based, as in Papad. Geneal. nos. 1 33, 1 36

and Do. Schatzk. no. 41, p. 118, on the evidence of

Ktenas Xpva. A0701 Aoyeiapiov no. 8, pp. 300-305.

But Lemerle Phil. 215 n. 5 demonstrated Ta fragilite

de cette hypothese’. The fullest account of these two

important but elusive officials of the time ofJohn V,

whose surname is nowhere recorded, is that given by
Lemerle Phil. 206-13. Does the mention of the

megas primikerios Synadenos Aslan ( ? Asan, .Vstrasj.

'uncle’ of the Emperor (Andronikos IV) in a docu-

ment in Chilandari dated November 1378 shed anv

light on the 'mysterieux patronyme" of these two

brothers? (Petit C'hil. no. 157, pp. 331-4). Nos.

3070, 3086, 3088. 3109: On George Synadenos

Astras, see also Loenertz, in Orient. Christ. Period.

XXI (19551 218-19. No. 3073: The embassy of

(John) Leontostcthos to Trebizond recorded here was

the second of two. He was first sent as apokrisiarios

in January 1358 iPanaretos 25. ed. Lampros 2811.

It is interesting to note that the return embassy

from Trebizond to Constantinople in April 1363, led

by George Scholarios and Michael Panaretos himself,

met amongst others in the capital 'the Emperor
John (V) Palaiologos and the Emperor Joasaph
Kantakouzenos

-

. a fact which gives further proof of

John \’I's continuing political activity after his

abdication Panaretos 32-3, ed. Lampros 284: ed.

Lampsides 74-5 . No. 3131

:

Is the monk Makarius

Glabas Tarchaneiotes. 'uncle' of John V cf. also

no. 3118 of 1367, to be identified with the monk
Makarios Tarchaneiotes mentioned in 1324 as

superior of the monastery of the Anastasis in Con-
stantinople, which was founded bv the Grand
Logothete Constantine Akropolitcs ! • MM I. 103 -4.

Cf. the dedicatory speech of Constantine Akro-

politcs. ed. H. Delehaye. Analecta Bnllandnmn I.I

(19331 279-841. No. 3269: The Theodore Palaiolo-

gos Kantakouzenos sent by Manuel II as ambassador

to Charles VI of France in July 1397 was an uncle of

the Emperor and seems to have become a Venetian

citizen on 27 December 1398. He died of the plague

in 1410. 1 Sec documents cited by V. Laurent, 'Le

Vaticanus Latinus 4789 etc.', Rev. des Et. Byz. IX
(1972 1 82 and n. 6. ) He mav well be the Theodore
Kantakouzenos, 'uncle' of the Emperor, who was
among the correspondents of John Chortasmenos.

( Cf. H. Hunger. Kcdalog der griechischen HSS der

Osteneichischen Natmnalbibliothek. Supplementum graecum

t\ lenna, 1957
,
pp. 31, 52: id., in Wiener Studien LXX

viDA/l 160-63. '»> 3390. 3408. 3414, 3493. 3464.

3497, 3516: Demetrios Palaiologos Kantakouzenos,

sent as one of Manuel II's ambassadors to Murad II

in April 1422 . no. 3390). is said by Sphrantzes to have

been clapped in a dungeon by the Sultan and there

held until the signing of the treaty with John VIII
in February 1424 'no. 3414'. Ps.-Phrantz. I. 38. 39:
1 16, 1 18 Bonn 1 . How then does he come to be a

signatory to John VIII's treaty with Venice in
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September 1423 (no. 3408 ; MM III, 163-73)?

Papad. Geneal. nos. 170, 173 (to whom reference is

made) is at fault in saying that one of his daughters

married the megas dux Loukas Notaras. Notaras's

wife was a daughter of the Emperor John VIII. as

indicated in no. 35/6’.

D. M. Xicol.

University of Indiana.

Ru.nciman-
1 S. 1

The fall of Constantinople, 1453.

Cambridge: the University Press. 1965. Pp.

xiv — 236. 2 maps. 1 plan. 8 plates. 1 text

figure. £1 15s.

Stacton' D. The world on the last day: the

sack of Constantinople by the Turks, May
29, 1453, its causes and consequences.

London: Faber and Faber. 1965. Pp. 302.

2 maps. 1 plan. £\ 151.

Marc Bloch cautioned the historian against 'I'idole

des oiigines'. Readers of history are more often

seduced by the cult of the bitter end. The fall of

great empires, in particular, has a special piquancy,

and none has made a finer end than the East Roman.
In his preface, Sir Steven argues that most of the

other attractions of his subject are spurious. Econ-

omically, even politically, the fall of Constantinople

caused no great stir. Nevertheless the formal trans-

ference of power in 1453 was a considerable event,

but its significance was largely confined to the two

peoples most directly involved, the Greeks and the

Turks. Sir Steven has taken the Greek people as his

tragic hero and includes useful, if unoriginal, sections

on the fate of the vanquished and of their churches.

It is a pity that he did not continue bv discussing the

Fall of the City in Greek and Turkish folk memory,

and that he did not use some of the Moldavian wall-

paintings of the siege as illustrations instead of his

nineteenth-century steel engravings of Constantinople.

The most interesting recent research on the subject

has been concentrated upon those Greek sources

composed or rewritten some time after 1453, and upou

the rather disappointing Turkish chronicles. The
sources are marvellously varied and their assessment a

nice historical exercise to which Sir Steven devotes an

appendix. The history of several chronicles is much
more complex than he suggests, and, curiously, he

has not used Darko or Grecu on Chalkokondvlas. or

noticed Elisabeth Zachariadou's strictures on the

Barberini Codex ill. Sir Steven's most valuable

contribution here lies in his expansion of J. H.

Mordtmann’s partial rehabilitation of Cantemir. and

in his consequent explanation of how parts of the

City surrendered on terms. But whilst he makes a

special case for Cantemir, Sir Steven dismisses

Tomadakis’ forcefully argued apology for George

Amiroutzes without explanation.

The story of the Fall is well known and Sir Steven

offers no new information, but. as a literary exercise,

his account is superb. He places the siege in its

European context briefly and lucidly. Then he sets

out the events of the last six months of the Empire,

in which all the troubles of the previous two centuries

were recapitulated—problems of national identity and

of Frankish Union so intractable that only the

Conquering Sultan could bring a solution. Finally,

Sir Steven’s history of the siege itself is a model of

historical narrative: slow, controlled and majestic.

The book has excellent maps and plans. The first

line on p. 42 would make better sense if ‘corps’ were

read for ‘crops’; there are a few slips in the biblio-

graphy and a number of inconsistencies in the index

(who, for instance, w'as Irene Brankovic?). Unfor-

tunately, the thirty pages of notes are concealed at

the end, and occasionally Sir Steven does not say

whether his statements are inferences or not: for

example his over-precise chronology of the fall of

Trebizond is not justified by the sources he cites, and
Amastris fell not in June 1461 but two years earlier.

It must be said at once that Mr Stacton’s version of

the Fall of Constantinople is grotesque. Nevertheless

it is an enjoyable book. He is interested in every-

thing: customs from Yucatan to Shanghai, or the

C'arib origin of the word ‘barbecue’. His lively

imagination tends to confuse geography and theology

with human anatomy. Both Constantinople and
Albania are compared to the uvula (the former

‘pitted’, the latter ‘distended’). Mr Stacton could

have made more of the navel-staring henchasloi, but he

is good on the Shi'ites: ‘by shifting the balance of the

body during Muslim prayer, they removed pressure

on those neural ganglia which control the emotions of

anxiety, and thus shifted the experience of the human
numin from the tremendum to the fascinosum’. The
World on the Last Day may not be history, but it is

splendid reading.

Anthony Bryer.
University of Birmingham.

Shlrrard ( IV) Constantinople: iconography of
a sacred city. London: Oxford University

Press. 1965. Pp. 139. 54 illus. (inch 11 in

colour). £3 3t.

Written in a highly ornate style, this book (first

published in German in 1963I evokes a mirage of

medieval Constantinople that is all swelling domes,
gleaming mosaics and celestial powers hovering over-

head. The argument, if I understand it correctly,

runs something like this. LAlike other cities which
come into being and develop merely as a response to

economic and social forces, Constantinople was ‘the

organic manifestation of certain coherent and pre-

determined values’. As such, it had an ‘iconography’
expressed by the two antithetical images of the New
Rome (exemplified by the life of the court and of the

hippodromei and the New Jerusalem (exemplified by
the Byzantine devotion to the Virgin Mary, the

hundreds of churches and monasteries and the relics

of saints kept therein). The question is posed, but
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left unresolved, to what extent the two ‘images' could

be reconciled. S. goes on to speak of the reflection

of Constantinople first in the Latin, then in the

Islamic ‘mirror’, and concludes, of course, with the

sack of 1453 when the ‘image’ was destroyed. The
text is interspersed with lengthy quotations from
medieval authors.

The trouble with this kind of half-historical, half-

mystical approach is that it does not lend itself to

rational examination. When, e.g., S. tells us that the

confrontation be tv een Constantinople and Islam was
that between male and female, the gold bezant being

a solar symbol (hence male, while the silver dirhem
was naturally lunar and so female {p. 124!, we are

left wondering how seriously this metaphor is meant;

and our perplexity increases when, in the next

paragraph, we are informed that the image of

Constantinople, for all its masculinity, was ‘oi a

virginal beauty, a virginal icon’. Such poetic

ambiguity pervades the whole book, and the author

confuses us further by treating history and myth as if

they were on the same plane of reality. I suspect he

does so deliberately.

Constantinople as a sacred city is, of course, a

subject well worth studying. One could ask, e.g..

how true it is that Constantine founded it as an

avowedly Christian capital and. if so, whv he chose a

city that had had until that time no Christian asso-

ciations whatever; why the dedication rites were

pagan as Frolow has shown and whv the monument
placed at the omphalos of the city was a statue of

Apollo-Helios. One could trace the process whereby

Constantinople sought to compensate for its un-

Christian past first by the massive importation of

relics, and later by the invention of apostolic origins.

One could inquire at what time and by virtue of what

factors it acquired the status of a sacred city. If one

approaches these problems histoi ically, one may even

come to the conclusion that the dichotomy upon
which S. constructs his book, that between the New
Rome and the New Jerusalem, is a spurious one, and
that Constantinople became the New Jerusalem

precisely by virtue of being the New Rome.
The factual information which S. imparts to his

readers is not alwavs accurate. In 323 Constantine

was Augustus, not Caesar, and he could hardly be

described as resisting the Parthians ip. 7 1 . Con-

stantine's city encompassed five hills, not seven, and

Proconnesus twhy 'the Proconncsus" ? 1 is an island,

not a group of islands. Constantine's pillar, which is

made up of seven, not eight drums of porphyrv, was

not originallv bound in metal ip. 8 . The Theodo-

sian land-walls were built c. 413, not in 439 ;p. 1 1 i.

The imperial kathisma was placed not at the short

north-east end of the Hippodrome, but in the middle

of the long side next to the palace ip. 18). The
Virgin in the apse of St Sophia is not seated on a

‘throne of red, her feet on a green footstool' (p. 31 :

both throne and footstool are gold. This list could

be extended.

The book is very handsomely produced and the

illustrations are, on the whole, excellent, though

often mislabelled. The fig. on p. 48, vignetted in

incorrect sequence the top episode should come at

the bottom) from the Madrid manuscript of Skylitzes

represents Basil I and Leo VI (not the emperor and
empress receiving the rich widow Danielis, not

ambassadors from the East. The panorama on

pp. 70-71 is due to Grelot, not Banduri. The Sancta

Sanctorum reliquary reproduced on p. 87 is of the

tenth century, not of the twelfth or thirteenth. The
Skylitzes miniature on p. 121 pictures an assault on

Edessa, not on Constantinople.

Cyril Mango.
A ing's College, London.

Turyn i A. Codices Graeci Vaticani saeculis

xiii et xiv script! annorumque notis in-

structi. Vatican City. 1964. Pp. xvi -- 206.

203 plates. Lire 50.000.

This imposing volume is of considerable importance

for all scholars who are interested in Greek palaeo-

graphy and the transmission of texts 111 Byzantium.

It consists ol photographs accompanied by detailed

descriptions of all the Greek MSS in the Vatican

library that can be precisely dated within the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, in mane ways
the most fascinating period of Bvzanltne history.

I he wealth of the Vatican manuscript collections is

sufficient to ensure that the present book gt\es ;m

outstandingly good indication of what Bczantine

books looked like and what the intellectual interests

of their owners were. It includes manuscripts written

all over the empire and the adjacent regions where the

empire was influential, such as Cyprus. Southern ltah

and Russia. Naturally the majoritv of the books are

Biblical, theological or patristic, whether produced in

monastic scriptoria or privatelv bv the original owner

for personal use, the most notable example of the

latter category being perhaps the autograph of

patriarch Macarius of Constantinople. Vat. gr. 402 of

a.d. 1383. Classical authors are represented by
some twenty books out ol about a hundred; most of

them are not \erv important, but it is interesting that

one of them is a Tlmcvdides written in a.d. 1372 for

the despot of the Morea, Vat. gr. 127.

The presentation of the material is in general

excellent. The photographs are clear, and alwa\s of

the same size as the original, an important matter,

since reduced facsimiles can be misleading. The
descriptions are full, and it is most helpful that

Turyn gives information about MSS that have not yet

been described in an official Vatican catalogue and
are often not well known to scholars. On the other

hand it might be thought unnecessary that he should

repeat at considerable length, as he does from time to

time, the descriptions of the standard catalogues,

especially the long bibliographies. A point on w hich

he is perhaps more open to criticism is that he never

mentions watermarks; even the most sceptical palaeo-
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grapher occasionally wishes to examine them. How-
ever, he more than makes up for this by his erudite

notes on extremely abstruse topics, including Byzan-

tine geography and prosopography (see for example

his commentary on plates 7, 28, 34, 50, 51, 108, no,
126-8).

As a collection of palaeographical material the

book shows well how the traditional archaising hand
was normally used for theological and Biblical texts

(see especially pis. 3, 34, 103), whereas contemporary

cursive could be employed elsewhere. It is the

failure to emphasise this fact which makes some
existing handbooks of the subject give a misleading

impression. The only disappointment experienced

by the reviewer is that the number of MSS dating

from the period 1200-61 is so small (there are only

fifteen, illustrated by twenty plates); more informa-

tion about the development of the script at this period

would be welcome.

Turyn has also paved the way for further work on
the history of scholarship. He is able to identify

the hands of some scribes known from other manu-
scripts, and no doubt other scholars will be able to

add more identifications that will throw light on
the activities and interests of Byzantine intellectuals

during the kingdom of Nicaea and the Palaeologan

Renaissance. In this connexion pi. 2 is particularly'

interesting; it shows Vat. gr. 1296, a copy of the Suda
written in a.d. 1205. If it was written in the main
part of the empire at this date, it shows how literary

scholarship continued despite the disaster that had
overtaken the empire the year before, when the fourth

crusade destroyed the capital. On the other hand
the formula of the subscription is often found in

MSS from Southern Italy, and Mercati suspected

that the MS was written in that region; if he was
right we have new evidence of scholarly interests in

the provinces, perhaps in the Basilian monasteries.

The script is very unusual, but consistent with either

hypothesis.

I add some points of detail (the numbers refer to

plates! : 1. Turyn rightly says that the use of yellow

wash is not an indication of Italian provenance, citing

as counter-example MS Coislin 41; better instances

are the use of this wash in Brit. Mus. Add. 28816,

a.d. 11 11 ,
from Myoupolis in the Morea, Venice gr.

101 ( =4281, a.d. 1065, from the capital, Coislin 263,

a.d. 1059, from the region of Edessa.

7. It is a pity that the main hand of this MS is

not illustrated, even though it is not dated by more
than a terminus ante quem.

9. Turyn shows only the hand of the scribe who
wrote the subscription; but he tells us that there are

four scribes altogether; ought not the others to be

illustrated, unless there is positive reason to believe

that they did not cooperate in producing the original

book ?

13. The date is not certainly 1251, as the number
of the indiction fails to correspond, suggesting rather

1254. Elsewhere Turyn points out ip. 152) that in

such cases the indiction number is more likely to be

right, since it was the normal and day-to-day method
of referring to a year {cf. also Maas, Griechische

Palaeographie, p. 74). Here it is possible to do some
identification of hands. The scribe shown by Turyn
is scribe B of Baroccianus 1 3 1 ;

the other scribe, not

shown because his date is not certain, is also found in

Baroccianus 131 (foil. 244-92, 300-17). The fact

that large portions of that important MS, the unique
source for a number of works of Byzantine literature,

are now dated within the period of the Nicaean
empire is worth establishing. See below on nos.

54-69.

52. The appearance of this remarkable scholarly

hand varies so much that more than one plate of it

would have been welcome.

54-69. Turyn omits to give a specimen ofhand K of

this MS, on the ground that it is not so securely dated
to the years 1296-8 as the others. This is a pity in

view of the interest of the MS as a collection of scienti-

fic texts (several of which, as Turyn rightly points out,

were studied by Planudes'l. It is worth noting that

scribe E (pi. 59), who wrote part of Ptolemy’s
Geography, can be identified as the hand of Baroc-
cianus 1 3 1 , foil. 447-74 (those leaves form an insertion

later than the main part of the book).

87. Turyn has detected this hand in four other
MSS, including M of Aristophanes. But to judge
from some photographs of M in the reviewer’s

possession, this identification should be treated with
reserve.

89. This hand is probably identical with Baroc-
cianus 204 foil. 73 ff.

90. Why is only one of three scribes shown? The
hand illustrated is interesting; if the others are not,

Turyn should perhaps have indicated this briefly in

his description.

96. This strange handwriting comes from Cyprus.
Turyn remarks (p. 122,! ‘ad codicum Cypriorum
scripturae habitum peculiarem cf. infra nostras
tabulas 121, 122, 196’. But I cannot see any
common features that can easily be identified, and I

wish that Turyn had enlarged on this important and
still largely unsolved problem of provincial scripts.

1 01-2. The third hand may have deserved a plate,

even if it is not certainly datable.

1

1

3 1 4 - Turyn says that one of the two scribes
responsible for the clearly dated part of the MS also
wrote some pages in another section of the MS.
Hence that other section would seem to be con-
temporary, and I feel that though its date is not firmly
established a plate would have been justified.

146. Pace Turyn I do not think there is much in this

hand that would have pointed to Italian provenance
if we did not know this already.

148. Only one of three scribes is illustrated.

15 1. This book, dated 1382, is said to be largelv of
bombycine paper, which is most unusual in the
second half of the fourteenth century.

One final w.
rord. Despite the great expense of

printing so many plates the price seems inordinately
high; it is clearly beyond the reach of any private
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individual and one suspects that many university

libraries will be unable to afford it. It is earnestly to

be hoped that any future volumes of the same kind (a

complete series would be of immense value) will be

appropriately subsidised.

Nigel G. Wilson.

Lincoln College, Oxford.

Salamanca. Catalogus codicum Graecorum
universitatis Salamantinae. By A. Tovar.

1 . Collectio universitatis antiqua. (Acta Sala-

manticensia, filos. y letras, xv, 4.) Salamanca:

Universidad. 1963. Pp. 88. Price not stated.

Any addition to the slow accumulation of modern
catalogues of Greek manuscripts is good news;

Professor Tovar’s is welcome also for its own high

quality. In it he describes the forty-four manu-
scripts belonging originally to the University, and we
hope he will soon complete this with a catalogue of

the fifty manuscripts from the ancient colleges which
were returned to Salamanca in 1954 from the

Biblioteca de Palacio in Madrid.

Salamanca, one of the oldest university libraries in

Europe, acquired its Greek manuscripts nearly three

centuries after its foundation when Fernando Nunez
de Guzman (Pintianus) bequeathed his collection to

it in 1553. By identifying Pintianus as the scribe of

five and annotator of thirty-three of these manu-
scripts, and by other identifications of scribes, the

author has given us a clearer picture of the way
Pintianus built up his collection, mainly during

visits to Italy. Being the choice of one Renaissance

scholar, the collection contains a higher proportion

of classical texts than most; but there is in it no

manuscript of outstanding interest in any field. All

were catalogued in 1892 by Graux and Martin

{Notices sommaires des manusents giecs d’Espagne et de

Portugal, Paris 1892, pp. 55-125, 145-2061, so that

none of the main works was unknown to scholars.

But Prof. Tovar now gives us a much fuller and more
precise account of the original forty-four, adopting in

general the rules laid down for the Vatican catalogues

of Greek manuscripts.

His description of the physical structure of the

manuscripts is much more complete, including as it

does the size of page, number of lines, construction

and numbering of quires, foliation, watermarks and

something about the bindings. But here he suffers

front the same disadvantage as his Vatican model:

Latin may be the best language for describing the

contents of manuscripts, but for describing compli-

cations in the structure or numbering of quires it is

clumsy. More of a 'notation' describing them mainly

in numbers, seems both simpler and clearer. In

describing the contents, there is a great increase in

precision of references to printed editions; but es-

pecially valuable is the way nearly all the small works

or parts of works, however obscure, have now been

identified—one of the most difficult and time-

consuming jobs of the cataloguer. In the face of

such excellence in essentials, it would be ungracious to

suggest that a large part could well have been

omitted from the descriptions, if it were not that the

gain in clarity would be so great. Almost always the

author {departing from the Vatican rules,, enumerates

the incipit and explicit of each book or section of a

work, even when they consist only of a lormula

which is the same for each book. When such an

enviably high proportion of texts, as here, agrees

exactly in these parts with the editions, it is positivelv

confusing for the reader to have them all quoted in

extenso, so that he cannot see at a glance when the

manuscript does not correspond with the edition.

Occasionally, on the other hand, he does not quote an

incipit where it would be useful, e.g. for
(
presumable

,

unedited scholia. On the author's dating of the

manuscripts I am not qualified to speak, not having

seen them. In general, his dates are the same as or

slightly earlier than those of G. and M. He has been

able to bring back to the early sixteenth century, or

earlier, several manuscripts that they had assigned to

the seventeenth, by recognising Pintianus as the

scribe or annotator. There are no manuscripts

earlier than the thirteenth and only six before the

fifteenth centurv. Only four are explicitly dated

(M.31 to 1326, M.280 to 1422 3. M.243 part to

1494 and M.367 to 1 5241. He has also carried the

identification of scribes much further, and 1 unlike

some modern catalogues) always quotes scribal

subscriptions in full. About most of these identifi-

cations I cannot judge. But there is occasionally

some puzzling imprecision, the worst example of

which is the disagreement between text and index

about manuscripts written by Joannes Rhosos. to

whom the text ascribes M.230A and 243 iend . and

the index 230A, 232, 284 1 .
J

)
^which I would say that

he certainly did not write, from photostats of fols. 1.

54 and 134 kindly lent me by Mr. N. G. \\ llsnn .

and 285A (which the text assigns to Georgios

Gregoropoulos f ?> and the preface to Rhosos .

A few things I miss; chiefly a concordance of old

and new shelfmarks (for which it is awkward to hate

to refer to M. Richard in Bulletin d'information de

Vlnstitut de recheiche et d'histone des textes 2 [1953] 73 .

A very few texts might be more precisely described by
reference to a different edition, or a useful biblio-

graphical reference is lacking. But the trivial

nature ofmy criticisms is the best advertisement of the

excellence of this catalogue in all fundamentals.

Rith Barboi k.

Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Campbell (J. K.) Honour, family and patron-
age: a study of institutions and moral
values in a Greek mountain community.
Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1964. Pp. xi —
393. 1 folding map. 6 plates. £2 151.

The Sarakatsani are a semi-nomadic shepherd

people that occupy and may have occupied since
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ancient times) areas in northern Greece, the particular

community of some 4,000-strong that is the subject of

this study operating chiefly between the higher

summer pastures in the mountainous district to the

north-east of Jannina in Epirus and the winter

pastures in the coastal plains between the Albanian

frontier and Arta. Though Greek-speaking and

sharing many of the customs and beliefs of the Greek

peasant, they yet remain outside Greek village life

(only in 1938 were they made to register) and a

fortiori outside the urban middle-class civilisation of

the modern Greek State. They thus compose, not a

self-sufficient whole, but a society functioning more or

less independently in terms of its own traditional

values and institutions.

These are centred above all in the family. The
family is the basic social unit; it is also the embodi-

ment of a sacred idea, earthly counterpart of the

heavenly archetypal family of God the Father, the

All Holy Mother of God, and Christ the Son. This

means that it is of supernatural origin, established by

divine will, and its values, and the activities in which

it engages, have all received, ideally speaking, this

divine confirmation, and all, from a ritual killing

to the carrying of water, have a sacred character. It

is his consciousness of his preordained place in the

divine order of the universe that gives the Sarakatsanos

his sense of personal dignity and charges his life with

a dramatic significance far beyond that of his purely

utilitarian struggle to keep alive.

'I he values and activities to which the Sarakatsanos

is committed are expressed in three main interests;

sheep, c hildren, and honour. The sheep—themselves

sacred animals—provide the family’s material

support, and their needs correspondingly regulate its

permanent division of labour and the annual cycle

of its movements and occupations. This alone would

explain the immensely greater value placed upon the

male sex, for the rigours of shepherding are far

bevond the capacities of even the hardiest woman.
Woman is not only the weaker sex; she is also the

inferior sex, her nature being particularly exposed to

those diabolic forces of sensuality and envy that most

threaten the family with disruption. Vet as the

mother of children she ensures the family’s continuity,

and as guardian of its central hearth she is its unitive

principle; and in these sacred roles her influence,

especially in later age, may be considerable. But it is

the man who exemplifies, or should exemplify, the

dominant ideals of courage and pride, strength and

honour. These find their fullest expression in the

young shepherd, pallikari or leventis, swift-moving and

narrow-hipped, untouched by woman sexually,

fearless on the high ridges alone with his flock under

the vault of heaven or superb in agility as he leads the

dance at wedding or holy feast. It is curious how in

this community where the individual qua individual

cannot exist—life outside the family being virtually

impossible—individual personalities are so much
more positive than they are in societies where the cult

of the individual is important.

These heroic ideals, however, cannot be fully

maintained by the married male head of the family,

for he is forced into certain extra-familial relation-

ships that compel him to compromise them. These

are first with other Sarakatsan families. As loyalty

to the family unit is the supreme social virtue, and as

the interests of unrelated families are mutually

opposed both in theory and in literal economic

practice (competition for the best grazing is intense],

it follows that there is an almost continual state of

war between families: there are no inter-family

obligations, and all one can expect from an unrelated

family is trickery and exploitation. Thus the

effective protagonist of his family must maintain an

attitude of aggressive self-assertion towards other

families. Only at Easter is this relaxed, or when
families cooperate in arranging marriages. These,

bringing together unrelated families (there is no
marriage within kindred, no courtship, and no

divorce) and providing the growing point of a new-

family. are the result of negotiations in w'hich all

spiritual and material resources are involved: the

manliness of the groom, the purity and shame of the

bride, the wealth and status of their respective fami-

lies. The description cf the wedding ceremonies,

first at the hut of the bride and then at that of the

groom, the bride being ‘stolen’ from her parental

habitaclc by the mounted male company of the

groom's family and escorted to her new and utterly

strange home, is most moving.

The Sarakatsan family head must also enter into

relationships with those altogether outside his

community, with the merchant who buys his milk and
grants him credit to tide over lean seasons, and with

minor bureaucrats seeking to administer laws enacted

in Athens whose literal application might force him
out of existence. Here he must resort to a hierarchy-

of patronage cither through bribery, promise of

political support, or through persuading one of its

members to baptise his child. It is through these

patrons, acquired through a subservience and flattery

at odds with his traditional ideals, that he and his

family' are able to survive at all in the modern world.

The final picture that emerges from this pene-

trating, sympathetic, and finely-written study is of a

people of almost Homeric character desperately

clinging, in conditions of immense physical hardship

and against growing bureaucratic pressures, to a way
of life they know to be superior to that both of the

settled villager and of the commercial middle-class

world whose material prosperity is none the less so

much greater than their own. In this respect their

situation is tragic, for clearly in the long run there is

no possible modus vivendi between their way of life,

with its spiritual basis and its virginal mountain
setting, and the sterile artificialities of the urban
civilisation whose advance threatens to crush them
out of existence. In a sense, their situation repre-

sents, mutatis mutandis, a drama in which the whole
peasant community of modern Greece (and of the

Mediterranean and Balkan areas in general) has been
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involved. From this point of view this work is not

only monographic; it is also one of the most valuable

studies in modern Greek society that has been

written.

Philip Sherrard.
Limni, Euboia.

Berlin. Deutsches archaologisehes Institute

Zeitschriftenverzeichnis. Bearb. von G.
Bruns und mehreren Mitarbeitern. Wies-

baden: F. Steiner. 1964. Pp. xi — 327. DM
85 -

The profusion and complexity of periodical litera-

ture presents an ever-increasing problem to scholars

and librarians alike, and any attempt to make their

task easier is to be welcomed. In this large and
rather expensive volume 1,400 titles, selected from

3,000 in seventy libraries in Germany (Berlin,

Frankfurt, Marburg), in Vienna, and also in Athens,

Baghdad, Madrid and Rome, where there are Ger-

man Archaeological Institutes, are listed and their

contents classified. Classical scholars and archae-

ologists will find listed here most of the periodicals

they are likely to want, though purely philological

publications are excluded. In a publication of this

kind, the decision as to what to put in and what to

leave out is always a difficult one—it is, for example,

difficult to see why the Classical Journal has been in-

cluded, but not the Classical 11 'orld. But on the

whole the choice of titles seems logical, and to have

included everything would have made the volume

impossibly unwieldy.

A great deal of thought has been given to the layout

of the volume, which is interleaved so that new titles

can be added. The first part consists of a list of titles,

in a straightforward alphabetical order, with cross-

references where necessary. The dates of first and
last volumes are given, and changes of title carefully

recorded. For each title an intelligible abbreviation

is provided, and also a guide to the subjects covered.

There follows a classification by regions dealt with,

and then one by subjects. The remaining third of

the volume is devoted to listing abbreviations of

titles, including those for a number of periodicals

which have not been included in the full list. The
care which has been taken over this section must earn

the gratitude of both scholars and librarians, who
frequently find themselves confronted with references

consisting of strings of initials which they cannot

identify.

In view of the immense amount of labour w hich has

gone into the production of this book, it seems a pitv

that it could not have been at the same time a Union
Catalogue. But no indication is given as to the

locations of the titles listed. The editors are aware of

this, and give their reasons in the Preface. The chief

of these is that there exists already the Gesamtvergeichnis

Attslandischer Jcitschrften und Serial. But as has been

found in this country, where we have the British Union

31 I

Catalogue of Periodicals, there is still a real need for the

smaller Union Catalogue specialising in one subject.

One cannot but wish that in this volume the attempt

had been made. But nevertheless in its present form
it is still a most authoritative and useful piece of

work, and w ill be of great value.

J. E. Southan.
Institute of Classical Studies, University of London.

\\ elskopf IE. C. ) Ed. Neue Beitrage zur
Geschichte der alten Welt. 1. Alter Orient
und Griechenland. (2. Internationale Tag-
ung der Fachgruppe alte Geschichte der
deutschen Historiker-Gesellschaft, Septem-

ber 1962.) Berlin: Akademie-Yerlag. 1964.

Pp. xx 4- 388. MDX 39.

This is the first of two volumes of the Proceedings of

the Congress of the Ancient Flistory section of the

Deutsche Historiker-Gesellschaft, held in Stralsund

from 4th to 8th September 1962. In addition to

historians from the two German states, scholars

from eight other countries took part. The Congress
had no set theme, and contributions ranged over a

wide spectrum, as can be seen from the list of papers
read and published

:

Janos Harmatta (Budapesti

Das Problem der Sklaverei im altpersischen

Reich

Otakar Klima (Prag

Zur Interpretation des awestischen Yasna 65.7 f.

Josef Klima (Prag)

Zur Stellung der mesopotamischen Sklaven

Geza Komoroczy (Budapest)

Zur Deutung der altbabylonischen Epen Adapa
und Etana

Aladar Dobrovits (Budapest)

Le probleme historique de 1' edification des

pyramides de Snefrou

Laszlo Kakosy (Budapest)

Urzeitmythen und Historiographie im alten

Agypten
Ruth Stiehl (Berlin-Nikolassee)

Aramaisch als Weltsprache

Joseph Xeedham ('Cambridge')

Glories and Defects of the Chinese Scientific

and Technical Traditions

Roland Felber (Leipzig)

Die Reformcn des Shang Yang und das Problem
der Sklaverei in China

Timoteus Pokora < Prag")

Gab es in der Geschichte Chinas eine durch
Sklaverei bestimmte Produktionsweise und Gesell-

schaftsformation ?

Herbert Brautigam (Berlin)

Erscheinungen von Sklaverei bei rezenten Yol-
kern Sudwest-Chinas (Resumee)

Rigobert Gunther (Leipzig)

Einige Bemerkungen zur historischen Gesetz-

massigkeit in der Sklavenhalterordnung
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Antonin Bartonek (Brno)

Zur sozialokonomischen Struktur der myken-

ischen Gesellschaft

Mihail D. Petrusevski (Skopje)

Zur Toponomastik Griechenlands im myken-

ischen Zeitalter

Hannelore Barth (Halle, Saale)

Einwirkungen der vorsokratischen Philosophic

auf die Herausbildung der historiographischen

Methoden Herodots

Andrew Robert Burn (Glasgow)

Pausanias

Alexandre Fol (Sofia)

Les tribus thraces dans 1’oeuvre de Cornelius

A'epos

Miloslav Okal (Bratislava)

Aristophane et 1 ’ education

Jan Pecirka iPrag;

Land Tenure and the Right of eyicrrjai; in

Athens

Friedrich Pfister (Wurzburg)

Antike Uberlieferung und historische Kritik

Cicerone Poghirc (Bukarest)

Une question controversee d’histoire mace-

donienne. Sur un passage d’Anaximene dc

Lampsaque
Werner Rudolph (Berlin)

Die Schuerathletik in den antiken olympischen

Spielen und die Zuordnung kunstlerischer Denk-

maler zu den einzelnen Disziplinen

Heinrich Simon (Berlin;

Eusebeia und Philosophic

Marie Simon (Berlin;

Der Tf'y)7/-Begriff bei Aristoteles

Wiktor Steffen AVarschau;

Zur Geschichte Megaras im sechsten Jahr-

hundcrt v.u.Z.

Elisabeth Charlotte Welskopf (Berlin;

Zum Generationenproblem bei Hesiod und

Platon

Zdenek Zlatuska (Brnoi

Pachtgeld und Pachtdauer im Bereich der

Laurischen Silbcrbergwerke im 4. Jh. v.u.Z.

Franz Altlieim Berlin-X’ikolassee)

Die Weltgeltung der griechischen Sprache

Reinhardt Koerner (Berlin 1

Inschriftliche Xachrichten zur Wasserversorgung

von Delos

Edmund Pieknicuski (Berlin)

Die Rechtsstellung des Verpachters und Pachters

in den Landpachtvertragen im Lichte der

grin hischcn Papyri

Edith Schoncrt Berlin 1

Die wirtschaltliche Ausvvertung seleukidischer

und ptolemaischer Munzfunde (30&-197 v.u.Z.)

Rose-Marie Seyberlich (Berlin)

Esther in der Septuaginta und bei Flavius Jose-

phus

Xikolaus W alter '’Halle Saale)

Fruhe Begegnungen zwischenjudischem Glauben

und hellenistischer Bildung in Alexandrien

Jozef Wolski (Krakow)

Aufbau und Entwicklung des parthischen

Staates

The Proceedings of the Congress would have been

even more interesting than they are had each paper

been followed by a brief report of the ensuing discus-

sion. This presents many technical problems, but

the means are now available to solve them, and it

ought to become a standard practice. Several of the

Stralsund discussions dealt at length with some of the

crucial questions of ancient history, and would well

merit preservation.

R. B.

Miscellanea critica. Teil 1 : aus Anlass des 150

jahrigen Bestehens der Verlagsgesellschaft

und des graphischen Betriebes B. G.

Teubner, Leipzig. Ed. J. Irmscher and
others. Leipzig: B. G. Teubner. 1964. Pp.

390. MDN 37.

On 2 1 st February 1961 the 150th anniversary of

the foundation of the publishing house of B. G.

Teubner was celebrated at a meeting in the Rathaus
in Leipzig. Among the decisions there taken was
that to publish a series of critical studies by editors of

texts in the Bibliotheca Teubneriana, on themes suggested

by their editorial work. The first volume, dealing

with Greek texts, is now before us reproduced in

offset from a typescript of exemplary clarity. It

contains twenty-six articles by philologists from
thirteen countries. There is something in it to interest

every scholar; to review it is beyond the capacity of

any. We trust that the convenience of readers of the

Journal of Hellenic Studies will be best served by listing

the contents of this distinguished Festschrift.

Alv, IV.

Der Gcograph Strabon als Philosoph

Braun. E.

Textkritisches zu dem einleitenden Abschnitt

der Urpolitik des Aristoteles (y, 1-3

Conoinis, X. C.

Hesychiana

Ditten. H.
Die im Bonner Corpus enthaltencn Texte und
neuere Ausgaben derselben

Downey, G.

An Illustrated Commentary on Libanius’ Anti-

ochikos

Friedrich. H.-V.

Antiphon, or. I b:

Garzya, A.

Per l’edizione delle Epistole di Sinesio. 6. II

codice Patmiaco 706
Giangrande, G.

Konjekturen zu Longos, Xenophon Ephesios

und Achilles Tatios

Janacek, K.

Td deux rciv IScs-itikcw
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Luschnat, O.
Beobachtungen zu den Thukydidesscholien

Marzullo, B.

Aristophanea (II). Osservazioni critiche sul

testo di Aristofane

Mertens, P.

En preparant 1 ’ edition des Vitae Homeri
Muller, R.

Abfassungsort und -zeit der Hellenica Oxy-
rhynchia als Kriterien fur die Verfasserfrage

Peek', \V.

Zwei Gedichte der griechischen Anthologie

Peters, U.
Ubersicht iiber den Nachlass Hugo Rabes zu
den Rhetores Graeci

Petrusevski, M. D.

Textkritsches zu Aristoteles’ Poetik

Preisendanz, K.
Zur Uberlieferung der griechischen Zauber-

papvri

Riedinger, U.
Die Epiphaniosparaphrase des Pseudo-Kaisarios

Rocha-Pereira, M. H.
Textkritisches zu Pindar Ol. 2, 76-7

Russo, F. C.

Non ‘vinse l’attore Ermone’
Scheibner, G.

Klanganalytische Erwagungen bei der Kritik

des Homertextes

Stamatis, E.

Rekonstruktion des griechischen Textes des

fehlenden Beweises der Aufgabe V ig des Dio-

phantos von Alexandrien

Szadeczky-Kardoss, S.

Schrieb Mimnermos Iamben?
Trencsenyi-Waldapfel, I.

Sophokles, Philoktet V. 1443
Wirth, G.

Anakreon 5 D
Young, D.

Borrowings and self-adaptations in Thcognis

R. B.

Guerrini (L.) Vasi di Hadra: tentativo di

sistemazione cronologica di una classe

ceramica. (Studi miscellanei, 8, 1961 62.)

Rome: L’Erma di Bretschneider. 1964. Pp.

vii -{- 26. 1 g plates. Price not stated.

This brief, workmanlike grouping of the Hadra
hydriai provides a much needed list of known pieces.

Guerrini has been as short with exposition as she has

been generous with illustrations. Plates I-X contain

photographs of 128 of the 136 vases she lists; the

remaining plates give larger views of the more
important pieces and comparative material. The

hydriai are divided chronologically into six groups

which Guerrini dates from c. 325 to c. 200 b . c .

Tangential problems receive succinct but sufficient

treatment.

Andronicos (M.) Vergina, the prehistoric ne-

cropolis and the Hellenistic palace. ( Studies

in Mediterranean archaeology, 13.' Lund:
Klassiska Institutionen och Antikinuseet. 1964.

Pp. 11. 15 illus. Sw.kr. 15.

Petsas (P. M.l Pella. 1 Studies in Mediterranean

archaeology, 14.) Lund: Klassiska Institutionen

och Antikmuseet. 1964. Pp. 8.

These very brief essays on Vergina and Pella are

random productions, and it is difficult to visualise

possible readers. The most revealing item is the map
on p. 4 of Pella, showing central Macedonian sites

from prehistoric to Hellenistic times : their wealth both

in history and treasure would have made a more
worthwhile subject than the two curt pieces we are

offered.

Haynes (S.) Etruscan bronze utensils. 1 British

Museum.) London: the Trustees of the British

Museum. 1965. Pp. 29. 1 map. 20 plates

(incl. 4 in colour). 2 text figures, js.

This is an excellent, short account of some of the

humbler products of Etruscan workshops from the

seventh to the second centuries b.c. The text covers

a wide range of topics and illumines many corners of

Etruscan art. Besides the plates and figs., there is a

clear site-map and a select bibliography. A perfect

example of a work that is both popular and scholarly

in equal measure.

Dalton (O. M.) The Treasure of the Oxus.
3rd ed. London: British Museum. 1964.

Pp. lxxvi 80. 40 — 1 plates.

Recent interest in Achaemenid art, and in silver

work in particular, makes this reissue of Dalton’s

classic account a timely one. It is primarily the same

as the second edition (19261 which contains Dalton's

illuminating introduction. R. D. Barnett has added

a select list of recent publications which deal with

the Oxus treasure, and the plates are entirely new,

though not all good, as there has been too much
cropping of the outlines. Two recently acquired

pieces which seem originally to have belonged to the

treasure are added at the end. The later, mainly

Sassanian, metal work, comprising about a third of the

book, exemplifies the startling continuation of earlier

practice and motifs.
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Acta Classica. Proceedings of the Classical

Association of South Africa. Yol. vii, 1964.

Cape Town: A. A. Balkema. 1965. Pp. v -(- 139.

Annual subs. R 3.50.

Allen (R. E.). Ed. Studies in Plato’s meta-
physics. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul.

1965. Pp. xii A 452. £3 ion

Allsopp (B.). A history of classical architecture

from its origins to the emergence of Hellen-

esque and Romanesque architecture. Lon-

don: I. Pitman and Sons. 1965. Pp. xiii -1-215.

100 plates. £2 1 os.

A.ndreiome.nou (A. K.). JJ/ioToyecj/iETpiKu ayyela

tK Xaj.Ktdo;' [XapiaTi’ifHov ei; .1 .A.
’

Op/.dvdov,

dtynoaisv/ta rfj; if ’AOrjvoui ’Apyaio/.oyiKtj; ’Eraipeiaz

1964. B'.] Athens : the Author. 1964. Pp. 248-

69. Price not stated.

[Apocalypse.] La vision de Patmos. Ed.

and trans. L. Herrmann. (Collection Latomus,

lxxviii.) Brussels: Latomus. 1965. Pp. 194.

Fr.b. 300.

Aristotle. De generatione animalium. Ed.

H. J. Drossaart Lulofs. (Script, class, bibl. Oxon.)

Oxford: the Clarendon Press. 1965. Pp. xxxii

-1- 223. £1 151.

Aristotle. Historia animalium. 1. Books i-iii.
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803— 13, 18. 23, 24; 804— 13. 18, 23: 806-11— 18;

810—23; 812— 18, 21, 23; 813— 18, 21, 23, 24;
820-1— 10; x 44-99—7; xi 349 f.—7: 334—20;

365 f—7; 376— 10; 380—17, 24; xii 23, 71-2—18:
xv 9- 11 : xvi 32-14, 24: 32b— 14, 19, 24: 33

—
‘ 4
-

1
.5 , 24:34—2°: 37—

‘

5 - 24; 38—12, 24; 39—10,

24: 41.1-6—9: 43— 11, 24; 63—13; 72—23. 24:

77 25: 208—14: 218— 13: 267— 12; 283-16:

3 1 3—8
:
314—10, 24: 337—16: 356-60—16

Antiphanes ft. iD 41: 103.V ''Edmonds')—41 : Jr.

165K-133
Antiphon the Sophist/r. 44—150

Apollonius Lex. Horn. s.v. fidha—59

Aratus Phaen. 132— 144: 152-4— 151

Archimedes §16- 28

Aristaenetus Ep. i 26— 16

Aristides Laud. Rnmae 365 -24

LATIN AUTHORS
Aristides Quintilianus ii 16—69
Aristophanes Ach. 446 and schol— 134, 1 4 1

; 457— 134;

483-5—155; 488—156: 946—136; 1049-50—143:
-h. 685 ff-—47; 693 ff.—41 ;Ec. 1 12 ff—45; 652 -

3°; Eq. 595-610—53; 878 ff—45; Lys. 70-1— 154;

781 ff.—47; Xiib. 1088 ff.—45; Pax 271— 144:

Phil. 863— 143: 923 and schol— 1 13; 1188— 140:

Ran. 169—143; 508—133, 136, 144, 149, 152, 156,

158: 512—136; 532—135, 136; 643— 143: 888-9—
136; 1417— 134; Th. 130 ff.—45; Vesp. 785—139:
ft. 326, schol. Luc. p. 178 (Rabe)—45

Aristotle Ath. Pol. 22.7—54; 23—53, 54; 24.3,

26.1—53; 27.7—54: 28.2, 41.2—53; Meteor, ii

2.371b 30, 5.377a 12 and 14, 6.364b 1—33:
353b 3—35: 356b 9-17—44; 365b 9 f.—46 ;

Pol.

‘3‘9b— 1 12; ix 1341a—69; fr. 528—113: fi.

6 1 1 . 1
6— 105 ;fr. 611.17—no

Arrian iii 12.2, 3, 4—168

Athenaeus iv 129a, 173d, i82e, i8af—69; 183 f.—75;

1846-0— 105: 1 86c— 134; xiv 633 b—69: 634a

—

75: 635a—69. 76: 636b, 637b—69
Avianus. 22—43

Censorious de die nat. 18, 5, 9—34; fr. 2, 3. 5—28

Chron. Pinch, i 700—9; p. 624 Bonn— 13
Claudian Cons. Stil. iii 155 f.—23
Clearchus fr. 4K— 135
Cleomedes cycl. theor. i 10 §50—28

Constantius Porphyrogenitus de Them, i 27—

9

Oorippus de laud. Jastini pref. 10 f., 39 b, i 1-3— 24:

i 26.7—22; i 55b, 264 b, ii 267, iv 280—24: i\

287 b—21 : iv 332—15

Demosthenes xxvii 15—60; 33.5—58: 56—60; xxviii

15, 16, xxix 26—60: [Demosthenes] xlix 25, 27, liii

7, 13—154
Digest 48.5.24—62

Diodorus Siculus iii 60.2—27; xii 3.1, 58.1—95; xn
34— 1 12 ; xvi 91, xvii 7.10— 168; xvii 1 7.4— 167

Diogenes ii 1—26 : ix 46—30

Dionysius Hal. de comp. 23— 143

Lmpedokles B57-62—42; B61, B62—45
Elrm. Mugn. 207.55— 114; s.v. alvvi— 144
Eupolis fr. 139—69
Euripides Ale. 328-35— l46;626-7— 134; 1036-146:

‘°93 ,
io95— 158; 1 104— 143; 1 107-9— '46; 1 ‘37

—

134: Bacch. 251-2—153; 944— 147; Cycl. 121— 139:

548-9— 154; EL 25 1— 134 : Hel. 1232— 146; 1272-

‘5‘; ‘272-3— 140: 1273— 1 41 ; 1579-80— 136.

139; 1581— 141 ; Her. 275—134, 144, 146, 152, 135,

275-8—147; 1,59-60—153; 1226—153; 1 233-7“ ~

‘53: 1235—144, 155; 1 255-1 3 1 0—153; Hipp.

48-50—136; 105— 134; 715— 143; 7..4. 440—155:
506— 147, 148: 506-7—146, 147; 511-12— 148;

749~5° ‘38; 821-4—147; 1503—153; E>n 417—
‘39, 140; I.T. i486— 147; Med. 89— 140; 472

—

‘44= 533—139. ‘4‘ : 747— ‘55: 707—158: 73‘“2—
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140; 754— 141; 756— 140, 141; 776-9— 138; 777,

778, 779— 139; 876-8— 135; 884— 156; 884-3

138, 139, 155; 908— 146; 1036-8—156; 1073 134;

1127— 143; 1242-3—156; Or. 678—139; 1092-3—

155; 1212-13, 1216—139; 1672—155; Phoen. 614

—

146.. 147; 1086— 134; 1683— 154; 1683-5 146,

156; Rhes. 648— 154; Suppl. 388— 147; 368-9 i 33 ;

Telephus fr. 707X— 134, 141; "Pro. 53, 718 154;

fr- 773 -9—Mi
Eusebius PE x 14.1 1—26

Evagrius HE iv 24, v 24— 16

Geminus Isagoge 8—33 ; 1
7—34

Herodotus i 77.1-2— 103; 125.3

—

IO°i “ io9 -9 ,

161— 102; 1 8 1—99, 102, 105; 182.2— 101, 103;

iii 12— 108; 13.3— 107; 13.4

—

99 ;
J 9> 34 -4

— io3 :

91.2

—

107; 129-39, 142.3, 150.1— 102: iv 145.1

too; 150.3— 106; 132.5, 159

—

!02
>

’6° I12 i

161.3—99 ;
162-3— 1°2 ;

162-7

—

IOO >
io3-: t63.2,

164.2-

3— 100; 164.2— 101 ;
165.1— 100; 165.2 99,

101, 103; 165.3—99; 166. 1— 101: 167.1 100, tot,

108; 186— 105; 178-9— 106; 200-204 100, 103;

203.1— 103; 204— 105; v 22— 108; 42-3 106;

47.1— 103; 77—88; 104. 1— 101; vii 7 108, 109;

69— 108; 71, 86— 107; 158— 106; viii 79.1 51:

79 - 3
—

53 : 79-82—51 ; 93, 94, 93
—5H 137— IC>6

Hesiod Op. 30 ff.—43; 54 ff.—42; 60 ft., 83 ft., 85 ft.

—43; schol. 205— 149; 356— 150; 504 37; 564 ft-

—31 ;
622 ff.— 152; 630— 151 ; 643 and schol .— 144,

147, 151, 152; 644-5— 151; 663-94— 1 30 ; 663 31

;

665—
1
5 1 ;

682-3— 152; Th. 511ft., 533 ft- 4T
370 ff.—42; 571 ff-

—

43 : 59°

—

44 ;
/"• 1 3

—
t6 :

76—41
; 94—55 , 56, 57 ; 96—55, 57

Hesychius s.v. atrco— 144; s.v. cw/.vedro; 58

Hippocrates Epid. vii 25, 31—30: Airs, II a/crs.

Places 1
1—33

1 lomcr II. i 353— 58; ii 216— 166; 436—58; 822- bo;

vi 191-5, 249-50—59; 251—58; 298-9—60; 394

38; 407-65—64; ix 98-9, 144-8, 286-90 59:

565-72—64; xi 192, 207—58; 221-8, 241-5—59:

753—58; xiii 172-6, 363-82—59; 382—56; 620-7

—62; xiv 119-25—59; xv 491, 644—58; xvi

178—53-6; 190—55; xvii 206—38; 613—59: xix

297-9—62; schol. v xx 67—46; xxi 88—58; xxii 51,

88—58; 471-2—55; 477MI4—64; xxiii 278—59:

xxiv 523—148; Od. i 33-7—62; 276-8—56. 65;

289-92—63, 65; 316-18—57; 372
-
5 , 384-7- 389-

404—61: ii 26-9—61; 50-4—63; 52—64; 5— 1
.

91-2—56; 94-102—61; H3ff.— 15; 11 3_I4 36;

114—63; 120-3—58; 128—63: 130 ff., 132-3,

188-91—65: 195—56; 193 ff—65; 196-7—56;

220-3—63, 65; 223—63; 243 ff.—65; 303-20 61

;

332-6—64: iii 263-75—62; 265-8—63; iv 5-7.

171 ff—59; 197— 148: 642-4, 663-72—61; 736

58; 738—62; vi 159—55; vii 54-68—35: 31 1 15

59; viii 269— 58; 287—35: 317-20— ">8; x 5.7 55:

xi 116-17—64; 117—56; 177-9—63; 281-6 55:

287-91—66; 307 ff.—47; 432-4—62; xiii 377 8

64; 378, 380-1—56; xiv 61-5—55; 173- 180-2—

62; xv 16-8—64: 17-8—57: 18—56: 230-8—66;

367—56; 404—31; xvi bb— 39: 73-6j. 77 —57 :

372-86—65: 384-6— 64; 387-92—56; 390-2—65:

392—57; xvii 454-7—33; xviii 160-2—65; 266-

70- 6 1 . 62 ;
267-70—63 : 272-3 63. 65 6 ;

275-80

—65: 276-9—38: 291-303—65: 405-11—65: xix

138-47—

6

k 253-4—37: 325-34 55 '. 3997469—

64; 526—63: 527—63. 66: 528-9-33. 66; xx

262—72—65; 289—66; 322—3—65; 322—44 62-

326-44—66; 335—57- 66; 340- 66; 342—58; xxi

161—56; 161-2—65; 162—37: 214-15—33: 314-

19, 331-3—66:368-79—65; xxii 35-41, 321-5 63

.

xxiii 140—58; 149-51 63: 227 8- 58; xxiv

283-6—37: 294—58
Horace Odes i 14— 109

Hvginus ashon . iv 2—28

H\mn. Horn. Aph. 140-58: Men. 497. 509 39

Hymn. Oiph. 9.4., 32.10, 42.4—46

Ibykos PMGfr. 285—46
Irenaeus Hacr. ii 14— 41

Isaeus ii 9—58; 11— 1 37 ; l -__, 3i : "i 3> )7 -<J .

viii 8—58: viii 32- -64

Isidore Firm. iii 21 -69

John the Lvdian de magg. iii 26 ib

Justinian Edict, viii 6— 15

Kallimachos 3- 43 ;/r. 192- 42. 43 : fi . 493 43

Kratinos fr. 240—43

Kritias fr . 23- 42. .43

Laur 24.9 I. 43' to 43
r '9

Livy xxiv 34.6—72; xxxix 6 60

Lysias i 23. 39— 136

[Lysias] xx 32—46

Macrobms sat. iii 14.7—69

Malalas 483—9: 483.8- -1

1

Menander Dysc. 425-6— 156: 370-1— 140; 612 147

.

629—143:828-9— 135 '• Ejntr. 11,, LI'- *7" E19-

Kid. fi. 1-138: Peak. 266-7— 135: 435-7—' 1"

Menekles FGH 270 F3— 104: F6— 105

Moschion ft. 6—42. .43

\uvitm Testamentum I Cm . 11.2 -150: I John 4.0- 40

Orphicafu. 7b. 77. 80, 81 46

Pap. F.laph. 13*— 150

Pap. Hiheh i > 19061 29 no. b— 137

Pap. 0 \1. 427 -41: 6 222—108; iii 41 n. 4' L 1 45

Paul the Silentiary H. Soph. 930!—

9

Pherekrates fir. 113. 114. "7, f : t r - 1 D~ ""

Pherekydes FGH 3k 796 45

Philemon fr. 44—69

Plhliskos J)

.

1 A Ldinonds) 4,

Photius Ep. 16—42: s.v. ain't 1 44

Pindar O. ix 42 ff.—41 : P\th.i\ 17-18- 112:21 90

106; 64-5- 108; 277-9, 299-300, 467—109: Hud

276 04550 — 108; schol. inscr.— 108, no. m. v

IO-1I-— IOO; 34— I08: 74il. —I08: 76. UK,
1
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1 16—21— 109; schol. 26 (_34
»— 108; schol. insci.— 108:

ix 71-2— 108; schol. inscr. a and b—108

Plato Apol. 240—143; Crat 407a 8-b 2—46; Gorg.

523a 1. 527a 5—43; Hipp. Maj. 283d 8, 285c

io-286a 2—43; 303c— 144; Leg. 721b 6-c 8, 73 id

6-

7326 4—48; Menu 80b 8-c 6—45; Phaedi. 229c

b-e 7—47: 246c 4 11'.. 248a 1 IT., 250b 5-c 6, 2320

3-

253C 6, 236b 7-d 3—49; 259b 6-d 7—43; 267c

(Hermeias" schol. 1— 143 ;
Phaedo 60c— 144; bob 8-9,

60c 1-7 -42: me 4 ff.—40; Pit. 268e 4-3—43:

2790. 31 ic— 142; Prot. 320c O’.—42: 32id 5-e 4,

322c 1 11* 43- 3288—133; 33jd-e— 153, 136:

361c. e— 134; Rep. 338b. c— 157; 35oe 2-4—43;

363^-0—150: 3998—69; 61 id 1-2—48: Symp.

183c 1, i88d 9-e 2—49; 189c 2-1938 5—41; 190b

3, b 6 -9—46; 19K 6-8—49: igid 1-2—48; igid

3 -193c 8—44; 192a 2-7, b 3-6, b 6-c 2—45 : 192c

4-

d 2—49; 1928 2 II'.—43; 192c 9—48; 193a

2 3 -45: 193a 7-d 5—44: 193c j—d8
; 193d

7-

8—43: 203d 10-c 7—48; 207c g-2oge 4—48:
2i2c 4--b —48. 21 -,a 4 fT.— 43; Theaet. 176b 7—43;

1850— 144: Tun. 208 1. 2od 7-8—43: 38c,

39c 39

_

[Plato] Axiochus 370c—33
Plato Comicus fr. 30— i34;/r. 186.5—43
Plautus Stick. 93— 136; 381—69
Pliny AH ii 31—27, 35
Plutarch Ant. 9—69; Arist. 24.3—34; Canon 5.2-3.

5.4—53: 14. 1-2—86 ;Cleom. 35—69; Marc. 14—70.

72; 14.3—72; Mor. 15 f., 22b— 148; 22c— 149:

22f~23a— 144, 148; 238-240— 148; 23b 24b 25a.

47b — 149; 827a—69; Them. 14.2—52

[Plutarch] Shorn. 2—36

Pollux Unom. is- 59—69
Polvaenus Strut, iv 6.8— 166; v 44.4— 168; vii 28 —

108; viii 47— 104, 108

Polybius v 27.3—145; 37.10—69; 102.3- -~i- viii

5.2—70; 6—69-75
Porphyrius Comm, in Ptolemaei Harm, i—69
Procopius Anecd. 18.29

—

24 : 2 4- 23

—

l6 : de Aed. i

1.6 f.—23; 10.3— 16; iv 8.24—23; v 3.10—9: BG
i 4.30— 16; iii 32.9—24: 32.34— 17; 35.11-24:

Epp. 28. 37. 64. 71. 72— 10; Hist. pref. 11.9— 16;

xii 5 -14

Propertius i 5.9— 18

Ptolemy FGH no. 138, F4— 168

Ptolemy Almag. i 12, 15, ii 6—32; iii—34; iii 1—32.

35: v 10—32: vii 1, 3-18, 3—28

Sext. Empiricus adv. astrol. 9 = adv. math, v g—28

Sidonius Apollinaris carm. xxii 268— 16

Simplicius de cael. 471.1—30

Skylax Periplous p. log— 105

Sophocles Aeth.fr. 28— 150; Aj. 92— 144; 92-4— 143 :

526— 146:536, 1381-2, 1401— 154; Alcm.fr. 109—

144; El. 1044—154; 1051, 1057—155; Inach.fr.

282P— 155; OT 929-32—143; Phil. 889—146;
Track. 1216—

1
4 1 ;

1252— 143 ;/r. 28— 150

Strabo 1 13-14—28; 638— 102; 837— 105; x 3.17—by
Suidas s.v. ’.-1yahia;—6, 8, 18; s.v. AlOtpio;— 19:

s.v. aino— 144; s.v. 'AraSifiai'bpo;—26; s.v.
”
IjivKO

:

—69; s.v .Kvpo;— 18; s.v. Ahvcnuvpo;— 14; s.v.

odder crpo; Aiovvaov—20; s.v. ntzpo; 6 ptjrmp— 16;

s.v. trailfirkui—69; s.v’. Tptpcmavb; Hibr'iTi];—

8

Themistius p. 434—42

Theocritus xii— 1 1 ;
xv 3— 135, 136

Theophanes AM 6043— 1 1 ; 6052—9; 6061—21

Theophvlactus Sim. iii 15.6—22; viii 13.12— 13
Theopompos/r. 18—45
Thucydides i 13—53; 89.3 ff., 96.2—54; 104.1— 107:

no.2 112: 141.2-143—53; iii 34—96; 115.4—46:
iv 32 fb—32; v 20—34; v 87 ff.—54; vi 6.2—95:

54.6—88; 78.2—44; vii 16—31: 50— 113; viii

89—31; 58.7—46
Tibullus i 2.89-90— 18

Yegetius Mil. iv 21—70, 72, 73
Vergil Geotg. ii 412-13— 150
Vitruvius vi 1.3—69: ix 8.1—29; x 16.9—70

Xenophon .[nab. iii 15— 107; vi 6.25— 134; vii 7.52

—

'44> >52, ! 54; Cyr. i 4.13— 143; iii 2.14— 154;

v 4.43 —166; vii 4.13, 5.48— 1 43 ; Hell, vii 1.24—45:

vii 3.10— 137; Symp. i 7—144, 152, 155
[Xenophon] i 2, ii 1—53

/onai as xiv 7—

9

IV.—BOOKS NOTICED

Amit M. . Athens and the sea: a study in Athenian sea-

power. 249 f. (D. Lotze

;

Andronicos AI.J, Vergma, the prehistoric necropolis and

the Hellenistic palace. 313

Anthologia Graeca. The Greek anthology: Hellenistic

epigrams, ed. A. S. I’. Gow and D. L. Page. 199 f.

T. B. L. Webster;

Aristotle, Analylica priota et pnsteriora. ed. \\ . D. Ross

and L. Minio-Paluello. 192 f. ^D. B. Robinson

Vristotle, De arte poeticu liber, ed. R. Kassel. 193
1' iM.

D. Petrusevski 1

Beazley J. D.j. The Berlin Painter, 289 (M. Robert-

son 1

Beck IF. A. G.), Greek education, 450-350 B.C.. 231 f.

(H. C. Baldry')

Beck (G.i, Dir Stellung des 34. Bitches dei Ilias in dei

alten F.pentradition, 171 lJ. B. Hainsvvorth'l
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Beckwith (J.), Coptic sculptme 300-1300. 297 f. IP. L.

Shinnie)

Berlin. Deutsches archaologisches Jnstitut. feitschriften-

verzeichnis, bearb. von G. Bruns und mehreren

Mitarbeitern, 31 1 ij. E. Southan)

Biancofiore (F.). La civilta micenea nelV Italia meridionale

.

1. La ceramica. 267 f. (\V. D. Taylour)

Bieber (\I.), Alexander the Great in Greek and Roman ait.

292 f. (R. V. Nicholls)

Boardman (J.), Greek art, 282 f. ij. P. Barron)

Bolelli (T.’l. Ed., Per ima stoiia della licerca lingnistica

:

testi e note introduttive. 212 (D. M. Jones')

Bonacasa (XV). Ritratti greci e romatii della Sicilia:

catalogo, 292 (G. \I. A. Richter )

Bowdoin College. Ancient art in Bowdoin College: a

descriptive catalogue of the W'anen and othei collections.

by K. Herbert, 287 (B. A. Sparkes)

Bowra. (C. M.). Pindai. 174 f.
(
J . A. Davison)

Brommer
< F. ) , Die Skulptmen der Parthenon-Giebel

:

haialug und Untersuchang. 273 f. (P. E. Corbett)

Buhler (\V.), Beilrage gut Erklarung der Schrift com

Erhabenen. 203 f. (A. E. Douglas;

Calder, III (W. M.,i, The insciiption fiom temple G at

Selimts, 296 f. (A. M. Woodward)
Caley (E. R.), Metrological tables, 299 (D. M. Metcalf

C. A. H., see Gadd (C. J. )
and Stubbings )F. H.)

Campbell (J. K.), Honour, family and patronage: a study

of institutions and moral values in a Gieel. mountain

community, 309 f. (P. Sherrard)

Chadwick (J.) and Killen (J. T.). The Knossos tablets.

3rd eel.. 214 (E. L. Bennett, Jr.

'

Chambers (M.), see Day (J.).
Corinth. Results of escalations conducted by the American

school of classical studies at Athens. Vol. xiii. The

A’oith cemetery, bv C’. W. Blegen and others. 278

t\V. H. C. Frend)
Corpus del griechischen Uikunden des Mittelalteis und dei

neueren fjeit. Reihe .1.- Regesten. Abt.l. Regestcn dei

Kaiserurkunden des ostromischen Reiches von 565-1493.
Ed. F. Dolger. j. Teil (Schluss \ : Regesten von

‘341-1453' 3°- f- (D. M. Nicol)

Coipus inscriptionum legru Bosporani iC.I.R.B.), 294 f.

(J. Pecirka)

Corpus vasorum antiquorum, Cyprus 1. Xikosia 1, ed. Y.

Karageorghis. 287 f. (H. W. Catlingl
Cotpus vasorum antiquoium, Norway 1, Public and private

collections 1, by S. Marstrander and A. Seebcrg.

288 (J. D. Beazley)

Coipus vasorum antiquorum. Poland 6. Warsaw Xational

Museum 3. by M.-L. Bernard. 288 f. (J. D. Beazles 1

Cyprus. The Swedish Cyprus Expedition. Vol. tv. part

1 A. The stone age and the early bronze age in Cyprus. by
P. Dikaios and J. R. Stewart. 237 f. H. W. Catling

Dalton (O. M. „ The Treasure of the Oxus. 3rd ed.. 313
Daskalakis (A. \.i. ‘O ueya: Wkevurdfiov kui o

T/.hyia/w:. 251 1'. (G. T. Griffith)

Day (J.) and Chambers (M.), Aristotle's histoiy of
Athenian democracy. 247 iG. E. Cawkwelb

Delcourt (M.i. Pynhos et Pynha: lecheiches sui le\

valeuis du feu dans les legerities helleniques, 233 'J.

Pollard)

Demargne fP.t, Aegean ait: the oiigins of 6reek nit.

trans. S. Gilbert and J. Emmons. 2b4 f. J. X.

Coldstream)

Detienne iM.). Ciise agiaiie et altitude leligieuse chez

Hesiode. 172 f. (P. Walcot.i

Dietrich iB. C.i, Death, fate and the gods: the develop-

ment of a leligious idea in Greek popular belief and in

Homer, 234 f. f E. O. James)

Dirlmeier (F.). Der Mythas von honig Oedipus. 232 f.

(P. Walcot)

Dunand iM.), and Duru fR.,. Oimnn el- Allied: ime

ville de Vepoque hellenistique nils echelles de Tvi

.

284 t.

{S. A. A. El-Xasser\

Eliot (C. W. J. j. Coastal denies ij Attiku: a study oj tlu

policy of Kleisthenes. 248 f. iR. J. Hopper 1

Eugenius Panormitanus. Venus ianibici. ed. and trails.

M. Gigante. 299 f. (X. Panayotakisi

Ehrenberg (\’.). Society and civilization in Gieeie and

Rome. 235 f. (H. C. Baldry)

Euripides. Medea and othei plays, trans. P. \ ellacott.

177 f. )P. G. Mason)
Euripides. £es verloien tmgedies: studie met kiitische

uitgave en vet tiding dei fragmental dooi H. I im I.ooy.

179 f. T. B. I.. Webster
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